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I.-QUESTioNNAIRE ISSUED BY THE 
BENGAL JUTE ENQUIRY COMMITTEE. 



Questionnaire. 

Regulation. 

Q. 1. Do you think the production of jute requires regulation? , 
Q. 2. (a) Do you think it is possible to regulate the jute crop 

with reference to the expected demands of the market? . 
(b) What would be the main object and likely effect .of such 

regulation ? Would it be to raise, or to-steady ,prices of the raw fibre? 

Q. 3. If you do n,ot believe it is possible to regulate production 
please. give reasons. Do the reasons against the possibility of regula
tion refer to present circumstances only, or do they imply that regula-
tion would in no circumstances be feasible? -

Q .. 4 •. Do you know of any scheme of control of production, or 
export, of raw material, which has been successful in this or in any 
other country? In what respect is the case of jute similar or dis
similar? 

Q. 5. What are the factors which in your opinion depress the price 
of .i lite? Is it a. fact that prices have been poor only at times of. 
financial or other crises, rather than that low prices are due to over
production? 

Q. 6. If a jute regulation scheme were adopted, do you think there 
wo~ld be any danger of competition from substitute crops, either in 
India or in other countries? If such competition is likely, please 
explain how it would affect the jute industry in Bengal? 

Q. 7. Do you consider that cultivators would voluntarily come 
under a scheme of regulation of the jute crop? 

Q. 8. Is there any reason to believe that an attempt to regula~e 
.production on a voluntary basis would fail on the ground that any 
success achieved in one year would tend towards inducing increased 
sowings in the following year? 

. Q. 9. What are your views regarding regulation made compulsory 
by legislation? Have you any suggestions to o:n;er regarding the 
outline of such legislation? 

Q. 10. How would you propose to implement compulsory regula
tion? Would you desire to utilize any of the following:-

(a) Union Boards, (b) Co-operative Societies, (c) zemindars and 
(d) any other agency? 

Q. 11. If widespread evasion of jute regulation procedure iii 
apprehended, do you think it could pe checked if .the P?rchase of jute 
were concentrated in a Jute Marketmg Board whICh mIght be able to 
detect increase in total yield and therefore in total acreage? 
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Q. 12. In the event of regulation of jute cultivation being arranged 
for the province of Bengal, would it be necessary to secure the co
operation of Governments and organizations in Bihar and Assam? 

Cultivation and production 0/ jute. 

Q. 13. In the case of a decrease -in· the area of jute, what alterna
tive crops instead of jute' would you suggest for low lands and high 
lands? What steps do you consider 'could be taken to encourage the 
rq,iyat to grow such alternative crops? 

Q. 14. Do you consider Government, and other, propaganda 
during the last two sowing seasons has had any eft'ect in keeping down 
the, area of jute under cultivation? Should such propaganda be 
continued? If you co.nsider such propaganda could be. made more 
effective in any way, please make suggestions. 

Q • . 15. What 'do you consider is the normal cost of cultivation and 
yield per acre of jute, and of alternative crops respectively, in different 
parts of Bengal? 

Q. 16. In view of present day conditions, what would you' con
sider a fair price level for jute which would bring a reasonable return 
to the cultivator growing it? . . 

Q. 17. What are, in your opinion, 'the chief factor& which.. have 
brought about the fall in the prices of raw jute and of manufactured jute 
in Bengal. . ' 

Q. 18. Jute is meeting with competition from paper and .other 
substitutes. J ute bags are also being displaced by the use of elevators 
and bulk shipment in transit. In view of these circumstances, and in 
order to enable manufacturers to meet this competition, do you agree 
that agricultural research and propaganda, to assist the grower in 
producing better iute, and to lower his cost of production, should 
continue unabated by the Department of Agriculture? If you consider 
the Department of Agriculture could be assisted in this work by pther 
agencieaiplease make suggestions. 

Marketing. 

Q. 19. Do you consider the present system of compiling and pub
lishing the jute forecast satisfactory and beneficial from the point of 
view of the (a) growers, (b) balers and mill-owners, and (c) middlemen? 
If so, how? If not, why not? In the latt~r case what changes would 
you suggest? 

Q. 20. ·Are the present forms an'd methods of grading and market
ing jute in the mufassa.l satisfactory, from the point of yiew of (a) 
growers, (b) balers and mill-owners, (c) middlemen, and (d) the COlll

munity generally? 
Q. 21.. Do you consider it feasible to establish organized markets 

for jute in the various districts similar to those which have been- pro
vided for cotton in the Central Provinces and Berar by the Central 
Provinces Cotton Market Act of 1932 (Appendix A)* P What would be 
the approximate number of such markets in Bengal, and the area served 
by each of them.? WQuld such markets be advantageous to the 
cultivators P 
[Que3tionnaire.] 
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Q. 22. Is there any means, such as the formation of villaae Co
operative Societies, whereby the Taiyat can be brought more closefy into 
touch with the jute baler, thus el:Lminating the middlemen and middle-
men's profits? ' 

Q. 23. Explain in detail the work and method of the various middle
men, such as the laria and. the bepari, both- as merchants and as com
mission agents, giving their remuneration in all forms in which it may 
exist. 

'Q. 24. Do you think there is any relation between the low price 
the cultivator is getting for his jute and the multiplicity of the middle
men? 

Q. 25. 'Are there any marketing customs which, you consider 
detrimental to the 1'aiyat? If so, how could these bEl abolished? 

Q. '26. Do cultivators pledge or sell their cl'opsbefore they are 
haryested? If so, how long before harvest are they pledged? What 
are the terms on which the crop is pledged? 

Q. '27. From whom do cultivators borrow? Would it be correct 
to say that in the large majority of cases the creditors are also the 
ultimate bllyers. of the crops? If SOi do you think that it in any way 
affects the price which the cultivator is able ~o obtain? Have you any 

. suggestions to offer regarding the provision. of better credit facilities to 
the grower? , ' 

Q. 28. 1s it possible to bring the whoie systeJll of,:' marketing jute 
into the hands of a co-operative organization? If so, describe on what 
basis the organization should be made'and how it could be financed? 
Please frame your answer in the light of the experience gained, from the 
working- of the co-operative' jute sale societies. • 

Q. 29. What 'are the terms on which jute is sold to Dundee, the 
Continent, Japan,' and other countries? 

Q. 30. Are there any fixed standards of quality on which. business 
is done for export? Who fixes those standards? Do the standards 
vary irom year to year? ' 'Where are arbitrations held? 'Who appoints 
the arbitrators? Please give your views regarding home guaran~ee 
and the invoicing back clauses. 

Q. 31. What improvements, would you suggest in the methods 
adopted at present in the export trade? Do you consider that it is 
feasible to fix standards by legislation. under which a body of recognized 
standing would De set up to inspect all consignments of jute, and grant 
certificates, which would be authoritative and final in regard to the 
jute inspected? _ 

Q. 32. Have you any scheme to suggest for improvelnents in the 
present methods of dealing in jute? Would a system of standards 
adopted on the lines 'of the American Co~ton Standards. Act of .1923 
(Appendix B)* be suitable for IJlIcca bales In Bengal? GIve detaIls of 
any scheme- you would suggest. 

Q. 33. Are the various methods of marketing jute in Calcutta 
satisf'actory? " 
• Please explain the system at present pre,:ailing .in dealings in loose 
Jute purchased by (a) jute balers and (b) Jute mIlls. Are there ~ny 
iixed 'standards? 

Q. 34. Is it a fact that standards or grades are sometimes changed, 
even in the middle of a season? 

., .Vide V"lume I, Appendix, page 1'l e'aeq. 
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Q. 35. Do you advocate that fixed standards for loose jute should 
be fixed by legislation or otherwise? Please explain any objections 
which there may be to such a scheme. _ - -

Q. 36-. ' What standards would you suggest and what authority do 
you think should supervise the working of the standards? 

Q. 37. What is your opinion on Mr. McDougall's marketin:g 
seheme as published in the Heport of the Central Banlting Enquiry 
Committee ,(Appendix C)*? If you adyocate Qny other marketing 
scheme please state the lines on which it would work, particularly with 
regard to the financial aspect. . 

Q. 38. Do the growers of ju.te at present receive any market 
information? If so, in what form? If in your opinion the position 
is not satisfactory, can you suggest any practical method, b~ which 
growers, as well as merchants, and manufacturers, could h~_ ~upplied 
with information regarding market conditions both here and abroad e 

Q. 39. Would the same agency be able to supply information 
regarding stocks, complaints from buyers regarding quality, etc.? 
What type of market information would, in your opinion, be of most 
value to the grower? 

Q. 40. Can -you suggest how -reliable information can oe 'made to 
reach the grower rapidly? Do you think that wireless telegraphy with 
loud-speakers at certain. ,centres would be of Qssistance? ~ 

Q. 41. Do you consider it advisable or practicable to hay-e a scheme 
by which, in the event of a po!,sible slump in the market. jUfe could be 
purchased and held back from, the market for the time being? If so, 
should this be done by Government or by priy-ate agency? Do ~·ou 
think that it would be helpful if Goy-ernment announced its willingness 
to buy and stock jute at a minimum price fixed by it? If r9U agree 
that some such proposal should be given effect to, will nHl please 
estimate-the probable cost of working the scheme and indicate how 
funds for the purpose could be provided? 

Q. 42. Do you approve of the suggestion for carrying out market 
surveys for jute, and also for the appointment of special marketing 
officers, as recommended by the Royal Commission on Agriculture? 
If so, what functions would you suggest should be entrusted to the 
marketing officers, and what benefits woultI you expect from their 
surveys? 

Jute Committee. 

Q. 43. Do you think it necessar~' to ('reate a Jute Committee for 
Bengal on the lines of the Central Jute Committee recommended by the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture? 

Q. 44. What functions would you propose .should be entrusted to 
such a Committee with reference to the cultivators, the traders and the 
mills? 'Vhat should be the status of the Commiitee and how should 
its functions be co-related to the different interests involved, and to the 
_~griculture and other Departments of Government? 

Q. 45. Could such a Committee function without the co-operation 
of other Provincial Governments, like- those of Assam and Bihar and 
Orissa wl1ere also jute is grown? If not, how can the co-operation of 
those other Governments be secured? 

Q. 46. How should such a Commi'ttee be financed? 

[Q"88lio".. 're.] 
*Vide Volume I, Appenm, page 27., 68f. 



Competition from 8ubstitutesand research. 

Q. 47. Can you give particulars, and, jf possible, figures, showing 
how ~rade has been lost to the jute industry through competition from 
substitutes; also by the use of elevators and bulk shipment in the 
grain carrying trade? Is the loss likely to be permanent? 

Q. 48. HaYe the ,substitutes in question captiued the trade by 
reason oI- " . 

(a) better durability, 
(b) cheapness, or 

.' '(c) stability in prices from year to year? 

Q. 49. , What are the comparative costs and conditions of produc
tion Qf tltese' substitutes and jute? If :the former enjoy any special 
advantages to-day, are these advantages- likely to be permanent? 
Will the general competitive ability of such substitutes increase or 
decrease, as time goes on, and why? 

Q. 50. Have you any suggestions to put forward with a view to 
regaining the trade lost by reason' of such' competition? 

Q. 5t;. Can you suggest other uses to which jute migllt 
economically be put? 

Q. 52. Can you say if Calcutta mills are equipped to manufacture 
the goods ,which you ,have in mind? 

Q. 53.'- In view of the losses which the jute trade is meeting as a 
result of competition, do you think a Research Department .shauld be 
instituted without delay, to help manufacturers to overcome the 
difficulties Which might attend the making and marketing of new jute 
products. and the improvement of present methods of manufacture? 
If so, by., whom should the Department be financed? 

Q. 54. Do you think propaganda in other countries should be 
undertaken by the jute trade? 

Q. 55. What form should this propaganda take? 
Q. 56. Should special representatives be appointed in various 

countries who would keep the trade posted with statistics, etc" and 
explore other avenues for new business? 

Q. 57. Who would' finance this work? 
Q. 58. How would the activities of such representatives be co

ordinated so as not to interfere with the present selling arrangeIl1 .'llt" 
oj Calcutta shippers? 



II.-Written replies of witnesses. 



It.-WRITTEN REPLIES OF WITNESSES. 

~o. 1. 

Mr. F. Smith, Fibre Expert to the Covernment of Bengal, DaCca. 
~ . 

Dated the 9th March 1933. 

Q. 1 and. Q. 2.-No. 

Q. 3.-If we wish to regulate it requires Illore money and lIO 

Government can afford the requisite money. 

Q.4.-No . . 
I 

Q. 5.-The only factor-the law of supply and demand. 

Q. 6.-At the present price of jute no substitute is possible. 

Q. 7.-No. Every cultivator in Bengal would undersell you for 
2 pice. 

Q. 8.-:-Yust fail as every one ~;ill follow what suits him best. 

Q. 9~-You cannot regulate crops by legislation. 

Q. 10 to Q. 12.-No. Nothing can be done with our illiterate 
peasantry. 

Q. 13.-Amnn paddy on iow land, aua paddy on high land; no steps 
can be taken-cultivators know best. 

Q. 14.-No effect whatsoever. No. 

Q. 15.-Rupees \} to Rs. 6 per maundaccording to prices; obtains 
15 to 16 maundsper acre. 

Q. 16.-Rupees 6 per maund. 

Q. 17.-Scarcity of money and bad world trade. 

Q. 18.-The Agricultural Department can do all that is necessary 
for research for many years to come. 

Q. 19.-No. A temporary staff of clerks is necessary for checking 
areas in Union Boards for 3 months, say, 60 clerks.. .. 
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Q.: 20.-Yes. 

Q. 21.-No. Tpe present arrangements are wonderful. No. 

Q.22.-No. 

Q. 23L-Trade knows this best. 

Q. 24 and Q. 25.-No. 

Q. 26.--Sometimes. Varies. On 11lo1uijans' 'getting best ,alue for 
money" 

Q. ~7.-Anybody. N~. They hav~ too many facilities for credit. 

Q. 28.-No. A fiasco. Government. should not touch business. 

Q. 29.-Trade knows. 

Q. 3O.-Ask trade; all I kno"W is what was 3's. ;years ago is now 
rejections. 

Q. 31 to Q. 34.-Ask trade. 
" 

Q. 38.-Yes, telegraphic. People in mufassal-are well informed. 

Q. 39.-Yes. They know everything that is necessary. 

Q. 40.-They have reliable information and wireless. 

Q. 41.-Should be left strictly alone by Government. 

Q. 42.-N ot approved. 

Q. 43.--,After the last slump not necessary. 

Q. 45.-Yes. Assam and Bihar too small to count. 

Q. 47 to Q. 52.-Nothing to be said with the present price of jute . 

• Q. 53.-Trade will do that. 

Q.54.-No. 

Q. S6.-Already done by Trade Consuis. 

The Fibre Expert's Section of the Agricultural Department can do 
all the research work that.is necessary for the crop. Mr.-Godden owes 
Rs. 11,199 to this Sect,ion for seed supply work. So perhaps this 
work would be' best left to private people, ' Government finances this 
work. Research work on the manufacturing side of the question of 
jute should be left to the trade and should be ~nanced by the trade. 

[Fib,.. Expert, Bengal.] 
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No. 2. 

Babu Nirmal Chandra Basu, Assistant Fibre Expert to the Covernment 
of Bengal, Dacca. 

Dated the 9th March 1933 . 

. Q. 1.-1 do not think .regulation to be necessary. It is extremely 
dIfficult to regulate the Jute c~op. Any attempt at regulation will 
make the scheme very unpopular. Cultivators should be given the 
option about the crop to be sown. 

Q. 2(a).-Expected demands may be broadcast. No attempt should 
be made to induce cultivators tq regulate their crop. 

Q. 5.-Price of jute Jlas fallen with the fall in price of other 
agricultural commodities. It is due to money famine. 

Q. 6.-If th~ price of jute be raised very high due to regulation or 
otherwise, substitutes are sure to be prepaJ;ed. Jute also can be grown 
in other countries, but due to its comparative low cost of .production 
Bengal is havin~ its monopoly. • 

Q.7.-No. . 
Q. 8.-Certainly. 
Q. S.-Legislation.should not be made. . 
Q. 11.-Such a Board will not work, corrupt practices may crop up. 

Evasion will invariably go on. . , . 

Q. 13.-CuHivators should be given the option of finding the suitable 
crops for their lands. Introduction of new crops with demonstrations 
will help a good deal in the matter. 

Q. 14.-The propaganda had rome effect in keeping down the area 
under jute. It is not necessary to continue the propaganda. Culti
vators have now understood the· position. 

Q. 15.-Cost of cultivation varies ,from place. to place and from time 
to time. When a cultivator does not use any hired labour the cost of 
cultivation does not count; whatever he gets is his profit. So any 
calculation about· the cost .cannot give a true idea. A remunerative 
price is purely comparative and depends on the price of other agricul
tural produce. WeIght for weight, price ofjute should be about 4 times 
the price of paddy. Yield of jute has been calculated at 15 maunds 
per acre on the average. . • 

Q. 16.-Price of jute ought to be about 4 times the price of medium 
quality paddy. Rupees 5 per 'maund ought to be the, reasonable price 
of jute per maund at the present day conditions takingRe. 1-4 as the 
price of paddy per maund. 

Q. 17.-General economic depression. Price {)f manufactured jute 
being low due to depression in trade, the price of raw jute must fall. 

Q. 18.-Due to the higher price of jute prevailinl?; during war an.d 
after, substitutes were prepared by other countrIes. Research IS 
absolutely necessary to regain the lost ground. Research should be 
conducted in the direction of improving its quality and ooso to find out 
its fresh uses .. All the work should be Jone by the Agricultural 
Department in collaboration with the Industries Department and with 
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the mills. PrQpaganda in foreign countries may, be of great use III 
exploring a fresh avenue in its uses. : 

Q. 19.-Jute forecast is necessary for all concerned. A better 
method of checking unde!' the control of the Agricultural Department 
is necessary in order to be sure that the figures are correct. 

Q. 22.-Middlemeu are 'absolutely necessary for small growers. 
These men may not like to be in direct touch with the balers. The. 
w01.11d rather prefer to sell to a person who would take the thing from 
their house. Large growers and middlemen may be benefited by the 
formation of co-operative societies. 

Q. 24.---':The price "hat the cultivators get due to the multiplicity 
of middlemen is not of much importance. A cultivator always keeps a 
rough information about the current 'price of jute. He cannot be 
cheated to any great extent by these men. 

Q. 26.-Cultivators sell their crop often when standing in the field. 
Time of selling varies aecording to urgency. . • 

Q. 3B.-The growers receive information about market rates from 
the middlemen. If the price and other information be broadcast 
by radio, the cultivators will be m\lch benefited. . ' , 

Q. 39.-Inforrnatiolt should be on various subjects, e.g., market 
rates, jute forecast figures, complaints, etc. The--subject matter can 
be altered from time to time according to necessity. ' 

Q. 40.-Broadcasting by radio. If loud. sp~kers be installed in 
village schools double purpose will be served. It·will benefit both the 
!ltudents and cultivators. It may also be installed in hats or bazara. 

Q.43.-For the improvement of jute vigorous research work should 
be carried out in the direction of improvement in .quality and in find
ing out fresh uses, etc. For this purpose it is necessary that the 
different workers on the subject should meet from time to time to 
exchange their views. In other w~rds, there should be acentrel 
organisation to advise about the lines to be followed by the research 
workers. This need not be a big affair. At present only the Fibre 
Section of the Agricultural Department is doing work on jute and other 
fibres. If it is decided to form a permanent Jute Committee the Indus
tries Department, the Dacca and Calcutta Universities and some mills 
may be asked to collaborate with the Department of Agriculture. It 
will not be necessary to spend anything on laboratori~s, etc., as the exist
ing arrangements will suffice. Some money will be required to slightly 
increase the staff or office establishments, etc. If a Central Jute Com
mittee be decided upon in future the abovementioned Committee may 
be merged into this bigger one. I am for a small beginning as with 
this work can be begun at onre. . 

Q. 44.-The following will be the constitution and functions of the 
Committee :--

A. 
B. 

C. 

Director of Agriculture, Bengal-EoT-officio Chairman. 
Representative of Agrirultural Department-Research and 

propaganda. 
Representative of Industries Department-Researches on 

industrial side, e.g., small tests on weaving and making of 

Aamtan' Fibre ExPert. Bengal.] 



yarns, finding fresh JIses of jute, making small machines, 
etc. . 

D. & E. Representatives of mills and trade.-MakinO' larCJ'e-soale 
experiments and suggestions on the lilles of. w~rk. '" 

F .. Representatives of Universities.-Experiments in collaboration 
with the Agricult1!ral Department. Research students of 
the Universities may be encouraged to undertake work In 
this direction. 

G. Representatives of cultivator;.-Putting the requirements of 
the cultivators before the Committee. Making suggestions 
about the improvement of the cultiv~ing classes. 

Along with jute other fibres also shoulil be taken up. Fibres 
which are superior to jute should be specially tackled. 

Q. 4S • ....:..It is not necessary that other Governments should co
operate. Jute is a minor crop in other provinces. If means could be 
found ·in Bengal about its improvement other provinces could adopt 
the same. 

Q. 46.-The scheme suggested will not require a very large amount. 
Research Council may. be -requestea to finance. 

Q. S3.-This may be a branch of the Jflte Committee suggested in 
questions 43 and 44. • 

No.3. 

Babu Ranajit Chandra Lahiry, Deputy Chairman,. Pabna Central_ 
Co-operative Bank. 

Dated the 13th lIfarch 1933. 
Q.1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(a).-Yes . 

. Q. 2(b).-The main object.of the regulation should be not .to pro .. 
duce more than that for which there may be demand. If. regulated, 4 

the price of the raw fibres may be steady and there is every likelihood 
of the price being raised and made steady. 

At least most of the cultivators will be relieved of taking loans at 
abnormally high interest for cultivation of jute, whi!)h ruins them 
ultimately. In alternative they may cultivate paddy in the restricted 
areas, for which they will not have to take any loan from the outsiders. 

Q. 3.-In all circumstances the regulation wiiI be feasible, I believe. 
Q. S.-'Vant of foreign demand is the main cause of the depression 

of the price. Financial crisis and over production are correlated. At 
financial crisis there is less demand. and necessarily over production. 

Q. 6.~There is no such danger if thp. price of jute is kept ~oderate. 
The price should be so fixed that no other crop may economIcally be 
substituted for jute. . • 

Q. 7.-Not at first; but after they appreciate the benefit of such a 
scheme the' cultivators are likely to co-operate. , : 

Q. S.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-In order to bring home to the growers the benefit of jute 

reg'ulation there should be compulsory legislation. ,Every. year th~ 
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g'l'owers should be required not to grow jute on more land than what 
would yield the quantity in demand. In order to regulate· the produc
tion it is necessary to have an approximate forecast' of the demand. 

Q. 10.-By all the· agencies mentioned. 
Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-In low lands aman paddy should be cultivated and in high 

lands sugarcane or potato should be cultivated. ' 
By propaganda works the cultivators may be encouraged to grow 

these crops. , 
Q. 14.-Effect ha:~. been given to some extent and it should be con

tinued. The propaganda works would be made more effective by 
lantern lectures in a group conference in villages. 

Q. 15.-Rupees 45 only is the minimum cost of cultivation of jute 
per acre at present in Bengal whereas an average of 15 maunds per 
acre is the minimum production. 

Alternative crops.-

Paddy •• 
Sugarcane 
Potato .. 

Average cost 
of production 

pe~ acre. 
(At present.) 

Rs. 
20 
75 . 

30' . 

Average minimum 
production per 

acre. 
(At present.) 

Mds. 
15 
50 mola.sses, 
30";' 

Q. 16.-At least Rs. 6 per maund for jute would bring a reasonable 
return at the present day ~o the cultivators. 

Q. 17.-Want of foreign demands for the raw material as well as 
the finished' products. 

Q. 18.-¥es. 
The Department of Agriculture could be assisted by the Co-operative 

Department. ' 
Q. 19.-In my opinion it helps the balers and mill-owners only, for 

they can control the.market, at their own will, on the forecast. Instead 
of the forecast of the cultivated acreage, if the forecast of the demand 
of balers of jUte ,be published, th~re may be some benefit to the 
cultivators. 

Q. 20.-The present system of grading and marketing being mani
pulated by the Pllrchasers is not advantageous to the growers and the 
community generally. It may help the growers and the community if 
the gradation and the marketing are manipulated by Government 
experts. 

Q. 21.-Yes, it is feasible. 
• One in each jute growing union of Bengal. It may be advantageous 

to the cultivators. 
Q. 22.-Yes. 
Q. 23.-The larias buy jute from the cultivators at a mIlllmum 

price and sell them to the aratdars at the prevailing rate. 'The 
difference is their profit. Whereas the beparis are appointed by the 

[Babu Ranaju Ohandra Lalli",.] 
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mahajan8 to purcha~e jute' at a fixed price, sometimes on commission. 
Gene~.lly the beparls buy at a much lower rate than that,fixed by their 
mahaJa1!8 and thereby becollle doubly-gainers. 

Q. 24.-Yes, to some extent. 
Q. 25.-Yes, explained iD: Question No. 20. 
Q. 26.-Yes, 2 or 3montlis before ,the crop is harvested. 
In some cases they take cash money at a fabulous rate of interest 

such as 2 annq,s per rupee per month, that is, at 150 per cent: annually. 
Q.27.-From private mahajans. Not in all cases. Better credit 

faci.lit~es can only be given to the growers through Co-operative 
SocIeties. 

Q. 28.-It is possible to bring the marketing of jute under co-opera~ 
tive~ organisation. , 

Some of the reasons of the failure of jute sale societies seem to me to 
lll, the following:-

(a) Uncertainty of the price. 
(b) Competition with well' organise~ rivals having unlimited 

recources. 
(c) Top~heavy management with .inexperienced officers. 
(d) Excessive costs. 

Reasons (a) and (b) can be removed by proper legislation only. If 
the production can be regulated by a. forecast of demand, the price can 
be so fixed as to leave a reasonable 'profit to the grower. Then at the 
price so fixed the Co-operative Societies only will have the 'tight to. 
purchase jute from. the growers. 

By a proper banking system on the co-operative basis the above 
scheme may be financed. . 

The other reasons of the failure of jute sale societies can be .. emoved 
by proper administration. ' 

Q. 35.-Standards should be fixed by legislation. 
Q. 36.-Government iute experts should supervise the working of 

the standards. 
Q. 37.-Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme'seeins'"to'be faasible. 
Q. 38.-The growers of jute at present do not get any' exact market 

information. Information regarding the proper market conditions 
could be supplied to the growers; etc., through.tne local agents of the 
organised markets proposed'in Question No. 21. 

Q.39.-Yes. 
The growers would be benefi~ed if they.get a. forecast of th~ quantity 

of jute to be consumed by foreIgn countrIes WIth an approXImate ,rate 
per maund. -

Q. 40.-Radio with loud speakers at certain centres would be the 
best method for this sort of advertisement. . 

Q. 41.-Yes. It should be done by the Government. Yes. 
Q. 43.-yes. 
Q. SO.-To regain the lost trad.e of jute, there. s.ho.uld be stability 

ill price arid means should be dIscovered to 11ll1l1mISe the cost of 
production. 



Q. 51.-Jute may be usedfoi' cottag-e industries, VIZ., sataraTlcha, 
galicha, rope, etc. 

Q. S3.-Yes, th~ Department should be financed by Goverllluent. 
Q. 54.-~Y es. 
Q. 55.-Through Continental Trade Commissioners. 
Q. S6.-Yes. 
Q. 57.-lndian Go-yernment. 

No.4. 

Babu Kali Das Bagchi, Subdivisional Officer, Sirajganj, district Pabna. 

Dated the .9th MareTi 1933. 

1 regret very much, during the short time allowed, it is not possible 
to study the various questions and give a reply to them in a ·reallv 
helpful manner without a patient scrutiny of the present state of affaiis 
of such an important crop as jute. The study of the problem is further 
made intricat.e by the fact that there are various local "trade secrets" 
based on local custom, CQIlvention" etc'l ,,\·hich the men generally 
employed on jute, are most unwilling to giye out. - Unless a man sees 
through. the game from the actual cultivation, distribution of seeds and 
produce of the fibre, up to the furthest limit of production of the 
finished product in Bengal, or elsewhere, it would be rathel- risky to 
express any opinion as to the various factors coming into play, as each 
stag,e of "production" would be mostly unknown: Private competition 
and an intense selfishness to have a good profit or turnover on the 
capital outlay' in the open market, even at the cost ofllie producers, are, 
however, subjective matters with which probably this enquiry is not 
('oncerned. The experience of the American Cotton Growers Associa
tions would' show that in such a large organisation for jute, we would 
gradually profit by committing mistakes, and t.he growth of an org-anis
ation in course of 20 or 30 years cannot be envisaged at the beginning 
as conditions would vary every year. I would, therefore. propose to 
hazard a few answers to the questions only on t.he actual experience 
that 1 had occasion to gat.her during the last 12 years in course of 
senice in various parts of Bengal. I beg to note. however. that the 
last Great 'Val' was the main disturbing factor in the jute market and 
the fewrish actiti.t~ and the unusual demands of war for jute bags, 
etc., are not liketv to be felt in normal years of peace. It was again 
no use to speculate on any coming war as having any infhtence in the 
market now. The cessation of the activities arising out of the war was 
probably responsible ill no small measure to the present dull depres
sion in the market. If we neglect the influence of the war, \Ve may 
probably assume that the jute market was practically steady from 1890 
(the year of stoppage of free coinage in the mint) till 1914 when the 
exchange organisation broke down. The slight rise, or fluctuation; 
during this time was only a normal growth in business. From J,915 
the jute market (local and export) passed through variollS 'Vicissitudes 
and it is not yet known' whether we have reached the lowest troi.lg-h in 
the waye' of fluctuating prices. The answers to the questionnaire are 
now made subject to the above remarks-. . 

Q. 1.-1 am not in favour of regulation of production of jute for 
t.he following reasons:.....,. .... , 

(1) It would stifle the spirit of priv4!ot.e el1terprise, and the ~ncentive 
to. earn an honest income by one's own labour would be .curtailed. .' 
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(2) :rhe income of the -rteigh~ours is the incentive to produce, and 
~egulah'?Il: would be lll£I:uctU,?us If one tries to forestall his neighbours 
In a SPIrIt of. speculatIOn lIkely to crop up naturally between the
cultivators. 

(3) 'rhe experience of the last 50 years, as gathered from the statis
tics, would show that the minimum and maximum acreage of jute for 
the \\"hole of Bengal and Assam are known and the variation between 
the tWl' i~ not gen.eral!yso much as would be, or need be, controlled by 
a'regulatIOn. ThIS dIfference depends on extraneous causes over which 
the cultivator and Goverm,nent have no control. 

(4) Regulation \\"ould probably affect the healthy competition in. 
the open"market to keep down the price. 

Q. 2(a).-It may be possible Jo regulate the jute crop according t<~ 
the expected demands of the market, b\it then the expected demands 
(both internal and external) are generally vague speculations, specially' 
when they are extended over almost the whole world. 

Q. 2(b).-The ,object of the regulation, if any, should be ouly,to 
steady the price just bordering on the economic profitable level, so that 
the cultivator might ha,,& -a . ,.steady budget of his own instead of. 
depending on off chances Only. A cultivator would not like to in.ddle 
in the I'Bear and Bull" policy. 

Q. 3.-Vide reply to Question No. L 
The reasons have:"no I'eference to the present conditions, and I may 

llave some faith in regulation onJy as a temporary: measure, and in a. 
high. fluctuating market, if there was any occasion for it, and only when 
this fluctuation was likely, to b& immediately ruinous, to the entire 
population at the option of a few. 

Q. 4.-1 had some experience of control of rice d\irtng the last 
Dacca cyclone (1921) and -partly of coal and wheat during }he Great 
War. The price and export and transport were regulated but not the 
produce. Rice and wheat, were food crops imported for local consump
tion. Coal was controlled for 'export and internal supply. It was 
~eant not to last long . Jute . differs from fhem in the following 
ways:- • 

(1) The 10001 01' internal consumption is prac!i<;,ally very small. 
(2) Volume for volume, or weight for weight, j~te would occupy 

. more space in transport organisation than rice or wheat or 
coal, if held in stock. 

(3) Export of jute meant cash, or ready money, and import of rice 
or wheat meant preservation of life. , 

(4) Jute and its produces are capable of repeated use unlike the 
other three. 

- Q. 5.-:-Jt is rather di~cult t? enumerate the. factors which <:a~se. a 
depression -in the price of Jute; lIke all other artIcles or commodItIes In 

the inarket,'.th., ordinal:Y economic laws of ~upply and de~and a,nd 
international exchange and su~h causel;! would Influence the prIce .. ,'I:.he 
cost of production would agalll depend on cheap money and faCIlItIes
for it to a cultivator.' But from the growers' side, the price is often 
regulated by personal requirements to meet ?rdinary o?ligations. more 
than by the' cost of production. The- loss In ,economIC valuat,IOn of 
labour employed in production of fibre falls -on'themselves 'In the 
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shape of use of food crops. Examples are, however, not unknown when 
jute was allowed to wither in the fields to prevent a further unecono;mic 
use of labour and Il- further loss which a grower cannot ordinarily bear. 

In the case of jute the question of price is goyerned by th~ follow-
ing causes:- . . 

(1) Foreign demands on agreed or stipulated prices which dictate 
the internal price. . 

(2) Future markets where the elements of speculation in business 
rule supreme. 

(3) The written. or unwritten contract to supply at a fixed price in 
future in lieu of cash or cheap money to a cultivator. -' . 

(4) There is some elements of risk or loss in st{)ck or handling 
which is not so much felt for other crops. -

It may be said that the above have an indirect effect of steadying 
-prices and controlling the market as well in the world but they neglect 
altogether the interest of the grower. Price, in fact, is dictated by 
-cipher code telegrams from outside and not regulated by supply and 
-cost of production from growers. I -

1he financial and other causes would naturally have some effect on 
the' price and the cost of production. Jute being mainly an export 
'crop the influence of some external causes would be readily felt .. The 
facilities for cheap money affect the cost of production, as a grower has 
often to meet the cost of labour in cash unlike that of other articles 
-paid for in kind or mutual exchange. 

The term "over-production" can have only one significance and that 
only with regard to demand. The demand is of three kinds-

(1) for. local consumpti6n, 
(2) for hessian mills, 
(3) for export or foreign trade. 

The local consumption is very small and does not affect the price. 
The mills and export trade take up 95 per cent. of the produce in 
normal years. The statistics of produce would show that from the side 
of the grower there was no over-production, and a grower is goyerned 
by his ordinary requirements and obligations when he intends to raise 
ihe crop at the pre'\"'8iling rate. There was over-production in the 
:sense that the mills and foreign exporter refused to consume the 
produce. The stock in hand in the market would, therefore, gowrn the 
price more than the produce by the cultivator or supply in the market. 
It is not possible to make an annual estimate of the stock but I under
stand that the mills and export agencies generally keep sufficient stock 
to last 6 months or a year (without any fresh purchases). This oYer
tltocking, if I may say so, depends on the capacity of the mills to 
produce and internal and external demands apart from the question of 
profitable employment of labour. • 

Q. 6.-Jute is ahead of all other substitute crops in the market for 
the following causes:-

(1) It is a cheap fibre which is generally useful for ordinary pur
.poses. The tensile strength may be a little low but that is no matter 
11£ importance in the present day useful products from it. 

(The StM>divisicmaZ Ojfic6r,Sirajganj. Pa!ma.] 
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(2) The substitute crops, e.g., hemp, coirfibre, lady's -finger, aloes, 
~tc., 6r~ mostly _of short!,!r length, and what is. gained in tensile strength 
1S lost m a more volummous use. .J ute, a!l'ain tends itself more oosily 
-to twining and winding than others. 0' • 

(3) The peculiar way of reiting in water where chemical biological 
'Or bacteriologi~l action is brought in~o natural play, cannot be repmced 
by any mechamcal method of ,:xtraction of fibre. The substitute crops, 
as they are known here. require some other trootment which is often 
~ostlier than jute .. The soil, climate and nature of water,may not be 
available elsewhere. From the above it_ would appear that so far as 

-India is concerned, i.e., internal consumption and trade, the -sub-
stitute crops are not likely to compete with jute if the latter were 
regulated. But if the Regulation Scheme affects the foreign markets 
'Competition for substitute crops would naturally come in. The jute 
industry would be seriously affected. I may cite an instance here. 
There were several American mills which turned out bags from a variety 
()f grass and jute~ On account of the slump in the cotton market in 
America, a plan was accepted there to use up the surplus cotton in 
production of such bags. The mills closed up imd the Americans went 
to their own country to help in the new method of production. I need 
not cite other instances. The competition of fibres there is, and there 
will always be in the field, but all the world over experiments have 
failed to reach the minimum cost of production which the Bengal 
~ultivator learnt by experience to adopt. in jute. The question of 
-substitution of jute by some other economio crop is a different problem. 

Q. 7.-It is extremely difficult to say whether the cultivators would 
'voluntarilf come into a scheme of Regulation. I do not know whether 
fiuch a Regulation was accepted anywhere in the world, nor if the 
·ordinary cultivator has any will or option in the matter. The 'culti
-vator is concerned mainly with the price in the market. The high 
-prices allowed in soDie previous years always leave him with the 
~xpectation thal ha wtluld get a higher price :p.ext. year. He may fail 
-or may be in the wrong but im unsophisticated man refuses to be 
o!l'!'verned by Regulat~on unless he find~ in actual practice that it iato 
. rus sole benefit. lj; would appear agam that any attempt to regulate 
the private enterprise of a' grower or cultivator has mostly failed in 
.other parts of 'the world. A cultivator has a small cottage concern 
-whereas the jute industry is mostfy a large scale production. 

Q. B.-Yes, I think the higher price due to any shortage or 
Tegulated supply would induce more sowings and regulation would 
£ease to have any effect. I beg to note that the annual propaganda 
by the Agricultural Department for restriction in cultivation of jute 
does not appear to have any appreciable effect. Probably because the 
propaganda for a distribution of departmental seeds has something to 
odo with a confusion of issues in the minds of the growers. 

1929 
1930 
1931 
-1932 

'. y 

ACres. 

3,020,365 
3,062,300 
1,613,700 
1,633,200 

Average 
Bales. price per 

(400 lbs.). _ maund to 
cultivator. 

9,264,200 
9,966,000 
5,002,700 
5,127,500 

Re. A. 

9 0 
4 4 
3 12 
4 2 

Figures for export, etc., and stock at the end of the year are not available here. 
2 -
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Q. 9.-1 have no suggestion to o:B'er regarding the -compulsory 
regulation by legislature as 1 believe regulation would be like a dam. 
or embankment in the flow of water, the effect of which is apparently 
profitable but it is found to be ruinous in the longrun, unless persistent 
steps are taken to maintain the statUI quo. Instead of a regulation, I 
would advocate a voluntary combination, or "pooling," between the 
Indian J ute Mills Association, Calcutta Baled J ute Association, 
C6lcutta. Jute Shippers Association, Calcutta Jute Dealers, Association, 
Bengal Jute Association and similar organisations, if any, with a view 
to initiate a Jute Trust or Corporation who would look to the interest 
of growers and initiate a division of labour and produce and grading. 
etc. They would govern the world market as the Cott{)n Associations 
of Liverpool and Manchester are doing. There would be a natural 
growth of a mutual convention or agreement instead of an unhealthy
rivalry. This convention in time would be incorporated int{) a Regu
lation, if found necessary by experience. 

Q. 10.-In view of the opinions expressed above this question would 
not arise. I may, however, record a note of warning. There· is III 

telldency in some quarters to emp'loy the infant institutions of UnioIl! 
&ards and Co-operative Societies for every sort of hazardous schemes., 
The deman.d, for an expansion of their activities should be made by
them but it should not be created by others by engrafting a system 
from above. They should be allowed to have a natural healthy growth. 
instead of a fight against heavy odds in ihe beginning of their career:. 
The zemindars, '1nahaja7ls, etc., as an institution existing in the
country, are helpful in various way~ but they should be left to choose 
their own way as to how they can afford facilities in trade. They are: 
not as selfish as they (\re represented to be in public estimation. 

Q. 11.-The Jute Marketing Board may be able to detect increase· 
in total yield and acreage but they would not be able to check the 
evasion of regulations, if any. So far as the Cotton Market Act of 1932' 
(C. P. Act IX of 1932) is concerned, there is this <difference wjth respect 
to jute that the cotton market 'was to regulate the internal trade and' 
consumption of cotton, external trade being rather less, but jute has a, 
~onsiderable export trade the internal constlinptie. heing muclt less. 
H is easy and probably expedient in some cases to cont.rol the internal". 
trade, but the external market is b~ond control unless of course the· 
Jute Trust or Corporation can put up a stiff attitude as the Liverpool'. 
Cotton Association did to America. . .. 

Q. 12.-The Governments of A.ssam and Bihar a~e equally concerned' 
in the jute trade and any regulation in Bengal wQuld mean a diversion· 
of traffic and forcible displacement of capital if it is not accepted by' 
the other Governments as' well. 

Q •. 13.-It is ratht'r a sweeping question and probably"based on &. 
misconception that an average soil may be made to grow any crop any-, 
where. It always requirt's a patient study and experiment. There is~ 
no rough and ready rule about adaptability of crops to soil and climate. 
The natural flora may be an indication and it is not possible to prophesy 

,whether the species would improve or deteriorate. The ques!joll. requires: 
"·il careful study over a number of years. ' 

The cultivator can easily adapt himself to the growth' of economic, 
;crops in spite of all the aspersionll of his conserWltiSm, only if he set's. 

{The SubdWi8ionalOJlicer, Sirajganj, Pabna.1 
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with his own eyes and from the experience_of his neighbour. that a. crop 
- would be. profitablt;. The cv.ltivatioD; ~f foreign set;ds, e.g.,. of cabbages 

and caulIflowers, IS due more to SPIrit of emulatIon than any active 
propaganda from. olltside. There. are immense possibilities. of market 
gardening or of economic crops but the difficulty of transport is a serious 
obstacle not to speak of scarcity of water in some localities. , 

Q. 14.-From the statistics published, I may be contradicted in the 
view that the propaganda for restriction of jute had no appreciable 
effect in reducing the acreage. The low price· in successive years has 
induced the cultivators to seek for help in cultivation of other crops. 
Jute has a remarkable facility that aman paddy can be grown in the 
same field after the harvest and no other crop can be' grown when jute 
"occupies the field. Sugarcane was grown in place of jute in some areas 
but it is a costlier cultivation and an average cultivator cannot 'leave 
his fields occupied for one year whatever' be his ultimate gain.· 
Propaganda is practically useless in the· above view.. The village 
,bepal'l~ and /a1'!·as do a loi of propaganda more than the pamphlets 
. publ!shed by Government which they cannot read. 

Q; -is.--The figures are published in the annual agricultural rep<l'rts" 
and statistics and I have nothing to add. The normal cost of cultiva
tion of jute and production of fibre comes to Rs. 4-8 or Rs. 5 per 
maund on average considering all the factors. . 

Q. 16.-A profit of Re. 1-8 or Rs. 2 per maund is reasonable return 
from the endeavours of a cultivator considering the risk involved and 
volumes occupied in keeping the produce in stock before sale. 

Q. 17.~The fall in price is due to shrinkage o£ foreign dem;mds and 
absence of internal economic consumption of jute, it being assumed 
other things remained the same as regards ·production. The 'average 
life of a jute bag or hessian or other products of jute is no less a 
disbubing factor. 

Q. 18.-It is not easy to give an aiiswer to the question as opinions 
are mostly divided. All that Agricultural Department has done or is 
doin~ is annually 4pllblislied. in the reports and statistics; but it would 
appear a curious thing that the general body of cultivators failed 
hopelessly to take to or appreciate the results of the activities of the 
Department. Probably this is . .due to the fact that there is no grower 
or cultivator in the pepartment; Bnd the Government may have r~sources 
enough to run farms or some gentlemen or .others may have a hobby to 
employ his .leisure hours, but the Department forgets that the cottage 
farms are institutions entirely different from what is meant by "farm
ing" in other parts of the world. It is difficult to say what is better or 
more economical, but the legacy of ages cannot be driven away at once 
by this departmental attempt. It is a serious thing for consideration 
whether the so-called agricultural research and propaganda should not 
be stopped now as the Government Farms are o~ly another competitor 
in the field, if I may say' so, and research and study should be made 
actually in the fields and not in the limited space of a farm. 

Peopie do not appreciate the efforts of the Agricultural Department 
as the Department is concerned more with the problems of academic 
interest and they do not come to help the cultivators when they require 
it (e.g., pests, flood, failure of crop, etc.}. It is better to improve upon 
the existing things than asking the people to. do what they will not or 
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cannot do. The defunct 4gricultural Association in every district 
would probably corroborate the above. 

Unless the activities of the Agricultural Department are made to 
fit in with the demands and actual requirements of the people and the 
policy is changed it is useless to speak of the agencies for their work. 
The Highland Farmers Association of Scotland, a private non-official 
organisation in the middle ages, was gradually absorbed by the Govern
ment of England in the Departinent of Agriculture, but here we have 
the Department which refuses to consider the existing interest or absence 
of them in the large body of cottage farmers. 'The Departm~nt of 
Agriculture in America, however, tells another story and facilities were 
freely given for the growth of private enterprise, but here the activities 
are rather different. The Department can meet successfully where 
there is a demand but it cannot or should not create a demand to justify 
its existence. 

Q. 19.-The jute forecast is helpful mainly to the. balers and mill
owners. Some of the middlemen, e;g., brokers, m.ay derive some benefit 
in their contracts or future markets.. But the growers and the local 
far£as and bepans 40 not get any benefit therefrom and they do not 
appreciate the utility of such forecasts. . 'The forecasts are helpful and 
probably necessary for export·trade, but it is very difficult Jo say 
whether they have any effect on the price with which the growers are 
concerned. This might be due to a lack of education on the_part of 
the growers but I should not touch upon the vicious circles in the 
internal trade so far as the statistics are concerned. The present 
system of compiling and publishing the figures may not be actually 
accurate, but it gives a fair estimate. The published records of the 
settlement operation might be used to get more accurate figures if 
found necessary. But a paid agency should be employed .if more 

· accurate figures are required. . ' 

Q. 20.-The present form and method of grading and marketing jute 
are in a hopeless muddle. The growers do not know these and the 
grading is done by the buyer exporting agencies who have branches in 
the outlying ,stations. The grading is neither uniform nor scientific. 
In some 'localities there are as many as 9 I6rade~ e.!J.-

(I) Extra special. (4) No; 2. (7) No.5. 

(2) Special. (5) No.3. (8) No.6. 

(3) No .. I. (6) No.4. (9) Rejections. 

Besides, there are st'veml gradations according to locality, e.~., Domar 
· No. 1-4, Rangpur No. 1-5, Serajganj No. 1-5, Nikli No. 1-4, Narain
- ganj No. 1-6 and so on. There are some classes known as Hearts, T .R., 
· B.T.R., Crown, Lightening, etc. It is a trade secret as to what subtle 
,differences or specialities are followed in making the above gradation. 
As a matter of fact there is always some slight differences in 
price. according t~ grades, but· the large purchasers generally allow 0. 

fiat rate, and a cultivator who produces special or extm spt'cial (cream 
coloured silken fibre) may find his produc.e priced as rejections or No.6, 
simply because his jute was probably a bit muddy or lustreless through 
some defect or-fault in rettIng though the fibre would be really of a 

, higher grade. It is also believed that a treatment by dilute tartaric 

[The Su~divisionaZ Officer. Sirajganj. Pabna.] 
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and ~lallic 8?ids can. change the gra~es. Water-hyacinth is also help~ 
ful m affectmg the grade. There IS It Board of Arbitrators in' the 
Chamber of Commerce regarding disputes over gradation. But this is 
confined mostly between a broker and a broker or a broker and a larO"e 
pur.chas~r; the cultivators do not come in to share the profits of this 
arbItration. The grower and the community are practically defra.uded 
of the I.egitimate price of the produce which otherwise they would have 
every right to demand. It would appear that the grading is profitable 
to the balers and mill-owners and the present method of marketing is 
under their control. 'fhere is also a discrimination between middle':' 
men j the English brokers generally get a rupee per ntaund more than 
an Indian broker and where the cultivator gets so much per maund of 
produce, the middlemen and the mill and exporting agencies .derive 
commissions at the rate of so much per 100 or 1,000 maunds of jute 
.handled according to its grades. . 

Q. 21.-It is possible to establiilh organised market at suitable 
places. There is a sort of an organisation in the bigger centres, each 
attached to the local branch of brokers or exporting agents. The 
experience of the. Cotton Market Act of 1932 is not easily available 
here, but the Act appears to have perpetuated the existing system, if 
any, and the system of licence is likely to drive away the young 
aspirant from easily coming to the field. Markets may be established 
at places of export or where large purchases (transactions not below 
5,000 maunds) are made in a day iii the season or when the cultivator 
sends out jute for sale through a broker. The facilities. for transport 
ntay be considered regarding its location. A short survey of the exist
ing conditions would be enough to settle the preliminary details. 
Traffic should not be diverted to other channels by such markets as the 
available ways of transport would be seriously disbubed. There. are 
Iluch markets existing though in a disorg·unised form. There would not 
arise any difficulty to remodel them. This is likely to be advantageous 
to cultivators. The notified markets should be under the control and 
supervision of the proposed trust or corporation. 

Q. 22.-The exact reason for a persistent cry for doing away with 
the middlemen and their profits is not known. They eD!!t simply 
because they afford"' facilities to cultivators as well as to the purchasers. 
Even if they are replaced' by co-operative organisation the natural 
tendency would be for the men in authority to turn. into middlemen; 
marketing of produce is a question with which the producer can
not occupy himself. Either he should rentain a producer or grower 
or be a middleman at the sacrifice of his labour on soil. The co-opera
tive organisation would be only another middleman-competitor in the 
field. It can at th,e utmost be a strong bar in the ladder but not the 
ladder itself. The idea may have immense possibilities to allure, but 
the experience is otherwise. 

Q. 23.-The faria, dalal or aratdar (broker) are people who stock 
jute in arafs or godowns in the hope of selling at a profit. The bepwl"i'$ 
are brokers who bring jute from the actual cultivators. A rate is agreed 
secretly between a bepari and a faria. A cultivatOl' may not and does 
not know this. A faria can make direct purchases from cultivators 
and a faria can also be a bepal"i. A faria has no fixed rates as between 
him and a bepari; Foreign purchasers or export brokers have each 
beparis and faria.s also and .they allow co~missions or fixed .pay to them. 
The rate is fixed also secretly (by makmg secret SIgns ,wlthm clasped 
lland!! under a cover). The rate varies from 2. ann as to 8 annas per 
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m"und between a cultivator and a bepari. Fari~ may get a" commis
,sion of "8 annas per 100 maunds or so. The commissions earned by or 
granted to the exporting agencies in the outlying station is also a 
secret. Some paid staff are employed. They may have a share in 
profits through private sale8 or a commission or both. The' rate is 
various according to Company of management. --The Marwari8 advance 

• money to beparis to buy and bring jute at current rates. 

Q. 24.-It is said jute like tobacco produces money wherever it 
goe8. Each middleman has some prescribed functions to perform and 
it i8 not clear what is. meant by a multiplicity of them. From the 
cultivators the laria or bepari brings jute m carts. Jute is stocked in 
godoll"Ils wherefrom purchases in bulk are made. The oll"Iler of land, 
capitdist, landlords, transport agencies and others come in now, but 
they are necessary and it is not safe to call them evils. The incidental 
charges would not exceed in all more than Re. 1-8 to Its. 2-8 per maund 
from anywhere in Bengal to Calcutta (Calcutta to Dundee the rate 
would be Rs. 2-8 per maund). These are in the nature of fixed charges 
and they do not much affect the price received by the grower. If we 
calculate roughly the middleman's profits (viz., bepan:s and larias) and 
distribute them among the growers the ultimate gain would not exceed 
2 annas to 4. ann as per head per maund of produce. The merchants 
and shippers and balers derive profits from their capacity for large 
handlings and the difference in price on account of distribution of 
profit per maund or per acre would be rather small per head of culti
vator. It is possible to do away with the middlemen and to bring the 
cultintor8 into direct touch with the baler8 and exporters, but it is not 
clear whether another sort of middlemen would not creep up in. their 
place. 

Q. 25.-There are some local customs or unwritten conventions 
(e.g., exporters must make purchases through larias and· not froni 
cultivators direct) which have practjcally fittle effect on the entire 
trade. There is no guarantee that in the tlirect purchase the exporting 
agency would pay to the cultivators what it would have paid to its 
beparz: or laria and there was a likelihood of the larger purchasers 
pockefing the money which would have gone to the grower. It is 
difficult to find out how this system of sa.irati rents grew up, but it is 
justified in the view that profits are distributed among the community. 
There is very little actual hindrance to trade on account of these rates 
of local custom. . . 

There is some trouble" in some quarters about the weight allowed for 
purchase. The laria~ and bepan's purchase, at the rate of 90 or 92 to18s 
a seer. They sell to the exporters at 80 lolas a seer. (The railway 
scale of weight shows some variation according to English rates). The 
difterence of 12 to 15 tolas (in some areas) is explained by the fact that 
in pressing jute into bales some moisture comes out in bulk. The 
larias again say that they cannot but charge a higher scale per seer as 
the jute supplied by the cultivators has to be cleaned and beaten 
against nails before being made into bales or sorted according to grades. 
These give rise to various disputes anel quarrels and the cultivator is 
'worsted in the long run. 

In the areas served by boats there is again a qua~rel on account of a 
custom that the boatman must ~ame the bepari or Ian:" in whose 

(Tile SubdiviBional O~r, SirajflOnj, Palma.] 
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godown he would have ,transactions before hI' IS allowe<t to land. A 
new bepari would find it rather difficult to dispose of his ",o-olisaS" he 
has, after a~l, ve~y little choice in the matter .. Thissy;tem is not. 
actually an ImpedIment to tradeJ but it restricts what is known as open' 
Jllarkt:t. 

I need not 'louch upon the trade dispute over gradings once again. 

Q. 26.-All the cultivators do not pledge their crops before harvest < 

:some at least do so with the Marwaris and bepari merchants. Money 
is advanced (dadans) on condition that jute would be delivered at the 
,godown at, so much per maund and a stipulated quantity 01 it is also 
-entered in the bond. If the debtor could not grow jute he would 
have to purchase and supply it at the stipulated rates. Generally 
bonds are entered into for the next year's crop and these forDl'8.sort 
-of Futures Market. 
, It is a well known fact that some cash money is requir~d in 
-cultivation of jute and production of its fibre. The cultivator borrows 
money for this purpose, some without any pledge and some on simple: 
notes of hand (besides the· above). After sale of crops the short term 
loan is liquidated with interest. The money-lender in this case is a. 
real helping hand as he does not care about the price of the produce. 
Re gets only a share of the profits, if any, as interest on the capital 
outlay. Money is chi~fly required at the sowing and harvesting seasons 
and. whatever be the rate of interest the grower gets facilities from 

'local 1TUlhaja-ns who also o:O'er easy terms for repayment. Very few of' 
such cases of defaltlt, if any, cOn;J.e to courts. It is needless to say 
that if a money-lender or merchant has to come to court the result is 
not very happy with the cultivators. The terms and conditions vary 
according to locality and to available help of money-lenders. In 
making the stipulation for pledging crops for harve~t, the average of 
last two. yoors' price is generally resorted to. The Marwaris and 
Jarias advance money tobeparis for purchase of jute from, the culti
vators. An average current rate is fixed and .the beparis 'are left to 
ha.ve their own terms for purchase. 

Q. 27.-As stated aho.ve the' creQiit1rs are not necessarily the buyers 
-of the crops. In some localities an' association of money~lenders or of 
small investors grew up (private loan banks and such offices) which 
afforded facilities to the cultivators. They did only money-lending 
business and did 110t interfere with the trade. The Marwari merchantll 
-and bepari traders advance money on future stipulations and they no 
,doubt a:O'ected the general price. It is rather difficult to estimate what 
portion of the actual requirements is borne by these ,Marwaris and 
'up-country traders. ' 

The prospect of the private bank is at present very bad. It is not 
-probably due so much to any fault or defect in the management as 
10 long term credits allowed to the cultivators, . which the latter do 
not find any means' to repay now, and also to absence of liquid 
assets to meet the claims of the depositors. The co-operative banks ~re 
-also in the same predicament. The private loan banks are an aSSOCIa
tion of money-lenders whereas the co-operative organisation is an, 
'association of borrowers. Various schemes are now in the air regard
ing rehabilitation of the private loan, offices. In normal times they 
'Were no less helpful to the cultivators, probably much .~?re tha.n what 
the Co-operative Societies did. '1'he loonoHlces charge slDlple mterest 
but the co-operative banks chargecompo~nd interest (following the 
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principle of loans granted to public bodies by Government). It need 
not be .said that a network of banks on such easy terms as granted bv 
Government for the agricultural loans to cultivators should afford: 
better facilities. These banks might remain under Government control 
as is being done through treasuries and under Government agency now. 
It is, however, a 111'essing need that all banks, private or otherwise,. 
should have their reserve fund and a portion of share capital invested 
in Government securities ·or liquid assets with the Imperial Bank or a 
recognised well established bank (as done by the insurance companies)~ 

The co~operative societies were established primarily to meet the
demands of the cultivators, but in spite of the reported figures it is 31 

well known fact that during the last few years of their existence they 
could not yet touch the fringe· of the problem. The rates of interest 
are rather high and their avowed popularity is more on paper. It is 
necessary to make a thorough enquiry to find out why in many villages 
the impression of the people, is so deadly agai~st its spread and further 
extenSlOn. . 

Q. 28.-There cannot be any co-operative organisation for marketing 
of jute by allowing private competition in the field as well. The 
organisation would be only another competitor and as such it would 
suffer or exist as others do. The organisation, if any, should be or 
those who govern or rule the market (in the shape of Pool or Trust) in 
which all concerned might be brought in to co-operate. In the 
Appendix C such an organisation was advocated and probably the busi
ness in shellac is at present carried on on similar lines. (There was a 
similar attempt in case of tea, but it turned out latterly to be a different 
one.) It is also very doubtful whether the immense resources at the 
disposal of the foreign exporters would allow such an organisation tOo 
stand unless they form an association to cater to the well~being of the 
growers. I need not eite here the defects or mistakes in the attemptp.d. 
sale societies. Business goes on on other lines and there is very little 
spirit of co-operation among the different businessmen. 

Q. ·29.-This is not known to growers as they do not understand 
the policies behind the published rates if there are any. 

Q. 30.-1 have no experience of the export market. The standards 
are fixed by the balers and shippers according to the demands of the
world market. The arbitration is now done by the Chamber of Com
merce, Calcutta. 

Q. 31.-1 think it is possible to fix standards by legislation, but I 
doubt whether they would be accepted by the foreign consumers or 
remain 'the same from year to year. It is, huwever, expedient that such 
standards should be thought out an_d fixed aftflr a detailed careful 
survey. 

Q. 32.-From the side of the growerf1 1 would suggest that there
should be standardised gradings for the whole of Bengal which the
cultivators may gradually come to know and adopt. At present the 
grading is done by jachaiulars (sorters). They are attached to firms of 
brokers or exporters on fixed pay. They have each a rough and ready 
knowledge of the grade of fibre, but it. cannot be said that it is scientific. 
Each market should have a standard l'cale of grading which anyone
may inspect. The jachandars should be independent educated men 
with good training certificates. At present there is no one to settle-

{The Su~d't.uional Officer, Sirajganj, Pa~na.] 
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local dispuces about gradings. 'I'he Marketing Board"if establishetE 
would do this. 

Q. 33.~The standards, if any, in dealing with loose jute in Calcutta. 
are not known to the general public. After the jute leaves the hands 
of the cultivator, the transactions go 'On in secret and the baler's. 
standard is not always the same as that of- the mill-owner. 

Q. 34.-The matter is a trade secret and no one can say how and 
whether standard is changed and how often. 

" Q. 35.-~he standards should be. fixed by lelrislation. -Objections-
would be raIsed by the balers and mIlls and foreIgn agents that their 
free choice and offer of price were going to be restricted. The attitude
taklln in the matter" of cotton with regard to American standardisation. 
would also be taken up here. But if there was Q combination or Trust. 
the objections might gradually vanish. " 

Q. 36 • ....:...The Department of AgricUlture would suggest the standardS' 
a~ter due 10001 enquiry in various places. It would, however, be a 
different matter if the brokers and exporters refuse to divulge their 
toode secrets. The Department would supervise the work of the trained 
iachandars. 

Q. 37.-There is much to be> said in favour of Mr. McDougall's
marketing scheme, but Ido not think it would be at present possible
for Government to hold the entire capital of the corporation or to
exercise authority by dissolving it, nor do I "think time is ripe for doing
after due local enquiry in" various places. It would however be a 
away with the existing beparis, Jarias and mahajans, etc., or to replace
them by co-operative societies. This might be" an end in view but 
unless there is a combination of exporters from the local centres with ll' 
view to ensure the interest of the growers, no such scheme would have, 
any success.. " 

I advocated the formation of Trust so that within certain limitatiollsr 

or mutual conventions, each member of the Trust would be free to> 
purahase. The Marketing Board, if established under the direction and 
supervision of the Trust, would gradually find out their own conventions r 

and the Department of Agriculture would have some statutory power 
to settle differences and regulate the gradings, etc. The Trust will 
gradually absorb, or replace, the existing middlemen, if required, ana 
lower the cost of production or transport and dq such other things. 
The details are a matter of study and experienc~ and I need not further 
dilate on them. 

Q. 3B.-The grQwers "gather the information of market conditions: 
mostly from the beparis and Jarias.. But none of them take any 
interest in the general market .here and abroad. The Marwaris, up
country traders and the brokers, or exporters, take some interest in them," 
but almost everything is dictated frolll the Calcutta head offices. EveJll 
if the growers were made to have an Idea of foreign demands, forecasts: 
and foreign contract rates, they have neither the means n!lr the ability 

.to enforce their ·expectations on the 1Jurchasersand exporters. Unless:: 
the latter. volunteer to come to help the cultivators, no improvement is: 
possible. 

Q. 39 and Q. 4O.-It is not clear what use the growerca~ make of 
the reliable information received by loud speakers even if It ca~ ba
done. A major portion of the trade is a secret preserve and there IS no
guarantee that thi6 would be easily abolished by spread of informatioa 
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:alone. The grow.er. is entirely .at the mercy of. the lQ.l'WIC and brokers 
.or exporters. 

The Bara Babu is given secretly the rates daily, and everyone tries 
to keep down the' price, each from the other, with a view to enforce 
:1!Qmeprofits somehow or other before the purchased jute is sent to 
.calcutta. Then again, cultivators or growers cannot live on credits or 
.deferred payments, but the middlemen do so by virtue of secrecy among 
::llach other. Even if the rates are published the growers are helpless 
-if the purchasers refuse to buy except at their own rates different from 
~thp. pubfished rates. 

Q. 41.-Jute can be purchased and held back from the market only 
lhy a. combination of the large purchasers and exporters, provided 
-facilities are given by the banks to do so. Government should not 
~have anything to do with it as loss in trade, if any, cannot ordinarily be 
-,borne by Government from its revenue. This should rather be done 
·by the· Trust or combination under the guidance or advice of the 
Oovernment. T~e interests of th~ ~o bodies (growers and e~port~rs) 
.:are at present dIfferent Qnd confhctmg, and unless they are IdentIcal 
-for the well being of the growers no scheme of holding up by Govem
:ment would succeed. Government can initiate or afford facilities to 
-the growth and expansion of private enterprise but it cannot go in for 
·competition in the market. The loss shQuld rather be borne by Q 

-few (rich) and not distributed over the many (poor). It is difficult to 
,say whether Government could at all fix the price of jute. It can 
.only regulate exports by customs and tariff (preferential or otherwise). 

Q. 42.-The surveys and marketing officers of jute would be helpful 
:in local trade. They would settle disputes of gradings and see to the 
:general facilities for transport. The ultimate benefit would probably 
~be that the growers would gradually rely more on the honesty and 
'independence of the officers (attached to Marketing Boards) than 
cepend on the secrecy of transactions and price. The chances of 
fraud 01' deceptive low price would be smaller. They would be a help 
:"to growers and - exporters as well. Their honesty and independence 
-might be questioned by the interest affected, but it is no use magnify
ing the dark side of the picture. 

Q. 43 to Q. 46.-There is no necessity for a J:ute Committee which 
"Would probably be an advisory body whose recommendations may not 
ibe enforcible. The proposed Trust would work out the details provided 
:"there can be such a combination. 

Q. 47 to Q. 49.-The substitutes adopted in foreign countries and 
-elevators with bulk shipment have. no doubt affected the jute industry. 
It is now difficult to state whether the substitutes would replace jute or 
:if the loss is likely to be permanent. The substitutes have not yet 
'passed the experimental stage. Coir fibre is Q competitor of jute and 
it has an established market. . 

. Q. 50.-The answer would depend on whether the cost of production 
.of bags and hessians could not be further reduced in the mills. . 

Q. 51.-Apart from the questions of use of jute as fibre it can. be 
rosed in-

(I) . stuffing , 
(2) production of paper, 
(3) mats, durries, etc., 

{PM Subdivisional Ojfiur. Sirajganj. Pabnll.] 
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(4) with some binding material, a. substitute for wood, and 
(5) road repairs. {experiment was being made, result yet uncertain). 

An experiment was made tt> use jute sticks for manufacture of paper. 
The result was successful but for some reason or other it was subse
quently abandoned. 

Q. ~2.-The mills. can take up the works above noted. It may be 
ascertamed what finIshed products were manufactured from jute in. 
other countries. It may be possible to turn them out. here also. ' 

Q. S3.-The Research Department already existing might take up
the work. The Research scholars of the University might alst> take up 
the work under guidance of the Industrial Chemist. 

Q. 54 and Q~ 55.-1 am not sure in what form propaganda in foreign 
countries was suggested. But avenues of new markets for jute products 
may be explored. 

Q. S6.-There is some possibility of exploring.new business by 
llppointing Trade Agents in various countries. The Japanese and 
German Trade Commissioners were doing this work 'in India and we 
may do the same in other countries. 

Q. S7.-The export duty and expansion of busi!less wpuld pay for 
the arrangements, and, it is expected,. the charge on reve~ue would not 
be heavy.' 

Q. SS.-The Trade Commissioners or Agellts would work in collabora
ti.on with the shippers. They will be like middlemen between ·the latter 
and foreign industries. This is a matter of detail·which is expected to 
grow up by mutua'l trade conventions, provided of course the exporteI'8 

. agree to combine in the interest of the growers. This proviso is felt as 11\ 
stumbling block from the side of the grower's futllTe improvement. 

No.5. 

Mr. A • .t. Dash, I.C.S., COMmissioner of the Chittagong Division. 

Dated the 9th March 1933. 

Q. 1 and Q. 2.-No. 

Q. a.-In my opinion regulation would not.be feasible for at least 
.ten years. The reason is the state of opinion among cultivators. They 
prefer to take the risks of unrestricted competition rather than endure 
possible loss to individuals which would arise out -of restriction. . The 
general body of cultivators would favour evasion of any restrictions. 

, 'Even if it failed on no other ground a scheme of restriction would fail 
on the ground that it would not be administered fairly or honestly Unless 
entirely controlled by officials. ; 

Q.7.-No. 

Q. S.-Yes. 

Q. 9.-1 am opposed to. such compulsion. 
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Q. 14.-1 am opposed to such. propaganda because of the staie of 
opinion among cultivators indicated above. 

Q. 19.-1 con&ider the present system unsatisfactory because it is 
based on inaccurate observations. 

Q. 28.-1 consiQ-er a co-operative organisation unsuitable because of 
the state of opinion in~icated above . 

. No.6. 

~han Bahadur Maulvi Md. Abdul Majid, Deputy Chairman, Caibandha 
Central Co-operative Bank, dis~rict Rangpur. 

Dated the 14th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. The production of jute should be 'strictly regulated. 
Q.2(a).-It is not possible to regulate jute with the expected 

demanqs of the market. The demand is confined not only. to home 
markets but to international ones. Owing to the War demand for 
exportation sometimes became "unexpected and great. It is only in 
normal times that there is some possibility of regulatin~ the crop 
according to the demand. 

Q. 2(b).-Of course the effect pf regulation apparently seems to be 
enhancement of its price and t<1'.save the cultivators from incurring 
unnecessary expenditure and labour and the residues of land could be 
otherwise utilised in other crops that might hring in a higher price for 
the producers. Yes, it seems so. . 

Q. 3.-Various efforts, such as propaganda in the interior of the 
villages and distribution of handbills from aircrafts, were made in order 
to educate the cultivators about the restriction of jute cultiv'<ltion and the 
desirable effect thereby, but all attempts proved futile. The ignorant 
cultivators pressed by the burden of debts and the demandS; of the land
lords for their legitimate rents and the high prices of jute they obtained 
previously always tempted the cultivators to produce the crop in excess 
in expectation of meeting their demand. Consequently in no way 
restriction was possible. It is only after a few years' sad and bitter 
experiences that they will prefer to regulate buch production of jute. 

The purchasers of jute also cheated these producers. The producers 
being very poor, sell off the crop throughout the season at a low price. 
The purchasers offer suddenly a high price for a short period. This 
trick is nothing but nn inducement on the part of the purchasers who are 
big capitalists, to the' poor and ignorant producers, who foolishly in 
expectation of this high price without any restriction go on to produce 
a greater quantity~ In my opinion nothing but l.egislation can 8ave 
this situation which is practically ruinous to the cultivators. . 

Q. 4.-Yes, jute in fact is a monopoly of Bengal. But its 
demand being international, the producers cannot control the market. 
Though in- all cases of monopoly, the producers control the market, 
such as American Trust Standard Oil Co:, The German Protocol of 
Steel, etc., the case of jute is in fact the reverse. It is the custome~s 
and not the producers who control the market. In ~engal the .oa!,Ja 
production is controlled by Bengal Government by EXCIse Law. SImIlar 
control of jute may yield some goo,d:to the producers. 
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If the cultivators v.:ere given some facilities of export, ;uch as direct 
'xport ,to C4llcutta mIlls and also to other foreign markets such as 
)undee, Gla;sg,?w and Hambu;g: The shipping charges may' be borne 
)y the provl~lClal Jute ASSoCIatIOn. The present 'method of export is 
hat ~he foreIgn mark.ets purchase the crop from the bepal'is which go 
n ShIPS to these foreIgn ports and are sold at very high prices. 

Unless the cultivators are given faciliti;s of direct exportation, 
:hey cannot reap any profit. _ 

, I!l America,. cotton and wheat producers ~et enormous profit, by 
:ormmg a SyndIcate. In our country a SyndIcate or an Association 
IUch as "Wheat Pool" of America will be very beneficial to the culti
~ators. 

Q. 5.-The factors which depress the price of jute are in my opinion 
is follows:-

(a) Burden of debt of the cultivators for which they dispose of their 
jute at any price; that is, incapability of holding up of jute in stock 
produced by them. 

(b) Over-productioll due to the ignorance of the demand of tlle 
markets. ' 

(c) To some extent it is due to general financial crisis. 
(d) The demand of the markets might have been satisfied to a-cer

tain extent by some other fibre in place of jute . .. 
Q. 6.--Of course in Germany and Soviet Russia, there are possibili

ties for a substitute of this commodity, 1mt the experiments are so 
costly and the outturn is SQ meagre that, .if greater facilities ,be given 
to the producers of Bengal for exportation of jute to foreign markets, 
then I think all competitors will go to the wall. Besides these two 
countries, there are many foreign markets outside India, where there 
is a great demand for this commodity. In Soviet Russia, jute is called 
"White Gold" and it has extensive field there and in India there is no 
possibility df its substitute. 

Q. 7.-In my humble opinion, the Indian cultivators are hopelessly 
steeped in ignorance and any voluntary combination on their part is 
inconceivable. It appears also that the Indian cultivators do not care 
to regulate the production of jute. It is due both to ignorance and to 
their conservative habits. But they will ultimately take to regulation 
if tha depression of price of jute continues for some years more. 

Q. S.-Any attempts to regulate production on the voluntary basis 
will not be successful. The cultivators being ignorant and there being 
no legislation they will produce in the succeeding year a greater quantity. 

Q. 9.-Legislation for the production of jute with a view ~o get a. 
monopolistic price is a necessity to save the cultivators from the Impend
ing ruin. I propose that the following methods may be 'adopted for 
the purpose:-

(a) Government after surveying the possible demand of jute, bO,th 
at ,home and in international markets, may issue instructions to restrIct 
cultivation accordingly, 

(b) The output of the cultivators may be stocked in godowns con-
tl'olled by Government. ' 
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:(c) The Government may advance some portion of cost of produc
tion to producers agreeing to stock their produce in the above godowns,t 
in certain cases. , 

(d) They should; after stocking the produce of the land, try to get 
the highest price both at home and in international markets. 

If the Government does so much, the table wil,I be turned, th,at is~ 
instead of custdmers, the producers will be able then to dictate the price 
for the commodity. To sum up the sit.uation, Government legislation 
is .necessary on the following points:-

(a) Regulation' of produCtion. 
(b) Regulation in stocking the commodity. 
(c) Regulation of time 'Ilpto which the cultivators should wait till 

the highest price is obtained. . 
(df, Infringement of regulations should be made punishable by 

Act. ' . 

Q. 1 C.-As told above, the compulsory regulation is sine qua non for 
jute production in Bengal. In these cases Union Hoards and Co.-opera
tive Societies may help in djs'tributing the leaflets regarding the 
restriction of jute cultivation and storing up pf jute by the producers. 
Further, any breach of law with regard to jute regulation on the 
part of the producers would, be taken notice of by the Union Boards, 
Co-operative Societies and the nmindars, and such bodies will also 
bring all sorts of infringement. to the notice of the authorities for 
taking necessary action under the law. • . 

Q. 11.-1£ these regulations terrify the cultivators who, in order 
to evade the regulation, may not, cultivate at all, then the Jute Asso
ciation may induce the cultivators to cultivate more by dictating 
prices SQ that the yield and the acreage may not fall below the mark. 

Q. 12.-Assam is another province where jute is cultivated. So' co
operation of the Government of Assam is of utmost necessity. But the 
acreage and the yield of jute is perhaps negligible in quantity for any 
such question. 

Q. 1:t.--With the decrease of jute area. by regulation, I may suggest' 
the ~ollowing substitutes for high and low lands:-

(a) For Zow Zands.-The only crop of low lands, so far as this part. 
of the Province is concerned, is aman paddy. 

(b) For high lands.-Sugar-cane, potato, tobacco and other 
cereals (mug and mushur, etc.), pepper, ginger, mustard and 
oil seeds, etc. 

(c) In order to encourage the raiyats to grow alternative crops, 
propaganda by handbills, leaflets, posters and, if possible, 
by lantern lectures with interesting slides by Government, 
is necessary and this propaganda may be carried on with 
the help of such local bodies as Union Boards, Co-operative 
Societies, ~emindars, etc. 

The leaflets llandbills and the posters may be stuck in alI' Govern
ment offices su~h as sub-registry offices, police-stations,postoffices and I 

, , 
rTM Deputy Ohairman. Gaibandha Oentral Oo-operative Bank.] 
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Union Boards and zeini'8darykacha1'ie, and in the offices of Co-opera-
tive Societies. - . . . 

Q. 14.-Yes, the propaganda- during the last sowing'season produced: 
effect to a certain extent. For suggestion, please refer to answer 
No. l3(e). 
. Q. 15.-:r'he n~rmal cost of production of jute, so far as this part 
of the prOVInce IS concerned, IS about Rs. 70' per acre' while the-
average yield of jute per acre is about. 18 maunds~ , 

Q. 16.-'-Judging from the present dliyconditions about Rs. 115 per
acre may be considered a fair price for jute and that may cover the· 
cost of production. . . 

Q. 17.-For answer please refer to answer No.5 (a), (b), (c), etc. 
Q. 19.-The present system of compiling jute forecast IS totally-

unsatisfactory since the forecast published by the Government and the
.Jute Association never correspond with each other. The forecast made
by the Jute Association is more or less interested. The fore- . 
cast compiled by -the Government is no doubt a dependable· 
-record, but' I suggest that more agencies should be employed in· gather
ing the information so that it may 'be more accumte and trustworthy, 
and further, these· agencies must be solely and exclusively entrusted; 
with this work (work -of gathering information). 

Q.20.-The present system of grading and marketing is most un-
satisfactory and ruinous to the jute grqwers. The g:radati?n is made by' 
the middlemen, purchasers, etc., and there is no ImpartIal agency to· 
check its correctness, and the producers are placed distinctly at, a dis-· 
advantage ·and loss. Some impartial and, disinterested agencies' must
be formed under the supervision of the Government. 
. Q. 21.-The establishment of an organised jut.e market is possible, so. 
far as this part of the province is concerned. It would be immense!y· 
advantageous to the .cultivators. There may be .several cen~res ~n, 
Northern Bengal and In the other parts of-the prOVInce where Jute IS~ 
·produced. The market must be controlled by the Government-, 
agencies. 

Q. 22.-Yes, there are a variety of means by which the formation! 
of village co-operative societies may be encouragr::d in order t~at th&
producers of jute may be brought more closely mto touch Wlt!l the· 
jute baler. The objects of such societies would be;-

(a) ltegulation. of production. 
(b) Regulation of the stock of the commodity (jute). 
(c) Regulation with regard to the holding back of the stock for 3, 

certain time within which the cultivators may obtain thtr 
best possible price for the commodity . 

. (d) Making it compulsory for the producers to be members of
such co-operative societies. 

Q. 24.-The·low price of Jute is due to a great extent on account ox 
multiplicity of middlemen. -

Q. 25.-8ince the cultivators are ignorant of the conditions aneI 
terms of market, they are very easily cheated by the farias, beparis-.~ 
and middlemen. Proper market information should he Rllpplied by-
the Government agencies. 



Q. 26.-The cultivators in many cases pledge' or sell their crops 
before they are harvested. The-crop is generally pledged two or three 
months before it is harvested in times when they are hard pressed for 
money. 'fhe rate 'is always much lower than the usual price of the 
oCommodity. The whole crops of the year are generally exhausted in 
paying up the small debts. • ' 

Q. 27.-The cultivators generally borrow from the village money
lenders, or mahaja.ns, as they are called. In certain cases the creditors 
are no doubt the buyers of their crops. In cases where the creditors 
are the ultimate buyers of the commodity, the cultivators get a very 
low price for the crQP since the cultivators cannot dictate prices. It 
.seems to me that short term credit may either be ~ranted by the co
~perative societies or by the Government, so that the cultivators may 
xest assured that neither of these agencies will have an eye on their 
,produce. ' ' 

Q. 28.-It is difficult to bring the whole system of niarketing jute 
into the hands of ,the co-operative organisation, since it involves an 
~utlay of enormous capital on the one hand, while a very vigilant eye 
has· to be kept on the management. So it is hardly possible' for co-
.operative organisations to accomplish it. . 

Q. 29.-The jute, so far 1I.S we know, is sold from Rs. 80 to Rs. 100 
per maund on the Continent and Rs. 50 and ·upwards pel' maund in 
.Japan. . 

Q. 34.---:Yes, it is a fact. 
Q. 35.-Yes. I advocate a fixed standard of loose jute by l~gis

lation .. 
Q. 37.-::-In my opinion the marketing scheme suggested by Mr. Mc

Dougall appears to be a satisfactory one. 
Q. 38.-The jute growers do not get any market information now. 

The cultivators depend wholly upon the information supplied to them 
:by the beparis or small ,df'Jl.lers-all are interested persons. The 
producers' should at least be supplied with the following infbrma
iion:-

(a) The terms on which the jute is sold on the Continent and 
Japan. 

(b) The price that growers may legitimatel:y get if they can hold 
back the commodity up to a certain tIme.' . 

(c) The cultivators should be giyen facilitif's to supply the commo-
dity direct to the mills. . 

< d) In this direction also I support that some Government agencies 
may be formed. ' 

Q. 39.-The same agencies may also be entrusted. with this work. 
Q. 40.-Yes, it would be hf'lpful to the cultivators. 
Q. 41.-In the event of a possible slump in the market the jute ca.n. 

be purchased and held back by the Government agencies alone. In thIS 
direction an experiment may, however, be undertaken by the,Govern
ment. 

Q. 42.-Yes. I ap-l'ee with the proposal or' .the Royal Commission 
on Agriculture. 

{The Deputy Chairman, Gaibal'ldha Central Co-operative Bank.] 



Q. 43r-Yes. I app.rove of the formation of a Jute Committee. 
The functions of the said Committee would be:- --

(i) Regulation of jute production. 
(vi) Affording facilities for marketing the commodity. 

(ivv) Financing the producers fot. the period till tlie best price is 
secured by sale, etc. 

(,Uri) Supervision of the whole system of organisation by some 
responsible Government staff. • 

Q. 4S.-No, this Committee cannot function without the co-opera
tion and practical assistance from the Provincial Governments. In 
the formation of a committee, if possible, three province$ may be com-
bined to form a joint committee. _ 

Q. 47 to Q. Se.-Beyond the scope of- my Jcnowledge and experience. 
Q. S1.-They may be utilised in making mats, cl,lrpets and such 

finished goods as serge and other cotton fabrics. -
Q. S3.-ln view of tire depression _ of the jute trade; t suggest that 

a Research Committee Di:ay be formed with a view to alleviate the prac
tical difficulties of the producers. 

Q. 54.-Propaganda in the countries where jute Ie consumed to a 
very great extent may be undertaken in the interest -of j~te prod.ucers 
of India. 

Q. S5.--Jute product demonstration stalls may be :J:D.aintiined by 
the Government in foreign countries as a· matter of propaganda. 

Q. 56.-Yes. 

No.7. 

Khan Bahadur Maulvi Alimuuaman Chowdhry, M.L.C., Chairman, 
District Board,Faridpur. 

Dated the 11th March 1933. 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(a).-Yes. . 
Q. 2(b).-To raise and steady the price. 
Q.' 3r-Does not arise. 
Q. S.-Sometimes over-production and generally by the manipula

tion of the purchasers and middlemen and want'of forecast of demand. 
Q. B.-At present there is no substit~te. 'Some' substitute may be 

.found if the price is raised abnormally hIgh. 
Q. 7.-No. 
Q: B.-Yes, it will fail. 
Q. 10.-Co-operative Societies in a modified form. 
Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-Paddy and sugarcane. 
Q.14.-It was to a certain extent effective. . 
Q. 15~ute cost Rs. 4 per maund including rent and' yield 12 to 15 

maunds per acre, . 
4 
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Q. 18.~Rs. 6 t()Rs .. 7 permaund . 
. -'Q~17.":"'R.efer toa:p.swer No.5. 

Q. 18.-Agricultural Department has totally failed III this. direc-
tion. 

Q. 19(a).-NiL 
Q. 19(b).-Forec~st of demand also is necessary., 
Q. 19(c),-Beneficial to middlemen: . 
Q. 22.":,,yes,-
Q.24.-Yes . 

. Q. 25.~ute ,Futures Market. (patka.), 
Q'.:26.-Rare cases. 
Q. 27.-Not always .. 
Q. 28~-t have no experience. 

: Q •. 35.-Yes. 
Q. 37.-Y~8. . 
Qi 38.-No regular information IS received, 

. Q.'40.-Yes. " . 

Q., 51.-Durriesand carpets, etc, 
Q~ 54 • ....,..ye8~ .- ~-. 

Q. SS.-By High Commissioner and Trade Agenb. 
Q. S8.-Yes; . ' 
Q.' 57.-Government. 

No.8. 

Babu Nirmal Chandra Chose, Secretary, dessora Central Co-operativa 
Bank. 

Dated th615th March 1933. 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(a).-I think it is extremely difficult, though .not absolutely 

impossible, to regulate the jute crop with reference to the expected 
demands of the market, put this will, to a very great extent, depend 
upon correct compilation of statistics based upon hoit'est co-operation 
between producers and manufacturers. 
- Q. 2(b).-Tbe main object and likely effect of such regulation would 
.be t() steady the prices in a way which will leave reasonable margin of 
profit to the producers.- , 

Q. 3.-I believe it is possible to,regulate production in a loose way_ 
Attempts hitherto made by the Government and other bodies to reduce 
the cultivation of jute have been partly successful. and this leads me t() 
believe that regulation- of production is not wholly impossible. 

Q. 5.-The law of supply and demand ordinarily regulates the price 
of jute. Over production, therefore, seems to be the most important 
factor which depresses the price of ju~e.: Financial or pther crises have 
led to further depression. 

Q. 6.-If a jute regulatioll-"8cheme were adopted I do not think there. 
is much to be afraid of competition from Bubstitute crops-for a schemer . ~. ... .. 



oCregulatio!l c~nnot ~ak,e, ~to account ~he preSence of substitutes and 
m~y deal wIth It. ~y IncreasIng production or by other means. Tomy 
mInd the competItI?n from. substitutes is not likely to be very formid
able j and the substitutes hItherto known are not good'substitutes; 

Q. 7.-To make the cultivator come under a voluntary scheine of' 
regulation requ~es considerable propaganda work and. the cultivators 
have to be convInced of the good that would result from such regulation 
and then it may be possible. ' . 

Q. B.-Not necessarily. 
Q. D.-At present I am not in favour of regulation being ·~ade com

pulsory by legislation. Such legislation is likely to be misunderstood 
and misinterpreted and this will lead to evasion. . ' 

Q. 10.-To implement compulsory regulation I desire. to place the 
matter in the hands of some special officers who would work with the 
assistance rendered by the Union Boards, Co-operative Societies, land
holders and zeminda.,." or other willing non-official gentlemen, 

Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-:-In ,the district of Jessore and neighbourhood a variety of 

vegetable crops can be grown on high 'lands, and as the sugar industry 
is looking up, date trE!es and sugarcane can profitably be ,grown onsu,ch 
lands. . 

Q.14.-Yes. "The propaganda ought to be continued and should be 
intensified by utilising the District Board, Co-operative 'Departmental 
workers and zemindaf". 

Q. 18.--Rs. 5 to t\te actual cultivator. 

Q. 17.-World-wide depression, over-production, low 'purchasing 
power and limited use of substitutes. 

Q. 19.-The growers cannot take any advantage of the forecast as 
at present compiled and published; The other {:lassesare benefited, and 
they can dictate prices to poor cultivators who are too poor to hold ,up 
their produce. 

The requirements of the ~anufacturers and others should be 8scer
tained by Government, Or any competent agency, and there should he an 
attempt at corresponding control of production' by. such agencies as 
have been mentioned before. This is more likely to bring to the culti-
vator a fair price for his initial outlay and labour; - " 

Q. 24.-The greater the number of middlemen the lower the price the 
cultivator gets.,,, , ,.'~ 

Q. 28.-The time is far distant when It will'be-'possibleto bring 
the whole system of marketing jute' into the...hands of a co-operativ8 
organisation. Yet I believe it will be possible. 

The co-operative jute sale societies have been the subject l!1at~er of 
critical examination by Government. Thedefe~ts of the hqUld~ted 
IOcieties have 1 believe been detected and,--:I "thInk, can be remedIed, 
and a fresh st~rt should be made on correct basis in the light of previous 
experience. • 

The organisation of such s.ociettes should, ~e done with utmost care 
by officers who will be responSIble to t~e financlI~g bl?-n~s ~nd. to Go~ern. 
ment. The Central Banka withiil theIr,l'eSpectl'!e JUl"lS4lCtIon assiste') 
if n",·"",,"'''V hv t.hp. Provincial Bank. may be expected to finance such 
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aocieties, and if the Government stand guarantee for at least half the 
lp.oney invested, money will not be wanting. , ' 

Q.37.-Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme seems to ,be sound and 
well worth a trial. " " ' ... 

Q.40.-Yes. , 
'Q. 42.-:M:arket surveys should be carried Qut as they a~e likely to be 

'Useful and instructive. • " ,- , ' , 
Q.49.-Yes. 

, Q. 54.-Some form of propaganda, inothlir countries should'in my 
humble opinion, be undertaken by the jute trade. .-

No.9. 

Maulvi Md. Saifuddin, President, Thakurgaon U'nion Board,: district 
DinaJpur~ , 

Dated the 8th MaTch 1933. 
Q.1.-No. 
Q. 2(a).-N o. 

, ,Q. 2(b).-Whatever salutary might be the objects of the.proposed 
regulation its effects would not possibly better the economic cQP.dition 
of the Taiyats and give them higher price of jute. ',- ' , 

Q. 3.-Production of jute does not affect matters regarding health, 
etc., of the country. It is closely, and mainly connected with the 
pecuniary question only. The idea to restrict jute cultivation emanated 
first along with the current economic crisis of the country on, the 
assumption that over-production of jute is a mai~ factor of the crisis in 
Bengal. This idea did not arise earlier. It is, 8,'Iy.;ct that price of jute 
:has fallen down. It is likewise a fact that price of each a,ndevery 

'agricultural produce, nay of every kind of Indian goods, has fallen. 
These falls are going hand in hand from the time when the crisis set in. 

I do not see any reason why jute cultivation should be restricted at 
all, jute being a lucrative production for the cultivators and not being 
responsible ,for the general low price of all kinds of agricultural pro
duce of the country. The idea to restrict jute cultivation may be tested 
:when ,the ,normal, time comes and not now. ,Let ,the raiyats have a 
higher price i~ any other produce and the cultivation of jute will auto
matically be minimised. So long ,as thid'"is not possible it is useless to 
restrict jute' cultivation. For these reasons I am strongly of opinion 
that no check of any kind. is necessary for the present in the producti~n 
of jute. ' 

1J.4.--No~ 
: Q: 5.-Prior to th~ v.nancial crisis experience showed that low 
pI:ice is seldom due to ,over-production pf jute. It is due to the general . . ' ' " crISIS. ' , ' 

Q. 7.-It, is 'useless to do so.,..; 
Q. 8.-Unless ikis pos!libi~ to'~ the 'price of jute' t~ the satisfac

tion of cultivators and, side by: side, to,c:x; the Umit of cultivation of jute 
'by acreage and to penalise over-production, attempts to regulate on, the 
'basis would fail. ' , 



Q. 8.-1 am against the idea. 
Q. 1D..-Does not arise. 
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Q. 13.-1 do not ~ee any suitable and particular alternative crops 
· unless the ptice of all other crops also increases to the satisfaction of 
· growers.' . . 

Q. 14.-No. The lower area, if any, is only temporary, and due 
partly to weather and partly from expectation of a better price iri any 
crops. The failure has dispelled -the idea of lessening the cultivation. 
Actual rise in the 'price of any other crops would be the best and· natural 

· propagan~tc? leBBen jut, are&.: - .. . . '. ._ 
· Q. 15.-Average cost, Rs. 15, and average yield 5 maunds per l:iiglia 
~~~ '. 

Q. 1S.-Rupees 5 per maund. 
Q. 17.-See answer to Question No.3. 
Q. 19.-Not satisfactory to growers, but to balers and middlemen.. 
Q. 22.-Village Co-operative Societies may do. 
Q. 24.-Yes. The cultivators are cheated by the middlemen. 
Q.2S.-No·. . 
Q. 27.-They borrow from money-lenders and not from ultimate 

buyers. 
Q.28.-Yes. 
Q. 38 and Q. 39.-They receive market ihformatiori 'from Jhe./arias •. 

· etc. Co-operative Societies would do 'we~l for the' purpose. . . 
Q. 40.--':"Yes. 
Q.43.-Yes. 

Babu . Sohanlal Agarwalla, Faria, Thakairgaon, district Dinajpur •. 

Dated the 8th March 1933. 

Q. t.-No. 
Q. 2(a).-N o. 
Q. 2(b).-No such regulation can raise or steady pricel! . 

. Q. 3.-Production is not the only factor in causing ~se or fall of 
prices. In my opinion regulation in no circumstances~ou1d be feasible. 
If the price this year be lower than'that last year, people' would naturally 
produce less next year. -'-

Q.4.-No. 
Q. S.-The general. financial crisis is the most important factor tit 

depress the price of jute as (If other agricultllral products. Low prices 
are not certainly due to over-prod~tion. As a matter of fact the area 
under jute is becoming less and less every year. . 

Q. B.-In my opinion there is DO. "nier of competition from sub- ' 
Btitute crops. . .' 

Q. 7_No, I am afraid they·would ~ot voluntarily come under 
scheme of· regulatioD; . .: 
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Q. I.-;Yes, if the price rises due to regulated production, there 
-might" be increased sowings in the following year~ 

Q. 9 • ...::..Ihave :110 suggestions to offer. 
, Q. 10.-Compulsory regulation may be implemented through the 
~emindaT' in their respective landi. 

Q. 11.:.....No. 
Q.12~Yes. 

Q. 13.-There can be no alternative crops for the lands which are 
very low. In other lands paddy and in high lands mustard seeds can 
be grown.. Persuasion with the help of, propaganda literature may 
encourage this. ", 

Q. 14.-No, propaganda has done very little. 
Q. 15.-Normal cost.for jute-Rs. 16·per acre. 

Yield-8 maunds per acre. 
Normal cost lor paddy-Rs. 10 per acre. 
~ ormal yield. for, paddy-20 maunds per a~re. 

Q. 16.-Rupees 4 per maund. 
Q. U.-Want o! demand from. outside and the general crisis. 
Q. 18 • ..;,...Yes. I cannot suggest how the Agricultural Department 

can be assisted. _ -
Q. 19.-It is beneficial to the balers and mill owners as this helps 

them in deciding what quantity to stock, in other words, they can have 
an idea of the possible demand. ' 

Q. 20 and Q. 21.-Cannot answer. 
Q. 22 • .,.-N O. 

Q. 23.-The laria. get orders from the maJw.jan and supply the 
article and charge at a certain' rate, say anna 1 per maund, as dalali. 
They take adv:antages also, if necessary, from the latter. Sometimes, 
however, the mahajansettles the price according to the quality of the 
article and the/aria or bepari can make profits by purchasing the article 
at a lower rate from the growers. ' 

Q.24.-No. ' 
Q. 25.-No such-custQm is known. ' 

• Q. 26.-No. 
Q. 27.-The creditors are riot the ultimate buyers of the crop. 
Q. 28.-N O. . '" , 

Q. 29.-We secure orders. frpm other countries' to suppiy a particular 
quality of article at a' price fixed beforehand- by a certai~ date. 

Q. 3O.-Yes. Standards are fixed by the agents. These do 'riot 
vary. The arbitration is held in Calcutta. -The parties appoint the 
arbitrator. ' 

Q.31.-No. 
Q. 32.-Cannot answer. 
Q.33.-Yes. 
Q. M.-Jute balers purchase from the different markets in Calcutta. 

Jute mills make purchases in the market aJ,ld also enter into .contract 
.withsellers for the required. quantity. The standard is fixed. 
[Babu So1lanlal'.A~arwazia.] 



'Q. A-No. 
Q. as and 37.-Cannotanswei. 
Q. 38.-~es, but' not regularly. TheyhearrepQr~ of any rise or . 

fall from fMla$ and others. Cannot suggest. . 
Q. 39.-Cannot answer. . . 
Q. 40.-Wireless telephony with loud-speakers ~aY·.~elp !n the 

matter. . 
Q.41.-No. 
Q. 42--Cannot answer. 
Q. 43.-Yes •.. ' . 
Q. 44.:"':'The co~ttee can announce th~ market ~ate arrange for 

marketing centres, etc. ' 
Q.45 • ..:....No. 
Q. 48.~overnmimt should finance the committee. 
Q. 47 to Q. 49.-Cannot answer. 
Q. 50 to Q. 52.-No. . 
Q. 53.-:-Yes~The department should.be fuianced by iiu~ Qovern-

ment. . ". 
Q.54.-No. 
Q. 55.-:-Does' not arise. 
Q. 58.-Yes. 
Q. 57.~overnment should finance this. 
Q. 5&.-Calmot answer. 

No. 11. 

~abu Hazarimull Surajmull. Merchant. Thakurgaon. district Dinajpui'. 

Dated the 8th Itlarch J933. 

[The evidence tendered by thi' witne" i, ~entical ,with that lubinitteiJ, 
by the pre1J'iDij~' witnell, JJabuSohanlal Agarwalla.l 

No. 12. 

Rai Bahadllr Suresh ChanMa Sinha;, Coflector of Dinajpur. 

Q. I.-Yes. 
Dated the 1.5th March 1933. 

Q. 2 (8).-Yes. 
'Q. 2 (b).-The main' object of the reguIation'wouldbetO ensure a 

, higher return to the growers, the effect of which will be &: shrinkage 
of the total area under' cultivation. ' 

Q. 3.-Does not arise. 
Q. 4.-The production of jute may be controlled on the lines 'of the 

Ganja Cultivators' Co-operative Society at Naogaon. . .' 
. Q. 5~ne' of the main reasons for depreSSIon is the helplessness ·of 

the cultivators, their inability to withhold the raw material bom the 
market owing to constant pressure on theIIl for money from .creditors 
and landlords and, to a certain extent, for over-production. Financial 
crisis would surely have an adverse effect on the price ofjutt'! which hali! 
been moving in a more or less downward grade~or the lsst decade. 
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This it! due to the sudden stoppage of all demands for jute which during 
the War cQiltinued to be a heavy one for o_ver 4 years. _. '. 

• Q. G.-There is at present no danger of competjtion from substitute 
crops -either in India or in other -countries. : . _, 

Q. 7.-No. . . 
Q. S.~Yes. . 
Q. 9.-Reguiations must be made compuisory iiy legislation _ on the 

the lines suggested by Mr. A. P. McDougall, C.B.E. -
Q. 1 G.-No. 
Q. 11.-There is surely an apprehension as%,. the evasion or jute 

regulation procedure and I do not think that a Uentral Jute-Marketing 
Board would be capable of effectively controlling it. The acreage of 
cultivation mllst be fixed for each society. _- , -. 

Q. 12.-Yes, the Bih~r and Assam Governments must also be 
requested to frame regulations similar to those framed for. Bengal in 
respect of jute growing areas, otherwise it would not be possible to 
steady the price at a higher level. -_ 

Q.13 • .,..-No suitable alternative. crop. . . 
- Q.' 14.-Notto any appreciable eiteit> The contiiiuance of suc~ 
propaganda would not secure any useful pUrpose. . . _ .' 

Q. 1S.-Normal cost of cultivation, besides the grower"s honie'laliour, 
is Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 per bigha· or Rs. 12 to Rs .. '16 per acre; ami the yield 
per acre would be from 15 to 20 maunds. . _. ---' .. : 

Q. 1G.-As the cultivat.ors 'Will bve. to.diminish.the area cultivated 
by them, the total yield of crop would be . smaller . Rs. 8 to' Rs. 10 
would be a fair price level. . . -'. . '-

Q. 17.-The same as in Question No.5. The sudden stoppage of the 
great demand on jute and its finished products on -the signing of the 
Armistice, and the slow movement in the direction of new and hitherto 
unknown uses to which thj.s material migbt-be put to, have disorganised 
.the level at .which demand, and supply; met previously, the raiyatnot 
having diminished the area under e'ultivation::to any appreciable extent. 

Q. 1S.-Yes, thi-.01ighUnion Boards/.Co-operative Societies and jute 
propaganda associations. . . 

Q.19.-The growers and middlemen do not take any intelligent 
interest in the forecast. If the proposed Jute Cultivators'. Co-operative 
Societies, as suggested by Mr. A. P. McDougall, take up the prepara
tion of the forecast, the growers may be made to t!Ute intelligent interest 
in the preparation of the forecast. 

Q. 20.-The present forms and methods of grading and marketing 
jute in the mufassal are unsatisfactory from the point of view of growers, 
who are duped by middlemen. Balers and millowners also are adverse'ly 
affected if they have no arrangements for purchase through their own 
agents. The middlemen derive a considerable profit. The community 
generally is ind~rectly affected by the low prices the growers get. 

Q. 21.-The establishment of markets similar to those established 
according to the Central Provinces Cotton Market Act, 1932, though 
quite feasible, would not brin~ in the requix:ed relief to the cuI~ivators: 
These markets may be benefiClal to the _cultIvators by the partIal etop
page of corruption in grading and marketing which now prevail in the 
Province. . 
[The CoUeClOl", Dinajpur.} 
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Q. 22.-Yes, on the lines suggested by Mr. McDougall. 
Q. 2~.-Ther~ are two classes of larias who approach .lirectlY the' 

growers I»; the villag:es for purchase of jute. (1) Farias who purchase
out of theIr own capItal and sell. to merchants in some central place or 
in hat,. (2) Farias who get an advance from merchants and purchase
at th~ rate fixed by the merchant~these get commission at the rate of 
1 anna per maund from the merchants. . Big merchants engage .aalal, 
and I!-dvance money: to them. .The latter, in their turn, engage farias t~ 
buy Jute from the VIllages at mteslower than that fixed by the merchants. 
These faria. not only buy jute from the growers at a reduced rate but 
always take dhcvrta, viz., 2 or 3 seers in excess in each maund of 'jute
purchased. They deposit the jute in the farm .orthe merchant on 
account of a particular dalal who engages tlie{Il .. The account is after
wards adjusted in the firm. Between the rate' fixed by the' merchant 
and that actually paid to the growers by the farias, there is always ,. 

. difference.. of 8. to 12 annal!. ,a ,~~aund. ~ As; .theI'e is .. no uniformity in 
weights ana measures, 'laMII get a separate profit in these directions; 

Q. 24.-Multiplicity of middlemen is, to' a certain 'ex~t, res-
ponsible.for the low price the cultivator is getting. _ 

Q. 25.:....-There are various marketing customs which aredetrimenta). 
to the raiyat such as dharta and difference of , weights and i)1easures, etc. 
This can be reduced by establishing associations on the lines suggested 
by Mr. McDougall. 

Q. 28.-Yes. The crops are pledged or Bold about a 'month or tw~ 
before the harvesting . The term on ·whichthe crop is pledged is 
generally a stipulation to sell the crop at a fixed mte to the pledgee~ 
the rate being generally much lower than the market price. ' 

Q. 27.-Generally from the village money-lenders, the Marwaries and 
the Kabulis, and in some .cases, the Co-opemtive Credit·Societies, where
such an institution exists. 

Yes, the creditors in most cases are the ultimate buyers of crop. 
Yes, it adversely affects the price of the crop as the general custom 

is to compel the debtors to sell to creditors by various methods, the
predominant custom being one referred to in answer to Question. No. 26_ 

Well organised Co-opemtive Societies and Agricultural Loans are 
the best conceivable methods. . . . 

Q. 2&--Yes, on 'the lines of Mr. McDougall's scheme. 
Q. 29 and Q. 3D.-Not known. 
Q. 31.-Through the agency 'of tlie qentral Mar,ketin,g Board as 

conceived in Mr. McDougall's scheme wIth the modlficatIon s~ggested. 
by me in reply to Question No. 37. . 

Yes, the standard may be fixed by legislation. 
. Q. 32.-A standard similar to that in Americ~n Cotton Standard 
Act, 1932, may be fixed for pucca bales for exportation. 

Q. 33.-Not known. 
Q. 34.-No. 
Q. 35.-Yes, by legislation. 
Q. 36r-CentraiJ. Marketing Board on the lines of Jrb~" McDougall'S' 

scheme. 
Q. :37~Mr. McDougall's scheme, after thorough enquiry i~to the

detaill\ of diffipulties in taking over all eXisting ~tock and the. c9~trol 
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This it! due to the sudden stoppage of all demands for jute which during 
the War cQ{ltinued to,be a heavy one for over 4, years. _" '-

• Q. 6.-There is at present no danger ofcolDpetjtion from substitute 
crops 'either iii. India or in other 1Jountries.' , 

Q. 7.-No. 
Q. 8.~Yes. 
Q. 9.-Reguiations must 'be made compulsory by legislation, on the 

the lines suggested by Mr. A. P. McDougall, C.B.E. ' 
Q. 10.-No. 
Q. 11.-There is surely an apprehensionasc.tlJ the evasion or jute 

regulation procedure and I do not think that a Central Jute-Marketing 
Board would be capable of effectively controlling_it. The acreage of 
cultivation mllst be fixed for each society. " , ' , ' 

Q. 12.-Yes, the Bih~r and Assam Governments must also be 
requested to frame regulations similar, to those jramecJ for -Bengal in 
respect of jute growing areas, otherwise itwoul4 not be possible to 
steady the price at a higher level. 

Q. "13.~NQ suitable alternative, crop. . 
:' Q.' 14.-Not-to any appreciable extei{"t: " The contib:ulince of sucll 
propaganda would ~ot secure any useful pUrpose. _ ' 
'. Q. 15.-Normal cost of cultivation, besides the grower"sjiomll-abour, 
IsRs. 4 to Rs. 5 per bigha· or Rs. 12 to Rs .. "16 per acte;arrd the yield 
per acre would be from 15 to 20 maunds. , " -- ",~ , 

Q. 16.-As thecultivat.ois willh(ive_ to, diminish_the area" cultivated 
by them, the total yield of crop would be ,smaller. Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 
would be a fair price level. " ,," - ' 

Q. 17.-The salDe as in Question No.5. The sudden stoppage of the 
great demand on jute,and its finished products on ihe signing of -the 
Armistice, and the slow 'movement in the direction of new and hitherto 
unknown uses to which th,is material migbt,be put to, have disorganised 
,the level at which demand and supply: met previously, the raiyatnot 
having diminished the area under eultivation:to any appreciable extent. 

, Q. 18.-Yes, thi-.ough Union Boards,'.Co-operative Societies and jute 
propaganda associations. 

Q.19.-The growers and middlemen do not take any intelligent 
interest in the forecast. If the proposed Jute Cultivators', Co-operative 
Societies, as suggested by Mr. A. P. McDougall, take up the prepara
tion of the forecast, the grOWers may be made to t!Ute intelligent interest 
in the preparation of the forecast. , 

Q. 20.-The present forms and methods of grading and marketing 
jute in the mufassal are unsatisfactory from the point of view of growers, 
who are duped by middlemen. Balers and millowners also are adverse'ly 
affected if they have no arrangements for purchase through their own 
agents. The middlemen derive a considerable profit. The community 
generally is indirectly affected by the low prices the growers get. 

Q. 21.-The 'establishment of markets similar to those established 
according to the Central Provinces Cotton Market Act, 1932, tho:ugh 
quite feasible, would not brin~ in the required relief to the cultivators. 
These markets may be benefiCIal to the ,cultivators by the partial stop:' 
page of corruption in grading and marketing which now prevail in the 
Pr9vjnce. ' 
[The CoUeclor, Difl4ipIW.} 
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Q. 22.--Yes, on the Hnes !luggested by Mr. McDougall. 
Q. 23.-There are two classes pf faria, who approach .IirectlY the' 

growers in the villages for purchase of jute. (1) Faria, who, purchase
out of their pwn capital and seU to merchants in some central place or 
in hat,. (2) Faria, who get' an advance from merchants and purchase
at th~ rate fixed by the merchants--"these get commission at the rate of 
1 anna per maund from the merchants. . Big merchants engage aalaZ, 
and advance money to them. .The latter, in their turn, engage/aria, to> 
buy jute from the villages at mteslower than that fixed bythEi"merchants. 
These farias not only buy jute from the growers at a reduced rate but 
always take dharta, 'l/iz., 2 or 3' seers in excess in each maund of' jute
purchased. They deposit the jute in the farm .of .the merchant on 
account of a particular dalal who engages thetn.· The account is after
wards adjusted in the firm. Between the rate' fixed by thEi' merchant 
and that actually paid to tJi1, growers by ·the farias, there is always It 

,differenc~, of 8. to 12 annas. ,a ".n:\aund. ,As; .thez:e is»no uniformity in 
weights and nieasures,farW.s get a separate profit in these directions: 

Q. 24.-Multiplicity of middlemen is, to; a certain 'extent, res
ponsible for the low price the cultivator is getting. 
, Q. 25~:...-There are various marketing customs which aredetrimentaJ. 
to the raiyat such as dharta and difference of ,weights and tp.easures" etc. 
This can be reduced by establishing associations on the lines suggested 
by Mr. McDougall. 

Q. 28.-Yes. The crops are pledged or Bold about a :month ot tW() 
before the harvesting. The term on ·which the crop is pledged is 
generall;y a stipulation to sell the crop at a fixed rate to the, pledgee~ 
the rate being generally much lower than the market price. ' 

Q. 27.-Generallv from the village money-lenders, the :Marwaries and 
the Kabulis, and in "some .cases, the Co-operative Credit Societies, where
such an institution exists. 

Yes, . the creditors in most cases are the ultimate buyers of crop. 
Yes, it adversely affects the price of the crop as the·g.eneI:al custo.m 

is to compel the debtors to sell to creditors by various methods, the
predominant custom being one referred to in answer to Question. No, 26_ 

Well organised Co-operative Societies and ,Agricultural Loans are' 
the best conceivable methods. . . ' 
. Q. B.-Yes, on 'the lines of Mr. McDougall's Bcbeme. 

Q. 29 and Q. 3D.-Not known. 
Q. 31.-Through the agency 'of the Central Marketing Board as 

conceived in Mr. McDougall's scheme with the modification suggested. 
by me in reply to Question No. 37. . 

Yes, the standard may be fixed by legislation. 
. . Q. 32.-A standard. similar to that in Americ~n Cotton Standard 
Act, 1932, may be fixed for pucca bales for exportation. 

Q. 33.-N ot known. 
Q. 34.-No. 
Q. 35.-Yes, by legislation. 
Q. 3~entra'l Marketing Board on the lines of M~., McDougaU"!J. 

scheme. 
Q. ,37~Mr. McDougall's scheme, after thorough enq~iry· wto the

detail~ of difficulties in taking over all ,Xisting . stock. alld the. cQJ}.trol. 



C)f· out-put, is the best~ if leO'islation is made to raise and steady the 
-p:dces at a higher level. In the Board of Directors of the Central-Board 
()f management in Mr. McDougall's scheme, there should be ten repre
'sentatives.of the growers thr.ough the Co-operative Jute Societies instead 
«·five as suggested therein. 

Qo 38.-Rarely; and in the form of bazar rumours, the growers get 
marketinformations. . 

Q.39.-No. 
Q. 40.-ThroughCo.operative Jute Growers Societies or through 

"U..nion Boards. . 
Yes, if funds are available. 
Q. 41.-Impracticable. 
Q.42.-No suggestions to':mak~. 
Q. 43.-Itwould be unnecessary if Mr. McDougall's scheme is 

adopted. .. . 
Q. 44...--AIJ" suggested in Mr. McDougali's scheme. ' 
Q.45.-No. By inducing the other provincial Governments to make 

.tIimilar regulations. .•. .. . . . 
Q. 46.-.A.s suggested by Mr .. McDougall. 
Q. 47.-No. 
Q. 48 and Q. 49.-Not known. 
Q. 5O.-Mr. McDougall's scheme. 
Q. 51.--:-No. 
Q. .S2.-Does not arise. 
Q. S3.-:Yes. By the Government. 
Q. 54.-Yes. 
Q. 'SS.-Pamphleteering and adv~rtisements and." lectures by 

experts. . 
Q. S6~-No, it maybe -undertaken· by_ the Trade Commissioners. 
Q. S7.-Does· not arise. 
Q. SS.-No suggestions tQ make . 

. . , 

No. 13. 

NarayanganJ Chamber of Commerce.· 

1)ated the 15th Afarch 1933. 
Q. 1 to Q. 14 except Q. Sand Q. 13.-This Committee considers that 

:although a reduction in sowings at present would_ benefit both raiyats 
.and the trade in general, legislative regulation would be impracticable 
.and voluntary regulation would be impossible. Beyond propaganda on 
:a larger scale through proper channels, such as Government Officers, 
.Bengal Chamber of Commerce, Jute Dealers Association, Jute Growers 
.Association, etc., than has been tried formerly, this Committee con
siders that any Government interference ill this .connection will be 
.d.etrimen tal.· .-

*For oral evidimce of the Chamber's representative. ';tddpage 526'" ,.i. 
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Q. ~.-The chiei' factors are (a) over-production and (b) world-wide 
depression of. trade. . 

Q. 13.-Nothing in low'lands; but in high lands sugarcane and 
tobacco can be grown. 

Q. 15.-Present cost Rs. 3 per maund_ 
Average of past 5 years is about Rs. 5 per 'maund. .. . 
The average yield per acre is .15 maunds and is valued at about 

'Rs. 45 at present. 

Q. 16.-Rupees 4 .. 

Q. 17.-8ame as answer to Question No.5. 

Q. 18~-W e do not consider agricultural rese.arch and propaganda 
assisted. the cultivator in producing better jute; rather- the reverse, 
the yield has increased at the expense of quality_ 

Q. 19.-If the 'forecast is robe continued, more precautions shoulld be 
taken to insure the accuracy of the figures givep., and. aU relia~le 
resources of information should be tapped.' .' 

ln its present form theforl'lcast is of very little use to the cultivators 
and trade in general and only tends to cause unnecessary speculation. 

Q. 20.-Yes. 
Q.' 21.-No. 

Q. 22.-The elimination of middlemen would' be advantageous to the 
trade but owing to prevailing .customs.would be, impracticable.. . 

Q. 23.-The faria, and bepari' act as middlemen between.the culti-
'rators and balers. . ' 

There is no fixed remuneration, but as 'often as not. they lose owing 
to market fluctuation. . '. ' -'" 

. Q.24.-No. The multiplicity of middlemen tends to help the-culti-
vators in getting a full price.' . .' - -

Q. 25.-No. . 
Q. 26.-Yes, in some cases about 3 months before harvest. 
Q. 27.~From money-lenders and headmen of the villages, 
y e~. It depends on the market, as th~ jute ill sold forward at .a 

stated price. 
Q. 28.-Not possible. 
Q. 37.-We consider that this scheme i~ impracticable and shows a 

lack of knowledge of local conditions at present prevailing in the 
mufassaL '. . .- . 

Q. 38.-Latest fatka market reports are received in all import~nt and 
interior centres by telegram daily. . .' ..' 

Thi~ speculative information: is detrimental to the raiyat~' interests 
and in many cases. cultivators fail to take advantage of-good p;rices .. 

Q. 4O.-A censored telegram with cor~ect market in:formation from 
some cOJllpetent authority in Calcutta might be sent '.to. all telegraph 
offices in the jute districts, for posting. .,. . 

Q. 41.-It is not advisable nor practicable. . 
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No. 14. 

The Commissioner of the. Presidenc~ Division. 

Dated the 15th !.larch 1933. 

, Q •. 1.-:-Yes, in. view of th~ e.co:nomi,c si~uation which has adversely 
a:ft'ected the. growers who have insuffiCIent knowledge of world condi
tions to look after themselves. 

Q. 2 (a) and (b).-I bave no practical exper~ence~ 
Q. 4.-No. . , 

Q. 5.-0ver-production is certainly a, generaL_cause .. of-,lo;,...pnce: 
Prices have been poor at times of financial or other'crises. In 1912, 

,the average wholesale price of a bale ot 400 lbs. was Rs. 54-4 and in 
1913, Rs. 71 and by April 1914 the rate had gone up to Rs. 86-8 or 
more than 3 times the price of raw jute in 1880-84. The outbreak of 
the War not only prevented quotations from soaring still higher ,but 
gave them a severe set-back, . . .,' '. 

Q. 6.~ute i~ largely a monopoly crop of Bengal but I understand 
that experiments'have been.made with substitute crops; 1 believe in 
South America. . , 

Q.7.-0nly if intensive propaganda is adopted. 
Q. B.-Very probably. . 

, Q. 9.-1 am opposed to compulsory 'regulation;' I· foresee grave 
difficulti~s and much' discontent among cultivators at Governmen:t 
interference. . '. 
. Q. 10.-1 am opposed to the grant of powe'rs to the authO'rities'men-
tioned to implement legislation. .. . 

Q. 11.---No.' 
Q •. 12.-frobably not necessary. 
Q. 13.-1 have no practical experience. 
Q. 14.-The consensus of opinion is that Government and other 

propaganda has had some good effect in keeping down the acreage. The 
estimated area under jute in 1931 was 1,613,700 acres against 3,062,300 
acres in 1930, while the total outturn of the crop was estimated it 
5,002,700 bales of 400 lbs., as compared with 9,966,000 of the previous 
!ear. Propaganda should be continued but somethin~ more than mere 
distribution of leaflets is necessary. 1 think an orgamsation of le~tures 
in every Union Board or Chaukidari Union would be helpful.>, 

Q. 15.-The average normal yield per acre may be taken to be 16~ 
maunds, vide appendix, page 19, of Season and Crop Report of Bengal 
for 1931-32, and the cost, Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 for jute. Averageyield 
of boro paddy per acre is 14 maunds and that of sugarcane 37 maunds._ 

Q. 16.-Rupees 6 to Rs. 7 per maund would probably give a profit of 
40 to, 50 per cent. to the cultivator in the present market. , 

Q. 17.-0ver-production and lack of demand arising out of world-
wide trade depression., : ' " ' 

Q. 1B.-The Department of .Agriculture should conti'nue to carrY,oD 
the work of agripuItuJ;~l,resear('h and propaganda. . 
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Q. 19 " Q. 20.-1 have no practical knowledge. 
Q. 21.-1 think the establishment of organised markets would b. 

feasible and might be advantageous to the cultivator. 
Q. 22.-This was tried by the CQ-operative Department but the 

attempt was not a success. _ 
Q. 23.-1 have no practical know~dge; 
Q. 24.-Yes. The Royal,CommissiOlt on Agriculture estimated the 

difference between the price-received by the cultivator and. the price 
paid by the jute mill or the exporter at from Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8 per maund 
which represents 20 per cent; of the total price (vide paragraph 324 of· 
the Royal Commission Report). . , 

Q. 25.-1 have no practical knowledge. 
Q. 28.-N 0 practical. experience. 

. Q. 27.-From·village mahajans generally. It is not the case that 
these creditors are invariably the ultimate buyers. It is perhaps true 
that such creditors buy at i anna or 1 anna less per maund than the 
market price. (1 ascertained from a dealer.) . 

Q. 28.-1 do not think 80. 
Q. 29 to Q. 40.""-1 am not in a position to answer these questions. 
Q. 41.-1 think this would be highly speculative. . 

. Q. 42.-1 Am doubtful whether these proposals would justify the 
expense involved. -
. Q. 43 " Q. 44.-1 think this should be the first step if anynieasure 

of Government interference is contempiated. The Committet sho)lld 
advise generally on all pr9blems connected with the jute trade, should 
possess an income derived .from a 'small cess on jute and should be 
independent of Government control. 

Q. 45.-Yes, 1 think so. 
Q. 48.-Vide answer to Qs. 43 and 44 above. Finance should ,be 

furnished by means of a ,small cess on the jute exported. 

Q. 47 to_Q. 58.-1 am not in a position to answer these questions. 

No. 15. 

"'·r.L. B • .Burrows, C.B.E., Commissioner of the Burdwan Division. 

Dated the 14th March 1933. 

'I have been' out of touch with the'important jute growin~ districts 
since 1928. 1 am unable to offer any up-to-date assistance In dealing 
with the questionnaire of your committee,. . 

2. Whim the Royal Commission on Agripulture visited l!ldia in 
1926-27, 1 looked into various matters connected wit~the gr0"!Vmg and 
marketing of jute in the Faridpur district and gave both wrItten and 
oral evidence before the Commission which will be found at pages 471 to 
fI09 of Volume' IV . of the Bengal Evidence. This -eVidence, ·is not, 
how, ever, likely to.be ot much value br utility now. . . 
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Mr. R. N •. Roy, Calcutta~_ 

. Dated the 16,hJfarch 1933.-
Q. 1.--Yes. , . 
Q.2 (a).-Yes. I advocated a scheme lor this purpose which I am 

advancing once again ,underQ. 9. . t •• - -

Q. 2 (b).-The'main object of the scheme would he to give the culti:' 
vator a fair margin over his cost of production by creating a condition 
of undersupply as against demarid. For trus purpose, it may be neces-
saryeither to stabilise or raise the market price, according as the latter

O 

gives the cultivator a margin or not. . . ,- _. o. 

- Q. 4.-As far as my information goes, the co~trol of the- prod.~ction 
and' export: of coffee had been largely successful in: BraziL Professor 
Seligman:of _the Columbia UniversitYt -writin~-on-this subject ~n1929-,-
says :,;-- _ ' .. ~ ., ; 
- "in. more recent years when the Governmen:r has ~ontented- -itself 

with the endeavour to exert some e:lfective control-on th& out
put and -export and to prevent in this w-ay ~ disastrou~ ~~11 in 
prices, the result to the coffee growers °has been more, satis
factory. '" The same professor citell the following -pijcea of 
cofiee(RiQ No.7}'in- New 0: York, insubstilntiation of 'his. 
statement:~ • 

Date. 

July I, 1919 ... 
January I, 1920. 
July I, '1920 .', 

January I, 1921 
July I, 1921 •• 
January I, 1922 
Julyl,1922 
Julyl,1924. .. 

Prices before 
thepaasing 
of the law 
to control 

output and 
~lq>ort of 

..IIoffee. 

Cents. 

22 
10 
13 
'6 
6 
9 

11 
10 

Date. _ 

January I, 1925 ' 

July I, 1925 ... 
January I, 1926 
July I, 1926 •• 
January I, 1927 
July I, 1927 •• 
January 1. 1928 
July I. 1928 •• 0 

December I, 1928 '-r. 

Prices after 
the passing 
of the law. : 

Cent&. 

24. 
21-

18 
15 
20 

14 

151 
171 

It will be seen from the above that the fall was greatly decreased 
and the general level of prices raised, since regulation of output came 
into force. Since 1929, 'other factors ~elevant to the world-wide trade 
depression may have complicated the issue .. 

The case of jute is dissimilar in one important respect which is ,that 
jute is a monopoly product of India. -If curtailment brings about a rise 
In prices, it is not possible for outside coup-tries to grow jute in excessive 
quantities to get the advantage of better prices. There is thus no 
chance of higher prices of jute being brought down by increased supply 
in outside 'Countries; , ,0 0 --



Q. 5.-The factors afiecting the price of jute. are:...,.... 
(a) Excess of supply over demand. 
( b) Changes in the value of money. 

Over-production is mainly responsible for lower prices. Changes .irr. 
price may take place wMn--': . . ." 

(I) Demand remains COJlstaI;lt but supply increases. 
(2) Supply remains cOhstant but the demandfa:lls". 
(3) Supply and demand 1:JOth fall but the fall of the l.,.tter is greater-

than. that of. ilia former; . . '-

The actual relation between surpluses .and prices of jute have not. 
been worked out so.far~ As a matter of fact it may be pOl!sible to. work: 
out statisti~ally the correlation betwe~n surplus of jute over the demand: 
and. the pnce le!el. .. . .-
. . Q. 6~-N 0.. The possihility -of a substitute crop taking the place 01· 
jute would depend on two factors. . First, it .. must be produced at II 
lower COljt than jute. Secondly, itrmust possess approximately the sam& 
peculiari ties as ~ute<' DUring the .last fiJty or. sixty yeara, no crop haS
taken the. place of jute imd if the jute regUlation scheme-is worke<l 
scientifically so;as not' to'rllise the price of taw jute inordinately, ther&
is no reason why,juta.ilhould not be able to maintain its own. 

Q. 7.-It is unlikeiy that all jute .cultivl;I.tors· would come- under a, 
voluntary scheme of regulating the jute crop. The. unity 'necessary
for such joint action is,.in my opinion, absent. Even if itwer.e possibl~ 
under any voluntary scheme to restriCt the productii)Jl -of jute, in th&
absence of compulsjo~, the risk remai!;lilosthilt'tlie curt!,ilment )'I'ill not
b~ efiective enough- to influence prices.. . • .., '. . 

- . Q.' 8..-'-Yes. If; by voluntary:zestriction. --of output prices improve" 
in any one year; human ,..ature being w:hat· ~tisJ the chances are that iu. 
the· following year defaulters to volunta.ry·r,estrietion .w(lUld increase~. 
There is, 8S a matter of fact,. some correIa,tion·between4cr~ge·andprice3;.-
8S the following figures reproduced' from the Statistical Abstract 10r 
British India will show. Figures are taken upto 1929-30· before the. 
complications ~f th~ world trade depression were fully evident:-=-

Average Average-
annual annual 

wholesale . wholesale 
Year. AcreagE!; prices of Year. prices of 

C.D.M. C.D.M. 
&Co. Red. &eo-; Red-
(Per bale). (Per bale). 

Re. A. P. Rs~ A. 1"_ 

1919 102 3 2 1919 102 3 ~ 

1919-20 2.799,937 99 13 8 1920 97 8 ~ 

1920·21 2,472.938 95 8 '1 1921 .. 939 '0-
1921·22 . 1.505.527 90 11 2 1922 8113- fJ. 
1922·23 1,446,428 '18 1 8 1923 .. 68 5 II)-

1923·24 2,329,232 72 1 8 1924" 75 13 0-
1924-25 ... 2,737.931 98 11 7 '1925 .lll .9 ~ 
1925-28 • ~ .2.923.408 105 2 Ii 1926 98U S. 

J928-27 ·.3,609.400 . 87 8 9 1927 76 6 0-

1927·28 3;293.801 75 11 6 1928 . , 75 O'll. 

.1928-29 3.062,302 73 2 6 1929 71 4 ()o 

11129-30 3,268,028 69~-"'i;' 1930 -50 4. iii! 
1;, 



It will be seen from the above that any appreciabie "rise iri' prices is 
:followed by an increase in acreage sowing. The acreages of 1919-20, 
1925-26 and 1926-27 are cases illustrating the point., .. 

Q. 9.-My views on, the matter were expressed in an article entitled 
""Jute Control Measures," which I wrote .for, the "Liberty" last year. 
A reprint· of the same is enclosed with the relevant portions marked. 
(Vide page 54). In the briefest outlineo- my suggestions were as 
.:follows: -

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

That the acreage under jute should be controlled so a!!l to be less 
than the world demand for it. , , ' 

That a Central Jute Committee formed oii~e lines suggested 
by the Royal Commission on- Agriculture, should be the 
Central Authority estimating the demand and. designating 
the extent of sowing whiclj, should take place to obtain either 
stable conditions of price or to obtain better price's as .the 
case may be. (It may be'inEmtioned here-that this Central 
Committee should have other functions also, which have been 
described later. See answer .to Question No. 37.) 

The actual restriction of the output should be .e.r;tfOl:ced by the 
Government: through its administrative officers. ,,', 

0- - " 

Any legislation for the above purposes must, in the first flace, ensure 
-!he receipt of accurate information on the part of the Centra Committee. 
:'So far as the' demand of, the mills are concerned, legislation will be 

. 'necessary to. enable the Government to verify the information given by 
,the mills in India. In order'"to be able to control sowing effectively, 
it will also be necessary for: the Government to have a name-roll of, 

:individual' juteculti,,{ators. It should be made .compulsory by law for 
,every: cultivator to register h.imsel~ as sll;c~ with t~e U nio~ Board of the 
locality. He should be reqUIred, In addItion, t~ gIve'partIculars regard

:ing' the extent' of his landholdings (tenancy or otherwise) with his 
--average acreage sQ:wing of jute -and other crops for 5 years immediately 
'-preceding. He should also be made to give information regarding his 
costs of PJ'oduction of differt;nt produces and P'Ytic;;.ularjl of his losses 

,or profits made. , , ',' " , 
The system of giving a license to every jute eul'bvator should be 

,also introduced. At the time of apportioning acreage to each individual 
..cultivator the license should be made over to him lor a nominal fee. 
'The acreage alloted to him for the sowing of jute should be written on 
the. license. Lastly, it should be publicly notified that any cultivator 

. who sows jute without a license will be liable to having his jute 

. .confiscated. 
Q. 10.-With a view to implement the compulsory regulation of jute 

. <output, I would leave it to the Government to' decide as to how to 
utilise the (a) Union Boards, (b) the Co-operative Societies, (c)' the 

"zemindars, (d) other agencies. The distribution of functions should be 
according to administrative convenience.. I 

Whatever functions are decided upon the following principles should 
:be observed:- . - .' I 

(1) Information should be obtained on any matter from as manYI 
independent sources as possible.] 

:lM,.. R. N. Roy.] 



(2) h coming to a decis.ion regarding restriction of output" the 
Central Jute CommIttee should decide the aO'O'reO'ate restric

" tion as well as restriction per district, in c~~suYtation with 
., the Collectors of the districts. ' 

(3) Very adequate provisions should be made to 'prevent cultivators 
from being extorted by police or other subordinate officials 
of the agencies mentioned above. . . " 

Q. 11.-1 fail to see how widespread evasion of jute regulation could 
be checked by concentrating the purchase of jute in the hands of a Jute 
Marketing Board. If on account of evasion, the supply is greater than 
the demand, and the Jute Board is given monQPoly 'powers of purchase, 
it can either raise or lower the price of jute. If h raises the price of 
jute as shown under Question No, 8, next year the acreage'would be in
creased. 1f it lowers prices there would be ~ fall in' acreage but not 
perha~s~to .the extent necessary. , , 
, Q·L·12 .. ~Y:esf tl~e problem is less difficult in the case of Bihar and 

A.ssam as the acrea6e under jute is much smaller than in Bengal. 
Q. 14.-Propagandamay ha-v:e been responsible to a minOr extent in 

keeping dowD; the area under jute during the last two seasons. It 
should not, however, be forgotten that during the last .two seasons prices 
have fallen precipitately. There is no harm in c·arrying on such pro
paganda. It should 'be made more effective by giving the cultiva.tors 
an idea of the. extent to which production should. be curtailed. Prapa" 
ganda should attempt to correlate production to probable demand. , 

Q. 15.-Rai Bahadur Kumud Nath Mullik's estimate of the normal 
cost of production.of jute, which was submitted ·to the Royal COJP.mis~ 
sion o~ ,Agriculture,. may be. regarded as,fairly correct. SO.me minot 
corrections have, however, to be-made. The Ital Btthadur has not taken 
into account the interest which the cultivator has to pay on 'his total 
outlay on jute. According to the Rai Bahadur,the normal yield ;per 
acre is about 18 maunds and the cost of cultivation, Rs. 90. per 'acre, 
and therefore the cost of production, per maund of jute isRs. 5. ' ' 

Add to this the interest on the capital outlay. At 25 per cent.,'the 
usual interest rate.in nt1ifassal on Rs. 90., the jute"cultivator has to pay 
Iln interes.t .f lis. 11-4 for the half year. The cost per maund should 
therefO!'e be RI!. 5..oUl.i. For variations in the cost of ploughsand,manual 
labour a margin of ,annas 6 may be kept . ..Normally, about Rs.6 per 
maund is the cost of production of jute. 'Since one acre. produces about 
18 maunds the cost of cultivation per acre is about Rs. 10.8. " 

~ , 

Q 17.-First part of the question merely' repeats Question No.5. 
The fall in the price of manufactured -jute is' due to a fall in the 

d.emand for the same. Monetary factors responsible' for decline of 
prices all over the world have also influenced, the prices of jute 
manufactures. , , 

Q. 18.-Lowering of cost· of production wOilld involve increase in 
yield and quality, at the same cost of production. Effective propaganda 
md research to lower cost of production should be continued by the 
Department of Agriculture. Financial assistance may be had from the 
iute mills and jute dealers, who would be benefited. 

Q.21.-Yes. There are !)entral markets already existing in the jute 
districts. To these places iute is brought from the remotest interior by 
individual cujtivators, beparis and fariasand brokerp. At most of these 

5 



It will be seen from the above that any apprecillble rise in: prices is 
:followed by an increase in acreage sowing. The acreages of 1919-20, 
1925-26 and 1926-27 are cases illustrating the point. . .. 

Q. 9.-My views on· the matter were expressed in an Ilrticle entitled 
"'Jute Control Measures," which I wrote for the "Liberty" last year. 
A reprint of the same is enclosed with the l'elevant portions marked. 
(Vide page. 54). In the briefest outline- iny suggestions were as 
;follows:-

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

That the acreage under jute should be controlled so a!l to be less 
than the world demand for it. . • . 

That a Central Jute Committee formed mi~e lines suggested 
by the Royal Commission on Agriculture, should be' the 
Central' Authority estimating the demand and .. designating 
the extent of sowing which, should take place to obtain either 
stable conditions of price or.' to obtain better price'S 3S .the 
case may be. (It may be'mentioned here-that this. Central 
Committee should have other functions also, which have been 
described later. See answer .to QuestionNo~ 31.) 

The actual restriction of the output should be .e~fox:ced by the 
Govern~ent. through its administtativ:e officers. .." 

Any legislation for the above purposes must, in the first rlace, ensure 
-She receipt of accurate information on the part of the Centra Committee. 
:So far as the' demand of, the mills are concerned, legislation will be 

. 'necessary to enable the Government to verify the information given by 
,the mills in India. In order"to be able to control sowing effectively, 
· it will also be necessary for, the Government to have a name-roll of, 
:individual juteculti,{ators. It should be made compulsory by law for 
,Every: cultivator to register h.imsel! as s~c~ with .t~e 1J nio~ Board of the 
locality. He should be reqUIred, In addItIon, t6 gIve partIculars regard-

• ing' the extent' of his landholdings (tenancy or otherwise) with his 
'--average acreage sQwing of jute -and other crops for 5 years immediately 
'1>receding. He should also be made to give information regarding his 
costs of p.roduction of differt;nt produces and PlYtiClUlarJl of his losses 

, or .profits made. •. .. 
The system of giving a license to every jute eul'tlvator should be 

,also introduced. At the time of apportioning acreage to each individual 
.cultivator the license should be made over to him lor a nominal fee. 
'The acreage alloted to him for the sowing of jute should be written on 
the, license. Lastly, it should be publicly notified that any cultivator 

· who sows jute without a license will be liable to having his jute 
, confiscated. 

Q. 10.-With a view to implement the comnulsory regulation of jute 
. <output, I would leave it to the Government to' decide as to how to 
utilise the (a) Union Boards, (b) the Co-operative Societies, (c) the 

.2emindars, (d) other agencies. The distribution of functions should be 
according to administrative convenience. 

Whatever functions are decided upon the following principles should' 
:be observed:- . 

(1) Information should be obtained on any matter from as many 
independent sources as possible. 

~ 1Mr. R. N. Roy.] 



(2) h. coming to a decision regarding restriction of output,. the 
Central Jute Committee shOuld decide the aggregaterestric

'. tion as well as restriction per distril,'t, in consultation with 
., the Collectors of the districts . 

. (3) Very adequate provisions should be made to prevent cultivators 
from being extorted by police or other subordinate officials 
of the agencies mentioned above." . . '. 

Q. 11.-1 fail to see how widespread evasion of jute regulation ~ould 
be checked byconcentrating the purchase of jute in the hands of a Jute 
Marketing Board. If on account of evasion, the supply is greater than 
the demand, and the Jute Board is given monQPoly 'powers of purchase, 
it can either raise or lower the price of jute. If it raises the priCe of 
jute as shown under Question No.8, next year the acr~ag'e'would be in
creased. ~f it lowers prices there would be a fall in acreage but not 
perhaI!s • .to the extent necessary. . 

Q'.: 12r -Yesf t~e problem is less difficult in the case of Bihar and 
Assam as the acrea6e under jute is much smaller than in BengaL 

Q. 14.-Propaganda may ha'\:e been responsible to a minor extent in 
keeping dowJ\ the area under jute during the last two seasons. It 
should not, however, be forgotten that during the last .two seasons prices 
have fallen precipitately. There is no harm in c'arrying on such pro
paganda. It should 'be made more effective by giving the cultivators 
an idea of the. extent to which production should be curtailed. Pri:>pa~ 
ganda should attempt to correlate production to probable demand. 

Q. 15.-Rai Bahadur Kumud Nath Mullik's estimate of the normal 
(!ost of production.ofjute, which was submitted ·to the Royal Commi$~ 
Bion on .Agriculture,. may be. regarded as .. £airly correct. . SO.me minot 
corrections have, however, to be-made. The Ral B~hadur has not taken 
into account the interest which the cultivator has to pay on his total 
outlay on jute. According to the Rai Bahadur,. the normal yield per 
acre is about 18 maunds and the cost of cultiv'ation, Rs. 90. per. acre, 
and therefore the cost of productionper-maund of jute is Rs . .5. . 

Add to this the interest on the capital outlay. At 25 per cent., the 
usual interest rl)te.in Div.fassal on Rs.9Q, the jute" cultivator has to pay 
an interes.t .f Rs. 11-4 for the half year. The cost per maund should 
therefore be Rs. 5-tOi. For variations in the cost of ploughs and manual 
labour a margin of annas 6 may be kept . ..Normally, about Rs. 6 per 
maund is the cost of production of jute. 'Since one acre. produces about 
18 maunds the cost of culti.vation per acre is about Rs. 10.8 .. 
. ~ . 

Q 17.-First part of the question merely' repeats Question' No.5. 
The fall in the price of manufactured -jute is' due toa fall in the 

demand for the same. Monetary factors responsible· for decline of 
prices all over the world have also. influenced . the prices of jute 
manufactures. 

Q. 18.-Lowering of cost· of production would involve increase in 
yield and quality, at the same cost· of production. Effective propaganda 
and research to lower cost of production should be continued by the 
Department of Agriculture. Financial assistance may be had from the 
jute mills and jute dealers, who would be benefited. 

Q.21.-Yes. There are central markets already existing in the jute 
districts. To tllese places iute is brought from the remotest interior by 
individual cultivators, beparis and larial·and brokerp. At most of these 
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places ,mills and shippers have their agency branches, for the purehase 
of jute. Organised 'markets ,may well be established at these central 
places. About 20 to 3O,such organised markets would practically cover 
the whole jute area in Bengal. ,These markets should be extremely 
serviceable, if accurate weighing, storing and credit facilities are ginn 
to the cultivators at these places. 

Q. 28.-The marketing of jute can very well be worked through co
operative organisations and the organised markets, discussed under 
Question No. 21, should be run on co-operative lines. The .experience 
of the co-operative jute sale societies shows that it would always be best 
,to handle jute co-operatively on a commission basis rather than on a profit 
making basis. A net~work of co-operative warehouses may be organised 
in the remote and interior villages. These may be affiliated to the cen
tral markets in each district. Facilities of storage, standardisation and 
.credit may be improved through these co-operative organisations. 
Working on a commission basis the finance required would be less. 
Such finance as would, be required could be obtained from the Central 
Jute Committee, if the network of co-operative jute markets is placed 
under its supervision and control. 

Q. 32.-A system of jute standards set up by the Government in con
sultation with the representatives of mills, dealers and the growers 01 
jute and made enforceable in the manner of. the American Cotton 
Standards Act of 1923 should be of inestimable value to thl trade. In 
an article entitled the "Standardisation of Jute Marks" (published in 
the April-June number, 1930 of the Bengal Co-operative Journal) 1 
pointed out that both in loose jute and pucca baling there was need for 
more definite classification based on measurable properties of the jute 
fibre. 1 also suggested reducing the innumerable marks under pucca 
Lallng. A reprint of i,he alticle is enclosed herewith. (For excerpt 
'Vide page 54). " 

Q. 37.-1 am inclined to think that the scheme is much too ambitious 
for a beginning. 1 would rather see a central jute committee concen
trating in the direction of curtailing the output of jute, according to 
suggestions given in my article "Jute Control Measures" (1,'-idc page 54] 
and in reply to Question No.9. . 

The Central Jute Committee should also act as: the central organi-
sation for- . 

(1) Eliminating the risk of cultivators by giving' them facilities fOI 
insuring their crops against calamities. 

(2) Equalising storage and credit facilities tg the cultivators. 
(3) Better marketing-by the dissemination' of information and 

lowering costs of disposition. . 
(4) Collection and correlation of statistics relating to: Supply and 

demand of jute and jute manufactures; cost of production; 
the extent of restriction necessary to raise the level of prices 
by a certain percentage; the problems of seasonal and 
intra-seasonal fluctuation •. 

(5) Controlling Co-operative Markets (See Answer to Question 
No. 28). I would advocate direct buying of the raw produce 
by the Central Jute Committee only in emergency cases ~nd 
that after considerable experience has been gathered regard
ing the influence of surplus on prices. 

[Mr. R; N. ROlf.] 
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Regarding the financial aspect of the scheme, if the proceed~ of the 
jute export duty are made over to the Government of Bengal, an annual 
contribution of Rs. 5 or 6 lakhs towards the Jute Committee may easily 
be made and should suffice for the start. It may be pointed Qut here 
that the Central Cotton Committee receives a similar grant from the 
cess on cotton. 

• Q. 41.-The scheme can only be put into practice if adequate funds 
are available to work it successfully. In the case of surplus crops for 
two successive years the funds required to hold back surplus quantities 
of jute may be colossal. Besides, if the surplus jute held over cannot be 
marketed oJ!. account of the fall in demand for old jute, losses would be 
heavy. In Japan the control of rice price is attempted by buying at 
minimum prices. There is, however, a. separate appropriation under the 
head "Administration of Rice.Law," in the Central Budget. As faT as 
my information goes the control of the prices of rice has been attended 
with losses. The 105se<> are, however, regarded as necessary social 
expense, and are viewed in the same light as unemployment relief in 
England. 

Q. 42.-Yes. The functions which . the marketing officers should 
have are given in paragraphs 347 and 348 of the Report of the Royal 
Commission on Agriculture. These officers should collect information 
and help to bring about better marketing conditions. The information 
gathered by the surveyors can be of inestimable value to the Central 
J ute Committee with reference. to their own work. (See answers to 
Questions Nos. 9 and 37). Better marketing conditions will enable the 
CentraLJute Committee to fare better during intra-seasonalll.uctuations. 

Q. 43.-The Central Jute Committee can take up the work I have 
suggested in answers to Questions Nos; 9 and 37. 

Q. 44.-S66 answers to Questions Nos. 9 and 37. ·The' Committee 
should be the Central Department handling the control of jute outp\l~. 
In all other matters it should be on a· footing of equality with the 
Agriculture and other Departments. 

Q. 45.-Co-operation from these provinces will. be necessary. These 
can have their own Jute Committees much on the same lines as the 
Central Jute Committee of Bengal. They should, however, be subordi
nate bodies and work under the direction of the Bengal Committee. 

Q. 46.-S66 answer to Question No. 37. 

Q. 54 and Q. SS.-Yes .. The uses to which jute can ~e .put to. at 
economic rates should be constantly placed before the public 1D forelglJ 
countries. Propaganda may be done by issuing bulletins giving up-to. 
elate information about raw jute and jute mills, etc. 

Q. 56 and Q. 57.-Yes. Trad~ Commissioners .and Oonsuls could do 
this part of the work. The· finance should come from t.he Go~ernment 
of India. The jute mills and shippers and balers of Jute mlg~t also 
wntribute their shares, because such information as would be avaIlable, 
would benefit them as well. 
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E:icllrpt, from art.icle em JuteContrpl· Measures. ·.(Vid/1: an,werl to 
. Questions Nos .. 9 and 37) . 

. I suggest the~efore that the. acreage u.nder jute should be controlled 
every yeai' acaording to an estimate of the demand pfthat year. 
Defore sowing is begun the mills would decide the number of total 
looms they should work and the number of hours of work during 
the week. The consumption per loom per hour being known, the total 
'demand for raw jute, of the' mills in India, would be known. The 
foreign demand may be estimated from the reports of Consuls, Trade 
Commissioners and from past records of shipment abroad. An estimate 
of the total demand for raw jute will thus be obtained. . 
•• • • • ••• • 

Since 1931, opinions have changed. The persistent demand made 
in favour of State interference by parties who have all along opposed 
it, makes it easier to suggest the direct control of the production of raw 
jute. This can be done effectively with the help of the Administrative 
Officers of the districts. The average yield per acre being known and 
'the total demand for jute being ascertained in the way indicated already, 
the acreage to be placed under jute can be decided by Government. 
To control sowing it should be made compulsory for the cultivator to 
take out a license. In apportioning acreage to districts, weightage 
must be given to districts growing better quality jute. Otherwise, the 
principle of restriction must be uniform. That is .to say,. a cultivator 
who used to grow jute on 30 acres of land in the case of 10 per cent. 
restriction would be allowed to grow jute only on 27 acres and so on. 
As for violating to take out a license, penal measures much on the same 
lines as in the case of opium cultivation, may be devised by GQvernment. 
• • • • • • • 

The successful operation of the scheme will require the constant 
attention of. an independent organisation which will survey throughout
the year the various questions that win crop up frequently. Such 
questions as the degree of restriction necessary to raise the level of 
prices by a certain percentage, the margin of profit which may be 
considered fair over costs of production, the determination of the world 
demand for hessians, gunnies and jute, the problem of seasonal and 
intra seasonal fluctuation, will have to be considered in all its aspects. 
The body therefore should consist of the representatives of the mill
owners and cultivators, in order to be able to co-ordinate their some
times divergent ilJ,terests. As a matter of fact all the above mentioned 
functions -could very well be relegated to a Central Jute Committee the 
constitution of which was proposed some two years ago. 
• • • • • • • 
Ezcerpt from article on Standa:rdisation of Jute Marks. (Vide answer 

to Question No. 32). 
To sum up, the gradings in Loose Jute Balin'" as well as in Pucca 

are numerous but have no clearly defined basis of identification. 
. In Jo06'e jute, taking this year's classifications, the distribution is as 

follows:-
Districts. 

A: PUI"e Jat district 
B. Good Eastern district 
C. Northern district 
Do Desi district 

[Mr. R. N. Roy.]' 

Indian Packing .. 
2's. 3's .. 4's. R's.-

EUI"opean Packing. 
2'8. 3's. 4's. R's. 

" 0' 
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Thus the same grades of different districts packed by di1ferent balers 
fetch different prices. :t'he relationship which determin~ the_s_e pnces 
have not properly been Investigated. 

In Pucca baling again in the sama group the numb~F of marks -are 
too numerous. Though they are aU supposed to contain-the same 
percentage of 2'8 and 3's, prices differ mark by mark within the group. . . . . . . " 

No. 17. 

Mr. S~ Banerjee, I.C.S., Collector of .Pabna. 

Dated the 14th March 1933. 

The financial difficulties of the tillers of the soil can be best remedied 
by immediate legislation to regulate the growing of jute and its 
marketing on the lines of the Central Provinces Cotton Market _Act, 
1932, and the American Cotton Standard Act, 1923. Such legislation 
can be easily enforced in thedistiicts with the help of Union -Boards 
or Union Committees and Co-operative Societies as well as through 
touring officers under District Magistrates. It is necessary to put a 
stop through legislation to the activities of larias and other middlemen 

. who are reaping a good harvest at the cost of the cultivators even in 
a time of world-wide economic depression. . 

J ute being in a sense the monopoly industry ·of Bengal the crea
tion . of a Provincial Jute Committee and a l)epartmentof 1 ute 
Research will help greatly towards the improvement of the trade and, 
also the finances of the Presidency. A portion of the jute tax may 
be utilised for meeting their cost. I am further of opinion that some 
propagap.da in selected foreign countries through experts will be useful 
for collecting statistics of a reliable nature and exploring new avenues 
for the expansion of the industry. This will also have the effect of. 
checking or neutralising the possibility of loss to the industry through 
competition from existing or future substitutes. These experts may 
collaborate with the shippers so as not to interfere with the existing 
selling arrangements by the formation ofa Central Committee, if 
necessary, for the purpose. 

No. 18. 

Maulvi Shamsur Rahman, Secretary, Khulna Central Co-operative Bank. 

Dated the 15th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. It is desirable in view of the fact that although jute 
is grown nowhere else, the cultivators here do not_get the full benefit 
of a monopoly agricultural production. 

Q. 2 (a).-Although it is not impossible, I consider it would be 
up.hill work to regulate the iute crop with reference to the expected 
df'mand of the market. Legislation cannot do it for the obvious_ reason 
of iJ'fl'inging on the proprietary right of private persons and may lead 
to corruption. The only possible way that I can suggest ,is ,to have a 
system of village panchayetB assisted by the Government local 
authorities. 

Q. 2 (b).-The object of regulation would beforaise and to make 
the prices steady consistent with the cost ·of production and demand. 

Q. 3.-Yide answer to Question No.2 (a). 
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; Q. 4.-Iknow of none, except what we hear of a system in Russia 
-where the land now belongs to Soviet Government and not to the people. 
But where the proprietary right is with the :people I know of no country 
where' there has been possible to regulate agncultural produce by legisla
tion or any such attempt has been made. 

Q. 5.-My idea is that the low prices of jute is entirely due to over' 
production and some element of wicked manipulation by speCUlators. 

Q. 6.--So £aras I know at present, there has not been manufactured 
or grown any substitute which can effectively replace jute in other 
-countries; but it is impossible for me- to prognosticate whether some 
kind of synthetic jute might or might not be produced by science in 
the near future. 

Competition there must be, but I am of opinion that Bengal has 
no reason to be afraid of it on the score of jute as I understand that 
it cannot be grown elsewhere and- all attempts have.i>roved futile in 
other countries. ." 

Q. 7 ......... By coercion impossible but co-operation might effect some-
thing where force will fail. ' _ . . ~ 

Q. 8.--Yes. But if the villagers can be brought under a system of 
CO-OIIE-ration, oYer-production might be avoided. -

Q. 9.-I am of opinion that legislation will certainly fail. 
Q. 10.-Vide answer to Question No.2 (a). 
(a) U nian Boards Gontrol big areas and are full of petty dissen

. sions and· quarrel due to electioneering campaign. The defeated party 
having 'very little education in them, generally opposes what the other 
party will do. 

(b) Co-operative Societies 'would be the only possible medium for 
the regu'lation of jute production. Co-operative Societies ~ill work 
on the principle of paying the piper and choosing the tune. It has its 
influence over a smaller area and as such its controlling power is 
immense. 
. (c) At the present democratic age zemindars have lost all their 

influence. .' 
Q. 11.~I am doubtful whether Jute Marketing Board can do any

thing. It would be absolutely an effete body to do much. 
Q. 12.-8ince jute is also grown in Bihar and Assam these pro

vinces should also be co-ordinated in any jute regulating scheme. 
Q. 13.-For low lands paddy and high lands pulses (rabi crops). 
I do not think any encouragement would be necessary, for cultivators 

'will not allow their lands to remain fallow. They will themselves find 
out what crops they will raise on the lands set free from jute. There 
cannot be any cut and dry programme for an alternative crop as such 
depends oli local conditions. 
. Q. 14.-N o. The shortage of acreage has been due entirely to the 

low prices of jute and nothing else. . .. 
; Q. 15.-:-The normal cost is about Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 per maund and 
yields about 30 to 35 maunds per acre. And yield of paddy is about 
the same but the cost of growing the paddy is much less. 

Q. 1S.-Rupees 7 per maun_d. I think that will allow a reasonable 
return for .the cultivator for growing it,-
[Secreta,!!. Kllulna Central Co-operative Bank.] 



Q. ,17.-Vide answer to Question No.5. 
Q. 18.-Beyond my province of knowledge. 

Q. 19~-1 c~)J;l.sider the system of compiling and publishing the jute. 
forecast IS posl.bvely harmful .to the (a) growers inasmuch 6S it gives 
~ handle to the (b) balers and (c) middlemen . 

. The balers and mi~dle~en can work up from the forecnst the price 
whlCh they can offer lD VIew of the local demand and the quantity 
produced. Price is generally governed by demand and supply. If that 
is known the control of price in the market becomes very 'easy. The 
mi~dlemen. know that the cultivators have to sell their produce without 
bemg. afr~Id of other purcha~ers, and they know full well that there is 
suffiCIent Jute for aU of them. 

Figures may be gathered but it should not De published broad cast. 

Q. 20.-1 have no knowledge. 

Q. 21.-The only possible suggestion that I can give is to organise 
a central fo-operative organisation for the purpose of marketinO' jute. 
One such market in each division would be more than sufficient The 
advantageio the cultivators would be that thereby they would do away 
wi~h many of the middle~en and would be in a position to get better 
prIces. ' 

Q. 22.-1 do not think any other organisation wouid be necessary 
besides the already existing co-operative village societies. 

Q. 23.-1 do not know. 

Q. 24..-To some extent. 

Q. 25.-By extensive use of the co-operative organisation as that 
will do away with the "Iarias," "beparM" and "dalals." 

Q. 26~Some amount of advance is taken when the jute crop 
is ready for harvesting from the fields. An amount of advance is 
taken by the cultivators on condition that they will have to sell their 
entire produce to the person paying the advance at the price when the. 
advance is made, even if the price of the jute goes very much higher 
when the jute is ready for delivery. 

Q. 27.-From the dalals or the middlemen of the beparis. In all 
cases the creditors are the ultimate buyers of the crops. 

Yes as suO'O'ested in a'nswer to Question No. 26. By a system ·of Co
operati~e Societies. 

Q. 28.-Yes, the organisation s~ould be met .under t~e Co-opera~ive 
Societies Act havinO' a central SOCIety located lD each Important Jute 
centre. It is a matter of detail as to its working and the financing 
may be made through the Central Co-operative Bank .. To describe the 
detail working is not possible in answer to these questIons. 

Q. 29 t9 Q. ~7.-No knowledge. 

Q. 38.-No. ' But if the marketing is taken u.p b:y the co:oper~tive 
movement I think it would not be necessary to gIve mformatwn dIrect 
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to the growers of jute. The co-operative organis'ation itself will be 
able to gather the information required and 9.0 the needful. 

Q. 39.-Yes. 

Q. 40.-1 do not find any necessity in the light of my answer to 
Question No. 38. 

Q. 41.-1 do not think there would be any necessity if the produc
tion of jute is. controlled with reference to demands. 

I do not think it wouid serve any useful purpose if Government 
announces its willingness to purchase and stock jute at a minimum 
price. I am against Government doing any such work. 

Q. 42.-1 do not think it would be necessary if the co-operative 
organisation be utilised for the purpose. . . 

. Q. 43.-A separate Jute Committee will be necessary. The Board of 
Directors of the Central Organisation of Jute and Sale Supply Society 
will serve the purpose of the .r ute Committee as suggested by the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture. 

Q. 44.-No answer. 

Q. 45.-There must be co-operation of other Provincial Governments 
like Assam and Bihar where jute is grown. 

Q. 46.-No answer is needed in the light of my previous answer. 

Q. 47 to Q. 58.--1 have no knowledge. 

No. 19. 

The Circle Omcer, Sadar, district Pabna. 

Dated the 14th }.larch 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. Under the present circumstances a regulation for 
controlling the production of jute is essential. 

Q.2 (a).-It will be possible to regulate the jute crop with reference 
to the expected demands of the market after some years. 

Q. 2 (b).-The price will either rise or be steady according to the 
demand but will not come down as every attempt will be made to 
regulate the crop with l'eference to the demand. 

Q. 3.-It will be quite possible to regulate prod;uction through 
the Union Board as time rolls on althou~h it win b~ difficult for the first 
few years. . 
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Q. 5 .• ~The pr.ices of jute have been poor on account of .(1)' general 
economlC depressIOn, (2) over-production and (3) substitution of other-
materials for jute. ' 

Q. B.-The other countries will make attempts to find out substitute 
c.r0ps f"r jut.e but it wafi' found that the produ~tion' of. a substitute crop 
!lke hemp wlll be more costly. The only substItute wlll be paper which 
IS used for cement bags. But recourse to the last named substitutp. 
wiI.I b~ taken only if the mono:poly power be used to raise the, price 
unJustIfiably beyond an economlc figure. Attempts for growinD' jute 
were made in other countries without success. <> 

Q. 7.-Not in all cases. 

Q. S.-Yes. 

Q. 9.-The regulation must be made compulsory by legislation and 
some penal clause should be inserted. . 

Q. 10.-The Union Board should be empowered to enforce the 
provlsions of the jute regulation. 

Q. 11.-A jute LIlarketing board for the purchase of jute will be 
of great assistance. 

Q.12.-Yes. 

Q. 13.-1n the case of decrease in the area of jute 1 suggest paddy 
for low lands a~d sugarcane, ginger and pepper for the high'lands. 

Q. 14.-The cultivators paid very little attention to Government and 
other propaganda in keeping down the area of jute under ('ultivation. 
The slump in the price of jute was the main reason which made the 
cultivators sow jute in a lesser area. The propaganda without legisla
tion is of no use in this country, 

Q. 15.-The normal cost of cultivation of jute per acre. is Rs. 54 
and yield 18 maunds per acre. 

Sugarcane--normal cost Rs. 25 and normal yield 28 maunds. 

Paddy-normal cost Rs. 25 and normal yield 15 maunds. 

Q. 16.-1 think Rs. 7 per maund would bring a reasonable return 
to the cultivators grmving it. 

Q. 17.-As 1 already said, these are the chief factors which have 
brought the fall in the price of raw jute and manufactured jute:-

,(1) General economic depression. 

(2) Depression in trade. 

(3) Over-production. 

(4) Substitution of paper in making cemen.thags. 1 

(,j) Use of elevators and bulk shipment. 
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Q. 18.-Agricultutal research and propaganda may be made in every 
village by the departmental officer who may also accompany the Circle 

,Officer when he goes out to visit a Uniqn Board, for the production of 
better jute and to lower the cost of production; 

Q. 19.-The present system of compiling jute forecast is unsatis
factory. To get the accurate figure some officers of the Agriculture 
Department should tour from village to village with the mahalla 
chotl'kidar, procure the khatian of each cultivator and check the 
scheclule. Then and then only, will it be of any use. 

Q. 20.-It is Dot satisfactory from the point of view of growers, 
and the community generally. 

Q. 21.-1 tll-ink it will be feasible to do so. With the formation of 
a jute corporation, such markets would be advantageous to the culti
vators. 

y. 22.-It will be very advantageous for the raiyats it they 
could be brought more closely in touch with the jute baler without the 
help of middlemen and for this purpose an ideal society consisting of 
best men of the locality should be formed. • 

Q. 23.-The faria and bepari get a remuneration of annas 2 to annas 
4 per maund as merchant. There is no system of commission agent 
here. 

Q. 24 and Q. 25.-No. 

Q. 26.-The cultivators used to pledge or sell their ~rops before they 
were harvested at a fixed price in former days when the price of jute 
was very high. 

Q. 27.-From all kinds of moneylenders irrespective of moneylenders 
who deal in jute. 

Q. 37.-.-Mr. McDougall's scheme appears to be nice indeed, It 
will help the growers. 

Q. 38.-Practically the growers receIve no market information. 
They always receive inaccurate information. Authentic information 
may be supplied to them through the Circle Officers and Presidents, 
Union Boards. 

Q. 39.-Yes. Information 'is regal'ds stock at hand of the 
merchants alld price current would be most useful to the growers. 

Q. 40.-Reliable information may be supplied to each suitable centre 
by wireless telegraphy, if possible. 

Q. 41.-Jt would be highly beneficial to the cultivators if Govern
ment announces its willingness to purchase jute at a minimum price 
fixed by it, through co-operative organisations, in the event of possible 
slump in the market. 

Q. 42 and Q. 43.-Yes. 

• [Oircle Officer, Sadar, Pa~na.] 
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No. 20. 

Babu SUresh Chandra Das Cupta, Prasident, Khokshabari Union Board, 
district Pabna. -

Dated the 14th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-'lllt~-rrm '>ff~~oMt~ ~O{ mll 

Q. 2 (a).-tf lfI~'>fir I 

Q. 2 (b).-Dt~ '8-~ 1ltlfJ 'ft~~P!J m~tC5 ~~t~ 1 ~"fr ~ '6 ~tit 
$1 

Q. 3.-~ 'ffiI1 i~ '1~iI~ ~~~ 1 

Q. 4.-0{'El~ (.l/ ~ ~1 WI 'l'11 ~~ I 

Q. 5.-'>ftCh ~1~ 5Tr~ 'fl{1.:ffi ~~fg'E!i ~lcaf 'El ~(J '!t~i{ ~~c., 1 

Q. 7.--"':01"11 

Q. 8.-~~.,,,, ~t~O{ ~ ~~ ~~~ mOl ~0Ii 0I"t~ 1 

Q. 9.-~~~. ~~ol c!t'1Tof "'~1 ~f5"i I '~ ~~tt.!I ell' c!t ji"f"lf tttlfT 

"Il1J If~tst ~ ~1lt'1 ~fil1.:'! "'i'IJ ~~'>fif ~m ~f.or3 ~~. ~ ~<ft1r ",Rf~ 

ut~ I 

Q. 1 0.- ~~f.nlil' ~~ "'~ ~J ",f1lJ ~"rn ~rt~ 1I1iJ ",film I 

Q. 11.-~~1I1 ~m I 

Q. 12.-il11 

Q. 13.-'lllt~. '5\1l, ~1, ~ mC\fl, ~'iJtflf I 
Q. 14.-~"Ifutt'1 ~~§tt~ I '1!1~C!I!I c"lt~ ~1111 ~m ·~~~sm 

IfSl<l'tl I 

Q. 15.-'>ftt~ DtroI ~ou c!tf5 "ItftttC5 8,,-Ch.; '!tt~, ~"11, ~ ~F5 

00 "'iI'J )".....;~" I 

Q. 16.-~ tt~ ~ I 

Q. 17.-litiI'El~lft~ '>ftCTiJ ~f4Pl" mil' 'ffiI1 m'll'8 • fu." lfC~~ mlTt'l 

1ft'I1l~ ~'ti ~I~ Dtfffi 01"1 ~II 

Q. 18.-~ ~iOl ~lc~ 01"1' ~fiiJ ~~1~ '8m~~l"pu ~~t~ I 

, Q. 19.~~Forecast ~t!I1 ~ EitVrtfirt~ ~f.f~ f~ ~ r.~f\; "ttl; ~m1i\'!I 
~~~1 Ult*mJ~ 01"1~ I ~~f.f1l1 'S 'If~ ..-rSl"!~ ~T I 
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Q. 20. -"ill, m~' ~ et~~ if1 'f~'i\~ wtf~ 9ftt~ if! , ,C~~tlll 

~t(tfir~ ht~l1 9ft" -.rijl( 'ftl! I ~ ,<'IJ $It'll $ttl! J{Htll ,,~ ~~fi\Tot 
~ ~i ~fVt~t<Ii lftilt~T1 Of-sl'l ~f~ , -

Q. 21.-t1. ~ 'l{f~!(i ~m , 
Q. 22.-l!~ ~Mm fif'll'j I • C.~1'ItCl'1 ~~ W(~1 ,1fT ~ 1'{tRTt ~t'(J 

,,~'tif "« ~f<I!(1 ~t~ , 

Q. 23.-~~"ili. C~9jm. ~1fI~fe; m~ ~1~ ~~ mr, I.!l~ ~~, C~ forGf 
-n~ filM ~ D1~flf~~ ~'11 ~l'! 'Ift~ i 

Q. 24.-'1!ffflfui ~~t~ ~1~1 "1! '<'IJ 9ft~"il1 ~ I 

Q. 25.-'5f(~i\ mi I 
Q. 26.-~ 'e ~~ lI'\tJf. Dttl ~1 ~~ 'Oitml 'e ~-( 'fttcli '011. ~~Of 

1I~t~to\1 (lftoil<'l) f.l~T; '>f1T; ~l<{lIt~ "fil~ <tfill'! <!tf~i ~fim ~f~ iftlfO{ ~i 

'I{tt'l' , 

Q. 27.-1!1ij~i1· fi!411 ~~ oPllm ~ ~tl' tt, t1, '~'1 'T~ ,~_ 

~, lt~'il 'l{fq!('j 'l'fil~ ~~cq I 

Q. 28.-0{1. ~~'Ol~ 011; Cl,~ \ftq{1 ~ ~f!1 !T~ 'I'tl. il~ I 1It~1 

~l~t~N"R cnt~ 'Tl~l ~~lfttO{ ~~ l(\~ 9fttl, 

Q. 29.-·f~9ftl'firt~1 'Tf~~ 'Stf'S1 'f"t'S"ilt<'l't1, contract 'l'fiVl ~ ~tl' 

Q. 30.-'5f(c~; 'f<'l'61t~ standard ~ q;~ll1 Of'll' Oft, Bengal Chamber 

of Commerce, Marwari Chambn d Commerce and European Chamber of 

.Commerce. 

Q. 31.-D1~ "~<'It~'l f.;~T; '!ifPIfi~ ~~ g~tf.I fW't ~ UI' I '5ft~ 

~il1 ~~1 Jjt~~ ~'611 ~<:! iI'§' I ~, ~~t" ~t~i! ~ \ftof~ ~~t fifir'6~~1 

fina.l authority ~U~ , 
Q. 33.-~t~~~~ ~! 9f'\t;;1 'Ol,",", .. ~ttl! '5f«'I'I1 ~ f~'§'~~~1 ~ ! 

Q. 34.-tl, 9ffi<{~0{ ~~ ~~, . 

Q. 35.-:-'Oll, ~~i! ~f1 Ofi! '5!t~Of ~ 'OIt~. ~tftlF\ "!l\~~ , 

(Pre8ident, Khoksa~ari Union Board, Pabna.] 
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Q. 3&.-Dt~ 'e 'fillf\j!' ~t!! fitfil~1 standard ~ ~ 'etill {1' I 

Q. 38.-filllfJ1 ~~~tlf ~ IIftt<f I Dt~, c!I~fN ~ftl1 C'f"lti'r~1 ~ 

1I'ITt'Oif ~ ~ ~ 1f1 ~~ m~ C~9fi{ <rot I Miller <f1 ~ ~1 

~i'l1f1 ~ ~i1 ~~f.nri{ ru~ .. ~~ Dt~'mi ~ fir~ ~ I 

Q. 39.-' ~ • 5~ I ~11 iI~ ~ 1!"If ~~rtnr t: ... .. mtf authority 

~-e~' 1if~..-t11 'it~ ~ ~t~~~~'q irll 

Q. 41.-Dt~ ~l% ~ "~lI1 "It~ stock -.finf1 'lItf;r~ ~f~l('\ ~~ I ~

'lfllf~. f~~11~1 <ft '!TiI1 C<li10l ~filf~ ~1!'1' I!if~ ~m 'tt-.1 ~~~ "11 

~fu'i I ~ c.lIlf'f l-~ 'C'ftOl' fW~tilill 

. . Q. 43.-'JI~ 0!I~1 C"Ifti '1~lI1. c.!I~U\ Committee ~'€~~~r~ I mtM~ 
~"lji'S ~~~ ~1 qJ{t'q"t~ I 

Q. 44.-'I'flIU\ 9(1'G ,$ ~t\; qJ{t~·~ ~f<r.!l ~ ~~If ~3P-I' . "!~rS .. ~ 
supervise ~ I 

Q. 4&.-By the Central Jute Committee. 

Q. ~2.-"!tt1ll 

Q. 5& • ..-~R~ ~~t\; ~, ~h C~ 'l~lftl 1Iii!T. ~~l ~ "3.f<:1f1 

~t1 ili I 
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No. 21 • 

. Babu Copi Krishna, Bagchi, Circle Officer, Bera, district Pabna. 

Dated the 10th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 
Q.2 (b).-The main object and likely effect of such regulation would 

be to raise the prices of the raw fibre. . 
Q •. 3.-It is possible to regulate production. 
Q. 4.-We do not know of any such scheme. 
Q. 5.-The main factor which depresses the price of Jute IS over

production. 
Q. G.-No. 
Q. 7.-The cultivators may voluntarily come under a scheme of 

'regulation of the jute crop, as they have now been hard hit· owing 
to the abnormal fall in the price of jute. . 

Q. 8.:-It is not unlikely that any success achieved in one year 
would tend towards inducing increased sowing in the following year. 

Q. 9.-The regulation may be made compulsory by legislation. 
Q. 10.-Yes. Union Boards may be utilized for the purpose. 
Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-Low lands may be utilized for growing paddy and high 

lands, for the cultivation of sugarcane, etc. Raiyats may be encouraged 
to grow such alternative crops through Union Boards. 

Q. 14.-The effect of the propaganda during the last two sowing 
seasons resulted in the decrease in the area of jute. - If compulsory 
regulation is introduced, the propaganda may not be necessary. 

Q. 15.-N ormal cost of cultivation of jute in this part of the district 
is Rs. 36 per acre. Normal yield 'is 15 maunds per acre (jute). 

Normal cost of cultivation of paddy is Rs. 12 per acre. Normal 
yield is 21 maunds per acre (paddy). . . . , 

Q. 1.G.-From Rs. 5 to Rs. 6 per maund, will be a reasonable 
return. 

Q. 17,':"-Fmancial depression, coupled with a. fall in the export 
trade in respect of jute, have led to the fall in the price of jute. It. 
may be noted that gunny bags, etc., which were made of jute in the 
United States of America ,and other foreign countries are now less 
required for export and import"purposes owing to world-wide trade 
depression. 

Q. 18.-.Yes. 
Q. 19.-The present system is satisfactory. 
Q. 20.-The present system of classifying or grading jute is not 

very satisfactory, in view of the fact that little distinction is observed 
between jute of high quality and low quality ill- this part of the district. 

Q. 21.-The question requires more careful enquiry .. _- . 
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Q. 22.-The'village co-operative societies may be formed to elimin.ate 
the middlemen, so that the whole profit may go to actual growers of 
jute. . 

Q. 23.-A "laria may be distinguished ,from a bepari in this sense 
th.1t the former carries on his trade on a smaller scale than the -latter. 
A laria as well as a bepari purchase the jute from the jute~grower, but 
laria sells i~ to a bepari, or in a local hat where a little margin of 
profit is expected, but a bepari usually supplies jute to big mercantile 
firms or to commission agents. '. 

Q.,24.-No. 

Q. 25.-The marketing customs In this locality do not appear to 
be detrimental to the raiyat. 

Q. 28.-N 0 such custom prevails in this part of t~is district .. 

Q. 27.-Cultivators borrow from the village money-lender. Creditors 
are not usually the ultimate buyers. 

Q. 28.-Yes. The question should be viewed in the light of experi
ence gained by those having first-hand knowledge of co-operative jute 
sale societies, as no such societies exist at present in this locality. 

Q. 29.-We cannot say about the terms, as local merchants are not 
aware of the facts. . 

Q. 30.-Yes. There are fixed standards. The mill owners and 
jute exporters of Calcutta fix these standards. The standards some
times vary. Arbitrations are held in Calcutta. Arbitrators are 
appointed by the Jute Balers Association, etc. 

Q.31.-No improvements are suggested. 

Q.32.-No. 

Q. 33.-We cannot answer the question authoritatively, 

Q. 34.-Yes. 

Q.35.-No. 

Q. 38.-The growers of jute receIve market information ,from 
commission agents. 

Q. 39.-The matter is dealt confidentially by the jute-firms. 

Q. 40.-Yes. Wireless telegraphy with loud-speakers may be very 
conveniently installed at the headquarters station of each Circle Officer 
who may communicate it to the Presidents of Union Boards. 

Q. 42.-Marketing officers may be employed, as recommended by 
the Royal Commission on Agriculture. 

Q.43.-Yes. 
Q. 53.-Yes. A research department may be very cOliveniently 

instituted without delay. 

Q. 54 and' Q. 56.-Yes. 

Q. 58.-An international board may be conveniently established for-
the purpose. " 
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No. 22. 

From the District Agricultural Officer, Pabna. 

Dated the 9th iJIarch 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b).-A regulation would naturally raIse the price and aho 

steady it to a great e:x;tent. 
Q.4.-No. 
Q. 5.-0ver-production is the prime factor in lowering prices though 

it might be \!-ggravated by financial crises. . -
Q. 6.-There .may be danger of competition to some extent but it 

does not appear to me that the competition could vitally affect the 
jute industry in Bengal because in the present state 9f our knowledge 
,there is no fibre which can form a happy substitute for jute in every 
respect. 

Q.7.-No. 
Q. S.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-A compulsory regulation only would be effective. The out

line of this' wh.ich I would suggest is as follows:- . 
The jute-growing districts of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and Assam 

might be divided into small rural units-preferably the jurisdiction 
of an Union Board or Choukidari Union as the case might be. On 
the basis of the expected demand for the raw fibre in any year and the 
normal acreage under the crop, a central board constitut~d of com· 
petent men may determine and apportion to each of such rural units 
the area which the unit may sow In the year. 

Any sowing in excess of this authorised area must be penalised with 
a substantial fine as a nominal fine would not serve $he purpose. 

Q. 10.-The co-operation of these bodies and persons has certainly 
to be invited to make the regulation effective. 

Q. 11.-Yes. 
Q. 12.-Yes, otherwise the high price obtained by regulation would 

naturally stimulate the cultivators of Bihar and Assam to sow a larger 
area and this would frustrate the purposes of regulation. 

Q. 13.-In the low-lying limds it is possible to cultivate only paddy 
in place of jute, but in the high lands a wide rang-e 'of crops can be 
grown, viz., sugarcane, maize, sunhemp, turmeric, ginger, rahar, 
mung, kalai, cowpea, groundnuts, castor, til, etc. 

intensive propaganda has to be made through the Union Boards, 
Co-operative Societies, zemindal"s and any other bodies or organisations 
havill!!, their activities in the rural area alld they should be induced to 
take genuine interest in the matter for welfare of the country. Cinema 
propaganda may also be introduced with advantage as experience 
indicates that a cinema show very easily attracts the rural people. The 
cost of such propaganda may be met out of a small cess levied on jute 
in the line of the tea cess. . 

Q. 14,""",,"The' propaganda has' indeed some effect but the latter does 
not appear to be commensurate with t~e amount of energy, spent over 
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lto 'The propaga~da is .certainly to be contillued as the iUit~rate culti~ 
vators having no idea of the bigger world beyond their village are easily 
lured by the hope of a better'market ~ext year. Also vide reply to the 
last question.. .' 

Q. 15.-The normal 'average cost of cuItivation of jute may be 
taken as Rs, 80 per acre and the yield 18 maunds per acre. . . 

Q. 1B.-Rupees 8 per .maund may be taken as the fair price leV'el., 
Q. 17.-0ver-production combined with the ~eneral financial crisis

lowering' the demand appears to be chief factor In bringing about th~ 
fall in the prices of jute.' . 

Q. 1S.-Research and propaganda by the Agriculture Department 
for heavier-yielding varieties and types producing fibre of hetter quality 
sh01l14 be continued. ' 

Q. 19.-The present system of jute forecast is beneficial to the 
balers, mill-owners and. middlemen but not to the growers because 
most of the latter are illiterate arid practically all are ignorant of 
English. The forecast should,- therefQre, be.printed primarily in the 
vernacular of the province concerned and besides furnishing the infoi':" 
mation regarding the area and averag~ .eutturn, information about tke' 
normal consumption and pr.obable demana for the fibre-next year should 
also be supplied sufficiently before thesowing season •. Such information 
should be broadcast far and wide through all rural bo~ies ~nd associa-
tions like the Union Boards, C()~operative Societies, etc·;' _-

• Q. 28.-Yes,·the cultivators as a rule pledg~ a con~iderableportioll -
of their crop before ;t is harvested. This generally takes' place 
in the weeding season when cultivators badly need money to ml!et the 
expenditure of the operation. Generally there are two terms for this
(i) in repayment of the loan the cultivators undertake to sell the requisite 
quantity of their crop after harvest at a certain stipulated price irres
pective of the price then prevailing iIi the market and (ii) the cultivators 
undertake to pay 1 maund of the.fibre afw harvest for every unit of 
amount (Rs. 2 at~resent) advanced to them. No interest is as Ii. rult! 
charged on such loans because such transactions are', "invariably 
advantageous to the lending agencies. . ' . 

Q. 27.-The cultivators generally borrow from the village'TlUlhaians 
or the Q/l'atdars and balers through their agents, and in the majority of 
cases these people are the ultimate buyers of the crops. Naturnlly in. 
such circumstances the cultivators are deprived of the lull value of 
their crops. Such a situation can be obviated by providing- better credit 
facilities to the cultivators. 

No. 23. 

Maulvi Md. Faziu; Rahman. Circle Officer, Bhangura, 'district .,abna. 

Dated the 9th March 1933. 
Q.1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Y~;.c 

. Q. 2 (b~To raise the price (market rate) and then to steady the 
price when a fixed·rate is established .. 

Q. 3.-:Ooes not arise. 
Q.4.-N(). 
6 
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Q. S.-Paucity of ue~a~ld'!ind Over~production. Low prices are 
due more to over-production th~n t~ fi~ncial~r other-crises., 
- Q. 6.-There is little danger: Not likely: 
, Q: 7.-Th~y, would gladly come, should' prel!sure of . mahajan for 

payment of hIS dues be less. . 
Q. 8.":::'N ot necessarily. 1f at all, it has to be checked. 

'. Q.9 . .--Should be made compulsory by legislation. Anticipating 
·the demands of the market. licenses may be issued to the growers (If 
jute for sowing a proportionate part of thei:!,' land (like gania, it 
possible). . , . • ., ' 

Q.10.-Yes. Union Boards may be utilised. Co-operative Societies 
also will be helpful. ' ' 

Q~ 11.-No possibility of such apprehension. If at all, Jute M;rket
ing Board will be able to check it. . 

Q., 12.-Yes. _ It will be verY.helpful. 
Q~ 13.-For 10w.1an~s."'nad9.Y· ;tnd fqr high lands s~garcane, in some 

lands, til. c • ,'. a':l' ". ,.' .' -

:'By propaganaa.~h~:;in~p;.o~pe:cts Qf .. beUer gain . 
. ~ Q. 14.-A.1itUe'· eft~ct.. Issuing license. 

Q. 15.-'-cost ali'o:ut Bs ... 35'per acre of jut~yield about 18 maund,s. 
Oost about Rs:)6 per acre of paddy-yield about 30 maunds. 
Cost aboutRs. 60 per acre of sugarcane-yield about 100 maunds 

of molasses. 
Q. 18.-~upees 10 only. 
Q. 17.-Paucity of demand ~nd over-production. 
Q. 18.-The Department of Agriculture may be assisted by Union 

Doards. 
Q • .19 • ...,....Yes, the forecast'is compiled by the 'Presidents of Union 

IJoards·~n.~onsultation with- the actual growers' .t'·jute. Should h· 
circulated in1n'e widely. . ' .. 

Q. 20.-Yes, but not fully satisfactory to those who,' not being experts, 
are not fully aware of the different grades. 
, Q. 21.-Yes, 15 markets may be established in my (Bhangura). 
Circle. Yes. . . . 

Q. 22.~Yes, village co-operative societies will really be helpful. 
Q. 23.-A faria purchases jute from individual sellers and when 

collected, sells the same eithet In tlie same hat (bazar) or to companies 
with profit or loss as the case may be. 

A bepari .pUrchases both' from individual growers or in pazars and 
sells them on a larger scale of big firms or. challans them to big-ger 
centres or to Calcutta-generally not prepared to take the -risk of Iloss, 
the money being generally already advanced."" -i':" ~. ~ 

Q. 24.-Yes, the cultivator is very often duped-by these mrddlemen, 
each of whom talks in his own way of tell concocted or invented. 

Q. 25.-Customary allowance kn~wn' as dhalta • (~ at the rate 
of 1 seer for every 5 seers realised from cultivators. May be abolished 
by Jute Market Committee, if established by legislation. Brokerage 
is often realised at 'six pies per maund_ 

[The Oircle O.lficer, Bhangtlf'tJ. Pabna.J 



Q. 2S.-Yes, in times of urgent :need :f01; money the cultivators 
'pledge their crops before they are 'harve!ited at a very low price, very 
often at hal! the price that 'JD.ighJ"l'~asonably be expected, ' " , 

Q. 27.~Very often t~ecreditorB are the ultimate buyers of crops. 
Consequently it aft'ects price. po-operative Credit Societies may help 
them~ " '. ." . 

Q. 2S.-An organisation may be possible if it be under the direct' 
control of Government and also financed by Governmen4throogh the 
Co-operative Department. Co-operative Stores will then be required.., 

Q. 29.--On contract. 
Q. 30.-Yes, the Calcutta Jute Association (Bengal Chamber of 

• Commerce) fixes the standards. They vary from year to year. Al'bi
'. tratlons are held in Calcutta and appointed by the Calcutta. Jute 
Association (Bengal Chamber of Commerce)~ 

Q. 31.-Yes, legislation is necessary: 

Q. 32.-Yes, will be suitable . 
. Q. 33.-8atisfactory. Calcutta juteoatei,,-a.il.a jute mills catiy ,Qn 

business on contract system )'VithinW1-sftl dealeJ'il.:" There are,et 
course,-fixed standards. .', , - .-' .,.. , .. 

Q.34.-Yes. 
Q. 35.-Yes. No objection . 

• Q. 38.-The fixed standa~ds to be supervised b~ 'Government. 
Q. 37~00d. 
Q. 38.-Scarcely any. If any, at all, then unauthoriB~d. , Through 

tho agency of the Jute Market Committee when established ~y l,egis-
lation. . . 

Q. 39......,. Yea. The constant change in the' mark;et 'price of jute. 
Q. 40.-yes, thrpugh th~ a~ency' of the Jute ~arket C.ommittee 

when established .. by regulatIon. 'Tes, ''but tlw;t ,WIll ~ntalt heavy 
expenditure. .~. , .. , ,- .' - .~:'" . , .... ., 

Q. 41.:-Yes.,Government may easily do that it funds permit. 
Q. 42.-The Jute Market Committee, if established. by 'regulation, 

. may do this. 
Q. 43~":"Yes. 
Q. 44.-Suca a committee may issu~'ncense and control the iluctua

tioll in the market price and. fix standatds on· reference to the Depart-
. m~nt of Agriculture. • 

Q. 45.-Not fully successfully. By direct and frieJidly commlmica-
ti.('n with other Governments.' "; .. ' 

Q. 46.-By realising a ~ed nominal amoU)lt per maund' of jute, 
to ·be fix~ by legislation.' . 

Q. 47.-Not PQ8si'h1&: ~. 
Q. 48-nOeS' riot arise. ' 
Q. 49.--~1' increase if it bdngsgai,n.. 
Q. 50.-Too early lo suggest snl". 
Q. 52.-Yes, b,!t -the~ admit of further- improvement. 
Q. 53.--'-'::00 early to Bay ~ythi.ng, . 
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Q. 54.-Yes. 
Q~ 55.-Propag'anda .showing the utility and quality of iute. 
Q. 50.-May be appointed. ~. 
Q~ 57.-The,Jute Committee wnen established byreguIation. 
Q. 58.-They .should be in constant 10uch and co-operation with the 

Calcutta shippers llnd always informed of the trade condition prevailing 
,here in Benga~. • , 

No. 24. 

Maulvi M. Hussain, Circl. Officer, ·Shahzadpu" district Pabn!!. 

Dated the 12th March 1933." 

Q •• 1.-Yes, the p:r:oduc~io~ of jut~ requires a regulation to I'ontrol 
U . 
.• 'lJ. 2· (a)_Yes, it iii possible to· regulate the jute crops, to the 

. expecteg demand--of the market., 
Q. 2 (b)..-The main object·of the said regulation will be, the control 

<If the p~oduction,price and demand. . . 

The said regulation will improve the condition of the cultivafors 
who will be able to know the demand for the year .and the amount of 
price expected per maund; .this regulatiQn will be used to steady the 

. ~price of raw fibre. . 
Q. 3.-It does not arise . 
. Q. 4.-1 am not acquainted with any scheme of control of production 

or.~xport. But I believe that a scheme, may be feasible as follow I! :-

A jute corporation may be established with powers to :fix prices for 
the. raw ma'erial, to eliminate unnecessary costs of distribution, to 
control output. The capital of the corporation shall be held by th", 
Provincial Governments. 

Under the jute corporation there .may be the present Union Boards. 
The Union Boards may maintain a record of the culturable lanel of 
eac.h assessee in the union and the said culturable land- may be divided 
into jute land and other kinds of land. The corporation will receive 
orders from the foreign countries and will regulate the production 
"ccordingly through the Union Boards. The detailed outlines of tJlis 
scheme may be the same as noted in Appendix C of the questionnaire. 

Q. 5.-Prices of jute have been low generally due to over-produc-
tion.. . . 

Q.6.-1 do not think that there will be any danger of competition 
of substitute crops, whether in India or outside, if there be any jute 
regulation. There is no other crop which may be substituted for jute .. 

Q. 7.-Hardly any cultivator will come voluntarily. under any 
scheme without any regulation. The cultivators, as a chlss, being 
illiterate have got no capacity t().. understand the effect of any scheme 
until they will see the benefit of the scheme. Further, the fate of the 
co-operative sale-supply societies has made tbe cultivators callous and 
they have lost confidence on all lIuch· organieatione. 
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. ~. B.-Yes, t~e success aC\lievedoin one year in controlling thepI'o" 
ductIon voluntarIly, would tend towaras 1liduei,ng increased sowings in. 
the following yoor. . •• . 

, Q. 9.-:-Legislation is "u,rgently necessary to control the production. 
and price of jute. Outline of such legislation may be ali that of United: 
Statea Cotton. Standards Act (Appendix B,.) on the' basis of the 
."NotlJ on proposed Jute Control Corporation" in Appendix C. 
. .Q. 10.~U nion .Boards 'w~ll ~e "I;~il most competent ~e.ncy. t~roug~ 
whICh the productIOn and· dIstrIbutIOn may' be controlled as dIrected 
by, the, Jute Corpo~ation, under'the -direct supervision of a gazette~ 
officer. .• ' 
" Q. ~1.-Yes, the, evasion..;,of the regJllation may be partly checked 

by .the Jute Marketmg Boara.· " , 

Q. 12-Co;-operation of, Governments and organisations in Bihar 
and Assam will not he necessary. There may be establi./lhed one 
Central Board for jute business for India, which wiUt direct t1le 'jute-
corporations to be established in each Province." '·0 

Q. 13.-In case of decrease in the area of jute, paddy crop ma.;r t. 
substitu.ted in the excess area whether in .low lanA or .}ligh land. No' 
stf'P is necessary to indU'Ce the cultivators to grow such alferziati've crops. 

Q. 14.--'Ihere was very little effect of propaganda. du.cipg the last 
twp years in keeping down the area of jute under cult~vatIolb The!9 
may be a little effect if propaganda. be made through CInema shoWIr In 
mufassal areas. Legislation is the on'ly means to regulate the produc
tion. 

Q. 15.-Approximately Rs. 55 to Rs. 65 is required for cultiva
tion of jute per acre and 15 to.24 maunds of jute can grow in one acre 
of land. 

About Rs. 25 to Rs. 35 is required for the cultivation of pad'dy crop 
per acre. ,Twenty to 30 'maunds of paddy can be had per acre. 

Q. 18.-Rupees 10 s1).ould be th~ price-level for jute.·.. . . 
Q. 17.-Over-production and financial crisis are the chief. factors 

which have brought about a fall in the prices of raw jute and of manu ... 
factured jute. ' 

Q. 18.-1 believe that agricultural research and propaganaa will 
assist the grower very little. If manure and good department3J, seeds 
can be distributed free among the cultivators, they may grow· better 
jute at lower cost. On seeing the result, the cultivators also will use 
manure and good seeds all along. -

Q. 19.-The present system of compiling and publishing the jute 
forecast seems to be satisfactory, as the chowkidmrs supply the figures 
after personally seeing the lands. The jute schedules should not· be 
sent to Subdivisional and District Officers. They should be sent direc~ 
to the Jute Corporation to be· ~stablished. . 

Q. 20.-The present forms and methods of grading and marketing 
jute in the mufassal are not satisfactory due to the dishonesty of the 
people engaged in the work. . , 

Q. 21.-It is feasible to establish organised 'markets for jute as in 
the Central Provinces. One or two in ooch thana will be 8ufficient. 
There may be about 1,000 8uch markets in Bengal. Yes; such markets. 
will be most advantageous for the cultivators., 
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Q. 22.-It is very d.iffi'cult to form village co-operative societies to 
~liminate the middlemen~ Without legislation' the middlemen cannot • 
be eliminated. ' 

Q.' 23.-The farias go:to the mufassal.vlllages after hiring boats 
.and purchase jute sometimes at t~e lower price and sometimes.at the' 
:eame pric~ • Before theyotake- the ~iJ.te-to the bepa.n.; they mix ,water 
'With the said jute alid thus increase the ,weight which gives them the
'profit. The' beparis again ,mix water'. before selling the jute, to the big 
Jute 'compan'ies and, aratda,1'r. , ~ ~ ", ,.' ,'..' 

Q. 24.-It is the inultiplicity 01 the middlemen_which is the.cause 
ol the low price of jute as earned by 1he c;ultivators. " ,. , ~ 

Q. 25.-All the pre'sent xp.arketing c'll)toms are detrimental ,to the, 
'1"hiyat. The jachandars and (J.ratdars all sho,uld be-abolished. Without 

legislation they cannot be abolished.: • . -
, ' Q.26.-Yes. -Some of the cultivators used to borrow money'i'rom the 
bepctri:s'a€ t:he jute-sowing season, i.e.; in the months of. Ghaitra and. 
Baisalt}t after promising'to sell the jute to the said bepari: "The 'f' rice, 

'is,-not,settled at that time, but as the cultivator is pledged to sel his 
jute to the said bepari, the bepari grades the jute Qnd fixes the price 

'according to his own 1Vhims. " ' 
Q. 27.-The cultivators borrow money gene;ally from the b'eparis or 

aratdars . • Yes, in most of the cases, the creditors are the ,ultimate 
buyers of jute. Yes, it affects the price which the cultivator is able 
to obtain. ..()f course for last two years, no bepari is being able to 
advance any loans without which the cultivators are going on "easily. 

There may he provision of better credit facilities to the grower if 
money is advanced through the Sale and Supyly Societies out of Co
operative Central Banks. The Sale and Supp y Societies which have 
been closed lately were checking the mal-practices to some extent. 

Q. 28.-Yesj the whole system of marketing jute may be brought 
into €he hands of Co-operative Jute' Sale Societies which may be 
organised on the same basis as were organised before. The only defect 
was that it was not constituted of all sorts of people but there were only 
Central Bank people in the societies. It is the opinion of all concerned 
that the Sale and Supply Societies had been closed not for any defect 
or ,failure but for the attempt of the then Registrar to lower his 
,predecessor in the estimation of the Government. and the public. 

Q. 29.-There are 'Very few people here who can give information 
of terms with other counrties. 

Q. 30.-The standards of quality vary sometimes according to the 
whims of the Jute Association under Chamber of Commerce. The 
mill-owners change the standards through these Associations. 

, Q. 31.-It is quite feasible to fix standards by legislation under 
which officers may be appointed to inspect all consignments of ;tute and 
grant certificates. 
• Q. 32.-A system of standards adopted on the lines of the American 
Cotton Standards Act of 1923 would be quite a suitable one. 

Q. 33 and Q. 34.-There is none here who is familiar with the 
methods of marketing at Calcutta. 

Q. 35.-8tandards should be fixed by legislation. 
Q. 38.-There should be only 3 standards. Officers appointed by the 

Government may supervise the working of the standards. 
[TM O,re" OJf/ce,.. Shahzadpu,.. Palllla.] 
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Q. 37.-1 think, the marketing scheme' as published in .Appendix 
C, may do for Bengal. ., , ' 

Q.' 3B.-The growers of j~te at prese;t 'do ~ot receive any informa
tio·n. If there be a..J utIII' Corporation,infonnation- may be sent. from 
there to the growers through the Union Boards. . " 

,. Q; 39 ....... Yes, i~t~~ !ate per ma.~~ at Cat~tfJt Ve "se~t to t'he growers, 
-;. they can sell .. at ~., :z;easonable .prlce. . . "-

.. Q. 4O.,-;-Wireless telegraphy,.-with: .. Joud-,speakerlj, at c~riain centres, 
aqd leafiets aboufw.the .price and .de1ll:an~ .wu"nld b~ of ,mucH a~s.istance:, 

Q • .41:-¥es; hi.the event of'a pOBsibleslunip, Government shou!d 
purchase'~ndhold back ,jute. from:~he blarket ti~ ~etter price be avail
able .• a'~lS~ should.- be Qo.n~ .. b] Governmgo.t as dIrected by the Jut~ , 
Corpor~tlon. -..... " •.•. . '_ ' 

Fund., .m,.ay' be 'hid' out 'of'tbe profit' accrued by !!elling the jute. 
Governme!lt willlteep a certain percentage of the' profit for the expendi
ture. _ ,1JlEl ?a~~tal mal be. advanced in the fiist}ll.s.tance by·theG6vern-
ment. .: . -, • ' ....•. , 

Q. 42~Yes; thesp~cial Marketing Officer will always co~su1t th~' 
local committees and shoU'ld see that the buyers and sellers foUo'!th4· 
law strictry. . . . . 

Q.'d.-Yes. 
, Q. 44 ....... Such Committee would receive orders from the foreign 

countries and will decide the demand~ for the year and :will fix. the 
price 1>er maund. The Committee should consist of 3 or" 4 members 
of LegIslative Council elected by the member/! of the Oouncil. 'and the 
representative8 of the .lute Dealers Association, Bengal Jute Association 
and the Director of Agriculture and the Registrar of Co-oper.ative' 
Societies. 

Q. 45.-No co-operation is necessary with other provinces. 
Q.' 46.-The Committee should be financed out of the income of jute 

which is now taken away by the Central Government. 
Q.47.-No: 
Q. 48 to Q. 58.-There is none here from whom any information can 

be had about the answers to these questions. .-

No. 25. 

TM Subdivisional Officer,' Sidar, distriCt Pabn •• 

Dated the 14th March 1933. 

Q.1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(a)r-.Yes. " 
Q. 2(b).-To steady the prices betweeI). Rs. 5 and Rs. 15 according 

to grades of qualities. , 
Q. 5.-Low price is due to over-production as well ,~sto manipula,. 

tioll of the market by buyers. " ' " . 
Q. 8.-T:h.e regulation should aim at production up to .the demand.; 

neither more nor less. If prices be not forced up too, hIgh, competI
tion from substitutEls is not likely to a~e~t th~ trade very much. 
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Q •• 7.-No. 
Q.8.-Yes. 
Q. 9~-Froni statistics it should b~ po~sible to ascertain the total 

area of land under cultivation in the jute growing districts and the area 
which should be cultivated with jute in order to. meet the world demand 
for the fibre. The.- proportio.n of the latter to' the former $hould be . 
fixed and it should De aimed to stick to the proportibn by legislation, 
authorising local jute committees to compel cultivators' to grow jute 
in their lands in that proportion. It may nqt be possible to enforce the 
proportion in case of every individual cultivator but 4t may be possible 
to maintain the proportion in each union or thaflQ,. .... 

Q. 10.-~ would utilise the Union Boards in order to ·implement the 
compulsion. . 

Local jute committees may "be formed in .each Union. 
Q. II.-Yes ... The Marketing Board should be assisted by an 

Inspectorate. . - • ''- -
Q. 1~Yes. _ 
Q. 13.-Expert advice should be given to the raiyats. If cultivation 

. of jute be restricted, cultivators would themselves ~ake to other crops .. 
for lands thus set free. . 

Q. 14.-No. Decrease in cultivation is due to low market price. 
Q. 15.-Rupees. 20 to Rs. 30 per acre. 
Half the cost for other crops. 
Q. 16.-Rupees 5 to Rs. 15 per maund according to diff~rent'grades 

of jute. . 
Q. 17.-Over-production and want of purchasing power. 
Q. 18.-Yes. Expert advice should be made more easily available 

for cultivators and they should be assisted to act up to the advice. 
Q. 19.-Only balers and mill owners are benefited. 
Q. 20.-Balers and mill owners profit by the method. Only 3 grades 

should be fixed. 
Q. 21.-Such markets will not be advantageous to the cultivators. 
Q.22.-Yes. A direct connection should be established between the 

growers' committees and jute balers and mills. 
Q. 23.-Farias· and beparis are some{imes only order suppliers at 

contract rates and in some cases they are commission agents. In rare· 
eases they trade with their own capital. 

Q. 24.-Yes. Farias sometimes damage the market by selling wet' 
jute. • 

Q. 25.-Cultivators have to give excess in weight. This should be 
abolished. 

Q. 26.--8ometimes crops are pledged but it is not a prevailing custom 
in this part of the country. 

Q. 27.~ultivators have many liabilities to' meet, so that their 
eagerness to sell the jute affects the price. Cheap loans should be given 
to them by Government. 

Q. 28~o-operative organisation may succeed if forward contract 
system be introduced. 
[The SubditMionai Officer, Sadar, Pabna.] 
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Q.34.-Yes. 
Q. 3S.-Yes,-but the difference of 'prices accoriing to the Btandard~ 

should be kn·own.· . ... ; . 

Q. 36.-Local jute cOrhii!ittees should -supervi~~ the standards ~hich. 
should be 3 only. Ex,perls may help the local committees. 

Q. 37.'!-It ma.y be given a U'iaJ~ . . 
Q.38.-No .. Daily bulletins should be sent. to mufassal' jute com

mittee.!! :(prmed in each Un!Qfl: 
Q. 39.-Yes~Inforniation about Calcutta price should be of most 

value to the grower. . ... 
Q.40.-WirelesB telegraphy will be of no use to the growers. Daily 

bulletins should be more usefuL .. . 
Q. ·41.-Government may.buy the jute but should have cori"trol over 

some jute mill" so that they may utilise the jute vurchased. 
. Q. 43.-Yes. • 

Q. 44.-It should ,be a co-ordinating agehcy between the different_ 
interests. It should have power to dictaM to the mufassal committp.~s

,. llnd to 'Control the -stock for supply to the buyers. 
Q. ~.-No. 
Q. 46or--Financed by Government who may have funds from th~ '

export duty or by imposing an excise duty. 
Q. S3._Yes, Therl;lsearch department should be:financed by Govern

mimi. ~ •. 
Q. 54 to Q. S6.-N o. 

No.2&, 

Dr. M. M. Roy, Calcutta.

Dated the 17th. March 1933. 

Ceneral.-Jute is primarily a "sacking and packing" material. Th~ 
demand for jute goods and hence for jute is connected with t~ fluctua
tions in the international trade and as that has shrinked owing j;o the; 
world-wide ·depression, the effective demand for jute has also fallen 
considerably. 

As for the present crisis, its nature appears to be fundamental-I,., 
different from ,many of the previous ones. The records of most of 
the previous crises indicate that these, were due to defects in the· 
credit and commercial structure. In such cases production is not 
generally seriously affected. In the present depression there has been 
a much greater decrease in production as a whole and the effect has
been felt in every branch of economic activity and in every country. 
The violent :fluctuations in productive activity in the crises of 1920-21 
and 1929-32 are p.robably to be attributed in part to a fundamentaf 
disturbance in the world's economic organisation; particularly the 
present depression has been caused, not bnly by faulty credit develop-

. ments, but also by a considerable shift in the foundations of agri
cultural and mineral production, upon which the whole economic· 
structure of the world was erected. This explains the severity of' 

·For oral evidence, vide page 463 et seq. 
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the depression and, also why the recuperative forces like the cheapen_ 
ing of credit, etc., which proved effective in the past, have so far ~ 
failed to bring out·a revival. . - . 

Some relevant' figures are' given below;~ f-

TABLE 1. 
oJ 

Warld production of various classe;' 01 gootU . 
. 

(Average 1925-29=100.) ~ 

1925. 1929. 1930. 1931. Remarks. 

Food stuff 97 103 101 99 Accurate figures for 
1932 are not avail· 

Raw material for producers' goods 98 104 100 100 . able. but all these 

Raw material for consumers' goods 91 113 
figures were !lube-

98 82 tantially lower in 
1932. 

'International pr?duction index •. 93 112 101 85 

TABLE II. 

ludeoV of productiort of food ~tul!s and · r: raw materia 8. 

(Average 1925-29.=100.) 

1925. 1929. 1930. 1931. Remarks. 

Asia 97 105 108 102 Accurate figures for 
1932 are not avail-

Europe 94 110 104 100 able. but all these 

North America 96 102 93 
figures were subA-

88 tantially lower in 
1932. 

TABLE III. 

Indso1: of world production of tutile fibres. 

Textiles 

(Average 1925-29=100.) 

1925. 1929. 1030. 1931. Remarks. 

97 106 103 104 Accurate 6gures for 
1932 are not avail. 
able. but these 

. were substantially 
lower, 

In .ome oommo~itie!llik& cotton there was heav;r accumulation'of stocks. 

r /I,'. lIf. M. ROJI.) 



TABLE IV. 

World trade and productiO'n. .... . 
(4verage 1925-29:.100.) 

Value of world trade 

QU&nt~ o! world trad8 

1929. 

104.5 

110 

1930. 1931. 

84.5 

l(n.5 

60 

'14 

TABLE V.· 

IndeiE of prices in India. 

(July 1914=100.) 

I 929-December 
193o-June 

:Qecember .•• 
1931-Jime 

·December 

}.932~une 
December 

1933-February 

TABLE VI. 

1932. 

Figures not available 
yet but they were 
still lower . 

134 
116 
100 

93 
98. 
86 

88 
-86 

Indez numbers o/ezported and imported articles and also of individual 
items. 

(July 1914,=100.) 

Export Import 
articles articles 

(mainly (mainly Jute 
raw manufac- Jute. goods. Cotton. 

materials). tured 
goods). 

1929. 
September 133 150 90 122 146 

1931. 
March 84 126 45 80 93 
September 71 120 51 69 74 

1932. 
.March 73 123 49 76 gil 

.June . 66 117 38 68 76 

September .. 50 82 95 

1933. 
]'ebruary 36 68 79' 
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Q. 1 to Q '12.---It is a truism that only during. depression ana 
'crisis, restriction schemes loom large before the public; when better 
times come, people forget thePl altogether. 

Compulsory restriction or regulation of crop has succeeded .nowhere 
in the world; even in countries where the producers are much better 
educated than the Indian raiyats or where plantation system of cultiva
tion enables checking of evasions, crop regUlation has ended in failure. 
The Rubber Restriction Scheme within the British Empire, the Cotton 
Restriction Scheme in the United States of America, the Coffee Revalori
sation Scheme of Brazil and the Tea Restriction of 1930, have all failed 
for reasons which are too well known. It may be argued that jute stands 
on a .different footing from the above, being a monopoly commodity 
and that it should be easy to enforce any rule for regulating the crop~ 
Theoretically this is all right, but when we remember that the hold-' 
ing of the individual raiyat is small, the land often unsuited for diverse 
crops and that the raiyat himself illiterate, the prospects of success 
'of compulsory regulation become remote. Whatever' be the machinery 
utilised for the purpose, it is sure to lead to abuses, evasion, exploitation, 
etc. There is not the machinery in the country to work out the scheme 
successfully, while the character and temperament of the raiY,at hardly. 
give any encouragement or arouse any enthusiasm. The remedy (com
pulsory-regulation) will be worse than the disease. 

- - It will be infinitely better if the ordinary economic laws are allowed 
to play, pf cQurse with certain amount of guidance. I am not prepared 
to agree that there has been "(ery much over-production of th.e crop to • 
justify the present low lefel of prices. The following figures will 
show that ~nder the pressure of economic laws, the raiyat.r, curtailed 
their production almost according to the needs of the consumers. There 
may be slight "lag" in adjustment and it is here that some sort of . 
expert guidance is needed. I am afraid this defect, viz., lag between 
supply and demand, will remain even if a compulsory regulatiQn 
scheme is adopted:-

Actual Mill con- Foreign Total con-
out-turn in aumption in consumption BUlIlption in 

Season. le.khs of lakhs of in le.khs of le.khs of 
bales. bales. bales. bales. 

11112·13 99'SO 46'00 43'50 89'50 
1919-20 89'SO SI'OO 30'00 81'00 
1923-24 87'00 SI'OO 37'()() 88'00 
1928·29 106.00 . 59'00 48'00 107'00 
1929-30 10S'00 63'SO 47'00 110' SO 
1930-31 .108'00 48'00 36'00 84'00 
1931-32 60'00 45'00 32'00 77-00 

1932-33 70'00 , A , 77-00 
-' (Estimated.) 52 lakhs up to Febru- (Estimated.) 

ary 1928. (Esti-
mated). 

It will be seen that there was largs disparity between supply and 
demand in 1912-13 and also in 1919-20,' but prices in those days ruled 
high and the raiyat. could hold stocks. themselves without external 
assistance. In recent years production far putstripped C()nsumption 
only in 1930-31, but that was .due to the fact that in the previous, 

[Dr. M. M. Roy.1 
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seMon' the demand was particul~rfy heavy and pric~s .at least in the 
~st half of the ~easo~, "were f8.ll'lyhigh. T~e raiyaf,naturally anti
cIpated thecontmuatIOn of the demand .whlch however did not 
materialise. This is what I termed the "lag'<' But as ~oon as the 
fall in demand was realised, the production was curtailed materially 
last year and also this year. For the present season the actual offtake 
of the consumers is expected to be slightly more than the year's out
turn . 

. My contention is that pr.ovided so~e suitable expert body can approxi_ 
mately gauge the prospective demand and .then Government and other 
associations undertake. a little propaganda work, to . educate and 
illuminate the raiyats, the latter will voluntarily curtail".the produc
tion. This expert forecasting of the requirements and also the""propa
ganda can also' be entrusted to a small body of experts, who ,may also 
undertake research and allied.work to improve the quality of the 'fibre 
and also to find markets and new uses for the fibre. The financing of 
such a body may be done by a small cess on the arrival of jute in Calcutta 
(including the mills). The propaganda work. we often find at present, 
is extremely crude and betrays lack of knowledge about the nature and 
extent of the world consumption of the fibre. The economic importance 
of the fibre in the welfare of the Province is riot also recognised in this 
propaganda.' " . 

Jute is stilt "practically the only cash crop of the. Province where" 
land is admirably suited for its cultivation. There .isIio reason' .why 
the raiyats should give up the cultivation of '!henbre or 'unnecessarily 
restrict the area. . . ' .• 

The object of "guiqing" Jute cultivati~n should beta secure for the 
Taiyat the ecOnomic t>ricefor his product; it may be a -bit more from 
the consideration that the fibre is a monopoly product. Under no 
circumstances price should be artificially forced to disproportionate 
hei~hts, far above the general price leve.1. Tha~ will be'a s~icid~l 
polley .. It must never be forgotten that m' phYSIcal features, Jute IS 
inferior' to most of the textile' fibres. It is in demand because it is; 
cheap. High prices, unjustified. by world factors, will· bring about 
substitutes tO~the immense detriment of the Province. At the same 
time, the production should be so guided that it does not exceed con
sumption so as to force down prices below the economic level. 

No commodity, not even a monopoly product, can escape "depre
ciation in value 'when the general price level' falls and it is' natural 
that during the word depression, the pr~ce ~f jute s~oJlld a~so co?te 
down. But it has gone down further, 'unJustified from.. a conSIderatIOn 
of supply and dema.nd.The reason ~or this e,xceptional coUrs~ of the~ 
price measurement I~ to be sl?ug~t- In_ the extr~mely :d,:f!lCtly~ -and 
objectionable marketmg organISatIOns and speculatIve actrYlti~s In c.on
nection with the distribution of. the crop. I shall revert to thIS subJect 
later. 

Q. 13 to Q. 18.-As r have already "said, no good will come by un
ne«essarily restricting the cultivation of jute; ,Possibly we have seen 
the nadir of depression 811.11,coI\ditioDs will i~prove gradually" though 
slowly .. We may not be :requlJ"ed t.o' curtaIl further the a~eaunder 
jute. But if it is necessary, lIome high lands, no,! used for J:ute, may 
be diverted to sugarcane. r do, not, however, beheve much 1:& 'sugar
cane cultivation in preference to jute anywhere. The number, of 
lugar mills in Bengal is still limited; it is not that a large number of 

/I 
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~1l3 caI).not be started in the province, but the poin\ is that the boom 
i~ the !lugar. industry at thil present- moment is due to the extremely 
hIgh protective duty (about 165 pex- cent., arl 'Valorem) which cannot 
continue indefinitely. Sugarcane cultivation requires crushingestab
lishments in the immediate vicinity and -that is another drawback. 

Propagand~ should be continued to- educate the raiyats about the 
.conditions in the jute wodd. . The work may be entrusted to the 
Agriculture and the Co-operative Departments under the guidance of 
" Jute Board as suggested before. Lectures; informal discussions and 
distribution of palJlPh.~ets in impoJ;1.ant mufassal centres may be arrap.ged 
toap~roach the producers. . . 

It'is rather difficult to-work out the cost of cultivation per acre of 
jute' land.' .. WJten 1;he holding is big and price of jute decent, the culti
.vator engages-extra labour, but otherwise he does the whole thing with 
~he help ofMs family, friends and neighbours. The wages of this class 
of worker ia difficult to calculate, but if everything is to be done by hired 
labour the cost per acre (including the charges for ploughing) will be 
between Rs. 55 and R!I. 60. . The yield of jute may be taken 3 '.5 bales 

· per acre on the !,lve.rage. In our part of the country (Faridpur district, 
Gopalganj subdivision) ,the yield is 4 bales or more per acre. 

It is _equally ditlicult to say what a fair price for jute should be 
underthe·e1:isting~oonditions. In the·.absence of any other occupation 

· during the major part of .the year, the raiyat; a~d h@ family is exp~cted 
tQ.live on the product of his land and naturally much will depend oli the 
Ilize of his holdings. But considering the present level of prices the 
raiyat- should not grudge if he can gel 1l.s. 5-8 per maund. 

Q. 19.-It is in the inierest of everyone honestly connected with 
jute to get as correc' as possible forecast of th~ c~op. Government fore
casts have been generally found inaccurate and unsatisfactory. Except
ing i. the season.,1930-31, the crop has all along been ,underestimated; 
If. it is heliaved that by giving a slightlyeonse}"vativ:e forecast, prices 

. can be raised to -the benefi,t of the raiyats, it. is a definiteJUistlioke.:, T~e. 
forecast made by the trade is more accurate and the pig dealers having 

· mufassal establishments know the positiQn. very well.. The publi~tion 
of inaccurate underestimate is ,detrimenta:~. tQ . the raiyats.·. The price 
.IXl1!J be forced up for a. short while, but then' sags. when tlie real po~ition 
becomes known and then it becomes extremely diffioult for the prIce to 
go lip, This season,' the tx-ade expected an estimaie lietween 62 to 65 
lakhs. bales; but to the utter surprise it came to.be 58 lakhs. Prices 
jumped but then began to fall, from which there is .stiU::no recovery. 
If the estimate had been near about 65 lakhs as the trade expected, per
haps there, would bve bee~, some fall in the beginlii~g, an~ tb,en read
justment would have taken place and the cataitrephl~ decbn~ averted. 
rhe published forecast this season was 5~! lal,ths,· put by the end of 
February, the krrival was 61! ll,tkhs and the crall i~ estimated, .at.slightly 
'over 70 lakhs. There will be no harm if the prese!lt .system 18 stopped, 
if.it cannot be improved. The collectio~ of primary. data. appears to be 
defectiye tind once this is W-roI;lg, no amoun.t of compi1~tion or statistical 
:Wo;rk- ca.ti~mproye the .acc\ltacy· of' the forecast., . I ~m_,a~so inclined .to 
thin~ th~t >theyield jigur.e.is taken lower than ·what l~ a~tualJr !s. 
Un'l~ss ~hecolteetion of .these dala can be ilttprove(! by appom.tmg speCIal 

,.officer!', it se~lP8 to be' better to leave the matter iIi "the hands of the 
trade.. If the' suggestion-of establisning'i\ Jute Boat~ is adopted, the 
work maype do~e, bl Qfficer~ at that'BoaJ;d:' 

[Dt-
I 
M; M,~'t . . 
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Q. H.-There is. hardli any organiSed "system of grading of jute in 
the mufassal and the marketing system is the most primitive. The main. 
difficulty ill that the output of the individual producer is small and it 
becomes impossible~or, the -raiyat to sell it to the big dealers. . He is to 
rely on the Iatria& ()~ at the most to go to the nearest market for the dis
posal of hi. product. As .for quality, the raiYl!-t cannot ~e cheated eQsily, 
but he generally suffers m the matter of 'weight; partlcularly when. he 
sells to the faria.3 at ltis own house. If arran.gements· can be made t() 
check tae weight of the farias and buyers in the ma'rket tm-ough 
Union Boards and the Pohce, most of the griev~D.ees 'Will' !Iisappear. 

, Q. 2t--The idea. o( establishing Qrganiseci markets iII- the various
districts on the line of the cotton markets in the. Cen.t.ral Provinces 
and Berar· is undoubtedly good .. If the grower.s are' to 'b,6:'giveIf'fabiI'i-' 
ties, these markets should be numerous and at a rough~cOtp:putati()n·the. 
number, should not be les& th,a~ 759 fol' Be~gal. .,A pil.J:t' (if the in:l:?ome 
from these markets may ba utIhsed In. financmg the, proposed. Jute Board: 
Smaller producers will not be directly' benefited ·1>1 thee'e \llarkets~ 
,Bigger prod,ucers and Iarrial will .certainly find it useful. ' 

Q. 22.-There is no reason. why this cannot be dop.~ .. ,I sJti!ll return 
to ·this subject when answering Question No. 28.' . 

Q. 23.-The details of the work and method o{i1ie"'vatio~;~iddle
mell. are too:well Down to. be narrated. Farias. often buy 8.JI prin<:ipal/; 
or for dealera. on.c8J?lmission basilt; beparisa!so"cio the-same e";Cep~ing 
that they are a bIt bIgger operatDIs and sometimes they senll theIr gpoJl,s 
to the Calcutta market direct/In normal times, a'profit 9f fourannas 
per maund is deemed fairly high by the /arias and beparis. when. they 
~ac~ as. principIII~.. A~ ,.c6mniission agents, they a~e satisfied With "aD:t-: 
,thIng from oqe PIce to one anna. per ~aund ;, they, b.0'Y~vJlr, w~e-prqfit:on 
· weights. .. " ~ . , _, . ~_> ' ... -

.. Q. ,24.-I·d() not, -tlrin~ lilT. ':fhe c9ntinuation..of, the-;b,ig-lI.. railway 
· and steamer'freight- in: spite of the heavy fan in the pric~-¥wel operates' 
• to ih~.detriment of the raiyat. Loose jute dealers do nqt -very. ofte~. 
make S() big a profit as' is popularly believed to be.,' the case .. ,Th~y
frequently' 8'IlffeNQ!!i\'.,.}!ar}ic.ularly when prices fall. , '. .' 

Q(.2S."":One of the"ob;iect16nable practic~: is the ""dhalta" systel;lli-bI. 
which II certain~ight'of j\Jte is taken from the raiyat without :gay:w..ent. 

Q. 27r-The raiyat, borro1V :from 'themoney-Ien:!lers generall)t.H 
ii, in my opinion, 'not correct to say that 'in th~large majority.of,cases, 
the 'crediters ate the ultimate buyers oithe crop. ... . 

Q..:28~':"""The ·C()L.opeI:attv~"Jute Sale-Societies failed -lor reasonstpo 
well-known. ·1l'ae:r&,.A\"3& ,30' definite: lack' of, managing . abiI~ty and.,aX{ 
absence.. 'of Dusiness eXJ2erts "in the organisation. The . administration. 
and.themaxl.ageinen( w-e~e too'Costly~ ,There. was hardly .. any Co-O'pe~ative. 
principle jn- it',and·..in the lo."iet· s,tag-e", it deyeloped into, an ordlna,ry' 
jute eoncern,.doing·JUore or IEllls, sP~CllI!1tj.ve business; but without'e:spert' 
contr61. The. failure of that'organisatIon I!~uld· not be !~~aftfas the: 
failure of cO-9petat4v:e:principle i,n selling i1ite~ :' .. :',-. ,.' r " " ~: 

-I f~fI;. belieye .. tJi~t sales ;O)'.'giij,is3:tio&s ·t~n;::b~f~v.iv~d'~~ ·8o~n<l .. ~';.
operative lines up.d'er e.~pert managemem ... To,'begm ~th .. suc~.:~anlsa
tiona may be.iltarted' m those places w~,e!~.:th~.J.ut~ ~ale.SocletI~i1· were. 
more or Ie Sit successful~ .If the membjlrs s:annot find: c~SB.lor the BU\).,. 

~criptio~, they may pay i5 kina. ·i:~.;, aute tliey lif)l~:~ ~,Af~:i l1l6~rk': 
lni capItal, th.!' c~tral banks may find the amoun,t or.. ~n ,:a;s~ :tie latter: 
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are unwilling, the Provincial Bank or the Imperial Bank can be induced 
by the Government' to supply those Societies with working capital; if 
necessary by a guarantee. The headquarters of the organisation is 'to 
be in Calcutta an<} to begin with Government may grant a. small sum 
for maintaining the Calcutta office. Gradually, the organiSation can be 
.ext~nded to the various parts of the Province ana, if thought proper, 
bahng arrangements also can be made for export business. There are 
several co-operative mills in Dundee and also in the Continent who 
would be only too glad to buy direct from co-()perative organisati~ns on 
this side. 

The propaganda work of· the Jute Board, as suggested before, can be 
very· effectively done through such Sale Societies. 'l'he details can be 
work~ out, in the light of the experience gained from the ;working of' 
tlie' Co-operative Jute"Sale Societies. . 
. Co-operative organisation seems to me to be the best method of bring

ing together the producer and consumer , without any loss of efficiency 
in the exchange. . 

Q. 29.-The nature of the export trade has changed in recent years. 
Formerly, the .balers here used to sell to the shippers under Home 
guarantee and the latter, or better, their London or Dundee offices, to 
the outside consumers. To-day, almost all the principal balers are 
.shippers with 'Agents in London and Dundee and.sometimes in the conti-
nental ports like Hamburg, Antwerp, Dunokirk, Genoa. and el8ewhere. 
The number of shippers has now dwindled to 4 or 5 . 

. For Dundee,. the jute is sold mainly on Dundee contract. For. the 
Continent, when jute is sold through London, it is under the London 
Jute Associatio:q contract. When, however, the transaction is direct 
hetween"'ihe fndianbaler and the Hamburg Agent, the terms of the 
co.tract ar& practically similar to those of the London contract, except 
the arbitration clause. The arbitration in such cases is expected to be' 
done according to the custom and arrangement prevalent in the port of
arrival: Where there is no provision for arbitration amicable settlement' 
~r private arbitration takes place . 

. For Japan and the United States of America. the jute is 
.sold according to the tenns of t!J,.e Lplldon, Jute. Asso
~iation with' arbitration in London. ·,r.' i:rray .. ~note":' here 
that- many .consumers in Northern ' EuroPe. ate increasingly 
anxious to come ill--direct touch with.,the Indian exporte"rs but people 
~f Southern Europe, France and of the- two Americas view the Indian 
exporters with suspicion. Perhaps this is due to the bad deliveries ot 
.certain Indian baIers, but a part, I am inclined to think,is als~-D.ue' to 
the propaganda against "the Indian' balers. '. _ ' :Q. 30.-Yes, there are standards like Red; Firsts', Lightbmgs, 
Hearts, Daisee, Tossa, etc: Details of "marks" of "the different bales 
in the various grades are published in the Mark ·Book of the Calcutta 
J3aIed Jute Association. . .The Landon AssociatiOlt selects some good 
marks, of ,which the delive;y has been found satisfactory in the previous 
seasons,- and calls them "actuals". others being "substitutes". Dund~e 
.h.a~ also its own selection, while many continental buyers have t~elT 
own "groupings" of each particular quality, . 

The delivery in foreign sales is expected to be equal in qUl;'lity,to thp. 
average of the deliveries in the two previous ,seasons ,(excludmg parcelA 
~n which allowanc~1l have been' made).. '. 
IDr.M. M. llou,.l 



, Arbitration fOl: jute sold under the London Association contract takes 
place in London i. for jute under Dundee contract, in Dundee. When 
jute i!'l Bold direct, arbitration is held in the port as stated above; 
According to the London Jute Association Rules, London Arbitration 
eannot take place unless one party at least is a member of the London 
Association. . 

. At ~resent parc~l~ may be i~voiced bac~ w~er!l there i~·a. deficiency 
In quahty or condltIon exceedIng a certam hmlt. Barrmg isolated 
eases of abuse by unscrupulous agents, the Home guarantee and the 
Invoicing Back Clauses seem to be equitable. In Home guarantee there 
is no provision for invoicing back: . , 

Q. 31 and Q. 32.-1 think the present system of grading is working 
satisfactorily. The consumers, particularly those using good' jute, 
generally buy particular marks which they know by use. ' They have 
often particular requirements which can be satisfied by only those marks 
and they are ready to pay better prices than other marks in the same 
grade or even a higher grade. Thus the GreeD. BNP 1M mark of 
Messrs. D. D. R. K. Das is theoretically below the Red group, but con
sumers gladly pay £1-10 to £2 per ton more than the ordinary Red 

r marks. Fixing of standards by legislation will bring confusion in the 
~arlts already established on their own merit. It,i1hould be left as it is. 

", ~ :Q.as to Q. 3B.-The balers 'generally buy jute after inspection. They 
decide what they will be able to bale out of the loose 'jute and pay 
accordingly. 

. ",'Thtt mills buy, on contract, different grades, 4's, R, LR, XLR, etc. 
: At· present there is a guarantee of warp and weft yatJ1~ to be'.6btained 

from the jute .. In white jute the sellers must guarantee 9o...per· ceJj.t. 
goo~ sacking warp and 10 per cent~ weft in 4's, in R'e 70.per cent, g?od 

.- sacking warp..and 30 per cent. weft, LR's-40 per .cent. good !lacklng 
warp and 6(} per cent. weft, XLR-no guarantee, In ,:!-,ossa.,-10 Pilr. 
cent. more of warp. 

There is a standing complaint that during the middle of the season 
the ,grades are changed, not. officially, but by £orc~ of circumstances. 
It is said thl\t ~e~int\.begin to buy R, LR and X.LR in the beginning 
of the',season: "The dealers get supplies of all these grl'1des.. After a 
time the mills. ~ntlrely stoJ1 buying the higher gra~ and the ',dealer" 
are compelled to tender their higher quality stock, say R, against sales 
()f LR and XLR instead of definitely' holding back the foriner, viz., R. 

'As'will be clear, the fixing of standards will not help the i:n.a.tter, 
The buyers are at liberty to buy whatever they want. You cannot 
thr\lst on them. all.,1tthingo they do not want. The mills being the largest 
eOWlfimers, ihis policy of theirs tends to lower the quality of jute, as 
more people are anxious to grow that type which is in demand. 

" -
Q. 37.-1 do not agree 'with the premises of Mr. McDougall's 

. -scheme. It is too complicated to be worked smoothly; further, I do 
not think that the mills, particularly in European group,will agree 
to the scheme as, with their heavy overhead 'and establishment charge, 
their competing power will be seriously affected, if they do not get any 
latitude in their purchases of raw material. -

Q. 38 to Q. 40.-At present thl\ 'raiyat, get more' or less reliable in
iormations about the price of jute ruling in the terminal markets. But 
a little more information regardin~ the prospective supply' and demand 
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together with infgrPlation about the appropriate time for the disposal 
of their products, will be helpful to, the 'I'aiyats. This may be done by 
t.he Jute· Board, as suggested before; through Sale Societies where they 

"exist and through. Local Boards under the Central Jute Board or 
through ordinary Co-operative Societies where such sales societies do not 
exist. 

Q. 41 and Q. 42.-Provided adequate measures are taken and suit
able propaganda be made to disseminate all useful news to the 'I'aiyats, 
I do not think there is any necessity for setting up any organisation as 
suggested. Even if it is desired,.rthe necessary machinery will be 
difficult to set up. Moreover, such an organisation is not expected t() 
work every· year. 

There is no mention, under the heading "Marketing", about the 
speculative markets of jute in Calcutta, which have a tremendous effect 
on the price of jute, particularly in periods of depression, and hence on 
the fortunes of the 'I'aiyats. I have prepared a pamphlet on the subject 
to show the influence of these markets on the whole bade of jute. The 
subject is a bit technical, but still I hope the members will get an 
insight into the extremely objectionable and pernicious activities of the 
so-called futures markets. I am· sending 15 copies of this pamphlet 
with this note. 

Q. 43 to Q. 46 __ As I have already suggested, a _ Jute Board is 
absolutely necessary to help the 'I'aiyats growing this fibre. Its function 
will be to get all statistical and other news both in India and outside 
about the supply and demand of jute -and to place these before the pro
ducers. This may be done through Sale Societies, when - they are 
established and through subsidiary boards in the important centres 
working i1;l. conjunction with ordinary Co-operative Societies, Agriculture 
Department, Union Boards, and other public organisations. It should 
also organise research and allied works to improve the quality and 
expand the market and uses of jute. If the establishment of jute 
markets is decided upon, this Board should be in charge of this organisa~ 
tioR.. 

Even, if the other provinces, growing Jute, do not like to co-operate,. 
Bengal alone should,set up the Board which 'should .consi,:'lt of experts 
only. 

There should not be any difficulty in financing the organisatiQn. A 
small part of the Jute Export Duty, which is coming to the provincial 
exchequer should be available for its maintenance. If necessary, a 
small ces; on the import of jute in Calcutta al'ld in the mills may be 
levied for the purpose.· If "jute markets" are established, a portion 
of their revenue may be utilised for the purpose. 

Q. 47 to Q. 49.-Jute to-day is suffering competition from textile 
yarn made from wood pulp (5 to 10 co~nts). T.hese have s~fficient ten.sile· 
strength and elasticity to be woven Into f~bncs. X,YlodIne, ~ylv~lll~e, 
Licella, Textilose (a paper yarn co.ated WIth a. textlle maten~l; In Its 
latest form it is a paper thread reIn~orced by a core of textlle ylI;rn), 
manufactured in Germany and Russla, are used for bags and mIxed 
with cotton, linen and jute may: be used for fabrics. T~ese yarns have 
not the strength of jute, but reslsts better wear and rubbIng: As pack
ing substances inside electric cable~, these have replaced Jute. These 
are also being used for cem.ent bags .. 

[Dr. M. M. Roy.] 
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These yarns can be bleached and dyed; their strength diminishes 
when moistened, but waterproofing is possible and actually tarpaulins 
have been made with them. . 
. In the United States of America multi-walled paper bags are used 
for cement; their price is less than half of jute bags. 

As regards natural substitutes-The West African fibres Okra 
Ramma, Kowe, etc., are not regarded to-day as serious competitors'. 
On the other hand "Mahotine" of tropical America" appears to be 
getting increasing favour. Th~ fibre can be obtained by" steeping in 
pools of water for 5 to" 8 days-. The output is 2 tons. of clear fibre per 
acre against 0'6 of jute. " 

I have been told iIi. London by the Russian buyers of jute, that 
they have produced a fibre (Kendyr, Kenaf) in the Caucasus, which 
is already replacing jute of certain quality. This is borne out by the 
fact that the Russian offtake of first grade white jute has materially 
diminished in recent years. 

I have also seen a fibre in Tamise, in Belgium, coming from Belgian 
Congo, which resembles white j~te in alIp_ost every way, excepting that 
it is a little brittle. Yarns spun with it did not appear to be inferior 
to jute yarn in any way. The price was almost nominal," but how it 
will develop when large scale production is attempted, one cannot say. 

As I.have already'said, jute is inferior to most of the textile fibres. 
There is lack of durability; exposed to rain, it deteriorates rapidly; 
even in the ordinary course, it becomes brittle and loses strength. It 
can be bleached with great difficulty but it combines -directly with basic 
dyestuffs . 
. , In spite of these defects, my experience and information are that pro
vided., the price of the commodities is kept within reasonable limits, 
therEl is no· possibility of its being ousted by substitutes in the near 
future. Qotton bags have been attempted for packing cotton in the 
United States of America; these were found suitable but very costly. 

Q. 50.-MY impression is that it will not be possible to regain the 
market lost to paper bags. Scientific research will gradually improve 
these artificial· substitutes and reduce their cost of production. As for 
natltral sJIbstitutes, the danger is remote provided the price of jute 
does r.ot go up disproportionately or it is no.! excluded by Government 
action of the importing countries. 

Q. 50 to Q. 52.-Jute is being nsedat preseht, besides as sacking 
and packing material, in the following C8ses-:-

(1) Cloth; as binding thread for carpets and rugs. 
(2) Jute butts for paper. 
(3) Cheap upholstery. 
(4) Linoleum. 
(5) 
(6) 

In combination with wool for dress goods. 
A long and beautiful fibre has been produced which can be 

spun on the worsted system and is used in serges, vests, 
sweaters, etc. 

(7) Canvas, -tarpaulins, etc. 
(8) As substitute for hemp .• 
(9) Other minor uses. 
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It appears that jute of good quality is moving upwards so far as 
its use is concerned; on the other hand, there is the tendency of its 
being replaced by substitutes, in inferior goods. 

Calcutta mills generally prepare 'hessians and bags; in fact there 
is hardly any mill in Calcutt~ which manufactures even the moderately 
better stuff. The Calcutta mills are not expected to take up finer work. 
\Vith cheap unskilled labour and raw material near at hand, . these 
mills go for mass production of inferior goods. 

Many of the outside (foreign) mills are very small concerns, 
specialising in particular goods of higher type. 

I Many of these better class goods can be manufactured in India, 
although the market at present is limited and there is difficulty in 
exporting these to foreign countries. But the home market is bound 
to expand and, moreover, many types of goods which are at present 
manufactured out of cotton may be made of jute as 
products of cottage industries. Thus dUffies, screens, nets, carpets 
(ashans) can be readily made from jute. The only difficulty is the 
supply of suitable yarns at reasonable prices. At present the yarn is 
produced locally where the jute cottage industry exists but the process 
is tedious and not l'emunerative, and then the yarn, necessary for better 
goods, cannot be spun. Such yarns cannot also be obtained from the 
local mills. I have seen small plants in several Belgian concerns, which 
do not cost more than Rs. 75,000 per unit, which can produce fine 
yarns of various qualities. If such units are established in mufassal 
centres by some kmd of co-operative organisation, and the yarns dis
tributed to the weavers or cultivators who are prepared to do weaving, an 
important type of cottage industry may be developed to the immense 
benefit of the country and of the jute crop. If necessary, I can work 
out the details. 

Q. 54 to Q. S8.-Yes, propaganda should be taken in foreign 
countries for popularising jute. It is also imperative that all statistical 
details regarding consumption, condition of the jute industry in f.oreign 
countries, should be collected and avenues for new business explored. 

This organisation should be a part of the Jute Board suggested 
hefore. 

The Calcutta shippers will not be adversely affected by such organisa
tion; on the other hand, they will be materially benefited by the activi-
ties of these special representatives. . 

No. 27. 

The Collector of 24·Parganas. 

Dated the 16th March 1933. 

The only remark I have to offer is that it will be very difficult, if not 
quite impossible, to control the growing of jute.. The pr~ce received one 
y~ar reacts, by the law of supply a.nd ~emand a~d of .lts own aceo.rd. 
dIrectly on the area put under cultIvation by ratyats III the followlllg 
year. Action may be confined, as at present, to Government propaganda 
when restriction is thought necessary. . 
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No. 21. 

8abu latis Chandra Majumdar, Subdivisional Of'llcer, Basirhat, district 
~4-Parganas. . 

Dated the 14th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. Production of jute requires regulation. 
Q. 2(a).-Yes. 
Q. 2(b).-The main object w,ould be to stabilise the price of raw 

fibre and regulate the output. ' 
Q. '4.-Jute Sale Societies established by the Co-operative Depart

ment in some parts of Bengal have been successful in selling the raw 
material of the growers. 

Q. 5.-The low price of jute is due to financial, crises and overpro-
duction of jute. 

Q. G.-No. 
Q. 7.-1 do not think so. 
Q. S.-Regulation of production, on a voluntary basis wo~ld be a 

failure. 
Q. S.-Legislation is the only means in our country to regulate pro

duction of jute. A certain portion of a cultivator's land shall be fixed 
for the production of jute in proportion to the average'of his holdings. 

Q. 10.-Union Boards c1nd, Co-operative Societies may be utilized to 
implement compulsory regulation. 

Q. 11.-A Jute Marketing Board may be established to check the 
evasion of jute regulation procedure. ' 

Q. 12.-It would be necessary in the interest of trade. 
Q. 13.-A us paddy and sugarcane may be grown as alternative 

crops. 
Q. 14.-The propaganda work had no effect. The low price of jute 

had some effect in ke.eping down the area of jute under cultivation. 
Q. 15.-The cost of cultivation of jute per acre is Rs.24 and the 

average yield is 12 maunds per acre. 
The average cost of cultivation of sugarcane is Rs. 150 and the 

average yield is 60 maunds per acre. 
The average cost of cultivation of aus paddy per acre is Rs. 12 and 

the average outturn is 14 maunds. 
Q. 18.-Rupees 5 should be the minimum price of jute per maund. 
Q. 17.-Financial crises and over production are the chief factors ia 

bringing about the fall. . 
Q.1S.-Yes. Department of Agric~ture may be assisted by Union 

Boards and Co-operative Societies. 
Q. 19...-J ute forecast is not beneficial at all to the growers and 

middlemen because it does not reach them. The forecast may be 
published in Bengali and distributed to the growers through U nior~ 
Boards and Co-operative Societies. 

Q.20.-No. 
Q. 21.--Yes. Organized markets for jute may he started in each 

th4na in jute growing area. 



Q. 22.-H organ~sed markets are started there will not be any 
middlemen as the growers themselves will take their jute to those 
markets. . 

Q. 23.-Beparies collect jute from the growers and sell it through 
.the aratdars who get some commission on the sale. 

Q.24.-Yes. 
Q. 25 • ....:.Yes. It can be abolished by establishing organised jute 

markets in thanas. 
Q.26.-No. 
Q. 27.-Villagers borrow from village mahajans. The credit,ors are 

not the ultimate buyers of jute. 
Q. 28.-The whole system of marketing jute may be placed in the 

hands of co-operative organization such as' jute sale societies. They 
may be financed by the' Co-operative Department and by the Govern
ment. 

Q. 29 to Q. 31.-Not known. 
Q.32.-No. 
Q. 33 and Q. 34.-Not known. 
Q. 35.-For the' benefit. 'of the growers there ought to be fixed 

standard for loose jute and they should be fixed by legislation. 
, Q.' 36.-The organised jute market may be authorised to supervisd 
the w,?rking of the standards. 

Q. 37.-1 am in favour of Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme spe
cially as its lines of working are on the same basis as those of Co
operative Jute Sale Societies which have been successful when properly 
managed. . 

Q. 38.-For want of mass education our country is not yet fit for it. 
Q. 40.-Wireless telegraphy with loud speakers will certainly be of 

great assistance. 
Q. 41.-1n the event of a slump in the market jute may be purchased 

by Government. 
Q. 42.-Yes. 

No. 29. 

Mr. K. K. Hajara, r.c.s., Subdivisional Officer, Barasat, district 
24·Parganas. 

Dated the 16th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(a).-Not ordinarily, unless jute growers are organised. into co- , 

operative societies. 
Q. 2(b)r-Such regulation may both raise and steady the prices. 
Q. 3.-Ordinarily it is riot possible to regulate production: Propa

ganda. may, have some effect but it is impossible to force cultivators to 
regulate production according to the demands of the market. 

Q.4.-No. 
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Q. 5.-It is due to general economic depression as well as over
production. Speculators and middlemen have also~layed their part. 

Q. 8.-Jute is practically a monopoly crop in India and no substitute 
crops are known which can take the place of jute.. For these reasons 
competition is unlikely. 

Q. 7.-It is very difficult to say. But if stable prices and better 
return are assured they may. . 

Q. S.-There is a chance but this can be avoided by having a board 
()f control for marketing. Consumers may be asked to deal with the 
recognized marketing board and in that case producers will be dis
couraged from increased sowings as they will not be able to find a market 
for their produce. .' 

Q. B.-It is not feasible. 
Q. 1G.-There cannot be any compulsory regulation but Union Boards, 

Co-operative Societies and zemindaTs may help in doing propaganda 
work. ,. 

Q. 11.-Yes, as 1 have already remarked in answer to Question No.8. 
Q. 12.-Certainly, otherwise the'scheme will fail. There may be 

unfair competition by the producers, middlemen and speculators in those 
proTinces. 

Q. 13.-Paddy and sugarcane. Propaganda is necessary. Starting 
()f &ugar factories on a co-operative basis will also help-. Sugar making 
and gUT making are lucrative propositions now. 

Q. 14.-These had lIome effect. Such propaganda should be conti
nued. Officers of the Agricultural Department and the Co-operative 
Hepartment who have to go about in rural areas may be asked to talk 
to people for restricting cultivation. 

Q. 15.-1 have no idea. 
Q. 16.-As 1 do not know the cost of cultivation, 1 cannot answer this 

question. 
Q. 17.-General economic depression, over-production as also natural 

causes like want of sufficient and timely rainfall as well as of better 
seeds resulting in a deterioration of the quality. Cost of production on 
account o~ some of these difll.culties exceeds prices obtained. 

Q. 1S.-Yes. Co-operative Sale and Supply Societies may be 
organized to help in obtaining better seeds, 'better manures and better 
implements on a co-operative basis. 

Q. 19.-It is not satisfactory as correct figures are hardly obtained. 
Forecasts are prepared from··the reports of Presidents of Union Boards 
and similar agencies who take very little interest in the work. It 
i .. difficult to obtain correct information unless and until the producers 
are organized. 

Q. 20.-1 have. no idea. 
Q. 21.-Yes. 1 cannot give tlia number as it .requires a knowledge 

()f the nature and extent of the business. Yes. 
Q. 22.-Yes, village co-operative societies will help the cultivator 

and eliminate middlemen. . ' 
. Q. 23.~enerally. dadans or advances are given to the producers by 
these people and the producers have practically to hypothecl).te the pro~ 
duce. When the crop is ready it passes on to the mahajans and through 
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them to arakilIJr. or dealers. Most of the profit is taken by these middle
men and the cultivator hardly gets enough to leave him any profits. . 

Q. 24.-Y.es. Often there is a long chain of middlemen. 
Q. 25.-1 am not aware of any. 
Q. 26.-Please see answer to Question No. 23. 
Q. 27.-From village mahajans. Yes. This does affect the price 

the cultivator gets as he is in the grip of the mahajans and cannot 
dictate terms. 

As 1 have suggested the organization of Co-operative Societies 
among the growers will help them- and free them from the clutCh~ of 

-mahaja,ns. ' '. .; 
Q. 28.-Yes. 1 have no knowledge of the Co-operative Jute Sale 

Societies and consequently I cannot answer this. 
Q. 29 and Q. 30.-1 have no knowledge. 
Q. 31.-1 cannot suggest any imprQ~ement but it. is pos~ible to fix 

the standard by legislation and put up inspecting bodies. 
Q. 32 to Q. 38.-1 cannot answer these questions as I have no 

knowledge of the business. 
Q. 37.-The scheme is sound but it is doubtful if the proposal of 

controlling production by legislation is a practical proposition. 
Q. 38.-Very little information reaches the growers now. If pro

ducers are organized on a co-operative basis, dissemination of informa
tion would be possible. 

Q. 39.-Yes. It is for experts in the business to say. 
Q. 40.-Please see answer to Question No. 38. Wireless telegraphy 

and loud-speakers' would be very &uitable as most of the cultivators are 
illiterate and cannot read pamphlets but is doubtful if the proposed 
scheme is a practical proposition. 

Q •• 1 to Q~ 50.-1 cannot answer t.hese questions. 
Q. 51.-It appears that wearing apparel, some classes of articles 

known as artificial silk, are made of fine jute fibres. Most of these are 
made in Japan or other foreign countries. This industry could be 
taken up in India. 

Q. 52 to Q. 58.-1, cannot answer these questions. 

No. 30. 

Babu K. N. Mitter, President, Modhyamgram Union Board, 
24.Parganas. 

Dated the 16th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-1 do not think any regulation is necessary. 
Q. 2(a).-No. 
Q. 2(b).-No useful purpose would be .served. 
Q. 3.-1. dq not believe it, to be possible to regulate production. 

RegulatioD-- :would, in the circumstances, be. feasible. '. 
Q. 4.--N o. ' . . 
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Q. 5.-The depression of price is due to. world wide depression of 
trade. 

Q. 8 and Q. 7.-No. 
Q. I.-Yes. 
Q. 1.-1 am opposed to any regulation either compulsory or volun-

tary. 
Q. 10.-Please see above. 
Q.11.-No. 
Q.12.-Yes . 

. Q. 13.-For low lands I would suggest aman paddy, and for high 
lands sugar-cane. As regards paddy the raiyats should be sUp'plied 
with latter classes of seeds or tractors on loan; as regards sugarcane 
they should be supplied on loan with better class of sugarcane 
machinery. 

Q. 14.-Government and other propaganda .during last years sowing 
had 80meeffect. Such propaganda should be continued. 

Q". 15.-The normal cost of cultivation per a~re is about Rs. 60. The 
cost of alternative crop is nearly the 98me. 

Q. 18.-Rupees 8 per maund. 
Q. 17.-Please see answer to Question No.5 . 
. Q. 18.-Agricultural Department should assist. 
Q. 19 to Q 21~-Yes. 
Q. H.-Formation of village co-operative societies is necessary. 
Q. 25.~elling to :firms is detrimental to the interest of raiyats. 
Q.28.-No. 
Q. 27 and Q. 28.-Yes. 
Q. 3S.-At present they obtain information from jute aratiars of 

Calcutta. 
Q. 40.-Yes. 

No. 31. 

Mr. M. Worth, l.e.S., Subdivisional Omcer, Barrack~re, district 
24-Parganas. 

Dated the 11th M{]JT'ch 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(1).-Yes. 
Q. 2(b).-The main object of such regulation would be to curtail 

or increase when necessary the production of jute according to th~ 
demand in the market in any particular year so that actual growers or 
the :fibre do not suffer. It would lead to a steadying of prices and 
would check the gambling in jute which causes fluctuations in the 
price of the commodity. .. . . 
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Q. 5.-It appears that the main cause for the low price of jute i5 
the present economic depression and not over-production. 

Q. 7.-Very improbable. 
Q. B.-This is quite likely to happen. 
Q. 9.-Regulation ()f jute cultivation, if adopted, should be made 

compulsory by legislation in order to be effective. The cultivators 
should be protected against the farias, beparis, mahajans and others 
and should be given proper facilities for marketing their produce direct 
instead of through a middleman. _. 

Q. 10.-Union Boards and Co-operative Societies should be used. 
small zemindars are in most cases village mahajans to whom the culti-' 
'V~~s are in debt and who in many cases make the cultivators pledge 
thei't 'crops to them. It would be difficult also to rely on private 
individuals to co-operate properly; 

Q. 11.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-In this subdivision the alternative crops would mainly De 

aus dhan, and some rabi crops. In ordar to encourage cultivation of 
these crops much propaganda will have to be done and free distrioution 
of improved paddy seeds, tobacco seeds, etc" made, so that the raiyat 
may learn that there are other'means of using excess land profitably. 
The Agricultural Department could assist in this work. 

Q. 14.-Propaganda has been effective. It should be continued. It 
is probable, h()wever, that propaganda would be more effective if 
backed by legislation controlling the marketing of jute. 

Q. 15.--The average cost· of cultivation and the yield per acre of 
jute and of aus dhan are as follows in this subdivision. Jute cultivation 
('.osts per acre Rs. 50; yield par acre 15 maunds. .4'11s dhan cultivation. 
costs per acre Rs. 35; yield per acre 21 maunds. 

Q. 16.--Rupees 6 to Rs. 7 a maund. 
Q. 19.-Compilation of figures for jute and the publication of the 

for~cast are necessary but the present methods can be bettered if the 
figures prepared by the Presidents of panchayats and Union Boards are 
ch!!cked by the staff of the Agricultural Department. 

Q. 20.-N o. The grading is generally made by the aratdars and 
the' cultivator generally loses on the deal. 

Q. 21.-Provided that the Central Marketing Board or its agents can 
deal directly with the cultivators I think that local markets would 
pr()ve most useful and popular. Three operating in areas of about 35 
square miles might be started in this subdivision. 

Q. 22.-At present there are no such societies. The main difficulty 
with the formation of such societies in this subdivision is that here 
there are only small holders who may not be able to find the capital to 
finance the societies. 

Q. 23.-The main function of the farias and beparis is to visit the 
10ca,1 hats and village in order to purchase jute. The purchase is always 
made at a price much below the prevailing rate which is seldom known 
to the cultivator. The jute is then taken to the aratdars who dispose 
of it at a premium or on commission. The profit made by the middle
men is generally not less than 25 per cent. 
. Q. 24.-1 knew of no instances. 

Q. 25..-1 do not know of any such custom. 
{The Subdivisional Officer, BGfTaekpore 24·Pargaftall.] 
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Q. 26.-In most cases they do so when the plants have just come out 
of the ground. The terms are not uniform. In many cases the crops 
are pledged to- a mahajam. in consideration of money borrowed from 
him. . 

Q. 27.-The cultivators generally borrow from the village 
'lTULhajans. In most cases the creditors are the ultimate buyers of the 
crops. The creditors can dictate the price for their own benefit. A 
Co-operative Society, if financially sound, is the best channel through 
which credit can be given to the cUltivator. There is scope for pro
perly managed societies to form themselves into Co-operative Sale 
Societies for selling the crops of members. 

Q. 28.-In order to be successful, Co~operative Societies must., he 
sound financially and must be properly and honestly managed. .-.e'-

Q. 37.-Mr. McDougall's scheme appears to be practicable and should 
be seriously considered. 

Q. 3a.-The cultivators of jute seldom receive any lI!:arket informa
tion. The /arias· and bepa;ris do their best to prevent them from 
gettmg this information. Information regarding the market could best 
be disseminated through union Boards and other local bodies. 

Q. 39.-If jute marketing boards were established they would b.e 
able to supply information regarding stocks, etc~ The;most important 
1llful'mation for the cultivator would be with regard to-the quality of the 
fibre in demand at any particular time and with regard to questions 
of prevailing rates. 

Q. 4O.-Information can be disseminated quickly if sent to Union 
Boards and other local bodies.' 

Q. 42.-.:..I do not see that the additional expense involv~d would 
b~ worthwhile. Agents at the jute markets could do this work. 

Q. 43.-Yes. 
Q. 47.-No. 
Q. 53.-I think that a resear:ch department should be established. 

No. 32. 

Maulvi Fazll Ali: Khan, President, Nabina,gar Union Board. district 
Tippera. 

Dated the 5th April 1933. 

Q. 1.--Jute production requires .regulation. 
Q. 2(a).-If the scheme of regulating jute product be adopted jute 

crop should be regulated with reference to expected demand of the 
market. 

Q. 2(b).-Thefinal result will be to keep steady the minimum price 
of the jute. 

Jute production and jute market require; under. the present circum
stances, to be controlled by l8uthqrity. 

Illiterate and ordinary cultivators give very little attention to the 
propagandas made by the Government. .Every-one is ready to take 
advantage over others. Thus, if a wise cultivator make arrangement to 
BOW jute in a small quantity of land his illiterate neighbour will take 
this opportunity to increase -some quantity of land for . this ju!e 
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plantation. Until mass education is introduced in t.hiscountry this 
cannot be remedied. JIence jute production and control of jute market 
are essentially necessary. If it is approved that some legislation is 
required to control production of jute and jute market, the first step 
would be to compel the buyers of different classes to submit. a state
ment of their demand to the Government before the jute sowing season 
sets in and Government to distribute the requisite 'quantity to the areas 
where jute cultivation is possible. The statement suggested above 
should also contain a certificate of the minimum price they offer for 
jute in the ensuing jute season. Unless Government takes charge of 
the jute market there will be no satisfactory result of controlling their 
production of jute . 
.. t.Q. 3.-This regulation will not be· impossible if the supervision is 
kept under the direct control of the Government. 

Q. 5.-0ver-production and want of any control of the price of jute 
'are some of the reason~ for depression of the price of jute. Over
production is the main factor for depression of the price of jute. 

Q. 7.-Not at the first instance. They shall have to be forced to 
adopt the regulation by means of law and propaganda. 

Q. S.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-This should be made compulsory by legislation. The main 

provision in this regulation will be to take permission every year from 
- - the controllin~ body with regard to the land to be used for sowing 

jute and penal clauses for breach of such laws. 
Q. 10.-Best agency to be utilised would be a Union Board and a 

Supervision Board consisting of Subdivisional Officer, Circle Officer and 
&'ome non-official gentlemen from earh subdivision to hear complaints 
against the work of the Union Boards as regards the production of 
jute. 

Q. 11.-1 do not agree .• 
Q. 1~.-1n this area. only alternative crop is paddy of different kinds 

for low lands and sugarcane for the high lands. Agricultural demon
strations are necessary for the purpose. 

Q. 13.'--There was no appreciable effect of the propaganda. For 
the present it is almost useless. Only some propagand~ before the 
sowing season may be necessary. -

Q. 15.-

Cost of Cost of 
jute. paddy. 

Per acre. Per acre. 

Re. A. Re. 

Ploughing III 0 Ploughing 6 

Seeds 8 Seeds S 

Weeding 8 0 Weeding 3 
Cutting 6 0 Cutting , 
Skinning 6 0 

16 
3' 8 

The above figures will.show the cost for cultivation of jute and paddy 
besides the rent of th~ land and other initial expenditure . 

. tfAe Pre8id~"t, Nabinagaf' Union Board, Tippera.] 
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Q. 16.-In this area an acre of medium land will yield 12 maunde 
of jute. If gold at a minimum rete of Rs. 8 per maund, the cultivator 
can meet his two ends easily. Any prices less than this will leave very 
little margin for the cultivators. 

Q. 17.-It is essentially necessary to help the cultivators wIth 
experts of Agricultural Department to better the quality of jute and to 
lower the cost ·of production. 

Q. 19.---Jute forecast is not satisfactorily worked out and 'growers 
have no touch with it. 

Q. 21.-It will be of great importance to the jute cultivators if 
organised markets are opened in each thana area. 

Q. 22.-This will not be practicable. 
Q. 23.-Faria8 are the f~ders of beparil. Farias go from village 

to village and purchase jute direct from the cultivators. They use. 
measures of greater weight than standard ones and assort jute according 
to their desire. .Thus they deceive cultivators when they purchase jute 
and after purchasing they also adopt heinous means to increase the 
quantity of jute by mixing sand and water with it. When their: 
commodity after various adulterations are fit for sale they go to a. 
market and sell those commodities to a bepari. This bepari having 
purchased .thl? requisite quantity of ~ute go abroad to. a bus:y market 
and sell hIS Jute there. The result IS that the quantity of Jute pur
chased from tariaB turns worse after a few days on account of adultera-' 
tion. The adulteration by the larial give a death blow to the jute 
market. If a central jute market is established in a defined area 
specially for controlling jute and if laria and bepOA"i system is done 
away with and the cultivators got easy access of direct sale of jute 
there will be every possibility of greater profit to the growers. 

Q. 24.-Yes, explained in answers under Question No. 23. 
Q. 2S.-N 0 such custom. in this area. 
Q. 28 and Q. 27.-Not in this area. 
Q. 28.-Itwill not be practicable. This is possible only in cases 

of members of the Co-operative SoCieties. This will require a ware
house for stocking jute in each Central Bank. 

Q. 38.-Growers of jute at present receive no. information. 
Q. 40.-Yes, this will help the growers to a great extent. 

No. 33. 

Syeel Siadat Hossain, President, MudaforganJ Union Board, district 
Tippera. 

Dated the 18th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-No. 
- Q. 2.-Requires no reply as· the reply to Question No. 1 is in the 

negative. . 
Q. 3 • ..;....Regulation of production of jUte will necessarily mean in- . 

crease in production of other crops. The present condition of the 
market does not manifest any additional "demand for paddy or other 
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crops also. It is, therefore, clear that regulation 01jll.te crop will-not 
be in any way, under the present circumstances, beneficial to the agri
culturists. 1 think regulation will in no circumstances be feasible~ 

Q. 4.-Unitlld States of America adopted a scheme for control of 
production of cotton and food-stuff. But experience taught that the 
rise of price effected by that procedure did not increase country's 
income by exports, for purchasing countries either too~, recourse to 
substitutes or satisfied themselves with inferior raw materials from 
other places. The case .of jute may ultimately prove to- be similar to 
that of the United States of America cottons. There is already a move
ment afoot in some countries to replace jute fibre by other fibres locally 
produc~d. -

Q. 5.-Factors that have caused depression in the price of jute are: 
(a) world-wide economic depression, (b) .substitution of other fibres, 
and (c) arbitrary control of price by the monopolist exporters. 

Q. 6.-Yes, 1 think there is danger of competition from substitute 
crops in purchasing countries if regulation scheme is adopted. It 
would necessarily shatter the jute production monopoly of Bengal and 
the agriculturists will be at-a loss to find out means to utilise profitably 
such lands as are now engaged in jute cultivation. : 

- Q. 7.-No they will not come voluntarily so long as they find it more 
pr(;fitable than other crops. -

Q. 8.-0f course. 
Q. 9.-1 do not think it feasible. 
Q. 10.-1£ it is at all to be done it should be done through Union 

Boards. 
Q. 11.-Evasion of jute regulation procedure may partly be detected 

by a Jute Marketing Board. 
Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-Low lands can be used for paddy, pulses, fodder and other 

winter crops while high lands may be utilized in producing oil seeds, 
sugarcane and cotton. The cultivators should be given necessary 
experimental lesson and be provided with necessary seeds and to 
arrange a ready and easy market for their produce. 

Q. 14.-Yes, it did. The village Union Boards may be asked to 
co-operate in the matter and successful Union Boards may be rewarded 
for effective co-operation at an early stage. 

Q. 15.-Sorry, the question is vague and wide. 
Q. 16.-Rupees 10. 
Q. 17.-(1) Monetary crisis, (2) margin reaped by middlemen, and 

(3) monopoly of purchasers. 
- Q. 18.-The agricultural research and propaganda has done no 

good in improving either Jhe quality or quantity of any crops what
ever. The Department of Agriculture should seek co-operation of 
Union Boards and Co-operative Department to make- their attempts 
successful. 

Q. 19.-No, the present system is doing no good to growers, though 
it does to the balers and mill-owners and middlemen to Bome extent. 

_ The growers should be informed of the correct actual demand of the 
market for jute a little before the sowing season sets in every year, 
[The PreBident, MudaJorganj Union Board, Tippera.] -
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through the Union Boards and the Co-operative Department, so that 
they may' pr-oduce accordingly. Regulation of jute market is a greater 
necessity· than the regulation of jute production. A scheme should be 
worked .. out so that the grQW'ers' and the consumers may participate 
directly thus avoiding over-production, worse-procluction and the 
operation of middlemen, etc. . 

Q. 20.-; .. -H is not satisfactory for the growers; though it does some 
good to thd farUu and middlemen. . ~ 

. Q. 22.-res. It may be possible. . 
Q. 23 • ......:1ntermediate dealers such as larUu, beparis and commission 

agents enter into a contract with the balers, mill-owners, etc., to supply 
a certain maunds of jute within a certain period of time at a rate 
specially confidentia'lto themselves and strictly concealed from the 
actual producers. This rate fluctuates from week to week. The larias 
and beparill take to such underhand means as to expose the purchased 
jute to mist at night and sometimes sprinkle water to enhance the 
weight, before'they are made over to the godown of the balers through 
their ;achandar. This causes some loss to the balers and mill-owners, 
who thereupon decrease the rate to make good the loss thus sustained, 
which finally hits the producers though they are not in the least respon~ 
sible for this foul play. -

Q. 24.-Yes; these middlemen often make as much and sometimes 
more than the real producers get. 

Q. 25.-N 0 marketing customs are generally noticed. But the 
middlemen- take something more than the standard -weight as they are 
to satisfy the local final purchaser, be he mill-owner or baler, at a. higher 
rate of weight. This is no doubt the foul play of the employees of the 
balers or millers. This can be a.bolished by a scrupulous check over the 
works of the employees. 

Q. 28.-"'(es, the sowing season and the period thereafter before 
reaping begins, are the most dearth part of the year when growers are 
almost without any resources for their own sustenance and weeding and 
other steps to be taken for their proper growth. They are therefore 
to borrow money on pledge of their expected harvest at 8. very lower 
rate than what is expected. Sometimes it is fixed at ! or less than 
the actual market rate. 

Q. 27.-Sometimes they borrow from intermediate dealers and somo~ 
times from local maha;anS. It is not always safe to say that these 
creditors are the ultimate buyers. It partially affects the price th.e 
cultivators get. Better credit f(!'cilities may be arra,nged but very· 
ecrupulously. 

Q. 28.-Jute marketing on a co-operative organisation basis ma;r. 
be established on a monopoly basis with full knowledge of demand and..~ 
supply. I have no idea of Co-operative Sale and Supply Societies. The 
question of fiI!-ancing is the most problematic;:, whos~ solution I. can 
hardly cope WIth. Whatever little I can say IS that It should proceed 
from the Government, the Government acting as a go-between between 
the actual producers and consumers. 

Q. 29.-1 do not know. 
Q. aD.-These seem to have some standards o~ quality: It is one

sided, being done by the balers, and mill-owners, varying year after year 
according to demand and supply. 



Q. 31.-Standardisation by, legislation may prove to~ be ineffectual 
and unworkable.,' , • 
. Q. 32.-N one .to suggest. Standard~ adopted on the lu;.es of the' 
American Cotton'St!lndards Act of 1923. may prove t() be inoperative. 

Q. 33.~The balers and millers purchase jute on a nominal standard 
of classification such as (1) Rejection, (2) Cross, No.4, No.3 No.2 
No.1, etc., but this classification is arbitrary and despotic. Th~ 
producers put the loose jute in the market. for sale indiscriminately the 
balers and millers buy them and classify th~m before they are b~led .. 

Thus while purchasing from the producers no 'lIe61 classification is 
made. 

Q. 34.-1:es. 

Q. 3S.-It may not prove successful as the t>l;?erts in different 
centres of. business may not be in a position to discern with a uniform 
eve and as the growers are without any knowledge 'of the criterion of 
classifiqation. ' 

Q. 3G.-The growers should at first be given a thorough and com
prehensive idea of the criterions of classification, so that they may 
fight out their own cause with the experts, be they Government 
employed experts or men taken up by the millers and balers, and may 
put up for sale after a proper classification. . 

Q. 37.-Mr.McDougall's Marketing Scheme may be experimented 
with some changes in the number of representatiw3 of different interests 
allowing half participation to the growers and half to the buyers in 
different forms. 

Q. 3S.-The growers are scrupulously kept in the dark about the 
market. They know neither the demand nor the rate. The Govern
ment should take a first hand step in the matter. It should review 
carefully the condition of the market of demand regarding (,~) the 
quantity in different grades or class of jutes required this season and 
(ii) the approximate rate of price per maund of different grades, and 
intimate the same to the growers through the Union Boards and the 
Co-operative Department, a little before the sowing season set<! in. 
An information reEarding the present stock in the hands of both the 
producers and dealers of different grades is essential. These informa
tions may be given to all concerned in this trade with a forecast of 
the crop. 

. Q. 39.-The Committee should be constituted with a due representa
tion of all interests under the direct control and supervision of the 
Government, which may keep the growers, dealers, stockists and 
:~onsumers informed of another's affairs and condition. It is de<!irable 
that the grower should know the extent of demand of different grades 
of jute with the approximate price per maund of each kind. The 
dealers, millers, etc., on the other hand, should know a probable fore
cast of the total output, grade by grade, with a rough-estimate of the 
cost of production per maund including rent of the soil. 

Q. 40.--":Wireless telegraphy with loud speakers at certain centres 
may help the propaganda by announcement of reliable information 
to growers. 

{The PreBUknt, MudaJorganJ Union Board, Tippera) 
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• Q. 41.-"\Vhen the demand and the cost of production are known and 
a sudden ,slump in the market mars the prospect of the growers to an 
extent below the cost price, the Government may tackle the situation 
by stocking at a price yielding a reasonable margIn,. to the growers 
witTl no risk of loss to itself. The fund may be taken as a temporary 
short term loan from .the Government Reserve. 

Q. 42.-I do not understand if it will do any good. 

Q. 43.-Jute Committee, if at all created, it must be done on the 
same .lines in Bengal, Bihar and Assam, the three jute growing 
Provinces. 

Q. 44.-The main function of the Jute Ctllllmittee would .be to 
check over and ~nder production, monopoly, arbitrary high and low 
price at the whlms of the producers and buyers, to make a free 
exchange of informations among the growers and traders, balers, 
millers and consumers, so that none of them can overstep their limits 
and devise means of causing loss to any. It is to be under the direct 
control of the local Government to avoid excesses. 

Q. 45.-No, it cannot. Committees alike and akin should also be 
established in Bihar and Assam, the other two jute-growing provinces, 
with full co-operation with one another. 

Q. 48.-It is difficult to suggest. 

Q. 47.--Very partially the ju:te industry has been affected by 
·paper substitute, the other having proved 'a failure, though it is 
tE'mporarily undergoing a higher percentage of loss owing to bulk 
shipment, etc. 

Q. 48.-( a) Hemp is more durable but it is too costly and so could 
not do anything by way of captu:ring. 

(b) Paper by its cheapness is doing some loss but it is fragile and 
so cannot do any permanent injury. 

(c) No loss is sustained on this account. 

Q. 49.-Reply has substantially been' given under reply to Question 
No. 48. 

Q. 50.-No. Maybe regained. 

Q. 51.-No. 

Q. 52.-Cannot say. 

Q. 53.-No research department is necessary to recoup the losses 
sustained by substitution as it is of negligibly small magnitude. One 
such department may be started to devise ways and methods of its wider . 
and more profitable use..' ". 

Q. 54.-Propaganda in other countries will hardly do any good. 

Q. 55.-N 0 propaganda is necessary so long as the producing 
country is not ready to take finished goods of jute from the manufac-
·turing countries. . 

Q.58.-Yes. 
Q. 57.-Cannot say. 

Q. 58.-N ot known. 
8 
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No. 34. 

The President, Elliotganj Union Board, district Tippeta. 

Dated the 12th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b).-The main object and likely effect of such regulation will 

be to raise or at least steady the prices of the raw fibre. . 
Q. 3.-As I am in favour of regulation, it is my belief that it is 

possible to regulate production. . -. 
Q. 4.-Yes, I know of a scheme of control of production of cotto a 

in America but do not know whether the scheme has been successful. 
Jute being a monopoly production of Bengal, it_ is possible that the 
scheme will be successful. . 

Q. s.-They are_ (i) financial crisis; (ii) boycott of foreign goods, 
specially British and (iii) over-producti{)n. 

It is not a fact that prices have been poor only at times of financi"al 
or other crises, for some 17 or 18 y.ears ago the prices, fell due to over-
produc!ion. , 

Q. 6.-It might be. But such competition is also possible, if a jute 
regulation scheme were not adopted. Such competition will surely 
affect the jute industry in Bengal. 

Q. 7.-No. 
Q. S.-Yes. The cultivators being ignorant of the laws of demand 

and supply, any success achieved in one year would tend towards 
inducing increased sowings in the following year. 

Q. 9.~Regulation made compulsory by'legislation will compel the 
growers to reduce sowings. Sowings must be limited. I 

Q. 10.-(a) Union Boards may be utilized to implement compulsory, 
regulation. . ' 

Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-For low lands:-

In the dry season-(I) Til; (2) Kayun; (3) China; (4) Mung. 
In the rainy season-Paddy. 
For high lands-Sugarcane and potato. 

In my opinion, no step is necessary. If jute is regulated by legis!-! 
lation, the raiyat will be compelled to produce alternative crops. 

Q. 14.-Yes, to some extent. Such propaganda should be continuedf! 
Q. 15.-In our quarters the cost of cultivation per acre of jute is a ~ 

present Rs. 25 and the yield is only 12 maunds on average; and per acr [j 

. of paddy is Rs. 15 and the yield is 20 maunds on average., 
Q. 16.-At least Rs. 12 a maund. .. , 
Q. 17.-(i) The world-wide fall in trade. . 
(ii) The boycott of foreign goods, specially British. 
(iii) Over-production. ' 
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Q. 19 and Q. 20.-Unable to answer. 
Q. 21.-(a) Yes. 
(b) Unable to answer. 
(c) Yes. 
Q. "22.-N 0 means at present. The formation of village co-

operative societies is necessary. 
Q. 23.-Unable to answer. 
Q. 24.-Yes. 
Q. 25.-There are marketing customs detrimental to. the raiyat. 

The owners of the market should be persuaded to abolish these. 
Q. 26.-Such system is not in vogue in these quarters. 
Q. 27.-They generally borrow from money-lenders: No. 
Q. 28 to Q. 37.-Unable to answer. 
Q. 3B.-The larias and the beparis supply the information. The 

District Magistrate should be the best authority to s!lPply the 
information. 

Q.39.-Unable to answer. 
Q. 40.-Yes. 
Q. 41.-(i) Yes. 
(ii) By the Government.· 
(iii) Yes. 
(iv) Unable to answer. 

No. 35. 

Babu Surendra Nath Datta. Presi~ent. Dharker Union Board. district 
T~ppera. 

Q. 1.-Yes; 
legislation. 

Dated the 15th ~Afarch 1933. 

the production of jute requires regulation by 

Q. 2 (a).-Yes; it is possible to regulate the jlJ.te crop with reference 
to the demand of the market, and the easiest way to bring the area under 
control is to make jute seed excise property; so that nobody can use 
seed not recognised by the Government. 

Q. 2 (b).-The main object to regulate production of jute would be 
to keep steady the minimum price of jute. _ 

Q. 3.-1 do believe that if the Government is earnest and the Union 
Boards are given sufficient scope to check the cultivation of jute it is 
possible, under all circumstances, to regulate the production. 

Q. 4.~Yes;. the scheme is highly s-qQcessful in Naogaon, Rajshahi, 
There ganja is grown in direct supervision of the Government. 

Q. 5.-There may be other more important features which are res. 
ponsible for the depression of the price of jute, but it is undoubted~ 
true that over-production, or shortness of production, plays a very 
prominent part in. determining its price. . 
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No. 34. 

The President, Elliotganj Union Board, district Tippera. 

Dated the 12th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b).-The main object. and likely effect of such regulation wil 

be to raise or at lea.st steady the prices of the raw fibre. . 
q. 3.--As I am in favo~r of regulation, it is my belief that it i 

possIble to regulate productIOn. -
Q. 4.-Yes, I know of a scheme of control of production of cotto: 

in America but do not know whether the scheme has been successful 
Jute being a monopoly production of Bengal, it is possible that thl 
scheme will be successful. . 

Q. 5.-They are. (i) financial crisis; (ii) boycott of foreign goods 
specially British and (iii) over-production. . . 

It is not a fact that prices have been poor only at times of financia 
or other crises, for some 17 or 18 y_ears ago the prices.fell due to over 
produc~ion. . 

Q. 6.-It might be. But such competition is also possible, if a jut. 
regulation scheme were not adopted. Such competition will surel~ 
affect the jute industry in Bengal. 

Q. 7.-No. 
Q. S.-Yes. The cultivators being ignorant of the laws of demanc 

and supply, any success achieved in one year would tend towardl 
inducing increased sowings in the following year. 

Q. g.-Regulation made compulsory by legislation will compel thE 
growers to reduce sowings. Sowings must be limited. 

Q. 10.-(a) Union Boards may be utilized to implement compulsoFJ 
regulation. . 

Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-For low lands:-

In the dry season-(l) Til; (2) Kayun; (3) China; (4) Mung. 
In the rainy season-Paddy. 
For high lands-Sugarcane and potato. 

In my opinion, no step is necessary. If jute is regulated by legis. 
lation, the raiyat will be compelled to produce alternative crops. 

Q. 14.-Yes, to some extent. Such propaganda should be continued. 
Q. 15.-In our quarters the cost of cultivation per acre of jute is al 

present Rs. 25 and the yield is only 12 maunds on average; and per acre 
of paddy is Rs. 15 and the yield is 20 maunds on average. 

Q. 16.-At least Rs. 12 a maund. . . 
Q. 17.-(i) The world-wide fall in trade. 
(ii) The boycott of foreign goods, specially British, 
(iii) Over-production. ' . 
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Q. 19 and Q. 20.-Unable to answer. 
Q. 21.-(a} Yes. 
(b) Unable to answer. 
(c) Yes. 
Q. '22.-N 0 means at present. The formation of village co-

operative societies is necessary. 
Q. 23.-Unable to answer. 
Q. 24.-Yes. 
Q. 25.-There are marketing customs detrimental to. the raiyat. 

The owners of the market should be persuaded to abolish these. 
Q. 26.-Such system is not in vogue in these quarters. 
Q. 27.-They generally borrow from money-lenders: No. 
Q. 28 to Q. 37.-Unable to answer. 
Q. 38.-The larias and the beparis supply the information. The 

District Magistrate should be the best authority to supply the 
information. -

Q.39.-Unable to answer. 
Q. 40.-Yes. 
Q. 41.-(i) Yes. 
(ii) By the Government.' 
(iii) Yes. 
(iv) Unable to answer. 

No. 35. 

8abu Surendra Nath Datta, President, Dharkel'. Union Board, district 
T~ppera. 

Q. 1.-Yes; 
legislation. 

Dated the 15th March 1933. 

the production of jute requires regulation liy 

Q. 2 (a).-Yes; it is possible to regulate the jl1te crop with reference 
to the demand of the market, and the easiest way to bring the al'ea under 
control is to make jute seed excise property; so that nobody can use 
seed not recognised by the Government. 

Q. 2 (b).-The main object to regulate production of jute would be 
to keep steady the minimum price of jute. _ . 

Q. 3.-1 do believe that if the Government is earnest and the Union 
Boards are given sufficient scope to check the cultivation of jute it is 
possible, under all circumstances, to regulate the production. 

Q. 4.-Yes;. the scheme is highly s~(lcessful in Naogaon, Rajshahi, 
whereganja is grown in direct Bupervision 0:11 the Government. 

Q. 5.-There may be other more important features which are res
ponsible for the depression of the price of jute, but it is undoubtedl8 
true that over-production, or shortness of production, plays a very 
prominent part in. determining its price. 
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For instance, in the year 1925; when there was nothing abnormal 
in the economic world, the price of jute went up to highest pitch due to 
production being short. Then again it came down, under the same 
economic condition, to almost 2/5 of the previous year's rate due to 
over-production, consequent on the fabulous rate received bv the culti
~tors on t~at year. Again, the early part of the year 1929, ~lthough 
Jute was bemg sold at the rate ofRs. 10 to Rs. 12 per-maund, all on a 
sudden the market collapsed and the price per maund of jute was 
onlyRs. 2-8 to Rs. 3 almost throughout the year. 

Q. 6.-80 far we can see no such contingency likely to arise in the 
near future. -

Q. 7.-No; they will never respond voluntarily. 
Q. S.-Yes; as the cultivators have neither sense nor responsibility 

of any organised life nothing will prevent them from moving independ
ently and of their own accord. 

Q. 9.-Regulation of jute by legislation must be m.8.de compulsory, 
some exception being given in unavoidable circumstances. TheCom
mittee, vested with the power to deal with the jute situation, will have 
to submit their considered views as to the area to be sown in the ensuing 
year, by the 15th of January, their estimate being reckoned on the 
figures of the stock on the 31st December. As soon as the Committee will 
publish its opinion, Union Boards should proceed with the circulation 
of the report of the Committee among the cultivators. As the selection 
and preparation of jute fields are finished by the raiyats by January it 
is absolutely necessary that the decision of the said Committee should 
reach them not later than the 31st J anua~y so that they may not be 
forced to change their opinion. 

Q. 10.-Yes; in this respect Union Boards will be a great helping 
hand of the movement. And if any fine is to be realised for the penalty 
of the d!!faulter, it should go to the fund of the Union Board. 

Q. 12.-Yes,it is necessary. 
Q. 13.--"'In the case of decrease in the area of jute, high lands should 

be filled in with sugarcane cultivations while departmental paddy should 
be grown in low lands with sufficient manure so that the yield maybe 
considerably increased. Besides, steps should be taken to protect deep
water paddy from being damaged by w.ater-hyacinth,which has been a 
standing menace to the cultivators of East Bengal and Assam for the 
last seventeen years. 

Q. 14.-No. Government propaganda has been quite unsuccessful. 
The cultivators take a quite contrary view of t.he matter and instead of 
decreasing cultivation they increase it. 

Q. 15.-The normal cost af cultivation of one bigha of jute in our 
locality is as follows :-

A. Rent-Rs. 2. 
B. Ploughing-Rs.3. 
C. Seed-Annas 8. 
D. Manure-Rs. 3-8. 
E. First weeding-Reo 1-8. 
F. Second weeding-Reo l. 
G. Cutting, -steeping, etc.-Rs. 2-8. 

- -

[TII$ Pre8idenl, Dharker Union Board, Tippera.] 
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Add interest on the principal laid, Rs. 4 approximately in six months. 
~he total ~ost per bifJha is about Rs. 18 only and the normal yield of 
lute per blgha her.e IS 6 mauJids to I) maunds on average. As reO'ards 
paddy yi~ld, it is ~ to ~ maunds at present. Chinabadnm 'may al~o be 
grown WIth profit In hIgh lands. -

Q. 16.-If the present cost of cultivation, as mentioned in the pre
,·ious answer, continues, fair price level for jute, in my opinion ought 
to be Rs. 6 to Rs. 7 per maund in the maximum. If this price remains 
fixed throughout the. yoor it would bring at least a tolerable return to the 
cultivators growing jt. It should be. noted here that it is not the high 
price but the amount of money they can get in exchange for, their crop, 
that will produce satisfactory results in their mO!1ey market.' ' 

Q. 17.-0ne of the main reasons that contributes to the fall of the 
price of raw jute is deterioration in ,the quality of the jute fibre. The 
K. B. jute grown here though ~Y'ields satisfactorily, its quality is affected 
by the early inundation which is a common'phenomenon here every year. 

Q. 19.-The present system of compiling forecast is not satisfactory. 
It pays nothing to the clerks of the Boards. And it is doubtful wlrether 
such a responsible work may be done correctly free of cost. Moreover, 
the forecast is published too late and it never reaches them for whom 
it is intended. In my opinion, clerks supplying the information, should 
have some remuneration in the shape of rewards either from Government 
or from the Union Board Fund for the accuracy and correctness of their 
report. Local reports should reach the authorities not later than the 
15th of May. As soon as reports are submitted' responsible officers: 
should come to the mufassal to testify to the truth of the reports. 
Preliminary report from the Government Agriculture Department' should 
be published by the end. of July and final forecast by the end 'of August. 
With the publication of the forecast sufficient information should be 
sent to Union Boards for circulation among the cultivators concerned . 

. Q •. 20.-~0, not at all: Grading il,l the mufassal is .done mo~t 
whImSIcally In utter negbgence, o~ the Interest of the bepa~s 3D;d ultI~ 
mately of the growers. 'There IS no systematIc marketIng mthe 
locality. Beparis and larias. make d?or-to-door p~rcha~e and carry 
their jute to the nearest agen~s accor.dll~g to the adVICe glVen to them. 
But as soon as they have earned theIr Jute to the godowns the agents, 
getting them under their grasp, play with them as c~ts. and dogs'. The 
beparill, illiterate as they are, are 'compelled to sel,l theIr Jute ac~ordIng t,o 
the price the agents dictate them and the weIght they desne, ThIS, 
weight is taken in such a fraudulent man~er that it ultimately tends t~ 
the ruin of both the beparis and the cultivators, 'In short, the beparys 
get the price of 90 maunds of jute for every 100 maunds put under theIr 
scales, 10 maunds per cent, being dhalak, basat, sample, excess, etc. 

Q. 21.-It will be a sad failure as it had been the case with regard 
to 1::o-operative sale and supply society. 

Q.! 25.-The present marketing custom is quite unsatisfactory. As 
, soon as import reaches the agencies the price and the grade of jute are 

changed to the loss of the beparis. And besides this, the weight of 88 
tolas per seer is quite intolerable, These two ~ystems deserv, cal-'!lful 
attention of tlIe Committee in the interest of the, raiyats. 

Q. 26.-In very few cases. 
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Q. 27.-The raiyats generally borrow from the 'mahajans. It is mit 
correct to say that in the large majority of cases the buyers are the 
creditors. Loan in the shape of an agricultural one may be useful in 
giving timely relief .to the cultivators. The terms of payment in these· 
cases must be short, namely, 3 months only. 

Q. 28 and Q. 29.-N o. 
Q. 34.-Yes, and it is very dangerous. 
Q. 38.-N o. There is no systematic way of getting market 

information except from the reports of the beparis and the brokers. If . 
timely information of sudden change of the market is sent for circulation" 
through different agencies it will be quite beneficial to the beparis as 
well as cultivators. . 

Q. 40.-Yes; wireless telegraphy with loud speakers at certain 
centres would be useful. . 

Q. 41.-In the event of a possible slump in the market, instead of 
purchasing and holding back jute for the time being, .which work is a 
fearfully tremendous one, agricultural loan granted to the cultivators 
who deserve it for bare necessity of food only, will be Q quite practicable 
and feasible scheme. . 

No. 36. 

Babu ditendra N.ath Mukherjee, Deputy Chairman, Madaripur Central 
Co-operative Bank, Madaripur, district Faridpur. 

Dated the 16th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes . 

.. Q. 2(a).-Yes, it is possible. 

Q. 2(b).-The object of regulating production would be to con
trol the production of jute in such a manner as the growers may not 
suffer, through ignorance, by over-production. If the establishment of 
any scheme for regulated marketing of jute is seriously contemplated, 
then the regulation of production must invariably have to be made by 
legislation; or else the object of helping the jute industry will be futile. 
The effect of regulating production would be to steady the prices of 
raw jute, as also to effect an improvement on the quality produced. 
For, by so doing, the eternal question of supply over demand will be 
extinct and the growers in their attempt to secure better prices for ths 
regulated quantity, must pay their attention to improve the quality. 

Q. 3.-1 do not believe that regulation is not possible either at pre
sent or in any time for any other reason. 

Q.4.-The scheme of controlling, regulating Qnd of exporting ga;'ja 
has been made successful and jute is similar to that in as much as it does . 
not spontaneously grow in other provinces except Bengal, Bihar and 
Assam. ;Cotton in America is another production, whose markets and 
standardli have been regulated by legislation by virtue of its being the· 
staple produce of the country, like jute of ours. . 
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Q. 5.-0ver~production is the main factor for the depression of 
prices' and other crises,· if any, should be considered along with it. 
Financial crises are accidents and they do not occur often but the prices 
of jute suffer annually. 

Q. 6.-Jute, hithertofore, has little or no substitutes and the ques-
tion of likely competition from substitutes, is yet premature. 

Q. 7.-No. 
Q. 8~-Yes. 
Q. 9.-Regulations have to be made compulsory by legislations. In 

framing legislation the following points may be considered 
elaborately :~ 

(1) Taking stock of jute-cultivable lands. 
(2) Establishing ware-house for selling improved jute seeds. 
(3) Granting of licences to cultivators for purchase of jute seeds 

and for sowing jute on acreage. 

Q. 10.-The agencies of Rural Co-operative Societies and Union 
Boards will surely be very helpful for these purposes as they have direct 
contact with the growers. 

Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 

Q. 13.-Paddy, sugarcane, rabi crops, etc. To the raiyats to grow 
better qualities by instruction and demonstration through the Agricul-
tural Department. . 

Q. 14.-Very little. No harm in continuing such propaganda. 
Q. 15.-Rupees 4 for jute and less for other orops. ' 
Q. 16.-Rupees 6 for middling quality. 
Q. 17.-0ver-production is for raw jute and trade depression for: 

manufactured jute. 
Q. 18.-Yes, by Union Boards, Co-operative Rural Societies, etc. 
Q. 19.-No, as they do not contain even approximate reports. All 

parties suffer for want of any approximately accurate forecast. In 
finding the total acreage of land sown by jute and of yield per acre, 
the Union Boards and Co-operative Societies may be of immense help. 
Besides a Market Committee should have it as a part of their duty. 

Q. 20.-The present form o~ grading is profitable only to mill-owners 
as they only dictate it and the present form of marketing is of some 
profit to balers, mill-owners and middlemen. 

Q. 21.-0rganised markets need be established on the lines of Cotton 
Market Committee. This will not only be advantageous to raiyats but 
these are a necessity also to them. 

Q. 22.-With organised markets, Co-operative Societies are likely 
to oust the middleman's profit. . 

. Q. 23.-Fariasand beparis are sometimes helpful to the poor cuJti
vators who cannot bring jute to the marketing centre but generally they 
trade upon the ignorance of the illiterate and uninformed., To explain, 
I may.note here.an instance-one hat day several beparis formed into a 
clique and when jute was importing encouragingly ~ certa.in person 
came running to the mar~et and informed the beparii no~ to, purchase 

, .• . I ~ • ~. " .. 
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jute at the increased rate as telegraphic message just now received .from 
Calcutta is abnormally low. Farias are in the pay of beparis who in 
their turn are engaged by kutcha balers in the mufassal-both of them 
enjoy commission; the farias from the beparis and the latter from 
merchants. 

Q. 24.-Certainly. 
Q. 25.-Vide answer to Question No. 23. 
Organised markets are likely to eliminate these evils. 
Q. 26.-Yes, by the most needy. Some before cultivation and some 

at the time of weeding. Generally the mahajan takes the lion's share, 
60 per cent. of the produce. 

Q. 27.-From local mahajans and Co-operative Societies. No; it 
uffects the price to some extent. There should be a network of co-opera
tive societies and the mahajans should be made to advance through 
Co-operative Societies. 

Q. 28.-N 0; so long the various interests are not co-ordinated it 
would be futile. . 

Q. 31.-Stand~rd by legislation is likely to obviate difficulty. 
J ute is the main crop of the Bengal peasants. Its production needs 

to be regulated by legislation without which the miseries of the culti
vators shall know no bounds. While regulating the production by legis
lation the interests of all, e.g., the growers and the consumers, should 
be carefully safeguarded. Thepe should be a Jute Corporation. They 
should take stock of the jute in hand and should gauge how much jute 
will be required next year. They should issue licence to growers speci
fying the acreage. The price of jute also be settled. Excess jute should 
be brought and held over by Corporation. Corporation will not be looser 
since it retains the power to issue licences. Mill-owners should also have 
licences and they will be bound to purchase the quantity that may be 
required by them. They should give an idea of their requirements 
before licences to cultivators are issued. 

Besides these, there should be organised markets at convenient places. 
Such markets will be under the supervision of Corporation pfficers or 
co-operative auditors, having training in assortment. Their business will 
be to see that there is no smuggling, that growers get the standard price 
and that disputes arising between sellers and partners are decided, etc. 
This is likely to put everything in order. Loans taken by the peasants 
maybe, to some extent, credited from the sale proceeds of the jute' and 
financiers repaid. Thus there will be circulation of money and security 
of the financiers; what is needed now is legislation. 

No. 37. 

Babu Karunamay Mitra, Subdivisional Officer. Nilphamari, district 
. Rangpur. 

Vatedthe 14th ii/arch 193.1. 

Q. 1r-Yes; for- the purpose of adjustment !of' the yield t9 the 
requirements. . ! _ 

Q~. 2 (a) • ....:..Possible to a great extent, if not completely. 
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Q. 2 (b).-Object-to maintain an adequate difference betwe~n the 
price and the cost of production so as to leave·a fair margin of profit for-
the growers. . 

Q. 3.-Does not arise. 
Q. 4.-No particular scheme. 
Q. 5.-Mainly due to over-production and partially to financial crisis 

which adversely a:ll'ects the disposal of finished products. 
Q. 6.-No cheaper substitute is known to have been grown or manu

factured; so no danger of competition is anticipated. It is understood 
that attempts made in Germany to manufacture artificial stu:ll' as 
substitute for jute has not been successful. 

Q. 7.-Yes. It is only a question of time, and the success or any 
scheme for regulation depends on the nature and extent of educativl) 
propaganda to be carried on by competent agencies. 

Q. S.-There may be a tendency to increase the acreage, but the state 
of things may, to a great extent, be checked by intense propaganda 
work. 

Q. 9.-Any attempt to restrict the production of jute by compulsory 
legislation will be strongly resented to by the growers who practicall, 
represent the agrarian interest in Bengal. .The present moment, when 
the country is passing through a period .of transition in constitutional 
reforms, is most inopportune for introduction of any legislation which is 
likely to bring about a situation that may be improperly exploited by 
self-seekers in the field of politics. 

Q. 13.-In view of the natural condition of this subdivision the 
following crops are suggested:-

High land.-Sugarcane, pulses, aus paddy and tobacco, groundnuts. 
potatoes, barley and wheat. 

LOID land.-Ama~ paddy and fodder crop. 
Steps.-Instructive propaganda. 
Q. 14.-Yes, in this respect that the rate at which the acreage was 

increasing in the past has been checked, though the desired result has 
not yet been achieved. It cannot be denied that in consequence of the 
propaganda the cultivators have come to realise that the price of their 
commodities are regulated by the rule of "Supply and Demand." It 
will take some time for the cultivators, normally lacking in initiative 
as they are, to decide and translate their desire toaction. Besides the 
items of propaganda already adopted the following may be tried :-. . 

(1) Peripatetic cinema show. 
(2) Experiment and demonstration of the cultivation of substi

tution crops on selected plots in important villages by the 
Agricultural Department. 

(3) More extensive' propaganda by Agricultural Department for 
instructing the cultivators on practical lines to improve the 
quality of jute fibre and to reduce the cost .of cultivation. 

Q. 15.-Cost Rs. 60 per acre including .land rent, :etc. Yield II> 
. maunds per ~cre. .; . 

Q. 16~:aupees 10 per maund in Calcutt~ and Chittagong. 
Q. 17.-Illadequate demand from overseas and ,to less movements' of 

goods in Indi.a., . . . 
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Q. 18.-Yes. The Agricultural Department in the,normal activities 
may be assisted by Union Boards, Co-operative Societies and zemtndars 
and in their research- work by a representative working board in charge 
of an agricultural research institution to be financed from the proceeds 
of the export duty on. raw and manufactured goods: 

Q. 19.-The present system is not unsatisfactory though there ·is 
much room for improvement. It is beneficial to all concerned in this 
respect that it is compiled at the cheapest expense possible and it aims 
at reaching an approximately correct estimate. 

Q. 20.-The present system of grading kancha bales in the mufassal 
is not. satisfactory. Definite standards of quality should be prescribed 
aI I followed. 

The /atka system which is prevalent in Calcutta and which disturbs 
th equilibrium of the jute market in the mufassal, should be stopped. 

Q. 21~-Yes. Four markets in this subl,livision, i.e., one at each of 
the places, 'I1iz., Domar, Chilahati, Nilphamari and Saidpurfrom where 
j\lte is exported to Calcutta by railway. " 

Q. 22.-There are practical difficulties on the way of formation of 
co-operative societies. Such societies may ~ot be agreeable to run the· 
risk which attends the fluctuation of prices at the shipment centres. The 
marketing scheme, if successful, will do away with a large number of 
middlemen. . 

Q. 23.-F aria purchases from the growers keeping a margin of profit 
in rates and weight for himself. He delivers the goods to the bepari 
who again brings the stuff mixed with water so as to increase in weight 
to the principal hat where he sells the same at a margin of profit 
to the agents of the local merchants, who in their turn export the jute 
in kancha bale form through brokers to mill-owners and balers in 
Calcutta, keeping an adequate margin of profit for themselves. In some 
places the aratdar who provides storing accommodation, and occasionally 
funds, to the bepari, derives a small commission for the services rendered. 
Generally, the sale-proceeds are appropriated by the growers and dealers 
as follows, taking the price of jute sold in Calcutta at Rs. 10 per 
maund:-

(1) Grower 
(2) Cartage in up-country 
(3) Faria ... . .. 
(4) Bepari (with aratdar) ... 
(5) Commission agents of local merchants 
(6) Local merchant· . , 
(7) Railway freight including lllsurance, 

cartage, etc. 
(8) Calcutta brokers 

Total' 

Q. 24.-Yes. 

Rs. A. 

6 8 
o 4 
o 8 
o 8 
o 4 
o 8 

1 4 
04 

10 0 

Q. 25.-The raiyats are generally defrauded in weighment by the 
faria. The mal-practice may be stopped by establishing organised mar
kets where the raiyats can come in direct touch with established firms of 
merchants dealing with Calcutta mill-owners and balers. ' 

[The Su~diviaional Officer, Nilphamari, Rangp"r.] 
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Q. 26.-The system of pledging crop before harvestingi's not pre
valent here. 

Q .. 27.-Cultivatorsborrow money mainly from village mahajans and 
iotedars. 

Q. 28.-Not possible in view of the magnitude of ihe work involved. 
Q. 30.-For export to foreign countries tliere are fixed standards of 

pucca bales prescribed by the Calcutta Jute Balers Association. 
Q. 31.-The establishment of a jute grading and certifying board at 

each of the export centres may improve matters. 
Q. 32.-The working of the jute grading and certifying board may 

be studied before introduction of any scheme on the lines of the 
American Cotton Standards Act, 1923. 

Q. 33.-The mill-owners and balers may be persuaded to transact 
direct with the kancha bale consignors in the mufassal. . 

Q. 34.-Yes. Standards and grades of kancha bales are changed. 
Q. 35.-Yes, but not by legislation: if pos&ibb through a represen

tative board of jute mill-owners and balers. 
Q. 36.~tandards: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and rejection. 

Q. 37.-Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme is no doubt sound on 
principle but the administrative difficulties involved are almost 
insurmountable in the existing conditions. 

Q. 38.-The growers do not receive any authentic information l1bout 
the prices ruling in Calcutta. The price in the local market is regulated 
on the demand of the local merchants. 

Schedules of Calcutta prices may be broadcast through Union Boards 
at intervals. 

Q. 39.-Yes . 
. Q. 40.-Setting up of wireless telegraphy with loud speakers is not a 

practical idea. . 
Q. ·41.-Advisable but not practicable on account of the risk and 

expenses involved. 
Q. 43.-Yes. 

Q. 44.-(1) To co-ordinate the activities of the several branches of 
the trade. 

(2) To encourage propaganda and research work. 
(3) To arbitrate on matters in disput~. 
(4) To compile final forecast and returns. 
(5) To advise in matters connected with.the fixing up of standards 

of quality, etc. 
(6) To take steps for improvin~ marketing facilities and otherwise 

aiding the interests of the jute growers. 
(7) To suggest methods for bringing jute into use on commercial 

scale in variolls directions, e.g., in the consolidation of roads, platforms, 
etc. 

: -Q. 45.-Co-operationof· the other Provincial Governm,ents a~d. 
Indian States, e.g., Cooch- Behar, where also jute is g~own is indispens
able for the successful working of the committee. 
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Q. 46.-From the jute export duty. 
Q. 47.--The loss due to. substitution of jute by other materials, e.g., 

paper and the use of the elevator and bulk shipment in the grain
earrying trade in America is likely to be permanent. 

Q. 48.-Due to cheapness and stability of price and also to mechanical 
conveniences. 

Q. SO.-By stabilising the price of jute the loss may be partially 
recouped. . 

Q. Sl.-In the manufacture of carpets, l)unkha frills, screens and 
canvas, etc. A research lllay also be made whether jute of inferior 
quality and jute stalks may be converted into paper pulp. Jute may 
also be used in road construction. 

Q.S2.-No. The mills do not undertake any work of :6,ne spinning. 
Q. 53.-Yes. Half and half by the mill-owners and manufac

turers of jute articles and by taxation on bales exported .. ' 
Q. S4.-Yes. To popularise the domestic and commercial use of 

finished products. 
Q. SS.-Propaganda should be carried 011 in co-operation with the 

Indian Trade 'Commissioners abroad. 
Q. S6.-Yes. 
Q. S7.-By taxation on exported jute. 

No. 38. 

Maulvi Abdul Majid,· Subdivisional Officer, Caibandha, district 
Rangpur. 

Dated the 14th llfarch 1933. 

Q. l.-No. It should be left to informed and natural adjustment 
between demand and supply. 

Q. 2 (a).-l do not. Any method of procedure artificially or arbi-
trarily adopted will defeat its own end. . 

Q. 2 (b).-Does not arise. 
Q. 3.-Reasons~ 
(1) In order to rE.'gulate production, Government will have to make 

a complete and correct survey and maintain an authoritative register 
of all the culturable lands possessed by each individual cultivator, prior 
to, and at the time of, each sowing season. This would entail very 
heavy expenditure annually. . 

(2) A correct estimate will have to be made of the quantity of food 
crop, and other necessaries of life each cultivator requires, the extent 
of his. indebtedness and the possibility of the production of respective 
crops with reference to the lands in his possessiolJ.; qualitatively' and 
quantitatively, keeping sufficient margin for the unscientific state.~ of 
agriculture in thi!\ land and the dependence of each individual cultivator 
on the yearly weather condition. So a compulsory regul3tion is neither 
feasible nor desirable. . . . 
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Q. 4.-1, do· not know of a scheme, but I hope I-can formulate one. 
Itisthis:- . , 

(1) A standing committee of elected members from
. (a) the Association of jute mills, 
(b) association of jute merchants or farms, and 
(c) association of jute cultivators 

to be formed. . 

(2) This committee will take annually and keep a correct estimate 
and account of (1) the world demand of manufactured articles from jute, 
(2) the quantity of jute required for the manufacture of those articles, 
(3) the quantity of jute required for local consumption in mills and 
houst'hold affairs, and (4) the quantity of land or area required nor
mally for the production of the total quantity of jute noted above. 

(3) This will have to be done with the help of, arid in co-operation 
with, the Government and Government experts: 

(4) Having ascertained thus the total demand in the world market 
there should be sufficient propaganda by the above committee in· co
operation with the Government and local bodi"es and association of jute 
cultivators for the l'equired quantity of land required for the production 
of the requisite quantity. 

Q. 5."--Over-production is not only the cause to depress the price of 
jute. -It may be one of the causes. The main cause.is (i) the proverbial 
poverty of the cultivators and their consequent inability to hold on 
and dictate terms to the purchasers, and also (ii) the aQsolute dependance 
of the producers on the jute for cuttingdo)Vn their debts to the creditors, 
paying the rents, buying the necessaries of life, meeting the cost of .liti
gation and medical treatment, in fact every incident in life, from the sale 
proceeds. There must be another crop to supplement the jute or an 
industry for additional income to lighten the basket of burden weighing 
on the shoulder of cultivators. . 

Q. 6.:-Yes, there would be danger of such competition with the result 
of further depression of the jute price and consequent fall in the income 
and Gov:ernment revenue. . 

Q. 7.-No, I do notthink they would voluntarily come. 
Q. B.-It is likely and an answer to this question is deducible hom 

the answer to Questions Nos. IJo 7. 
Q. 9'.-1 am against regulation made compulsory by legislation,both 

as a policy and on principle, for more reasons than one. Under the 
present political, economic and industrial condition of the land, it would 
bring the Government into further discredit with illiterate millions~ 

11 •. 10.-This question does not arise in view of the opinion expressed 
in answer to Question No.9 above. Yet I would desire ta utilise these 
three agencies in the way outlined in answer to Question No. 4 above. 

Q. 11.-Does not arise . 

. Q. 12.-Co-operation 'of Government and the organ'isation in Behar 
and Assam would be necessary in any case. 

11.· 13.~I can sU:ggest notliing for the low lands. I suggest sugar
cane, groundnuts. (Chinaba'dam) , til and similar other crops.. Educative 
propaganda and free supply of seed grains. 
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Q. 14.-The prppaganda noted in the question could ~ot do much. 
It should have been conducte<l on the lines suggested under Question 
No.4. . 

Q. 15.-This is a very wide question and the cost of production and 
the yield of jute and the alternative crops vary in different districts 
and according to the nature, quality and position of the soil in the same 
district. Moreover, the nature, quantity and continuity of rainfall in 
the year, count for much in determining the matter of 'cost and yield. 
Therefore in this matter no standardised estimate and forecast are 
possible, e.g., the yield of jute in the soils of Mymensingh, Tippera, 
Jalpaigul'i and Pabna is more than that of the other districts of North 
Bengal. The quality also vary accordingly. The labour condition not 
being the same everywhere, the cost of cultivation, weeding, harvesting 
also differ in different districts. Roughly it may be said that the cost 
of cultivation of jute per acre vary on the average in these days from 
Rs. 14 to Rs. 18 and of sugarcane from Rs. 60 to Rs. 90 per acre (this 
includes crushing, etc., also). 

Q. 16.-ln the present economic conditions Rs. 7 to Rs. 9 would be 
fair price giving the cultivator a reasonable return. 

Q. 17.-The monopoly of the business in the hands of a few foreign 
and local firms and mill-owners, the absolute indebtedness and so help
lessness of the cultivators and the absence of free foreign competition 
and free trade are, in my opinion, the chief factors to bring about the 
fall of the price of raw and manufactured jute. 

Q. 18.-The quantity and quality of assistance now rendered by the 
Department of Agriculture to the cultivator is practically nil and there
fore it has no justification for its- existence and continuity: - InsteaCl. of 
confining its activity to the so-called research. work only if it is made 
to make the cultivators willingly seek its free aid, and "that profitably, to 
bring their antiquated type of cultivation more and more'in line with 
the improved and scientific culture of each particular crop and its econo

,mic growth, then, and then only, it can have the justification' for 
its existence at such an enormous cost. The department h-as had to be 
popularised. 

Q. 19~-The present system is not satisfactory at alL It is very 
defective. The ultimate source of information for these forecasts is the 
village chaukidar, and the less said about the correct nature 01' autho
ritative,character of the information supplied the better. It may h~lp, 
1 do not know, the baler or t.he mill-owner, but it does no one else;. 1 
would prefer instead, the collection of the information through the 
gradation of the order of tenancies, coming down ultimately to the actual 
cultivator, by an institution of experts, working directly under the 
Government, who would compile and publish the jute forecast through 
Government. 

Q. 20.-The present forms and methods are not satisfactory from the 
point of view of the growers and t.he community generally directly, and 
the balers and the mill-owners indirectly. The reason is in the answer 
to the next question. _ 

Q. 21.-1 am in favour of establishing organised- markets for jute in 
the various districts of Bengal, Assam and Behar (growing jute), alniost 
similar to those. provided for cottol), in the CentralProvinces,.~te."by the 
[The SubdiMonalOjficer, Gai~andha, Rangpur.] 
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Central PrDvinces CDttDn Market Act Df 1932 with certain 
mDdificatiDns : -= c 

(i) 1 will have the big balers and the mill-Dwners purchase a certain 
percentage Df their tDtal consumptiDn in these markets directly frDm the 
grDwers. 

(ii) There shDuld be a market cDmmittee to. check, amDngst Dthers. 
that the purchasers do. nDt fDrm a clique, in the matter _ Df purchase. 
against the grDwers and assume the rDll Df the dictatDr Df the pric~the 
price being daily published in the market by the GDvernment thrDugh 
the market cDmmittee. --

(iii) Each market shDuld be so. IDcated as to affDrd DppDrtunity fDr 
easy impDrt into. the market and an annual sale Df jute fDr at least 5 to 
7 lakh Df maunds in the minimum. 

It wDuld certainly be advantageDus to. the cultivatDr. The number 
of such markets in each district wDuld depend Dn the nature Df the com
municatiDn, transpDrt, facility and the cDmpact character Df the area 
under cultivatiDn. 

Q. 22.-1 wDuld very much like to. give this idea a trial. 

Q. 23.-The answer cannot but be as vague as the question itself. 
There is no standardised or recognised system or forms-of remuneration. 
It is a matter of haggling and bargaining-one trying to get openly or 
clandestinely as much as and the other trying to give as less as possible~ 

Q. 24.-1 think, no. 

_ Q. 25 and Q. 26.--:-The cultivator with his pinch of poverty and the 
threatening demand for rent by the landlord and for the money by the 
creditDr, is much in need for immediate sale, giving rise to. all sDrts Df 
inequitable customs, to. the detriment of tlie interest of the cultivator
the custDm of pledging the crDp is Dne of them. The terms must vary, 
8S _ can be easily understood, in -each individual case according to the 
intensity of the want of the cultivator and the absence of the Hoating 
money in the locality. 

Q. 27.-They do generally from the Marwari and the few money
lenders, as also, and that in recent years, from the local banks and loan 
companies. Yes, it is correct. It does affect the pric~for in such 
cases the grower is entirely in the grip of money lending purchaser. 
1 would prefer the amalgamation and co-ordination of all existing banks 
and their working on a system with some similarity with Co-operative 
Banks with necessary modifications. 

Q. 28.-This is a very big question and should have formed a separate 
subject for enquiry. The answer is not free from complication. 1 con
sider it possible to bring the whole system of marketing jute into the 
hands of a co-operative organisation under the supervising control of 
the Government financed, partly by (1) the Government, (2)- from 
deposits from the Insurance Companies, (3) the Reserve Funds of indi
genous funds and loan offices and (4) from such other sOllrces as may 
consider a deposit there, a safe investment. The details may be worked 
out if this scheme is approved. _ -

-- . 
Q.29 and Q. 30.-The answe~s to t~ese .q~estionB may be gathered 

from the proper quarter. I admIt my mablhty to supply one -
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, Q. 31.-The answer to the first part depends on the correct answer 
to Questions Nos. 29' anq30. The answer to the second part is that such a 
legislation is unnecessary, if the market is thrown open to the whole 
world on terms of equality of advantages and privileges. ' , 

Q. 32.-1 would not object to the introduction of a system of stand
ards adopted on the lines of the American Cotton Standards Act, 1923, 
yet consistently to my views expre,ssed in the answers to the previous 
questions, for the pucca bales in Bengal and Assam. 

Q. 33.-1 consider not satisfactory. The system is best learnt by 
examining it locally (Calcutta Market). The answei' to Question No. 21 
(i) should be i~pleniented to it. 

Q. 34.-1 do not know. 

Q. 35 and Q. 36.-The answer to these questions requires further 
enquiry into the matter. 

Q. 37.-1 am against Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme. It would 
:further strengthen the overhead monopoly, viz., 'monopoly of the whole 
jute. business by those who are practically the dichltors to-day, leaving 
the producers entirely at their mercy.' It militates against open market 
-and free trade system. 

Q. 38 and Q. 39.-No. The position is not satisfactory and the 
remedy lies in answer (iii) to Question No. 21. 

Q. 40.-1 do not think wireless with loud speaker is at all necessary. 

Q. 41.-The answer to the question is fo be found in my answer to 
Question No. 28. ' 

Q. 42.-The answer to this question depends on the adoption of the 
-scheme of creation of sale markets and the creation of market com':' 
mittees. If that is done the necessity or otherwise for points raised in 
the question would be best decided in consultation with and the demand 
by the market committee. 

Q. 43.-No. 

Q. 44 to Q •• 46.-Do not arise. 

Q. 47 to Q. 53.-N o. My knowledge and information are insufficient. 

Q. 54.-Not necessary at this stage. 

Q. 55.-Does not arise. 

Q. 56 and Q. 57.-Yes, the organisation named in answer to Question 
No. 28. 

Q. S8.-By mutual agreement and adjustment. 

{The SubrlitJiBionaZ OJftcer. GGibaltdha, R~r.] 



No. 39. 

Babu Cirish Chandra !;las, Subdivisional Officer, Kurigram, district 
Jlan~pur. 

Dated the 13th Alarch 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-An attempt might be made in the direction though the 

task would be a stupendous and an uphill one. . 

Q. 2 (b).-Mainly to steady ,prices, but immediate object is to .raise 
the same. . , 

Q. 3.-No doubt regulation is a difficult task for following reasons:

(i) Expected demands of tM! market should be laid -before the public 
long before the agriculturists take to cultivating lands for growing 
jute. 

(ii) In places where there have not been settlement operations we 
all practically go on guess work as far as area which is the most impor,t
ant factor of the subject concerned. This is a great impediment 
at present in the matter of regulation. 

Difficulties referred to above would apply to present circumstances 
but certainly it is feasible. 

Q.4.-No. 
fl,. 5.--Over-pr.oduction, dearth of d<lmand, and competition. 

Q. 6.---In India not possible. Might be in other countries. Com
petition outside India might result in reduction of demand for the crop 
and consequent reduction in prices in Bengal. 

_ Q. 7.-Cultivators as a class are credulous fellows and speculators in 
the matter of growing jute--as such they will not voluntarIly choose to 
come under any scheme of regulation. 

Q. S.-Yes. 

Q. 9.-1 am for regulating production to be made compulsory by 
legislation. Within the short time allowed to me I could not offer an 
outline of legislation as desired. . 

Q. 10.-With the help of agencies referred t'o in(a) and (b). They 
are in direct touch with the agriculturists.' ". 

Q. 11.-Yes. 

Q. 12.-Yes. Specially for adjoining and. contiguous areas of the 
bordering Provinces. . .. 

Q. 13.~I would suggest sugarcane "Coimbatore 213" ,w:hic4 thriv~s 
well both in the low and high lands. . 

Q. 14.-1 do not think to any appreciable extent. Yes, by aUmean~, 
we should continue the propaganda. 

Q. 17.-Vide reply to Question~~.5·. 
9 
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Q. 19.--Yes, until another machinerv' is set. If touring officers of 
all departments could· supervise this work ·then more accurate figures 
could be had. 

Q. 21.-Yes. One at Chilmari. 
Q. 22.-Yes, by formation of Village Co-operative Societies. 
Q. 25.-They sell at 120 tola seer. weights thus losing 40 tolas in .a 

se.e'l'-besides this, 'farias take one bundle of jute. By criminal prose
cutions. 

Q. 26.-Not that I am aware of. 
Q. 38~-Hardly any reliable. I would suggest that such price should 

be hung up at than~ from where cultivators may get news~ 
Q. 40.-Loud speakers at big markets would be of great use for this 

purpose. 
Q.S3.-Yes. 
Q. 54."'-That would be very useful. 
Q. 55.-Bysending representatives. 
Q. S6.-Yes. 
Q. S7.-Bengal Presidency Jute Market Committee helped by 

Government. 

No. 40. 

Maulvi M. A. Khan, Secretary, Muhammadan Association, Rangpur. 

Dated the Nth lIfarch 1933. 

Q. 1 and Q. 2 (a).-I should think so. 
Q. 2 (b).-The main object and likely effect of such regulayon would 

be both to raise and to steady the prices of raw fibre. 
Q. S.-In· my opinion the factors which depress the price of jute, 

are its over-production and decreased demand. I do not think that prices 
have been poor only at times of financial or other crisis. During the 
time of- the last Great War, the prices were abnormally high, owing 
to its great demand by the combatants. . 

Q. 7.-No. 
Q. B.-Any attempt to regulate production, on a voluntary basis, 

would totally fail, as the producers are all illiterate and do not under
stand their own welfare. They must be compelled to understand it. 

Q. 9.-:-1 am strongly for regulation made compulsory by legislation. 
The legislation shall take the line of increasing or decreasing the 

acreage of lands for sowing them with jute crop in accordance with the 
world wide demand of it, to regulate the price and keep it steady. 

Q. 10.-The Union Board, 1 think, would be for the present, the best 
statutory body to implement. compulsory regulation than the rest. 

Q. 11.-1 have no definite idea of such Marketing Board but the 
method might be tried experimentally. 
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Q. 12.-1 should think so • 
. Q .• 13.~The alternate crops for high lands ~ould be- for Rangpur 

district, sugarcane, tobacco, cereals, etc., and for low lands-boro paddies 
or boona paddies. 

The cultivators will have to be induced first by propaganda work to 
break down their long imbibed prejudice; when they will find out the 
benefit, they will voluntarily do so. ' 

Q. 14.-The first propaganda was more or less successful but the 
'second one was not, as some of the people believe it to -be work of 
Congress for some ulterior motives. 

, Such propagandas ought to be continued. It should be carried out 
through the Union Boards and thana officers. The benefit accruing to ' 
the growers should be explained to them in hats, bazars and melas, like 
missionaries. 

Q. 16.-~he fair price level, would, I think be from Rs. 5 to Rs. 7~ 
Q. 18.-It would be a good.thing, if this could be done. 
For the present the Department of Agriculture is the best agency. 
Q. 19.-The present system of compiling and publishing the jute 

forecast} is not beneficial from the point of view of (a) the growers, 
who have not the least intimation of such matters. It may be beneficial 
to (b) and (c) because they can fix their prices beforehand. 

Q. 20.-1 do not think they are satisfactory from the point of view of 
the growers as their ignorance and dependence upon the .middlemen are 
great and are exploited by these unscrupulous persons. 

Q. 22.-It would be good thing if these unscrupulous middlemen and 
beparis could be eliminated out of the market. 

· Formation of some village society which can buy jutes from the 
growers in small or large quantities and pay cash down at a reasonable 
and fixed price (if possible) would do immense good to the growers.who 
want money badly to keep them above starvation and payoff their land-

• lords and creditors who patrol the villages about the jute seaso~ and 
press for money. 

Q. 25.-1 should think so. 
Q. 26.-1n some cases they do. 
Q. 27.-The cultivators borrow from village mahajans, co-operative 

· village societies and banks. 
It would not be' correct to say that in large majority of cases, the 

creditors are also the buyers of the crops but where it is, the growers 
get considerably lesser price than they would get in an open market. 

Q. 37.-The scheme is a good one and might be tried experimentally 
and the result watched. , 

Q. 38.-They do not in the majority of cases. The literate growers, 
if there be any, glean the price in the vernacular weekly papers at best. 

The village chaukidarSi, under the responsibility of the Union Boards, 
would, I think, be the best persons at present to- communicate in their 
respective beats and market places the latest bulletin as to market price 

, of jutes prevailing in Calcutta. -
Merchants and manufacturers easily know the price and manipulate 

· the information to mislead and cheat the growers who go to them for sale 
of their stock. 
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Q. 40.-Wde apswer to Question No. 38. 
I do not think t'bit wireless telegraphy with loud speakers woulil be 

of any real service to the cultivators who are mostly illiterate. The sys
tem, runs the -risk of )eing mis-stated and misrepresented to the culti~ 
vators by designing persons. 

Q. 41.-1 should think so. 
lt should be done by the Government for the present. Private 

agency would not do. 
lt would be very helpful, if Government is inclined to do BO. 

I am sorry, short time at my disposal prevents me to chalk out a 
comprehensive scheme. 

Q. 43.-1 should think it necessary. 

No. 41. 

North Bengal' Zemindars Association-, Rangpur. 

Dated the 14th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes.' 
"Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b).-To steady prices of jute fibre if not to raise it. 
Q. 5.-0ver-production is one of the factors which depress the price 

ot jute. 
Q. '6.-Danger of competition from substitute crops either in India 

or in other countries is very remote. • 
Q. 7.-No sclwme of voluntary regulation of the jute crop stands 

any good chance of success in the present condition of the country. 
Q. S.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-Legislation is the only method of regulating the crop in the 

interests of aU concerned. 
Q. 10.-Yes, (a), (b) and (c) should be utilised together. 
Q. 11.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-Aus paddy is the only substitute for jute so far as low lands 

are concerned. 
Q. 14.-Yes, the propaganda had some effect. 
Q. 16.-In view of the existing cheap labour conditions and the 

prices of all the necessaries of life, Rs. 5 a maund, may be· considered 
a fair price of jute. 

Q. 1S.-Agricultural research and propaganda to assist the grower 
in producing better jute and especially to lower his cost of production 
are highly desirable. 

*Vice·President. Babu Surendra Chandra Roy Chowdhury~] 
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. The committee. of my association are generalll in accord w~th the 
VI~WS expressed In the note 'on proposed Jute Control Corporation 
,!rItten by Mr. A; P .. McDougall, ~.B.E. (Appendix C) with this modifica
tion of the c.onstItutlOn of the DIrectorate (vide page 28) that at least 
3 representatIves of the landholders should be included in the Directprate. 

No. 42. 

Messrs. Ceorge Henderson " Company, Limited, Caibandha Branch, 
I 

district Rangpur. 

Dated the 19th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes, production of jute requires regulation to stop over
production. 

Q. 2 (a).-It is possible with the help of Government. 
Q. 2 (b).-It would tend to make prices steady for the raw fibre and 

this would stop unnecessary fluctuation. 
Q. 5~ver-production, also financial crIsis and the yoor demand 

from over-seas. 
Q. 7.--Cllltivators would not voluntarily come under a scheme of 

regulation of the jute crop unless it was properly explained to them 
and the benefits they would derive and this must be done by Govern
ment alone. 

Q. B.-Voluntary basis would fail on the ground that. success 
achieved in one year would make the cultivator inclined to sow more 
the following year. Only Government regulation could stop jhis. 

Q. 9.-Regulatio~ made compulsory bf legislation. would be the only 
cure for over-production and a stable- prlce. 

Q. 10.-The help' of (a) Union Boards, (b) Co-operative Societies, 
(c) zemindars would be essential to implement compulsory regulation. 

Q. 11.-If widespread evasion of jute regulation, procedure is 
apprehended it could not be checked if the purchase of jute wl!re con
centrated in a Jute Marketing Board and- the only department which 
could detect increase in total yield, and therefore in total acreage, would 
be the Bengal Agriculture Department which gets the help of the Union 
Boards through the local thanas. 

Q. 12.-The Governments of Bihar and Assam must come into line 
with Bengal or else the whole scheme of regulation of jute cultivation 
would not have the full desired effect if only it was made compulsory 
'in Bengal. ' 

Q. 13.-The alternative crop for highland sugarcane can be given 
and midland tobacco (in North Bengal) only, lowland aus paddy. To 
encourage sugarcane for the liighland, free cuttings of sugarcane should 
be distributed in a much larger scale by Government. 

Q. 14.--Government and other propaganda during the last two 
seasons has had some' effect in keeping down the area of jute under 
cultivation and Buch propaganda should be continued. 
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Q. 15.-Normal (!ost of cultivation is about Rs. 3 per maund since 
1931-32 and average 'yield per acre is from 12 to 15 maunds, and for 
paddy average yield per acre 24: ma~nds to 28 maunds and cost is -
about Re. 1-2 to Re. 1-4 per maund. In growing paddy they are· 
theref9re l,osing and so are inclined to grow more jute. 

Q. 16.-Rs. 5 per maund would be a fair price level for jute to bring 
a reasonable return to the cultivator for sowing it. 

Q. 18.-'l'he Agriculture Department should assist the grower in 
producing better jute ],ut as regards to lower cost of his production he 
is about down to rock bottom. . 

Q. 19.-The present system of compiling and publishing the jute 
forecast is far from satisfactory as the -figures that are brought in by 
the villa&,e chaukidars to the thana,. al'e not properly cherked by any 
responsible Officer from the Agri~ultural Department. These figures 
are in turn given to the Circle Officers who take ~he ·figures as correct 
and they are forwarded to the Collector of the district and then to 
the Agricultural Department who modifies it. The suggestion is that 
until Government fix by regulation the acreag~ to be ·sown correct 
figures will be hard to get and until these regulations come into force 
besides reports from thanas through village chaukidars. union boards 
and local boards may be asked to submit acreage figures. 

Q. 20.-The present forms and methods of grading and marketing 
jute in the mu/assal is not satisfactory t<l the grower and the middle
men as the standards once agreed on at the beginning of the season 
subsequently change as the season progresses. ' . 

Q. 2i-Formation of village co-operative societies would be a great 
help in bringing the raiyat closely into touch with the jute baler. 

Q. 23.--Faria and bepari act as middlemen between the raiyat and 
jute buyers and their l'emuneration is very small, since last 2 years 
about 2 annas per maund. 

Q. 25.-Marketing customs detrimental to the raiyat are that in every , 
district they sell in a dilferent weight from 60 sicca weight to 96 sicca 
weight. ' A standard weight, such as 80 .~icca weight, should be adopted 
in the whole of Bengal. CoochBehar is the only place where they are. 
made to sell in 80 sicca weight. 

Q. 26.-Previously cultivators used to pledge their crops before 
hl,\rvesting but since 1931 this custom has practically ceased owing to 
tightness of money. 

Q. 27.-Cultivators borrow from local banks and mahajans who in 
turn charge interest on the money lent and also take a bond from the 
cultivator to supply them with jute and value it less by one-third of 
the prices prevailing. This must affect the cultivator and he loses by 
this transaction; 

Q. 28.-To bring the whole system of marketing jute into the hands 
of co-operative organization this only can be done under a scheme as 
outlined by Mr. A. P;. MacDougall in Appendix C. 
[Me881'.t George Hender80n & Co., Gaibandha Bronch, Rangp1lr.] 
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Q. 33.-The method of marketing. jute in Calcutta is satisfactory. 
All upcountry jute merchants have their principals in Calcutta and 
their brokers go round and offer their jute to the mills and balers. 
There are fixed standards. 

Q. 34.-Yes, standards are sometimes changed eVen in the middlo 
of the season due to competitors vieing with each other to pack a bette! 
mark and so mills try to pick those marks which are of the best_. 

Q. 35.-Fixed standard for loose jute should be fixed by legislation 
or by the Chamber of Commerce and a proper Arbitration Board 
appointed to deal with disputes. 

Q. 36.-The present standards as worked in 1932-33 should be fixed, 
i.e., 4, R, LR, XLR, with proper guarantees to be fixed by the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce in consultation with the Jilte Mills Association, 
and merchants should pack to the guarantee and not to their own 
standard .of the mark. There would be no necessity for any authority 
to supervise the standard, the manager of the firm would supervise 
and be responsible and if the mills or balers found the· marks not up 
to guarantee it would be referred to the Arbitration Board whose award 
would be final. . 

Q. 38.-The information the grower gets is from the middlemen 
who in turn get the fatka information and this market being a specu
lative market is unable to give correct information and so upsets the 
interior market. Tbe only suggestion is to .do away with the fatka 
market and then· what information is received from Calcutta would be a 
correct one as it would deal with the prices of business being done 
with mills. 

Government should pUblish. a da~~ market report in an Englishand 
vernacular papers and this information would reach the grower more. 
rapidly. But the latka market should be abolished. 

Q. 39.-The Government report published could also des.! with stocks, 
quality, demand, etc. 

Q. 40.-Owing to the transit facilities and telegraph_ centres we do 
not think the grower can receive information more rapidly. Wireless 
would not 1:Ie of much assistance. 

No. 43. 

The Collector of Burdwan. 

Dated the 23,'d March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Some are of opinion that production of jute requires regula-. 
tion while others doubt if such regulation will be needed when normal 
conditions return. 

Q. 2 (a).-Possible to a certain extent. 
Q. 2 (b).-There are differences of opinion on the subject. Some are 

in favour of diminishing the area under jute cultivation and thereby 
l'llising the 'price over the present low rate and steadying it at a 
·moderate rate leaving sufficient margin of profit for the growers and 
dea'lers. Some are of opinion to safeguard the interest of. actual 
growers against· middlemen and speculators. 
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Q. 4.-Overwhehning inajority do not know of any scheme. Very 
few say that control of raw material like cotton has been successful· 
in America by adjustment of tariff and by controlling boards. Jute 
in India is similar to cotton in America. 

Q. 5.-W orId-wide economic crISIS is the main factor . although 
overproduction has a little effect in diminishing the price. 

Q. 6.-There is no danger of competition from substitute crops 
either in India or abroad. .. 

Q: 7.-No. 
Q. S.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-compulsory legislation desirable but the success is doubtful. 

Certain percentage of the total area under one's cultivation may be 
fixed as the maximum area for jute cultivation and Government may 
issue orders each year on what proportion jute should be grown. 

Q. -10.-Union Boards as weil as Co-operativ& Soci!lties. .. 
Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 

Q. 13.-8ugarcane, cotton, vegetables, etc., on high lands. AUG 

paddy, etc., in low lands. In case of decrease in area of jute the 
cultivators will welcome any suggestion that may be given to them by 
the Agricultural Department. 

Q. 14.-Yes, to some extent. The propaganda Ihould be continued 
by organising lantern lectures at suitable centres fixed by the District 
Magistrate. 

Q. 15.-N ormal cost of cultivation of jute per acre--Rs. 25 to Rs. 35. 
Normal cost of cultivation of sugarcane per acre--Rs. 30 to Rs.40. 
Normal cost of cultivation of aUG paddy per acre--Rs. 15 to Rs. 25. 
Normal yield of jute per acre--12 to 18 maunds. 
Normal 'yield of sugarcane per acre--l0 to 15 maunds of gur. 
Normal yield of aus paddy-15 to 20 maunds. 

Q. 'is.-Rupees 6 to Rs. 8 per maund. 

Q. 17.-Decrease in demand is the chief factor in bringing about 
the fall in price of raw jute. • 

Q. 18.-Agricultural research and propaganda should be continued 
for the production of better jute at a lower cost of production. 

Q. 19.-Present system of -compilation and publication of jute fore
cost is beneficial only to mill-owners and balers and beneficial, to some 
extent, to the middlemen. Broadcasting at villages may be beneficial 
to actual growers. 

Q. 20..-Present form of grueling and marketing jute in mufossal 
are not satisfactory from the point of view of growers though it may, 
to a certain extent, benefit the dealer~, mill-owners and the middlemen. 

Q. 21.-Establishment of organised markets are desirable. Nu~ber 
of markets will vary according to the condition in each distric~. 

Q. 22.-Yes, "partially by co-operative societies. MidCllemen can·· 
not altogether be eliminated. 
{The Collector oJ Burdwan.] 
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Q. 23.-In this district farias are not known. Beparis purchase 
from cultivat~r8 at a small profit. 

Q. 24.--certainly, the multiplicity of middlemen causes the culti
vators to get lower price. Unsteadiness of market rate is also respon. 
sible to a certain extent. 

. :r. 

Q. 25.-Deduction from price settled as kayali, iswar britti, allow
ance for dryage, the daJali and the like diminish the profits to the 
culti va tors. 

Q. 26.-The growers generally do not pledge crops before harvest
ing. 

Q. 27.-They bOrrow from mahajans as well as from the· jute 
dealers in the nearest market. In such cases cultivators get less than 
market value. No. 

Q. 28.-Possible by organising Co-operative Societies with a central 
store in the bazar. 

Q. 35.-Yes, by legislation. 

Q. 36.-Standard to be suggested by an expert committee and t() 
be supervised by an independent authorIty binding sellers and buyers_ 

Q. 37.-Mr: McDougall's marketing scheme may be workable. 

Q. 38.-'-Cultivators of jute generally do not r.eceiveany .market 
informations. They may be informed of the market conditions through 
wide circulation of leaflets and by publication of the same in the 
newspaper; 

Q. 39.-Yes. The actual prices of different qualities of jute. 

Q. 40.-Reliable information can be made to reach growers rapidly 
by wireless telegral!hy at convenient centres. 

Q. 41.-Yes. By Government: Yes. The scheme p,an be finance a 
by the Imperial and other reliable Banks on the security of tire jute 
purchased and stocked. 

Q. 42.-Yes, to bring in steady prices. 

Q.43.-Yes. 

Q. 44.-To regulate price, as well as area. 

Q. 45..-N o. A central committee with representatives from Benga'!r 
- Bihar, Orissa and Assam may be formed. 

Q. 46.-By provincial 'Governments. 

Q. ~~ to 52_Unnecessary, as there are hardly any substitutes for 
competItIOn. 

Q. 53.-Yes. By Government. 

Q. 54.-Yes. 

Q. 55.-Publication of booklets containing all necessary information 
regarding jute. 

Q.56.-No. 
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No. 44. 

khan Bahadur Maulvi A. K. Kabiruddin Ahmad, Chairman, Central 
Co-operative Bank, Faridpur. 

tQ. 1.-Yes. 
'Q.2 (a)-Yes. 

Dated the 20th iJlarch 1933. 

Q. 2 (b).-To raise the price to a reasonable amount and also to 
!itea.dy. it to a great extent. This will not only benefit the raiyats, but 
the Zemindars, money-lenders, and even the Government will bE' 
benfited to a great extent. 

Q. 3 ........ Does not arise. 
Q. 4.-1 do not know. 
Q. 5.-Low prices are mainly due to overproduction. The fore

~ast plays a prominent part in this, but adversely to the interests of 
the growers, as it helps the purchaser only. Financial and other crises 
may have some remote bearing on the prices to.a certain extent, but 
not to the extent as at present. If there :were regulation to control 
production, such crisis, so far as it affects the cultivators, would have 
heen reduced to a minimum. It is not a fact that prices have been 
poor only at times of crises. 

Q. 6.-1 do not know. 
Q.-7.-No. The cultivators would not willingly submit to this. 

13ut 1 think it is the duty of Government to see to this. If the facts 
"be properly and sympathetically explained by officials and non-officials 
.Ox the l,ight type, 1 do not think there would be much opposition in the 
beginning, and later on there would be no opposition at all; specially, 
:as the present time is the most oppOi'tune one for the purpose and the 
<cultivators, of their own accord, are taking to the cultivation of other 
-crops. But much would depend on the agency employed for the 
purpose. 
. Q. 8.-Yes. It would be useless expenditure of energy to attempt 
-this, but prebably not on the ground that success in one year would 
tend towards increase in sowing next year. 1 think it would never 
work at aU. Few would agree voluntarily to adopt the scheme, and 
it·w,ould be impossible to control production. 

Q. 9.-It is.not possible to deal with this question in a short note 
and with the short time at our disposal for reply. 1 am convinced that 
without regulation made compulsory by 'legislation, no useful purpose 
would be served. The scheme (Appendix C) with - modification and 
lllteration. may be adopted. Rules for cultivation and control of ganja 
(in N aogaon, Rajllhahi) would be helpful i~ framing the rules for 
~ontrol of jute. The total acreage under cultivation and the acreage 
under jute may be ascertained from Government Statistics and the 
District Settlement Records (though in some cases the record would be 
over 20 years old). Normal average price should be calculated and the 
-average acreage for production of jute should be fixed. The district 
officerf with .his subordinates assisted bv the members of Loral and 
Union Boards would be able to oontrol the cultivation. 
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Q~"10.-The ass'5.stance and co-operation of the agencies mentioned 
(except that of the Zemindara) with the active and sympathetic guid~ 
ance of Di&trict Officers with" his subordinates, would be more than 
sufficient for the purpose. 

Q. 11.-Please see answer to Question No~ 37. Jute control corpora
tion is absolutely necessary. 

Q. 12.-For the purpose of control of production, the Act :may 
be extended to the Provinces of Bihar and Assam. It may be enacted 
by the Government of India. .' 

Q. 13.-The average raiyat knows very well what would be the 
best crop for the excess portion of his land.· Necessary instructions 
may be promulgated through the Union Boards. I know that there 
has already been a movement among many cultivators, on account of 
the low pri!!e of jute, to take to other crops, such as.sugarcane, garlics, 
etc., of theIr own accord. ~ 

Q. 14.-No. In fact the propaganda had the opposite effect in most 
places. But the fall in price of jute had opened the eyes of the culti
vators to a certain extent. Propag.anda would be useless waste of pub
lic money, lind lam afraid, it .may have the opposite effect. 

Regulation alone could save the situation. 
Q. 17.-Over-production. 
Q. 18.-It will be sheer waste of public mone;y to continue this 

propaganda by the Agricultural Department. Propaganda work 
should be entrusted to the Union Boards under the supervi:;ion of the 
Subdivisional Officers and Circle Officers. The officers of the Co-

- operative Department. also can help to a great extent. If real work 
is intended, it should not be left to the Agricultural Department. 

Q. 19.-1 do not think it serves any useful purpose, so far as the 
growers are concerned. It may probably. help the others a lot. The 
growers have neither the opportunity nor the capacity to take advantage 
of these forecasts. It is doubtful if ever there was any intention of 
these being helpful to the growers. 

Q. 20~1 do not knQ.w. 
Q. 21~The scheme (Appendix C) with alterations and modifica

tion may be useful. 

Q. 22.-No. These. sorts ofiilstitutions would never be ·useful. 
Jute control is the only remedy. The raiyats can never be benefited 
otherwise. 

Q. 23.-1 do not know .. 

Q. 24.-Yes. The greater the number of middlemen-the 
exploiters, the smaller the price the poor growers will get. 

Q. 25.-1 do not know. 

Q. 2G.-In many places. the cultivators are given advances, or 
dadon, by Marwaris and others before the crop is sown,and they have 
to give the crop at a low rate per maund fixed at the time of the advance .. 
The advances are generally -part payment of the actual value of the 
crop. The s:vstem at Bari Salam is also in vogue in many places. 
Orthodox Moslems;: who do not take interest for loans advanced, pur
chase the future crop outright at a very low rate per maund. 



Q. 27.--Cultivato,rs ordinarily borrow from vill~ge mahajans, co
operative credit societies, and, in some cases, from wealthy villagers. 
In majority of cases, except those mentioned in answer to Question 
No. 26, the credito.rs are not the buyers. The only suggestion that 
appears feasible to me is the enactment of an Act to regulate production 
and safeguard the price (vide Question 37). Co-operative credit 
societies, if these could be run on really business lines and controlled by 
the District Magistrate, could have saved the situation. But so long as 
these societies are to be managed, in the majority of cases, by unprin
cipled village panchayets, and superviseel by dishonest and corrupt bank 
officials, and there be no penal section in the Act, for the Registrar or 
his subordinates, to bring to book the offender without putting the 
oI'dinary -machinery of law into action, it would be advi':!able not to 
organise credit societies for this purpose. -

Q. 28.-It is nQt only possible but urgently necessary to have such 
an organisation as is contemplated in Appendix C. But any other 
co-operative organi&ation, speciallY'like those which have been 
liquidated, would be a colossal failure. It is the most inopportune 
time to think of m,arketing jute through such co-operative organisations. 
It will take years for the jute growers of the localities, where these 
liquidated societies held their activities, to forget the consequence of 
liquidation. . 

. Q. 29 to Q. 36.-1 have no information. 
Q. 37.-This scheme is an admirable one, and with modification to 

suit local condition, should be immediately adopted by Government, 
if the Government sincerely want to save the jute industry, and the jute 
~rowers of Bengal. I would also refer to my answers to Qu~stions 
Nos. 21, 22, and 28, in this connection. 

Q. 38.-No. It is not possible to fmpply information; and even H 
supplied, it will be of little use; growers would not mind it. 

it. 

Q. 39.-None. 
Q. 40.-Not necessary at all, as few indeed would take advantage of 

Q. 41.-No. The jute control corporation would be sufficient. 
Q. 42 to Q. 52.-1 have no opinion to offer. 
Q. 53 and Q. 54.-At present it will lie useless waste of public money. 

This may be taken up later on. The Government should immediately 
take up the question of saving the jute growers of Bengal. 

Q. 55 to Q. 58.-No opinion. 
I beg to append the following short note on Appendix C. A.s 

stated in answer to Question No. 37, it is an excellent scheme and 
requires the most C'.areful immediate consideration. I would sug~est 
that the proposed Directorate (page 28) should have-

(0) The Member of the Boarel of Revenue as its ex-officio Chair
man· 

(b) The cuitivators should be represented not by the 1} Directors of 
Agriculture, but by 4 .Commissio~e.rs., of the Presi~ellcy, 
Dacca, Rajshahi and Chlttagong Dlvlslons, and the DIrector 
of Agriculture, . Bengal. 

I would also suggest that there should be at least 3 non-official 
representatives of the growers nominated by Government. 
IThA! Chairman, Central Co-operatitJe Bank, Faridpur:l 
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No. 45-

Maulvi Fazle Ali Khan, Secretary, NabinagarCentral ,Co-operative 
Bank, TipperL 

Dated the 16th March 1933. 

(Same as statement on pages 93.95.) 

No. 46. 

Babu Kalipada Maitra. Subdivisional OfficerJ MunshiganJ, Dacca. 

Dated the 11th March 1.933. 

Q. 1.-1 certainly think thatth.e productiou req'ijires regulation 
as the supply in recent years has boon far in excess of the demand 
bringing about a crisis and fall in the price below the eost rate. 

Q. 2 (a)-It is possible to regulate acreage of jute with reference 
to the expected demand of the market. But 1 must confess that it 
is not possible to regulate the net outturn,as nobody can contr~l 
weather cOllditious. Because of the want of timely rain, plants are 
sometimes destroyed late in the season giving no opportunities for 
fresh sowings. Untimely floods also affect the net outturn and 'we 
cannot regulate -such acts of God~ 

Q. 2 (b)-The main object of the regulation would now be to 
steady the prices of ra\v fibre t'or that the. growers can secure the cost 
of production plus a reasonabl~ .margin, ~ay, Rs. 2 .t? R&:. 3 per 
maund. If thls amounts to ralsmg the pl'lce now prevalhrig, It would 
come in as a consequential effect and not the primary object, though 
both seem inter-related. Any object or attempt to raise the prices 
from Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 per maund is now out of question, for because 
of the world-wide trade, depression there has been a general'fall in 
prices of every commodity. 

Q. 3.-As 1 believe in the possibility of regulating the production, 
this question does not arise in my case. 

Q. 4.-1 have no personal 'knowledge of any scheme of control of 
pl-oduction of any raw material. But I have heard that in America 
ihey have succeeded in controlling cotton production or rat.her cotton 
market.s, if need be, by burning down the excess production. Jute is 
a. fibre too and it can be similarly controlled, though 1 do not believe 
in wasting it by burning. , 

Q. So-The low prices of jute are due to'two causes, (a) general 
fall in prices of all commodities due to the world-wide tIade ~epres
sion; (b) the eternal economic law of demand and supply. Every 
nation is trying to be sel:f-supportin~ in the matter of fibre. America 
is using cotton waste. Russiais usmg indigenous heJIlP. On account 
of trade depression packing materials are less in demand and the 
demand is met sometimes by other substitutes. W'hile the demand 
has gone down, the output of jute has -remained the same. So there 
is bound to be a slump in the market. 

Q. G.-If jute regulation is carned on simply to secure to the 
growars the cost of production plus '3, reasonable profit of Rs. 2 to 
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Rs. 3 per maund, I do not apprehend any danger of competition from 
s11:b~titute crops. If, however, jute regulation is carried to an .excess, 
raIsmg the pnoo to Rs. 15 or Rs. 20 per maund; not only the American 
cottoon waste and .Russian hemp would CQme intO' the market, but a 
fresh attempt would be made in Java to' produce jute. 

Q. 7.-1 dO' not, for a moment, think that, circumstanced as the 
Bengal peasants are, they WQuld voluntarily come unde·r a scheme of 
regulatiDn. There are about oone million jute growers and if they 
('ould act in unison in any matter affecting their own interest, the 
eCDnomio history Qf Bengal would have been different. 

Q. B.-VQluntary c(}-Dperation cannQt succeed Dn variDus grounds, 
only oone Df which has been !indicated in the questiDn, viz., that the 
success achieved in Qne year would tend towards inducing increased 
sowings in the fQllDwing year. _ 

Q. 9.-RegulatiDn can only be enforced by legislation. But I do 
nQt believe in a scheme of regulatiQn requiring every -cultivator to' 
increase Qr- decrease the DUtpUt according to the requirements O'f. the 
year. Who is going to .see if. a particular grower has re
duced his acreage by !th or ith or -hth? We have nO' agency 
for that. We haV'a no faith in 90 per cent. of the union 
boards or co-operative societies, or zemindars, tho~h the re
mammg 10 per. cent. might be excellent institutions or men. 
My idea Df the process Df jute regulatiDn is, indeed, very nQvel anti 
may appear to be amusing, if not shocking. I am for total pmhibi
tion of jute in the whole Qf Burdwan and Presidency Divisions and 
in the. Districts Df OhiUagong (where fhere is no jute), C'hittagDng 
Hill 'l'racts (where there is nO' jute) and in the follDwing Qther dis
tricts where the normal jute area is nDt very considerable e.g., Noa
khuli (38,500 acres), Bakarganj (46,600 acres), Darjeeling (2,500 
acres), Jalpaiguri (50,000 acres), Howrah (13,100 acres), Hooghly 
(3,300 acres), Midnapur (1l,500 acres), Bankura (nil), Birbhum (nil), 
Burdwan (1,800 acres), Khulna (23,400 acres),- Murshidabad (2,410 
ncres), Nadia (61,600 acres), 24-Parganas (64,500 acres), Jessore 
(8U,200 acres), Dinajpur (70,200 acres) and perhaps Rangpur, though 
the acreage there is very high. Jute is, after all, a new crop. The 
total expOJ t of jute in 1828 to· Dundee ~as 510 maunds at a price of 
Re. 1-3 per maund. It was only in 1832 that jute was recDgnised 
as a commercial fibre. It was Dnly in 1840 that jute was first ex
ported from Dacca and it was not until the sixties that the cultiva
tiQn Qf jute was encouraged by the EurQpean fin;ns in Serajganj, 
Narayanganj etc. -While it is difficult to' find a suitable substitute 
fO'r jute in eastern districts where the land is low-lying and goes deep 
under water, it is nQt sO' in West Bengal Dr in North Bengal where 
the land is very high and is fit for other crops including sugarcane; 
tobaccO', -transplanted rice and kitchen vegetables. The Dnly twO' dis
tricts in North Bengal which present East Bengal cDnditiDns, art} 
parhaps Pabna and Rajshahi where, because of the Ohalan Beel, land 
is still low-lying. SO' I am for allowing jute only in these twO' dis
tricts in N oTthern Bengal. Excepting in the district of Rangpur, 
!;very Oother district named a~ve grO'WS very little of jute and the 
people will not suffer materially if they take to tobaccO' or sugarcane. 
Then, again, the sDil and climate of the abovenamed districts are 
hardly suitable for jute-growing. NO'r is there sufficient water there 
for steeping of iute (excepting of course in the district 00:11 Bakarganj). 
[The S"bditMional Ojficer, M"ntlhiganj, Dacca.] . 
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Lastly, the quality of the jute grown in Western districts and some
of the Northern. districts is hardly so good as the jute grown in 
Dacca, Mymensingh or Sirll.iganj. So I think. no real harm would: 
be done if total prohibition of this comparatively new crop is enforcedt 
in the above districts. It is true that Rangpur grows an enormOfUS 
quantity of jute. But the Rangpur soil is so well suited for tobacco
cultivation and for sugarcane that Rangpur will not feel any difficulty 
in finding a substit1,lte for jute. If, however, it is thought that Rang-. 
pur cannot be included in the list of prohibited areas, I would keep' 
Rangpur as a sort of a reserve where jute-growing would be allowed 
when there is considerable demand. But in the other districts namell 
before, no jute would he admissible under any consideration. If it is. 
necessary to decrease the acreage still further, I would exclude -Mlan
ikganj 8ubdivision.. Go~lundo .8ubdivi&ion. and th~ high-land. thanas 
of Pabna and RaJshahi. It IS well-known that all the areas noted: 
above, excepting Bakarganj and Noakhali, are malarious, and majority 
of the people there rightly or wrongly think that they should not 
grow jute. Bakarganj and Noakhali grow such enormous quantities 
of cocoanuts, betelnuts and other ngetable products that no body v(lullf. 
grudge this prohibition. In fact, jute in Bakarganj district is of 
very recent origin. I, for one, would always think that this mass: 
regulation or mass prohibition is much better than any attempt to
deal with one million individual growers. The idea may be new or 
revolting or uneconomic in its principle, but the circumstances of the
case require that my view of the matter should be investigated before
any other process of regulation or prohibition is· deoided upon. 

Q. 10..-1 haye already stated i.n my reply to Question No.!}' that 
I do not propose to utilise th·a Union Boards, Co-operative Societies,or
zemindars for reasons already given by me. When I say that 90' 
per cent. of these institutions or' men cannot be trusted, I think, my' 
estimate is very conservative, pa.rticularly in view of the fact that. 
the Commissioner of this Division, inspecting the Munshiganj Unio1l' 
Board this week, noted that in the whole of the Munshiganj Union,. 
there is .not a single person with sufficient strength of character to
be entrusted with the charge of that Union. If my theory of masS' 
prohibition finds favour, we shall not have to seek the help of any 
institution or individual. If. any jute is found in any prohibited area., 
the choukidars and daladars would be. able to report straight for 
dealing with the culprits, and the existence of jute in a prohibited 
area will be so conspicuous that it will not escape the notice 0.£ any 
one. 

Q. 11.-If my scheme of prohibition is adopted any evasion ca·rr 
be easily detected. But if it is not adop-ted it can certainly be detect-
ed, rather suspected, by the jute marketing board OF any other
organisation which might be brought into being. But I am not sure 
if they will succeed in actually checking it. For individual check ox 

lone" million growers, on the basis of a rate of reduction in fractions, 
is evidently difficult, if not impossibl~. 

Q. 12.-In the event of regulation of jute cultivation being
arranged in Bengal, it would be necessary to secUl'e the co-operation. 
not only of the Governments of Bihar and of Assam but of the Indian 
States in North-Eastern India. If my proposal of mass prohibition.:. 
finds favour, I would not allow jute al!ywhere in' Bihar and only iJ}b 
the districts of Sylhet and Cachar in Assam-hill-areas being excluded_ 
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Q. 13.~For the high-hind a.reas I would suggest (1) sugarcane, 
(~) tobacco, (3) kitchen vegetables including potato, (4) perhaps 
cotton, it feasible" and it may be faasible in laterite soils of Kapasia 
and other thanas in Dacca, Madqupur in Tangail, Ohittagong, Tap
pera, Midnapur, Bankura, etc. LOw lands have got to be subdivided 
int() two classes: Ordinary low lands which go under water only few 
ieet or cubits~ ean. grow sugarcane, but the other low lands can grow 
nothing but deep;.water paddy, which grows or rises with the rise of 
water. Any attempt to iJ,lcrease ,the growth of paddy at a time when 
paddy is selling at the rate of 26 to 30 seers per rupee in ihis distric~~ 
or 40 seers per rupee in Bakarganj would mean appointing another 
.Enquiry Committee to regulate the growth and, price of paddy. It 
should be noted that the no,rmal jute area is'letis than 1/IOth of the 
normal cropped axea,. So it ,is possible to I'egulate the produce of 
this l/lOth of the area. But it is much more difficult to regulate the 
produce of paddy. 

In this alea I find that the cultivators have already t:'lken' to 
rmgarcane, tobacco, etc., and other crops. This is' so. In fact, the 
last Season and Crop Report of Bengal (1931-32) shows that there 
has already been an increased cultivation of sugarcane, tobacco, etc., 
compared with the normal acreage (vide page 15 of the report). 

Q. 14.-Last year the propa.ganda for reducing the jute acreage 
was ronducted on a gigantic scale and with the help of aeroplanes. 
'But the outturn of crop last. year was greater than the outturn of 
the year before. So I do not think that such propagandas always have 
their desired effect. I am, therefore, not for any costly or lavish 
propaganda. I think that the growers should be kept informed of 
the l'equireluent.:; of the manufacturers as far as known and advices 
should be sent to every chaukidar to keap the cultivators well-inform
ed. Some hand-bills may be printed and circulated for this purpose. 

Q.15.-It is difficult to say what the normal cost of cdtivation 
is, for it rises and falls with the wages. When the wages were high, 
it used to be about Rs. 65 per acre as I calculated some 16 years ago 
(vide page 23 of the Dacca Settlement Report). I would now put 
it. . at Rs. 48 including rent of the' land. Average outturn was 15 to 
17 maullds before. But now it can be put do>wn at IS! maunds per 
acre. Taking the current price at Rs. 3-8 per maund of jute. the 
money value of the yield of jute per acre comes to Rs. 64-12. These 
axe the rates for the District of Dacca. I wish I could supply the cor
responding rates in different parts of Bengal required by the question. 
But the time given to' me is too short foo- the purpose. As regards 
the alternative crops I had time to work out for sugarcane only. The 
cost of production per acre comes to Rs. 200 (approximately) and 
the value of the produce, at the rate of 72 maunds of molasses per 
acre at an average price of Rs. :3 per maund and 30,000 cuttings per 
acra at the rate of Rs. 2 per thousand, comes to Rs. 286 in all. 

Q. 16.-0onsidering the prices and wages, now prevailing, a pric~ 
of Us. 5 to Rs. 6 per maund may be considered reasonable. 

Q. 17.-In my reply to Question No.5, I have already pointed out 
that the fall in price of jub is due to the combined effect of a general 
<Iecrease in demand for this fibre for various reasons as ~ell as to the, 
wC1.l'ld-wide trade depression which has brought down the prices of 
everything and has raised the purchasing po,wer _ of silver. 
[The Subdim,;iona! Ojficer, MUTI8higanj. ,Dacca.] 
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Q.18.~There can certainly be .no . ~bjection to' researc.hes ancr 
pIopagandas to assist the grow.er in producing better jute and tu lowe!. 
his cost of production. But. a still lower cost of production is almost 
unthinkable in a district where tlI.e a'verage size of a holding liJ' 11 
acre and the average size ofa plot is '57, and consolida.tion of hol<1-: 
in~s cannot. ~ arI:ange~ as in the Punjab. Left to .myself, I wOiild 
think that l,t IS high '~lme for Government and the people alike. to 
take into consideratiol1. the possibilities of carrying on researc4es. 
and propagandas to find out If water-hyacinth plants can. be used a8 
a cbeaper substitute for ·the more costly fibre of jute. This is not 
only necessary for solving the water-hyacinth problelJL but to provide 
the world with a still cheaper variety of fibre.' l always, apprehend 
that day&' are coming when the poorer classes of people would take 
to water-hyacinth fibre instead of'to jute .fibre. . 

Q. 19.-:This is an awkward question for me to answer. As t.he, 
whole thing is dealt with confidentially, I would prefer to answer 
this question confidentially also, of course,·if so asked. There js 
much to be said about it on eitMr side. '. 

Q. 2O.-Ihayeno personal experience of the methods ef grading 
and marketing of jute. There are cerl!lin recognised gradings or' 
standards, but. they are not .~lways adhered to. My .information is 
that it does not so much affect the grower as it. does the o\llers, 'mill 
-owners, and others. Methods of marketing are less sat~s£actory. "1 
shall deal with these questions in detail in replying to the. ot,her ques~ 
tions coming hereafter. '. '. ' 

Q'" 21.-The .Central Provinces CottonMarke~ Act of 1932, no 
doubt, looks gqod in its provisions.' But I do not suppose that the 
actual operation of 'this Act has yet. been seen in the Central Pro
vinces. Before the actual working of the Act is judged for some time, 
I would prefer .not to answer, thi& question, particularly a,s the circ'\lm-
stam'es of East Bengal are not quite simila,r. ' 

Q. 22.-While I fullv appreciatl'l' the desirability. of eliminati~g' 
the middlemen and middlemen's profits and cQ'nsider that the village. 
Co-operative Societies ought tq be formed to bring. the growers and' 
the balers in closer touch, my own personal ideas aboutt~ C{)l-OpeI;'~ 
tive movement in Bengal is far from hap'P~ .. While in the Punjab' 
or in the Central Provinces much has been or is being done through' 
the societies, here in Bengal they have not succeeded in doing so 
much, and in my previous paragraph I have said that 90 per cent .. of 
these societies are not good. In fact, there is not much! of a c{)l-oper~ 
tive spirit in Bengal and every man is out for himself. Inspite,.pf. 
the failure of the Co-operative Jute Sale Societies started some time 
ago, I have no objection to giving the. scheme a fresh chancebv. 
starting' experimental societies in specially selected, areas in nOrnIal 
oonditions. ' 

;,. Q. 23.-This question of la1'ias and beparis and their methods of 
work and their remuneration. or- profit opens .up a. vast field for investi
gation and discussion. All that I sho'\lld say here is that larias or 
smaller traders come in the first link in the chain of middlemen'. It 
lIonietime~ happens that n. laria purchaseR' and sells at the same rate 
:and still ,makes a. profit 1y adding or subtracting nioistuie in the ~ 
1Ihape of water of the river or khal. Beparisare bigger 'fellows aild' . 
wors~ speculli;tors. They ~ight make a.' profit of even Re~' 1 per
maund, and mlghtas well lose at the s.ame. racte. 

}O 
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Q. 24~I/arias,' beparis, and other middlemen flourished far more 
when jute was selling at Rs. 10 to Rs. 2(} per maund. The margin 
of profit was so much a.t every link in the chain that nobOOy grudged 
the tlxistence of these middlemen. N ow as the total margin is less,. 
the grOWeI'S grudge paying these middlemen anything. It cannot 00 
said that the low price thf:' cultivator is getting for jute is on aecoud 
of these middlemen. They are no doubt. contributory causes but noi; 
the real and the sole cause of their misfortune. 

Q~ 25.-The existence of a chain -of middlemen between the grower 
and the ultimate consumer is certainly detrimental to the raiYllt. But 
unless there grows up in this country a set of real co-operative 
workers the substitution of Co-operative Societies for the middlemen 
will have no real valuaand might even prove worse. 

Q. 26.-:Forward sale of m'ops before harvest. was 1hf:' custom befor~ 
the Great \Var and sometime after. It. is under.stood that the system 
does. not exist any longer. Nobody wants to take the risk in . the
present- conditions of the jute market. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators now bl)rn.w from thf:'- ordinary village
. malUljans. It would not 'be COITect to say tha,t .in the majority of 

• eases the creditors are also the ultimate buyers of the crops. This is
not so at any rate in my subdivision. So I do not think that the
price of the jute has any connection with the personnel of the credit
ors. All that. I should say is that, had the raiyat been a little less: 
involved in debts or less needy, he would have been a,ble to holdout 
for some time without selling his output when in the beginning of 
the season prices rule very low. As regards suggestions regaJ'(ling the 
provision CJI:f better credit facilities, I would have to refer to .the
replies given to the Banking Enquiry Committee, or in: other words,. 
possibilities of s.tate banks at. a lower rate of interest may he con
sidered. 

Q. 28.-1 have already given sufficient indications that I have not 
much confidence in the co-opemtive organisations, particularly after
the colla.pse of the Co-operative Jute Sale Societies,_ but I ~lm .still in: 
favour of making more experiments. But pending further experi
ments I would not bring the whole system of marketing jute into. 
the hands of a co-operative organisation all at once. I must say that 
it is my ideal that the co-operative organisation should take up this
Dusine~~, but chastened by experience or hard logic of proved facts,_ 
I would not open. 3.. central co-operative organisation all at once for
this purpose, but would strive by further. experiments to work to
wards· a progressive realisation of that ideal. To start with, I a.m 
for Qpening at least one· Co-operative. Sale Society once again under 

-each co-oparative inspector or auditor. But one society to start with 
must not have 400 growers as contemplated in Mr. McDougall's scheme~ 
I wouIa limit the number to 50 to start with. -

Q. 29 to Q'. 31.-1 would prefer not to answer these highly"~_ 
speci.alised and technical questions.' . 
. Q. 32~This question: is al50 technical like the last 3' questions.,. 

B1:lt 1.ani told _ tha.t the. present standards or classifications into--: . 
(1) lstMark, 
i2) Lightning; 
(3) Cuttings, .. 
(4) Tossa. (I), (II), (III), 

{The Su!idivioiorud OjfiOM', Mu';'higanj, Dacca.] 
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aro working well enough for all pra.ctical purposes. As these stand. 
ards are not codified, some codified standards, . on the· :tines of' the 
American' Cotton Standards Act of 1923, may be suitably adopted: 
But I would leave the details to be dis!:ussed by experts. 

Q. 33.-The loose jute is now clas~ed into 4 standards:

(1) 4's-80 Warp 40 Hessian. 
(2) Rejections-:-'10 Warp. 
(3) L. R.~. Warp. 
(4) X. L. R. 

But these are not, tile only standard~,Every baler has 'got his 
own marks e.g. "Birla.," "B.K.P." etc., etc. 

Sonle codified standardisation will be helpfuL 
, Q. 3~.-It is a fact that standard!! ot grades are ~ometimes 
changed even in the middle of a season. . I am told that when the 
market is very dull and prices rule low 'the buyers expect or insist on 
70 W up in L.R. or 80 Warp in Rejection. . 
. Q. 35.-For the facts stated above, standards should be :fixed by • 
legislation and I do not know of any objection which there maybe 
to such a legislation. . . 

Q. 36.-This is another technical question .. But I.think the work 
of supervision should be arranged by the Jute Committee proposed 
to be installed. ' 

Q. 37.-1 have perused Mr. McDougall's Marketing Scheme: 
The scheD?-e, as drawn .up. on pape,r, looks exceU~nt'l!-n4 certainly, as 
I have sald before, this IS the·ldeal. But T, thi;nk It IS my duty to 
point out at the same time that the persons I consulted seemed· to 
think that this was all a gambling OlD paper. 

A central corporation with representatives of Europe and America. 
to notify their probable dem~,nds for the year or season and of the 
growers is essential to a successful working' out of the schem~. But 
it is doubted if J a,pan and China. can work together, so also Russia 
and America. Would all the nations ad: the world Qare to notify 
their requirements? This is not a question for me to answer. If. 
they do, the first difficulty is solved. The next difficulty pointed oui 
to' me is that this corporation would not be representative of . the 
raiyats' interest so well and that Government might not be able to 
protect them against a consumer-cum-merchant combine. The third 
difficulty is that the bepari evil is perpetuated in some shape. The 
fourth point in ·the schame rests on the idea of forming 2,500 rural co~ 
operative societies with 400 growers iJl each society inspite of .the 
knowledge that the co-operative movement in- Bengal has never been 
a success and the fate of the Co-operative Jute Sale Societies is stiU 

. fresh iJl our memory. But the pnnciple under-lying this corporation 
and co-operative organisation is so sound in theory that I am almost 
tellJpted to make an experiment with it. My only apprehension is 
that if pel'. chance the scheme fails-:-and nobody can guarantee that 
it will not-the financial loss to a Government, not -very financially 
fit, would be almost irreparable .. The last objection which Ioha;ve 
already taken to Mr. McDougall's schame is his theory of limiti)lg' 
or inereasing the output of each member pro rata according' Jo the 
requirements of th~ corporation. I have already said before that if 
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.will be impracticable to deal with one million men if they are asked 

.to reduca their output. by any small fraction. Mr. ,McDougall's 
scheme will work very successfully in a very advanced country whem 
the peasantry is more educated ,and organised and the co-operative 
workers more selfless. But introduced in Bengal this scheme wIll 
thrive no better than the Himalayan fauna and the flora on the 
Gangetic delta. . 

Q. 38.-The only market information that the jute growers now 
get is through the vernacular weeklies and the gossip they hear on 
the hat days from divergent sources. The position is not certainly 
satisfactory. The proposed Jute Committee ought to issue weekly 
bulletins about. the requirements and the Oalcutta prices. If there 
be a. sudden change within the week, there should be an extTaordi
nary bulletin. Now, . how are these bulletins to be broadcast? Wire'; 
less telegraphy with loud.;spea.kers is ce~ainly the best, hut perhaps 
a bit too costly. They may be certainly installed at more importaI!.t 
'centres like N aray~nganj, Sirajganj, Chandput, Bhairab, Sarisha
bari, Lohajong. There are already' such apparatuses- atmost of these 
places. But there are no ·loud-speakers. I wonder if it would not 
be possible t~ send down daily qu<?,tations to each telegraph office 
iil the jute area. during the jute season at a concessional rate requir
ing the Postmaster to post them on the notice board early in the 
morning. In these days of progress in education there would be no 
difficulty in explaining to the illiterate growers the contents of these 
telegrams, if posted on the notice board. 

Q. 41.-The idea of Government purchasing the entire stock of 
jute in the event ·of a possible slump in the market is purely theoreti
eal., I do not ~hink that Government should go to this extent. ;While 
we are allan:nous to protect the growers· as best we can, we must. 
~ot make a fetish 0'1 it. We should not lose sight of· the :fact that 
after all jute doeS not oover. even one tenth of the total cropped area, 

Q. 42.-The report of the Royal Commission' on Agriculture is not 
1efore me. So I am not in a position to do justice to this question. 

, Q. 43 • ......:.But I think that it 'is neces~ary to create a ju.te commit
tee to deal with the whole question. 

Q. 44--It should be the duty of the Jute Committee to compile 
statistics of probable requirements of the consumers and to communi
cate the same to growers through the executive officers, police, Union 
Board or any co-oJ.>erative organisations. The Jute Committee should 
advise how much Jute is to be grown every year and to what extent 
the output of the individual grow-ar is tQ be increased or decreased, if 
the theory of' individual regulation finds favour, or to advise which 
subdivision or subdivisions are to be prohibited from growing jute, 
if mass prohibitio.n is decided upon. Th~ Jute Co~ittee.may ~e c~n
stituted on the hnes of Mr. McDougall s corporatIOn, WIth thIS dIS
tinction that I dO. not consider it necessary that it should be a statu:" 
tory body. I would advise legislation only for prohibiting juteculti
vation . in certain areas or for regulating the output pI individual 
growers pro rata. Iwo:uld advise legislation for stan~ardising. the 
quality or brand of the Jute, ~h loose and. haled. This Com~l.lttee 
should be a: body under the Mmlstry of Agnculture. The Reg'lstra,r 
of Co-operative Societie-s sh?uld be on ~e (',ommitt~e ~f further ex
periments are to ,be mada wlth Co~operahve, Sale Socletles. 

[Th4 Subdiviaional OJlicer; MUnBhiganj, Dacca.] 



Q.- 45.-1 do not find any insurmountable difficulty in- carrying out 
the limited dutie~ of the Jute Commit,tee as outlined by me above 
without the aid of the Governments of Bihar and Assam_ -They -~ 
!;end their representatives or can nominate some one in C';llcutta. to.. 
rppresent them. 

Q. 46.-The Jute Committee should be financed out of the ju-te 
ceSH which now goes to the Central Government, but is expected to 
come/to the local Government. So long as this cess continues to go 
to the Central Government, there can be no objection to approaching 
that Government fOT a. subsidy. 

Q. 47.-1 cannot give exact ~iculars and figures to show th~ 
extent of loss the jute industry has suffered through competition from 
Bub&titutes, etc. - But 1_ venture to think that the loss is likely to be 
permanent if, the price of jute goes up on account of better trade regu.:" 
lations and growth regulations. 

Q. 48.-The substitutes in question have captured the trade by 
reason of better durability in case 9f cotton wasle, or cheapness i,n 
case of paper and artificial appliances and of stability in price in .case 
of Russian' hemp as well as in other cases. . . 

Q. 49.-1 am not in a position to furnish any comparative state:' 
ment of costs and conditions of production of these substitutes and 
jute. But 1 venture to think that every oth-er nation is trying to be 
self-supporting and will necessarily try to improve their own fibre and 
to cheapen its cost. 

Q. 50.-The only suggestion that 1 can put forward with .a view 
to regaining the trade lost by reason of such competition, is to s'ae that 
the price of jute in future does not exceed the cost rate of other-fibres 
which are now entering into ,competition. -

Q. 51 and Q. 52.-Jute might perhaps be economically put in 
making coarse coatings but 1 have no idea if it can be manufactured 
locany. -. 

Q. 53.-1 do not think that a x:esearch department to help manufa<>
turers to overcome the difficulties which might attend the making and 
the marketing of new jute products will prove remunerative, -- , -

Q. 54.-1 am not quite sure, if in the present temper of other 
nations who are all trying to be self-supporting and are bent on buying 
their own products, any propaganda on the continent or America ~will 
serve any practical purpose. '-

Q. 56.-But I think special representatives -should be appointed hi 
various countries to keep the jute trade or the Jute Committee posted 
with statistics and to explore other possible avenues for new business. . . 

Q. 57~The -expenditure on these speCIal representatives shall be 
met by the Jute Committee which in its tarn will be financed out of 
the jute cess fund. ' 

-
Q. 58.-This is a matter of detail I\nd'the Jute Cotilmittee may be 

left to settle it. - - - . 
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No., 47. 

Maulvi ; K. Ahmed, 'ViCe-President, Munshiganj Union Board, Dacca. 

Dated the 12th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes, I think so. 
:Q. 2 (a).--With an efficient organisation, backed by official assist

ance, there is' no reason why this will not be possible. 
'Q. 2 (b).'-:'The main object would be to limit and regularise produc

tion and secure a reasonable margin of profit for the producers. After 
raisin~ the prices to that standard, it should be the endeavour of the 
organisations working out .those regulations to steady the prices. 

Q. 3.-:-Does not arise, in view of the answer to Question No.2. , 
Q •. 4.-N o. I am not aware of the working of any such regula-

tions any where. , . . - '." ' . 
Q. 5.-W orId crises are the most important cause, but ow produc-. 

tion also had much to do with the fall of prices. . . 
:. ,Q. 6.-There is no effective substitute crop for jute in this country. 

'Q. 7.-There would be much opposition, at the initial stage at any 
rate, but gradually the 'opposition may die down when the cultivators 
will realise that it is to their own benefit to come under these regulations. 

Q. 9 • .:......:.Compulsory operation of the regulations b'y legislation is 
'Surely the better method. ' ' 
, ·Q.;O~Theinstances of the Union Boards and the Co-operative 
Societies would b3 very useful in working out the schemes enunciated 
by the regulations. 
',Q. ~1.-,-Ye!!. Concentrated purchase bya Jute Marketing Board 
is likely fo buc('eed in dealing with any such general evasion of the 
regulatIOn procedure. ' 

Q. 12.-Yes. Cultivation and production of jute. 
Q. 13.~ugarcane; pota.toes} etc., .for high lands' and paddy for 

low lands. Propaganda by ,lssurng notIces and by lecture work. _ 
Q. 14.-Government propaganda had considerable effect in some 

al'eas while at other places it fell on deaf ears. Propaganda on the 
existing lines should be continued. 

Q. 15.-Thenormal cost of jute production per acre is about Rs. 55 
and the yie'ld per acre 18 maunda. 
. : Co~t of ,sugarcane production per acre 'is about' Rs.60 and tha yield 
pet aCre is' 30 maunds. . 

Q.16.-Under the present day conditions eight rupees (Rs.8) per 
maund of jute would be a fair price. But the present rate of wages, 
and cost of living cannot be expected to continue indefinitely. 

Q. 17.~The causes are-
(a) The influence of the general trade depression all over the world, 
(b) Sudden fall in the quantity of demand and the consequent 

accumulation of stocks with, the large scale cQnsumers, 
(c) Over-produetion, and' 
(d) Unorganised and imprudent ways of ,marketing the~ raw 

pro(l\lcts. 
Causes (a) and (b) alone apply to the caSe of manufactured jute: 
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Q. 18.-It does not seem likely that Government propaganda for 
producing better jute at lower prices are likely to counteract. the effects 
()f improved methods of, b;ansport in the form ()f bulk shipment, etc., 
which are the results· of specialised machinery.' 'But substitutes like 
paper could be fought by a decrease in the cost of jute production. 

Q. 19.-Growers and middlemen do not derive much benefit from the, 
jute forecasts, but the balers and mill-owners do, as practically 
it is the latter who dictate the prices in the marke-t. Their educa
tion and organisations enable them to dictate. 

Q.20.-The present method of grading is working fairly but 
'there is much r~om for improvement. 

Q. 21.-Yes. That would be a step in the right direction. '.i'here 
may be two or more such markets for each jute-growing' subdivision. 

Q. 22.-This idea does not seem to be practicable in the near future. 

Q. 23.-As merchants, these beparis and'farias-are mostly specula
tors, their rates of profit varying widely. As commissionad ,agents, 
their remunerations vary from 2 annas to 4 annas per maund' plus ot\er 
income that may be 'derived from the difference of the rates given by 
the baling company and the rates at, which the commission agents 
'actually buy the jute from the growers. ' 

Q. 24.-Yes. 

Q. 25.-These middlemen take a lot of the profit whion would 
otherwise have gone to 'the raiyat., 

Q. 26.-In exceptional cases they do, but only few of them and 
under hard pressure. There is no, fixity of the time and' terms of 
such pledges. . 

Q. 27.~Tlieyborr9w from the IOGaI mahajans and! Jhe co
operative credit. societies, where th'ey exist. These craditors are noi 
always the ultImate buyers of the crops. 

Expansion of the co-operative movement will ensure better credit 
faci,lity to the growers. 

Q~ 3&-There is no ~atisfactory source for the growers to receive 
any such market information. If, is possible only through the agency 
of the Government to supply such information . to the growars, 
merchants and manufacturers~ThemiddlemeIioften sUPEresB a rise 
m prices. 

Q. 39.-(First' part)-'-Not answered. 

(Second part)-Informations regarding the J.lro'bable, amount and 
nature of the demand from the world market. 

Q. 40.~ Yes, the method' proposed promises to be effective. 

Q.41.-Any·scheme like this would call ,for 'a very huge capital 
not ~asy to be supplied .. ven by the Government under their present 
finl\J~eial conditioDs. , 
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No. 48., 

8abu Manindra Chandra Das, President, Fatulla Union iBoal'd" 
Narayanganj, district Dacca. 

Dated the 15th March 1933. 

Q.,1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. Though it is difficult it is not impossible. 
Q. 2 (b).-To raise prices of raw fibre. 
Q. 5.-Main causes are both financial crisesllnd over-production. 
Q. 6.-Yes. There is apprehension of competition from substituteI' 

and it may affect the jute industry as demand for jute will be less. 
Q. 7.-No . 

. Q. 8.-Yes. 
Q. 9.:-Though there are difficulties in the matter, regulation should 

be made compulsory by legislation. 
Q. 10.-Through Union Boards. 

-Q.12.-Yes. _ 
.... Q. 13.-Only alternative crop possible in low 'lands is paddy and in 
,high lands sugarcane and cotton. Demonstration farms may be opened 
in each subdivision showing the cultivators the practical way of culti-
vating the crops. ' 

Q. 14.-No. 
Q. 1S.-,-Jute-Cost of cultivation-Rs. 30. 

Yield-Rs. 34" 
Paddy-Cost of cultivation-Rs. 20. 

Yield--Rs. 20. 
Q. 16.-Rs. 5 to Rs. 6: 
Q. 17.-Low prices of finished articles of jute dlie to world depres· 

sjon and also over-production. . 
Q. 1s..-Beneficial from the 'point of view of balers and mill-owners, . 

because'when they see that sufficient quantity has been grown they gf> 
on purchasing very slowly to stop the market from rising. 

Q.20.-Yes. 
Q. 22.~No. 
Q. 23.-Farias buy jute from. cultivators 'and sell it generally tf> 

beparis, and beppris sell to merchants; Both make profit_a~ a rising
market by selling at a higher price but suffer loss when the market faUs_ 

Q; 24.-No. 
Q. 2S_Takingof excess in weights. By standardising th& 

weights (measurements) . 
. Q. 26.-In· some places they do when the. plants are grown \J.P, i.e.;. 

a month before harvesting. To sell the crops to persons only from whom 
they take money and at a little lower rate. 

- Q. 27.-Mahajans . . No. 
Q.28.-No. 
Q. 3S.~Fatkabazar reports are telegraphed from Calcutta tf> 

important jute centres. 
. Q. 40.-Yes. 

Q.42.-Yes. 
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No. 49. 

8abu Kumudini Kanta Roy,. Narayanganj. 

Dated the 15th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b).-To save the growers as well as the dealers from heavy 

losses owing to fluctuation in the market. To raise the price to itlJ 
economic limit and then to make it steady. 

Q. 3.-It is possible'to regulate production and the question docs
not arise. 

Q. 50-Price of jute depends mainly on the demand. Over-produc
tion by itself gives no meaning. It simply signifies growing more than
what is required. At present the low price of jute is due to general 
trade depression and consequent financial crisis. 

Q. 6.-There can be no apprehension if production and price liTe' 

regulated on a reasonable basis. ' . . 
Q.7.-No. 
Q. I.-Yes. Regulation of production on a voluntary l,msis will 

not be successful even for a year. 
Q. 9~-Regulation has got to be made compulsOry by legislation_ 

,With regard to restriction of production, certain percentage of evE!ry 
cultivator'&' land should be fixed for jute~ There should also ba regu
lationwith regard to moisture in raw jute and weight, i.e.; jute should 
lie free from· moisture so far as the seller is concerned, and the!'e
should be fair waighment in 80 sicca weight, all throughout,so 'far' 
as the buyer is -concerned. , 

Q. 10.-Competent independent agencies,. with a respectable
Government official (whole time worker)· at the head, shoUld be
established in every subdivision, with strict provi&ion of heavy penalties; 
in case of wilful and dishonest omission or false report. Union Boar<lsj. 
Co-operative Socil'ties, zemind{trs or similar agencies will be .of nO' 
practical use. ' 

Q., 11.-This.will'be of DO practical use. 
Q. 12..-co-operation necessary. 
Q. 14.-Propaganda produced very little effec~. and, infutur~, itS' 

efficacy is very doubtful. 
Q. 15.-N ormal cost of jute cultivation per 'acre-R&'. 60: At 

present, Rs. 36 per acre. Yield per acre, white--4 maunds, tasha
o maunds (East Bengal). 

Q. 16.-Minimum price, Rs. 0 per maund. 
Q. 17.-Want of demand owing to general trade dislocation. 
Q. 18.-Propaganda and research are of very little practical use. 

, Q. 19.-Present system of compiling and publishing forecast is 
hopelessly defective and, misleading. It is based on the report of the
chaukidars who do not take any care to know (lui real state of things. 
Inclel'endent 'agency, with responsible officer at the head, in each sub-
diviSIOn, as suggested before, may, take up the work. . '. , 
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Q. 20.-Present forms and methods of grading and marketing in the 
-nlufasllal are not s,atisfactory. By mufassal we mean big jute centres 
,like Narayanganj, Serajganj, Chandpur and similar other places .• Rate 
,-standard of assessment,' grading and weight should be uniform in all 
:buying centres. 

Q. 21.~Not at all feasible and would be highly disadvantageous to 
-'the growers. 

Q. 22.-N ot practicable. 
Q • . 23.~The larias and bepar,is buy dir.ectly from the growers in th,e 

-'interior and Bell to balers and other big buyers and other villagers anI! 
-their agents in big purchasing centres at (heir own risk. A few fir~s 
~have got a fe-yv commissioll,agent~ Wh9 get fixed commissi?n per maund 
~n the quantity purchased at the rate fixed by the firm Itself. . 

Q. 24.-Yes, there is relation lJetween low price and multiplicity of 
.:middlemen. .. .' •. . - . 
, ' 

- Q~25.,......,-Yes, custom its~lf is not detrimental but means which are 
~dopted' are objectionable. :£,hey can be put a stop to if uniformity is 
-;adopted- as previously suggested. ,-' 

Q. 26.-Notin this -~rl of the Province. " 
. Q. 27.-Cultivators borrow from the village mahajans who ,are not 

~th!l ultimate buyers ordinarily. ." 
" Q.28.~N at p~~cticable. 
· Q.- 34~:-Standar~8 are changed. very often in the mi~dle, of the 
~ea,son. , 
· ': Q. ,35 • ....,.Yes; . it should' be, fixed by legislation. . 
: -Q. 36.-Guaran:tee system should be introduced and should be super-

\visoo . by some jute experts not directly interested in the b:ade. , . 
· Q. 37.-Marketing: scheme 'is 'not practicable ... An experiment may 

"be,n;tade in big jute centres for sale and purchase of assorted bales or· 
;boghas~' ,: " .. -. . ,. .. \ 

'Q. 38 .. ~Yes, the source. of their information is from the bepari& an:! 
~ther mufassal agencies; the .information is no~ always correct._ Infor
;mation'may be supplie<J to the growers in 'every subdivision ~hrough the 
;agencies the formation. of which has been suggested before. Notice;! 
Jmuy be hung up in Post and Union Board offices.. '._ 

Q. 39.-Yes, the type of information would be the same as is SllP

ylied by Messrs, J. M. Banerjee & Co. by telegram every day. 
. Q •. 4O.-Assuggested above. No. Not Practicable. 

Q •. 42.~N~t ,ne~essaIT under thf.' presentcjrcumstances'. 

No. SO. 

""Mr. Arthur Hughes, M~.S.J Additional District Magistrate, Dacca. 

Dated the 19th Jiarch 1933. 

. My answer to the #irst question is in the negative, because my answer 
-to Question' No. 2(a) 'is that I do not believe it possible to regulate the 
'Production of j~te. The following _ are my' reafjons 'in answer· to 
cOueRtion No ::l, 



. 
(1) It is not difficult to elaborate schemes !!Uch as thatcontain-ed in 

Mr. McDougall's note, or Dr. Naresh Sen Gupta's Bill. B\l.t I COll

sider 'it impossible, with the pI:~sent machinery of Government, to pre
vent widespread evasion, corruption and oppression, however water-tight 
the scheme on paper_ For example Mr. McDougall glibly says, "the 
alloca:tion can, be based on the previous o¥tput, of the raiyat .. " Wl,tat 
impartial authority can we trust to ascertain a raiyat's 'previous output? 
Such a scheme, would result in the creation of a multiplicity of vel!ted 
interests, liable to inheritance, subdivision, disputes and litigation as 
in the case of any other vested interest in land, e.g., the right to receive 
rent. The Permanent Settlement in 1793 of the right to receive ren), 
has wrought enough evil in Bengal without making another permanent 
settlement of the right to cultivate jute. One can imagine the situati'on 
in fifty years'tim~all the old evils of land-holding repeated in the new 
l'ighir-tiub-infeudation of the right to grow jute, minute fraction!; of 
the right to grow jute', growth of salamis and abwabs and exactions on 
the holders of jute growing rights, registry offices filled with documeuts 

'transferring the right to grow jilte' under restrictions which would form 
the subjects of ci'Vil court litigation and High Court rulings. AU this 
'besjde the petty oppression of Union B08I:d Presidents (\l.nder Dr. Sen 
Gupta's Bill), and the local associations (under Mr. McDougall 'It 
Bcheme). To my mind, and I am sure to the mind of any person 
familiar with conditions in rural Bengal, the, whole scheme or reshk
tion by legislation has only to be pictured as it would work out fifty 
years hence to realise its essential unworkability. 

The enclosed !>cheme* of the Suhdivisional Officer, Munshiganj, is 
more practical and has many features to commend it. It proceeds' on 
falUiliar lines, as we already hav8example~· oD. smaller lines in-the ~eoi-

-triction of Danja growing to Naogaon and. opium~poppy growing to 
Ghazipur. It has also the merit of being simple, both as regards legis

,lation and executive'machin,ery, and feasible also. for practical enforce
ment. But I think the same objections attached to it, of leading to eva
sion, corruption, oppression and extortion on a large scale in. the absence 
of a large preventive staff of people sufficiently well p.aid to be above 
repI'{,ach, and sufficiently energetic to be constantly moving iIi. the 
villages at the sowing season.' This is apart' from the political objec
tion that there is a doubt whether Government would feel itself strong 
enough to face the local outcry resulting, say, from a total 'prohibition 
of jute-growing in the district of Rangpur. I imagine the outburst 
from the local press, the .local representatives, and local associations, 
and thoa appeal to ignorant cultivators, always prone to see their 'paro
chial affairs loom more than the welfare, of the Province, and rightly 
so, since any abrupt change would certainly cause much hardship and 
sullering, while the reli'efto the whole Province would be, tQ Bay the 
le-ast, problematical. . ' '. 

As against this blank negative to the idea of regulation, I can only 
i!lt\~gest treading the well-worn lines of the Tea. Cess Committee an~ 
Lac Cess Committee, extending the work of the Council for Agricultural 
Be-IIt'aJ'ch and attacking the main 'problems-the-ignorailce 'and' il'l.debt
edness ot the peasantry-along the tried paths of co-operation and exten
sion of primary education. Useful suggestions can be made, ft.g., the 

. :~ide broadcasting in village markets of Calcutta. jute prices,and tho} 
abolition.of the ,Jute Forecast, but these' are m,attersfo~ those profes;' 
sionally interested iD, jute. .' , 

- i 

• Vide. page 127.. e' !leq. 
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, My own belief, based partly on a belief that there should be a mini
mum of legislative restriction and government interference in the WOl k
ing of economic laws, and partly onooa conviction that any elaborate 
scheme in the present undeveloped state of rural Beng-al wCllld be 
inherently unsound and top-heavy, is that laissez laire is tha best 
policy, with only a judicious oiling of obviously creaking machinery, 
by research, by fixing of standards, by inspection, by dissemination of 
information, by building up credit, by attacking theo ignorance of the 
-gTowers. 

Q. 27.-Cultivators borrow chiefly from village llioD<:!y-lenders Dona 
from local Co-operative Societies where thzy exist al).d have sufficient 
fuudi'. ' 

In my opinion Co-operative Societies should be extended and im
proved. 'fhis will be a long and slow: process but seems to me the only 
raal soll!tion of the way to finance the crop. Failures.haye in the past 
generally been the result of attempting to extend the co-"pel'uti\€ 
system Gui~kly and paying little attention to slow b~t steady develop
ment. I am opposed to creation of special societies and lavouJ· the slow 
"t.reation of one or more village banks' in every village from which the 
cultivator will borrow -.for all his needs. The controL should be vestel] 
in centralban'ks which should be eventually opened in E1velY JlolicE 
station of every district but this expansion must also be made slowl~ 
and carefully, 

No. 51. 

Rai Bahadur Nagendra Nath Mukerji, Chairman, -District Boaf'!d; 
- Nadia. 

Dated the 18th March 1933. 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(a).-Yes. 
Q. 2(b).-It would raise or at .least steady prices, 

_ Q. 5.-Low prices seem to be due to over-produ~tion and want oj 
demand from foreign countries, . 

'Q. 6.-1 do not think there is at present any danger of competition 
Q. 7.-Yesj if a suitable scheme of regulation can be drawn up. 
Q. S.-Yes, 
Q. 9.-1 do not favour regulation by legislation ..• What I mean b~ 

regulation is that supply should be regulated on. demand as ascertainei 
beforehand. 

Q. 10.-1 would suggest intensive pr6paganda giving them figurE" 
and possible price of jute next year. -

Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-1 would suggest sugarcane, potato, amanopaddy, etc. 

Q. 1.s.-Not much. Yes. Agricultural demonstr!ltors sho~Id be 
slowed down wi,th advantage, if. necessary, for providing funds fo) 
paganda approaching every cultivator. _ -

Q. 1S.-:.Normal cost of cultivation of jute is Rs. 4.0 Frqm Rs .. 2 tt 
Rs.4. 
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Q. 1G.-Rupees 6. 
Q. 17.---Over-production and want 1)f demand in foreign countries. 
Q. 1 S.-Yes. , 
Q. 19.-It is not satisfactory from the view of growers and middle

men. Cultivators are most illiterate. Because they are published 'in 
English and in newspapers which do not reach the growers or middle
Illen. 

Pamphlets in- Bengali giving these in{ormations should be circulated 
through Presidents, Union Boards, and published in conspicuous places 
in villages. ' 

Q. 20.-No. 
Q. 21.-1 have no idea of such markets In Central Provinces and 

Berar. 
Q. 22.-Y~s. 
Q. 23.-Beparis purchase from cultivators; the rate of commlSSloa 

generally vari·as- between 2 annas to 4 annas per cent. 
Q~ 24.-Notmuch. . 

Q. 2G.-They do not actually pledge, so far as my knowledge goes, 
!Jut they take advances carrying interest and under which they are to 
give 21 seers in excess for a maund. 

Q. 27.-Village money lenders and beparis. Yes. No. They may 
take advances from, rural societies. 

Q. 28.-1 hav~ no idea of Co-operative Jute Societies, There are 
practical diffioiJ.lties, in the way', ' 

Q. 29 and Qj, 30..-1 do not know. 
Q. 31.-1 have no idea. 
Q. as.-Yes; only third-hand information from people coming from 

Calcutta coneerned in the business' give the information. 'See answer 
to Question No. 19. ' 

Q. 39.-Definite information on these points. 
Q. 4O.-Certainly. It would be of very great help, 

Q. 41.-It would be beneficial to the growers in case of slump' if 
Government or a Jut<! Syndicate formed purchase jute at a minimum 
price. Yes. The amount required would be very heavy. By issuing 
debentures by Government this money could be 'raised. 

Q. 42.-Yes. He may be t'ntrusted with giving informatbn 
regarding the price, quality, weight~, etc. 

Q. 53.-Yes.,By Government or from funds raised by Government, 
somehow. 

Q. 54.-Yes. 

Q.S5..-Distribution of literature on the subject and parsonal pro
paganda, if p0!lsible., 

Q. SG.-Yes, 

, Q. S7..-Government should finance either from its own funds or by 
funds raiRed somehow, e.g., by issuing debentures. 
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No; 52. 

Mr. trio K. Basu, M.L.C., Member, District Board, Nadia. 

Dated the 21st March 1933. ' 

Q. " Q. 2 and Q. 4.-We think that regulation of the production 
of jute is both possible and necessary. It may not be always possible 
to estimate 'precisely the demand for jute next season before the time 
for sowing; but it is always possible to make a businesslike calculation 
of probabilities which may furnish a basis for action. Such: calcula-' 
tions are not likely to be very far out except in very unexpected con
tingencies. ' . . 

'The object of such regulation would be to give ,the best economic 
return for the jute to the growers. The aim must naturally be to raislJ'" 
the prices of jute fibre to as hjgh a level as is consistent with the main
tenance of a steady market for jute. And when tha~ level is reached. 
the aim would be td maintain it steadily at that level. Where the limit 
of safety lies will have to be determined by a close studv of changing 
world conditions. • , 

We know that the attempt' to control cotton and wheat and coffee 
have not been so far successful in other parts of the world. But it is 
worth noticing that those countries have not yet abandoned their effort8~ 
So' it would be premature just yet to pronounce them to be absolute 
failures. On the other hand, as pointed out by Mr. McDougall: "Jute 
is the only crop of any magnitude which, under existing conditions, 
lends itself to such a form of control as would ensure a stabilised price 
to the grower." It is a monopoly of Bengal with just a small fractioIi. 
to Behar and Assam, while none <If the other commodities in: respect of 
which control has peen tried is a monopoly. 

'Where there is a monopoly and it is properly organised, regulation 
would always be possible. This is evidenced by the enormous succef>1J 
of the regulation of ganja in Nowgaon. No doubt ganjacp1tivation 
differs in many superficial respects from jute, but in essence the only 
diffel'enr"e lies in the great disparity of the size imd extensity of the 
two crops. That means that with referencato jute the effort to be 
&iIccessful has to be made on a far wider scale. 

It is noteworthy also that although not a monopoly commodity, 
Indian tea is" being put under regulation by voluntary restrictions by 
growers. If that experiment has been found worth trying, it is far 
more worthwhile trying to regulate the production of jute' which is the 
financial mainstay of the province. ' 

Xn this connection it is worthwhile noting that in the face of the 
great work of planned and regulated production of all things now being 
carried out in Russia any suggestion of the futility of regulation of jute
would seem to be hopelessly out of date. 

Q. 5.~The factors are 'Ilumerous--(l) The shrinkage in the worM 
demand for jute consequent on the worldwide trade depression has. 
been a most potent factOl·. (2) In addition, jute shares in the general 
depression owing to an undue appreciation of the' currency. (3) Con
ditions relating to the marketing of jute, have also been a contributory 
cause of the decline in prices. . Notable amongst these is the latka which. 
is flO organised as to give a great handle to bears over bulls. ' ., 
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The second part of the question is not understood. It may be afaci;-, 
that low prices have in the past been the result of financial crisis. But:. 
the fact cannot be gainsaid that in the present crisis the prices' have, 
fallen chiefly on account of over-production, relatively to the ,demand. ' 

Q. G.-We do not anticipate that there will be any fear of compti\i
~iQn with substi~utecrops. if the s?heme of re.gulation is rational,: ~hai 
lB, unless the prices are raIsed so hIgh as to stImulate'such competItion. 
A close and constant study of world conditions will always enable thos~ 
responsible for control to keep the prices under control so 'as to obviate" 
.tanger from ruinous competition. 

Q. 7 • ..,-Cultivatofs would welcome a scheme of control which would.t 
ensure them a good price for jute. But· considering the vast and' 
unorganised body of the growers a purely voluntary. scheme would. btl'
~'lfholly unsafe. 

Q. S.-yes. 
Q. 9 and Q. 10.-Having regard to present conditions the simplest 

and the most feasible scheme for immediate action would be one based 
on Dr. N. C. Sen Gupta's Jute Bill. It would enable the regulation to
be immediately put into operation by utilising the existing organisation:, 
of Union Boards, or by creating special village organisations for the-
purpose. . 

.A great co-operative organisation, embracing a whole set of inter~.· 
related co-operative societiefl from the village credit society and the
village sale society up to a great wholesale society, a great Provinciat 
Bank, would undoubtedly be an ideal organisation for the purpose. 
But t.he organisation of such a network of societies will take' time,. 
while the problem is one requiring immediate action. 

We do not think that zemindars as buch could give much assistance· 
in the matter. But really public-spirited zemindarll' can do a lot by
placing themse!.ves at'the head of their tenants, organisin~ Co-opera-
tive Societies and, if necessary. placing their credit at theIr disposal.. 

Q. 12.-Yes, if the regulation is to be perfect. The organisatioDl! 
necessary for the purpose should be one embracing the three Provinces .. 

, But if co-operation of Bihar and Assam is not available on suitable 
terms, regulation of the Bengal crop alone would go a great way, con-· 
sidering that the present output from the sister provineesis negligible. 

Q. 13.-This question is primarily a matter for the agricultural!. 
expert. Expert advice on such matters ought to be placed within. easy 
reach of the actual cultivators.' For this purpose· it is necessary. to>' 
evolve a complete cadre of agricultural officers who would be ;readily, 
accessible to cultivators and constantly ad.vise them in pursuan'ce tl}' 
definite provincial plans. . 
. Q. 18.-As an abstract proposition there would be no. hesitation" to': 

answer the question in the affirmative. But in the first place, the com-. 
petition from substitutes and elevators has not yet become so formidable' 
that it need cause immediate uneasiness. Secondly, agriculturaL 
research in the past has not yielded much &ubstantial benefit 'to, the 
grower. Thirdly, the problem of, vital importance at the present' 
moment is economic reorganisation and not improvements in cultiva-. 
tion. Without, tlierefore, disparaging a properly regulated research 
work on problems' of actual interest to the eultivator, W<l are of opinion. 
that 'the efforts and the expenditure on scientific resaarch could ~e 
slow!.'d down with advantage, if necessary, for providing funds f01-
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ec{)nomic reorganisation. Besides, scientific' research may profitably' 
be dC!legated very'largely, if not wholly, to the Universities for the 
present. . 

Q .. 14.-Propaganda has been successful in someldeasure but chiefly 
b~cause the low prices of jute helped the propaganda. It would be 
foolish to rely upon such propaganda, except as an emergency measure,. 
for poping WIth the great problem before us. What is wanted is a great 
.organisation which will regulate the production of jute. Propaganda 
is no substitute for organisation. 

Q. 19.~W e do not know for whom the jute forecasts are made and 
IWhat benefit it does· to them. To start with, the ,orop forecasts, if reli
able, can only arm the buyers with a useful weapon for beating down 
the seller as low as possible, while the grower,has not the corresponding 
advantage of knowing the market forecast and regulatinjt his sowing. 
accordingly. Whoever may be benefited by the forecasts, the grower 
gains nothing by it, unless by afcident the forecast happens to be very 
.short. of actuals. . 

Apart from this the forecasts are unsatisfactory. 
The reason lies in the method of making the forecasts. Nobody 

ever measures the total acreage, of sowings and there are no materials 
upon which the acreage can be mathemati~ally worked out. As a rule, 
Union Boards send the primary forecasts, not on any calculation, but 
by guess. The District Magistrates make their reports on these elusive 
~ata. On the other hand, Agricultural Officers, when making their 
tours, make their observations, which are at best casual. The Director 
of Agriculture then sets to work on these two sets of data and makes 
llis own conclusions after further consultations with Collectors. It is 
-throughout a case of the blind leading the blind, for none of these per
'sons have' any definite tangible bases to work upon beyond gUe<!ses of 
"Various degrees. 

A forecast based on such unsatisfactory data can be good material 
-fo'r gamblers but not &uch' as an organised Government could be proud' 
<of. 

The only satisfactory basis 'for accurate forecasts would be to have 
J·egisters of jute lands in each Union Board, such as was contel!lplated 
;n Dr~ Sen Gupta's Bill. These would give data upon which definite 
forecasts would be made. . 

Q. 28.-Yes. The co-operativa organisation, we should suggest, 
"Would be a chain of Co-operative Societies. On the one hand there will ' 
be the financing societies from the Provincial Bank down to the Village 
Credit Society, ,and on the other,' the sale societies. 

Each member of th~ Village Society who is financed by a Co-opera
tive. Society would be under an obligation to sell his crops to a Sale 
'Society of which he must be a member. The Sale Society, on receiving 
-the jute, will issue a scrip for its price at the market rate for the day, 
against which the financing society will give credit to the member. 
When the Sale Society completes the sale it would pay to the credit 
:society the value of the crops covered by the scrips. This is a system 
"Worlling successfully at Gosaba. . 

The Sale Societies, again, will form a complete set from the Village 
'Society to the 'Vholesales at Calcutta and Chittagong. 

[Mr. N. K. Baau.] 
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· When the organisa.tien of these societies is cnmpleted' theJ'e'should 
be no difficulty of financing it by, temporary debentures'or .bIlls issued 
by the Provincial Hank, as all tlie money would come back in' the course 
of six to nine IIJ.QD.thl. . , 

But in the beginning the Government must undertake to finance the 
first set of societies by guaran-teeing the debentures of the Pro~intial 

· Bank on the security of the jute held by the co-operative lIale societies 
on which the Provincial Bank would have an ultimate lien., .• ' 

We are unable to examine these proposals in the ligh1;.pf the experi
ence of the co-operative jute sale societies as the Government has chosen 
to treat all reports of inquiries' into them as strictly confidential and 

· the real truth about them has been kept shut out from the public. 
o Q. 37.-'-Mr. McDougall's scheme is admissible in all respects, except 

w,ith reference to the Directorate.. The constitution of the Directorate 
, spoils the whole scheme. The effect of it would De that while the 'Gov

ernment holds all the capital of the Corporation, its affairs are managed 
by a body of persons whose interest it is to exploit the growers. 

Every other detail of the McDougall scheme can be worked' i~to the 
scheme of a co-operative organisation outlined above; If the GoY~rn
ment is prepared to find the capital for Mr. McDougall's Jute Cmpora
tion it ought not to .be difficult for them to finance the twin bodies, 
the Provincial Bank and the Co-operative Wholesale, and these bodies 
between them can perform all the functions assigned by Mr. ;McDoligall 
to the Jute Corporation, 0 

Q. 38 to Q. 40.-It would be of some use to growers to haye reliable 
market information promptly. But few of them would be competent 
to make the necessary deductions from them about their future sowing 
programme. To guide them on this it will be necessary to· have that 
deduction made . by experts at Calcutta and to communicate to the 
grower exactly by what proportion he is to increase or decrease his 
sowing. 

Wireless telephony with loud speakers at each jute market would be 
a most useful means of communicating this information. The cost of 
such apparatus would not be prohibitive. 

No. 53. 

Babu Mrityunjoy Acharjee, M!M'ber, District ,Board, Nadia. 

Dated the 21st -March 1933. 
Q. 1.-Yes. ~ 
Q. 2(a).-We do not think it is possible except by. legislation. 
Q. 2 (b).-Bothto raise and steady prices. -

· Q. 3.-Because regulation would interfere with ,the righfs. of 
growers by curtailing their choice in regard ~ land under jute cult~va
tion and their expectation of profits. Regulation would not'be feaSIble 
on voluntary basis. . 

Q. 4.-No idea. 
Q. 5.-Manipulation of prices by mills, balers and" shippers. It 18 

not a fact that prices go d?wn a.t the time of financial. or other crises. 
Over-production and finanCIal crIses are partly responSIble for the low 
prices. 

11 



Q. 6.~Not likely. 
Q. 7.-No. ' 
Q. 8.~ertainly. 
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Q.9.-Compulsory regulation by legislation may be tried on the 
lines outlined by Mr. A. P. McDougall in Appendix C. We have no 
suggestion to offer. ' 

Q. 10.-only (a) Union" 'Boards, (b) Co-operative Societies and (c) 
Jute Merchant~' Associations by forming such associations at each pro;' 
ducing and purchasing centre. 

Q. 11.-A Jute Marketing Board is expected to check the evasion 
to a'very great extent. 

Q. 12.-Yes, it would be necessary. 
Q~ 13.-A~n paddy for low lands. .Sugarcane and linseed for the 

other. Propaganda by the Agriculture Department would be necessary. 
Q. 14.-Yes, to some extent. Yes, such propaganda oug'ht to be 

~ontinued. . ' 
Q. 16 • ...,--Rupees 10 seems to be the fair price level. 
Q. ,17.-Economic crisis. Over-production .and dictation of pricer. 

of mill-owners, etc., and middleman's profit, in the case of raw mate
rial. First two seem to have' brought about the fall in' the case of 
manufactured articles. 

Q. 18.-The agricultural research and propaganda ought to continue 
unabated. 

Q. 19.--Yes, from the points of view of (b) and (c). 
(a) Never take any notice of the system. 
(b) and (c), who are the buyers from growers, regulate the season's 

price by making estimate of the year's expected output and stock held 
over in the previous yaars. (h) being the ultimate buyers, are specially 
benefited as (1) they know the stock in hand indifferent centres and 
agencies which inay be utilised, (2) they can estimate the bulk which 
would· be required to meet the world's demand, and (3) can estimate the 
year's yie.ld in advance. Thus they are in a position to know, by the 
present &ystem, all that they want to know. 

Q. 20.-They are not satisfactory from the point of view of growers' 
and the community generally. ' 

Q. 21.-1 consider it is feasibJe to establish such markets. I have 
no') idea as to the number required and the area to be served bv each. 
Yes, they will be advantageous to the cultivators. " 

Q. 22.~Such societies may be formed. 
Q. 23.-Work and method and remuneration vary in different areas. 

Q. 24.-Yes,to some extent. 

Q. 25.-1 have no suggestion to offer. 

"Q. 26.-They are not pledged or sold before harvesting formally in 
these parts. But they are practically so. Raiyats and lar£as take, 
advances from middlemen after sowing on the understanding (generally' 
oral understanding) that they would sell this produce to these middle
men. 
(BabuMrityunjoy Acharjee.] 
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Q. 27.--Yes, creditors 'are ultimate buyers in the huge majority of 
caRes. Yes, it does affect the prices. I have.no suggestions to :nake. 

Q. 28.-No. Such a huga task can neither be managed 1l0rfiliancecJ 
by ('o·operative orgallisations in the form in. which they 1l0W en,;t. no 
purchase alld sale societies used to make this purchase at differen,t 
celltres; the task of assessment, gradillg and valuing were left to differ
ent persolls; the weighm,eut done at _ different places differed materially:; 
the difficulty of filldillg mOlley was fouIW. to be insurmountable; and 
lastly, tLe -difficulty of consigning bales to Calcutta forsa10 'was the 
same 8S that felt by private middlamen. The task of selling was given 
over to the Wholesale Society, a quite different body which sold, or had 
to sell, the bales sent by different &'ale societies at muchloW'er prices 
even without reference to the sale societieswhkh were thp- owners of 
these jute. Unless one identical body can be created for doing both~ 
i.e., purchase and sale, .no better achievement can be expected by utilis .. 
ing the eo-operative organisation. 

Q. 29 to Q. 34.-No idea. 
Q. t5 and Q. 36.-N 0 suggestion. 
Q. 37.-I think the scheme is workable and may be ad~ant!lgeou~. 
Q. 31.-N.ot in this part. I cannot· suggest any practical .method: 
Q. 39.~The same agency ought to be able .to do so. The current 

rate pel' maund and' whether a fall or rise is expe.ctedin the near 
future, whether they should market their produce or whether they 
should hold hack for a given period. . 

Q. 40~Wireless telegraphy with loud speakers at all markets is;. 
I think, a.good idea. 

Q. 41.-The Government -agency should, in case of slump, hold 
back the jute. Bur the CO&t would be so enormous that the Govern:' 
ment, it is feared, may not be able to raise sufficient funds, 'I have 
no suggestion' to offer for raising funds for such cases. 

Q. 42.-I approve of the recommendation of the Royal Oommission. 
I have no suggestion to offer. -

Q. 43 to Q. 46.-No answer. 
Q. 47 and Q. 48(a), (b), (c).-No idea. 
Q. 49.-No answer. 
Q. SO.-No suggestion. 
Q. 51.-No . 

. Q. 52.-Cannot say. 
Q. 53.--,N 0 idea as to how it should be financed. 
Q. 54 to 0. s8.-No idea. 

No. 54. 

Rai A. K. Mukhai'ji Bahadur, District Officer, Bogra. 

Dated the 21st'March 1933. 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(a).-Yes. 
Q. 2(b)o""-It will steady the price ot the ra:w'fib~e~ 
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Q. 3.-Regulationispossible for the following reasons:-
~ . 

" (1) The area under 'jute is known' ahd the total production in one 
year can be, app:roximately.estimated.- The demand also for anyone 
'year can be approximately calculated. The area sown may be, there
fore, regulated in such a way that the total produce may correspond to 
~ great. extent to the demand for the ·year. 

, :,;~' (2)'It woulg be possible.to enforce restriction by legislation. 
" Q. 4.--The production of ganja is rest.ricted in the ganja-mahal at 
N aogaon in Rajshahi. The production of opium also used to be con
·trolled. The case of jute, of course, is not similar, as ganja and opium 
ru-e-excisable articles while jute is not such an article and the area under 
~ute is fllr greater than that under ganja and opium. 
, Q.' 5..-:-The main factor, I think, is that the countries where jute 
used to be exportad, viz., Europe and America, have become financially 
crippled for various reasons, and are at present taking very little jute. 
The ,'olume of international trade has, for various reasons, e~g., heavy 
tariffs, etc., shrunk up considerably. The loW' prices are due 10 over
production in the sense that the demand has been greatly reduced 'for 
'r,eas.ons mentioned above. 

Q. '6 and Q. 7.-No. 
Q. &-This is possible but it will be counteracted by suitable legis-

lation: ' 
Q. 9.-Regulation should be made compulsory by legislation which 

should be a temporary measure. It may be on the lines of the note in 
ApPendix C. ' ' 
:' Q. ,10.-Union Board, Circle Inspector of Societies, ·zemindars, 
'chauk'idars, 'Cir,cle Officers, should be utilised . 
. "Q. 11 ,and Q. n.-Yes: 

Q. 13.-On low land only long stemmed 0tIU and aman can be grown 
and on high land sugarcane and aus followed by ,,,abi crops can be 
grown. If the area under jute is decreased by the raiyats they will auto
matically take up these crops. Some propaganda for this should also 
be made and sugarcane cuttings be supplied. 

Q. 14.-Yes. Yes, until the raiyats themselves realize their posi
tion and do not make speculation with this crop. The pI'opaganda can 
be made' by all departments of the Government stationed at the rural 
areas, and by other touring officers as wall, and by beat of drum in 
local hats just before sowing time, by the Union Boards of the respec
tive areas, stating what are -expected to be the requirements ,of jute 
fibre. in the following year and the price thereof. . 

Q. 15.-

Name of crop. 

Jute 
AU8 paddy .... 
Aman paddy 
Sugarcane •• 

[Tha Di8,ricl OjJicer, Bogra.] 

N onnal cost of 
cultivation 
per acre. 

Rs. 
45 
25 
18 
75 

Yield per acre. 

Mds. 
15 
15 
20 
60 



Q. 16.-Rupees 5 to Rs. 6 per mauna: 
Q. 17.-Vide reply to Question No.~. 
Q. 18.-Ye.s, if so~e more high YieTding. vari~ty be found out, and 

that be better In quahty, then the cost of tsroductlOn would be le&s, and 
on smaller area the required "quantity can be produced. "Local bodies, 
associations, et~., should. help th,:' Departme~t in thapr0I!ag:andllswotk. 
for demonstratIon and introduction of the Improved vanetles.' :' 

Q. 19.-The jute foreoast· is of no benefit to the cultrvators;'1't 
benefits only the balers and mill-owners and middlemen. 'They should 
have their own agencies for collecting figures and, as a rule, they have 
such agencies on whose reports they rely. They do not rely 'On: the 

'Governmentforec3st, which is really a forecast made by thll Director 
of Agriculture and his subordinates, though figures are taken from the 
Presidents of the Union Boards, and' the public are told that the, 
latter:s figures ar~ reported. The cultivators do not derive any benefit" 
as prIces do not Increase on account of the forecast. What the culti
vators need is a forecast of the demand, and Government' should 
collect this information from all available sources and publish it for 
their btlnefit. . ' 

Q. 20.-Not satisfactory. 
Q. 21.-Yes. Thirty markets may be established in this district, 

The area served by each would be about 50 square miles. TheywoulJ 
be advantageous to cultivators. ' , 

Q. 22.-Co-operative jute sale societies were started, but had to be 
liquidated. An attempt may be made again on a modest scale"but diffi
culty may be experienced on account of economic crisis in finallc;:ing 
them. ' 
, Q. 23.-Farias purchase from villages and make a profit of 2 annas 
to 4 annas par maund. Beparis, in many cases, purchase from !MiaS: 
and make a profit of 1 anna to 2 annas per maund. 

, Q. 24.-There is no doubt that the cultiv~tors cannot have the 
benefit of the full market price on account of the multiplicity of the 
middlemen. 

Q. 25.-I am not aware of any such marketing custom. 
Q. 26.-No, not in this district. 
Q. 27~From village money-lenders, Co-operativeSocieties and from 

private loan' effices. It will not be correct to say that In. the' large 
majority of cases the creditors are the buyers. Credit facilities had 
been given by the establishment of Central Co-operative Banks and 
Co-opemtive Rural Societies. If possible, Government may give agri
cultural loans for the purpose at a slightly higher rate of interest than 
that at which they are advanced under the Agricultural Loans Act. 
The rate under' the'latter is 1 anDa per rupea per annum. The rat~ 
may be 2 annas per rupee per annum in the case of jute. 

Q. 28.-I do not think it possible. 
Q. 29 to Q. 36.-Cannot be answered 'from here. 
Q. 37.-The scheme may be tried. 
Q. 3S..:-some of the better class growers keep information of Hie 

market prices,t Calcutta through the vernacular daily papers. If 
information could be sent to the Presidents of tha Union Boards the 
growers can get, iIi.formatio~ from them. . , 
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Q. 39.-Yes. Information regarding price& 'ruling' in Calcutta for 
different grades of 'jute would be of the greatest value. 

Q. 4O.~Loud speakers may~b; installed at the markets. 
Q. 41.-It would b9 certainly helpful if Government announced its 

wi'llingness to buy and stock jute at a minimum price fixed by it, but 
crore~ of rupees '!Vill be, reqUIred if Government has actually to buy, 
and It would be Imposslble for Government to spend so much money. 
The cultivator also, in that casa, will not restrict the area under jute 
to the quantity for which only there is demand. 
" Q. 42.-Market surveys and appointment of Marketing Officers will 
certainly be useful., The subjects mentioned in pages 409-10, Chapter 
XI, of the Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, should be 

'faken up by the Marketing Officer. The cultivator will be benefited as 
questions of llrica will be examined, and the trade also will benefit by 
the examinatIon of these questions. ' 

Q. 43.-Yes. ' 
Q. 44.-The Committee should watch over the interest of all 

branches of the trade from the, field to the factory. Details should be 
worked out afterwards. 

Q. 45.-No. There should be- representatives from Bihar and 
Orissa. 

Q. 46.-By levying a small cess on raw jute. 
Q.47.-No. 

'Q. 48 and Q. 49.-1 do not know of any substitutes. 
Q~ SO.-No'. 
Q. 51.-In N aogaon in Rajshahi there is a J ute Weaving Co-()pera

live Society which manufactures asan, backs and seats of easy or deck 
chairs, etc., from jute. 

Q.52.-No. 
Q. 53.~Yes. From the cess levied on raw jute. 
Q. 54 to Q. 58.-No, 

No. 55. 

Rai Sasadhar Chose Bahadur, Chairman, Mymensingh Central' 
Co-operat,ive Bank, Mymensingh. 

Dated the 21st March 1933. 
The questions are so very numerous and require the knowledge of 

an expert to answer all of them. So, instead of answering the ques
tions I beg to send you herewith my opinion on the matter. 

The subject of enquiry, so far as jute growers are concerned, may 
be divided into 2 parts. 1. Production of jute. 2. Marketing of 
jute. ' 

,\Vith regard to production of jute, suggestions are made to control 
the area. of pl'oduction. In this respect my humble opinion is that the 
task seems to me to be an impossible one. Any legi&lation that may 
1e made' on the subject will cause intense trouble on !the g;rower$ and 
'0 E>'Uitable agency, fread of corruption, can be possibJty obtained. As 
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a matter ()f fact I, a~ of opinion,' legiSlation on the subject will Dot 
likely improve the situation in.any: way. 

With regard to marketing"' of 1ute, in this respect I believlj if a 
minimum price.is fixed by legislation it -max result in some good' to 
the cultivators: Such legislati()n may have the effect of reducing the 
area of cultiva~ion. It is in my humbll!l ()piniorithe combination of 
the millers that keeps down the, price of jute. They kn<lw fully well 
that the growers cannot hold back sale and wait for better price. So 
the combination of the millers becomes successful. 

The three classes of persons who are primarily interested in the 
price of jute are the growers, financiers and the landlords. Co-opera
tion ()i these three bodies can only bring about a success to fetch proper 
price of jute. This subject was discussed here on the 8th March 1931 
in a meeting of the representatives of the Central Co-operative Banks' 
()f the district of Mymensingh. The meeting was presided over by our 
eminent countryman, Babu Brojendra Kishore Roy Choudhury, 
Zemindar of Gouripore.In the said meeting 1- suggested the forma
tion of co-operative villag'e community. My suggestion was accepted 
by the meeting. I sketched out my idea in my speech in the said 
meeting. I enclose herewith a copy of my speech from which you will 
get some idea about it. ' 

Unless these three classes of per~ons interested In the price of jute 
can possi~ly j()i~ han~s there is absolutely no possib;ility of getting 
proper prIce for It. 

I believe the Government'will not interfere in this matter on,the 
ground that, anything that is done to help' the growers might be a 
('ause ()f grievance for the millers, and as you know, the millers, are a 
body ()f people who are most influential and can frustrate any measure 
that may be adopted by the Government to give redress to the growers. 

No. 56. 

Mr. H. Quinton, I.C.S., Distdct Officer, Howrah. 

Dated the 25th March 1933. 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a)-Yes, but it would be in the nature of a difficult experiment. 
Q. 2 (b)-To raise and steady the price. 
Q. 3.-The difficulties are not, I think, peculiar to the present cir

cu~stances. Voluntary regulation would probably n<lt work. Com
pulsory regulation would be such a novelty to the cultivator that it 
might cause serious resentment though under "Self-Government" there 
is less chance of this than restriction by law under the existing consti
tution. There would be cost of supervision and enforcement .which 
might prove prohibitive, and there would be much evasion. 

Q. 4.-1 have no expert knowledge, but rubber restriction succeeded 
up to a point and only failed ultimately because there was 'not, 'as in 
the case of jute, a practical monopoly. 

Q. 5.-Worid economic conditions, especially unstable exchanges. 
Over-production follows ,financial crisis and aggravates depre,ssion 9f 
1Ilice. ,j 



::Q. 6."-'-1 have ii~ ,knowled~ rin: the point. 'So far 'as 1 know, substi
tutes at present are not formidable, and are not likely to be formidable 
even if regulation raised' the price of raw jute. 

Q. 7.-N~. 
Q.8.-Yes-human,nature. 
Q. 9.~A survey of jute growing area in every union might be made. 

It could ascertain very roughly what land had actually produced jute 
'in, say, the last 3 years, and more exact survey, say, for 2 future years, 
of actuals could be made. An average could' be ascertained ·then for 

, each union or division of a union, and a percentaga fixed as,-a maxi-: 
mum to be grown in such areas. Permits to cultivate' jute should 
then be granted only on application and apportionment. The main 
factor,but not the only factor, in apportionment should be average 
production of the area, but othar factors :would be suitability of the 
soil and competition for permits. The percentage would of course 
depend on the estimated requirements of the whole industry for the 
yaar. ," . 

Q. 1~Union Boards would be the most suitable agency~ Co
operative Societies have very limited scope, and zemindars could only 
be utilised to aSllist by propaganda. " 

Q~11. lnd Q~ ,12.:"'-Yes. 
Q. 13 to Q.18.-'-1 agree generally with the replies of the District 

Agricultural Officer and 2 Union Board Presidents sent herewith. 
Q. 19 to Q. 21.--1 cannot express an opinion. Question No. 21 

depends on the succase of the Cotton Market Act. 
, Q. ~2 to Q. 27.-1 agree with District Agricultural Officer's replies. 
I am inclined to think that middlemen perform a necessary function 
and onlyCo-operative Societies can, in the present economic condition 
of cultivators, be a substitute. 

Q. ft.-No. 
Q. 37.-The scheme is attractive and workable so far as 1 can 

judge. , 
On other questions 1 do not think 1 can supply any useful opinion. 

No. 57. 

The District Agricultural Officer, Howrah.* 
, Dated the 27th March 1933. 

, Q. ~3.-ln the case of a decrease in ' the, area of jute, sugarcane, 
'(Jus paddy,rahar, chillies, brinjal, ,fodder crops, potato and other 
English and oountry vegetables, tobacco, fruits such as plantains, 
papayas and pineapples, peepul, betelvine, cotton" etc. may be sug
gested to be grown as alternative crops on high lands. Aman paddy; 
pulses, such as khesari, matikaTai and gram; oilseeds, such as mustard, 
linseed and til, hogTa and pam/aT, etr" may be grown as alternati,e 
crops, instead of jute, on .low lands. ':' 

To encou~age the raiyats to grow such alternative crops,' regular 
ore-anisation a,nd, propaganda should be nece~sa:y, Co-operative Agri~ 
cultural Associahons and, Sale and Supply SOCIetIes may be formed. , ' 

• See also page 456. 
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. Manufacturing sid~ of ~uch agricu.ltural 'produce where necessary. 
may be taken up by these associatio~s and societies. ' 

Q. 14.-1 believ~ that Govarnment and otherpropagandae; have b~eri 
effective to,sqme, ex.te~t in keepiIl;gdown the area under jute c~ltiva
tion. I am of opmIOn' that thls propaganda should be contmued. 
Thi8 propaganda, I consider, could be made more effective if it be 
taken up by Union Boards, all local bodies, influential local people 
an_~ f.en.1iZ!da1·s, having public confidence.· , . 

, Q. 1~The normal cost of cultivation of jute is Rs. 90 per acre aneJ;: 
yield is l[)..inaunds in thie; district. 

Probable Probable 
Name of crop. cost yield 

per acre. per acre •. 

Rs. Rs. 

Stlgarcane 250 375 
AUB paddy 45 60 
R~har 25 40 
l.Jhillies 60 ~OO 

Brinjal, 90 250 
Fodder crops 30 120 
Potato .. 150 300 
Vegetables (both English and 

Country) 150 300 
Peepul .. 100 250 (on the 2nd.year:) 
Betelvine 1,000 1,250' 

Cotton 45 Hio 
Tobacco 150 300 
Fruits 150 250. 
Aman paddy 45 90 
Pulses 30 75 
Oilseeds 30 60 
HogZa .. 50 150 
PanifaZ 100 300 

Q. 16.~In view of the present day conditions, I consider Rs. 8 per 
maund of jute would bring a reasonable price to the cultivators. ': 

Q. 17.-The trade depression of the world, the accumulation of 
stock of both raw jute and manufactured goods from the produce of 
previous years-these are probably the causes which have brought 
about a fall in price of jute. 

Middlemen's practice among the poor cultivators is also to Borne 
extent responsible for the low price of jute. 

Q. 18.-Departmental research:~nd propaganda should be continued 
with a view to grow jute of better ,quality at ai lower cost; , -
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The Department of Agriculture can be assisted in research· work 
by different Un1varsities in 1he province, and nQIl-oflicial associations 
and public bodies can also help in the propaganda work amon~ th" 
.jute growers. 

Q. 22.-The 'existing union boards may be utilised for the purpOse of 
forming village. Co-operative Societies with the help of the Co-operative 
.Department whereby the raiyat may be brought in close touch with the 
jute baler, thus eliminating the middlemen and middlemen's profits. 
. Q. 23.-Middlemen such as Jarias and b~paris go from house to 
house of the cultivators and purchase jute from them and sell the 
sania to aratdar at a certain profit, approximately annas four per maund 
of jute. 

Q. 24.-Yes, there is some relation between the low price the 
cultivator is getting for his jute and the multiplicity of middlemen. 

Q. 25.-There are ·no marketing customs which are detrimental to 
'I'aiyat in this district, but there is Jatka market in Calcutta, conducted 
chiefly by Marwaries, which is injurious to the raiyat and it differs 
always from the actual market for jute. 

Q .... 26.-No. . 
Q. ·2t.-cultivators generally borrow from village mahajan or 

village creditor, and sometimes they also borrow from a kabuliwalla. 
The creditors in this district are not the ultimate buyers of the crops. 
Organisation of village co-operative credit· society may give better 
credit facilities to cultivator. . 

Q. 38.-Growers of jute at present do not, in most cases, receive any 
a<:curate market information. By the organisation of jute sale and 
supply societias, and by publishmg periodicals dealing on jute and 
other crops, growers, merchants, as well as manufacturers. could ·be 
supplied with information regarding market conditions both here and 
abroad. Generally, aratd{J'r goets information from Calcutta· market, 
and this information is circulated to Jarias and bepris. These Jarias 
and beparis give the cultivators some sort of market ,information but 
which is always misleading and the· existence of Jatka market makes 
the situation worse. - -

Q. 1.-Yes. 

. No. 58. 

Nikhil Banga Proja Samiti, Calcutta.t 

Dated the 27th ~j[arch 1.933. 

t Q. 2· (a) • ...,-Yes . 
• Q. 2 (b).-It will &teady the price of jute. 

Q. 3.-Does not arise. . 
Q. 5.-The low prices ~re mainly due to over-production. 
Q. 6.---There will be no substitute if the price of jute is kept within 

reasonable limits . 

• The Presidents of the Union Boards at Jagacha and Bally in the district or Howrah 
agree with the views of the District Agricultural Officer, Howrah. . 

t For oral evidence of nominees of the Samili, IIi<k page 469 el 8eq. 



Q.1.--~'o. 
Q. B.-Yes: 
Q. 9.-:-Legislation is necessary for the regulation ~fjute crop. 
Q. 10.-Through the Union Bo~rds only. . _ 
Q. 11 and Q. 1Z,-Yes. . 
Q. 13.-Paddy for low lands. Sugar cane and ~ofton, ~for higli 

lands and the like. 

Q. ·14.-N ono()fficial propaganda was more effective in reducing the 
area of cultivation. If there be no legislation, propaganda should be 
continued. This should be carried on through the "Nikhil-Banga
Proja Samiti" and the '(Jute Growers Association." 

Q. 1~,--Average, R&'.150 per acre. About 15 maunds par acte. 
Q. 16.-Rs. 12 per maund. , 
Q. U.-Over-production for raw jute and world-wide trad(ll depres-

sion for mat;tufactured .goods. . . 
. Q. 18.-We do not consider .that substitute and elevators have_ 
appreciably reduced the demand for jute. Agricultural rese.~rJlh js. 
always welcome. .., - -, _ 
• Q. 19.---The- present system of compiling forecasts is not beneficial 

to the growers. The Union Board Presidents ought to be made 
responsible .for sending correct forecasts and their action should be pro
perly checked. The Union Board Presidents should be given80me 
remuneration; as otherwise they become careless in compiling the 
forecasts. 
, Q. 20.-There is no. fixed system of grading and owing to this. the 
growers suffer from losses. The present system of .marketing is .against 

. the interest of the growers. 
Q. 21.-Yes, organised markets are 'necessary and advantageous· to 

the cultivators. 
Q. 22.-N o. In the presence of the organised markets no other 

society is necessary. , 
Q. 23.-The laM and bepari are 'the instruments for the collection 

of jute from the cultivators. They are useless and unnecessary. 
Q. 24.-It is one of the causes. 
Q. 25.-(1) Want of standardisation of w~ights and measures. 
(2) Britti,' gadi~salami, koyali, etc. These may be abolished by 

legislation. 
Q.2a-;...No. 
Q. 27.-From village '/'TUl,hajans and also from jute merchants .. In 

some cases the money-lenders are ultimate buyers' of jute. No;<by 
improving the co-operative banking system and granting agricultural 
loans. 

Q. 28.-We do not approve of co-operative marketing organisation. 
We propose a scheme which is as follows: - ' _ 

. Q. 26.-No. .," . 
: A Statutory Board under the name of "Jute Oorporation" is robe 

pstablished .. It is to be directed, by the repFesentatives of th~, jute 
growers of Bengal, Bihar-Orisea and Assam. As all the ju.te comes into 
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the ports of Oalcutta and Chittagong it will b~ possible to derive an 
> annual, revenue o£ about 25 Jakhs "01 rupees by levying a cess of one 

anna per maund. . The Corporation will fix a minimum rate for jute 
and be pr!!pared t? purch-as~ any auantity w~ene~er !he :price goes 
below that fixed' hmlt. Owmg to Its annual mcome It wlll not be 
difficult for the Corporation to raise ·the necessary finance in order to 
purchas!!, the quantity of jute offered. It is most likely that the 
Corporation will not have to purchase any jute since the consumers will 
always be willing to pay a higher price for it, when they will see thai 
the lowest limit has been fixed. 

The Corpora~ion can only succeed if the production be-, regulated. 
Q. 35.-We advocate legislation for fixing the standard of loose 

jute .• 
Q. 3G.-Any definite standard which will clearly define the quality. 

The, Government should be the supervising authority; 
Qi. 37.-We do not approve of the McDougall scheme. 
Q. 38.-The growers get ~ery little market information. We, sug~ 

gest inipplying market, information by installing radio in all the 
important mufassal hats and bazars. The radio must be spoken in 
simple ;Bengali language. , 

Q; 139.-The same agency must describe the general condition and 
tendency of the market~ . 

Q.40.-,Yes. It is answered under Question No. 38. 
Q. 41.-Yes; as suggestadin answer to Question Xo. 28. 
Q.42.-No. 

, ,Q~43 to Q. 4G.-The 'questions do not arise, if' the scheme of. the 
"Jute Corporation" as suggested under Question No. 28 is accepted. 

Q. 47.-The jute trade has not suffered 'from substitutes. There 
are reports that paper-bags are being used. We consider that the loss 
is negligible. Elevator-system being comparatively costly should not 
be taken as a' substitute for jute bags. 

Q. 48 to Q. 5~.-Do not arise. 

Q~ 51.-0theruses for jute must be found out by undertaking 
researches by the Government. 

Q. 52.-Does not arise. 

Q. 53.-There is no loss, due to competition but in order to find out 
markets for new manufactures of jute a Research Department may be 
established which should be financed by the jute mills. ' 

Q. 54~The work of propaganda in other countries should be 
e11tr,nsted with the proposed"J ute Corporation" (t'ide answer' to 
Question No~ 28). . ' 

Q. 55.-It is a matter of det~il. 
Q. 5G.-The proposed Corporation will decide it. 
Q. 57.-Partly by the. Government and partly by the propose<l 

Corpora tion. 
Q. 58.-The proposed Corporation will decide ac()ording'to'the 

representations mad~ bY,the Calcutta shippers. , 
[Nikhii Banga Proja Samiti] 
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N~~5!J.-
.... 

:The District Board, dal~aiguri; 

Dated the 24th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a)-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b)-It is expected that it will raise the 'price of the raw fibre. 
Q. 3.--Does not arise. 
Q. 4.-We are not in a position to give any reply to this~ 
Q. 5.-The factors which depress the 'price of jute are both over-

production and world-wide ecpnomic depression. 

Q~ 6 and Q. 7.-No. 

Q. S.-Most likely. 

Q. 9.--':'The regulation should be made compulsory by legislation •. 
It may be done on the lina suggested by Mr. A. P. McDougall, ·C .. B.K.: 

Q. 10.-Union Boards and Co-operative Societies may be utili~~d. 
Q. 11 and Q.12.-Yes. 

Q. 13.-Cotton and sugarcane propaganda works. 
Q. 14.~To some extent. Yes, propaganda works should be coJ!-

uucted with lantern lectures through Union Boards. . 
Q. 15.-Cost of culivation for jute per acre wiU be about Rs.35 

and yield per acre is expected about 12 maunds. We are not in a 
position to express opinion of the alternative crops suggested. 

Q. 16.-At least Rs. 8 per maund. 
Q. 17.-Over production and world-wide economic depression. 
Q. 18.-Y es, Union Boards and Co~Operative Societies. 
Q. 19.-;..Present system tlf compiling and ,ublishing the jute fore

cast is not satisfactory from the point of yiew e the growers inasmuch as 
they never reach the growers. We would suggest that the forecasts, 
etc., should be circulated through Union Boards. 

Q.20.-No" from the point'of view of the growers. 
Q. 21.--Y e&'. It is difficult to answer. Yes. 
Q. 22.-It is very difficult to suggest. But if village co-operative 

80ciaties can be formed successfully then the raiyats can be brought 
more closely into touch wit.h jute balers. 

Q. 23.-We are not in a position to give details. 
Q.24.-Yes. 
Q. 25.-We cannot say. 
Q. 2&.-Yes. In most cases-about 3 months before. Generally 

crops are pledged for some 50 pe.r cent. below the expected market 
price. In case the tull quantity of jute pledged cannot be delivered 
within the specified ti~e, the pr1ce for the same is realised at the f}Ill 
market rate. Interest 1S also charg~d on ~he same at 25 per cent~ "whIch 
is realised in kind. . .... 
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Q. 27.~Yes. Only better provision of credit facilities may be 
given if Co-operative Societies ca~ be established sq~cessfully. 

Q. 28.-Possible. We .have no experien~.~ and ''Cannot make an} 
suggestion. 

Q. 37..---In our opinion Mr. ~fcDougall's marketing scheme ma;y 
be feasible. 

Q. 38.-No. The growers may ,be informed about market condi
tions through Unil)n Boards and Co-operative Societies who should be 
informed. : ' , 

Q. 39.-Yes-price of various qualities of jute. 
Q. 40.-Through ,Union Boards and Co-operative' Societies. In 

big hats and important jute centres wireless telegraphy with loud· 
speakers would be of assistance. . 

Q. 41.-Yes, by Government. Yes. We cannot express an} 
opinion for the last part. 

Q. 43.-Yes. 
Q. 45.-No. 
Q. 53 to Q. 56.-Yes. 

No. 60. 

Babu Rasik Lal Cuh~ Merchant, Balurghat, District Dinajpur., 

Dated the 20th March 193.'3. 

Q. 1.-No. I am in favour of voluntary restriction. 
Q. 2 (a).~It is not always possible. 
Q. 2 (b).-The main object of regulation would be to restrict pro· 

duction and the likely effect of such regulation would be instead of 
raising the prices of raw fibl'e only to h~lp-to make the price somewhat 
steady. 

,,/0.' 3.-As the cultivators of our province are not quite familiar witb 
the question of supply and demand of jute, and as they are not con
versant with the world money market, and lastly, as the cultivators of 
our province are quite ignorant of the most up-to-date agricultural 
J>rocedure and implements, at present regulation in the production will 
not serve its purpose. But in future. when the glmeral standard of 
education of our producers will be raised, and when they will be in 
a position to understand the question of demand and supply, and 
also the que&tion of world mone~r market, then, and then only, such a 
regulation will serve its purpose. 

Q. 5.-In my opinion the factors which depress the price of jute are 
manifold. Ovar-production is one of the factors no doubt, but that is not 
the only factor. And as regards over-production the cultivators are not to 
be blamed because sometimes the forecasting proves false. Hemp and 
paper are two products in competition. with jute. Now-a-days gunny 
bags are being displaced by cement bags, and the want of research asso
ciation, which discovers other useful purposes, as '"Yet unknown, for: 
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which jute ,would be used, are some-of tha factors which ~pi'ess the 
prices of jute. ,Over and above all these, the world-wide' depression is 
the immediate oo~e for the fall of price of ju~e. 

Q. 6.-1 have alreadY,B.oted that even in'these days, when there is 
no regulation in jute production, foreign countries, such as Java and 
West Africa, are makmg attempts to produca jute in those countries, 
and other countries are making preparation to make some substitute 
for jute. But as the attempts in Java~the climate and soil of which 
are in parts almost similar to India-have .failed, there is little danger 
of competition either in India or in some other foreign countries. So, 
jute industry in Bengal will not be materially a~ected by any compe_ 
tition which is not possible. -

Q. 7.-Yes, when the cultivators' will be able ~o study the world 
market, and when the system of scientific cultivation on a larga scale 
will be possible in our province, then, and then only, the cultivators will 
join together and will understand the utility of voluntary plan. . 

Q. B.-When Bengal has -the monopoly of jute trade, then once the 
cultivators quite understand well the advantagas of voluntary plan, 
and once they become familiar with the world's jute market, and oIi(j~ 
the forecasting of jute is correct, then there will be no fear ,of faill!r6." 
of voluntary basis. . 

Q. 9.-1 am not in favour of regulation by legislation. 
Q. 10.-Does not arise. 
Q. 11.-0f course the purpose of jute regulation proc;edure can be 

well served by forming a Jute Marketing Boord, under the Co-operative 
Societies system, which may control the production and m!lrketing of 
jut~. 

Q. 13.-ln order :to utilize the lands which. will remain fallow if. 
ihere be any decrease in the area of jute, the most effective substitut~ 
for jute will be sugarcane and arahar' ill "the high lands, aus paddy, 
kheshari and wheat in the low lands. 

Q. 14.-Propaganda made by Government during the last two 
BOwing seasons had some effect in restricting the production of jute. In. 
my opinion, such propaganda' should be continued in a more vigorous 
way. Lectures with lantern slides on the utility of voluntary restric
tion and scientific cultivation of jute should be introducad. GoverIk:". 
ment agricultural farms should be established in. the area wherc..jute
is cultivated on a big scale. Agriculturists should be united on co
operative societies' basis. ' , 

Q. 1s..-The cost of cultivation of jute in a ,bigha is not l1!sS than 
Rs. 6 and the yield per bl:gha is not more than 3 maunds; and the cost 
of cultivation of aus paddy is not less than Rs. 4 and the yield is not 
more 'than 5 maunds per big1ia. ' 

, Q. 16.--ln the present conditions, the fair price level for jute, which 
would bring a reas,onable return for the cultivator, wouldbe'-as 
follows-

'Standard-lst quality-Rs. 10 per I!1aund . 
• ; Standard-2nd quality-Reo 8 per maund. 

Standard-3rd quality-Rs. 6 per maund. 

_ Q. 17.-ln my oppinion, the chief .factors which have brought about 
the fall in the prices of raw jute are many, of which spe(~ial mentio~ 
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should be made of the ignorance of peasants, over-production, the world-' 
wide ~conomic de'pression, the indebtedness of the Bengal peasantry 
:and the want of co-oI!erative system aplong the growers. . A~ regar.ds 
the fall of the prices of manufactured jute. in Bengal, substitution. of 
gunny bags by cement bags, and· the endeavour of other countries~ 
like Java and West Africa, to grow juta in those countries, are. some 
of the causes. Hemp products have stood in the way of many 'JJanu
iactured jute goods. Paper is ah,o being used iI). place of finiihoo 
ju~e products. . .• ' 

Q. 18.-ln view of the fact that jute iso_meeting with competition 
.frQIII. paper and .other sub.stitutes I quite agree that agriculturaJ"research . 
and propaganda works should ba started at once under the supervision" 
and financial" assistance of the Department of Agriculture. And in' 
this connection the Department of Agriculture should work coitjointly 
~ith the Department of Industries and the Co-operative Societies 
Departx:nent of Bengal. . ~ .' . 

Q. 19.-1 do .not think that the present system of compiling and 
Jlublishing the jute forecast is at all perfect and 'satisfactory. It is 
riot beneficial from the point of 'View of :the growers. It mtly fie SOIIl.ll
what beneficial to the interest of the balers and mill-owners .• As the 
method of publishing the jute forecast is not very perfect, and the pro~ 
ducers are not well conversant with the statistics and oiher information· 
regarding tha demand of the jute every year, and 1poreover, ~s the 
system 01 scientific agriculture is not possible in our province, the 
present system of compiling and publishing the jute forecast does no,t 
materially help the grower. There should be a net-work of Co-operative 
Societies among the growers, and selling and buying associations t;hould 
be, established in the chief jute centres, and thus tha holding jQw:ers 

, .of the jute growers should be substantially increased so that the distri~ 
hution may be made in a more adequate way. 
, Q. 20.-The growers have little hand in the present .methods of 
grading. The mill-owners and balers and the several associations,' e.g.,. 
Indian Jute Mills" Association, . Calcutta. Baled Jute .Association, Cal

{!utta Jute Shippers Association, Calcutta Jute Dealers Association and 
'Bengal Jute Association, are the main bodies which generally control 
¥rading and marketing jute in the mufassal. . . 

Q. 21.-Organised jute markets should be established in the v~rious 
ilistricts of Bengal, which produce jute on a big scale, under tl~ co
.operative system. These markets would be of great help to the 

;cultivators. 
Q. 22.-Establishment of Co-op~rative J~te Societies in the jut'e 

growing districts of Bengal is the only means, according to my humble 
.opinion, by which the cultivators may be brought to a closa touch with 
the jute balers, thus eliminating the middlemen' such as larias and 
heparies and merchants (Marwaris and Europeans). ., . . ... . 

Q~ 23.-The existing methods of distribution in the jute ~rad~ . lire 
.as follows:-

(1) The cultivator. 

(2) The laria and Bepari. 
(3) Merchants (Marwaris, and Europeans). 
(4) Mills, balers and shippers. 

tBabu Rasik LaZ Gulla.] 
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So, under the. existing system,; the producers' get, a very s~a'l1 margin 
of the profit In comparIson ',nth the. labour and capItal lnvested by 
them in the production of'jute. ': ' 

; 'Q. 24.-:-inasm ucli as there is '!L0 -direct touch. between prod ueers 
-and the balers, the producers get a very low price, and the middlemen's 
, profit, i.e., the profit derived by, beparis, larias and the merchants, stand 
, in the way Qf getting a reasonable profit by the producers. 

--: Q. -25r2-At present, the cultivators, owinO' to their indebtedness and 
want of power, of holding, pledge or -liell their crops, before they are 
harvested, to the village larias or mahajans at a very low price. -So, 

, in ordet that the cnltivators may get a reasonable reIilUneration, there 
'ihould be established selling associations under the: co-operative ;,ystem. 

,'Q. 26.-:-The cultivators without knowing the realprtce which his 
produce can fetch are forced to sell or pledge their produce long before 
they are harvested and that is simply due to the want of co-Operation 

:among the producers and their want of power of holding. 

, Q. 27.--CultivatOl's generally borrow from the village -mahajanll 
wbo sell'the produce to the nearest jute merchant, thus making a good 

. middleman's profit. It is really correct that the village manaja1l8 or 
, the larias and the' merchants of the nearest markets are the creditors 
, of the growers, and because of their indebtedness to these mahajans, 

fa.riru and mer'chants, they cannot de!1land a. reasonable price from 
them. ' 

Q. 28r-.A.ccording to the system of cultivation of our province, 
:l;h" co-operative organisation among the cultivators "is the only suitable 
system of mark&ting of jute. Rura'l Co-operative Societies should. be, 
established in every village, and mutual co-operation amon~ the pro
ducers should be 'fostered and Co-operative JlJ,te Saie Sociehei!' formed 
in tne chief jute growing districts, and the Department of .A.gric'u:lturf) 

, and Industries should finance these organisations. ,~, , 

Q. 30.-At present, there is practically.tlo fixed standar~ of 'quality 
on which 'business is done for export., It is the balers and mills which 
practically- fix the standards at present and these standards vary from 
year to year, 

'Q. 37.-Though Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme, as published 
in tL.~ Report of the Central Banking Enquiry Committee (Appendix 
C), is not a perfect one but still I should say that he has, studied the 
jute industry very closely and his scheme may be of great help to the 
producers for the .present. 

Q. 38.-The growers of jute at present get,little market information: 
The village merchants and larias have no direct touch with' the: balers 
and miU-owners, both here and abroad, and that is why the growers 
of jute- receive no, jnformation regarding market. . ... '-' 

Q. 40.~The· wireless telegraphy with loud-speakers at Calcutta, 
Chittagong and other jute export centres will be of' great use to' the 
exporters in' getting direct touch with the, world market. 

Q. 41.-It is quite practicable on the part of 'the Government' to 
llUrchase and hold back. for the time being, in the -event of a possjble 
slump in the 'market. This is possible specially in view of the fact that 
Bengal has' got ... monopoly in'the jute trade and the demand for jute 
~n the world market'will rema,.in for ever. No other E.ubstitllte; 'stsuch' 

12 
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low cost .of production, has y~t been found in spite ~f vigorous attempts 
bv different countries of the' world. So long, Government showed a 
g~od deal of indifferenca to the jute trade of Bengal. But much capital 
and labour and proper organisation are urgently required at the hands 
'of the Government·,in this direction, thus to save the poor cultivators 
from the clutches of the middlemen, such as farias, beparis and 
merchants, both here and abroad. . 

In t.his connection it should be further stated that research organisa
,hon should be established' in the mufassal, thus to make the fibre more 
strong and durable, and at the same time, to hell? the cultivators to 
:produce jute at a low cost of production in a scientIfic method. 

I have no practical experience, nor have I responsible interest in 
nther questions. So I am unable to give any opinion regarding all those 
!l.ul'stions. Moreover, Balurghat is not a chief jute growing subdivi
SIon. It is famous for paddy. So I have no practical' knowledge 
regarding: all the questions. . 

No. 61. 

Mr. T. M. Dow. I.C.S .• Collector of Nadia. 

Dated the 22nd March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 

Q. 2 (a).-Yes, effective regulation of the crop is only possible by 
,taking careful note of the expected demands of the market~ 

Q. 2 (b).--The main object of such regulation would be to give t.he 
jut.e grower a fair and certain price for his crop. The hkely effect 
would be to raise price for the present and to steady it in the long run. 

Q. 3.-QuestiQn does not arise. 

Q. 4.~The production of excisable crops like ganja and poppy are 
thoroughly state-controlled. The jute growing area would of course 
be immeasurably bigger than these and the talk of controlling jute 
production would be immensely more complicated. The control of 
exports of raw material has been successfully tried in many countries 
bv export duties, and the export of jute is much more amenable to 
control as it, is practically a monopoly of Bengal. If Calcutta and 
Chittagong were declared to be the .only clearing ports for jute its 
export could be controlled by Bengal. 

Q. 5.-Both financial crisis and over-production' depress the price of 
jut~. An economic depression reacts un favourably .on the demand for 
manufactured jute and what would have been considered normal yield 
in a prosperous year becomes over-production in a bad year .. 

.. Q. 8.-If a jute regulation scheme were adopted the danger .of 
competit.ion from substitute crops would not increase provided that the 
price of jute be not raised abov!!, economic level. ' , 

Q. T.-Not likely. 

Q. 8.-If re~ulation of production is voluntar:y and not controlled, 
the cultivator is likely to grow more jute at the shgMest rise in price. 
\., . 
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.Q. 9.....-Regulati?n! to be effective,. must-be ~ade compulsory by legis
latIon. In my opllllOn a statutory body; mIght be created in which 
the following interests shDuld be,. representeel :..."..-

(1) The jute gwwers. 
(2) The jute manufacturers. 
(3) The jute exporters. 
(4) The Agricultural Deparh~ent. 
(5) The Co-operative Department. 
(6) The Administrative Department. 
(7) The Governments of Bihar and Orissa and Assam. 

This b~dy should be given powers by legislation-' 
. (a) to .regulate production, 

(b) to fix iltandards and prices, 
(c) to market the produce, and 
(d) to levy a small cess on jute. 

The jute mills and export balers would be debarred by law from buy
ing jute except from· this Committee. They would be requirad, at a 
reasonable time before the sowing season, to nDdify their requirements 
to this CDmmittee. The Committee, after taking note of th~- totl!ol 
requirements for the year, and of th~ stock of jute in hand, if any, 
would fix and declare the total acreage that may be sown with jute fDr 
that year. They .will next proceed, with the help of the experts in the 
Agriculture department, and after considering the nDrmal yield ot (oach 
district, to fix and declare the ·jute-growing area .of each district for 
that year. These figures should be communicated tD District :Com~ 
mittees which should also be statutory bodies with powers to regulate 
production and marketing within the distric~. This Committee should. 
be presided over by the DIstrict Magistrate and the jute growers should 
be strongly l'epresented there. This Committee wDuld, after necessary 
consideration, fix the area to be sown in each uniDn. The Union 
Boarels will finally fix the area for each jute growing cultivator. 'rhe 
procedure should be similar to .that of' Union Board assessment. If.a 
cultivator prDduces more jute than his allotment; the surplus will nDt 
be taken off his hands. l'his will be possible, since the buying and 
lIeUing of jute will be a monopoly as proposed in ilnswer to Question 
No. 2R. If the buying and marketing of jute can be made a close mono
poly there will be nD special difficulty in controlling prDductiDn, though 
there will be, .of course, evasions and attempted evasions in plenty, to 
begin with. To make the over-production of jute a penal offence is 
hopeless and could nDt work for a secDnd, and the .only way to· control 
prDduction is to be in a position' to- refuse to take, and to ensure' that 
nobody else can take, any excess over clearly stated requirements. 
This means cutting .out middlemen altogether and the· difficulties, one 
can easily see, will be immense. But things have come to such a pass, 
ann the actual producers are in such 1& bad 'way that, sooner .or later; 
something must be attempted. . . 

Q. 10.--(a) Union Boards would be very helpful in effecting cDmpul
sory regulation, and (b) Co-operative Societies in marketing jute. 
(c) Zemindars are best 'left .out .of this scheme as it might give them 
an ur.due power over the raiyats. (d) As fDr any other agency, the 
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help of the executive officers of thll Government would ,be indispensable 
in any scheme of compulsory regulation. " 

Q. 11.--Unless' strict and proper marketing arrangements are made 
there is every chance of the evasion of jute regulation procedure by' 
many. ,It would also be unfair on the honest producer to restrict his 
production and then not to help him in getting a proper price and a 
fair market for his jute. The Central Committee should' have the 
monopoly of selling jute to mills and balers and they should buy it at 
regulated and licensed markets either direct from the growers or 
through Co-operative So~ieties. 

,Q. 12.-Yes, the Governments of Bihar and Orissa and Assam should 
join the scheme to make it fully effectiv~. 

Q. 13.-Paddy for 'low lands and rabi crops and sugarcane for high 
lands might be the alternative 'crops. Rabi crops would also grow 
in low char areas. Propaganda and loans of seeds would encourage 
the raiyat, to grow alternative crops. ' 

Q. 14.-The propaganda during the last two seasons nas had some 
effect in keeping down the area under jute, and it should- be continued 
so long as there is a slump in the market, and so long as compulsory 
regulation is not introduced. The propaganda could be more 'effective 
by a more intensive campaign, and by telling the raiyat, with simple 
facts and ,figures, the real state of the jute market. 

, Q. 15.-The normal cost of cultivation of jute in the"district is 
from ,Rs,' 30 to Rs. 40 per acre and the normal yield is about 12 maunds 
~~~' -

Q., 16.-Rs. 8 per maund should be a fair price level for jute wider 
present day conditions. ' . 

Q. 17.--The world-wide trade depression resulted in definitely 
lowering the demand for manufactured jute, both at home and abroad. 
If supply had been }'estricted proportionately, the price would not have 
gone down so much, but that was not to be. The money I!carcity which 
l'esulted froIp. trade depression, and various other causes, pushed Up ihe 
value of money abnormally, with the ine~itable re~ult that, the price 
level of all artIcles fell very low . Jute bemg practIcally the cash crop 
of Rengal, the raiyat turned to its production on a larger scale for the 
much needed money. The result was over-production and the lowering 
of the price' practic~lly below the economic level. 

,Q. 18.-Research, to find out means of lowering the cost of produc
tion and of improving the quality, should certainly continue unabated. 
Demonstration of effective methods would be more convincing than 
mere propagand,a. " , ' 

, Q. 19oi-The present system:' of compiling and publishing jutefore~ 
cast is hardly' useful to the grOWl)rs, :is fully beneficial from the point 
of view of the balers and mill-owners, and partly so for the middlemen. 
The raasonsare,not far,to seek. The forecast does notreaclr the 
growers, and even i~it did, tliey are much too disorganised to take 
advantage of- the forecast ail.ddictate prices. The mills and the balers 
are influential and organised. They can form; an approximate idea of 
their totalrequi:r:ements; the forecast gives them the, kIiowledge S,lIQU.t 
t~p expe('~ed. \J)lpJily; an.darmed with this knowledge t~ey (the buyers) 
dIctate prIces and co~trol, the market. Jute forecast wIllno~ be useful 
[TM Collector pJ Naciia.]~' 
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to the growers so long as they are not organised, and so long as -this 
forecast of supply is not preceded by a forecast of demand. 

Q. 20 ...... Thepresent methods of' grading and marketing jute in the 
mufassal are unsatisfactory because they are perfunctory and does not 
follow fixed standards. The worst sufferers are the jute grol¢ers and 
the greatest gainers are possibly, the middlemen. Tha cultivator is 
at present too weak and disorganised to protest against the malpractices 
of the middlemen. 

Q. 21.-There should certainly be organized markets for jute in 
every jute growing district. If a Central Jute Committee be established 
to regulate the production and marketing of jute, these markets should 
be under the general control of that Committee. There are quite a 
number of markets throughout Bengal which clear thousands of maunds 
of jute annually. A complete list of all the~e markets should be 
obtained and all, 01' as many of them as are found necessary, should be 
declared to be regulated :markets. 

Q. 22 ...... Formation of village co-operativesocieties that would 
market the jute from the actual growers is very necessary to eliminate 
the middlemen and his profit. At the outset, a co-operative society 
for a group of 3 or 4 villages should be aimed at which would, later on, 
extend to separate societies for each village. 

Q. 23.-The replies from the subdivisions deal in detail with the 
work and method of the various middlemen. 

Q. '24.-There is certainly a close relatiQn between low price -and 
the multiplicity of middlemen. 

Q. 2S.-Unsatisfactory and variable standards of weight used by 
the middlemen are marketing customs which are, detrimental to the 
interests of the cultivators. 

Q. 26.-cultivators do pledge t.l!ei.! crop~ before they are harvested 
but they do not resort to it unless they are forced. The standing crop 
is generally pledged 4 or 5 months before the harvest. 

Q. 27 ...... The cultivators generally borrow from the village mahajan. 
In thi& district 'at least it w<luld not be correct to say that the creditors 
are also the ultimate buyers of jute. Better credit facilities might be 
given to the growers by cO,-operative societie!\, but so far as jute is con· 
cerned, if marketing and production are controlled, even the usual 
indebtedness of the Bengal cultivator would not be able to affect the 
price he would obtain for his produce. 

Q. 28.-Though the task would be immense the whole system of 
marketing jute should be in the hands of co-operative societies under 
'the guidance of the Central Committee. The last attempt in Co~ 
operative Jute Sale Societies failed because they had not the monopoly, 
and had to meet with unfair competition from the existing middlemen, 
for want of finances and of efficient direction. My idea of the future 
system would be that there should be village societies in every jute 
growing village. They will collect, jute from the village and take it 
to the market. Th~ market, organised on a co-Operative basis, will have 
a marketing ,officer. The jute from the village will-be weighed in the 
market and will be paid for at a fixed price according to the quality 
of the jute. i The )farketing Officer will be in direct commtlnication with 
the Central 'CommHteedaily, and on his informing the Committee 
ahout the stoc'k of jute in hand, he will be advised to despatcH his jute
direct to a mill or to an exporter. As the Central Committee would. be 
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previously aware of the requirements, and as it would be kept aware of 
the daily stock in every market, it would not be difficult for it to manage 
the distribution of jute quickly and easily. As to financing, the Pro
vincial Co-operative Bank should be the financier. Every exporter and 
mill would be required, at the time of notifying their requirements, 01 

later if found necessary, to deposit with the Bank an amount at least 
equal to the price of his r~quirement. This deposit will b~ an ordinary 
deposit and will bear ordinary interest. There will be branches of the 
bank at ev~ry market; The agent of the branch bank, on the advice 
of the Marketing Officer, will keep sufficient cash to meet the pri(;e 0:1 
t.he, jute sold in that market and will pay the amount on the requisition 
of that officer. The branch bank will keep the Provincial Bank 
informed daily about thl? amount of jute bought, stocked or despatched. 
The mills and the exporters, immediately on receipt of a consignmenl 
of jute, must pay its price to the Provincial Bank. They may iSSUE 
cheques against their deposit in the bank. This, in a very broad (,ut· 
line, is the system which 1 would advocate and many details might need 
to be changed before it is found workable. 

Q. 29' to Q. 34.-Answers to these questions cannot be given from 
the mufassal. 

Q. 35 and Q. 36.-1 do not advocate that standa:rds for loose jute 
should be fixed by legislation because it would be too rigid. It would 
be better to empower the Central Committee to fix standard and to 
supervise the working oJ the standard. 

Q. 37.-1 have already given the outline of my scheme. 
Q. 38 to Q. 40.-The growers of jute do not at present receive any 

reliable· market information. At best, they hear village gossip allOut 
the rate of jute prevailing at the nearest bazar. This problem would 
hardly arise if production and marketing are regulated. But if they 
are not, then the market information, even if it is made available. would 
hardly· be of any use because they are too disorganised to utilise· it. 
Such information might be useful to the small middlemen of the 
villages but would leave the actual growers near by where they were. 
The daily market rate at Calcutta, if disseminated through wirel~s;;, 
might be of some assistance to the cultivator provided we can-instal a 
loud-speaker in practically every village, which would be an impossible 
luxury at present. 

Q.41.-1 do not consider it advisable or . practicable to purchase 
and hold back jute in the event of a possible slump in the market. 

Q. 42.-A market survey for jute is necessary before any scheme .or 
regulation and marketing is launched. 1 have already dealt with 
Flarketing officers. . 

Q. 43 and Q. 44.-1 have already dealt. with these subjects in my 
previous replies. 

Q. 45.-The co-operation of the Governments of Assam and Bihar 
and Orissa is necessary to make the scheme fully effective. Seats should 
be allotted to repre!'t'ntatives of these Governments in the proposed 
committee and the respective Governments shoulll get their share of the 
jute (·es.~ ahea(ly proposed by me. ' 

Q. 46.-0rdinary activities would be financed from the-cess received. 
The buying and selling, as already mentioned, 'would be financen by 
the Ill'ovin('ial Co-operati;ve Bank., 
[The CoUticlor of blaaia.j . 
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Q.47.-I cannot give particulars but it BeemB that the Loss -is likely 
to be permanent unless, by research, we can improve the quality of jute 
on the one hand and lower the cost of production on the other. 

Q. 48 to Q. S2.-These questions can be best answered by business 
men. 

Q. S3.-Research, to help the manufacturers, should certainly be 
financed by them, but if a Research Institute is established, which 
would also try to lower the cost of production of the raw material, it 
should be partly financed by the Jute Committee from out of its cess 
income. 

Q. S4.-Any new line for the use of jute should certainly be 
brought to the notice of the world by propaganda. 

Q. S5.-Advertisements and demonstrations III exhibitions of 
different countries would be helpful. 

Q. 56 and Q. 57.--We have Trade ComI1lissioners in London, Ham
burg and one or two other European trade centres. They should. do 
this work. The United Kingdom and Germany are the- biggest impor
ters of jute and we are represented there. The United States of 
America is not a great buyer of jute but if we get a Trade .commis
sioner there he might legitimately look after this work in America. 
Spf;cial Representatives, appointed purely for this purpose by the 
Central Committee would not, I am afraid, pay for their expenses. 

Q. S8.-0ur Trade Representatives in other countries ·will try. to 
find other avenues for new business and will keep the Central Committee 
posted with statistics, etc. Their wo.rk, therefore, need not interfere· 
with the present selling arrangements of Calcutta shippers. 

No·. 62. 

Syed Ittihadali and Babu Satya· ,Jiban Chose, Cir~le Officers, Kushthi, , 
district Nadia. 

Dated the 11th March }.933. 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(a).-We do not think it would be possible to regulate jute crop 

with reference to the expected demands because both products and 
demr.nd will vary from year to year. 

Q. 2(b) and Q. 3.-Regulation will prevent the abnormal fallo£ price 
and thereby save the hardship of the jute growers. It is possible to 
Ieg'ulE.tc jute· production. ' 

Q. 4.-Any sc.beme of control of raw materials that has been iried 
or proved Buccessful .has not come to olir notice. 

Q. 5.-We think that partly the financial crisis and partly over-pro-
dU(+Oll are responsible for the fall of price of jute. . . .;; 

Q. 6.-The jute regulation scheme adopted and price· fixed ilt 110 

reasonallle rate, there is hardly any danger·of competition from sub
stitute crop, either in India or in other countries. 

Q. 7.-No. 
Q. 
Q. 

tiOll. 

S.--YesJ 
9.-Yes, the regulation should be madecolI!puIsory by legisla-
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Q. 10.-Compulsory regulation should be implemeniedby. Union 
BOUlds. '. 

Q. 11.-The suggestion of creating a jute marketing board with a 
view to check the evasion of jute regulation will hardly be of iuiy 
practical> use, because the persons influencing the regulation ·will· take 
the help of Don-growing jute cultivator and sell the excess through 
theIU. 

Q. 12.--Yes. 
Q. 13.-For the selection of alternative cro~ it should be left to the 

cultivators, and we think necessity would teach.. them to utilise their 
lands to the best advantage. 

Q. 14.-Yes, the propaganda produced some effect in keeping down 
the alea of jute under cultivation and this should be continued. ' , 

Q. 15.--:-Lecture by magic lanterns and cinema performance will 
prrcluce better result. The normal cost -of cultivation per acre of ju~e 
is about Rs. 30 and the normal yield per acre of land is 12 maunds. ' . 

Q. 16.-:-Rupees 5. 
Q. 17.~Trade depression and over-produCtion are the main factors 

which have brought' about the fall in prices. . 
Q. 18.-Agricultural research and propaganda might be given a 

trial, but we think that cost entailed for this will not be commensurate 
with the result arrived at. 

Q. 19.-,\V!! do not s.ee any: defect in the present system of com
piliug and publishing the jute forecast from all points of view. 

Q. 20.----Yes. 
Q. 21.-'\Ve do not see why the establishment of organised markets 

should not be feasible in Bengal. The markets should be as many as 
there aretha1Ul8 and the area should be co-extensive with that of thana 
area. 

Q. 22.-If organised markets are created in every thana there 'is no 
nf'eeKsit~T for formation of village co-operative society. -

Q. 23.-The larias and beparis, as merchants, buy jute from the 
Hctualcu:ltivators in the interior, and sell the jute to neighbouring jute 

. business-centres at a profit, which varies from 4 annas to 8 annas or 12 
annas. They, as commissioned agents, act as middlemen in the tra!ls
action in the jute business centres and generally get 2 annas per maund 
as commission. 

Q. 24.-We do not think there is any relation between the low price 
for jute and the multiplicity of the middlemen, because the growers 
have become clever enough to keep themselves inf.ormed of the CUTrent 
prit'e of jute. 

Q. 25.-Not to our knowledge. 
Q. 26.-In rare cases the cultivators pledge to sell their. crops before 

they are harvested'- They pledge on the terms that th~. jute ,would he 
sold to them only. . ' ' 

Q. 27.-They borrow from money-lenders; It 'is not ~rect t-o say 
that in the majority of cases· the ~reditors are, also th,e.,r!tiYiUate ~\,:yers 
?f the cliops., I ,. , 

{Oircle Ojfid3rs, Ktuhtia. Nsdia.] 
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Q. 28.-We think it will not-be possible to bring the whole system 
(If marketing' jute into the hands of co-operative' organisation, becausE' 
of the magnitude' of the task .involved, and th~ little profit that will be 
levied therefrom. 

Q. 38.-Yes, through newspapers and letters from .agents . 
. Q. 39r-They are competent enough to supply information regard. 

ing stock, complaint from the buyers regarding quality, etc. 
Q. 40.-The idea of establishing wireless telegraphy with loud.; 

speakers for the purpose of supplying reliable information is quite 
g,)oll but the question of expenditure comes in. 

Q. 41.-In .the event of jute slump it would be very helpfulii 
Go~{'rnment announces its willingness to buy and stock jute at a maxi
mum price "fixed by it. If the market is regulated inihi$ way it will 
hring handsome profit by which the probable cost of working. the 
scheme could be financed. To begin with, the Government may take 
Joans. 

Q. 42.-We do not see any necessity for carrying out market survey 
aJld also for the appointment of special marketing officers. . 

Q. 43.-We do not see there is any necessity for creating any Jute 
Committee for Bengal. The Agricultural Department would be ahle 
t!' cope with the work. . 

Q. 44, 45 and 4L-Questions do notarise. 
Q. 47.-We do not think that there has been much loss to the jute 

tratle through competition' from substitutes because the price of hemp 
and papers is much higher titan that of jute and their ·useis not so 
exteusive as jute is. 

Q. 48 to Q. 52.-Do not arise. 
Q. 53 and Q. 54.-This may be given a trial. 

. Q. 55r-Special representatives be appointed in varIOUS r.ountries 
who would popularise jute. 

Q. 57.-By a duty on jute. 

No. 63. 

Rai Sahib Bhabesh Chandra Ray, SUbdivisionaJ Officer, Ranaghat. 
district Nadia. 

Dated the 15th IIlarch J933. 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2(a).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b)v-To raise for the present, but t~ steady in the long run. 

the price of the raw fibre. 
Q. 3 • ....,..Does not arise. 
Q.4.-No. 
Q. 5.-Production in excess of demand is mainly.responsible for 

depre~sion in the price o~ jute. It is not a fact that prices °have been 
poor only at times of financial or other crises, authough, they have been 
poon:r at such times. ".: ' 

" Q~ S:-!-There is no fear ofcompetiti,on from su~stitiite crops unless 
regulation is'carried 80 far as to raise!the pricel ocr ,jute unjustifiably 
be~'ol!d an economic, figure. " . 
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Q. 7.-Not alw!1Ys. Cultivators l)re generally ignorant and. certain 
amcunt of compulsion would be necessary to bring them under a scheme 
of regulation. 

Q. 8.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-Compulsory. regulation by legislation to a certain extent 

seems necessary, as cultivators are generally ignorant about their 'real 
benefits in these respects. Legislation should aim at the limitation of 
the acreage of cllltiyation. . 

Q. 1o.-it would be desirable to utilise the (a) Union Boards and (b) 
Co-operative Societies for the purpose of implementing compulsory 
regl11ation. 

Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 
'Q. 13.~Paddy for low lands and sugarcane and pulses for high 

lands. . Seeds could. be supplied free ~o cultivators, by District .Boards 
through the Agricultural Department. . . 

Q • . 14.-Propaganda for restriction during the last two seasons have 
beclI efl'ectivf\ to a certain extent although it has not been so effective 
as it was expected. Yes, propaganda should be continued, . 

Lantern lectures and. cinem~ shows might be arrang~d by the Pub" 
licity Departmep.t to make such propaganda more effect.ive. 

Q. 15.-Cost is 'about Re.' 80 per acre and yield· about 12 maunds. 
No attradive crop is grown in t.his subdivision and hence,it is .llot pos-
sible to supply the cost or yield ppr acre of the same. . . 

Q. 16.-Rupees 10 per maunJ would perhaps be fair under present 
<lay conditions. . ' . 

. Q. 17.-Over-production and economic depression.' 
Q. 18.-Yes, the Department of Agriculture could be S:ssisted oy 

])istrict Boards, 'Union Boards ancl Co,operativ~ Societies, and also by 
Jute Marketing Committees to be, established for the purpose· of 
l'egulation. ; 

Q. 19.-No, as the forecasts are only approximate and not accurate. 
It is necessary to make a field-to-field' survey, and the fllnction should 
be performed in future under the supervision of special marketing 
'officers, for jute. ' . 

Q. 20.-(a) No. (b) Y~s. \(c) Xot always. (d) No. 
Q. 21.-So far as this subdivision is concerned, there can only be 

three orgallised markets for jute-one at Bagula to serve the Hanskhali 
.1.)olice-station, another at . Ranag-hat to serve Ranaghat and Santipur 
l'oli(,EH:btions and the t.hird at Kaliganj to serve Chakdah and Harin-
ghata police-stations. Yes. .' , • 

Q. 22.-Village Co-operative Societies are not always ,succesl'ful 
(lwing to the ignorance and illiteracy of the people. " The' best course 
for eliminating the middlemen and middlemen's profit would be to 
empl)Wer the marketing committees to act as commission agents between 
tlle g'lOwers .and the balers and manufacturers. 

Q. 23.-There are 3 methods-(I) The bepar-i or the laria advances 
money to the cultivators at the sowing time and buys the crops from 
them wh~n they are ready at the prevailing market rate in·the villages. 
In this case the remuneration takes the form of profits, which aTe the 
{The 8ubdivisional OjJi~r, Raflaghat, Nadia.] 
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margins between the buying and selling prices. (2) ThebepalT'i or the 
laria advances money, as before, and buys the crops bydedncting annas 
two per maund from the prevailing rate at Calcutta as commission. 
Here, the form of remuneration is commission. (3) The bepari or the 
laria advances money on interest and takes the crops in lieu of C the 
total dues at the harvest time. The form of remuneration is profits, 
which are the margins between the total dues and the total receipts 
at the prevailing selling rate. 

Q.24.-Ye!l. 
Q. 25.-The custom of c giving advance to the cultivators (~h~t is 

called dadan) by the middlemen is detrimental to their interest. The 
s1!J1fdard of measurement usually used by these middlemen is 5 seers for 
each 6 seers. This could be abolished if jute weI'e purchased from 
cultivai(Jrs hy the marketing committees. c c 

Q. 26.-Yes. About 5 months before. The terms are practically 
dictated by the dadandar and the grower has no voice of his c own. 

Q. 27.-Village money-lenders, who are also, in most cases, the 
ultiwate buyers of the crops_ The cultivators are thus lit a 'dis
aclvautageous position and cannot get a fair price for their crops. 'i'he 
fund'! at the disposal of maTketing committees might be utilised in pro~ 
\-iliing credit facilities to the cultivators_ This could be supplemented 
hy the establishment of Co-operative Credit Societies. 

Q. 28.-This is hardly possible, and hence the necessity ~f establish-
ing' marketing committees. c 

Q. 29 to Q. 34.-The answer can be given only lJyactual expOl·ters. 
Q. 35.-It would be better to fix standard by legislation. 
Q. 38.-There should be a central jute corporation and Jhe super

vitiion of the working of the standards might be entrusted to it. 
Q. 37.-It appears to, be quite a good scheme. 
Q. 38.-No. c The required information might be gathered· by the 

central corporation and disseminated through the agency of the market-
ing committees. . . 

Q. 39.-Yes. Information regarding the demand o"f the varioul 
Iltandards of jute. 

Q. 40.-Telegrams seem to be the best means for distant areas; 
'Wirtlesl' telegraphy with loud-speakers would no doubt be of assistance 
at certain centres. 

Q. 41.-Yes. 'l.'his should be done by a jute corporation to be set 
up for the purpose. Yes, n9t by Government but hy the jute corpora
tion. The fundR could be provided by the Government holding .th~ 
entire shar_e capital of the corporation.. . 

Q. 42.-Yes. The special function of such officl(lrs should. be to 
8upprvise the administration of jute control regulations and, to. prepare 
fOI-,'('a6ts with the help of local bodies. 

Q. 43.-A jute corporation like that proposed .by Mr. MacDougall. 
sl! ou lcl be created. 

Q. 44.--Refer to Mr. McDougall's scheme. 
Q. 45.-Possibly not. The respective Governinent may be invited c 

to let this Government know how best they ,could eo-operate in-our 
!lchem.; of jv.te rontrol. 

Q. 46.~By Government, holding the entire.-share Capital. 
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'Q. 47 to Q. 52,.-Cannot give any definite answer. 
Q. 53.--Yes. This should be a branch of, the present Agricultural 

Department. -, 
Q.54.-Yes. 
Q. 55.-Publicity. 
Q. 56.-Yes. 
Q. 57.-The Jute Corporation. 
Q. 58.-Cannot give any definite suggestion. 

No. 64. 

Maulvi A. Sattar, Subdivisional Officer, Meherpur, district Nadia. 

Dated the 2,lst March 1933. 
Q. 1.-1es. 
-Q. 2 (a).-Yes, with elaborate machinery. 
Q. 2 (b).-To I'aise the prices to a reasonably high level and then to 

ste_ally them. 
Q. 5.--Over-production and the activity of middlemen who transport 

jute from producers to exporting merchants. Evim at times other than 
economic crisis over-production. has lowered the prices of jute. 

Q. 6.-There is no other cro:p which can substitute jute as far as I . 
know. SO DO such competition IS likely at present, particularly if the 
prices are kept at a reasonable level. ' 

Q. 7.--No. Because they do not understand the underlying princi-
ples of regulation. -

Q. B.-Yes. Experience shows that such will be the case. 
Q. 9.-Regulation by legislation is very desirable but it would be 

very difficult to regulate' the production • 
... : Q. 10.-Yeli. 

Q. 13r-For high -lands, sugarcalle or linseed can be ,~ul)stitutej 
for jute. To encourage the raiyats, free distribution of seedscoupla.d 
with propaganda will be helpful. Moreover, they should be helped III 
disposing of, their agricultural products. 

Q. 14.-The propaganda was not effective. The propaganda should 
be ccupled with some more tangible help in the form I have mentioned 

.. under Queston No. 13. 
Q. 15.-In Nadia. cost of cultivation per acre, includiJ~g rent of land, 

is Rs .. 32; average output, 12 maunds. , _ ' 
Sugarcane-Rs. 93; output-90 maunds. 
Ralli croJ.o~-RiJ. 15; output-6 maunds. 
Q. 16.-Rupees 5-8 per maund. 
Q. 17.-Raw jute-over-production, economic depression and ho~dil\g 

,of stock by people other than producel·s. ' , 
Manufactured. jut~conomic depression.,' '.' > i , 
Q. 21.-Establishment of such organised markets is feasibt~. . Such . 

. markets would, to a certain 'extent! be advantageous to t.he c*Jtivat<lls., 
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Q. 22.-The formation of village co-operative societies is doomed 
to failure unless the raiyats are educated enough. to know their own 
in.terest. They can form such societies only under some [,!ort of com
pulsion, not on a ovoluntary basis. 

Q. 24.-Yes. 
Q. 26.--Yes, in some cases. Advance of money is given about 2 or 

3 months before harvesting on condition that the jute grown would be 
sold at a certain price. . . 

Q.. 27..-From landlords, money-lenders· and traders. 
In the great majority of cases the creditors are ultimate buyers: 

It surely Joe'.! affect the price which the cultivator is able to obtain. 
Q. 28.-Co-operative organisation will end in fail~re. . 
Q. 37.-The defect of the scheme lies .in the fact that it does not 

loo~{ after the interest of the producerl;l. The corporation. will mainly 
cnnllist of business people wlio would fix the price; in other words, they 
will control the price wholly. 

Q. 38.-In the majority of cases the growers do not get any market 
iuformation. Even if they did, I doubt whether they would guide 
themselves in the -light of such information received. Sometimes the 
middlemen supply wrong information to buyers too induce them to 
sell jute at a low price. Fortnightly infor~ation about the market can 
be sent to the Union Board in the forin of pamphlets through local Sub
divisional Officer or through Marketing Board . 

. Q. 39 • ....". Yes. The information regarding current price and expect~ 
ed rise of price, as also the· condition of the market, would be helpful to i 

the growers. .. 0.. . 

Q. 40.-Wireless telegraphy with loud-speakers will be of assistance .. 

No. 65 • 

..JJabus Ajit Kumar Sen and Sasanka Sekhar Majumdar,C!rcle Officers, 
Sadar,. district Nadia. 

Dated the 15th March 1933 . 
. Q. 1.-Yes. 

Q. 2 (a).~ Yes. By legislation and prop.er propaga;nda work. as 
also by timely publication of forecast regardmg the expected demands 
and of information Iegarding the existing 'stock. 

Q. 2(b).~The main object of jute r~gul~tion is to stop :over-pro
auction and surplus stock, thereby to ~rmg m !,easonable profit to the • 
actual producers. 'l'his is· likely to raIse the prIce. 

Q. 3.-Does not arise. 
. Q. 4.-The case of cotton in .America-but the case is llot 

similar with 0 jute. Unless the particular kin.} of producehappens"to 
be the monopoly of a particular country any attempt to control its ·pro
duction or export.is bound to fail for. obvious reasons. The cas~ of jute 
is just the reverse-as it is a monopoly of India .. It can .be said to be 
no less a monopoly of Bengal in that the quantity of jute grown. in 
"Bibal' and Orissa and Assam is· very small in: ·comparison with that 
grown in Bengal (out of ' total area of 3,000,000 acres in:'Which'~ute 
was grown ia 1928-29, the BengaI:figureoamouilted to nearly 2,700,OOOr: 



It. is thus needless to say that the control of jute production iIi Bengal 
is likely to produce the desired effect. '. 

Q. 5.-Various factors generally co-operate in depressing tll~ price 
of jute. Of these, Qver-production, on account of ignorance of market 
condition, appears to be the main reason. Crises, financial or otherwise, 
luight be takelI to be temporary reasons, and do not affect the trade in 
Iiny way seriously in consideration of the economic principle of demand 
und supply, unless of coursa there is any danger of any substitute 
crops, which fact will, as a rule, tend to lower the rate of price. The 
question will be mor~ elaborately dealt with in our reply' to Question 
No. 17. 

Q. 6.-Competition is apprehended mainly from hemp, paper bags, 
('ocoanut fibres and iron wire. That hemp will not be able to Compete 
with jute was amply manifested by the middle of the 19th century when 
t.he Russian hemp was completely ousted from market. The Indian. 
hemp does not appeal' to be of good variety. Besides, hemp fibres' (as 
alsO' the fibres from cocoanut skins) are more costly. than jute.' . Com
petition with paper bags and the like is feasible by mass. production~ 
which will considerably reduce the price of the manufactured goods 
from jute. The demand for raw jute is more in other countries than 
the manufactured jute. In order to compete with the substitute crops 
of other countries more jute mills are required to be started in this 
cl)unhy with a view to manufacture articles of the kind the substitute 
crops ~ill make. Here is also a new avenue for jute industry. 

Q. '7 and Q. 8.--Not likely, as is evident from the fact that there has 
not been any decrease in area under cultivation in spite of propaganda 
work. Due to general ignorance and absence of knowledge as to the 
market condition, the cultivators are likely to grow jute more than the 
expected demand at the slightest rise of price. 

Q. 9.--This is necessary and powers to regulate cultivation in the 
ligllt of the expected demand may be delegated to the Jute Committee 
proposed by the Royal Commission on Agriculture. Normal area to be 
bmught under jute cultivation ought to be fixed for each district 
II nion-u,ari with a view to stop over-preduction. 

Q. 1D.-Union Boards' may be 'employed .and zemindflTs might be 
required to help in the matter. . 

Q~ 11.~ Yes~ if any legislation is made on the point, and some dis
interested persons (preferably officials of the Department of Agriculture) 
anI! act\Ul1 producers are taken in the personnel. 

Q. 12.-'-This is necessary. Otherwise there may be competition 
ranI! cOl1sequent fall in prices. It is also necessary to specify the ports 

of exports (preferably Calcutta and Chittagopg). 
Q. 13.-J,ow lands-paddy and 'labi crops (for char areas). 
High lands-Rabi crops (for char areas) and sugarcane. 
Proper propaganda wor~ and distribution of improved type of seeds 

are neeessary for encouragmg the cultivator to grow the alternative 
crops. Seeds might be distributed as loans as is done in Japan-on 
certain conditions. The officers of the Department of Agriculture "houid 
move about a little more freely amongst the raiyats in order to ~ive 
necessary instructions. If seeds are distributed as loans, such "moving 
abo~t" will be a necessity. The cultivators are often. forced to take 
[The Oircle-Officer8, Sadar. Nadia.] 
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loans of seeds from'1Tiahaians at a high rate of interest. 'rhis ought tf) 
stop and hence is the above suggestion. 

Q. 14.-The last propaganda work has at least stopped any increase 
in area under cultivation. Mere propaganda without any statistical' 
figures means nothing. To educate public opinion by deputing experts 
armed with statjstical figures ls what is indispensably neces&ary. 
Various a&sociations and bodies, e.g., District Boards and Union 
Boards, may be engaged for the purpos!!. The most fundamental tniilg 
appears to be the publication of a demand forecast before the gro:wing 
season commences. Correct information regarding the surplus stock 
should also be given out. ' 
, Q. tS.-Jute-Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 per acre (average outturtl is 12 
to 15 ma.,unds per acre). '~ 

Paddy-Rs. 1800 Rs. 21 per acre (Sadar Subdivision)~ Ra.bi 
crops Rs. 9 per acre (Sadar Subdivision). Sugarcane Rs. 4(} per acre 
(Sadar Subdivision). ', .. 
.Q. 16.-Assuming that labour is to be paid in c'ash and consider
hlg' that tents, etc., are to be paid, Rs. 7.8 to Rs. 8 per maund should 
be fixed as a reasonable price. , 
" Q. 17.-Various factors have co-operated in depressing the price of 
jute. The following appear to have been the main ones:- ' 

(1) Over-production. 
(2) The universal scarcity: of money and cOllsequent tradedepres

"ion. The very unequal distribution of gold is ascribed, to be ·one of 
the reasons. 

The American economic, crisis o£ 1929, is also PQinted 'o,lit to be. ,3 
cause. 

(3) Competition froID8ubstitutes. 
(4) Indian political troubles and boycott of British goods . 

. l~'.B.-Great. Britain and the United States of AI!1erica, were the 
l'rmclpal countnes where raw and manufactured Jute ,used to be 
exported. The following figures will speak for themselves; , 

In 1929-30-
,Great Britain-

Raw-Re. 556 lakhs. 
Manufactured~Rs. 314 lakhs (decrease from the previoult 

year). , , 
United States of America

Raw-Rs. 552 lakhs. 
Manufactured-Rs, 1,876 lakhs (decrease from the previolls 

year). 
In 1930-31-

Great Britain'-
Raw-Rs. 223 lakhs. 
Manufactured-Rs'. 279 lakhs. 

United States of America
Raw-Rs. 104 lakhs. 
Manufactured-Rs. 1,190 lakhs. 

In 1928-29 Germany was the greatest purchaser of raw materials p
'in 1930-31 the figure came down to nearly one-third of the, Jigure for: 
1928·29.] , 
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: Q. 18.-~0 far as India is concerned, elevators are expensiye' as the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture has pointed out. . The process.'does 
nol also appear to be as simple as it strikes at the first sight. ,The same 
must: be the case with other countries .where the- .system is in vogue. 
THere is thus hardly. any fear of competition on that score. So far as 
other fornis of sUDstitutes are concer-ned, paper bag for instance, the 
competition is to be somehow met, and properrefjearch work appears to 
be necessary for this purpose. What is necessary is that the 'staff is. 
to be' made cheaper and of greater durability. 1he Royal· Commission 
011 Agriculture has not spoken very highly of the quality of I~dian' 
jutc-especially that of the recent year&-and it is necessary .to find 
out how to improve the quality of the fibre. Henoe is the necessity of' 
proper research, and of the propaganda work in the light of the findings 

• of such researches. District Board and Local Board may be employed 
for assisting the Depa!.tment of Agriculture in this propaganda work. 

Q. 19.-The existing system of compiling jute forecast is- unsatis
factory as calculation on the basis of quinquennial average is prima 
.facie wrong. It is obvious that quinquennial average is bound to diIfer 
from t~e actual outturn of a particular year. There i!l also no guarantee 
that any particular quinquennial figure will represent the actuul"state of 
thing's seeing that, for all we know, the figure may be that of a bumper 
Cl'op--or of one below average. The actual figure should,..there/ore be 
1-."ilbUshed. In my own opinion the gain from the existing system of 
calculation is on!-the side of (b) and (c) and (a) comes to be the loser. 

Q. 20.-It isdou.btful 1£ there is any fixed method of grading in 
the. mufassal area. Classification is generally clone on the basis . of 
length of fibres and colour. The matter is often left with the beparis 
or agents. It follows from this that so far as mufassal area is con
i)erlled, different method of classification is adopted for diIferent jute 
areas, which is obviously detrimental to the' interest of' the actual 
~'rowers. Only big firms have their own experts to classify the stuff. 
Yet the Indian jute was found to be unsatisfactorily classified by the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture. Some universal standard requires 
therefore to be fixed by legislation-the matter being placed in the 
hands of the Jute Committee as proposed by the Royal Commission· 
on Agriculture. . 

The system of marketing (this will be-presently dealt with more or 
less elaborately) is also unsatisfactory in that it does not bring the 
growers in actual touch with the balers--a number of middlemen inter
,ening. The ideal ·should always be. to give- the actual producer his 
own due and the marketing and grading systems should both be changed 
with the spinning quality of the stuff, and as 'such, bad grading- i! 
only the growers of the legitimate share of profit but the community 
in general of really good stuff. Classification has got something to do 
with the spinning quality of the stuff, and liS such blld - grading is 
,detrimental to the interest of the mill-owners (in a sense). The llet 
1'esult is that the brokers and the middlemen become the real gainers. 

Fixed standards of weights' a~dmeasures 'are ~lso necessary for the 
. benefit of the cultivators. . 

Q. 21. Yes. The number of markets will depend on the area under 
• ('uHivation. - So far as this subdivision is con<;erned, police-station 

{The Oire'! Ofp,oerll; Sadar~ ~imia_] 
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Chapra :Qlay have two (Bangaljhi and Bara. Andulia) and-the -t>ther 
thanas, :One each. 

• . #. 

Q~ 22.-::: Yes ..... J ute Sale. Societies (Co-operative) are possibly: 'r ,hint. 

. Q.:23.=-The system is not the same everywheie. Sometimes there 
al~ 'ail many as' four middlemen,v'iz., agent of the lecal m«hajan, ioca! 
'1Itaha1a~I', ·Calcutta m:attlar' and broker. In sonie cases the local maho,. 
jan,' deal:.directly with the brokers ~nd in others the agents work for 
the Calcutta, aratdG!l's who transact wIth t~ balers. The' agents do not 
~ceivemoret.ha!l about annas 2' per p:1aund. Th~ agent always appears 
ro, be a. commISSIOn 'agent-the margtns of the mIddlemen are bound to 
'96ry accotding to the distance to be covered~and as such, it is difficult 
\0 give any definite figure. It has been found that, when the loca], 
mahirjans sell to the Calcutta dealers at Rs. 3-8 per maund, the aciua!' 
grower does not receive more than Rs: 3 and sometimes even Rs. 2-12. 
In {lealing with th~ balers, the Calcutta araf.dars are .bound. to make 
sonle 'profit ill addition to, the cost of transportation, which must be 

, ahuut annas' 4 per maund, as I am told .. The rates may be more or less 
8c(·mding· to the market condition. The agents are generally. asked to . 

, rUl'chase from 'the growers at some fixed rate: as such, if "the. market 
IS higl! other middlemen are sure to get more than the. usual rate. 
The case might just be the reverse in case' the market is' dUlL 
Approximately speaking, the actual grower receives about.Re 1-12. to 
TIs. 2 (sometimes more)' less than what is paid by the mills. In "the 
transaction the money-lending agents, viz., mahajans, reap the largest 
,amouD.t of profit.- . . 

, Q. 24.-Tbe larger the number of middl~men the lower wi.li be the . 
price tbe cultivators will get. . . ' " 

Q. 25.-The existence of too many middlemen is detrimental'to the 
" iutel'eetof the producers. What is necessary· is to bring them in closer 
touch with the mills or exporters. Proper co-operative organisation 

. is necessary for the purpose. In the present circumstances the middle
men are indil'pensable in that the producers cannot deal direct with 
the firms or exporters. They have neither the. money nor the training. 
Their usual indebtedness also forces them to sell at whatever price they 
are" offered. The Co-operativeJ ute Sale. Societies. have sufficiently' 
lintel! the line to proceed along. They have not been successful 

. mainly because of the heavy establishment charges, a$ also due to the 
uD5vIDpathetic attitude of the competitors. In spite of all these draw
'hack~ their place as exporter comes to be the third in the list. Sume 
cle:.r provision in the Act to the effect that Indianjute.must b~ e~ported 
through' sale societies appears to be necessary. These sOClebes had. 
~hcir balers in Calcutta, and .as such, middlemef1, could easily be. dis-
pensed with. In order to bring ~he actual grow~rs .in c~os.er contact with 
the exporters (i.e., Central SOCIety) small SOClEltIes (WIth growers as 
members) might be started for the mufassal area. The Royal Commis
'Ilion on Agriculture seems to hol~ that the I!liddlemen cannot be en~ir~ly 
dir.pensed with. If the transactIOn be earned through the sale sOCleties 
the multiplicity of these middlemen will at least be abolished, and the 
only middlemen will be' the agent who might deaL with the actual 
grc:wers. 

" Q. 26 •• This is not a case here. . It might be in oth~. :.{tistr~t5 
'where, how~ver, the lIyste1T!- is mo~~ detrimentjllthal/- ~boy~.:. .. " .. 

13 
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. Q. 27.--(1) Local money-1ende~s, 
(2) No. . 

. (.1) Does not aI:ise.' 
(4) The Co-operative Banks. 
The indebtedness of the Indian agriculturists is prove'rbial. This 

reacis on the quantity of stun: they grow. Unable to keep their' pro
duce in stock for any length of time they are often forced t6 sell it at 
whatever pi"ire they can get. They have hardly any cash inoney, and 
as such require to borrow for agricultural purposes. The private money-. 
lending system therefore requires to be reorganised~ The l'Ifoney-lenders 
Bill for Eome provinces is a happy move in this direction.;Loans of 
improved type of seeds on co-operative basis may also be arranged by 
,Government. This has proved successful in many countries. The 
Co-operative Banks, too, require to be organised on a better line and 
public opinion should be educated for the purpose. ' 

Q. '28.-Vide Question No. 25. The provincial and local bank" used 
to finance these societies. It has been found that the jute export duty 
amqunts to about 4 crores of rupees. Besides, some extra amount per 
maund iRrealised by the Improvement Trust of Calcutta (vide the Royal 
Commission on Agriculture Report). The amount realised as export 
duty goes entirely to the Central Government, and neither the Local 
Government, nor the agriculturists, derive any benefit from it. A por
tion of this money may easily be spent for financing the societies, a:qd 
there is no reason why this provinc;ial revenue should go to the Central 
Govemment seeing that jute is practically a monopoly of Bengal. 

Q. ,29.-Cannot be answered from here. 
Q. 30.~"Bad velting, bad grading and selection and excessive 

moisture were characteristic of much of the jute exported." This was 
the remark of the Royal Commission 'on Agriculture. It goes to show 
that the .matter is entirely left with the businessmen, who have possibly 
their own. experts to classify the stuff. Some official control appears 
to be necessary on t.he matter, and the work may be entrusted with the 
Jute Committee by proper legislation. 

Q. 31.-Yes. Vide above. 
Q. 32.-V£d6 above. Yes. 
Q. 33.--Cannot be answered from here. This has, III a sense, been 

aiready rep'lied to. 
Q. 34.-N'ot in mufassal area. 
Q. 35.-Yes. But the main objection appears to be that the 

quality of the stuff is not the same everywhere. As such, while the 
cost of cultivation will be the same everywhere, the rate of profit will 
vary according to the quality of the produce. The remedy appears to 
lie "in supplying iniproved type of seeds everywhere, as also in taking 
special measures of cultivation (e.,q., manuring, etc"" for special areas. 
It is here that the Agricultural Department may prove useful. It 
should also be seen if different rates of price should be fixed for jute 
growll in different districts. ' 

Q. 36.-This requires expert opinion'. Jute Committee may 
supervise. 

Q. 37.-This is undoubtedly an improvement over the present 
marketing system, but considering that here. too. the servIce of the 
[T~ Cjrcle ?jf.~"B. Sada,.. Nadia] 
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middlemen will not be dispensed with, the position of the actual g,:ower 
will hardly be secure. As the proposed "corporation'~ is not neces
sarily going to be t~e exporter, the share of profit will not reach down 
to_ the actual grower. AS:an a~ternative, the following suggestion may 
be .cOlisidered. The proposed Jute Committee (in the line suggested 
by the Royal Commission on Agriculture), will act in co-operation with 
the Department of Agriculture, and will be responsible for standardisa
tioll, price., etc., and will be empowered to inspect the ~uff before 
-baling' and. e~port. Normal area t{) be brought under cultivation- is 
t<t l:e fixed by legislation and the local officers and local bodies (pre
'ferably union boards) will-- be required to see that the cultivators act 
according to the provisions of law. The jute sale societies will be 
started with areas fixed under each, and it will have to be provided that 
the jute SOWI\ in the area under each sQciety will have to be sold to 
thl'se societies only. These societies may have some officer with powers 
_to inspect, etc., the crop. The societies will, of course, have representa
tives from the cultivators. These societies will send the stuff purchased 
to the central societies, where baling, etc., will be done. It should be 
dearly provided that the -export business ·will be carried on by these 
centr&! societies alone. The question of financing the societies have 
already been discussed; besides, shares will be sold. -

Q. 38.-The growers of jute do not get any market information 
whatsoever. According t{) the official figures, jute trade is carried on 
with some fixed-countries. Their probable requirements, etc., should 
be ascertained beforehand aDJi some approximately correct figure sb,ould 
be published before the sowing season begins. Along with ~_b,is, _ the 
quantity of stock in hand should also be given. Information 
r,egarding the expected price and the quality preferred by the buyers 
is also -nE'Cessary. The Government may take up the matter and the 
proJlosed Jute Committee may be entrusted with the work. 

Q. 39.-Yes. V ide above. 
Q. 40..-1I1ay be helpful. But the suggestions made under Queetion 

No. 38 may serve the purpose in a way; as the growers require the 
information only before they commence sowing. -Although difficult, 
some direction as to what should be the approximate area 
to be brought under cultivation in each district, should be 
given. For this, it is necessary to collect figures _ regarding' 
sale of jute, district by district. The proposed sale societies of 
the muf.assal area may do so after collecting necessary information 
from the central _societies. Otherwise, the information will have- -to 
be elicited from the exporters and various middlemen, by proper legis
lation. This means that the exporters and middlemen will be requirfld 
ta he licensed. 

Q. 41.-The course will be uimecessary if the transaction is 
-canied through the Co-operative Societies (Sales). If' legislation be 
made to the effect that the jute is to be exported through the Co-opera
tive Sale Societies Government need not take up the matter in their 
own hand. Being the genuine Government institutions' they 
may hold back a portion of supply in case of slump. As for costs, the 
Government may advance money, or the societies may be authorised, by 
legislation, to float loans. Ultimately, the societies will be in a posi
tion to utilise the reserve funds ,created out of the profit. 

__ , Q. 42.-FoI the present, the Agricultural Department may take up 
the matter and ita officers maybe entrusted with the worK. The- co
operation of the loca'! bodies will have to be sought. Vid6 also abo've. 



Jute Committee may co-operate with the Agricultural Department in 
the work ... For functions, 'Vide below. 

Q. 43.-The constitution and functions of the Jute Central Com
mittee have been described in paragraph 30 of Royal Agricultural Com
mission Report .. It will be helpful to have It Jute Committee on these 
lines. . 

Q. 44.-The Committee is to be a sort of advisory body to help 
Government, growers and dealers in the, matter of policy as also of 
trade and agricultural development. It might serve as an information 
bureau (just as is the' case with the Cotton Committee), and may thus' 
'Prove really helpful to the Government, dealers and growers. 
Stalldardisation of the stuff, fixing' of prices and inspection of the 
materials will be within its scope of duties. 

Q. 45.-Co-operation with the other jute growing provinces .is 
indispensll:bly . necessary and these provinces may have reprE'sentative3 
on the Com~lttee. 

Q. 4S.-A portion of income from jute duty, etc., should be spent 
for financing the Committee which should have a research institute 
under it on the line indicated in answer to Question No. 53. Vide 
also above. 

Q. 47.-Cannot be answered from here. 
Q. 48 to Q. 51..-All these have, in a sense, been discussed above. 

Fact. remains that jute will have to compete with other similar crops, 
etc. ~ ewavenues of trade will have to -be found out and regular 
rer.earcll work will have to be undertaken in order to see how the std 
produced from jute may be. made more durable and cheaper. 1'hat jute 

. stuff happens to be less expensive has already been pointed out. As for 

. foreign imports of the similar std they should be subjected to heavy 
duties both in this country, British Islands and other dominions. 
Co-operation of all these countries require to be sought for the purpose. 
The raw materials should be utilised more ,in this country than what 
is the case at present, and for this purpose, more mills are to be 
encouraged. 

. Q. 52_Requires expert opinion. 
Q. 53.-Yes. There may not be any difficulty in financing the 

department if the provincial jute .reven.ue is not allowed to go to the 
'Central Government. There may be additional income by levying 
hea'der duties on the competitive goods imported from foreign 
CO\1Ji tries. 

Q. 54 and Q. 55.-Yes, but iUs difficult to chalk out a clear outJ 
line. Generally speaking, the propaganda work should be directed t~ 
enlist the sympathy and support of the foreign Governments, anj 
through them, their businessmen. Some sort of agreement with thes· 
Goverllments appears to be necessary, and such agreement is to b"e 0 
the basis of reciprocity so that preference may be given by these Govern 
ments to Bengal jut~ raw or manufactured.' . . . 

Q. 56 to Q. 58.-Yes.. The Royal Commission on Agriculture su@ 
gested Trade Commissioners, but in unimportant countries, GovcrnmcD 
Consuls may serve' the purpose. They might advise the. Iudi, 
Government which is to take the propsed Jute Committee in oonfidiltIcEIJ 
There must be co-operation between these representatives and Oalcutt~ 

. shipperll.· ..' 

. [The Oircle OjftosrB, Sadar, Nadia.] 
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8abu Akshay Kumar Bose, Subdivisional Officer, Chuadanga, 
. district Nadia. 

DatM th-e J8th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 

Q. 2(a)..-Yes, to a considerable exte;ut. 
Q. 2(b).-To prevent over-production and restrict production to the 

limit of probable demand. 

Q. 4.-The co-operative movements' of Ireland, Gerinany and 
Denmark have been working up to that ideal.' Among these, Denmark 
has been successful to a considerable extent as regards control of 
manufacture of butter and marketing of eggs. 

Q. 5.-The factors that depress the price of jute are mainly:-

(1) Artificial variation in the demand for which the lutimate 
exporting agencies are mainly responsible. 

(2) Want of proper grading at the source. 
(3) Upsettled political conditions prevailing in the country. 
(4) World-wide economic depression: Pric~s are generally poor in 

times of financial and other crises, rather than due to over
production. 

Q. 6.--There .is a danger of competition from substitute crops if a-, 
jute regulation scheme is adopted; but if the scheme is worked -on:
strictly business principles the danger can be reduced to It mini.:rnum. 

Q. 7.-That would ,depend upon the scheme itself and how it is 
worked. 

Q. B.-Not necessarily, of course some effective propaganda a,lnd 
edul:oting the jute growers in this matter will be necessary. . 

Q. 9.-1 am against any such legislation. 
Q. 10.-The Union Board and Co-operative Societies may be utilised 

for the purpose but not zemindars. Agricultural Associations and 
Rural Welfare Societies may also be utilised. . 

Q. 11.-1 do not think so. There will be many loop holes for 
abuse which are likely to frustrate the object in view. 

Q. 12 • .....,.To a small extent. 

Q. 13.-}'or low lands-Paddy. 
For high lands-Sugarcane an(lground-nuts. 
Propaganda as to the comparative advantages of the alternative.' 

crops, followed by facilities for their marketing, will be necessary. 
Q. 14.-They have been partially successful in reducing the acreage. 

There is not much necessity of eontinuing the propaganda. . The pro
paganda may most effectively and quickly be made through the medium 
of rural hat8, where every villagel' assembles, by distributing leaflet.s. 

Q. 15..-Rupees 4 per bigha. The cultivators, however, do the. 
greater portion of the work by exchange of labour. 
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Q. IG.-Rupees 6 per maund for the cultiyators. 

Q. 17.-A dull market created by the absence of demand in foreign: 
countries and encouraged by the factors that the cultivator. has got to 
dispose of his produce as quickly as possible out of sheer necessity even 
at saerifice prices. < • '. ' 

Q. 18.--Yes, the agricultural research and propaganda should con· < 

tinue but effort should be made to establish a greater personal touch. 
between the Department and .the agriculturists. :For this purpose, 
supervisors serving under Central Co-operative Banks may be given the 
required agricultural training by the District Agricultural Officer and 
the results of research may filter through them and reach the actual 
cultivators. The Department of Agriculture and the Co-operative 
Department should work in greater co-operation along with the Union 
Boar<:ls. 

Q. 19.-No, but it would be too costly to attempt greater precision. 
Under the present system one has to depend mostly on Ptesidents of' 
Union Boards who do not always take the amount .of care that is 
reqllired. If the work is distributed between 9 members in a Union 
Board area and one or two villages allotted to each and a certain per 
cellt. of work is checked by the Circle Officer and the President, Union 
Board, some improvement may be obtained. 

Q. 20.-No. The~e is much room for improvement. 

Q. 21.-Not under the present conditions. They will be dis
advantageous to the cultivatOl's rather than advantageous. 

Q. 22.-Yes. The village Co·operative Societies, given the proper 
lead, might do a lot in this resper;t. < ' 

Q. 23.-Calcutta mills, Calcl.dta balers, jute merchants, larias amI, 
jute gtowers. ; 

Local farias buy on cash or credit from growers and they sell to jute 
merchants. Farias cheat the growers in weighment. Fa1'i111~ generally 
undertake to supply to jute merchants a certain quantity of jute at the 
price preyailing on the date of supply. 

Q. 24.-Certainly. 
Q. 25.-There is a practice of taking 21 to 4 seers per maund more 

as driage, etc. . 
In s~me places weighment charge of 1 seer per cartload is realized. 

Q. 27.-From the farias generally. The lanas used to get advance 
from jute merchants. The system is gradually getting abolished in 
Dlany cases. 

Q. 28.-Yes, in spite of the rollapse of the Pioneer Jute Sale 
Societies in this province I am emphatically of opinion, a continued. 
believer.in ro-operation ·that I am, that it is possible to bring. the whole 
li'ystem of marketing jute into the hands of co-operative organisations. 
To state briefly, the organization will 'be of jute gTowers themselves, to 
bE' financed by share rapital to be raised among themselves and by 
advances on the security· of their jute. The Co-operative Jute Sale 
Societies failed for defertive organization, and also because they wanted 
to achieve too much and went beyond their depth. . . 

[The SubdiviaWnal Officer, Ohuadanga, Nadia.] 
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Q. 31.-1 think it is· teasible to fix standards by legislation as sug
gested. 

Q. 32 • ....:...r think that a system ~f standards will be of ultimate bene
fit to the ~ro:wers .a~d. the trade thoUgh there may be some opposition 
in the begInnIng. 

Q. 35.-Yes, I think that fixed standards will be of ultimate benefit 
to the growers and the beparis. 

. Q. 37.-Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme deserves careful study 
hut I do not fully agree with the scheme as outlined in Appendix C. 

The marketing scheme that I would advocate is som~ organisation, 
preferably co-operation of the jute growers themselves. 

Q. 38.-No, excepting the rate that prevails in the neighbouring 
llOts. Information regarding market conditions, both here and abr.oall, 
may be prominently published in a special notice board at subdivisional 
headquarters. 

Q. 39.-Yes. Information as regards fluctuations in price and the 
particular kind of commodity in demand. 

Q. 40.-Vide answer to Question No. 38. If the informations are 
similarly published at thana headquarters a'lso they will reach the 
growers rapidly. . . 

Q. 41.--This involves speculation, more or less, and should be left 
to non-official organisations including co-operative organisations for the 
purpose. Government might help 'co-operative organisations with loans 
nud advan!'es for the purpose through the Provincial Co-operative 
Ihlllk on adequate security. . . 

Q. 42.-Market surveys for jute will .be helpful. Marketing 
()£:lcers should be entrusted with the functioJ).s of collecting and suppl~
ing correct informations. 

Q. 43.-Yes. 
Q. 44.-It should primarily be a' Committee of Experts in which 

lI,e different interests will be represented. The Committee should have 
a respectable status and the Hon'ble Minister in charge of Agriculture 
and Industries may be the President, e:e-officiQ, of the Committee' and 
it should have an official as Secretary. 

Q. 45.-Yes, it can. 
Q. 46.-The Committee should be financed by .Government, if 

nee·essary. 
Q. 53.-A separate Research Department is unnecessary. The 

D~partment of Industries might interest itself on tlie matter and rest 
may be left to private enterprise. Occasional distribution of prizes and 
rewards for specific objects might prove an encouragement to private 
en terprise. . 

Q. 54.-Yes . 
. Q. 55.-Throl1gh influential newspapers and by advertisements. 

Q. 56..-Yes, this will be helpful. 
Q. 57.-Government. 
Q. 58.--The representatives will be .responsihl~ to collect ·aJl(l.suppiy 

cnrrect information and also such other. information as the trade .Plight 
require. . .. ' ". 
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No.' 67. 

~ Indian' Chamber of Commerce, 'Calcutta.* 

Dated the 2.9th March 1933 . 
. The present price of jute which a few days back dropped toRs: 23 

per bale of 400 Ibs. of "Firsts" quality is perhaps the lowest on record. 
m the present century. It should have been considered low even in' 
the pre--war period as . will be seen from the tatile . of prices given, 
~low-

Year. . Highest. Lowest . 
Rs. A. Rs. A. 

1900 34 8 29 12 
1901 35 0 25 4 
1902 34 8 26 0 
1903 35 0 28 0 
1904 38 8 29 8 
1905 .. 47 8 37 8 
1906 70 0 47 0 
1907 65 8 32 8 
1908 45 8 34 0 
1909 35 40 30 0 
1910 48 0 31 8 
1911 63 8 43 8 
1912 60 8 49 0 
1913 87 0 61 8 
1914 83 8 33 8 

The Committee of the Chamber will examine here in brief the 
causes of the present low prices of jute.. An unfortunate combination 
of lack of holding power and large surplus supplies is, in our opinion, 
responsible forihe fall in the price of jute. During the last three years, 
due to falling prices, everyone in the trade has lost so much money 
that it is not possible now for, either the merchants engaged in the 
trade or the cultivators, to withhold their supp'lies when the buyers do 
not feel inclined to purchase. On the other hand, the consumers are 
very favourably situated regarding the supply. of the raw material. 
In the beginning of the 1932-33 season the jute mills of Calcutta had 
a c.arry-over of about 41 lakhs of bales which, at the present rate, 
represents about eleven months' consumption. There is no hope of any 
reduction in this huge stock by the end of the season. On the contrary, 
theTe may be a slight addition to, it. In such circumstances, it' is not 
possible for the s~l~ers ~o m~ke the buy.ers :{lay: any i!,-crease in prices. 
In short; the pOSItion IS thIS, that whIlst It IS pOSSIble for the con
sumers to keep out of the market for any length of time, the sellers 
c~nnot ~o fO, hence t~e decline in prices. :Unless the .sell~rs are pro
vldedwlth: more holdmg power, and there .IS a, reductIon' Ul the large 

. • FOr oral evi~ence of the Chamber's representative vide page 536 et Beg. 
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stocks carried by the buyers, it is- futile to expeCt a,ny improvement in' 
the price of jute. 

It is @aid jute isa monopoly of Bengal, and therefore its- price 
should not have shared the fate of other commodities, the production 
of which is not the monopoly of anyone particular country. No doubt, 
jnte,is a monopoly, and no country has so far succeeded in challenging
this ptlsition, the decrease in the demand for this commodity being 
merely due to less international movement of goods. 'But the mere
fact that we are the sole producers of a commodity cannot prevent its 
plice fl'Om falling. A position of monopoly can be utilised to the 
adv,mtage of the prQducers only.if the producers are able to regulate
their 8upplies in accordance with demand' and do -nQt fQrce their pro
<iudicn on the buyers. It will be seen from what we have said above
that neither of these conditions exists at present in the case of jute so 
far AS the producers are cQncerned. The Government of India, the
rail and steamship companies engaged in the transport of jute and the 
jute mills of Calcutta are the only parties whQ have been able to 
utilise the monopoly of jute to their advantage. 

The Committee of the Chamber believe-that, if suitable steps are
taken, it is possible tQ ensure a fair margin of profit to the cuItivatorff 
of jute. The Government of the country, which alone can take those 
steps, has failed to show any appreciation of the serious fall in the
income of the jute. cultivators. For the last three years, the whQle of. 
Bengal has been united in asking the Government to come to the
reSCHe of the cultivators; but that demand has always been refused on 
tIle gl'uund that artificial interference with the laws of supply and 
demand is always fraught with danger. Two and haH years backr 
at a conference convened by the Bengal NatiQnal Chamber of Com
merce, all sections -of the jute trade combined in asking the Govern
ment of India to expedite the appointment of the Central Commii;.. 
tee for jute, which was recommended by. the Agricultural 
Commission, and which was promised to us by the highest in the land. 
W" hope the appointment of the present Enquiry ~ommittee is an 
indication of the fact t.hat the Government are now alive to the plight 
of the jute cultivatora. . 

No scheme designed to ensure a fair price'tQ the cultivators of jute
cnn 8ucr~ed, unless it is supplemented by a scheme of -regulation oi 
production. During the present economic depression, efforts have been, 
mnde in other cQuntries to hold back excess supplies from the market. 
But this has meant only loss of public money an4 postponement oi 
tIle e"il day, because no efforts were made, or were possible, tIl (·ontrol 
the output in succeeding' years. 

It nlay be argued by those whQ are opposed to schemes of restric,": 
tilln tha~ so far nQ country has been able successfully to apply a
scheme of restriction to any commodity. First of all,the conditionS' 
that f<xist in the rase of jute do not exist in, the case of -Qther com
modities. In no other cQmmQdity is productiQn confined tQ orie single
C011Dtry. Mr. N. R. Sarkar; in his speech delivered at a conference
of jute interests held at the Bengal National Chamber of CQmmerce on 
the 17th October, 1930, has very ably deaIt with this aspect of th,6' 
question. " ' ' . 
, . Inl"pii-e of the fact that British 'PossessionsprQdu~ed Qnly about 
70peTi cent. of the total rubber supplies of the WQrld, the ,StevensoJl' 
plan was adQpted with great successi' and had to be: abandQned onhf 
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-when it was found.that production in other countries was going up con-: 
:sidel'ably, reducing the share of British possessions to only 50 per: 
~,eIlt. of the -total. The price of kerosene oil and of German dyes in 
India has been kept at a high level by combination. To those who' 
dou.bt the BUI'CeSS of any plan of restriction about jute, we would ~ecom"· 
:Jllend a study of the history of the jute mill industry of Calcutta . 
.Ever"sinee the jute mill industry was established here, there have been" 
(lnly rare occasions when all the mills have worked to their full 
~~apacity. The industry has always- tried to regulate production in 
accordance with world demand, and has thereby always ensured a 
.certain ,measure of prosperity for those engaged in it. Eve:ft now,' 
when ·we are passing through the worst economic depression, the jute 
mill industry is, perhaps, the best paying industry in India. It is 
:also r.urious and significant that, whenever it is proposed to control 
the output of raw jute, those engaged in the manufaduring of jute 
:art" the strongest opponents of such proposals. 

If it is accepted that regulation of production is necessury, the 
next question that requires consideration is, what are the mean's that 
.cun be employed to achieve this purpose? In our opinion, it is 
.dangerous to embark on any scheme of marketing, involving large sums 
0,£ money, on the strength of a mere voluntary restriction of prorlue
iH~n. Re('ently, even such a' highly organised industry as the jute 
mIlls of Ca'lcutta, the control of which is confined to a few firms, had 
to seek Government intervention to enable it to come to an under
,standing regarding regulation of output. How, then, is it possible 
for the millions of cultivators, whose individual interest is mor'e or less 
iIl!<ig'nificant compared to the huge stakes in a jute mill, to effectively 
can.Y out a scheme of regulation of production by mere propaganda? 
l~e"iaes, unlike the jute mills, there is always ll. tendency on the part 
·of the cultivators to increase their sowings' as soon as they are able 
to realise a good price for their jute. The result is a big crop, and 
it tulles several years for the position to right itself. The 1925-26 
.seaSQJl, during which the cultivators were able to get a very good 
pril'e for their produce, was followed by an. abnormally large crop 
whi .. ·h enabled the consumers to store their godowns with jute to the 
limit of their capacity. The cultivation of jute- is not simultaneous 
all ovprBengal. If it is known that the cultivators in some districts 
are redlleing their output, what is there to prevent other districts from 
takillg' an undue advantage of that position? During the last two 
1!easons sowings have been on a restricted 8c.ale simply because the 
cultivators have realised very low prices for their produce. If 
llY withholding surplus stocks'the priee had been kept above a fixed 
ievel, the cultivators would probably have produced a normal crop, 
·a.nri the surplus would have g-rown to unmanageable proportions. If 
th cultivators are not to he forced· to sacrifice -their jute at ,very low: 
llrkes before they can realise the necessity of restricting their output, 
.son/(! sort of control will have to be applied. 

After careful consideration, we suggest a scheme which is a com
bination of voluntary and compulsory restrietion. We have made 
certain suggestions later on regarding .the method by which the price 
·of :jute. is to be kept up above a certain minimum and the way in which. 
·thnt Bl'heme is to be financed. Should that suggestion he adopted and 
a. ('ess levied, as suggested, and a Board ('on~tituted to administer that 
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runi!, that Board may carryon propaganda amongst the ·culti-.;'at9ra, 
ill the beginnillg of each season, explaining to them lhe position reg-arcl., 
ing !tacks and requirements. If by voluntary restriction: -the ci:oP 1.S 
kept within the desired limit and the Board does not lind it neces·~ 
tiary to purchase any jute, compulsion would be obviated. 'But if 
dlie tof excess production, the Board should be obliged to purchase' a 
part of the crop to maintain prices, it should have the authoritY" to 
reAulate production. Through ,the agency of Union Boards, or snme 
other administrative agency,a "'record should be kept of all lands'put 
ullll .. r jiite each season by each individual cultivator. If it is neces~ 
saIY to ... educe production, the licensing system, as proposed in Dr. N. 
C. Sen Gupta's Bill, may be introduced wIth suitable modifications. 
Hf!sides, normally, it would not be quite expedient to regulate, pTO
dllcti(lJl. It will be necessary to do so only when the price falls. belpw' 
a tt:rtain level, and the' control will be relaxed as soon as normal eon· 
clitions are I'estored. Under this scheme, there will be no danger of its' 
being utilised in such a way as to .send up prices beyond a reasonable 
level. 

If it is found that regulation of production to suit world demand 
can l,e achieved" whatever the means, the next question that requires 
consideration is the setting up of some organisation whereby the 
cultivators can be assured of a fair return for their labour. For 
l'easons given hereinafter, the Chamber finds itself unahle to SUppOl·t 
the scheme that was prepared ,by Mr. McDougall. The scheme pro
poseR to set up an "elaborate machinery to' replace the present trade 
')rganisation. The more elaborate a scheme, the greater the chances 
of abuse by subordinate officials and consequent breakdown.' 
Afr. McDougall says that his proposals are merely the outline cf a, 
8chE\me of ,,,tabilisation of price. But in the very next' paragraph of 
1tis scheme it is proposed ihat prices shall be fixed in advance in con· 
8ultation with the various interests involved. Though"it is not ~n: 
tioned e~pressly, the intention of the scheme apparently is to fix a 
price for the crop of each season alld that stabilisation will be confined 
to that season only. The method of fixing the price,' as proposed hy 
the scheme, is not at all desirable. It is proposed that a C~/'poration. 
which shall consist of the representatives of consuming and growing 
ibterests, shall fix the price for each season. There will be natUl'ally 
a tendellcy on the part of, each section to fix as high or as Iowa price 
8IJ ma;\' suit its own interest. 'Whetherit is desirable to give such 
arbitTary powers in the hands of a body of men whose decision may 
Juake a differeJIce of crores of rupees to the growers and consumers, is 
a matter which requires very serious consideration. Besides the 
objectioll set forth above, a cloller examination of the scheme will show 
that theI'e are other difficulties in the way of its adoption, The quality 
of jute grown in different places variesconRiderably and the quality 
of the jute of individual cultivators also varies. The scheme prcposes 
that each lot tendered is to be kept separate by the collecting authori;.; 
ties and that the final payment is to be made after assortment by the 
purchasers at the central depot. Anyone acquainted with conditions 
i[~ the jute trade will sep that there are practical difficulties in the way 
of each individ\lal lot offered by cultivators being kept and transport!ld 
sl'l'arat~ly to the centrlll depots. . 

Evidently, lfr. McDougall was not familiar with the conditions 
in the jute districts and the jute tr.a~el as can be seen ,from' his remarK' . 
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that the retail price of the manufactured article would not be influenced--
to any appreciab'le,exten~ by ihe difference of, say, -four rupees- per 
mauncl on the raw material. 

The McDo~gall scheme says that manufacture~s shall notif., the 
Corporatiou of their requirements at the beginning of each season, 
and shall be bound to take the amount specified. So far as the jute 
mills in Calcutta are concerned, it may be possible for them to do so 
to a certain extent, but as regards overseas consumption it is impossible
tf) get any such notification, as the consumers are spread all over the 
globe. If it is intended that the shippers here should decla-re the 
quanti(v 9U their behalf, naturally they would not like to take this 
responsibility, 

1Vllat is necessary is not that prices should be stabilised but that 
the cultiyators of juta should get an assurance that the jute grown by 
them will not be sold below a minimum price which may be decided 
after 1aking into cousideration the cost of production. To achieve 
this purpose, thp. scheme suggested by the Bengal Jute Gl'OWe!S 
Association in their communication to the Government ('£ Bengal m 
Sepit'mbtr last is more suitable. 

The suggestion is that an organisation should be set up with ade
quate funds which should be prepared to buy jute at the minimum 
price fixed. As regards funds, it is suggested that a cess of say, two 
unnas per maund, may be levied on all jute exported oui of India aud 
consumed by the local mills, _ This cess, even at the present restricted 
scale of production, will yield about 45 lakhs of rupees a year. We 

• sugg~ill that instead of imposing a cess a part of the proceeds -of the 
juta export duty should be earmarked for this purpose. If necessary, 
a lr·au can be raised on the security of this income to finance the pur
chasin~~ of jute. But, the Chamber would suggest, it will not be 
necessary for the proposed organisation to raise any loans because the 
mere existence of a powerful body with ample resources and willing 
to purchase all available jute at a fixed rate will keep the price above 
the minimum. It may be necessary to purchase jute only _ if the 
supplies are very much in excess of demand. If such a contingency 
arIses the Board can ~rrect the situation by regulating production. 
_ As regards the composition of the Board, we suggest that a small 
body like the Tariff Board should be constituted. Thememhers of th 
Board should be salaried whole·time men. They should not represent 
any particular interel!lts. We are not in" favour of setting'up a body 
consisting of the various interestB concerned liecause there arp. so many 
intereRts concerned that it is impossible to satisfy all unless a very 
big body is set up. Besides, the presence of dill'erent interests will 
preveut the Board from discharging its duties in a satisfactory manner. 
If il is n()t necessary to raise loans for-the purchasing of jute and pay 
interest thereon, then a certain portion of the income may be used in 
building warehouses, conducting technological research and such other 
schemes as are likely to' better the economic condition of the growers. 

The scheme p.ropo~d above will not only ensure a minimum price 
to the cultivators of jute but is simple in operation and the. burden 
of providing the necessary funds is thrown on the cultivators them
SE'lve:1. Be&idt\~, it has not the effect of fixing a maximum_ pric~ as. the 
McDougall scheme does. We are passing at present through a period 
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,of sever~ depressi.on, and are naturally inclined to thi~"of the "mini
mum prIce; but If, fortunately for all, prosperity is restored, there is 
no reason why the cultivator should not get the fullest advantage 
thereof. 
. dut-e Standards.-The position regarding standards of quality for 

jute is, in some respects, worse than the position of cotton as described 
by Mr. W. R. Meadows of the United States Department 'of Agri. 
culture. 

Mr. Meadows' complaint was that they were shipping cotton against 
:;tandaI'ds of which they were not furnished copies and that, when the 
cottvu 'reached the other side, it was arbitrated against an unknown 
standard before a Board of men who represent the buyers and on which 
110 American shipper had any American -representative. Th'e condi. 
tious in the jute export trade are similar to what has been described 
ahove, whilst in the case of local trade the conditions are still worse. 

Jute ill to Bengal much more than what cotton is to the United 
States of America. This Chamber has'several times drawn the atten
tioD of the Government to the desirability of fixing standards of 
qualit~" by legislation. The Federation of Indian Chambers of Com
merce and Industry passed a resolution on the subject at its annual 
sessioc h{-ld in Calcutta in the year 1928. Both the Provincial and 
the Central Banking Enquiry Committees have recommended the fixing 
of standards by legislation. But the Government have', we regret to 
say, done nothing in the matter. We attach herewith a note* on the 
Imbject which explains how, by manipulating standards, the mills are 
able to bring about a sudden fallin-the price of jute. 

Freight rates.-Another matter which we find has escaped the notice 
of the Enquiry Committee is the question of freight rat~s both for in
'land and external transport. The transport agencies concerned are, by 
combination, keeping up freight charges at a very high leveL 
Reeently, there has been a considerable reduction in freight rates all 
o,"er thp world, but the freight on jute has been kept unchanged by 
the ageneiee concerned. On the contrary, in some cases to make up the 
loss iu revenue due to fall in the freight for other commodities, the 
freight for jute has been increased. For jute moved from the mufassal 
to Calcutta the freight charged by steaml'lhip companies is higher than 
what it was in 1918 when the price level was,much higher. We are 
informed 'that it is possible to bring down jute ·to Calcutta by country 
boats at less than half thtf ch.arge, but it is not done so becaUBe the 
1IIills will not accept that. It is also our information that the height 
tor other commodities, moved over the same distance, is much less than 
what has to be paid for jute. For some time past, some tradeorgani. 
aatioDs have been trying to bring about a reduction in fI'eight 
charges; but the railway company and. the steamship companies con
l'ernecl have turned a deaf ear to these proposals. We submit a state
ment showing the freight charged on jute and other commodities over 
equal distances. It will be seen from all these that the fullest 
advantage has been taken oy the transport companies of the position 
of monopoly whilst the poor cUltivators have heen suffering from acute 
e(~ollomic distress due to fall in, the price of jute. The Committee 
should go thoroughly into this question and 'should recommend to the 
Oo'\"ernment of Bengal to take Buitable steps to effect a reduction in 
these charges. . ' .' 

! ' 

·Vide page 198 ee seq. 
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. Export Duty • .,-The export duty on jute and jute manufactures isa 
spe('ific duty; and therefore its burden is not adjusted according to a 
rise or fall in the,value of the exports. Due to the' present low price's 
the export tax has become a heavy burden on the cultivators. The 
duty 011 raw jute works out at about one-third of the value realised by 
the cultivators. Efforts should be made to lighten this burden because 
the cl<lti,""ators who contribute this tax get no benefit out of it. 

Currency policy.-Although the Committee of the Chamber believe 
that it is possible to raise the general price level by adoption of 'a 
suitable currency policy and thus to benefit the agriculturists, they 
ha,""e not referred to questions of currency and monetary policy' in this 
memorandum as the -Government of Bengal have decided that they are 
outside the terms of reference of the present enquiry. 

'With these preliininary observations, the Committee will deal with 
the questions in detail. 

Q. 1 to Q. 5.-Have been dealt with in our preliminary· observa-
tions. ' 

Q. G.-No. Unless the price is pushed up beyond a reasonable 
level. 

Q. 7to Q. 11.-Have been dealt with in our preliminary observa
tio!J.s. 

Q. 12.-Yes. A system of quotas can be arranged on the basis of 
the average production of the previous five seasons. ' 

Q. 13.~That is a matter which primarily concerns the Department 
of Agriculture of the Government of Bengal. So far as our informa
tion goes, paddy can be grown on the low-lands and sugarcane can 
D~ easily and profitably grown on the up lands. Starting demonstra
tioa farms, free supply of seeds and propaganda. 

Q. 14.-In conne.ction 'with the extent of sowings the price realised 
in the previous season is the determining factor with the jute cultiva
tors. ,Before the sowing season starts information should be supplied' 
to the cultivators regarding the stocks carried by the consumers and 
the probable requirements for the next season, the condition of the 
market and such other information as may be of use ta the cultivators 
ill deciding the extent of their sowings. Steps should be taken to se£.
that sudl information does actually reach the cultivators. 

Q. 15.-The Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee has estimated 
the cost of cultivation to be about Rs. 6-8 per maund. Since then,' 
there has been a. falling off in wages and other charges. We are 
informed that if cultivation of jute is done by hired labour the cost of 
p)'odurtion would probably come to about Rs. 4-8 per maund. The 
~'leld per acre of jute is about 16 maunds. We have na information 
abl'llt other crops. 

Q. 16.-An average price of Rs. 6 per maund in the mufassal is 
a fail' price level for jute under the present circumstances. 

Q. ,17 .-General economic depression, excess supplies, reduction in 
the holding power of the producers and merchants, exchange difficul
ties and decline in international trade. 

Q. 18.-We hear from time to time that paper and other substitute!! 
are competing with jute. Such reports generally come from the con
Burning centres, but no statistics are available. We have, no definite 
{Indian Ohamber oJ Oommerce.] 
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.information regarding t~e extent to which jute bag~. are being· dis

.placed by the use of elevators and bulk shipment, but we fail to under
stand as to how the production .of ~etter quality jute can eliminate 
.this· competition .. Though we have 'no definite figures, the cost of a 
Jiaper bag must surely be considerably cheaper than that of a jute 
bag. In !trder to capture an insignificant portion of the trade, it is
not desirable that the entire production of jute should besacrifice<l 
at rilinoul' prices. In our opinion, it is, not possible to effect any' 
'further reduction in 'the cost of cultivation so far as the cultivators
are COll('.el'lled. As regards jute manufacturers, it is possible to do .so; 
We hill"&- suggested in our preliminary observations another direction, 
'in ",hi<:h the cost to the c(msumer can be, reduced, that is, by reducing
the transport charges. The jute export duty being a specific duty has, 
owing to the fall in the price of jute and jute manufactures, become
a very heavy tax. It should be abolished or its burden should at least 
be lightened. 

Q. 19.-80 far as the cultivators are concerned, they derive nO' 
benefit flOm the present . forecast, though their interests are affected 
by the rise or fall in the market as a result of the publication of these
figures. As regards the traders, they are able to form their own ideas
with tbe help of the reports published regularly by several jute .firms. 
Be~ides, the publication of. these forecasts, sometimes causes consider
able disturbance to the ma,rket. 'Ve suggest that ~eekly reports
should be issued showing the progress of sowing, as compared to the 
previous season, weather in the jute districts and condition of ,'standing
crops as is done by several private fi~s. The publication of weekly 

,reports will prepare the trade for the publication of the final £orecalli", 
which will not come as a surprise. 

These forecasts have been criticised on the ground that sometiffles. 
there is a big discrepancy between the actual import and the estimated 
outturll. We do not agree with this view. Compared with Cotton 
R£:ports published in the United States of America, the jute forecasts
are Dluny times fairly accurate. 

Q. 20.-So far as the cultivators are concerned they do not 'sell jute
on g)·ade!:. They sell their jute as it is produced in the fields. The
farias and beparis also do not sell according to any specified grades 
bel·u use they do not make' any forward sales. They sell ready goods
only, tht' quality of which is open to inspection by the buyers before" 
fixi'D.g the price. We have been informed by some important mer~ 
chants that the practice of fixing the price of jute on the basis- of 
ass0l1ment has been introduced in several upcountry markets. The 
l)alers who purchase jute from lanas and beparis assort it according
to the standards current in Calcutta and ship it to Calcutta to be sold 
to either the pllcca balers or to the mills. As regards marketing we 
du not think the present system is satisfactory. According to our 
information the cultivators sell the bulk of their crop in their villages 
to the larias and a small part" of it at hats that are held regularly in 
ali parts of Bengal. Weare informed that in many cases no regular 
stales are used and jute is sold by the cultivators on dhararganti. i.e., 
the culth·ators prepare their jute mto small bundles of an approximate 
we:gbt and the weight is ascertained by counting the bundles. It is 
complained that in many hats unauthorised deductions are made from 
the price paid to the cultivators, and that, in some cases, scales and 
weights are manipulated, and many times false objections regarding-
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quality ar.) ralsed if the market declinE;s before the price is fixed'; On 
the other hand, we are informed by several merchants that the cpltiva
tors and ja,rias resort to watering jute especially when the market has 
a risih~ tendency. This puts the purchasers to unnecessary loss as they 
haye to pay allowances to the buyers if jute contains more than certain 
I;erceniage of moisture. Besides, the quality of jute is damaged by 
watering. Another question that requires attention, is the question of 
weights. We understand that the weight of Qne seer varies from 55 
tolas to 110 tolas in the different parts of Bengal. It is, therefore, not 
easy to compare the prices prevailing in any two districts or even.in 
any. two villages. qwing t? .the diversity in weights, the ignorant 
cultIvators are never m a posItIon to know, as to whether they are getting 
a fair price for their jute or not.W e, therafore, suggest that by an act 
of legislation the weights in Bengal should be standardised. 

Q. 21.~ We consider it feasible to establish such markets in the 
various districts in Bengal. When the cultivators will find that they 
get a better return by taking their jute to such markets naturally 
there will be a tendency on their part to take their jute to such markets. 
It is difficult for tIS to giv~ the number of such markets, but it can 
easily be ascertained by the Committee by finding out the number of 
places at which regular hats are held where jute is brought for sale 
by the cultivators. 

Q. 22.-Yes. By the formation of co-operative societies on 'right 
lines the services of unnecessary middlemen can, to a certain extent, be 
dispeneed with, hut we doubt very much whether that will mean any 
additional return to the cultivators because the co-operative societies 
will have to incur certain expenses for the management of their 
business, and we think that what represents the middlemen's profit will 
go in the way of expenses of co-operative societies. 

Q. 23.--The janas and bepa'l"/:s are generally petty dealers. They 
purchase jute from the cultivators and sell to the balers. In some 
places tLe beparis act as commission agents for the balers and charge 
one anna per maund as their commission., .' 

Q. 24.-No. On the contrary, during the'last three years, owing 
to continuous fall in prices, the middleman has been giving a sort of 
bounty to the growers of jute by buying jute at a. higher price and 
selling it t.o the consumers at a lower price. This can be seen from 
the fact that practicallY every firm engaged in the jute trade has 1081 
large sums of money diuing the last three years. 

Q. 25.-Has been dealt, with in our answer to Question No. 20. 
" Q. 26 and Q. 27.-No. Up to some times hack some of the baler! 
1.1sed to advance money to the ja'rias and beparis on interest, the objec1 
lleiug to get supplies at proper time. But owing to general financial 
depre~sioD, thi!\ has been discontinued. 

Q. 28.--From the experience of the working of the co-operative jub 
6ale societies and from enquiries made regarding the working of co' 
.op£'rative credit societies, we are of opinion that in -the present back 
ward state of the cultivators it is not desirable to bring the whol. 
system of marketing jute into the hands of a c'~-operative organisation, 
::F'irst of all, 'the management expenses 'wlll be very heavy, an< 
secondly, we are doubtful, whether the cultivators Will get the ful 
benefit of the proceeds realised~ Illegal gr~tification8 I\nd deduction: 
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am likely to absorb not an inconsiderable portion of the dues of the 
cultivators. 

Q. 29.-Dundee spinners buy jute according to the terms of ,the 
Dundee Jute Association. Other countries buy 'on London' Jute 
Aspociation Contract terms. 

Q. 30 to Q. 32.-'.J:here are certain fixed qualities on the basis of 
which sales are made to foreign countries. Some shippers sell their 
own private marks, the quality of which varies according to each mark. 
The exact description of each quality is .not defined anywhere though 
the trade has a fairly good idea of what is expected against each 
quality. The names ,of the various qualities do not vary from year to 
year as in the case 'of sales made to jute mills. For sales made to 
Dundee spinners arbitration is held in Dundee and in the case, of sales 
to other countries arbitration is held in London~ The London Jute 
Association appoints both the arbitrators. The sel1ers have norepre
sentatives on the panel of a·rbitration. Arbitration charges are very' 
high and sellers naturally try to settle all, claims amicablv by offering 
6CJrue allowance. Shippers protect themselves by taking· from balers 
a letter'of guarantee whereby the sellers are bound to pay all allowances 
antI arbitration expenses. Under a Home Guarantee letter the sellers 
are not responsible if the jute is invoiced -back,· but cases of invoicing 
Lack are rare as the shippers will not ship the jute if it is so inferior 
tIl the standard as to be liable to be invoiced back. There is now a 
tendency on the part of the balers to sell their jute direct to the spinners. 
rhe Home Guarantee is peculiar to the jute trade alone. In the case 
of sales made to the jute mills the standards vary from season to season. 
Besides, the panel of arbitrators consists of either the representatives 
of ,the mills or their brokers. The arbitration charges are also very 

'high. "T e suggest that the system of Home Guarantee should be 
. abolished. All standards of quality for dealings in jute should ,be fixed 

by legislation. A Jute Grading Board ,on the lines of the Licensed 
Y .. asurers Department of- the Bengal Chamber of Commerce should be 
established whirh should be managed ,by the representatives of the
various associations connected with the, jute- tra'de. Types may be pre~ 
pared for each season and duplicates may be supplied to the buyers if 
desired. So far as we know, excapt Dundee spinners, the ..continental 
and other spinners will be willing to buy jute on Calcutta arbitration 
terms. 

Q. 33.-In our opinion, the various methods, of marketing jute in 
Calcutta are not satisfactory. Jute balers purchase their requirements 
mostly from Hatkhola and Cossipore markets arid a part of it on for~ 
ward contracts. Jute in the Cossipore market is sold immediately on 
arrival by rail. In Hatkhola, jute is stored in the godowns of sellers 
or commission 'agents: For purchases made in Cossipore weighment 
is done in the press house of. the balers, but in the case of purchases 
made in the Hatkhola market, jute is weighed in the seller's godown. 
When weighing is done in the buyers press-house, balers deduct one 
seer of jute per bale of 3l maunds which is known as dhalta allowance. 
Manv balers also deduct brokerage at the rate of 1 per cent., a part 
of ,,:hich is given to the brokers and a part is retained by the balers. 
Thev also deduct cart hire and tarpaulin charges. OWing .to ,the 
favourable terms which the balers get for purchases made inCossipore, 
they naturally like to buy their requirements 'iIi Cossipore,and go to 
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quality arl! raised if the market declines before the price is fixed'; On 
the other hand, we are informed by several merchants that the cpltiva
tors and la.rias resort to watering- jute especially when the market has 
a risill~ tendency. This puts the purchasers to unnecessary loss Rsthliy 
haye to pay allowances to the buyers if jute contains more than certain 
l;erceniage of moisture. Besides, the quality of jute is damaged by 
watering. Another question that requires attention, is the question of 
weights. We understand that the weight of Qne seer varies from 55 
tolas to 110 tolas in the different parts of Bengal. It is, therefore, not 
eas;r to compare the prices prevailing in any two districts or even.in 
::\'lLy two villages. Owing to the diversity in weights, the ignorant 
cultivators are never in a position to know as to whether they are getting 
a fair price for their jute or not.W e, therafore, suggest that by an act 
of legislation the weights in Bengal should be standardised. 

Q. 21.-We consider it feasible to establish such markets in the 
various districts in Bengal. When the cultivators will find that they 
get a better return by taking their jute to such markets naturally 
there will be a tendency on their part to take their jute to such markets. 
It is difficult for tlS to giv~ the number of such markets, but it can 
easily be ascertained by the Committee by finding out the number of. 
places at which regular hats are held where jute is brought for sale 
hy the cultivators. 

Q. 22.-Yes. By the formation of co-operative societies on 'right 
lines the services of unnecessary middlemen can, to a certain extent, be 
(lispeneed with, but we doubt very much whether that will mean any 
additional return to the cultivators because the co-operative societies 
will have to incur certain expenses for the management of their 
business, and we think that what represents the middlemen's profit will 
go in the way of expenses of co-operative societies. 

Q. 23.--The !arias and beparill are generally petty dealers. They 
purchase jute from the cultivators and sell to the balers. In some 
places the beparis act as commission agents for the balers and charge 
one anna per maund as their commission. 

Q. 24.-N o. On the contrary, during the ·last three years, owing 
to continuous fall in prices, the middleman has been giving a sort of 
bounty to the growers of jute by buying jute at a. higher price and 
selling it t.o the consumers at a. lower price. This can be seen from 
the fact that practically every firm engaged in the jute trade has lost 
large sums of money during the last three years. 

Q. 25.-Has been dealt. with in our answer to Question No. 20. 
.. Q. 26 and Q. 27.-No. Up to some times back some of the balers 
'Used to advance money to the larias and beparis on interest, the object 
\leiug to get supplies at proper time. But owing to general fina.ncial 
depression, thi~ has been discontinued. 

Q. 28.--From the experience of the working of the co-operative jute 
sale societies and from enquiries made regarding the working of co
.operative credit societies, we are of opinion that in -the present back
ward state of the cultivators it is not desirable to bring the whole 
system of marketing jute into the hands of a' co-operative organisation. 
]'irst of all, the management expenses 'will be very heavy, and 
secondly, we are doubtful, whether the cultivators will get the full 
benefit of the proceeds realised.. Illegal gr~tifications ~nd deductions 
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ar~ likely to absorb not an inconsiderable portion of the dues of the 
cultivators. 

Q. 29.-Dundee spinners buy jute according to the terms of the 
Dundee Jute Association. Other countries buy on London Jute 
Association Contract terms. " 

Q. 30 to Q. 32.-'l:here are certain fixed qualities on the basis of 
which sales are made to foreign countries. Some shippers sell their 
own private marks, the quality of which varies according to eaeh mark. 
'!he exact description of each quality is .not defined anywhere· though 
the trade has a faJrly good idea of what is expected against each 
quality: The names.pf the various qualities do not vary from year to 
year as in the case of sales made to jute mills. For sales made to 
Dundee spinners arbitration is held in Dundee and in the case of sales 
to other countries arbitration is held in London. The London Jute 
Association appoints both the arbitrators. The sellers have norepre
sentatives on the panel of arbitration. Arbitration charges are very· 
high and sellers natll;rally try to settle all" claims amic.ably by offering 
6(Jme allowance. ShIppers protect themselves by takmg frOni balers 
a letter'of guarantee whereby the sellers are bound to pay all allowances 
rind arbitration expenses. Under a Home Guarantee letter the sellers 
are not responsible if the jute is invoiced back, but cases of invoicing 
back are rare as the shippers will not ship the jute if it is so inferior 
ttl the standard as to be liable to be invoiced back. There is now a 
tendency on the part of the balers to sell their jute direct to the spinners; 
The Home Guarantee is peculiar to the jute trade alone. In the case 
.of sales made to the jute mills the standards vary from season to season. 
Besides, the panel of arbitrators consists of either the" representatives 
of" the mills or their brokers. The arbitration charges are also very 
high. W' e suggest that the system of Home Guarantee should . be 
abolished. All standards of quality for dealings in jute should .be fixed 
hy legislation. A Jute Grading Board on the lines of the Licensed 
Aft-asurers Department of- the Bengal Chamber of Commerce should be 
established whirh should be managed .by the representatives of the
various associations connected with the. jute: trade. Types ·may be pre
pared for each season and duplicates may be supplied to the buyers if 
desired. So far as we know, excapt Dundee spinners, the .Continental 
and other spinners will be willing to buy jute on Calcutta arbitration 
terms. 

Q. 33.-In our opinion the various methods .ofmarketing jute in 
Calcutta are not satisfactory. Jute balers purchase their requirements 
mostly from Hatkhola and Cossipore markets iuid a part of it on for~ 
ward contracts. Jute in the Cossipore market is sold immediately on 
arriT'al by rail. In Hatkhola, jute is stored in the godowns of sellers 
or commission 'agents: For purchases made in Cossipore weighment 
is done in the press house o~ .the balers, but in the case of purchases 
made in the Hatkhola market, jute is weighed in the seller's godown. 
When weighing is done in the buyers press-house, balers deduct one 
seer of jute per bale of 3, maunds which is known as dhalta allowance-. 
Manv balers also deduct brokerage at the rate of 1 per cent .. , a part 
of w'hich is given to the .brokers and a P!lrt is retained ~~ the balers: 
Thev also deduct cart hue and tarpaulIn charges. Owmg to the 
favourable terms which the balers get for purchases made inCossipore, 
they naturally like to buy their requirements in Cossipore,and go to 
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Hatkhola only when they get jute there about two annas per inaund 
cheaper. For these reasons imports in the Cossipore market are 
increasing .. Jute is sold immediately on arrival by rail, otherwise 
heavy demurrage charges have 10 be paid ; such a state of affairs is not 
desirable from the sellers' point of view. We suggest that licensed 
warehouses with proper railway siding facilities should be established 
in Cossipore so that sellers may be able to hold back their jute when 
the prices are not favourable to them. If proper warehouses are 
established it will be easy to arrange financial facilities against the 
security of the jute stored there. For forward purchases all balers 
have their own separate contract forms. 

In the case of. purchases by jute mills, most of the purchases are 
made for forward deliveries on the basis of certain standards, which, 
at present, are L.R.'s and X.L.R.'s .. These standards have .aried con
siderably during the last ten years. The Managing Agents of most 
of the jute mills are also agents of insurance companies, and they 
insist on jute sold to them being ins\lred with the c;ompany with which 
they are associated. Weare informed that it is possible to bring down 
jute from the mufassal by country boats at half the freight that is 
charged by the railway and. steamship companies, but owing to the 
difficulty in delivering that jute to the mills, it cannot be done. We 
have no association for jute like the East India Cotton Association of 
Bombay, on the governing body of which every section' of the cotton 
trade is represented and which controls all dealings in cotton in 
Bombay. In the absence of such an institution certain secti.ns are 
abl~tQ impose their terms on others. We suggest. that a central 
~ssociation like the East India Cotton Association of Bombay should 
be "established which should. settle the terms of the various contracts 
that are to be used between buyers and sellers so that no section 'of 
the trade' may be at a. disadvantage. . 

Q. 34 to Q. 36.-Have already been answered by us,. 
_ Q. 37.-We have already expressed our opinion regarding Mr. Mc

Dougall's scheme, and we have also suggested an alternative scheme 
to ensure a minimum price to the cultivators of jute. 

Q. 38.-The growers of jute at present receive practically no 
information' about the market. The only information that they aome
times get is the quotations in the Futures Market. We are informed 
that many cultivators go to railway and steamer litations to know the 
Futures quotations. In the organised markets established in Berar, 
the Market Committee makes .arrangements about getting by telegram 
the latest quotations in the Bombay market, and these quotations are 
posted in a prominent place so. that the cultivators who bring their 
cotton for sale know the trend of the market. In the case of jute, 
the present position is not satisfactory. The cultivators should'be 
supplied with information about Calcutta market .. If, .as we have 'sug
ge!Jted in our preliminary observations, a Board is established, that 
Board can very· easily make arrangements to supply such information 
to -the cultivators. Regarding supplying of information to merchants; 
they are in a position to get all the information that they want. The 
only direction in which we can suggest an improvement is that at 

. pr,!sent very little information is available regarding .the. extent of 
stocks in the- hands of foreign spinners .. ·Some arrangement should 
be ·made to get this ;information; 
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Q. 40.~Yes~ 
Q. 41.--We have dealt fully with this question in o~r preliminary 

observations. . 
Q. 42.-Yes. The question has been' discussed in detail by the 

Report of the Agricultural Commission and we do not like to repeat 
the argum~nts us~d by ~he pommissi?n: A detailed survey regarding 
the marketIng of Jute WIll, m' our OpInIOn, prove of use. 

Q. 43 to Q. 4S.-These questions have been discussed very often 
by the trade. If. the, suggestioJ;ls made by us in our preliminary 
observations are not accepted, then, we are in favour of the appoint
ment of a Cantral Committee for jute. We would, however, like to 
. draw the attention of the Committee to the resolution passed by the 
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry in the ses
sion held at Calcutta in the year 1929, about the constitution of such 

. a Committee. The success or otherwise of the Committee will 
depend very much on the manner in which it is constituted. Some of. 
the functions that may be ent~sted to·this Committee ilre:-

(1) The· improvement of marKeting conditions. 
(2) Supplying of information to the cultivators. 
(3) Technological research with a view to finding other uses for 

jute and reducing the cost of cultivation and improving 
quality. 

(4) Promoting legislation to help the jute growers. 

The Director of Agriculture, Bengal, should be ere-officio Chairman 
of the Committee. The Committee can function without the co-op era-

'. tion of the· Provincial Governments of Assam. and Bihar, but we do. 
not see any reason why these Governments should 'not co-operate in a 
matter which is likely to improve the condition of the cultivators. 
The Directors of Agriculture for Assam and Bihar may be invited to 
servi! on the Committee. As regards finance, we approve of the method 
that was proposed, that is, levying of a small cess on jute exports· and 
a corresponding reduction in the .export duty on jute,. 

Q. 47 to Q. SO.-We have no figures about the extent to which 
trade has been .lost to the jute industry from substitutes. We under-

· stand that Russia, which used to buy about three lakhs of bales of jute 
from India, has stopped buying because they have &ucceeded in pro_ 
ducing a fibre from which they can make bags. This is evidently a 
part of Russia's policy to make that country independent of imports 

· from other countries, and not due ·to the fact thM they have been 
· able to produce a fibre on a commercial scale which can be produced 
cheaper than jute. We also unde.rstand that in .North America there 
has been ,some substitution by paper bags but we have no figures avail
~ble, regarding the extent to which this' substitution has taken place. 
If paper can be used in place of jute bags it will be done so because 

· it will never be possible to compete'with paper nor is it worth our 
while to do eo. As.regards the use of.elevators and bulk shipments in 
the grain carrying trade, the Chamber ~salsoheardof it, but is not 
in a position to. state the exten~ to which such di~placing has taken 

· place. We have no figures avaIlable to us by whIch we can know 
whether it is really' cheaper to handle commodities in that manner. 
We suggest that e~orts should be made to secure this information by 
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sending out a representative to North America, Australia and 
Argentine. It is' not possible to form any opinion on the information 
that comes from consumers, because no proper statistics are supplied 
and there is a tendency to exaggerate even some small substitution. 
In fact, we haya' been hearing of substitutes ever since the jute industry 
assumed any Importance. 

Q. 51.-Recently, some of the jute mills have started manufactur
ing carpets, durries, and curtains out of jute. This is a matter which 
requires technological research. The jute mill industry which ought 
to have carried on such research has so far failed to do so. Owing to 
the position of monopoly, they had no difficulty in selling their pro
duce. In fact up .to recently, this was practically the only industry 
in the world in which no effort to dispose of the production was neces. 
sary. The jute mills of Calcutta could have very easily canied on sueh 
research work and can do so even, now. 

Q. 54.-We do not think propaganda in other countries will in any 
way help the jute trade, but we favour the suggestion to appoint 
special representatives in the principal jute consuming countries. A 
beginning may be made with New York and Buenos Ayres. About 90 
per cent. of our hessian exports are taken by North America and 
argentine. 

Q. 57.-The appointment of special representatives may be financed 
partly by the jute mills and partly by the Central Jute Committee that 
may be set up. 

Q. 5S.-They should work under the Central Jute Committee. 
The appointment of such representatives will not in a,ny way interfere 
with the working of the' shippers. In faet it will be a help to them. 
The Chamber has reasons to believe that the jute mill industry in the 
past has paid very little attention to the complaints of buyers. In our 
opinion, the appointment of such representatives will be of great Lelr 
in bringing the consumers and producers together. 

A Note on Jute Crades and Standards. 

When transactions are entered into for spot delivery, or on the basil' 
0.£ a sample, the question of standards does not arise. The goods are 
there and the buyers can inspect the quality at the time the transac-
tion is entered into. . 

But when business for a forward delivery is transacted it is essen
tial that the various grades, under which a commodity is dealt in, should 
be clearly defined, and such definitions should not be subject to change 
b~ either the buyers or the sellers unless mutually agreed upon. In 
all important trades of the world such grades and their definitions .are 
mentioned either in the contracts or in the rules and regulations of the 
various associations which control such transactions. Jute is the' only 
commodity in which such definitions of grades do not exist. 

The various grades under. which jute transa~tions' are carried on 
are nowhere clearly defined, and are subjec~ to constant fluctuations 
arid interpretations . according to the whim and fancy of the buyers. In 
case of a dispute regarding quality there is ;no test provided for by 
[Indian Ohamber oj Oommerce.) 
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wLich the quality could be decided to the sa,tisfaction of both buyers and 
sellers. 

All sales of jute made to the local mills are made on the basis of 
various grades which, during the lar,t ten seasons, have been known as 
1's, 2's, 3's, 4's, 5's, 6's, R.'s, X.R.'s, L.R.'s, X.L.R.'s, H.J.R.'s, 
T.R.'s, B.T.R.'s, and so on. The quality of jute to be tendered against 
each grade is not defined either in the. contract or in the rules of 
the Indian Jute Mills Association. The result is that the quality 
to be tendered against each grade varies not only in the' different seasons 
but even in anyone season there are frequent changes. . 

A good deal of confusion prevails in the trade owing to these 
constant changes. The sellers are never able to know as to what they 
are expected to deliver against their contracts. They make sales of 
lakhs and lakhs of bales on a certain understan<Jing, and by the tima of 
delivery they find that the grade, which they had contracted to ueliver, 
has appreciated very much with the result that, they have to pay a 
heavy allowance, or delivar jute far superior to the quality originally 
azreed upon, thereby suffering loss without any change in the market. 
No seller under such circumstances can ever hope to make profit. 
During the last several seasons the importers have been put to a loss of 
crores of rupees by such appreciation of the standards. . 

In the case of a dispute between the buyer and seller regarding the 
quality of a particular lot, there is no basis on which the' arbitration!l 
proceed. The only basis described in the contract is what is known 
as the "Standard ~f the Mark," whi~h means that the' quality of jute 
to be tendered agamst each grade WIll vary according to the standard 
set up by each -individual seller. ' . . 

Regarding the basis of arbitration we will quote here what. one of 
the buyers themselves, Mr. C. A. Wild of Messrs. Anderson Wright 
& Co., said at a meeting of the Indian Jute Mills Association held on 
21st January 1927. He said that he did not think that the "Standard 
of tb,e Mark" was a clear enough basis and if they bought on this stand
ard and the matter ever went to court it would be very difficult to 
prove that standard. He pointed that it would benefit the trade in 
general if everybody agreed to buy their requirements on a, common 
ba&is 80 that th,rir contracts represented actually what they bought. 

These frequent changes operate detrimentally, to' the interests of 
sellers. By means of manipulation of standards, the buyers are able 
to bring about a hidden fall in the price of jute. 

Suppose the jute grades are known as 1, 2 and 3'and that the price 
for them is Rs. 5, Rs. 4 and Rs. 3 per maund, respectively. The mills 
after buying a little jute stop all of a sudden buying No.1. In ~he 
absence of any business for No.1, the sellers will naturally begin 
delivering in No.2 all the jute that they used to tender in No. 1, though 
they get a lower price for No.2. 

The mills after some time stop buying No.2 also and commence 
buying another grade known as No.3. The result is that all that was 
being tendered in No.1 and No.2 begins being tendered in No.3, which 
means that the jute which sold at Rs. 5 per maund begins to sell at 
Re. '3. It is o~ly as a result of such frequent appreeiations that a 
quality known 'as L.R.'s, which is inferior to even ~ejeqtion~, is at pre
sent the top qualib in the loose jute trade. 
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We will now give concrete instances of this sort of manipulation by 
the jute mills. In the season 1925-26, the grades 4's and R.'s and 
T.R.'s were in force. (Tha l's, 2's and 3's had already yanished in the 
way explained above;) A lower grade called B.T .R. was invented later 
on in the same season. It will be interesting here to give the full 
meaning of the word B.T.R. It is, Bad Terrible Rejection. But in 
spite of its rather terrifying name it was quite good jute from which 
the mills could spin a high percentage of hessian. . 

The Jute Mills Association saw that the grades had reached their 
lowest point; they could not possibly go below Bad Terrible Rejections. 
They therefore decided that for the season 1926-27 the grades will be 
changed. They wanted to change the names so that they could play 
their favourite game of appreciating the standards. By their letter, 
dated 20th January 1927, they informed the Calcutta Jute Dealers 
Association as under: 

"Regarding the arrangement of jute marks for next year it will be 
noted by your Association that for the next season the marks at present 
in force will go up two grades instead of one as previously agreed 
between your AS!J'ociation and this .A~sociation." 
. No :r;eason is assigned for this change. The will of the Jute Mills 
Association is law in the loose jute trade. 

In the year 1928 the Bengal Jute Dealers Association carried on a 
good deal of correspondence with the Indian Jute Mills Association on 
this subject. In their letter addressed to the Jute Mills Association 
on the 2nd of May 1928, they said:-

"The present grades of jute have been changed very often during 
the course of the last few seasons,' which has resulted in creating many 
misunderstandings between buyers and sellers. 

The 1926-27 crop was sold under the grades .4's, R".'s, T.R.'s, 
B. T.R.'s. Your Association decided for certain reasons that for the 
season 1927-28, these marks would go up by two grades, i.e., 4'&" T.R.'s 
and B.T.Ro's of the 1926-27 would be known for the season 1927-28 as 
2's, 3's, 4's and R.'s, respectively. When, however, gQOd~ began to be 
delivered against contracts, it was found that there was a great differ
ence between the quality of jute expected by the buyers and the 
quality which the sellers expected to deliver. This led to great con
fusion and the sellers had' frequently to change their instructions to 
their mufassal agencies. ' 

The importers were thereby not only put to great deal of inc'on
venience but suffered heavy losses' owing to the difference in standard 
of the various grades in the beginning of the season and that which 
prevailed later. on. Mr. G. Morgan, the Chairman of the Calcutta 
.Jute Dealers Association, in a. meeting of that Association held on 
the 28t~ .March 1928 referring to this question said:-

, 'The only unfortunate matter was the question of jute marks and 
standards which had been decided upon for the season 1927-28 but 
had not been adhered to in the dealings with the mills.' 

The Committee beg to make it clear that they do not want to pto
pose any definite guarantees of their own. They leave this question 
entirely in the hands of your Association~ They have not ·the least 
'objection to your. Association fixing any guarantees they like, but what 
my Comm!tt!!e; want is that a' standard ,which .is, both definit~ . and 
[Indian Chamber oJ.. Oommerce.] 
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tangible should be fixed, once for all, for dealings between the sellers 
and the consumers of jute."-

It will be seen from the above letter that sellers did not want to 
propose any definitions of their -own. They only wanted that the 
standards should be fixed. But the Jute Mills Association did not 
accept this very reasonable request. 

After a good -dea,l of agitation over the question, the Jute Mills 
.!ssociation issued a circular on the 22nd June 1929, a copy of which 
is given below: - -

"I am directed to refer to Circular No. 57-D., dated 7th June 1929, 
on the above subject, and to state that the two suggested modifications 
of the arrangement set out in Circular No. 35-D., have met with the 
unanimous approval of the mills in the membership of the Ass9ciation. 

2. I am to recapitulate, for tlie guidance of members, the arrange
ment now in force:-

(a) The marks for all future seasons, whatever the quality of the 
crop, to be l's, 2's, 3'8, 4'$ and R'a, 

(h) With the exe-eption of wee dings and seed jute, which will be 
packed and sold separately as usua'l, no marks other than 
.1'" 2'8, 3's, 4'8 and R.'s to be recognised by the mills in any 
circumstances. 

(c) The mark "1" to represel!t jute of a superior quality unsuitable 
for general mill consumption. 

(d) The mark "4" to be straight morahed and to contain not more 
than 70 per cent. sacking weft. 

(e) "R" to be the lowest mark; to contain no straight morahed 
jute, and arrangement regarding 10 per cent. hubby jubby to 
be abolished. 

<I) 2's and 3's to be sold either on the standard of the mark or 
on guarantee terms, according as mills desire." 

The Jute Mills Association have not observed the declaration made 
in the circular. Rejections instead of being the bottom mark has become 
the top mark. In fact practically no business has- been done during 
the present season for Rejections. Two new grades called L.R. 's and 
X.L.R.'s have come into existence. 

Before the present basis "Standard of the Mark" was introduced 
there used to be what is known as yield guarantees for each grade. 
For the present season owing to the combination of European and 
Indian sellers it has been possible to confine dealings to the grades 
fixed in the beginning of the season and yield guarantees have again 
been reintroduced. :But there is nothing to prevent the buyers or sellers 
from changing this arrangement at any time. 

It might be useful to examine here what other countries have done 
for the protection of the interests of their cultivators. Cotton, jute, 
hemp and wool are some of the most important textile fabrics of the 
world. The United States of America are the most important growers 
ot cotton. They have, in order to protect the interests. of the cotton 
cultivators, passed a Cotton Standards Act whereby they have made 
it a penal offence for any subject of the States to deal in cotton except 
on standards fixed by the Act. In Australia, which is .the biggest pro
~ucer of wool, practically the whole crop is sold on-sample and there
fore the question of stand~rd8 does not arise there. With n-kard to 
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hemp, the Phillipine Islands are the biggest producers. They have 
passed an Act w,hereby they have set up a Hemp Classification Board 
and n.o hemp can leave the shores of the Islands without being classi
fied by that Board, and the foreign buyers are compelled to accept that 
classification. , ' 

To protect the interests of sellers the various standards for dealings 
in jute should be fixed by law. ' . ' . 

A Jute Gradi'ng Board may be established and the quality of all 
jute exported out of India may be classified by ~hat' Board. 

No. 68. 

Rai Bahadur Suresh Chandra Chatak, Collecto .. of Mymensingh. 

Dated the 27th March 1933. 

I have obtained reports from various quarters in this connection and 
I am sending herewith a copy of a note prepared by Babu Subodh LaI 
Banerji, Circle Officer, Sadar-. Questions which are of a purely tech
nical nature are .not expected to be dealt with by Subdivisional Officers 
or Circle Officers; but, with the exception of pomts which raise purely 
technical issues, all important items appear to have been suitably dealt 
with in the Circle Officer's note. I am accordingly sending you a 
copy of the note prepared by this officer and consider that it will be 
found to contain materials of a useful nature in connection with your 
enquiries. 

If I may be permitted to lay stress on certain points at' this stage, 
I beg leave to note the following items on which attentiun maybe 
ooncentrated: -' . 

(i) The d~sirability of assuring the cultivators a guaranteed price 
so as to cover the cost of growing with a reasonable margin 
of profit. 

(ii) The elimination of such middlemen as farias, beparis, etc. 

(iii) The safeguarding of the interests of cultivators against the in-
roads made upon them by mahajans. . 

(£v) The restriction of the area of jute as far as possible, the object 
being ~o supply the needs of a reasonable demand on the one 

'. hand and to preve!').t over-production on the other. 

(v) The possibility or otherwise of bringing rural co-operative 
societies to assist in dealing with the situation-such 
societies being run through the agency of Union Boards as 
far as ,possible. ' 

While these objects may be in view. it has at the: same time to be 
recogD:sed that ,th~y may not be easy to ~nforce iJ;\ "p~actice, as trade 

·Vide page 203 et Beq. 
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i~ jute; like ,any ~ther trade, largely depends 01}. world economic condi
tlons. The Id.ea. of ~ontr.<>lli~g production by legislation JIlay be diffi
cult.f.? materIalIse In practlce; lmt, having regard to the economic 
condltIon of t~e B~ngal cultivators, something may yet have 
to be done by IntensIve propaganda. 

No. 69 • 

. Babu Subodh Lal Banerji, Circle Officer, Sadar, Mymensingh. 

Dated the 14th March 193.'3. 

Q. 1.-The output of jute should -be controlled in order to balance 
the demand and supply and thus secure a stabilised price to the grower. 

Q.2 (a).-Yes .. 
Q. 2(b).--'-The main object of such a regulation would be to bring 

about an equilibrium between the demand and supply of the produce. 
The cultivators, who have no knowledge of the normal demand of the 
market, have a natural tendency to increase their output, in the hope 
of getting a higher price' for the crop than the previous year. The 
effect of regulation of production would be, certainly, to 5tabilisethe 
price of jute, even if it.is not enhanced. 

Q. -3.-Does not arise 
Q. 4..-Attempts haye been made, of late, to control the production 

and export of coffee, cotton and wheat by the Governments of Brazil, 
America and Australia, respectively, through Marketing Boards and 
other agencies. They have not been generally successful, mainly 
because the crops in question are not the monopoly of the respective 
countries and are grown in other parts of the world as well. 

The case of jute, however, stands on a different footing, so far as 
India is concerned. Attempts have been made to grow the crop in 
Java, West Africa and America, but they have failed. There is, there
fore, reason to believe that jute is the monopoly- crop of India and is 
not grown in any other part of the world. 

Q. 5.-Low price of jute is due to (a) over-production and consequent 
absence of competition amongst the buyers, (b) inability of the growers 
to withhold their stock from the market for any considerable period, 
and (c) general trade depression. 

Q. G.-There is hardly any such danger. Hemp is the only substi
tute crop but it is too expensive to enter into competition with jute. 

Q. 7 and Q. 8.-1 am not a believer in voluntary regulation. That 
is possible only where people are sufficiently advanced in intellect and 

. education to realise the benefits of a restricted output. 
. Any success achieved in one year, would lead people to increase 

their production in the following year. . _ . 
. --Q. I.-Production of. jute should-be contrQlledbYi legislatIon; The 
f'aiyat should not be permitted to grow jute on inor~than 25 per cent. 



of his normal acreage under jute, even if he has to leave some of his 
land fallow. The 'allocati.on must change, of course, every year accord~ 
ing to the. requirements .of that year. But, in any case, none but 
recognised growers are to be allowed to grow jute. 

Q. 10.-There should be a Rural Jute AssociatiQn for every jute 
growing mauza, composed of membars, who will be the actual growers. 
These associations should keep an exact record of the outturn of each 
member and the acreage of his holding. There should be a District 
Jute Association for each district, on the lines of the Central Co
operative Banks and a Jute Corporation for the whole province. The 
Corporation shall ascertain from the mill-owner and manufacturers, 
their requirements for the year, at the beginning of each season and it 
should have power to dictate what quantity of jute is to be grown for 
the year, and also to fix the price of the raw material. Each Rural 
Association should, accordingly, restrict or increase the output of its 
members. 

Q. 11.-The Rural Association should be able to ,detect any evasion 
.of the jute regulati.on procedurE' on the part of its members. 

Q. 12.-Co-operation of the Bihar and Assam Governments will 
be necessary. 

Q. 13.-I would suggest (a) boro paddy, (b) deep water a1TUln paddy, 
and (c) the deep water sugarcane as the alternate for low lands; and 
(a) sugarcane, (b) tobacco and (c) potato as the alternate crop for the 
higher land. Seeds should be distributed at the cost price to the culti
vators and the necessary propaganda in this direction may be done by 
the Agricultural Department. 

Q. 14.-J~te restriction propaganda should be continued. It had 
certainly the effect of keeping down the acreage under jute cultivation 
to some extent. The propaganda may be made more effective by means 
of cinema lectures.' 

Q. 15.-
Normal cost of N orma.l yield 

cultivation per acre. per acre. 

Rs. Mds. 
Jute 40 to 45 at present 17 to 18 

Alternative crops-
(a) Boro paddy 15 25 
(b) Deep water aman '15 20 
(c) Sugarcane 125 75 
(d) Tobacco 25 6 
(e) Potato 120 50 

Q. 16.-Rupees 6 per maund would be a decent price in view of the 
present day conditions. 

Q. 17.-Fall in the price of raw jute is due to the fallowing factors: 
(i) production iJ?- excess of requirements; (ii), inability of, the cultiva!ors 
to withhold theIr jute stock from the market for a conslderable period, 
and (iii) lukewarmne~s on the part of buyers; because of the fact that 
they have alreadysutficient stock in hand to supply the wants of, the 
The Oircle Ofll~r. Sadar. M~metl8ingh. 
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Diill..owners and manufacturers for several months, without having to
buy anything from the growers. 

Fall in the price of manufactured jute is mainiy due to (i) the 
world-wide trade depression, and (ii) to some extent to the displacement 
of jute bags by the use of elevators and bulk shipment in the grain 
carrying trade, and (iii) also, owing to competition from paper and 
othar substitutes. 

Q. 18.-Propaganda and research by the Department of Agriculture 
should continue. . 

Q. 19.-The present system of _ compilation of the jute forecast .is 
defective. The figures supplied by the Presidents. Union Board&-, 
and Panchayets should be checked on the spot by officials of the Agri
cultural Department. Formerly, jute forecast clerks used to triur from 
place to place and collect figures from the villagers. Figures so 
obtained used to be more accurate than the· figures supplied at present 
by the recalcitrant Presidents and Toushil Panchayets. 

Q. 22.-This can be effected by means of Rural Jute Associations 
as suggested in my answer to Question No. 10. -

Q. 23.-Following kinds of middlemen _ are found in my circle_:
(a) Fariaa.-These are petty merchants buying jute direct from the 

cultivatofs from their doors and selling the same to the beparis at a 
profit. They have no standard .weight and as -a rule they buy more 
than 80 tolat per maund. 

Sometimes IflIriasare found to purchase jute from the cultivators at 
the local hats. They are known as chataiu,alas. They -always -dispo&-e 
of their jute to the beparis and never hold any in stock. 

(b) Beparis.-They are the connecting link between the jute firms 
and the farias. Th~y sell jute to the jute Babus at contract system 
and sometimes even enter into forward .sale with the firms. They are 
acquainted with. the prevalent rates of the Calcutta market. 

(c) Commissioned Agents.-They are appointed by the jute firms 
on commission system to purchase jute. Usually they receive a 
remuneration of 1 anna per rupee, or 6; per cent. over the purchase. 

Q. 24r-The cultivators are certainly losing &ome money 6n account 
of the midleman's profit. . 

Q. 25.-Faria system should go. The raiyats should be encouraged 
to sell tJieir produce direct to the jute firms through the bepari/J' Of 
commiSSIoned agents at the Calcutta price. 

Q. 28.-This is not done here. 
Q • . 27,,--The culti,!ators . g~nerally borrow from money-lenders, 

Kabul1walxu, co-operatIve SOCIetIes, rural banks, loan offices, talukdars 
and zemindars. They arl! not generally the buyers. 
. Q. 3~.-The jute _ growers do not get any direct information regard
~ng the J.ute -market of Calc~tta and abroad .. B.ut they receive cer~in 
InformatIon from. the beparts and the commISSioned agents at WhICh 
they sell their jute. They can be -supplied with correct i~formation 
through the President, Union Board, toushil panchayets, p05toffice and 
the thana. 

-Q. :S1.-The Calcutta Technical School is -manufacturing various 
kinds of afhan (~if), bags. deck-chair canvas; 'ch~ap carpets. bad
minton and tennis neta from jute _ fibres, with the help of hand looms. 
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No. 70. 

Khan Bahadur Maulvi Sharfuddin Ahmad, Chairman, District Board, 
-Mymensingh. 

Q.1.-No. 
Q.2 (a).-Yes. 

Dated the 28th March 10.11. 

Q. 2 (b).-Does not arise. 
Q.3.-It is possible but not desirable. 
Q. 5.-Absence of Government interference, over-production and 

monopoly of trade. It is not a fact that prices have been poor only 
at times of financial crisis nor are they low due to over-production 
alone. 

Q. G.-Regulation is not desirable. 
Q.7.-No. 
Q. S.-Yes. 
Q. 9.~tegislation not necessary. 
Q. 10 and Q. 11.-Do not arise. 
Q.12.~Yes. 

Q. 13.-In the case of decrease in the area of jute, we suggest culti
vation of sugarcane in both low and high lands. The raiyats may be 
encouraged by establishing sugar-factories in important centres. 

Q. 14.-Not to any appreciable extent. Propaganda not necessary. 
Q. 15.-Yield per acre is 10 maunds. in the average, cost 

being Rs. 60 per acre in the Myniensingh district. The alter
native crop, '1Jiz., sugarcane yields 75 maunds per acre; cost of produc
tion being Rs. 150 per acre in the Mymensingh district. 

Q. 16.'-Not less than Rs. 10 per maund. 
Q. '7.~o far as prices of raw jute are concerned, the fall is due 

to-

(1) absence of state- interference, 
(2) trade monopoly, 
(3) publication of forecast, and 
(4) absence of jute industry on extension and intensive scale in 

Bengal. 

Q. 18.-Yes. The Department of Agriculture may he assisted by 
the District Board. -

Q. 19.-Injurious from the point of view 9fgrowers, because the 
mill-owners, balers and middlemen taking mean advantage of the fore
cast fi1 the price at a much lower l~vel. than what it should be and the 
growers are not in the least benefited as it is published after jute has 
already grown. •• . 

Q. 2O.-From the point of view of (a) growers, and (b) . community 
generally the present method of~rading jute is arbitrary and injurious, 
and that of. marketing, unscIentific, disorganised and;.· thllnfore, 
':lnsatisfactory. '. . 
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Q. 21.-1 es. So far as the district of Mymensingh is concerned, 
every Union Board having at least one jute market, the number will 
be-, every, market would approximately serve an area . of 10 
square miles and such markets will be advantageous to the cultivator. 

Q. 22.-Village -co...operative societies will llQt work satisfactorily. 
Q. 23.-A laNa as merchant purchases jute from the growers in most 

cases wihout paying them in cash but only with the promise to pay 
afterwards and then sells the jute toa bepari at a higher pric& in the 
!>ame bazar and then pays off the growers. . The bepari then sells the 
jute to the baler. 

As a commissioned agent the bepari enters into contract with a baler 
that he would supply a certain quality of jut& withjn aspecmed time 
fixed by the baler himself and would get a commission at a certain rate 
pel' maund. .The bepari. in his' turn emJlloys. a ~uinber of larias to 
collect jute at a price lower than the stipulated one.' , 

Q. 24.-The multiplicity of middlemen is, to a considerable extant 
though not mainly, responsible for the low price. 

Q. 25.-Yes, the system of weighing prevalent in this part of the 
country is that the stone is hung up with the scale by a rope weigJilng 
generally 21 seers and in some cases more, and' thereby the growers are 
being cheated. , . . 

This system may be abolished by introduction of stone!! having 
chains permanently attached with them. 

The baler in his turn deducts It seers per maund from the total 
quality supplied to him by the bepari. Moreover, the standard of 
weight is not uniform with the bepari and the baler. . 

Q. 26.~ Yes, directl;r sometimes and indirectly always. Indirectly 
they pledge 1:heir jutes before it is harvested in so far as they do and 
can borrow on the credit of jute. 

Q. 27.-Generally from village 'I1lahajwns and Co-operative Banks. 
It cannot be said that in the large majority of cases, creditors are the 
ultimate buyers of crops. . 

Q. 37.--on the whole Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme is work
able and deserves a trial but the constitution does not provid!l' ,for pro
per l'epresentation of the cultivators. 

Q. 38.-N ot in the true sense. This can be broadcast through. 
Union Boards. 

Q. 39.-Yes .. Daily price in Calcutta according to classification and 
an estimate about the steadiness of the same. 

Q. 4O.-This seems to be a very costly idea and should not be intro
duced now. 

Q. 41.-Yes, it is both advisable and practicable if Government 
finances such a scheme. 

:Q. 42 and Q. 43.-No. , 
Q. 44 to Q. 46.-Do not arise, 
Q. 54.-Yes. 
Q. 55.-Finding better market and better use for jute . 

. Q. 56.-1e9. . 
'Q: 57.-Go~ernment should bear the expenses out of the jute duty. 
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-

Rat Sahib Surendra Hath Chosh, Member of the District (24.Parganas) 
and Divisional Agricultural Associations. 

,Dated the 30th March 1933. 

Q.1.-1 do not thi:qk any regulations required. 
Q. 2 (a).-No. . 
Q. 2 (b).--ND steady price ,<,:If raw fibre is requirad to be controlled. 
Q. 3.-1 do not believe ,it to be possible to regulate production. 
Q. 4.-1 do not know. , 
Q. 5.--1 think more jute has been grown in last few years for 

which .there were no customers for purchasing them in proper price as 
the ;prIce of jute has gone down too low; it does not fetch the price 01 
cultivation. ' 

Q. 6 and Q. 7.-No. 
Q. 8.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-1 am not in favour of any legislation. 
Q. 10 and Q. 11.-No. 
Q. f2.-Yes. 
Go '13.-1 would suggest sugarcane, G.O. 213, which grows on high 

lands as well. 
Q. 14.-1 'think the Government propaganda should continue as 

done in the last 2 years., 
Q. 15 • .--The cost for cultivation of jute per acre wjll be' ,from 

Rs. 50 toRs. 60; average yield per acre, 18 to 24maunds. 
Q. 18.-At least "Rs. 7 per maund. 
Q. 17r-Please bee the answer to Question No.5. 
Q. 18.-Agricultural Department Bhould find out ways and means 

to ensure better production. 
Q. 19.--1 think the jute forecast publishing should be done in 8 

better way. . 
Q. 20.-Actual cultivators. get very little for their jute they 

cultivate. 
Q. 21.-Yes. 
Q. 22..--Y eB. Co-operative Societies may be formed. 
Q. 23.-The bepari and lario, people mix water to make the lute 

heavs and this must be stopped. 
Q.24.-Yes. 
Q. 25.-Selling to middlemen is objectionable.' Co-operative 

Societies can remov~ thiB. 
Q. 26.-The cultivators take dadan by pledging their jute for taking 

advanc£! from the aratdar. 
Q. 27.-,..4.ratdar pur.::hases jute afterwards. 
Q. 28.-Yes. 
Q. 29.-.;...1 do not know. . 
I ('a)1not give any other answer to any other question, 
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No. 72. 

The Collector of Murshidabad. 

Dated the 30th March 1933. 

Note.-The area under jute in this district-is small. The follQwing 
replies have been ascertained from the Subdivisional Officers- who con
suIted those likely to have knowledge of the subject:-

Q. 1.-Yes, it is desirable to regulate the production of jute in the 
interest of the growers. . 

Q. 2 (a).-Possible, provided there is mutual co-operation between 
the Union Boards, zeminaars and other organised bodies, and sufficiently 
accurate forecast of expected demands is available before the 8(lwing 
season. 

Q. 2(b).-The main object and likely effect of such regulation would 
be ~o steedy the prices of raw :fibre. 

Q. B.-Does not arise. 
Q. C.-None. 
Q. 5.-Monetary crisis, fall of export _ and over-production are 

responsible for the depression of the price of jute. 
Q. G.-No. 
Q. 7.-Probably not. 
Q. S.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-Opinions contradictory. I consider that it would not. be a 

good thing to make regulation compulsory by legislation. 
Q. 1G.-Union Boards and possibly Co-operative Societies might 

help in regulating production. 
Q.11 and Q. 12.--:,Yes. 
Q. 13.-Tobacco, sugarcane, ground-nuts, linseed and other suitable' 

rabi crops on high lands and paddy in low lands. 
. .. Proper extensive propaganda wQrk should be made to encourage the 
raiyat to grow such alternative crops, through the Agriculture Depart
ment and. Union Boards. Yes, to some extent. Yes. . 

Q. 14.-By organising mass meetings and also by· lantern lectures 
to bring home to cultivators reasons for low price of jute. 

Q. 15.-Average cost of cultivation of jute is Rs. 40 per acre and 
the average yield is 3 bales (15 maunds) per acre. . . 

The average cost of sugarcane cultivation is Rs .. 6Q per acre and 
that of paddy cultivation is about Rs. 15 and the average yield of gur 
is 60 maunds per acre and of paddy is 15 maunds per acre. 

Q. 1S.-Rupees H per maund. . 
Q. 17.-World-wide economic depresftlon is the main cause; tlie use 

of bulk shipment in transit of goods has reduced demand for gunny 
bags. . 

Q. 1S.-Agricultural propaganda and reseaTch should continue, but 
cottage industries for jute products should be started. It is however 
doubtful if better :fibre will be able to displace back shipment in transit. 
A home market should be created for jute by opening of new indul!-
tries in which jute is required. . 
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Q. 19.-The pr~sent system is working satisfactorily but the growers 
are not getting as .much benefit out of it as the mill-owners, balers and 
middlemen, as owing to pressure for money advanced by these merchants 
and middlemen the growers are forced to sell their jutes at low prices 
and in ad'hnc!!, in most cases. . 

Q. 20.-The present methods of grading, weighing and marketing 
jute in the mufassal leave room for improvement; the growers do not 
get full value of ~heir products. 

Q. 21 • ..,-()rganised markets like cotton markets under Cotton Market 
Act of 1932 would be advantageous to the growers. 

Q. 22.-With stdct vigilance co-oJjl.erative societies can certainly be 
beneficial by bringing the cultivators In closer touch with balers. 

Q.23.-Beparis and larias purchase the jute from the growers and 
sell it to merchants~ They get profit over their purchase and also 
co~mission in extra weight for moisture. 

Q. 24.-Yes. 
Q. 2S.-None except the monopoly of the market by the present 

Marwari jute d~alers. 
Q.- 21.-Yes, in some cases and very often in.the sowing season of 

jute. Sometimes the cultivators pledge to sell their crop at a price 
which is a certain percentage below the market price. . -

Q. 27.-From the money-lenders, larias and merchants. . Yes in 
many cases. Yes, it does affect. Through Co~operative Village 
Societies'. 

Q. 281-No opinion. 
Q. 29 to Q. 33.-Not known. 
Q.·34.-Scarcely. 
Q. 3S.-By legislation. 
Q. 36.-No opinion. 
Q. 371-It is a highly commendable scheme. 
Q. 38.-The growers of jute who are mostly illiterate keep no infor

mation about the markets outside. By establishment of Information 
Bureau. Yes. 

Q. 39o:-Information regarding fluctuation'in prires, demand, sup-
ply, etc., at principal jute ~entl,'es would be of use. . 

Q. 40~By. the. medium of radio w~th loud-speakers at co-operative 
centres. 

Q. 41.-:-No opinion. 
Q. 42.-Yes, they should assist in finding suitable markets for tIle 

growers. . . 
Q. 43.-Yes. 
Q. 44.-No suggestion to offer. 
Q. 45.-N 0 opinion. 
Q. 46.-By Provincial Go'\"ernment from export duty ()n juk 
Q.47.-No. ' 
Q. 48.-Because of cheapness and partly in the case o~ paper bags· 

101' meal,because rats cannot smell through paper. IIi the case of 
[The Oollector of Mur8hida~ad.] 
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cement and fipely groy..P;<l'.meals, papex:-bags are-,aJso cleaner and lesi 
porous. , 

Q. 41 and Q. 50.-':'N o· opiition. 
Q. 51.-By producti()n' of 'carpets and wrappers -by Jnea~, of home 

industries and mills. ' 
Q. 52.-Not kno1Vn. 
Q. 53 to Q. SS.-No opinion. 

No. 73. 

'Marwari Association, Calcutta.· 

Dated the 31st March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes, the production of jute requires regulation to some. 
extent. 

Q. 2 (a).-Yes, it is possible to regulate the jute crop with reference 
'to the e-Jtpected demands of the market. 

Q. 2 (b)..-The main object of regulation would be to steady prices. 
Q. 4.-N 0, we do not know of any scheme of· control of production 

of raw materials which has proved successful in any country. 
,Q. 5.-There are three main factors, namely, (1) . general trade 

depression and low prices of other commodities, specially of grains and 
cotton, (2) disparity between 'supply and demand, and (3) ,operations 
of the futures market, which have depressed the price of jute. , , 

Q. G.-There would be no danger of competition from substitutes 
in case, of a regulation scheme being adopted, if production be regu
lated only to a limited extent as suggested above., ' 

q. f.-Cultivators should come voluntarily UI1der a scheme of regu-
latIon as it will be to their own interest. -

Q. 8.:-Yes, if the attempt to regulate production proves Buccessful 
in one year, it may tend towards inducing increased sowings in the 
following year unless propaganda is continued year after year. ' 

Q. 9 and Q. 10.-We do not approve of regulation being made 
compulsory by legislation. We suggest propaganda. through the 
agencies mentioned in Question No. l(}, i.e., through the Union Boards, 
Co-operative Societies, zemindars, etc. ' 

Q. 11.--The Association is not in favoul'of the creation of a Jute 
Marketing .Board. ' 

Q. 12.-Yes, if regulation of jute cultivation is arranged -for Ben
gal, it will be necessary to secur~ the co-operation of Governments and 
organisations in Bihar and Assam. , 

Q. 13.-In case of a decrease in the area of jute, the lands may be 
utilised for ,paddy and sugarcane cultivation. But it will be for the 
Department of Agriculture to decide what alternative crops will be 
really suitable for the high and low landl!!. 

Q. 14.-The _propaganda carried on during the last two 'lIeaeone 
,proved effectiv~ and it should be continued. ' ' , 

·For oral evidence of the .Association's' representative, !Jide page 500 et ~f' 
15 -
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Q. 15.-Cost of cultivation and yield per acre of each crop varies 
in different parts in· ditferent ·years. . . 

Q. 17.-Se~ answer to Questi()n No.5. 
Q. 18.-Yes,. the Department of Agriculture should assist growers 

in producing, better jute at a lower.cost. 
Q. 19.-The outturn of jute is generally under-estimated in the fore

casts. The collection of primary data is defective and the yield per 
acre estimated is less than the actual yield which is now greater than 
before owing to the better quality of the seeds. Such inaccurate fore
casts cannot be of any advantage to the growers as trade knows the 
position better. Either the forecasts should be improved. or their 
publication discontinued. 

Q. 20.-The method of grading jute in the mufassal is satisfactory 
but there is room for improvement in tho method of marketing. 

Q. 21.-The Association does not think it advisable to establish 
markets in Bengal &imilar to those w:tJ.ich have baen. provided for cotton 
in the Central Province!J and Berar. Such markets will not be suit
able for Bengal where the holdings are generally small and the .system 
of fragmentation that exists has many disadvantages. An improve
ment of the present hat system tin as to furnish growers with informa
tion regarding the trend of the market in Calcutta will be of advantage 
to' them. ' 

Q. 22~-Pa8t 'experience shows that the' formation of village co
operative 90Cieties is not to the interest of raiyats. There is reason to 
fear that it win result in fraud and' corruption. Furthermore, it will 
not be 'to the interest of growers to eliminate the middl~men and to 
bring them in direct touch with the balers who may prove more exact~ 
ing about allowances, etc. - . 

Q. 23.-The function of the laM is to collect jute from the culti
vators in the interior on account of the bepari on commission basis. 
The beparis are ,merchants who havt' got their own places of business 
and their own establishment at every centre. They sell the jute to 
dealers in Calcutta as it suits their convenience to sell. Their profit 
or loss depends upon the trend of the market. 

, Q. 24.--Thereis no relation between the low price the cultivator 
get~ for his" jute and the mllltiplicity of the mi~dlemen. , The profit 
which the' mIddlemen make IS due solely to the rIsk they take, not to 
their buying at a low price from the cultivators.· This is borne out 
by the disparity between the prices ruling in Calcutta., and the 
inuffasal. -

Q. 25.-The marketing custom of dholw is detrimental to the 
raiyats and as such it should be abolished and uniform weights should 
be used. The abolition of the custom will be possible only if organi!e!i 
markets are established. 

"Q. 26.-The practice of pledging or selling crops before they are 
harvested is not much. in vogue now. Violent fluctuations in, the 
market stand in the way, particularly in these days of depre6sion when 
mahajans do not consider ~uch jute as a. safe security for advancing 
money. Besides, 'mahajans find it very risky to lend money on. such 
security as the interest which has to be charged is not allowed by 
IMa""ari A88ociation, CalcutlG.] , 
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the court$ and -tio ultimately such transactions prove "deterimental to 
the mahajOlnl. 

Q. 27.-Cultivators borrow from tb village mahajons but it will 
not be correct to say that in the large majority of cases the creditors or 
the mahajams are the ultimate buyers of the crops. The porvision of 
better credit facilities to the growers will be possible only when price 
of jute is stabilised. 

Q. 28.-See answer to Question No. 22. 
. Q. 29.-J ute is sold to. Dundee under the terms of the Dundee Jute 

Association's contract form and to London,. under those of the London 
Jute Association's contract form. In transactions 'with the contin
~nt, Japan and other countries through LOndon, the contract form of 
the London Jute Association is used but not in direct transactions. 

Q. 30.-Yes, there are fixed standards for export, such as, Firsts, 
Lightenings, Hearts, Daisees, and Tossas. Balers have' their private 
marks in these grades. The standards do not vary from year to year. 
The quality of the pervious two years is accepted as the standard for 
any year. Arbitrations are held in Dundee and London on their 
respective contract forms, referred to above, and the arbitrators are 
appointed by the Dundee and London Jute Associations. The home 
guarantee and the' invoicing back clauses; operate as. a hardship to 
exporters but there are practical difficulties in the way of their being 
abandoned. . 

Q. 31.-The existing standards are working quite satisfactorily. 
To fix standards by legislation is·not feasible.' The idea of setting up 
a body recognised by the trade to inspect consignments of ·juttl and t() 
grant certificates wliich would be authoritative and final in regard to' 
the jute inspected, is a good one but foreign consumers 'cannot be 
expected to agree to it for obvious reaSOns. . 

Q. 33 and Q. 34.-The various methods of marketing jute in Cal
cutta are satisfactory. There are three principal loose jute marts in 
Calcutta,. namely, Cossip,!r, Hatkhola 'and .lfulb~gan, where balers 
make theIr purchases.. Mllis. mostly buy theIr Jute ,by contracts. 
There are fixed standards, such as XLR, LR, Rand 4's. . .. 

Yes, standards or grades' are Ilom~iimeil changed even in the middl~ 
of a season. . 
: Q. 35r-We approve of :standards for loose jute being fiud by legis-
lation. .' . . 

Q. 36.-We suggest that the existing standards should be fixed. 
The supervision of the working of the . .standards should be in the hands 
of a body composed of representatives of different institutions interest-
ed in the jute trade. '. . 

Q. 37.-We do not approve of Mr. McDougall's ~cheme. Its 
adoption will not be beneficial to growers. . 
. Q. 38 to Q. 40.-Growers now receive fatka quotations through 
merchants. Wireless telegraphy with loud-speakers will be of assist
ance to them. All necessary information can be made to reach them 
rapidly by this means. 

Q. 41.-We consider.it desirable to have a scheme, by whioh, in 
the event of a possible slump in the market, jute could be purchase a 
Bnd :heldback from the market for. the time being, but we fear it is 
not a practicable scheme. 



. Q. 42.-We approve' of the suggestion for carrying' out .market 
!lurvey's for jute and this, in our opinion, should be one of the functions 
of the Jute Committee referred to in Question No. 43. The appoint
ment of a marketing officer, on the lines recommended by the Royal 
Agricultural Commis&ion, is desirable. 

Q. 43, to Q. 46.-The functions of the Jute Committee should be as 
fol~ows:- " 

(a) to give information to the growers about prospective demands 
from outside and mills, ' 

(b) to collect and giv~ information about the position of the stocks 
also in and outside the country, 

(c) to look about for information for new uses and fresh markets 
for jute, and ' 

. (d) to study the internal marketing organisations with a view 
to improve them. . 

It should b~ a body of experts and its status should be advisory. 
,~he information collected by the Committee should be made available 
to the different branches of trade through different trade organisations 
and to the agriculturists through the Agriculture and Co-operative 
Departments of Government, and efforts should be made to secure the 
'co:-operation of the other provincial 'Governments. but if they do not 
agree, there is no reason why a Committee for Bengal should not 
function. If Bengal gets a part of the jute export duty, it should not 
be difficult to finance the Committee. 

Q. 51 and Q. 52 • ..:-80me of the· ordinary goods, such a durries 
asans, etc.,. besides bags,and he!!sians, are being manufactured in the 
Calcutta mills; as for fine goods, the local mills have not got the pro
per equipment for manufacturing them and it is doubtfJlI whether there 
is any market in the country for such goods. 

" Q. S3r-The Industries. Department may be entrusted with the work 
!luggested in the question. _" 

Q. 54 and Q. 55.-80 long as the price of jute does not rise dis
porportionately high, compared to the (feneral price level, there.is no 
necessity for propaganda in other countrIes, the fibre being well known. 

Q. 56 to Q. 58.-TradeCommissioners. when appointed in different 
countries, may be entrusted with this work. There is no likelihood of 
their activities interfering with the present selling arrangements of 
9alcutta shipperll. 

No. 74. 

The Additional Collector, Midnapore. 

Dated the 31st !l/ arch 1933. 

Q.1.-Yes, the production of jute requires regulation. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes, to a certain extent. 

. Q. ,2 (b).,-The main obje.ct and likely effect ot" such regulation, if 
possible, would be to steady prices of the raw fibre.' , 
. Q. 3.-Regulation is possibie only: to a certain extent by co-op era
tion with the growers' and extensive propaganda." 
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Q. f.-The ~trol ofganja is in a very limited area and so what is 
possible in the case of gania is not possible in the case of jute; 

Q. 5.-Low prices are due to over-production and tnade depression. 
Q. 8.-1 do .not think that there would be any danger of competi

tion from substitute crops. 
Q. 7.-1 do not think cultivators will voluntarily come under a 

scheme of regulation of the jute crop. 
Q. B.-There is reason to believe that an attempt to regulate pro

duction on a voluntary:ba&is would fail on the ground that any success 
achieved in one year would tend towards increased sowing in the follow-
ing year. -

Q. 9.-1 think· compulsory regulation by legislation will be 
impracticable. 

Q. 10.-Compulsory regulation may be implemented through Union
Boards or through the Presidents of Panchayati Unions where Union 
Boards have not been introduced. 

- Q. 11.-A jute marketing boaril would be useful, but it should havci' 
district jute associations. . 

Q. 12.-Yes, in that case, it would be necessary to secure the co-
operation of Governments and organizations in ~ihar and Assam. -

Q. 'l3.--In the case of a. decrease in the area of jute the only alter
native crops would -be paddy for the low lands and sugarcane for the 
high lands. 

'Q. 14.-Yes, such propaganda should be continued. 
Q. 15.-There is practically no jut~ cultivation in the sadar subo; 

division of this district. 
In the -Tamluk subdivision:-

Jut&-normal cost of cultivation per acre--Rs. 90. 
Yield per acra-:..16 maunds to 18 maunds. 
Paddy-normal cost per acre--Rs. 30 to Rs. 35. 
Yield per acre--20 maunds to 25 maunds. 
Sugarcane--normal cost of cultivation per acre--Rs. 100. 
Yield per acre (gur)-18 maunds tQ 20 maunds. 

Q. 18.-Fair price level for -jute--Rs. 10 toRs. 12 per maund. 
Q. 17.-The chid factor$ which have brought about the fall i'n the 

prices of raw jute may be attributa.ble to--
(1) increased cultivation, 
(2) less demands, and 
(3) general trade depression. 

Q. 1B.-Agricultural research and propaganda. to assIst the grower 
in producing better jute and to lower his collt of production should be 
continued unabated by the Department of Agriculture .. 

Q.19.-Yes. 
Q. 2O.-The met~ods of gr~din~ ad. mit of considerable iInpl'ove. 

ment. Improvement In commuDlcatIons IS necessary for better -tn~ket-
~~ -

Q. 21.-It is feasible to establish organised market$ at G-eonkhi\li. 
in the Tamluk subdivision of this district. . 
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Q. 22.~ Yes. ,Village Co-operative Societies will b. u&eful in this 
respect. 

Q. 23~The beparis in the Tamluk subdivision purcha:se the l'aw jute 
from the cultivators and sell them in Calcutta to the mahajans who in 
turn sell them to the balers or mill-owners. 

Q.2~.~Yes~ 

Q.26.-No. 
Q. -2t.-ln the Tamluk subdivision the cultivators do not borrow 

money exclusively for the cultiv~tion of jute . 
. Q. 2S.-:.n is not possible at present. 
, Q. ,30~-r.rhere. are -no fixed standards .. 

. Q: 31'.-it is feasible to fix standards by legislation as suggested: 
in the q)lestionnaire. .... 

ij-.-36.-The proper authority who i!hould supervise the working lIf , 
the standard is th~ staff of the Department of Agriculture. -
.Q. :38..-Y~s~ through newspapers~ This can be supplemented by 

printed leaflets., ...,.. . _ 
Q.39.---:--:Yes. The market prices and the demand would be of most' 

value t9 the grower.' . , 
Q.43.-Yes. 
Q. 44.-To ensure a fair price to the cultivators -and to check the 

undue profit by traders and mill-owners. - " . 
Q. 45.-The co-operation iJr other provincial Governments should be 

secured. : . " . 
Q. 51..-Wrappers and cloths may be manufactured from jute. 
Q •. 52.-The Calcutta mills, so far- as 'could be ascertained, are not. 

equipped to manufacture such goods. 
Q~ ~3 and Q. 54..-Yes. -

No. 75. 

Bengal II ute, C rowers Association, Calcutta.· 

Dated the 31~t March 1933 .• 

Preliminary remarks~It 'Is said that jute, is a monopoiy of. Benga( 
but the fact that the price of jute has experienced in an equal mea5ure~ 
with other commodities the severity of the present economic depressiolJ 
proves that so far as the cultivators are' concerned they are not in a' 
position to take the slightest advantage of this po!>ition of monopoly. -

'We, do not mean to'say that owing to a position of monopoly it was~ 
·'possible to keep the price of jute unaffected by the headlong fall in the 

value of other commodities. But the mere fact that, the cultivator of 
Bengal is the proud possessor of the monopoly of production, cannot, 
bring any COIllfort to him.. ,It the world requireE" a certain amount of. 
jute goods and this country alone can 'supply thein, there is no rlla~on. 
why the poor producers should not be able to make some profit out of it,· 
8!1 is being done by the suppliers of other monopoly products . 

.. For oml evidence of the Association's representative, tiide page 485 eI «9 ... 
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An ('xaminati6n of the history of jute and· the development of the 
jute mill industry will show that the benefit of this monopoly product 
has gone to a very small extent to the producer! of this fibre, while 
every other ~ranch of this industry has derived tremendous wealih 
from handling this commodity for the last fifty years or so. For 
instance, the jute mill industry of India is a striking proof. of what 
enormous wealth has been yielded by the -fertile soil of Bengal and 
by the labour of the poor cultivators and what tremendous fortunes 
have been made by a judicious and controlled process of the regulation 
of output on an organised and scientific basis. In fact, whilst the 
grower of this commodity have never known except for a brief period 
what prosPflrity really means, the only people who have fullybene:iited 
from the monopolistjc character of· jutp have been the Gov.ernment of 
India, those engaged in the t.ransport of jute' and the jute mill industry. 

. When the imposition of an export duty on jute by 'the Govimimeut 
of India was opposed by popular representatives, it was contended on 
behalf of the Government of India that ae jute was a monopoly· product· 
of Bengal the burden of this duty will fall on foreign consumers and. 
not on the producers. While the argument has lost all its force ane 
to the present fall in the price of jute even below the cost {)f production, 
a fact of which the Government of India are_ probably not aware, 
because the export duty on jute is specific. and not arl;valorem, the 
Government of Indi~ contInue to fill their coffex:s to the extent of several 
crore! of rupees per year through the tax_on jute and jute manufac. 
tures. Although the jute cultivators have -been making an .important, 
contribution to the general revenues of the Government {)f India, they 
have received no corresponding benefit as the Government have per
fiistently refused to help _the growers in th~ir hour ot· need. 'l'he 
Government have to all intents and purposes turned a .deaf.earto the 
piteous WailE of the jute cultivators of Bengal and have refused them. 
to render any assistance when it· is inos,t needed. _ Even !Such a small 
help as the establishment of a Central Jute Committee has been denied 
to them. Though ther~ is no export duty on cotton, a Central Cotion 
Committee hal; been f~ctioning for the last several years and has-been 
doing some usefulw9rk. to help the cultivators of cotton. It i~really 
sad to find that, although the cultivators of Bengal have: been mulcte.d. 
to the extent of several crores·'of rupees per year, no committee has. beell 
set up to watch and protect the interests of the jute cultivators. We 
are quite sure that if a committee as suggested by the Royal pommi{ision 
on Agriculture had been appointed it might hav~ done sOIne ·useful 
work for the growers. Thor~gh the _appointment of such a committt:e 
was promised to us we do not know- what are the reasons that have 
been responsible for the Government of India not having taken any 
action in this matter. PosEibly, the want of strong ·champions to plead 
the cause of the jute growers is responsible for the neglect of the jute 
growing intere~ts. 

We find that for E;ome time past there has been a strong -agitation 
to make the Government of India give up to Bengal .some portion of 
the revenue derived from the export tax on jute. According to the 
White Paper recently issued the Government "Of Bengal is to receive 
a share of this duty. In our opinion, i£ the proceeds of this· tax'are 
allotted to Bengal, the whole of it or at least a Bubstantial-portion of 
it shcluld be ear·marked and reserved for the benefi..t 01 the jute 
cultivators of Bengal who contribute this tax. . 
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After the Government of India come the'variou9 companies engaged 
in the transport of jute from the districts- to the port of Calcutta and 
the steamship companies carrying jute and jute goods from Calcutta 
to the various parts of the world. These agencies have fully exploited 
the. monop<>ly of jute and have reaped large profits without showing 
any regard fof the miserable plight of the producer!> of this commodity. 
It is reany a scandal that these transport companies should be allowed 
to fleece the poor cultivators and enrich themselves at their expense. 
We find that recently there has been a substantial reduction in freight 
ratef!' in every part 01 the world, as owing to a fall in· the international 
movement of goods considerable portion of the total shipping of the 
world is lying idle. But because jute is a monopoly of Bengal there 
has been no reduction iIi the freight for jute and jute goods. On the 
contrary, we find that freights have been increased from time_ to time 
because there has been a reduction in the freight for ather commodities 
Ptnd jute is made to bear additional burden to make good the deficit. 
FOl'moving other oommodities- over the same distance the freight is 
much less than that for jute. We are informed that whilst rice can 
b~ brought froin N arayanganj to Calcutta at a charge of three annas 
per maund, jute has to bear a heavy burden of eleven annas per maund. 
The freight for wheat from Australia to India is only about four anna~ 
per maund. We' are sure that such state of affairs would not have 
b,een allowed to exist even for a moment in any' other country, but 
whil&t a lot of lip sympathy is shown by every one- concerned for the 
il1terests of the growers, the exploitation of- the poor jute grower has 
been going on unchecked and no steps have been taken so. far to. stop 
it. There. can be ~o doubt that the whole burden of the jute export 
duty as well as these extraordinarily very heavy charges fall on the 
poor and starving cultivators of jute. The grower ie .financially weak 
and unorganised and is being ground down under the heels of these 
foreign companies, while the Government of India and the Government 
of .Bengal are, merely acting the role of a silent spectator of the tragedy 
without 'giving any help to the poor.cultivator. 

The local jute mills have utilised the 'monopoly of jute to the utmost 
extent and have made enormous profits for themselves during the last 
sixty years of theirexistence .. The huge dividends declared by these 
companies from time to time, the princely salaries paid to the superior 
staff, fabuloue fortunes made. by the Managing Agents and the 
e,normous reserves .accumulated by .. them are evidences of the extent to 
which the manufacturer of- jute has prospered to the exclusion of, the 
grower of jute -in Bengal. Wbile for the last 50 or 60 years an almost 
uninterrupted period of prosperity bas attended the jute manufacturing 
enterprise in Bengal, the grower~ of jute on the other hand .have never 
been known, except .for brief periods, to derive any appraciable advan
tage from the monopoly of the produrtion of jute. 

It will thus be spen that whilst the monopoly of jute has brought 
-incalculable wealth in the past, the only people who have failed to 
get any appreciable benefit from this monopoly has been the unfortunate 
producers of this commodity. We may point out here that if suitable 
reduction is made in the direction suggeEted above it is possible fOI 

the cultivators to get a better price without raising the cOst to the 
roi'eign buyers. ' 

'We will briefly examine the fact<?rs wh~ch have s? far .stood. i!l thE 
V'Ioy of the cultivator and have depnved hIm of getting hls leglbmat t 
[Bengal Jute GrotlHWS A8SOCiation.] . 
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share of the profitS of production of a commodity which has been the
source of EO much wealth and prosperity to every other branch of this 
industry. It should also be our endeavour to discuss and find the mean .. 
whereby we can help the totally ignorant and utterly unorganised, 
grower to get a proJ;>er price of. his produce. . 

Control of production..-The ::first and foremost pre-requisite lor:' 
ensuring a remunerative pnc:e for a. commodity whether a monopoly 
or a non-monopoly product, IS' that Its supply should not exceed itlt 
demand. Due to ~he very large numbers of growers and their back
ward state, it has been impossible for the cultivators to take any 
concerted action.. The Government of the country could have helped: 
the growers by adopting a policy of scientific regulation of production •. ' 
but the Government have up to now done nothing i.Ii. thematfer. The 
pl'esent position' of -jute -is this that whilst it iE' possible- for the 
consumers of jute to hold out for lower prices for any length of'time,. 
the producers cannot hold back .th-eil' ~pplies ·for better prices owing to
lack of means. The consumerE' at present have in their ·hands stocJG. 
which are sufficient for about 12 months' consumption. No wonder .. 
that situated as the 'consumers are, they are in no hurry to buy 
jute or add totheir'stocks to any further extent particularly wlien it 
is no longer,' ossible for the mills to make any large forward sales' of 
manufacture goods. Up to two' or three years back, H was possible
for the mills to sell their output considerably in advance of the actual 
time of production and thus it was easy for· them- to carry largeetocksc 

of jute. But owing' to the fact that the gunny market operators ill' 
,calcutta have suffered enormous loss, it is now no longer possible for 
the mills. to make any large forward sales. Under these circumstances;· 
monopoly or no monopoly, it is impossible toeffect.any,improvement in 
the price of jute unless the large .stocks in the hands of the consumers
are cut down to reasonable prol\ortionE'. 
, A careful appreciation of the facts mentioned above .~ill sliow that 
the two essentials for effecting ,.an improvement in· the .pr~c~ 9£ jute 
are,:- . .. 

(1) Regulation of production on a scientific baSIS. , 
(2) Providing' more holding power to the cultivators so that' theY' 

may not be for.s:ed to throw their jute orithe market. 
If it is acr.epted that regulation Of production is: d~siiable, the next 

'queetion that arises is as to how this purpose is, to be achieved. In 
this connection it must be remembered that through natural causes it 

. is not possible for, any programme of. voluntary reduction of sowingIY 
to be successful to any appreciable extent, and in the present state of 
ignorance of the peaeantry, we must dismiss any scheme of voluntary' 
production for any appreciable [ength of time. What is really essential 
ill a scheme ol regulation of production under some Bort of Government. 
control and with restrictions of a somewhat compulsory character .. A: 
bill for the control of production of jute was introduced in the local' 
,Legislative C'ouncil by Dr. N. C. Sen Gupta last year. There waE' 8' 

great deal of opposition to the said bill not only from the representatives
of the European jute interests,who were rightly apprehensive' of the: 
consumers interests being adversely affected, but also from, the 
popular representatives and other Indian Eiections of the house,. 
who perhaps at that time did not realise the seriousness of 
the Situation, and were averse to- any' Government illterf~rence 
to remedy a state of affairs which at that tim. appeared' 
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"to be of a temporary nature. The Minister of Agriculture, while_ 
()pposing the motion to refer the bill to the Select Committee, took_ 
his stand on the fact that as during the previous year they had_ 
been able to bring about a reduction in the area under jute by carrying r 
()n propaganda in the districts, it was unnecessary to do by lelgislatioll -
wha.t was possible of achieyement by voluntary efforts. The fact that;_ 
in sJ?ite of curtailment of production by the cultivators, the yrire has 
contmued to be on the downward course, proves that the curtailment 
nas not been sufficient. No doubt this season's and the previous season'!, 
-cropE· were much sinaller than the average crop. But when we take into 
consideration the decline in consumption, they were not sufficiently 
ilmall. In spite of the two short crops the huge balance, in the hand" 
()f the consumers, has remained unaffected. 

The Minister further stated that the scheme enviEa"'ed by the bill 
'Was wholly impracticable and that fears had been expr~ssed that were 
the sowings to be ·controlled and were the economic conditions to turn 
to be such _ as to upset the calculations of the controlling body the 
whole indu.Etry might be involved into- a serious disaster from whi~h if 
might never recover. As stated above, the experience of the last two 
ilea sons has proved that it is not possible to have effective curtailment 
-of production by mere propaganda alone. Desides, it must not be for.; 
gotten that this curtailment has taken place in tha years following a 
.season which witnessed unprecedented fall in the price of jute and 
when the cultivators were unable to get more than even half the cost 
.()f th.eir production. Moreover, it was a year when not only the 
growers were in a very proper frame of mind but also when it suited 
ip.e interests of the powerful consumerF too not to have a bigger crop 
-of jute for fear of its repercussions on the price of the stocks carried 
by the~ and the price of manufactured \goods. If the :growers were 
easily penuaded to reduce their .crop at such a time there was nothing 
strange and striking about it. Legislation for control of production 
i.s· not only necessary when it is in the interests of both the consumers 
and growers; but also when it is in the interest!! of the growers alone. 
'Those who are connected with the jute trade know very well how at 
times when the stocks of the members of the Indian-Jute lIills AE!socia~ 
tion run short and when there-is-likelihood of prices keeping on a high 
lev-elduring the coming seawn, the Calcutta jute mills resorted to the 
clever device of bringing about an artificial rise in the price of jute 
-at the time 01 the sowing season in order to induce the unsuspecting, 
-cultivator to put a larger area under jute.. The inevitable result is. 
that the mills are able to. get their supplies at their own price and the' 
}loor cultivatorF suffer for their ignorance and simplicity. . 

As regards the arguments put forward by the representatives of the 
l'~uropean manufacturing interests that if the sowings were to be 
controlled and certain unforeseen economic conditions develop, ~he 
industry would be plunged into a great diE8.ster from which it would 
be impossible for it to recover, it is very difficult to understand w~at 
the sponsors of these arguments really meant to convey and what kmd 
-of economio developments they referred to. Is it not a '.fact that the 
T(,ry existence of the manufacturing section has depended on a judicious 
.and well organised control of production,· and that the prm;perity of 
the jute mill industry would not, have reached a high level if it had 
not been for the most effective device of regulating the supplie~ of 

(Be,!~Ql Jute Growerll A.tBOCiatio".] 
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manufactured goods in accordance with the' ·:"World's. demand? .Thl! 
history of the jute mill industry of India is in faci a history of the 
repeated Ehort working igreements entered into by the members,. ()f 
the Indian Jute 'Mills Association -amongst themselves, and it may 
well be asked why if the curtailment of production by the manufacturers 
has so far never led the industry to be involved.in a disaster of ~ny 
mllgnitude whatsoever, should the. curtailment ofproductio_n of· 
raw material in any year bring a tragedy in its wak~? It is really 
very &trange that while the Indian Jute Mills Association have been 
iI:ll'osing a course of regulated production on all their member", they 
fight shy of the proposal for the. regulation of production of jute under 
Government control. Recently, when some mi1lsrefused to fall into 
line with the arrangements proposed by the Indian Jute Mills Associa
tion this very Eection of ~he jute trade did not }lesitate to approach 
tJ!eHead of the Prasidency with. a request to issue an ordinanc~ to fc;>rce 
the outside mills to conform to the schedule of production decided by 
the Indian Jute Mills Association. '.' . 

There il:' no doubt that once a policy of control of production of 
raw jute ii! accepted by the -Government, and efiective measure!! alt': 
adopted to carry it out, the Indian Jute Mills Association will no 
longer continue to enjoy the exclusive monopoly of the profits' of the 
jute industry of -Bengal, and they'have to share it to a certain :extent . 
with the cultivators of jute, but this should be rather the hopes and 
and not the fearl: of those who profess So much sympathy for the 
interest of the masses of India. Is it therefore too ID.llch to ask that 
those who have eo far been takinlg the lion's share of the benefits of the 
present monopoly of jute should now share it with- the -poor cultivator 
who has been kept out of it for the past so many year&'? 

.. This AssoCiation, therefore, beg to 'impress upon the -Committee. the; 
importance of a proper control of production without which it is: 
absolutely impoesible for th~ grower to get any reasonable price forhi~' 
produce for any length of tIme. If he happens to 'sow a smaller crop 
this year and pr~duction becomes equal to demand, prices naturally 
undergo an improvement, but the tragedy of .the whole situation lies in. 
the fact that in the very next year the lure of past high pricetl and 
the artificial manamvring of the consum~ at .. tha~ sowing··t7ime· .again 
lead the grower- to put in a "bigger crop with the"result·that in the' 
following season supplies greatly exceed'demand arid prices underfgo, Ii. 
heavy fall from which it takes the grower three .or four years to -recover. 
Another factor which goes strongly against any scheme of·, 
voluntary resriction is that the sowing seasons in the various districts. 
of Bengal fall at intervals of fifteen days. to ·a month; 'Wheneverany 
efiortS' are made to restrict the crop by propaganda, and the East Bengal 

. section of the growers carry out a substantial reduction in the area, the -, 
growers in other districts naturally take. advantage- of ·the act, and 
commence to sow a greater area. The result is" that· whilst a seH, 
sacrificing restraint is' exercised by some districts, it is nullified by some 
other districts. Under these conditions, it is apparent, that unless some 
legisiative . measures are adopted to impart Ii. compulsory character to 
the regul"tion of the area under jute it is' impossible t~ make the growers 
get a better return from jute. 
. If jute is our monopoly, it should certainly be possible to ,preve~t 
ite price froni falling below a certai~ level..- The .poor consumers In 
IndIa 8!e being made to pay unreasonably hIgh prIces for the supply-
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of their kerosene oil by.8. co~bination on the part of suppliers.. The 
Bengal Telephone 'Corparation of Calcutta is maintaining its charges 
at ~ very high level because it ~.has got a monopoly. Tlte price of 
German dyes has .. been kept at a fery high level because one country -
haa the monopoly of manufacturing that particular article. We ale quit~· 

. sure that if jute had been the monopoly .of any country other than 
India, and India had been the consumer of jute goods, it would have 
been impossible for us to purchase oui' jute goods at the prioe at which 
we are. selling them to-day to other countries. 

. We have the example of the .rubber industry be~ore us. British 
governed. countries did not possess aJ;l absolute monopoly of the produc-; . 
tion of rubber as we have of jute. But that did not deter them from 
applying measures of control. T~e price of ~bber which had coril~ 
down considerably below the cost of production improved .~ about 
ten times the lowest price touched before control was established. We 
ma~). be told that the control had to be given up. We know it; but the 
reason why control was abandoned was that as .the price went up 
much higher than a reasonable level, production in other countries 
rapidly increased with the result that British possessions loet the 
position of being the main suppliers. But we believe unless the price 
of jute is ruehed up to· a level out of all proportions to the general 

. economic conditions of the _world, there is no danger of any substitllte 
being found or the oonsumption of jute goods being affected thereby. 
We believe that it is not desirable to regulate the price of jute becau.se . 
that may tempt us to push it up .very high, but what is neces!;ary ilJ 
thal th~ cultivation of jute should be made reasonably profitable 'for 
the peasantry of Bengal. To achieve this object, we sugge&ted, in one 
of our communications to the GovarJllllent of Bengal, a scheme" 
whereby a minimum price for jute can be fixed. We suggested._thut 
a Board coneisting of a majority of the jute growing interests : with 
ample funds at its disposal should be set up. That Board should. be 
prepared to buy all available jute at a minimum price which may.l>e 
fixed after taking into consideration the cost of cultivation. ;Our; 
Association is of opinion that the very existence of a strong organieation 
with sufficient funds to buy jute at a . reasonable level of priee would, 
be too strong a 'source of encouragement and confidence to the consu
mers as well as merchants to allow the price of jute to come down to 
that level. If it is necessary for the suggested organisation to buy 
jute to maintain the minimum level' of price a scheme of compulsory 
restriction should be immediately introduced. Only when owing to' 
large surpluF- suppplies, the price of jute comes down to the minimum 
level and the proposed organisation has to buy jute to maintain that 
level compulsory restriction should be introduced. A!l soon as the 
position corrects itself the control should be relaxed. The advantage 
of this scheme will be that whilst the cultivator would be assured of a 
reasQ.nable price there will be no temptation to .use the leler. of con~rol 
of production in such a manner as to unduly Inflate the prIce of Jute 

~ thereby exposing it to the danger of reduction in its demand. 
As rea-ards the financing of the proposed organisation it was 

81lggestel'by us that a cess of two annas per maund should. Se levied 
on all imports of jute into. Calcutta and Chittagong. In VIew of. ~e 
fact that Bengal is to be allotted a share of the jute export duty.,It IS 

only lair that. at least a part of the proceeds of that tax should 1;. 
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utilised in furthering scnemes likely' to ben~fi~ 'iRe growers of jute, It 
6hould be remembered that it is the jut{l bultb;rator who contributes this 
tax and there is no' reason why he s~eu.ta-'Ilol!. get the benefi.t of it, In 
the past jute has been taxed to beautify Calcutta. W ~ fail to llnder~ 
stand of what earthly USe the beautiful buildings and the broad avenues: 
that are being constructed in Calcutta can be to the jute growers of 
Bengal. It would have only been fair and just if the proceeds of any 
tax levied on jute had been utilised in fighting Malaria, Cholera, [(alar 
azar and such other epidemics, to which the jute cultivators are an easy 
prey owing to their low vitality. . . 

If a body as suggested by us is set up with sufficient fund at ,its 
disposal, we are quite sure that'the cultivators of Bengal will be able 
to take the fullest advanta:ge of the monopoly that nature has bestowed 
on them.- ' 

'. With these preliminary remarks' we shall now answer the question
~aire in detail. 

Q. 1..-Yes" With01lt regulation of production it is not possible for 
cultivators to take any advantalge of the monopoly. . 

Q. 2.--We think by taking suitable measures It is possible to regulate 
the crops. The object of such regulation will be to enable the cultin
tors to realise for jute a better price than what they are getting to-day. 

Q. 4.-The Stevenson plan was very successfully applied in: the case 
of rubber. The control had to be given up because production in other 
countries was increasing rapidly as the price had im:iJr(~ved to. nearly 
ten times the lowest price touched' before the plan was adopted. In 
the case of jute the production is confined to India, and t.herefore. 
there is no danger of other countri~s, taking advantage of any improve-
ment in prices. -,t 

Q. 5.-Fall in the general price-level, over-production and weakness. of 
sellers are the principal causes responsible for the decline in the price 
of jute. 

Q. G.-There may be a danger of substitutes if the price is raised 
much above the general economic level .of prices, but if the price is 
kept within reasonable limits, wedo'not think there will be any-danger 
of. substitute' crops. There·waEi no attempt to find any substitute when 
the price of jute goods was much hrgher than what it is to~.day . 

. Recently. there has been some talk of substitutes. This we believe is 
due to the desire of every country in the world to restrict its imports •. 
If a country does not want to buy goods the question of price does not 
arise at all. ' . 
. Q. 7r-We do not.know to what scheme the Oommittee is referring. 
We may like to draw the attention of the Committee to the fact that 
recently there was difficulty' in persuading some jute mills to agree, 
to restriction of production and His Excellency the Governor had to 
intervene. From this experience, we can say that it is rather imposgible 
to expect the very large number of cultivatops to come ~ndei' some 
voluntary scheme of regulation. ' . 

Q. 8r-As we have said in the pref~ce, a ~easonduring whi.ch a 
better price has been realised by the cultIvators 18 followed by a bIgger 
crop. . ' 

':'" Q. 9r-From the experience of the last two seasons. we believe that 
it is in the interest of the cultivators to apply 1I0me !lort of compulsory 
restridion of prolluc'tion so 'that the pric'a of:jute may be,pl'eventerl 
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from falling below a ~certain level: We have -given sltggestions in our 
preface regarding' the details of such legislation. . , 

Q. 10..-A register should b~ k~pt of a1l1ands on which jute is grown 
and if it is necessary to regulate the production of the jute crop licence3 
may be issued through, Union Boards. The organisation that we have 
suggested to be set 'up' should have the supervising authority over the 
Up.ion Boards. 

Q. 11.-By taking proper steps we do not think there can be wide
spread evasion. 

Q. 12.-1t will be necessary to seek the co-operation of the Govern
ments of Bihar and Ailsam. We do not think there will be any dim
culty as t,~e interests are common. 

Q. 13'--:Bengal at present imports many articles of necessity frOin 
other Provinces. There is no reason why the ~and in Bengal should 
not be utilised to grow those crops many of which can be successfull~~ 
grown in Bengal. The Department of Agriculture should carry 
experiments and start a large number of experimental farms to educate 
the cultivators about the possibilities of other crops. . 

Q. 14.-This Association has carried on 'a good deal of propaganda 
during the last two seasons. Our experience is that it iSllot due to 
propaganda but due to low prices realised that the oultivators ha\'"e 
reduced their acreage under jute cultivation. Weare very doubtful 
aboiit the effect or value of· propaganda if the cultivator realis!lfL n 
proper price. 

Q. 15.-We estimate the cost of production per acre of jute to be 
ai under:- . 

Rs. A.. P. 

Ploughing 15 0 0 
Cost of 5 seers of seed 3 12 0 
Weeding 18 0 0 
Cutting and steeping 12 0 0 

Stripping 16 0 0 

Rent of land 7 8 0 

Total 72 4 0 

Taking the aver8lge yield per acre to be 16 maunds of jute, the cost 
comes to about Rs. 4-8-0 per maund. For paddy the cost of prod.uction is 
about Rs. 15-0-0 per acre and the yield is about 30 maunds per acre., .. 

'Q. 16..-1n view of the presen~ d~Y. conditions we thi?k al!.. ave~age 
price of Re. 7-0-0 per maund of Jute m the mufassal wIll be a faIrly 
profilable price for the cultivators. 

Q .. 17. Decline in the general price level and over-production. 
Q. 18.-We do not think .there is any room for lowering th.e cost~of 

production so far as the cultlvators are concerned, but we are mformed 
~hat there is considerable room, for economy in the case of .manufacture· 
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of jute. - Owing to absence of competition' th~ jute mill industry ':has 
not given much attention to lowering ~ts ~ost of production .. 

Q. 19.~In our opinion the present system' of publi~liing, forecaBt~ 
of jute by the Director of Agriculture does' nO,t serve any useful purpose 
so far as the jute cultivators are concerned. The object of this fore· 
ca!>t- is to enable the trade to formulate its plan of :purchases. The 
trade generally forms its own estimate on the basis of the information 
.received by &ome of the important firms through their Vl1.rious agencies 
in the mufassal. 1'he publication of the forecast can'therefore be easily 
discontinued without calisinlg any inconvenien!;e to any branch of the 
trade. 'Ve would, however, not recommend discontinuance because 
if there is no -official forecast available, there is :a ,possibility of the 
trade being misled by interested parties. Some of the, important jute 
purchasing firms issue a weekly report showing the' progress and the 
edent of the sowing as compared to previous season, weather condi· 

- tions in the jute growing areas and the condition of the growing crop_ 
'We suggest that the Department of Agriculture should issue such 
'reports every week.. We also suggest that before sowing season com· 
mences a statement shOwing the total imports into Calcutta in the 
previous season, purchases by the mills, 'exports, consumption by the 
mills, stocks held by the mills, 9Qnsumptioa of jute goods as compared 
to the previous season, prospects of the trade in the next year and buch, 
other information as may be useful in determining the course of the 
market, should be supplied to the cultivators to enable them to deCide 
their plan of sowings. At present the on'ly factor which weighs with 

_ the cultivator at the tiIIl~ of sowing his crop is the price realised in the 
previous season in comparison with other crops. ' 

Q. 20.--Sellers in the inufassal were, up to some time-back, not con
cerned directly with' the question of grading as ,the whole crop waft 
marketed on Ready Delivery Terms, and therefore the question of 
.. tandards did not arise at all. The cult~vatOrs, however, were indir~ctly 
interested in the questiol1o£ grades, as 'by-changing the quality to be 
delivere<l against each standard there was an imperceptible fall in the 
price of jute. Mr. H. I>. Bagaria, speaking at the Annual Session of 
the Federation of the Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry,. 
held at Calcutta in the year 1929, has very ably shown the way in 
,which these standards are manipulated and the effect thereof on jute
prices. A copy of that speech is enclosed herewith for reference. * The 
representatives of the Indian Chamber of Commerce placed this matter 
before the Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee. . W ~ find' that both 
the Provincial and the Central Bankinlg Enquiry Cbmmittees have 
recommended that standards of quality should be fixed by legislation., 
We regret to find that owing to the influence of the powerful consuming 
interests nothing has been done by the Government in this ciiredion,.. 
though the absence of definite standards of quality is harmful to the 
inter~sts of the sellers. The custom of fixing the price on the basis 
of assortment is growing in the mufassal. ,This means that the culti
vators are now becoming directly interested in the matter of Standardtl
of Quality. The balers tired of paying losses are nQW taking steps to
protect themselves, but there is no one to look after the interests of 
the poor cultivators. We should draw, the attention of the Committee
to 'the case of Manilla hemp. We understand that arcording too 

·l'}hillipine Islan,d's law no hemp can )~ave the shores of that countrY: 
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-unless it is classified by- " Hemp Grading &ard and the f~reiign l;lllyerll 
are not able to -claim allowance. as they are able ~to doju -the- case_of 
jute. We -strongly suggest that to prote~t the interestii of the- growers, 
Btand'ards should be fixed by legislation. • -, .•. .. -. 

Q. 21~Y es~ It is impossible at present for the cultivator to CODle 
into contact with the balers because he cannot take: his small ijuantity 
.of jute to a big centre and the baler also. will not like to purohase a 
small quantity from the cultivator and consequently the intervention 
~f jfU'iM and beparis becomes necessary. If regulated markets- are 
established in proper places we . feel quite sure that there will be a 
tendency on the part of the cultivators to sell their jute at such markets. 
Balers also will be able to get their supplies at such markets. It is not 
possible for us without making detailed enquiry, to. give the number 
of such markets. -We suggest that a beginningt;hould be made with 
a few selected centres, and if the experience gained at such centres 
proves. useful, the system may be extended to all the jute districts. 

Q. 27,.-In our answer to Qu.estion 'No. 21 we have suggested the 
. establishment of regulated markElts .. We are at present not in favoUI 
.of the. ,establishment oftlO-operative societies. First of all, the 
.experience of the co-operative societies that were started is not a happ:v 
·one., Secondly, the poor cuItj.vators will be liable to be fleeced by the 
-various people through whom money will pass. In his present helpless 
state of ignorance it is not possible for him to protect his, interests. 

-With the spread of education this objection will disappear. ' 
Q. 23r-Generally an intellig~nt cultivator works as laria during 

,the jute season. His main function is to collect jute from the growers 
and sell it to beparis (bigger larias). Th'e beparis, or sometimes the 
JaNas, 'sell jute to jute merchants. The bepari works on profit and 
sometimes acts as commiss~on agent for the merchant.s for which he 

.charges a commission at the rate of one to one and half anna per 
:maund. The merchants who purchase jute in the mufas6al may be 
.divided into three classes: - -

(a) Those who consign unsold jute to Calcutta aratdars at Cossipore, 
Hatkhola and other markets. They keep their jute with the 

, aratdars and receive advances from them. The jute iE 
generally sold to the balers in Calcutta_ 

(b) Those who sell direct to the jute mills. Sales are made throug~ 
European brokers and the 19oods are shipped direct. to the 
mills. 

(c) Mills and balers who have their own purchasing agencies in 
the mufassal. 

The jute balers in the mufassal assort jute according to curr1!nt 
,fltandards and pack it into bales of 31 maunds each. 

Q. 24.-It is very difficult to ascertain the middlemen's profits 
'because their profit de~nds in a change in the market in their favour . 
. Il the market goes agaInst them they are liable to lose money. Though 
there is room for eliminating certain class of middlemen, we do not 
agree with the view that the present low, return to the cultivator is 
.due to the multiplicity of middlemen. We have shown in our preli. 
_ ruinary remarks that the transport agencies and the Government of 
India 'take away a very big share of the proceeds realised from foreign 
buyers of jute. The transport charges for jute from the mufassaI to 
the foreign buyers come to about Rs. 9, per bale and the duty levied 
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by the GoverJ;lment is" aliout Rs:4-12-O·~ bote as against Rs.J.5 "Iecei~ed 
by the cultiv3tprs in th'e~ Rtuiassat. " '" " ' , 
.', Q. ·2~":".TheN} are. various marketing custQms- in thtr''btlflaE.sal which 
are af!3lDst the ,mterests of" the g:r:owers~ ~hese can be femovedby'·the 
estabhshmjlnt- of. regular- markets. DeductIons -are made by the buyer~ 
from. the" price paid to the cultivators which,rin different places, ara 
kn~w~. as"DhuTta,Kabafoi,. Jalffmii Gadi-sell!'mi, Bhangti, Koyali, 
Bnttt., et<:,. False s~ales· and w.elghts are also used by the /aruu . 
.Besides, owing to- abseace of information the cultivators. are sometimes 
.mode to pM! with their.jute when the market has a rising tendency. 
Owing to the weight of a seer varyiJlg conSiderably· in the' different 
districts of. Beng~ the.·~lliti'vators are not able to compare1he price that 
the~ get with 'the priceiit'other markets. We therefore suggest that 
.weights should .be standardised as recommended oy the .A:o"Ticulture 
C()mmission and regular markets should be established by lelgislation. 
, 'Q. 26.-So far as our" information goes the cultivators do not~tpledg~ 
br sell.theior crop before it is harveiied •. 'Up to' sometime .back t.heul': 
country agencies of jute purchasera ~ed: to . lend money to tl),e' growers 
at a high rate of interest through' the 7Jeparis -end ar.atdars ':o:d the 
understanding that the beparis and aratdan should supply jute- to thew., 
'l'he price was fixed at the time of delivery. : Such loans were known 
as dadan. These loans were generally taken during the sowing season 
and were paid back when the crop was harvested. The interestvarioo 
between one to two annas per rupee per month. Owing to the losses 
ilustained by merchants dadan has been discontinued. 

Q.27. The cultivators borrow generally from the village mahajan8~ 
The village mahajans are not the purchasers of the crop, but when the 
crop is ready these mahajans press the cultivators for the repaylIu~nt 
of loan and thus the cultivators have to market a bulk of their" crop as 
soon as it is ready, irrespective of the fact as to whether the plices arl? 
favourable or not. 

Q. 28.-Co-operative 'matketing organisation on a, large scale' 1~ 
neither possible nor desirable in the present backward state of the cu1ti. 
ntora. The object of co-operative marketing is to minimise the mHdle.: 
men's charges. We think that this purpose can be served" to a· certain 
extent by the establishment of regular markets. We are not in _favolH 
of dong away with the middlemen entirely, because the -existence of 
powerful middlemen nullifies the effect of combination amongst "the 
consumers. 

Q. 37.-We are opposed to the McDougall. scheme because it 
aims at placing the power of fixing the price for the whole jllte" crop 
in . th~ . hands of a few parties. If the cultivators are assured .of a 
minimum price there is no need for. adopting that scheme. , 

Q. 38 to Q. 4D.--The growers at present have'no source of inJorma
tion regarding -the movements of the market. The intelligent culti
vators ascertain the price of the futures market in Calcutta, bY" ~dng 
to railway stations or steamer stations and enquiring the I,rice in 
Cslcutta from the passengers. In our opinion,. tha presen~ position is 
most unsatisfactory. Some methods should be devif;ed to fllable the 
cultivators to know the trend of the market in .Calcutta. If regular 
markets are established as suggested by us, the latest quotations ill 
Calcutta can be posted in such markets. We think that, with the help 
of 'wireless telegraphy, it is possible to disseminate mformatioll 
throughout the jute districts. 

16 
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Q. 41.-l'his has been answered by Ui in o~r prelimInary remark". 
We have .suggested the setting up of ' a Jute Board with. sufficient:funds 
at jts disposal -and have also Jlointed 'out, the method by which such 
final).ce is to be found. ' , 

Q. 42.-If our suggestion for the appointment of a Jute Board is 
accepted, the question of marketing can be dealt with by that Board. 

-We think that if a detailed market survey is carried out, it will be of 
great help to the cultivators. . 

Q. 43 to Q 46r-If a Jute Board, on the lines suggested by us, is not 
appointed, then we are in favour Qf the appointment of a' Central 
Committee fOT. jute. The activities of the Committee can be financed 
by a small share of the jute export duty., The main functions tha t 
can be antrusted to such Committee will be:-

(1) the improvement of marketing conditions, 
(2) carrying on research for finding other use for jute, 
(3) investigating the question of substitutes, 
(4) preparation !Jf statistics, 
(5) dissemination of information to the cultivators, and 
(6) ,promoting legislation to help the cultivators. 

Q. 47 to Q. 53.-We have no definite information regarding substi
tutes. We hear from time to time that efforts are made in ()ther 
countries to find 6ubstitutes for jute. In our opinion, the Government 
of Bengal should taka steps to make independent enquiries into this 
question. Many times, the bogey of substitutes is raised by the con
sumers to frighten the Calcutta people. 

No. 76. 

The Secretary, East India .lute Association, Ltd. 

Dated the 30th lIf arch 1933. 

Mv Association subscribe to the views expressed by the Indian 
Chamber of Oommerce, Calcutta, in the course of their reply to the 
qUe&.tionnaire issued by your Committee. (Vide page 186 et seq.) 

No: 77. 

The District Board, Howrah • 

• Dated the 12th April 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes, it requires regulation. 
Q. 2 (a).---It is possible U; r~late the jute c;op with reference tc> 

p.xpected demands by means of legislation aided by active propaganda., 
'Q. 2(b).-The main object of such regulat,ion ,will be the establish

ment of equilibrium between the demand and supply- (;).£ jute. ,The 
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probable effect of this step will be to miniJnise the eVils "Of d~pression 
an~ to prev~nt t~e abnorna! fluctuation. of .pri~es.W~en the effects ~f 
thls regulation wlll be manlfest, the pnce IS hkely to' Increase and '-wlll 
gradually b~ome steady. . 

Q. 5,,-Ignorance of the conditions rather than tha.t of demand is 
. the:DlDst deplo~able of cause!! which bring abo~t depression in the p:ice 
of .J~te. The 19norant cultlvators go on so~ng the same quantity of 
seed almost every year, as they are unable to foresee the condition of 
future demand." -

The proverbial poverty of the raiYiIts prevants them from ,with-
. holding the supplies from the market. They very often depend solely 
,m the proceeds 'of the sale of jute for their bare maintenance. In 
these circumstances, the- raiyat is compelled to market his jute, even 
when the price is below the cost of production. What the raiyat 
requires is hard cash and this he readiiy secures by selling the jute for 
any available price.' 

Depression caused by financial breakdown or other crisis is 
widespread and its effects are more or less shared by all raw commodi
ties. The low price of jute is to a considerable extent due to the first 
cause giving rise to over-production. -

The aforesaid factors coupled with the clever manipulations of the 
middlemen are mostly responsible for the low price of jute. . 

Q. 24r-N,o. The case :would have been quite contrary,if the 
middlemen wert! on the same footing of ~gnorance and, isolation. They 
are on the other hand thoroughly conv.ersant with the conditions 
prevailing in the market and are more organised than the cultivators. 

Q. 27.--cultivators generally borrow from the village mahajans and 
kabuliwallas. Sometimes, advances are also made to ·the cultivators 
by variou~ classes of middlemen who represent the balers and mill 
owners., So it is not wholly correct to say that the creditors are not 
the ultimate buyers of jute. Certainly, it adversely affects the price 
obtained by the raiyat. As the money is paid in advance at a .time 
when the cultivator has no ready money at hand, he is .indirectly 
compelled to accept the price offered by the creditor-middlemen. 

Organisation of village co-operative credit societies is very likely 
to give better credit fa~ilities to the poor and helpless cultivators:_" . 

No. 78. 

Babu Priyanath Sen, Dacca.· 

Dated the 4th April 1933. 

Q. 1.--The production <?f jute certainly requir~s regulation. Th.ere 
can be no question about thls,for the consequences of want of regulatlOn 
have been disastrous for a long time. The cultivators, left to them
selves are unable to take into account the'different factors which govern 
the situation, and blindly follow the lead of values till the conditions-

.For omi evidence, t:ide page 514 et 8eq. 
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.are· entirely reversed. I give some striking examples of this from th~ 
past. An early instance is recorded in the year 1871. The boats. of 
the country were pressed into-Government seryice for the Lushai 
Expedition. The consequent dearth of transport ~raised prices in the 
Oalcutta market by about 100 per cent. to Rs. 4 per maund in March 
of that year. That is the month of sowing jute and there was a crop 
next season, 30 per cent. above that of the previous year. The pric,! 
necessarily fell in 1872 and was Re. 2 (average of the year). The cro:p 
of 1873 immediately shrank by over 40 per cent. Similar wide fluc
tuations occurred in 1882-83 in which, for some reason not recorded, 
the price In Dacca, then the principal supply centre, fell as much 
as to 12 annas a maund. Cultivation contracted next year and the 
price varied from Rs. 3 to Rs.· 8. In 1891-92, .or roughly a decade 
after, the price fell by about 40 per cent. and the cultivation contracted 
by 100 per cent. In more recent times also the same thing is happen
ing. In 1907 the "M" group, as the Firsts were then called, rose to· 
Rs. 62-8 per bale in January, resulting in the croJ)'being sown in March 
next which reached the then unprecedented total" of 98 ·18 lakhsof 
bales. In January next the price was Rs. 36 per bale. -The crop sown 
in the following March shrank to 63 ·10 lakhs of bales. The price of 
the "M" group again rose in January 1914 to Rs. 84-8 for the demand 
for jute came from every quarter and the outturn in 1914-15 increased 
further to 105 -31 lakhs of bales. Through the outbreak of the War 
.price fell to Rs .. 42 that £>eason and the crop next year shrank to ·74:24 
lakhs of bales. In January 1918 again, the price of "}I" group was 
Rs. 37 per bale, and the outturn in 1918-19 further shrank to 70 :19 
lakhs of bales. The ,rise of price to Rs. 77 next January brought forth a 
crop of 89,48 bales next season. The prolonged depression due to the
War had, however, completely upset the cultivators and they were very 
much afraid to sow.more, till the price reached Rs. 128 per bale in the· 
1925-26 Eieason. The bait to the growers was too all.uring ~nd the crop in 
1926-27 was 121·87 lakhs of bales. From, that tIme prIces have been 
falling till we are in the midst of the present depression when the 
curtailment of the crop also cannot improve matters. I refer to t.he; 
above; which are most striking among, many similar other instances, 
to 'show that the case for regulation is unanswerable. There is also 
another aspect of the matter, namely, how this fluctuation affects others .• · 

. It has now become apparent to everybody that the well-being of 'all 
classes in Bengal depends very much pn .the success of the jute industry: 
which can be brought about only by avoiding fluctuations. To ensure 
that nothing should therefore be left undone. The ideal would of 
course bE'~ to nationalise the industry.- The bearing of the success of 
jute~is so important and widespread that without being guided in thE.' 
least by socialistic principles, any administration of Bengal would be· 
justified in nationalising jute. B~t that can only be an ideal now.
The practical stap therefore. is regulation of production which should 
be devised in the best possible manner without the least delay. 

Q. 2 (a).-It is quite possible to regulate the jute ('rap with reference 
to the expected demands of the, market. The main outlet for jute and 
itS! cloth is, for use as containers of grains. The estimates of produc-' 
tion in all important agricultural countries are now regularly issuell. 
A rough idea can, therefore be easily formed of the probable demand. 
Of course there may be variations, due to unforeseen' causes; but that 
does not occur very often and in such magnitude as to vitally affe~t. th~ 
[Babu Priya Nath Be".] , 



esti~ates. S~ch e&timates are always ~ade in considerable houses of 
business. Wlth proper help an 'idea of probable demand may also be 
made by the Department of Agriculture which will be of great service 
to the growers. . • 

Q. 2 (b)."7'The main object, -and likely effect, of regulation would b~ 
to steady prices. But there is no reason, after theorO'anisation fOJ: 
regulation has become efficient, why no attempt should beD made to raise 
prices at least to safe and economic level. 

When means are devised to organise the producers it can easily be 
imagined that they also will, to the best of their ability, try to raise 
the prices. But they will always require advice on two points, namely, 
the probable demand and the limit of safe prices. . 

Q. 3--1 do not think that it is not possible to regulate production. 
But that is not to say that any and' every step taken. for it would 
succeed. The circumstances prevailing now present the greatest 
C1l11iculty in leading prices, whicn is the object of regulation, to 
economic levels and to steady them. Still, m.uch improvement' is 
possible even at the present time. It is not at all justifiable to say 
"that regulation would in no circumstances be feasible". A striking 
example of this has been afforded during the last two seasons. The 
fall in production during that time was no doubt due, as usual, to tlie 
collapse of prices. But the propaganda of the Department of Agri. 
culture contributed substantially in clearly pointing out the situation. 

Q. 4r-In recent times a notJlble instance of control of production 
has been that of rubber. Strenuous efforts are also being recently 
made in the United States to 'curtail the output of cotton. Even in 
this country the export of tea is being controlled now. I have howeve~' 
no detailed knowledge as to the working of those schemes. The case of 
jute is entirely different from that of any similar cnmmodity. Bengal 
has practically a monopoly in the production of the fibre. It would 
therefore be quite possible in Bangal effectively to regulate the prices 
of jute. but there are also difficulties. Cotton and rubber are mostly 
grown by the plantation system, while 'jute is produced entirely by 
individual cultivators, who number no less than 3,000,000. Obviously, 
it would be much easier to introduce any scheme among the plantations 
than among millions of illiterate cultivators. 

Q. 5..-It would not be easy to enumerate the large number of 
causes that depress the price of jute. Financial and other crises) ~tS 
well as over-production, equally bring this about. In conSidering ~ne 
point it must be noted that, the demand for jute arises from ~hat.0f 
the cloth manufactured from it and is naturally affected, along wlth tha 
demand for the latter, though there has been a striking exception. To 
explain further, the demand. for its cloth and· consequently of jute 
depends mainly on the total amount of agricultural crop grown in 
the year and the proportion of that crop consumed away from the place 
of origin. The demand resulting from the above is more or less 
steady but is sometimes substantially modified from the ,most unex. 
pectel causes.. . Some of such cases were the following .. In the season 
1921·22, the consumption of the jute. cl?th was a~ected because. Central 
Europe could not pay for the foodgrams of whlCh she stood Ill; need. 
In Russia, not only were railways dis'organised -but it was estlmated 
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l,hat the n1.1mber of horeesin. that year was a little more than 1110th 
the .number before the War, so. that. the Russian cultivator was unable: 
to transport his produce to the market. This, combined with the
general political ,!isquietu~e, resulted in each man's cultivating only' 
as much as met hIS domestic needs of the year. In Rouruania the 
change in the system of land tenure, particularly splitting up of large 
estates, for the time being, reduced the exportable surplus, .though it 
was expected that it would not be long before the export trade became 
normal again. The demand from South America was very much 
reduced owing to the uncertain position of a number of merchant 
firms and the subsequent serious restriction of bank credit. In addi. 
tion Germany withdrew from the market owing to the depreciation of 
the mark. Under' 1;hese circumstances shipments 'of both raw and 
manufactured jute were much reduced that year. The above present 
instances of both financial and other crises. But it is seldom that all 
of them take place in any single year as was the case in 1921-22, or 
extend to the majority of the consuming countries. _ 

A striking example of the' depression of the prices of the raw 
material, apart from that of the manufactures, was afforded during the 
War. A bumper crop estimated to be_105·3 lakhs of bales was produced 
in 1914-15. During August of that year, when the War had actually 
broken out, export was not possible. The Emden, the German cruiser, 
practically stopped shipping in the Bay of Bengal; while various com
plications . arose later on in Europe itself. The total consumption 
dropped that year to 94·79 lakhs of bales. In course of the first year 
of the War export fell from 41·92 lakhs of bales in 1913-14 to 29·67 
lakhs in 1914-15 or by 34 per cent. Next year there was a slight rise 
to 31·96 lakhs of bales. Then began a downward move and the total 
quantity exported in 1917-18 was only 17·26 lakhs of bales. Export 
revived after 1918-19 and at once rose to 21·93 lakhs of bales. This 
fall· was not at all proportionate to the variation in total consumption. 
The quinquennial average for the pre-war period was 90·01 lakhs of 
bales, during the War quinquennium it was 86·15 lakhs of bales and 
for the post-War quinquennium 81·06 lakhs. The closing of the 
outside market indicated by above was the cause of abnormally depress~ 
jng the jute market, though manufacturers derived an immense profit 
from the 'Var demands, for they received whatever they asked for, for 
the War could not be conducted without jute bags. 

It is not always that ,the mills, who are the biggest purchasers of 
jute, can dominate the raw jute market in the above way. but their 
~fficient organisation undoubtedly gives them at all times an advantage 
oYer t.he fgrowers. If it were not for the fact that jute is ordinarily 
sold in a free market, price of raw jute would certainly have been much 
depressed as a rule. In reality, such fall occurs on occasions. These 
are the years when there is a large over-production. It is not probably 
realised that the cultivator is often helpless. Jute is his main. and 
in many casas, only, cash crop.' The strongest demandoh his purse 
comes when jute is marketed. The autumn is the time for both the 
money-lender and the landlord to collect their dues, the latter having 
to meet the Government demand for revenue in addition to his Pruja 
expenses. The cultivator is consequently in a hurry to sell. And this 

. often depresses the jute market. 

[Bob" PnyCi NCilA Sen.} 
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Specific and str~king exa~ples of ov~r-producti~n, given· before show" 
clearly the, depressIon resultIng from thls cause. There were numerous 
.other instances. In fact, as "8 general rule, there is more or le5s over' 
production and only on rare occasions the whip-hand passes on to the 
growers, of which the most notable example was seen in the seasOn 
1925-26. 

Q. 6..-1 do riot think there would .be any competition from substi
tute crops. The Indian cultivator is; as a general rule, very couservs-, 
tive. It is not at all easy to induce him to go in for a. crop which he is 
not experienced to grow. I have tried to make them- cultivate new crops 
and was able to induce the Government to distribute seeds freeo! 
cost. But the introduction succeeded only partially. There are no 
substitute crops for jute grown in other countries which can compete 
with it. Extensive investigations have been carried on in other 
countries and till now nowhere success has been achieved with substi" 
tute crops for jute -which have 'been dealt with elsewhere. There is 
not much fear of competition in this direction affecting the jute 
it,dustry. 

Q. 7.--The cultivators of jute would voluntarily come l!nder Ii 
scheme of regulation of the jute crop as far as· their circumstances 
permit. There would no doubt be a tendency on the part of many Iof 
them to break through, as the pressure on the cultivators is perennial. 
But the cultivator of jute is intelligent enough to understand that he 
should grow less, if by growing less he does not lose money, which 
would be Ithe result of regulation. 

"Thera might, and would, be defections, perhaps numerous on occa~ 
sions, hJIt good result may be ·expected from voluntary efforts in the 
end after the .education of the cultivator has gone on for some time 
and an effective scheme is introduced for it.' 

Q. 8.--To a large extent this would be the· case at the beginning; as 
ill clearly demonstrated by the movement described in answer to 
Quee.tion No.1. But it should be noted that, no effort hils been made to 
educate the cultivators on this· point except by non-official agencies; 
sporadically, and through Government Department during the last two 
years. It is not immediately that the best result would be achieved. 
If the cultivators are systematically taken in hand and the evils of 
over.production are properly pressed on them, the result would be very 
nearly satisfactory. But the' work of education of growers, which would 
be backed by practical results over years, would have to be carried out 
systematically and the cultivators. helped by information onj ;other 
~~ . 

Q. B..-Regulation of the jute crop by legislation would undoubtedly 
be perfect. But I have grave doubts if, in the administration of the 
law on the point, more trouble will not be created in the interior 
than .the advantage it would -confer. I cannot suggest theolltline of 
any such le~islation, but I have seen the Bill on the subject brought 
forward by Dr. N. C. Sen Gupta in the Bengal Council. While it has 
many attractive features, I doubt whether the ma~hinery for the 
administration of the law that is provided, would prove successful. For 
.instance, what I am afraid of is that in many cases, if not almost in nIl, 
there would be appeal against the deci6ion of the Union Board on the 
curtailment of cultivation. Even if there is one such case from each 
Board, the likelihood is that there woUld be Beveral,. in "a district like 
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Dacca, where there are about 320 Union Boards, it would be inipossible 
for th~ District Agricultural Officer to oopa with the work. From my 
close obser:vation of the work of these village Union Boards during the' 
last. year or two,I am decidedly of opinion that, in the apportionment 
of curtailment. there would be great dissatisfaction and oonsequent 
trouble. The stakes WQuid be often large, and I am not tlure that it 
is not putting temptation in the way of many of the class of men who 
form the Union Boards and lead the way to corruption, to empower 

.them to cut down the cultivation of the growers. I would like to see 
. ragulation by legislation, but· not through the .Union Boards or even 

separate Village Jute Boards. . 

Q. 10.-When· it is possible to regulate the production- of Jute 
through legislation, the best way to administer that law would be 
through Co-operative Societies. The Union Boards would be unsuitable 
for reasons I have stated in answer to the previous question. Being 
a small zemiwda". myself, I would not have the work thrust on them_ 
l[ost of them do not live in the interior. The class of men who ,work 
for them would be no better than the members. of' Union Boards: 1'0 
the unscrupulous, the administration of the law .would. furnish a graat 
handle for oppression. r cannot also think of any other agency., The 
advantage of entrusting the work to the Co-operativa Societies would 
be that, they would also themselves be interested in curtailment because 
it would fetch better inoome to the cultivators, their debtors. But 
I recognise the fact that' these societies have not yet been established 
in every part of the jute area. It must however be noted that only 
four districts, namely, Mymensingh (23 '8), Dacca (10 '1), Tippen" 
(9 :52) and Rangpur (9,51), produce between_ them 52 :93 .per cent. 
(average of five years ending 1928-29) of. tha total jute, and that with 
four.more, namely, Faridpur (1.1'3) Purnea (9"3), Pabna (4:6) and 
Rajshahi 3 :3), they produ<;e, roughly 80 per cent. of the Jute. It is 
no formidable task to organise the co-operative societies in these eight 
districts. The United States are attempting curtailment of production 
of cotton with a similar percentage of yield. Establishment of· co
operative societies has made great prograss, so far as :I know, in many 
of these districts. It will not take long to complete the !Work. An.l 
I would then have the administration of a law regulating production 
of jute, put into the hands of these societies. I would make a. little 
delay than risk the failure of an experiment which means so much !qr 
the welfare of all classes in Bengal. 

Q. 11.--If the jute regulation is carried on by co-operative societies, 
there would be little chance of evasion., It is very difficult to lay down 
what should be the limit of activities of the Marketing Board. Would 
it through its agencies take up work which commonly' belongs to the 
trade, or would it act only as the agent in general of the growers? I 
can imagine that the Marketing Board, strictly confinin:g itself to the 
last function, may be able to work successfully, but the moment it 
encroaches on grounds which is the trade's own, the object :would be 
frustrated. The experience and judgment which capable trades-people 
have, would be too expensive for the Marketing Board to command 
and its agencies to secure in .this country. The jute sale societies 
established in Bengal failed for that reason. I do not however 
condemn the idea of a Marketing Board. But its function, if it is 
created, should ba merely the collection of the raw material and then 
[Ba~u Priya Natll Sen.] .' 
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hand. it over to the trade. 'But a plan of this nature cannot succeed 
before the establishment of Co-operative Societies. So, it is 110 use-
discussing this scheme now. ' 

. fl. 12..-~t would ~rtainly be desirable to secure the c<H>peration of 

. the Governments of BIhar and Assam and to have organisations in the· 
jute areas in those provinces. Five-year average' shares of different 
provinces of the total area and yield, ending' in 1930-31, were all' 
follows :-

Area. Yield; 

Bengal 87·1 88·2 
Bihar 8·4 7·8 
Assam 5·0 4·3 

'Thework<would,.certainly,be more satisfactory if it could be carrie!! 
on for the whole, though it should be noted that jute produced outside 
Bengal is very rarely of the standard varieties. ' 

Q. 13..-Fop the lowlands, which form half the jute area, rice is
the only alternative crop during the summer. As regards ,abi cropS7 
jute or rice would make no difference, except that, of the rabi, crops 
mustard grows well if sown after jute. But the demand for mustard 
is after all small. The production of excess rice would no' doubt. 
somewhat affect the market for this crop, but, after all, regulation of the 
production ?f. jute wo~d not set fr~e so much land as t? inllictany
permanent lBJUI'Y to rIce., In the hIgh lands the most EUltable substI
tute for "jute would be sugarcane. " Of late, there has' been a large 
increase In the demand for this crop and an adjustment through it is 
quite possible. A little propaganda would induce the cultivators of 
high lands to substitute sugarcane for jute and my information is that, 
the process is going on in some parts of the Dacca and Mymensingh 
districts and possibly in Rangpur. For the lowlands substitution would 
be possible only after a time, when the cultivators have gathered some 
experience. 

Q. 14..-The propalganda. carried on by the Government as well as 
by non-official agencies was of great service to the cultivators during 
the last two years. I have found even before, that propaganda is' 
very helpful to the cultivators in realisjng the situation. Of course 
the Government propaganda is most successful, as, apart from the 
prestige the State agency carries ,with it, it is more efficient." I 
doubt very much if the jute area would have been curtailed in the 
manner it was during the last two years without the Government pro
paganda which would have greatly added to the keenness of the 
depressioll. There should be a regular organisation to educate the
cultivators regarding the jute position. All the propalganda carried 
on till now was done during the sowing season .. It should be continued 
all through the season to make it more effective. One of the ways to 
carry on this propaganda would be to circulate printed leallats, on hat 
days in the principal jute markets of ,the interior. These leaflets can 
easily be distributed through, Union Boards and theUpion CoIPmitteet!. 
'" Q., 15.-,-The cost of cultivation is not uniform in 'all the districts ;01 

Bengal or in, the jute area of the adjoining provinces • .Before the 
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.uepressionset in the 'cost of cultivation per acre was estimated b] 
::Mr. R. S: Finlow, the then. Director of Agriculture, as follows;-

Cost of seed 
5 Ploughings and 5 mois (ladder with 5 pairs of 

bullocks and 5 men) 
Sowing broadcast 
Manure (4 tons per acre) and cost of spreading, 
- 2 carts-with 2 men and 2 pairs of bullocks 

.Achra or harrow (say with one pair of bullockS and 
1 man), twice 

Weeding and thinning (once), 30 men per acre at 
8 annas per day 

Cutting and steeping, 30 men and one pair of 
bullocks .. 

Stripping and washing (average 40 Ibs. per day per 
man) and assuming an yield of 16 maunds, 
say.I,300 lhs. per acre, 32 men 

Drying and bundling (4 men) 
Cartage to market (one cart and one man with 

one pa.ir of bullocks) 
Rent for the land 

Total 

Rs. A. 

4 0 

·13 8 
1 0 

12 0 

3 () 

15 0 

16 0 

16 0 
2 0 

1 8 
6 0 

90 0 

The estimate provides for 107 men days and 10 pair of bullock days 
.and tlie cost of a man and a pair of bullocks has taken to be ab<!.u' 
Re. 1-4 per day while the daily wages of a man may be annas 8 only 

In an abnormal season it should be noted that, the cost of weeding 
-may be materially increased beyond Rs. 15 per acre. An averag~ 
yield of fibre is about 16 maunds per acre, so that the average 1'01>1 

would be froin Rs. 5-8 to Rs. 6 per maund. 
The trade I[lstimate of the cost of cultivation, also gathered befor~ 

the depression, was a little higher, nameiy, Rs. 8 per maund. Thi: 
was stated by a prominent member of the trade in Calcutta to h4 
d.istributed as follows;-

(a) Cost of hired labour for manuring, . sowing, weeding, cutting 
retting, stripping, drying, and bundling. 

(b) Intere;t on capital spent for iivestock, farms, storesheds 
, implements, repairs and replacements. 

(c) The price of seeds and manures. 
(d) Land rent and taxas . 

. All these items, according to the above estimate, cost Rs. 6 tc 
which is, added Rs. 2 as the wages of the cultivator's family members. 

Q~ 16. These estimates have to be modified by the much Iowel 
'cost of labour which prevails now. Another point of importance i! 

(Bab" Priya Nat" S .... ] 
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the fact that, the cultivator with his family members themselves under
take now as much work as possible, though he' also did, this to a certain 
('xient previo1l6Iy ... He is absolutely in. want of cash now, .. and cannot 
therefore engage hued labour. He therefore invariably lesorts where 
necessary to 8 system of borrowed labour which is repaid in kind. But 
a proper estimate of the cost should include the wages of the cultivator 
and the members of his family. Estimated on the above basis, a fail' 
price of jute should be from l1s. 8' to Rs. 10 in normal times. Taking 
the fall in the cost of labour durin1g the depression to be roughly 50 
per cent., and taking into account the lower outlay ~or som~ other 
Items, the cost at the present. time is about Rs. 3-8. .A. fair price now 
would obviously be between Rs. 4 and Rs. 5. But ·the cultivator is 
getting barely the cost of. labour and is ,thankful for what. he receives. 
In fairness to the cultivator· and in consideration of the .importance 
of jute to the Province' as ,8 whole, every effort should be'made imme.' 
diately to increase the price from Rs. 4 to Rs. 5., It would be in the 
ir.terest 'of all classes in Bengal. Anything less than that cannot be 
called noW' a reasonable return to the cultivator. And it is not at all 
impoRsible to bring about this slight increase in spite of, the depression 
that has set in. 

Q. 17~The present . fall in the price of raw and. manufactured jute 
iB mainly due to present world~wide depression. Jute is a commodity 
of world commerce of which the utility is derived from the consumption 
of other goods, for the .cloth of jute is almost' eiverywhere used in 
packing only. That, in spite of the seoondary nature of its demand, 
manufactured jute is required so widely and in such 'large quantities 
is due to the fact that, some of the primary human necessities such as 
wheat, cotton, rice etc., cannot be moved without being packed in the 
jute bag. But the material is required also for packing things of such 
different nature as the car and the coin. Though there could not be 
any very large diminut~on in the circulation of the primary' necessities, 
the universal depression had undoubtedly cut down world commerce 
in most of other materials. The tariff walls raised in different countries 
have also played their part, . and the volume of world trade is not even 
half of what it was before. It is therefore no wonder that the demand 
for jute cloth and its price have fallen so considerably and so also of 
jute. Another factor is the fall in prices of almost every other 
commodity. The value of only one material could not remain at . its 
former level when that of all others have gone down. Of course over
production also has its share and naturally has a greater effect now 
when there is depression all round. These causes combined have 
brought ahout the fall in the prices of the jute cloth and, necessarily, 
of raw jute. The causes are mostly of the nature over which any 
single country has no control and Bengal has t{) wait for 'the turn of 
the tide. Yet there is a margin of improvement which can be easily 
brought about by ramoving over-production. The product.ion of jute 
call be made at least economic which is not the case now. I would 
also draw attention' to another point here .. Opinion. is often expressed, 
even by those who' ought to, know better, that there. is no more any 
future for jute. Facts, I presume, point to a different cOllclusion. 1he 
world commerce is bound to revive and along with it the demand from 
all quarters for a suitable container. That purpose ca,nnot ,be served 
!li-0re ecnnomically and. more efficie~tly b~ any othercommodit.y. than 
Jute. Of'conrse, Bubstitutes are belll~ tned at the present cn&'lS,as 
they were at the tima of the War. When normal times cQme back,. it 
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is jute which wilI predominate oven others.·' The point has .. been~ 
discUE,sed in greater detail elsewhere., . 

Q. 18.-It is. o.f· sup;r~me- i~portance that agri~ultural research and
propaga~da to ~~SIst the grower should be systematically carried on. I 
wonder If there IS .any country in the world where both the Government 
and the people have so much neglected a source of wealth· as immene.e 
as jute in Beng~l. Th.e ignorance of the economi~ value of jute to 
the people of thIS Provmce has left them almost apathetic to the care 
that ought to have been bestowed on the material. The Government 
also seem~d most surprisingl~ unaware of the value of jute to their 
finances, tIll, mostly through Its collapse, the whole economic fabric of 
thl' Province has b~en shattered. The Department of Agrioulture has 
been absolutely starved on the point. One instance will be sufficient 
to. show this. It is perhaps known that by prolonged investigations a 
varietY' of jute was evolved known as D. 154 (strain No. 154 cultured 
·in the Central Farm at Dacca.) The excess production of this variety 
is nearly 5 maunds of fibre per acre which is over It maunds per bigha, 
or 25 per cent. This means that, if it is desired to produce a crop of 
105 lakhs of hales, departmental types of jute at 3 '66 bales per acre 
would require about 28·7 lakhs of acres, while local jute would require 
roughly 35·0 lakhs. of acres. The difference is 6'3 liikhs of acres 
which would be available for food crops or other cash crops, if the 
whole of the jute were grown from departmental seed. The paddy 
sown in this area, it is calculated, would in normal times be worth 5 
crores of rupees. "This may be called a dream,"said the Director of 
Ag-riculture, but by 1926, 12 per cent. of the dream had been realised, 
and by 1928, 33 per cent. By now it must be much over that. For 
the full effect only propagb.Jl.da and a little monay were necessary. The 
actual cost of this was estimated at Rs. 20,000 per annum for 15 ;years. 
This money was not forthcoming. A sole distributor had to be found 
to spread the departmental seeds who had his headquarters at N arayan
ganJ. He had to be guaranteed against loss to the extent of 2l1akhs of. 
rupees by the Indian Jute Mills A~sociation but in 1926 the amount 
was only Rs. 65,000 as a larger defiCIt was not expected any more. By 
now there is, I think, no more any guarantee for any ~oss. 1.'he money 
fol' the propaganda came from the London Jute A§sociation which made 
a grant of £15,000 in 191'; fox the illtroduction of the departmental 
varieties of jute. The facts speak for themselves. They also show. 
that the cultivator of jute is keenly alive to improvements if he is 
approached in the right manner and if he is educated properly. Not 
-only should regular propaganda be carried on, but it· -should be 
continued and arrangement made for systemetic research.. There 
should be a separate machinery for this. The point is fiiscussed 
elsewhere. -

Q. 19.-There is room no doubt both for improvement and expan
sion of the present system of compiling and publishing jute forecast:>, 
but. even as it is, these figures a.re of Igreat service ~o the trade .. Balers 
and mill-owners as well as mIddlemen, bas3 theIr. whole busmess of 
the year on th~ estimates given in the forecasts however much they 
may murmer on occasions about their inaccuracy. . .A.nd there does not 
seem to he any difference on this point between the .interests of the 
balers and the mill-owners. on the one hand. and the mlddlel?I~n on the: . 
other, except one of magnitude~ The difficulty of compIlIng these 

[Bobu Priyo }fat" 8.".} 
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fibrurea accurately may be easily imagined from the fact that, they -have 
to be gather.ed fro~ 3,000,000 mostly illi,te~a.te {;lllt~vatois of jute spread 
over 3 provmces ....• ~ •. "'. ' •. 

. The growers' derive vel'y little beneftt' fro~ these t;recastsin their 
. present form. In their interest forecasts about the probable demand 
should also be published twice in the year, once with the final forecast,' 
giving the.probable. demand in the cu~rent season; and again in 
February WIth an estImate of demand dunng-the next season along with 
the. figures of old stock. This' is not an impossible thing; Any consi. 
derable house ()f business in jute forms such estimate every year. It 
should not be outside the competence of a proper agency to form, these 
estimates. The issue of the forecasts however should form a part orily 
of a complete and elaborate scheme ofspl'eading information about the 
~ourse of bu~iness. The forecasts should therefore be fully eX1?ande<t
In. the followmg manner: ---: . 

I. Forecasts of demand should be issued twice, once with' the 
:Final Forecast and then at the beginning of the sowing 
season.. With the latter an estimate' of old stock should 
alS9 be given. 

2. A market report should be broadcast daily. This would 
best be done by· wireless. There are in all about hundred 
more important hats and an installation at each placa, along 
with a mechanic assigned to a group of certail!. ilumber of 
them for upkeep would not cost much. This is very neces· 
sary,.as the growers and lower. rungs of middlemen have 
very little means of knowing the market' position. An 
installation in the .market place would easily spread among 
them the necessary information. Occasional discourses on. 
the jute position would also be of great service. 

I have to suggest one or two changes in the manner in which fore· 
casts are prepared. I do not see what good comes from sending up the 
figures through Sub divisional and District Officers. No doubt,'at times, 
conferences are held among the. staff of a division, but in the too 
crowded official routine of. executive officers, jute naturally can find 
little space and rouse less interest. And perhaps no other purpose is 
served but giving an idea of the prospects of the year in a general way 
to the executive officers.. I would suggest the figures being passed on 
by District Agricultural Officers who should go round for checking and 
ascertaining the character of the season. They certainly have 'better 
teehnical knowl~dge to do this work. tn gathering . these figures. 
merchant houses employ officers who have been doing it for 20 or 25 
years. That is why their estimates are held to be. more accurate. I 
would also suggest that in .the forecasts should also be given the pro· 
portion of the broad divisions of jute, such as deshi and jat, and among 
the latter eastern and northern to help in a more accurate estimate 
being formed of the quantity available for the Indian mills, export, etc. 
His very. difficult to find this out, the information about the different 
kinds of jute grown being available from only a few big firms who, as 
a. rule, do not; give it out. 

Q. 20.-If it is realised that at present tha method of' grading jute 
in ·the mufassal differs in different quarters,' or moiJals, as they are 
called, the system or the 'multiplicity of. them brin~ on their own 
condemnation. There is, for the first thIng, no umform met,hod of 
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grading jute.~ On one side stands the purchaser •. in a much stronger 
position for five 'or six seasons now~ and on the other, the-Beller, quitO' 
helpless for the /lame period. <It can easily be imagined what happem 
in the absence 'of authoritative and definite standards of grading. The 
business at the bottom is therefore-faulty. Balers and the mills do 
not, as a general rule, suffer much, for they can fully exact satisfactory 
('onditions ·whoever sells t.o them. 'But the ordinary run o~ middlemen 
are great sufferers nowadays, even to the extent of being able to do 
little out of their busine88. The peculiarity of the present marketing 
c{)nditions is that, prices are often higher in the interior. The middle· 
.men have, to avoid loss, to do many things which they would not 
probably otherwis~ do. The present methods of marketing are therefore 
often unsatisfactory.. As the whole community is cOncerned in th€ 

_.success of jute, people in general suffer naturally in consequence. 

Q. 21.--It would certainly be beneficial to establish organised 
markets for jute in various districts, on the lines of those established 
in the Central Provinces. But there would have to be considerable 
additions and alterations in the Act passed for cotton. For instan-~e; it 
would not be quite feasible to fix the places for weighment of jut~. There 
are, in East Bengal, what are called bha.~han (floating) hats. where the 
transaction takes place often between boats or any suitable place on 
the bank of the river. On the -other hand, the system which is super· 
seding others is that, jute is taken to the godown of the purchaser anJ 
then weighed. If the law laid down that jute could only be weighed 
in the godown of the purchaser that would undoubtedly handicap the 
seller. Again, periodical inspection, etc., of the scales, weights and 

-measures, is absolutely necessary; 80 is the fixation of trade allowances 
of various kinds. The exaction of unlawful allowances is a great evil 
in many of the jute markets and the sooner it is prevented by law the 
better. I have seen even in the present year of acute depression, the 
money, earned by the cultivator with the hardest possible labour. 
exacted on some flimsy ground from him. being spent on jatra parties 
. and merriments by the Babus of a European firm of very good standing. 
This must be stopped altogether. On the other hand, watering of jute, 
}VllOever does it, must be fully provided against. In East Ben'gal 
again, jute is often brought from very distant places. I have seen 
imports into a hat of only second class importance, in the Dacca dis
trict, from the .Rajshahi district.. It would be absolutely impossible, 
as matters stand, to define-the jurisdiction of the hats. Any attempt 
in the direction would entirely disorganise the present ,-,ystem of 
business and hit at considerable interests. The provision of the 
Central Provinces Act on this head cannot be introduced here. 

Only a few points have been mentioned above. Others have to be 
thought out and an Act should be pa88ed providing for the organisation 
of the jute market~. The approximate number of markets which coula 
be brought under this Act would be about a hundred., But tbese are not 
naturally evenly spread over the area which produces jute. The reason 
is, the intensity of cultivation governs the location of these hots. In 
the Mymensingh -district, in consequence, the markets are much more 
numerous than in otl1ers. There is yet another point. The different 
markets for jute have -each, for a long time, been known as outlets for 

. only particular kinds of jute. This is a detail, but a very important 
feature 01 jute markets in. general, though at the more important 
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among them! and in many ()thers also, .different varietIes of tlie fibre
are now avaIlable. The Act which is passed,shoul4 take note of this.. 
feature.. Orgarus!ld ,hatl would undoubtedly. be ()f a4.vantage to the· 
cultivators. Some of the points mentioned above show that clearly .. 

. Q. 2~I ~o !lot see ho'Y village ~o()perative soeietie!! or ';lny such, 
vlllage orgamsatIon can brIng the ratyat very near to the haler. In, 
numerous cases the ~wo ar~ quite close, for instance, where jute is. 
bought through agencIes of blg Calcutta firms. It 'must be very well 
known that these agencies are now spread over ~he wnole jute area, and 
between these agencies and tha cultivators, ther~ are, in most cases, only 
two intermediaries, namely, the bepari and the /mria and often one, the-
latter. There are no doubt cases where it is otherwise. For instance ... 
iu addition to the lario. and the bepari, there is the village arc/tdar •. 
There. are also aratdarl in Calcutta, whose approach to the baler maY' 
not also be direct but through one or more intermeaiaries. It must 
however be noted that there are no hard and fast rules of purchase .. 
Balers who have agencies -often make purchases in Calcutta also. But: 
this does not matter much, for at the one end is the cultivator and at 
the other the baler or the mill. At each end, it is the market 13te. 
which iii paid or accepted. When there is a multiplicity of middlemen 
they have to divide among themsalves their share, whic;h is more or less 
.fixed, and was about 25 per cent. in all before the depression.. If th&. 
grower has to be guarded against anybody, it is the baler or the mill, 

· But here again, no hard and fast rule may be laid down,. for the same· 
firm often act as brokers, balers and managing· agents of niills. And. 
by far the major portion of jute is controlled by these firms . 

. Q. 23.-The cultivator of jute, as is well known, seldom takes his.. 
produce to the market himself. It is as' a general rule done· for him 
by the lowest in the rung of ·traders called laria and sometimes the. 

· paiker, and when a larger amount of trade is handled by such a trader 
· he is called a bepari. The difference between the two, except on the· 
point of volume of their business, is that, the laria never stirs out of hia. 
own area or loses touch with the cultivator. The bepatti, on ihe other 
hand, often makes his purchases, not from the grower, but from larias· 
and extends his field of operations even up to Calcutta. A llepari has .. 
sometimes his business in Calcutta itself. 

Neither the larial npr the beparis hold stocks anywhere, which is.; 
done by the aratdars. A general practice formerly was that, the, 
bepari of the interior left jute at the godown of the ara.tdar and paid 
him a commission, generally of one anna per maund and one pice for 
the hire of jute press for packing bales. The rates of course sometimes. 
differed at the various centres. Now, however, the a.ra·tdar usually 
makes his oWn purchases and then,· as before, arranges for sale· either. 
at some important interior market, or in Calcutta. When the aratdar· 
arranges for the sale of jute belonging to others, he is seldom satisfied by
taking only the commission. The bepari is never told the price at which 
his jute is sold; The latter generally has not much opportunity of asoor-. 
taining prices in the central: market, except from what other beparill 
ITceive. There is another class of traders in the interior who, in. 
addition to functioni~g as aratdars, advance money to the beparis or
lanQl and take an interest on this money in addition to other charge3_ 
The latest tendency, ]lOwever, is to wipe off the divisions, and in most: 
cases now, one and the same person or firm does all kinds of business .. 
The laria is, for the most part, let alone, but the interiorm-atdars, .on.. 
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grading jute: On one side stands the purchaser~- i~ a much stronger 
position for five or six seasons now; and on the other, the~eller, quite> 
helpless for the Ilame period. <It can easily be imagined what happens 
in the absence 'of authoritative and definite standards of grading. The 
business at the bottom is therefore -faulty. Balers and the mills do 
not, as a general rule, sufi'er much, for they can fully exact satisfactolJ 
('onditions'whoever sells to them. 'But the ordinary run of middlemen 
are great sufferers nowadays, even to the extent of being able to do 
little out of their business. The peculiarity of the present marketing 
conditions is that, prices are often higher in the interior. The middle
men have, to avoid loss, to do many things which they would not 
probably otherwis~ do. The present methods of marketing are therefol'c 
often unsatisfactory., As the whole community is cOncerned in the 

' .. success of jute, people in general sufi'er naturally in consequence. 

Q. 21.-It would certainly be beneficial to establish organised 
markets for jute in various districts, on the lines of those established 
in the Central Provinces. But there .would have to be considerable 
additions and alterations in the Act passed for cotton. For instan'~e; it 
would not be quite feasible to fix the places for weighment of jute. There 
are, in East Bengal, what are called bha.~han (Hoating) hats. where the 
transaction takes place often between boats or any suitable place on 
the bank of the river. On the' other hand, the system which is super
seding others is that, jute is taken to the godown of the purchaser and 
then weighed. If the law laid down that jute could only be weighed 
in the godown of the purchaser that would undoubtedly handicap the 
seller. Again, periodical inspection, etc., of the scales, weights and 

·measures, is absolutely necessary; so is the fixation of trade allowances 
of various kinds. The exaction of unlawful allowances is a great evil 
in many of the jute markets and the sooner it is prevented by law the 
better. I have seen even in the present year of acute depression, the 
money, earnad by the cultivator with the hardest possible labour. 
exacted on· some Himsy ground from him. being spent on jatra parties 
. and merriments by the Babus of a European firm of very good standing. 
This must be stopped altogether. On the other hand, watering of jute, 
~llOever does it, must be fully provided against. In East Ben'gal 
again, jute is often brought from very distant places. I have seen 
imports into a hat of only second dass importance, in the Dacca dis· 
trict, from the _Rajshahi district.. It would be absolutely impossible, 
as matters stand, to define the jurisdiction of the hats. Any attempt 
in the direction would entirely disorganise the present bystem of 
business and hit at considerable interests. The provision of fh 
Central Provinces Act on this head cannot be introduced here. 

Only a few points have been mentioned above. Others have to b 
thought out and an Act should be passed providing for the organisatio 
of the jute markets.. The approximate number of markets which coul 
be brought under this Act would be about a hundred.. But these are nc 
naturally evenly spread over the area which produces jute. The reaso 
is, the intensity of cultivation governs the location of these hots. I 
the Mymensingh aistrict, in consequence, the markets are much mor 
numerous than in ot~ers. There is yet another :point. The differell 
markets for jute have -eaeh, for a long time, been known as outlets fo 

. only partieular kinds of jute. This is a detail, but a very importan 
feature of jute markets in. general, though at the more importllD 
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among them! and in many others also, .different varieties of tlie fibre
are now .availab~e. The Act which is passed, should take note of this
feature.. Orgams!ld; hats would Undoubtedly. be ~f a4.vantage to .the· 
cultivators. Some of the points mentioned above show that clearly .. 

· . Q. 22r-I ~o ~otsee ho,;" village ~o()perative societie!l or !1ny such, 
vlllage orgamsatlon can brmg the ratyat very near to the haler. In, 
numerous cases the ~wo ar,: quite clOse, for instance, where jute is,; 
bought through agenCies of blg Calcutta firms. It -must be very well 
known that these agencies are now spread over the wnole jute area, and 
between these agencies and th9 cultivators, ther8i are, in most cases, only 
two intermediaries, namely, the bepari and the laria and· often one, the-
latter. There are no doubt cases where it is· otherwise. For instance .... 
'in addition to the laria and the bepari, there is the village ar(/tdar~ 
There. are also aratdars in Calcutta, whose approach to the baler maY' 
not also be direct but through one 'or more intermeaiaries. It must 
however be noted that there are no hard and fast rules of purchase. 
Balers who have agencies -often make purchases in Calcutta also. But: 
this does not matter much, for at the one end is the cultivator and at 
the other the baler or the mill. At each end, it is the market late· 
which is paid or accepted. When there is a multiplicity of middlemen 
they have to divide among themsalves their share, which is more or less 
.fixed, and was about 25 per cent. in all before the depression.. If th&· 
grower has to be guarded against anybody, it is the baler or the mill, 

· But here again, no hard and fast rule may be laid down, for the same
firm often act as brokers, balers and managing agents of mills. And. 

· by far the major portion of jute is controlled by these firms. 

-Q. 23.-The cultivator of jute, as is well known, seldom takes his. 
produce to the market himself. It is as I a general rule done' for him 
by the lowest in the rung of ·traders called laria and sometimes tho· 

· paike1!, and when a. larger amount of trade js handled by such a trader· 
he is called a bepari. . The difference. between the two, except on the· 
point of volume of their business, is that, the laria never stirs out of his.. 
own area or loses touch with the cultivator. The bepa.1Ii, on ihe other 
hand, often makes his purchases, not from the grower, but from larias· 
Rnd extends his field of operations even up to Calcutta. A bepari hu. 
sometimes his business in Calcutta itself. 

Neither the larias n.or the beparis hold stocks anywhere, which is> 
done by the aratdars. A general practice formerly was that, thth 
bepari of the interior left jute at the godown of the ara,M,ar and paid 
him a commission, generally of one anna. per maund and one pice for 
the hire of jute press for packing bales. The rates of course sometimes
differed at the varioue centres. Now, however, the ara.tdarusually 
makes his own purchases and then,' as before, arranges for sale- either 
at some important interior market, or in calcutta. When the aratdar
arranges for the 5ale of jute belonging to others, he is seldom satisfied by
taking only the commission. The bepari is never told the price at which 
his jute is sold. The latter generally has not much opportunity of ascer-
taining prices in the centraJ market, except from. what other beparis 
rfceive. There is another class of traders in the interior who, in. 
addition to functionipg as aratdars, advance money to the Qeparis or
larjas and take an interest on this money in addition to other charges. 
The latest tendency, however, is to wipe off the divisions, and iii. most: 
cases now, one and the same person or firm does a~ ki~ds of business .. 
The laria is, for the most part, let alone, but the mtenoravatdars, .0Dt. .. ' 
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~ccasions, sena out their own agents in - the river districts in.boat~ 
(called panshies) ' ;which go about securing for the best jute that is 
.available in the area and secure it on advantageous terms due ~to the. 
position and influence of their principals. The inland purchasers are 
the big firmfi with agencies spread out all over, and the balers. The 
former buy through their own organisationr:; as well as from dealers in 
Calcutta. The balers make thair purchases from beparis, aratdars 
()l' mahajans, but at times they too have their ageneie'3. There 
is yet another class of interior traders, who are practically agents of . 
Calcutta firms and are called Commission Agents: only their remunera
tion is based on a certain rate of commission, and a hire is paid for the 
god owns which belong to them. The Indian mills generally make their 
purchases through the leading Calcutta firms who :have agencies. 

It is not possible to give the remuneration which each class of the 
above system receives. The reason is, except in few cases where it 
has bMn mentioned, the rates differ. Mostly everyone does business 
()n his own responsibility and tries to' make the best he cant the only 
limits being the market rates, both at the time of purchase and of sale. 
:However unsophisticated the cultivator may be, he will not voluntarily 
part with his jute except at the prevailing rate. 

Q. 24.-The multiplicity of middlemen, which in fact is disappear~ 
ing now in many places, has not much bearing on the return to the gro",:. 
.er. The limits of market rates always govern the transactions between 
the grower at the bottom and the balers and the mills at the top.. The 
point has been dealt with before. 

Q. 25.-There are several marketing customs which are detrimental 
io the raiyat. 1!'or instance, in purchases by agencies in the mufassal 
and by the aratdars, as a general ,rule, jute is first taken to' what 
in former cases were called importing sheds. There the juta is left for 
24 hours and then the price is settled. It can easily be realised, once 
jute is taken into the shed of the purchaser, the chances of a fair price 
being settled are minimised. The seller is placed in a position where 
he often parts even at a loss. The reason why there are not more com
plaints is that, the sellars arel in not a few cases, offenders themselves, 
which shows the other side of the case.. It is necessary for a fair 
.oeal that there should be no excess moisture in jute, but this is not 
always the case., Though wilful wetting and mixture of sand to increase 
the weight are rarer now, in .fairness to the purchaser he should not 
buy before an interval has elapsed to dry up the fibre. The remedy 
of course is to put down disho~est watering with a heavy hand 'and then 
to discontinue the practice of transfer before purchase. Other practices 
which should be stopped are excess weights and exaotions such as 
.isvarbritti, kayali and kabari. 

Q. 26.--There is no system of pledging the crop after sO'wing in any 
yart of East Bengal, except the general custom of girbi in which the 
land is made over for enjoyment of crops, whatever they are, in return 
for money borrowed. But' I have heard of pledging of crops in the 
Calcutta area even when weeding is done. ' But money in this manner 
is advanced 'only by a certain c~ass of motley-lenders. I do not know 
the particulars of such transactIons. • 
. Q. 27;"""'Cultivators, for the most part, borrow from professional 
money-lenders. The custom is growing in East Bengal in which the 
money-leDd~r also sets up as the aratdar. In such cases he is also the 
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buyer and. the debtor has necessarily no other alternative llUt reach
ing his crop to the moneY-lender-cum-aratdar. The growel' certainly 
cannot get a fair return in such. transactions. The only meanS. ofpf9-
viding proper credit facilities to the cultivators- 'would be to extend 
thp co-operative iocieties. 

Q. 28.~It can certainly be imagined that a network of Co-operative 
Societies could covar the whole oj' the 'jute area and beginning 'with 
financing of the cultivator, take the initial step in marketing of the 
crop. But much ground. would have to be covered before the system 
<:ould be btought into full working order. 

One thing must however be noted in this connection. Co-operative 
Societies have been before the masses on the countryaide for sometime 
now. Gradu!llly they are un~erstandi~g the functi?ns .and the b.enefits 
of these bodIes. Any experIment "nth an organISatlOn workmg on 
different lines would have to cover the same ground again which will 
take time. In bringing the Co-operativjl Sociaties into this work, the 
mistake that was made in case of sale societies should however be care
fully avoided. 'l'hey should not encroach into the province of the 
trade. Trading in any form and co-operative society work are quite 
different things. The co-operative societies would work like this. 
They would gather the outturns of their members and sell it off at the 
best possible terms, 'which they would be much better able to do than 
the individual growers. These societies should. never take ·uP the 
technical work of grading- etc., which only long experience in the busi
ness can teach. If hired labour is employed for this work there would 
be no one to supervise it. That is how the sale societies came to grief. 

Q. 29.-Jute is sold to Dundee and the Continent through shippers. 
:'l'he terms of delivery generally are that, the jute is to be placed free of 
charge alongside the steamer. A clear receipt is then given and on 
this cash payment has to be made by the shipper. Following charges 
have to be added to the baler's price:-

(1) Custom dues. 
(2) Consul',1' lee~ for countersigning the invoice, if despatched 

through the Consulate. 
(3) Marine insurance. 
(4) The interest for the period when the payment is made to the 

baler and the drafts are negotiated. • 
(5) Petty expenses including postage, telegrams, etc. 
(6) The Agent's commission; if the order is through a fl,leign 

firm. 
~(7) The Shipper'. commission. 

The orders are sometimes F.O.R, which maans, "free on· board," 
put ordinarily, C.I.F., that is, "carriage insurance free,": at the port 
Qf destination. The general practice is to make out bills on a London 
firm (Documents on acceptance) or on the Bank f;pecifiad by purchasel·s. 
These bills are sold to Calcutta. Exchange Banks at the ruling rate of 
~xchange. When the customer is outside the United Kingdom letters 
()f credit are required. Firms with large capital often collect their 
;hills through their London office. 

At ti:m'es, foreign firms or Governtnentssend out actual bullion to 
create a credit in Calcutta. Jute is sometimes exported on ccnsignment 
when banks allow between 75 to 90 per cent. on the bills •. 

17 
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Q. 30.-In export the standard is fixed by the "marks." Annual 
records of these ~arks are'issued by the London and Dundee Jute 
Associations and the Baled ,Jute Association of Calcutta. The British 
list contains about 135 marks and the Calcutta list just over 2,50(} 
owned by about 150 balers (1929). Arbitrations are generally held iIll 
London as most of the foreign orders are placed through London. 
Arbitrations are also held in Hamburg. Arbitrators are always. 
appointed at the instance of the consignees and home guarantee means' 
that the goods must be approved there. If they are not approved, the
goods are invoiced or sent back. This causes no little, though often 
not unmerited, hardship and a system of Calcutta guarantee is most 
urgently called for. 

Q. 31.-It is not ·necessary to fix standards for export by legislation, 
as the system of marks is quite satisfactory. But it is very necessary 
to have a body of recognised standing like Licensed Measure~s to inspect 
all consignments of jute and grant certificates. If the measurement ot 
the bales can be checked, ther~ is no reason why their contents cannot 
be examined in Calcutta instead of at the destination, which gives rise
to so much trouble. " : 
. Q~32.-1 have no scheme to sugga&t but legislation, like the· 
American Cotton Standards Act of 1923, is certainiy necessary and may 
beJ;l1ade to fit in with the system of marks now prevailing in this: 
cOl,lntry. . 
" Q.33.-1 have explained in answer to Question No. 23, the system 
at present prevailing in dealings in loose jute purchased by balers .and 
mills. There are standards fixed by the Indian Jute Mills Association~ 

Q. 34.-Standards and grades are often changed. , It is done even 
in the middle of the season. Such a change was made on August 9:,. 
1930. 

Q. 35.-It would be difficult to ensure strict adherence to fixed 
standards in loose jute except by legislation. I see no objection to
f>uch a course of action except that, through climatic influence in certain 
years, it may not be possible to maintain strictly the exact standards, 
specially with regard to moisture. But proyision for this might also be-
made in the law that is enacted. ' 

Q. 36.-1 cannot say what exactly should be the 'standards, but 
they should be fixed in such a way that the specifications are easily 
intelligible to .the growers. The authority to fix and judge on the· 
standards should have legislative . authority behind it, as otherwise.
there would be no' satisfactory I·esult. For instance, standardisation is 
DOW done by a body as competent as anyone, but naturally it looks to 
the interest of one side. It is only by legislation that it would be
possible to do the work properly. This should be one of the functions 
of the Jute Committee. 

Q. 37.-1 Iloubt very much 'if the marketing scheme of ~[r. Mc~ 
Dougall would improve matters. He has, in some vital p')inh. pro
,'eeded on wrong data. For instance, he is entirely in the wro·l1!.f in. 
stating that the COf>t of distribution is Rs. 2-8 per maund, apart frolll 
speculation and profit. The cost of transit charges from Dacca to
Calcutta including handling at both ends is about ten annas and the· 
distance betweeI! these two places mal be said to be the average
between Calcutta arid different parts 0 the jute area. It is author
itatively held that middlemen of all classes together get in normaL 
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times about 25.per cpnt. of the Calcutta price. But this has largely 
gone down now and the latest phase is that middlemen are hardly able 
to keep anything for themselves. Then Mr. McDougall.calculated on 
the number of jute cultivators being· one million. It is in fact fully 
three millions It is. one thing to control.the production of one million 
and quite a different matter to regulate that of 3 millions., The only 
scheme of control that could be carried out, it seems to me, is through 
co-operative societies and any move in a different direction would end 
in failure. 

Q. 38.-The growers of jute at present receive very meagre and 
often misleading market information. Their only so:urce. is the dealers 
whose interast lies in keeping the growers in the dark. The information 
generally filters through agencies in the. interior with whom the head 
offices maintain a daily service by. wire. The position of merchants is 
.better, for they are much better able to keep themselves posted to the 
information necessary for their business. The manufacturers also know 
the position well, generally through their own agen ts. There should 
he an organised intelligence service to keep everyone of the above 
classes posted up to date to the information each wants. The jute 
industry can well afford to maintain it. But the organisation should 
htl under impartial control. Though theoretically there. should be no 
conBict of interests between the three classes in India, practically each 
wants to gain at the cost of others and the result is all three together 
play into the hands of foreign buyers. I am of course referring among 
the merchants to those whose entire business interests lie in India. I 
am sure that an equitable and fare return is possible from jute to all 
the three classes, if each is helped, as far as necessary, to look after its 
own. interest. This. would be through supply of full and .. correct 
information. For that there should be an efficient and well-equippe<l 
body for gathering and distribution of information. I have said else
where that it is not at all impossible ta secure news about market· 
conditions abroad. In fact, as Indian jute industry is placed, the last 
should be its principal work and. should be undertaken through .its own 
agents. The jute industry can afford even to. spread out a number of 
intelligence officers throughout the chief consuming countries. This 
should be one of the functions of the Jute Committee. 

Q. 39.-My idea is that there should be it central organisation, ,with 
different sections to take up various work, to be called. either the Jute 
Committee or the Jute Board. One of the sections should..gather and 
distribute information of all kinds, another would deal with standards, 
a third with research and so on. It is however necessary to draw a 
line here. Thil;! body should never enter into trade disputes but 
determine and from time to time recast the lines on which the whole 
jute business ought to be conducted. For instance, there is the 
question of standards. The section in. charge should lay down, to the 
minutest details, the compositions, etc., of the various gradas. It 
should generally be the lookout of the parties in any transaction, them
selves to see that conditions are adhered to. In case' of dispute, law 
courts, or trade organisations for arbittation, would be open to them. 
In the same mannar, the body in question &hould lay down the tules but 
would not take upon itself to. administer them. The point is further 
discussed later. I have already suggested that growers should have a, 
daily service of news about market conditions and two estimates in the 
year, one with the' Final Forecast, giving along with probable yield the 
probable demand of the season; another, during the sowing time, stating 
what old stock has been left and what ~ay be the demand in the coming 
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season. In practice of course there should be a great elabora.tion of 
the above. . 

Q. 40.-1 have already suggested that the best way to give informa:
tion to the growers would be to broadcast it by wireless. There would 
be about a hundred receiving stations in as many of the more important 
hats. The ·upkeep of these installations would not be at all very costly. 
Moreover, if during the sowing season and in the autumn discourses 
on the market position are given, that will prpve of immense service 
to the ~rower~. In fact. they re<).uire .educating .to a large extent on 
the busmess SIde. The mformatlOn gIven by wIreless would at once 
spread through th,e .hats to all parts of the jute area. It is education 
of the growers whICh would succeed much better than any plan of 
unintelligent compulsion. 

Q. 41.-It is both advisable and pr;cticable to have a scheme by 
whi(:h in the event of a slump in the market, jute could be purchased 
and held back for the time being. And this should be done by the 
Jute Committee acting oli. behalf of the Governwent and not by a 
private agency. I have mentioned and it must be well known by now, 
that on the success of jute depends the well-being of all classes in 
Bengal and the solvency even of the Govemment .. Then why should 
the matter be left to the care of a private agency which would be fully 
justified to look only to its own interast and not of the province as a 
whole.? The example of the United States must be before Bengal. 
Jute occupies a position in this province exactly similar to that of 
cotton in the United States. Faced with an acute financial crisis, one 
of the first announcements of the new President was with regard to 
cotton. The Government of Bengal have suffered not a little in the 
past for their neglect of jute. It cannot afford to do so any longer. 
A scheme of purchase, as proposed in the. question, would go a. great 
way in stabilising the market for jute. But on no account should the 
Government announce beforehand that it would buy and stock jute at 
a minimum prica. From what I have suggested in answer to a number 
()f questions above, I envisage a comprehensive Jute Act. In it there 
should be provision that it would be permissible for the Jute Committee, 
on behalf of the Govarnment, to make purchases of jute in the manner 
suggested, should a position arise when it ·is necessary to do so. .A.n 
expert body, representative of all interests, acting as a section of the 
Jute Committee, would be there to advise when exactly Government 
should intervene and what should be the terms. If the Government 
announced beforehand that they will make the purchase at a certain 
minimum rate, it will lead to chronic over-production and to bad deals 
in business. On the other hand, at the prospect of Government 
intervening when necessary the chances of anything like a slump would 
Tecede for ever. The plan is not very difficult to carry out. At the 
ou..tside, the limit would be .20 lakhs of bales in normal times, and 
10 lakhs during the depression. The chance of this proportion of a 
year's produce being held up would at once keep the market very 
bteady. The outlay would ba, at Rs. 60 per bale in normal times, rupees 
t.welve crores and during the depression, ·at Rs. 30 per bale, thI-ee crores. 
The jute industry of Bengal has yet enough taxable capacity left, after 
paying the export dues, easily to create a fund in course of a few years 
through which this money can _ be secured. This money, it can be 
easily seen, will be required only fol' Ii. short time. It will only be 
necessary to provide for its interest and any. probable loss. With the 
[Bab" Priya NatlJ, Sen.] 
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credit of the Government at back and enough money to fund the debt 
it would not at all be difficult to find the money for the purchases: 
How further money can be raised from the jute industry is explained 
later. 

Q. 42.-1 strongly urge that market surveys for jute should 
immt-diately be undertaken and carried out, not onee '01' twice,. but 
regularly. In fact I would suggest the appointment of marketing 
offi('eJ'~ in eve.ry suitaole foreign country after a preliminary surv.ey of 
all the posslble markets of the world. Any country possessIng a 
monopoly of production of such a useful raw material as jute would 
have done that long ago. What the marketing officers would do is to 
furnish accurate and detailed information with regard to the demands 
in the directions in which jute is being employed at present. They 
would also be prospecting for new avenues in which jute could b~ 
pushed. The benefits accruing from this would be immense. There 
would on no occasion be any fear of a slump. The cultivation of jute, 
on the other hand, may be expanded if it is profitable, as at preseJ;lt 
only 11·39 per cent. of the whole cultivated area of Bengal is' under 
jute. The depression has considerably cut down the proportion. . A 
successful and expanding jute industry would change the face of 
Bengal. 

Q. 43.~It is absolutely necessary that a ~ute Committee should be 
created immediately. It should be set up in Bengal and not JIlade 
central as proposed by the EoyalOommission on Agriculture. The 
reason is that the problem of jute is almost exclusively that·of Bengal. 
Some of the functions of this Committee could not' be carried olj.t 
{>xcept on the spot, as immediate decisions would be necessary ab~llt 
them. The urgency of the problem would be properly attended to (>nly 
if the control of the Committ.~e doeE; not go outside Bengal, which js 
so intimately interested in the commodity. As to what should be thE) 
linas of work of this Committee, has to be settled after careful delibera
tion. Though I saw the scheme of the Royal Commission, I cannQt 
liay anything definitely about it. But I have suggested myself wItat 
"hould be the principiI functions of the Jute Committee. 

Q. 44.--The primary fUl).ction of the jute committee s1).ould be IlSl 
follows ;.--. 

(1) The Jute Committee shall disseminate all kinds of info-rmation 
that may be useful to the cultivators, the traders and the 
mills. 

(2) It shall provide by regulations that the businesses in jute is 
carried on proper lines but that no one of the 'above parties 
gets an advantage over others. 

(3) The Committee shall carryon full investigations to increase 
. the utility of jute. . ' 

In fact, the body should act as the'represent'ative and guardian of 
the jute interests as a whole. Its connection with the Government 
Departments will mainly be with that of Agriculture. But it should 
be afforded facilities of working through any department that it may 
find necassary. For instance, the Committee may require the help of 
the llniversities. It shall have to requisition the services of tIt. 
officers of the Department of Agricultur~ in the work of forecasts. 
which should be issued by it. It would undoubtedly want close C9-
operation of the Regi&trar of Co-operative Societies to carry out 
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.'future plans. Conceivably,· the Committee would have something to 
do with the Department-of Commerce as wall. Everywhere; it would 
represent the iute intere~ts. But one thing' it should not do, is to 
engage in trade.. It shall merely watch that trade is carried on :in 
proper lines and intervene where it is not. I give only in outline what 
should be the hmctions of the Committee. I have, in dealing with 
pravious questions, referred to organisations being entrusted with 
different works necessary in the interest of the jute industry. It 
shall be entirely the charge of this Committee to form, guide and 
control such organisation or organisatians. In trying to enhance the 
usefulne&'s of jute, the main functions of the Committee would be to 
carryon systematic. research work. This should not be left to bodies 
or persons who have other. work also to attend to. This work is of 
such importance that undivided attention should be paid to it. Market 
surveys, propaganda and education of the growers should be the work 
of this Committee. In short. as I have said bafore, the body would ,be 
the representative and guardian of jute interests as a whole. It must, 
above all things,be a body corporate to remove the chances of jnter
ference in its .work. It would be seen that I suggest financing this 
body by the jute industry alone. It would therefore be only just that 
it should. be a body corporate and function as the law lays down 
without interference· from others. 

Q. 45.-The work, which I have envisaged for the Jute Committee, 
would equally benefit the jute interests of the provinces of Bihar and 
Orissa and Assam. They would naturally be inclined not only to 
entrust the work of the kind to this body but would willingly help it 
in the performance of its duties. For, the work that is necessary for 
the jute interests there, would ba peI,:formed much more efficiently 
by the Jute Committee than by any agency in those provinces. I do 
not think it would at' all be difficult to enlist co-operation of otlJ,er 

. 6<>vernments in a work which would benafit them equally. 
Q. 46.~It is quite possible and easy to finance the Jute Committee 

functioning on the lines I have proposed. Adapting the provisions of 
the Cotton Futures Act of the United States, a tax of half-anna 'should 
be levied on every maund of jute in contracts in the futures market 
of Calcutta in which no delivery is taken. There is at least one jute 
futures market which is organised, namely, the East India Jute 
AssociatioD" through which it would be quite easy to gather the tax 
after every settlement. Business in all other associations of the kind 
is most irregular, to say the least about it. Unless· properly organised, 
all such bodies should be suppressed by law. There have been bitter 
complaints about them. It would be a relief to the society if all 
irregular dealings in futures were suppressed. , I presume the income 
from this source would be considerable though I do not know what it 
may exactly amount to now. There would be every justification for 
this tax, because without taking the least part in the jute business, 
which non-delivery maans, incomes are derived, many of which run to 
thousands each week. 

A second source of income should be a tax on the purchases of the 
Indian mills. ' They are placed in a very advantageous position in 
manufacture as compared .with foreign mills. On the latter· fall 
ultimately the burden of the Jute Export Duty; The Indian mills pay 
no such tax. On the other hand, because of the fact that mills here 
use loose jute, they are saved some preliminary 'Operations of manu-
[Ba~" Priya Nat" Sen.] 
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facture. _ This cuts down an appreciable amount from their productioI!
cost, which in normal times is only Rs. 200 per ton of cloth as com," 
pared to £30, or double,'at Dundee. I have not been able to ascertain 
whatpropol'tion this- saving is _ of the. total manufacturing cost in 
India. I have only an _unverified statement that the saving is about 
Re. 3 per bale and Rs. 16 per ton, which would yield nearly the same 
amount as is received through the export- duty on raw jute. The mills 
£ould certainly afford to let go this amount for the upkeep of an 
()rganisation which would benefit them no less. And the two course!! 
combined would I think provide enough funds for the Jute Committee 
to discharge all the duties I have enumerated. 

Q. 47.-1 can ~ive no figures- on this point. But I do not think 
the loss, whatever It is, is likely to be permanent. From time to time 
1'!el"eral substitutes have been tried but none of them has succeeded .in 
the end. The latest attempt I have heard is being made through 
elevators and bulk shipment. But it does not seem tome that any of 
the substitutes will be able to stand permanently against jute. I have 
discussed these points at length in the two following questions giving
the particulars I have gathered, from which I come to the above 
conclusion. 

Q. 48.-The only substitutes which are reported to have encroache-d 
into the field of jute are paper and bulk handling with elevators. Of 
1hese, paper bags are certainly not more durable, but may bec·heaper -
during the depression. There is probably much greater stability in 
their price. Regarding bulk handling with elevators its cost must be 
steady but whether it would be cheaper always, that is after the 
depression, is more than I can say. The question of durability does 
not arise with regard to it.-
_ Q. 49.-There are three kinds of substitutes for jute of Bengal, 
namely:-

(i) Jute grown elsewhere. 
(ii) Some other natural fibres and artificial products which may 

be used in place of jute to make the containers. 
(iii) Mechanical devices which do away with packing for which 

jute is used. 

(i) It is well known that jute has been grown in several other 
.. n'lntries but nowhere it has been able to compete economically with 
the product of Bengal. 

(ii) There are records - of about twenty different natural fibres, 
which have been tried in place of jute but these too- have not 
,jIucceeded, not being cheaper than jute and available in sufficient 
quantities. Paper and cotton bags have been used and at times of 

crisis, in place' of those made with jute but their employment has been 
discontinued at the end of abnormal conditions. 

(iii) Mechanical devices such as the use of elevators and bulk ship
ment. The record which I could find of this system, up to ~he- season 
1928-29, was that, bulk freight had ·been a?opted fora portIon of t~e 
'traffic on the great Lakes between the Umted States and Canada, In 
New York and near Philadelphia, for handling grains, ores and coal 
but not in every case. Two general principles have to be' observed in 
its operation. "One is that it is cheaper to lift mechanically free 
flowing goods to a point from which they can flow into the_ carrier, 
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than it is to trans~er them horizontally. The other principle, closely 
associated with the first, is that mechanical hoisting is economical with 
goods. in Nuge. volume and of a nature not destructible by rough
handhng. (Wharf /lfanagemen.1: by MacElwee and Taylor, page 173.} 
It will be seen that bulk handling can be adopted only where the 
goods are transported in large quantities, and necessarily therefore 
only between central markets of the same or different co~ntries. It 
presupP9ses also that mechanical help would always be at hand. Bulk 
handling by elevators cannot evidently be adopted universally on the 
countryside for very few of the condItions stated above can "be com
plied with in such areas. I have however heard that in Canada a. 
practice has lately grown by which grain, after bein a threshed in the 
fields, is taken in motor lorries to railway trucks which convey it in. 
turn to th.e steamer where the ~oading is, done by ele.vators and it is 
unloaded In the same manner at Liverpool and similar other large 
distributing centrell. . 

Analysing the situation we first find that, the adoption of the 
systent of elevators and bulk handling in -the- Lake' 'Ports. and one or 
two other places in the United States of America, had not affected the 
imports of jute cloth into that country. The record is for the period 
before the depression. It is not possible to put the same test to the 
reported development in Canada .. It is evidently during the depres
sion that mechanical methods have been adopted in that coulltry., But 
during this period export of jute fabrics to different countries has been 
affected by many different causes. One fact however is clear. 1he 
whoh of the transit of grains, from the g-rower to the consumer, could 
not be made by the help of elevators. They have to be put at some 
stage in bags and no other bag can compete with that of jute. 
Another fact should also be noted. The cost of paper bags was not 
lower than that of jute during the 'Var when they were first used. 
For want of demand for paper now bags made with it may be utilised 
as substitutes, as those made· with inferior qualities of cotton were used. 
when the price of jute rose too ·high or were not always available as 
during the 'Var and in the season 1925-26. As matters stand now, 
the manufacturers of the particular kind of paper, which, as far as I 
know, is called "kraft," probably are satisfi<ld with any pi:ice it fetches 
and so it can compete with jute. But the point is whether, after the. 
depression, such conditions would continue. Another factor is that~ 
there is not such a perennial supply of the raw material for paper as 
th<lre is of jute. In the end, it is very likely that paper will not be able 
to replace jute in making bags. As regards mechanical device!'>', it is 
also very doubtful if it will be c~eaper after the depressioIl is over. 

Q. 50.-The trade which has been lost to jute as a result of com
petition will most probably come back to it for reasons I have stated 
above, after the depression is over. One thing shall have to l\e done 
for this. The whole industry should be fully organised so as. to avoid 
the fluctuations, and keep prices within safe limits and provide reason
able and fair profit to all who are engaged in the industry. 

Q. 51.-There are several uses to which jute was being, put in 
other countries though not in India till the depression set in. I do 
not know what is happening during the last four years. The fibr& 
was used in making rags,. scrims, backing of linoleum,towels, etc. 
In mixture with wool, .a large variety of fabrics are also made with' 
jute. Jllte cloth is made into very good ·wall paper in America. In 
[Ba~" l'riya Nath Sen.] 



France, . large quantitie~ of sol~ of shoes are" also made with jute. 
One of Its n?table uses In old tImes was for making paper "carried on 
extensi\"'ely lD. Bengal at the beginning of the last c~ntury. In 
England, also, paper was made in . early times from jute used in sack 
cloth. ~t p~esent, a ~mal~ proportion of machine made papi!f, of which 
the quality IS very high, IS made from jute. Mind with straw very 

- good boards have been made with stalks of jute at the Forest ~earch 
Institu.te at Dehra Du~. From j.ute, ~mita!ioIl- silk and wool are "being 
made lD Europe. It 18 stated, Jute 18" bemg 8Jnployed toma~ arti,. 
ficial silk even in Bombay. An extensive plant was laid down and is 
still standing at Narayanganj for iJnproving the quality of jute fibre. 
. Q. 52.-:The Calcutta mills may be able to take up sOJne of the 

hnes JnentIoned above, for instance, makinO' of the textiles. But 
adaptation would be necessary in both the" spinning and weaving 
deP!lrtments. There is no reason why, with immense reserve funds at 
their back, t~e 9~lcutta mills shol!ld not make these changes and 
~n8ure a 1l0Ul"lshmg future for""themselves as soon as the depression 
IS over. 

Q. 53.-Some indication has been given in the answer to Question 
No. 51 of tha new avenues opened by l"esearch for the employment of 
jute. It may be mentioned that the textile properties of jute fibre are 
low due to its mixture with another material, namely, lignin. It has 
been found by exp<!rimenta that jute fibre. freed of impurities has quite 
sati&factory strength, while its colou)o, glaze and grip are considerably 
improved, but it becomes very weak ,,·hen wet, a point which has not 
been fully investigated. Definite results have, it is" reported, been 
achieved in the attempt to employ jute in the prepara
tion of gun cotton and the process is said to be extensively employed 
in Europe. Experiments have shown even in India that jute can be 
turned into nitro-cellulose in the same manner as cotton. Jute can 
therefore replace cotton in the collodium or gun cotton industries as 
well as in the manufacture of films, celluloid and other plastic 
materials. Oil extracted from jute seed has been, when purified. 
faun? to possess both edible and burning proper~ies. The above open 
out Important and vast fields for "research. For It must be noted that 
results obtained in other countries would not be available here. The 
establishment of a Research Department entirely for the purposes of 
jute, is therefore, immediately and urgently called for to help the 
manufacturers in making and marketing of new jute products, and 
also for the improvement of prilsent methods of manufacture. As I 
ha\"'e mentioned before, research work should be carried on also in the 
production of jute but this might be left, as before, to the DepartlJlent 
of Agriculture. The Research Institute or Department for other 
purposes should be established by the Jute Committee or ;Board, as it 
might be called, of which such work should form one of the most 
important" functions. Research may possibly be carried on elsewhere. 
but that would not at all be commensurate with the importance of the 
work. It should be the sale work of a fully qualified body. 

Q. 54.-1 think that it would be of great advantage to nave pro .. 
paganda regarding jute in other countries. I have suggested that a 
permanent organisation should be established in the principal consuming 
countries. The officers appointed for this purpose shoulcl be entrusted 
with the work of propaganda also. And, as I have indicated, the whole 
work would be in charge of the Jute Board or the Jute Committee. It 
should on this point work on the same lines in which the Tea Cess 
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Committee is working. It is strange that while so much is being done 
for Tea interest$nothing practically is being done for jute interests; 
.on which the welfare of the whole people so vitally depends. . 

Q~ 55.--1 hare sugge&ted, in answer to Question No. 53, the lines on 
which research work to find out new uses of jute should be carried 
.out. Work on these lines have been already carried out successfully 
in: other countries, though the results will not be available to us. -
When results are obtained in this country also, the possibility of. use 
'Of jute in the new lines should be largely advertised. A good ground 
'Of propaganda will be that, jute furnishes. a cheap and useful raw 
material which can be turned into use in an infinite number of ways, 
~nd the supply of which may be very largely increased. Some of these 
ways will be clearly revealed by the surveys I have recommended. 
'There will thus be an opportunity to cover new grounds. 

Q. 56.-From what I have said above it is clear that my idea is 
exactly what is suggested by this question. Representatives should 
be appointed by the Jute Committee in various countries who would 
Keep the trade posted with statistics, etc., and explore avenues for new 
business. . 

Q. 57.-The Jute Committee would have, in the way I have sug
gested, enough funds to finance this work . 

. Q. 58.-1 have all along proceeded on the principle that the Jute 
-Committee should never encroach into the field of business. Its duty 
~hould be entirely to help it by , regular service of information and 
in . other -ways and to strengthen its hands. There will thus be no 

. interference by the work of this body into that of anyone: . 

No. 79. 

The Collector of Bakarganj. 

Dated the .'lrd April 19.'33. 
Q. 1.-,-Yes . 

. Q. 2(a)~-Not possible except by legislation. 
Q. 2(b).-Both according to the needs of the hour. 
Q. 4.-N'O. . . 
Q • . 5.--0ver-production and .financial crisis resulting from peculiar 

'World condition. 
Q. 6.~Yes, the jute markets would b~ dumped by substitute crops 

from other countries. . 
Q. 7.-No. 
Q. 8.-Yes. 
Q. 9.--A legislation,. providing forliceil.cedimitin~ th~ to~al output 

()f any particular area, may ba enforced ... But any legIs!atlOn 1ll.SUC~ a 
matter is bound to be unpopular and dIfficult of practIcal applIcatIo!l. 

Q. n.-Certainly, otherwise the Bengal cultivators will be left i~ 
the lurch. . . 

Q. 13.--Sugarcane for high lands and aman paddy, for low lands. 
I do not know of any'steps by which the cultivators can be encouraged 
to grow alternative crops. . 

. Q. 14 • ....;...Hardlyany .. No harm in doing so. Jute restriction com
mittees in each union ~ay do useful propaganda. 
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Q. 15.-Cost-Rs. 20 per acre. Average yield-12k malindsper 
acre. Alternative crops-

(1) Sugarcane. Cost of cultivation-Rs. 25 per acre. Yield~lG 
maunds per acre. " 

(2) Aman paddy. Cost of cultivation-Rs. 10 ,per acre. 'Yield-
15 maunds. 

Q. 16.-Rupees 6 per maund. 
Q. 17.-Unexhausted stock in the mills and private hands. 

No. 80. 

Mr. S. K. Lahiri, Secretar,Y, Bengal Co-operative Organisation 
Society, Calcutta. 

Dated the 8th April 1933. 

[This note 1TULy be taken to be a reply to Question No. 28. Ithas 
the appr01;al 01 the Ce';'tral Board 01 the Bengal Co-operative 01·ganisa
tion Society.] 

Since the present economic depression set in, 'the need of introducing 
proper marketing arrangements for jute has been keenly, fel~., The 

, question has, in fact, been discussed by numerous committees, com
missions, individuals and public bodies, and various suggestionil have 
been made from time to time. But no effective steps for tackling the 
problem have so far been taken. ' 

The Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, which reported not 
long ago, discussed at some length the disabilities under which the 
Indian cultivator laboured in the marketing of his produce. These 
disabilities, they said, could "only be removed by the establishment of 
properly regulated markets," and they held that "the establishment 
of such markets would confer an immense boon on the cultivating 
classes of India. ", 

The Bengal Banking Enquiry Committee pointed out how the 
standards of quality of jute were manipulated. "By far the greatest 
difficulty in marketing lies," the Committee said, "in 'the absence of 
definite standards of quality which often disorganises the jute market 
in Calcutta, entailing eIl()rmous losses on the Indian merchants who 
import jute from the mufassal centres." They recommended that "the 
standards should be made definite by some special legislation on the 
lines of the American Cotton Standards Act and that any difference 
arising between the buyers and sellers should be settled by a Statutory 
Arbitration Board including representatives of both the parties." 

Mr. A. P. McDougall, -member of the Committ'ee of fo~eign bank
ing experts Ilttached to the Central Indian Banking Enquiry Committee, 
shows in a note appended to the Report of the Committee, how as a 
result of the organised competition, of the rest of the world, Indian 
produce is being displaced for want of a proper marketing organisation. 
He think!! that "unless India can improve her pos'ition in the world 
market, she must remain a poor country." He further observes': 
"There iaone great problem before India-to increase the prosperity 
of the raiyat. If this can be done then not only will the' economlC but 
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Committee is working. It is strange that while so much is being done 
for Tea interestS' nothing practically is being done for jute interests, 
<on which the welfare of the whole people so vitally depends. . 

Q_ 55r-I have sugge&ied, in answer to Question No. 53, the lines on 
which research 'work to find out new uses of jute should be carried 
~ut. Work on these lines have been already carried out successfully 
iIi other countries, though the results will not be available to us. ~ 
When results are obtained in this country also, the possibility of. use 
'Of jute in the new lines should be largely advertised. A good ground 
'Of propaganda will be that, jute furnishes. a cheap and useful raw 
material which can be turned into use in an infinite number of ways, 
and the supply of which maybe very largely increased. Some of these 
ways will be clearly revealed by the surveys I have recommended. 
'There will thus be an opportunity to cover new grounds. 

Q. 56.-From what 1 have said above it is clear that my idea is 
-exactly what is suggested by this question. Representatives should 
be appointed by the Jute Committee in various countries who would 
'keep the trade posted with statistics, etc., and explore avenues for new 
business. 

Q. 57.-The Jute Committee would have, in the way 1 have sug-
gested, enough funds to finance this work. . 

. Q. 58.-1 have all along proceeded on the principle that the Jute 
Committee should never encroach into the field of business. Its duty 
-should be entirely to help it by ;1 regular service of information and 
in other' ways and to strengthen its hands. There will thus be no 

. interference by the work of this body into that of anyone; , 

No. 79. 

The Collector of BakarganJ. 

Dated the 3rd April 19.'33. 
Q. 1.-"-Yes. 

'Q. 2(a)~-Not possible except by legislation. 
Q. 2(b).-Both according to the needs of the hour. 
Q. 4.-N'O. . 
Q.5.--0ver-production and .financial crisis resulting' from peculia~ 

'World condition. ~ . ' 
Q. 6.""'7Yes, the jute markets would ba dumped by substitute crops 

from other countries. 
Q. 7.-No. 
Q. 8.-Yes. 
Q. 9 __ A legislation,. providing for licences.llimitin~ th~ to~al output 

C)f any particular area, may bi! enforced.. But any legls!ahon- In .suc~ a 
matter is bound to be unpopular and dIfficult of prachcal applIcatIon. 

Q. 12.-Certainly, otherwise the Bengal cultivators will be left i~ 
the lurch. . . , 

Q. 13r-Sugarcane for high iands and am-an paddy, for low lands. 
I do not know of any' steps by which the cultivators can be encouraged 
to grow alternative crops. ' . 

Q. 14.-Hardly -any., No harm in doing so. Jute restriction com
mittees in each union ~ay do' useful propaganda. 
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Q. 15.-Cost-Rs. 20 per acre. Average yield-12! maundsper 
acre. Alternative crops-

(1) Sugarcane. Cost of cultivation-Rs. 25 per acre. Yield-1G 
maunds per acre. ' 

(2) Aman paddy. Cost of cultivation-Rs. 10per acre. 'Yield-
15 maunds. 

Q. 16.-Rupees 6 per maund. 
Q. 17.-Unexhausted stock in the mills and private hands. 

No. 80. 

Mr. S. K. Lahiri, Secretar.y, Bengal Co-operative Organisation 
Society, Calcutta. 

Dated the 8th April 1933. 

[This note may be taken too be a reply to Question No. 28. It ,has 
theappro'val 01 the Ce';'tral Board 01 the Bengal Co-operative 01·ganisa, 
tion Society.] 

Since the present economic depression set in,the need of introducing 
proper marketing arrangements for jute has been keenly, felt. The 
question has, in fact, been discussed by numerous committees, coDi~ 
missions, individuals and public bodies, and various suggestions have 
been made from time to time. But no effective steps for tackling the 
problem have so far been taken. . . 

The Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, which reported not 
long ago, discussed at some length the disabilities under which the 
Indian cultivator laboured in the marketing of his produce. These 
disabilities, they said, could "only be removed by the establishment of 
properly regulated markets," and they held that "the establishment 
of such markets would confer an immense boon on the c:ultivatmg 
classes of India." 

The Bengal Banking Enquiry Committee pointed out how the 
standards of quality of jute were manipulated. "By far the greatest 
difficulty in marketing lies," the Committee said, "in 'the absence of 
definite standards of quality which often disorganises the jute market 
in Calcutta, entailing enormous losses on the Indian merchants who 
import jute from the mufassal centres." They recommended that "the 
standards should be made definite by some special legislation on. the 
lines of the American Cotton Standards Act' and that any difference 
arising between the buyers and sellers should be settled by a Statutory 
Arbitration Board including representatives of both the parties." 
, Mr. A. P. McDougall, -member of the Committee of foreign bank

ing experts attached to the Central Indian Banking Enquiry Committee, 
shows in a note appended to the Report of the Committee, how as a 
result. of the organised competition of the rest of the world, Indian 
produc.e is being displaced fo: want ,?f a proper mark~t~g ?rganisation. 
He thmk" that "unless IndIa can Improve her posItIon In the world 
market, she must remain a poor country." He further observes': 
"There is ,one great problem before India-to increase the 'prosperity 
of the raiyat. If this can be done then not only will !he economic but 
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IUl:IU we tlUCll:U pmilUon of the country be revolqtioI).ised to the advantage 
of all. There are only two ways-co-operation (in its broadest aspect) 
and marketing." Mr. McDougall makes detailed suggestions with 
reference to marketing of jute and in his scheme the application of 
co-operative principles forms, perhaps, the most important feature. 

Interlinked with the problem of marketing are ;uch questions as 
improvement of transport facilities, including rural communications, 
lowering of railway freights and grant of other railway facilities j 
establishment of regulated markets; standardization of weights and 
measures; adoption of measures to secure improved quality of produce 
by organisation amongst buyers and traders and to guard against 
adulteration; fixation of standards and grades of commodities; promo
tion of co-operative sale societies and other suitable organisations for 
purposes of sale; etc., etc. The recommendations of the Royal -Com
mission on Agriculture and the various Provincial Banking Enquiry 
Committees on these heads have generally received the support of the 
Indian Central Banking Enquiry Committee. 

The International Institute of Agriculture, ROl~e, has published a 
work on "The Agricultural Situation in 1929-30." In this publication 
recent .developments in agriculture in twenty-eight of ,the most pro
gressive countries of the world are described. Summing up these 
developments the work says: "The principal lines of the evolution 

. of the agricultural policy of the differeJlt governments and of the 
activities of the difierentorganisations representing the interested 
persons, seem to be at present directed towards the organisation of 
markets and the improvement of the methods of marketing farm 
products. " \\hether in India or elsewhere, the introduction of proper 
marketing arrangements for agricultural produce appear at the moment 
to be a recognised policy for the improvement of agriculture and of the 
'lot of the yast mass of people engaged in that industry. 

It will thus be seen that if proper measures be adopted for th~ 
marketing of jute, this cannot be done without the active intervention 
and initiation of Government. The example of some of the more 
prominel1t among the progressive countries of the West also supports 
this view. 

We note that the Government of the United States of America has 
already adopted legislation. of a comprehensive nature "to protect, 
control, and stabilise the -currents of the inter-state and foreign 
commerce in the marketing of agricultural commodities and their food 
products. It The Agricultural Marketing Act ·of 1929 -was passed to 
achieve this object by (1) minimizing speculation; (2) by preventing 
inefficiency and waste in distribution; (3) by encouraging co-operation 
among producers; (4) "by aiding. in p,reventing and controlling sur:. 
pluses in any agricultural commodity.' Under this Act loans may be 
made to co-operative societies for (a) marketing; (b) construction or 
acquisition of marketing facilities for storing, processing, etc., 
(c) formation of clearing house associations; (d) propaganda. for in
creased membership; (e) advances to members on good.s delivered. Th~ 
rate of interest on loans and other advances may not exceed 4 per cent. 
The measure further recognises a I).ew form of organisation, "the 
stabilisation corporation," having most of the characteristics of "the 
"co-opertlli \"e pool." The Board may recognise 8S a stabilisation 
corporation any properly constituted federation of co-operative market
ing societies. Such bodies the!eby.become entitled to act 8S marketing 
[Bengal Co.operatif18 9rganiBatiOft Society.] 
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agencies for their members and also to buy up the commodity in question 
from nOll-members, and further to receive loans from the (revolving) 
fund to assist in their operation. An appropriation is made for the 
wOl"kin~ expenses of the Board. [Vids Year Book of Agricultural 
Co-operation, 1930.] 

Among European coun.tries in which the State has fostered agricul
ture in various ways, France is one. The Government in that'cmiiltry 
has not only fostered co-operation, but has, in addition, promoted the 
organisation of special credit facilities. The Caisse Nationale de Credit 
Agricole depends for thl) greater part of its resources on the Bank of 
France. The total advances made d!lring the years 1900-1920 amounted 
to 1,168,557,951 francs, of which 9·1 per cent. were for short term 
loans, 23·0 per cent. for medium term loans, 44·5 per cent. iildividu·al 
long term loans. These credit societies number about 5,730 and have 
a membership of 383,000. There. are 9,000 co-operative purchase 
80cieties with a membership of 1,225,000; 1,500 making societies with 
70,000 . members and 2,877 societies for co-ol1erative ~roductioil and 
marketIng, as well as many other types of SocIety. (Vzde "Land and 
Life: The Economic National Policy for Agriculture"~by Viscount 
Astor and Keith A. H. Murray). 

"The history of agricultural co-operation in France is instructive" 
said the late Professor Charles Gide, the great French economist, in a 
p~per on the progress, of the co-o:perative, movement. in France, co~
tributed to the Year Book of Agricultural Co-operation, 1930, "as It 
contravenes the theory of the 'liberal economic school, which refuses to 
~ecogn~s~ any e!ficacy in State ai~. .It shows, on the .contr~ry'. h~w, 
In a miheu hosble to the co-operatIve Idea, and where prIvate InItiative 
would probably have remained impotent, the persevering work of the 
State has brought into. being a flourishing co-operative movement ......... " 

Ellgland adopted in July 1931, the Agricultural Marketing Act. 
"Agricultural Marketing Funds (£500,000 for England and £125,000 
for Scotland) are derived from the Treasury and placed in the hands of 
the Agricultural Marketing Facilities Committee to be used for short 
term loans, free of interest to those preparing schemes, which loans 
may be treated as grants if the scheme fails to secure adoption and long. 
term loans (not exceeding £100,000 in England and £50,000 in Scotland 
for the working of Bchemes." (Vide Year Book of AgricultUral Co
operation, 1932.) It appears that the British Government spends 
~mormous sums for-fostering the growth of agriculture. The Govern
ment spends annually up to £5,000,000 for encouraging the production 
of sugar-beet and £2,000,000 to .£11,000,000 for the ptoduction of wheat 
by subsidy. -Already more than £30,000,001} has been spent in sugar
beet. The Government further encourages by legislation the develop
ment of small holdings. The total capital 'expenditure on Small 
Holdings and Allotments Act 1908 and Land Settlement (Facilities) 
Act 1919, amounts to over £21,000,000. Further the Land Settlement 
{Facilities) Amendment Act 1925, the Small Holdings and Allotments 
Act 1926 and the Agricultural Land (Utilisation) Act, 1931, provide 
for expenditure of large sums. . 

A. stud;y of the national agricultural policy of countries like Germany, 
BelgIUm, Denmark, Holland, ete., shows that the State has done much 
in these countries to foster agricultural development hy financial assist
ance and subsidy, by helping in the introduction of better marketing 
methods and by stimulating the promotion oJ co-operation. For instance 
about Germany Astor and Murray say in their recent book "Land and 
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Life,,: "Co-operation: In the pre-'Var years, the credit institutions • 
. which develQped greatly in the country during that time,playeda 
great part in stimulating production.. It was necessary to finance .the 
purchase of land in connection with the land settlement policy j it was 
necessary to provide sufficient capital for an intensive system of agricul
ture. A· credit system both for long term and short term loans was 
built up with the assistance of the State, which for efficiency and for 
the terms which it was able to give, was probably without parallel i~ 
any other country. During recent years, there has been a marked 
increase in the number of co-operative societies, and these have played 
a large part in determining the economic status of agriculture." 

The particular agricultural commodity with which we are concerned 
at present is jute j the dislocation of the jute trade since. the economic 
crisis set in affords a proper opportunity to all parties concerned in the 
matter, including Government, to put their heads together and to devise 
measure of relief for those who have been hit hard by the present 
depression. 

With reference to marketing of jute three methods have been sug
gestedt namely, (1) that the entire process should be brought .under 
Government control, (2) that marketing should he the concern of some 
corporation or board such as that recommended by Mr. A. P. Mc
Dougall,· (3) that co-operative marketing should be introduced. Under 
the existing conditions any system of complete Government control and 
management cannot but be very expensive. Besides, so long as the 
cultivators of jute will remain mostly illiterate such Government control 
is likely to give rise to various abuses. The second method will give 
undue power and influence in the hands of representatives of interests 
other than those of the producers and the producers will be _ thrown 
entirely at the mercy of the former. The former being very efficiently 
organised and havinrJ' large resources at their back and the producers of 

- jute being an entireTy disorganised mass of people, the interests of the 
latter cannot be expected to be safeguarded by an arrangement which 
will place all responsibility and power in the hands of the former. In 
these circumstances the second method cannot be supported. According 
to Mr. McDougall's estimate about one million people are directly 
engaged in the cultivation of jute. It is the duty of Government to 
protect the interests of this large body of people, instead of placing 
them at the mercy of a few persons whose sole lllterest lies in securing 
jute from the producers at the lowest possible rate in order that they 
may be able to make the largest possible amount of profit. It is only 
by introducing an all round system of co-operative method that it can 
be expected that the interest of the producers of jute will be safeguarded. 

Co-operative marketing is considered to be not feasible by many 
because of the recent failure of co-operative jute sale societies and the 
heavy IQsS that they entailed. The objections on this score can be 
easily met if a suitable scheme be devised avoiding conditions and 
circumstances that gave rise to the abuses and mistakes of past days 
and providing proper financing arrangements. It is true that co
operative efforts have sometimes failed. But such failures have often 
been 'the steI?pin~ stones for future successful endeavou~. If fail~Ir~ in 
an undertaklllg IS p'ut forward as an argument agalllst any sImIlar 
future endeavour no progress would be possible in this world in any 
sphere of human activity. . 

·Vide report of the Indian Central Banking Enquiry Committee. 
[Bengal Co.operative Organi-sation Society.] 
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, Co-operative jute marketing societies may be organised throughout 
the province in the same way as co-operative credit societies: ene, tW() 
or three villages may be taken as the unit of organisation. It is realised 
that it will not be possible to cover the entire ground in less than a. 
decade or more but a beginning may be made on 'however small a scale .. 
These village societies may be federated to a Central Co-operative Jute
Marketing Society located either at the place where the Central Bank 
is situated or at the headquarters of the subdivision at which arrange
ments for sorting, grading and baling under expert supervision should: 
be provided. These central societies may in their turn be federated to. 
a provincial organisation in the same way as central banks are linked 
to' the Provincial Co-operative Bank. In this way the entire jute area. 
in the province may be organised, Dn a co-operative basis. The entire
organisation should' be placed under the control of the Registrar 6f 
Co-operative Societies. As the work of the Registrar is very heavy he
should be given the help of a "Deputy Registrar who is to be. entrustea 
with the work of organisation and supervision of jute sale societies as: 
also of marketing experts. 

The Registrar, of course, has to be provided with' the proper staff to. 
carry on the work of the proposed jute societies. The total expenditure
of Government for maintaining the staff of the Co-operative Department. 
amounted in 1931-32 to about Rs. 7,64,000. Out of this a sum of about 
Rs, 3,37,000 is to be deducted. This sum was realised from the societieS. 
on account of audit fees. Thv.s Government spends abOut Rs. 4,27,000l 
fotthe maintenance of the staff of the Co-operative Department. 
, .. If the entire amount of jute is sold through co-operative societies a 
sum of Rs. 4. to 5 1akhs may be raised from the sellets and buyerso! 
jute, if for each maunda pice is charged, haH to be paid by the seller' 
and the other half by the purchaser. As the entire area cannot be
organised all at once, the whole amount will not be required in the-
beginning. ' 

The staff of the Registrar will not carryon the business of the 
societies. For this work proper qualified staff will have to be appointed~ 
The apex society iii Calcutta will be responsible for the management of 
the work of the societies. With the Managing Committee of the society,. 
which will be composed of representatives of co-operative jute· societies, 
may be associated representatives' of the Co-operative Department and: 
of other interests of the jute trade whose advice will. doubtless go a. 
great way in shaping the policy of the society, though such.representa-, 
five Dlay not have the. right of vote on any such question. The .Com
mittee will have the power to form advisory committees of experts to. 
help them in the work. Owing to the illiteracy and ignorance of jute
cultivators, in the initial stages the Department will naturally be 
endowed with large .powers. As the societies grow and develop the
Department will gradually part with its power and ultimately the apex. 
society will be entrusted with' the entire work . 
. Questions of policy relating to the marketing of jute will Of course· 

be decided by the Committee in consultation with the experts, the-
representatives of the Department and of the jute trade to be associated 
with it. The work of preparing the jute forecast will naturally 
develop on the society. Arrangements will have to be made for carry
ing on research work in connection with jute. In this way it may' be
possible to utilise it for purposes other than those for which it is at 
present used and to improve its cultivation. The Committee will be
able to take steps of aVOIding over-production and for stabilising prices. 



The fact that there" will be representatives of the Department and of 
interests other than those of the jute growers on. the Committee will 
.ensure that all possible efforts will be made to keep the price of jute at 
proper level. .A very important work that has to be done is to dis .. 
courage speculation "as far as possible. 

T~ere. ate p'eople w.ho think that. as jute is a monopoly it is possible 
to raIse Its prICe conillderably. ThIS does not ~ppear to be proved bt 
facts. It should be in the interest of jute growers not to raise the price 
excessively and to keep it at a reasonable level and on a stable basis if 
the demand for it is tQ be kept constant and if it is not to be replaced 
by other and cheaper. substitutes. 

The question of prices of a commodity like. jU:te is, indeed, a very 
complex one. It may, in the first instance, be considered from the 
standpoint of the country of produce. But such a treatment alone 
cannot, it must be admitted, help us in finding an adequate solution 
(If the difficulties with which we are confronted. This is so because jute 
and jute products constitute a very important part of the export trade of 
India, and dealers of these products have to depend for their disposal 
(In many foreign countries and that under a variety of circumstances. 
Great Britain, Germany', Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czecho-:Slovakia, 
Esthonia, France, Finland, Hungary, Poland, Yugo-Slavia, Italy, 
Spain, Norway, Canada, the United States of America, Japan and 
China are among the customers of these coInlnodities. Further, when 
(lne takes into consideration the nature and extent of the present 
economic depression and the various efforts that are being made for 
restricting forei&,n trade and fostering home products by these countries, 
as also the numerous devices that have been set up for dealing with the 
present situation, one realises the perplexingly tangled nature of the 
problem with which one is faced. 

If the suggestion that the marketing of the entire jute produced in 
:Bengal be co-operatively organised be accepted then it will be necessary 
to undertake special legislation for the purpose. 

A very important part of the scheme must be the provision of funds 
for financing jute and for helping the cultivators with adnnces~ 
Three alternative methods of financial accommodation may be suggested. 
Now that the Government of India have agreed to pay to the Govern
ment of Bengal at least half of the net proceeds of the jute export duty 
the cultivators of jute may reasonably expect that a portion of the funds 
to be al1oc~ted. to this Provin~e shou~d be devoted to the im'proveme~t 
(If the cultIvatlOn and marketmg of Jute. If at least a portIon of ~hIs 
is made over to the proposed Provincial Co.ot>erati~8 Jute Sale Society 
for the purpose, ear-marking a small percentage as a permanent grant 
fol' the organisation and management of the business in the initial 
stages, and the remainder as loan, it may be possible to start the work. 
Another method is to raise funds on the security of jute. A very 
necessary part of the scheme is to arrange for godowns and warehouses 
where jute may be stored and graded as also to attempt as far as 
possible to stabilise prices of jute. "With reasonable prospects of 
-stabilised price and proper arrangements of warehousing, it should not

l be difficult, if help from Government is forthcoming, to raise money on 
the security of jute stocked in registered warehouses, worked under thel 
supervision of the proposed Provincial Co.oyerative Jute Society. A; 
third method is the raising of loans or debentures, the Government; 

" . I 
(Bengal Oo.op.ralitli Organi8a1ion Society.] 



agreeing to guarantee the interest. All or any of. these methods may 
Le employed for financing the proposed project. . 

.The Government'have invested enormous sums for the irrigation of 
vast tracts of arid land in some of the provinces for stimulating the 
growth of wheat and cotton. In the same WJ),y it should come forward 
to help in the improvement of the cultivation of jute and its marketing. 
in Bengal. '. 

Such measures as have been adopted by some of the more important 
among the progressive countries in the West for a better organisation 
of markets for agricultural products and improvement of agriculture 
have mostly been worked during recent years. It cannot, therefore, 
be said that the time has arrived for making definite conclusion about 
the results of these operations. But encouragement of co-operative 
organisation forms an important feature in such schemes almost in 
every country where these have been undertaken. And it cannot be 
denied that co-operative organisation has achieved definite results 
wherever it has been wOrked under proper conditions. Anybody who 
advocates a wider application and extension of co-operation advocates 
a policy that has been tried and has not been found wanting. 

It may very appropriately be pointed out that experiments in co
operative marketing of agricultural products on a small scale have been 
attempted and have succeeded in two small areas in Bengal. These are 
at Gosaba in the 24-Par~anas and N aogaon in Rajshahi district. Such. 
experiments have been In respect of paddy and other crops, not jute. 
Oosaba is a compact area in the Sunderbans, not far from Calcutta. 
The main agricultural p'roduct of the area is paddy. The marketing of 

. this product has been co-operatively organised in the entire area. The 
producers as a result have benefited by this organisation. The other 
example is that of N aogaon, a subdivision in the district of Rajshahi. 
Ganja is cultivated in what may be described as a small compact area 
and both cultivation and marketing are organised co-operatively. Of 
course there is this difference that while the' organisation at Gosaba is 
a voluntary one and has had to face competition in the open market, 
that at N aogaon has now the advantage of dealing in gania which is 
an excisable monopoly. 

The results at Naogaon have, however, been. a:n immense improve
ment of the entire area in. various ways and of the condition of the 
cultivators who were financially at the entire' mercy of brokers and 
middlemen. It . is not generally known now "that every effort to 
organize the ganja producers into a co-operative 80ciet{ was discouraged 
till a situation arose -when, tired of the oppression 0 the brokers, the 
cultivators did not come forward to take licence for the cultivation. of 
ganja. It was' then' that the Co-operative Department was approached 
to organize the producers into a Co-operative Society for the elimination 
of middlemen. If much of the success of the Society. i.sdue to the 
monopoly which it enjoys, it should not be Gverlooked that it is by 
co-operation, .and co-operation alone, that it has been possible for the 
producers to secure this monopoly and that the grant of monopoly.has 
been as much to the interest 'of Government as to that of the-oultivators 
themse'lves." In this connection the Registrar ·of 'Go~operative 
gocieties, Bengal, in his Report on the working Qf the 'co:operative 
societies in B'engal, 1921-22 says: "The. success of the80ciety is 
undoubtedly discounted by the fact that the 8Gciety enjoys a monopoly 
ill trading, and that it is not faced with the difficulties which. are 
peculiar to this type of societies. Critics, howeveI', forget-that -it ·is 

18 
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by co-operation alone that the Society has been able to obtain the 
monopoly, and that 1he -grant of monopoly has been as' much to the 
interest of Government as to the Society. It has undoubtedly conferred 
enormous benefits on the ganja cultivators who now produce the crop 
with the certainty of getting a fair price. for it; and as the ganja 
society purchases the entire crop the cultivators are no longer haunted 
'with the fear that their crop, if not sold within the year, will be 
destroyed under the rules of the Excise Department. It has not only 
freed the cultivators from all anxieties with regard to the marketing of 
their crop but has changed the whole aspect of the country, has intro
duced better sanitation, has placed. medical aid within the- reach of _all, 
has encouraged schools, has provided veterinary aid for their cattle and, 
above all, has developed in them a.sense of self-help and self-respect 
which is bound to convert the most pessimistic into an ardent c0-

operator. " 
The experiments at Gosaba and N aogaon demonstrate in an un

mistakable manner that co-operative organisation constitutes a suitahle 
agency for controlling and stabilising the prices of agricultural 
products. . 

No. 81. 

Mr. A. I. Alexander, Calcutta. 

Da;ted the 5th April 193:}. 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. . 
Q. 2 (b).-The main object of regulating the jute crop would be 

to keep supply in conformity with demand. This action would inevit
ably result in steadiness, if not enhancement of prices. 

Q. 3.-Regulation is possible. 
Q. 5.-(1) Excess of supply over demand. 
(2) Financial and other crises which cause trade depression and in 

consequence a slackening of demand. In the case of supply exceeding 
demand, the tendency is for prices to fall and any financial crisis or trade 
depression occuring at the same time accelerates and augments the fall. 

Q. 6.-The possibility of a substitute for jute has been discussed for 
years and investigation becomes especiallY active when the price of 
jute is at a high economic level. So far, however, no fibre has proved 
an efficient, economical and -general substitute for jute. 

Q.' 7.-No. 
Q. S.-Higher prices as a result of a small crop would irresistibly 

urge cultivators to increase sowings the following season. 
Q. 9.-Legislation would be necessary to restrict sowings. Each 

cultivator should be permitted to produce jute on a specified portion of 
his holding taking into account whether his land was suitable for jute 
or any other crop. Cultivators, whose holdings are of very low land, 
would find it difficult to substitute another crop for jute and in conse
quence should be permitted to sow more jute than holders of high land. 
A scheme to regulate production would prove effective if, by legis
lation, Government compelled all jute cultivators to make Over all their 



seed to them. The seed could be kept in thafUlI andari. individual and 
('olll'ctive list made of the d€posits at each thana. Thanas after receipt, 
should report to the Agricultural Department through their senior' 
officers, on the seed in stock, of the area under jute cultivation the pre-" 
nous season and whether all cultivators have deposited their seed. 
Government, in consultation with the Agricultural Department, should 
then decide upon ~he total area which should come under jute cultivation 
during the coming season. Under advice from Government, each thana 
should then distribute seed to each cultivator in proportion to his land 
and the total allotted jute area in its jurisdiction; should there be any 
surplus stock of seed after distribution it can be kept for one to two 
months, if it is deemed advisable, ta permit resowings to be done in case 
heavy damage has occurred through drought 9r excessive rain. After 
this period the remaining stock of seeds should be totally destroyed. 
Cultivators keeping back any of their own seed could be penalised and 
even if they are not detected, as their specific allotted areas are res
tricted to certain measurements, any excess .of cultivation would soon be 
discovered. Villagers should be informed of the extent of their neigh
bours' allotments and the fear of information being conveyed to the thana 
would deter a cultivator from over-production. Thana.s, if there is any 
shortage, could requisition seed from other thana II and different varieties 
could be interchanged according to the nature of the soil. This scheme 
is quite practicable and the smaller details can be worked out WIthout· 
difficulty. Within 2 to 3 years, Bengal will be able to control ita output 
of jute quite satisfactorily along these lines. -

Q. 1o.-.Union Boards could be utilised to check up returns sub
mitted by thana, regarding the acreage under cultivation as compared 
with allotment and also the amount of seed distributed. It may be that 
the utility of Union Boards may be extended after full investigation 
of the scheme. If all holdings cannot be checked the first year, a certain 
percentage should be checked to verify returns and once cultivators" 
realise that periodical checkings are likely to take place, they will be 
reluctant to take any action that will result in a fine or some penalty. 

Co-operative societies also could help in seeing that cultivators do 
not evade the provisions of regulation, and" loans issued by the co
opemtive banks should be made with the stipulation that cultivators 
should adhere strictly to the area sanctioned for jute cultivation. Any 
departure from this condition should be penalised by co-operative 
banks calling up their loans and refusing to sanction further loans to 
cultivators guilty of any infringement. It will probably be necessary 
for thana, to supply a list of cultivators with their allotted areas to 
co-operative banks when making loans, and if this is too arduous for 
thanall, Directors of co-operative banks could visit thana II and compile 
lists from the records in the thanall. Co-operative societies and banks 
will prove very deciding factors in the success of the whole scheme, and 
they should be utilised accordingly. Their knowledge of the area under 
cultivation, together with the names of. cultivators and the probable 
outturn, will prove a valuable asset in regulation of the output and later 
on in the disposal of the produce. 

Q.12.-yes. 
Q. 13.-This could best be answered by the Agricultural Department 

who have made a study of seasonal crops. 
Q. 14.-To . some extent, propaganda has resul~ed in sma!i«;r jute 

cultivation but the effect has not-bee~ as substantIal as antIcIpated. 
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Lower prices have been more potent than propaganda in decreasing 
cultivation, but with paddy at such a low economic level with an accu
mulation of stocks, it is extremely doubtful if more paddy and less jute 
will be sown. Something more effective than persuasive propaganda is 
essential and compulsory restriction is the remedy. The raiyat always 
hopes that propaganda will have the effect of inducing his neighbour to 
sow less and thus raise prices. He argues that if he himself sows a bit 

. more, he will get the benefit of higher prices and the excess quantity 
will make no material difference to the total output. As all his neigh
bours' minds are working on the same lines, the futility of persuasive 
propaganda is discovered at the end of the season by the output being 
very much in excess of the forecast. Propaganda, to explain the pur
pose of compulsory rest.riction, would be necessary for a couple of years 
to allay the irritation in the minds of cultivators. The reason of the 
failure of persuasive propaganda as explained above, should be exposed, 
and when the cultivator realises that restriction is general and that his 
neighbour is also subject to it and has no advantage over him his 
equanimity of mind will be restored. As the majority of the cultivators 
in Bengal are Moslems, it is essential that propaganda should be carried 
on through maulvis where this community predominates. 

Q. 15.-Costs of jute production have varied considerably in different 
districts during the last decade owing to the fluctuating rates of labour, 
price of manure, jute seed, cattle, etc. The peak of expenditure was 
reached during season 1926-27 when costQ were approximately Rs. 6-8 per 
maund. This season 1932-33 it was approximately Rs. 3-4 per maund. 

Q. 17.-World-wide trade depression. The inability of the world to 
absorb the quantity of the jute produced both as I"egards the raw and 
manufactured article and the accumulated stocks in hand. 

Q. 18r-All efforts to reduce growers' costs, whether by agricultural 
research or other methods should be encouraged. To increase the out
turn per acre is a doubtful benefit unless the total acreage is propor
tionately reduced and the vacant land utilised for some other crops, or 
the world demand increases considerably. 

Q. 19.-N o. Forecasts, to meet the requirements of all interested 
in the jute trade from producer to manufacturer and consumer shoul:! 
be fairly correct. How far forecasts have fulfilled this important 
condition may be gauged by comparing Government forecasts and 
total arrivals of jute, for the last ten years. The labour and expendi
ture incurred have not been commensurate with the poor results 
attained. These incorrect forecasts have been frequently responsible for 
violent fluctuations in prices and the trade has lost confidence in them. 
An example can be cited in last year's forecast figures which, if credited, 
would have made for a bullish market. On publication of the figures, 
prices rapidly gave· way, to touch very low levels eventually, That the 
trade was justified in disbelieving the figures is proved by the fact, that 
arrivals of jute in Calcutta and exports from the country jointly have 
well· exceeded the outturn forecast. There are still three months to be 
accounted for. Growers who believed in these forecast figures kept 
back their jute at high prices and suffered heavy losses. Government 
should legislate that each agriculturist should notify his thana of his 
individual area under jute cultivation, this area being allotted him by 
Government (vide scheme as outlined in replies to Questions Nos. 9 and 
10)., This would mean a small increase of staff for about three months, 
{Mr • .A. I . .Alexand .... ] 
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but accurate results would be attained. It is obvious from the incorrect 
nature of the forecasts that either the outturn per acre is greater than 
what the Agricultural Department calculates or that the acreage under 
jute cultivation is larger. If the fault is in the first premise, it can 
be easily rectified by ascertaining outturns from Agricultural Experi
mental Jute Plots, and adjusting the average yield according to weather 
conditions and state of growth. 

Q. 20.-A grower loses considerably sometimes from middlemen 
participating in the. price which his jute eventually fetches from the 
European or Indian firm. As a set off to the reduced rate that the 
grower gets, the middleman sometimes _suffers a loss owing to a fall 
in market prices, between the time of his purchase from the grower and 
sale to a firm. If big marts are some distance away, the grower prefers 
to sell his jute at his own house and a middleman proves useful-to him 
in this respect. All firms in mufassal would prefer to get their jute 
direct from the grower mainly for two reasons. They could buy it a 
bit cheaper than it would cost from the middleman, and it would be 
quite dry. Middlemen frequently wet the jute bought from growers 
or put it out in the dew over-night in winter to absorb moisture. They 
also buy and mix a percentage of very low quality with the better stuff 
Bnd try to evade detection of this low stuff at the time of inspection of 
his lot. This is usually done at centres where the system of purchase 
on Bssortment does not obtain. A disadvantage, however, in dealing 
with growers direct, is that as each grower has only a small quantity 
for sale, it entails more trouble to deal with a c.onsiderable number of 
small parcels than a few big ones. Grading is a great advantage both 
to buyer and seller BS it ensures correct rates being paid and received. 
Owing, however, to changes continually being made in standards during 
the season, growers and middlemen do not.get full value for their jute. 
Kutcha balers .also often have to pay clalms on bales that have been 
packed previously and sold after standards have been raised. It would 
be a distinct advantage to all kutcha balers, middlemen and growers if 
grades were standardised on the basis of fixed hessian warp and' weft, 
sacking warp and weft and cuttings. Unless this procedure is adopted, 
mills and balers in Calcutta have a very unfair advantage over mufassal 
firms. At present a vague term "standard of the mark" is in force and 
this in practice invariably means, as determined by the buyer. . 

Q. 22.-In small mruassal towns or stations where jute firms have 
purchasing but not baling agencies, this could prove successful. . I.n 
villages, there is hardly any possibility of coming in touch' with a baler. 
At marts and hats this is likely. Villagers, however, could form socie
ties and convey their jute direct to baling or purchasing stations on the 
co-operative system. If this scheme could be worked up, the pernicious 
middleman system would receive a severe blow. 

Q. 23.-The bepari receives monetary advances from firms through 
brokers who are jointly responsible for repayment. The beparis visit 
villages and buy their jute usually direct from the grower at prices 
that generally compare favourably with the rates they raceive from 
firms. On returning with the jute, they usually sell at prevailing 
market rates to :firms that have advanced them money. They incur the 
risk of any fall in prices but also stand to gain more if prices have 
advanced. Other beparis receive no advances from firms and Bell their 
jut.e wherever they think they will get. the best price. Some bel-'a~, 
sell c.n assortment and others on lot prlces. The first procedure entalls 
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Lower prices have been more potent than propaganda in decreasing 
cultivation, but with paddy at such a low economic level with an accu
mulation of stocks, it is extremely doubtful if more paddy and less jute 
will be sown. Something more effective than persuasive propaganda is 
essential and compulsory restriction is the remedy. The raiyat always 
hopes that propaganda will have the effect of inducing his neighbour to 
sow less and thus raise prices. He argues that if he himself sows a bit 

,more, he will get the benefit of higher prices and the excess quantity 
will make no material difference to the total output. As all his neigh
bours' minds are working on the same lines, the futility of persuasive 
propaganda is discovered at the end of the season by the output being 
very much in excess of the forecast. Propaganda, to explain the pur
pose of compulsory restriction, would be necessary for a couple of years 
to allay the irritation in the minds of cultivators. The reason of the 
failure of persuasive propaganda as explained above, should be exposed, 
and when the cultivator realises that restriction. is general and that his 
neighbour is also subject to it and has no advantage over him his 
equanimity of mind will be restored. As the majority of the cultivators 
in Bengal are Moslems, it is essential that propaganda shOuld be carried 
on through maulvis where this community predominates. 

Q. 15.-Costs of jute production have varied considerably in different 
districts during the last decade owing to the fluctuating rates of labour, 
price of manure, jute seed, cattle, etc. The peak of expenditure was 
reached during season 1926-27 when cost~ were approximately Rs. 6-8 per 
maund. This season 1932-33 it was approximately Rs. 3-4 per maund. 

Q. 17.-World-wide trade depression. The inability of the world to 
absorb the quantity of the jute produced both as .regards the raw and 
manufactured article and the accumulated stocks in hand. 

Q. 18.--All efforts to reduce growers' costs, whether by agricultural 
research or other methods should be encouraged. To increase the out
turn per acre is a doubtful benefit unless the total acreage is propor
tionately reduced and the vacant land utilised for some other crops, or 
the world demand increases considerably. 

Q. 19.-No. Forecasts, to meet the requirements of all interested 
in the i'ute trade from producer to manufacturer Bnd consumer should 
be fair y correct. How far forecasts have fulfilled this important 
condition may be gauged by comparing Government forecasts and 
total arrivals of jute, for the last ten years. The labour and expendi
ture incurred have not been commensurate with the poor results 
attained. These incorrect forecasts have been frequently responsible for 
violent fluctuations in prices and the trade has lost confidence in them. 
An example can be cited in last year's forecast figures which, if credited, 
would have made for a bullish market. On publication of the figures, 
prices rapidly gave· way, to touch very low levels eventually. That the 
trade was justified in disbelieving the figures is proved by the fact, that 
arrivals of jute in Calcutta and exports from the country jointly have 
well exceeded the outturn, forecast. There are still three months to be 
accounted for. Growers who believed in these forecast figures kept 
back their jute at high prices and suffered heavy losses. Government 
should legislate that each agriculturist should notify his thana of his 
individual area under jute cultivation, this area being allotted him by 
Government (vide scheme as outlined in replies to Questions Nos. 9 and 
10)., This would mean Q small increase of staff for about three months, 
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but accurate results would be attained. It is obvious from the incorrect 
nature of the forecasts that either the outturn per acreis greater than 
what the Agricultural Department calculates or that the acreage .under 
jute cultivation is Jarger. If the fault is in the -first premise, .it can 
be easily rectified by ascertaining outturns from Agricultural Experi
mental Jute Plots, and adjusting the average yield according to weather 
conditions and state of growth. 

Q. 20.-A grower loses considerably sometimes from middlemen 
participating in the. price which his jute eventually fetches from the 
European or Indian firm. As a set off to the reduced rate that the 
grower gets, the middleman sometimes _su:8'ers a loss owing to a fall 
in market prices, between the time of his purchase from the grower and 
sale to a firm. If big marts are some distance away, the grower prefers 
to sell his jute at his own house and a middleman proves useful-to him 
in this respect. All firms in mufassal would prefer to get their jute 
direct frem the grower mainly for two reasons. They could buy it a 
bit cheaper than it would cost from the middleman, and it would be 
quite dry. Middlemen frequently wet the jute bought from growers 
or put it out in the dew over-night in winter to absorb moisture. They 
also buy and mix a percentage of very low quality with the better stuff 
and try to evade detection of this low stuff at the time of inspection of 
his lot. This is usually done at centres where the system of purchase 
on assortment does not obtain. A disadvantage, however, in dealing 
with growers direct, is that as each grower has only a small quantity 
for sale, it entails more trouble to deal with a c_onsiderable number of 
small parcels than a few big ones. Grading is a great advantage both 
to buyer and selleJ,' as it ensures correct rates being paid -and received. 
Owing, however, to changes continually being made in standards during 
the season, growers and middlemen do not get full value for their jute. 
Kutcha balers _also often have to pay claims on bales that have been 
packed previously and sold after standards have been raised. It would 
be a distinct advantage to all kutcha balers, middlemen and growers if 
grades were standardised on the basis of fixed hessian warp and weft, 
sacking warp and weft and cuttings. Unless this procedure is adopted, 
mills and balers in Calcutta have a very unfair advantage over D:J.u£assal 
firms. At present a vague term "standard of the mark" is in force and 
this in practice invariably means, as determined by the buyer. ' 

Q. 22.-In small mufassal towns or stations where jute firms have 
purchasing but not baling agencies, this could prove successful. ,In. 
villages, there is hardly any possibility of coming in touch with a baler. 
At marts and hats this is likely. Villagers, however, could form socie
ties and convey their jute direct to baling or purchasing stations on the. 
co-operative system. If this scheme could be worked up, the pernicious 
middleman system would receive a severe blow. 

Q. 23.-The bepari receives monetary advances from firms through 
brokers who are jointly responsible for repayment. The beparisvisit 
villages and buy their jute usually direct from the grower at prices 
that generally compare favourably with the rates they raceive from 
firms. On returning with the jute, they usually sell at prevailing 
market rates to firms that have advanced them money. They incur the 
risk of any fall in prices but also stand to gain more if prices have 
advanced. Other beparis receive no advances from firms and sell their 
jute wherever they think they will get the best price. Some be'paris 
sell {,n assortment and others on lot prices-.. The first procedure entails 



~he jute being graded separately and the price is paid on the percent.\ge 
of the various grades. This takes some time. The second method is 
preferred by sellers who mix low quality with the good and consists of 
an inspection of ·a few bundles and an offer of price. The laria acts 
as an intermediary between small bepaTis and firms buying small lots 
from bepaTis and sometimes growers, and reselling to firms. He does 
not get any advances from firms. Some larias sell jute to firms at fixed 
rates for each of the various grades with a time-limit for delivery, and 
confirm these sales in contract form duly signed and witnessed. Firms 
generally prefer this type of business with influential and reliable 
parties. Money is sometimes advanced against purchase advices when 
these contracts are being fulfilled. Commission agents buy jute for firms 
on a fixed basis of commission ranging from 2 annas to 3 annas per 
maund according to the conditions in force. All expenses are met by 
commission agents as- regards establishment, godown, rent, etc., but 
the firm supplies boats, towage and money at its own expense. Com
mission agents are liable for short weight and any great difference 
between estimated yield and outturn. Few firms adopt this method of 
purchase .. ATatdaTs are other intermediaries between firms and beparis. 
They do not come into direct contact with growers. AratdaTs advance 
money-to fairly big beparis who buy jute from growers and ma_is. 
When these beparis bring their jute to the buying centre, they inform 
the aratdar and he decides on the firm to whom the jute is to be s"ld. 
In most cases the aTatdar has received monetary advances from jute firms 
and this usually influences him in deciding where the seller should dis
pose' of his jute. The aratdaT then acts as a broker between the firm 
and seller and exercises his power in inducing the bepari to accept the 
rate. From the fixed rate, the aratdar deducts a commission of at least 
2 annal' per maund. In some cases when the market has advanced, 
4: annas per maund have been deducted. The seller, frequently, is not 
aware of the correct rate as payments are made by the firm to the 
(J,ratdar who signs the receipt. The bill also is made in the name of 
the aratdar and this method lends itself to any deception that the 
aratdar desires. The seller hardly enters into personal negotiation with 
the buyer as the whole transaction is with the aratdar. 

Q. 24.-As a result of the many types of middlemen between the 
grower and the final buyer, the cultivator gets a lower price than if he 
sold his jute direct to the final buyer. It must, however, be borne in 
mind that sometimes owing to a decline in market between the time 
of purchase and sale, the middleman euffers a loss. In every case, 
however, the middleman offers the grower a lower price than_ a firm 
would pay for the same jute at the eame moment. 

Q. 25.-Marketing customs which should be abolished are :-:-

(i) The different systems of weights which obtain at se,·eral pur
chasing centres. 

(ii) Illegal payments made to the subordinate staff which have been 
. customary so long that they are treated as usage. . 

(iii) A deduction made from the weight of a seller, ostensibly as a 
gift to the staff. 

These are the main detrimental characteristics in the saJe of jute to 
firms. A fixed uniform system of weights should be compulsory in all 
[.Mr. A. 1. Aluander.] 
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districts an<l, no deductions or allowances should .be permitted except 
perhaps 2; per cent. for moisture and handling loss. At the same time 
middlemen should be penalised by law for moistening jute. The buyer 
at present states that he takes these allowances as an offset against the 
excessive moisture he has to accept in seller's jute. The middleman 
states that owing to the extra weight he has to give the buyer, he is com
pelled to increase his weight by moisture. The grower usually dries his 
jute thoroughly before selling, and it is only bad weather that prevents 
'him from so doing. To remedy these defects, fix a uniform system of 
weights and penalise the adulteration of jute by moisture. 

Q. 26.--cultivators sometimes take loans prior to sowing and some
times on their standing crops on the condition that they sell their jute 
to the creditor. 

(a) Usually, when loans are- taken prior to sowings, the cultivator 
agrees to make over all his fibre to the creditor at prices ranging from 
60 per cent. to 75 per cent. of the market rate. The loan is -also not 
made on the full anticipated yield of the field but on an underestimated 
yield .. 

When loans are made on the standing crop, the approximate yield 
is subjected to a cut which leaves a substantial margin of safety for the 
creditor. The valuation rate is also well below the market price. 

(b) Loans also are made on substantial interests to cultivators. 
Here again the creditor is well secured, valuation being low and esti
mation of yield small. Security, in cases where sowings have not yet 
been made, is generally house property,etc., with the future crop thrown 
in as additional security. _ The debtor, ill case (b), is not provisionally 
bound to Bell his produce to the creditor. 

Q. 27.--Cultivators borrow from mahajans, loan officers and co-op~ 
rative societies as a rule. Mahajan, may even be dealers in jute. Firms 
also make monetary loans to cultivators but compel them to pledge 
their lands and other property as secur~ty and to deal as bepari. with 
the creditor firms during the jute lIeason. Firms, as creditors, are 
invariably buyers of de\>tor'lI jute. In some cases other creditors are 
ultimately buyers of debtor'. jute but not in the majority of cases. 
Usually when creditors are the ultimate buyers they exert pressure on 
the cultivators and buy their jute at prices below the market rate. This 
does not refer to cases where rates.have been lIettled at the time of loans. 
That procedure has previously been explained under Question No. 26. 

Q. 28.-U nder the co-operative system, the marketing of jute should 
be a lIuccess if handled intelligently and with sufficient financial 
resources. It is a scheme of such magnitude and with such great 
'possibilities that a fair working trial should be given it. The ratiyat's 
Interest is of paramount importance in an agricultural country like India, 
and to secure the best advantages for him a scheme must be built up 
on lines that will meet with success. Trade distrust, conservatism and 
business jealousy, will be continually met. It will soon be realised by 
hostile interests, whose opposition will be strong and varied, that the 
profit accruing to the cultivator by this scheme will cause a correspond
ing reduction of profits to them and efforts to nullify good results will 
be apparent continually. Arguments, based on the recent failure of 
Co-operative Jute Sale Societies, will be repeatedly emphasised and 
advanced with all the ingenuity and force possible by~some of the hostile 
interests. The success of the .scheme io benefit the cultivator will be 
extremely detrimental to many and it is doubtful if any sUJlP~rt or 
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constructive scheme will be forthcoming in reply to Queil~ion No. 2~ 
from the ranks of these hostile factions. 
, The recent Co-operative Jute Sale and Supply Societies made aI 
attempt to sell cultivator's jute but were also compelled to trade to keel 
down working costs and in consequence, owing to violent market fluctua 
tions, suffered heavy losses: 

To eliminate the possibility of loss, a scheme where the Sale an< 
Supply Societies should merely have acted as commission agents fo: 
raiyats, would have been more in conformity with co-operative prin 
riples. It is on these lines that an organisation should be formed 
The co-operative sqcieties should arrange to sell raiyat's jute and deduc 
a commissjon to meet costs of establishment. storage, godowns, insul 
ance and other charges usually associated with jute business. . 

Finance should be arranged by Government and obtained from th. 
Jute Export Tax as required yearly. Some capital could be raised b~ 
making raiyats members or shareholders of the organisation. 

Loans could be made ,.to cultivators through co-operative banks on thl 
distinct condition that their jute would have to be sold through J uti 
Societies. 

;jute Societies could be opened at all important centres. Gradinl 
would be necessary to be able to value sellers' jute and to apportion theIl 
their prices when sales were made. Baling would also be necessary i 
sales were made in Calcutta, but whenever possible and if remunerative 
sales could also be made locally. 

Sellers should receive part. value for their jute after weighment an. 
grading at the Society and the balance could be paid after a sale wa 
made and commission deducted. On co-ope):ative lines and with the hell 
'of the Co-operative Department, this scheme can be made a success. 

Q'. 33.~No. 
Though there are certain grades and contracts are made on thes 

with guarantees in terms of hessian warp and weft, sacking warp ani 
weft and 'cuttings, there are certain anomalies that need correctio: 
or adjustment. The grades and guarantees are as follows for whit 
jute and tossa: - ' 

Hessian 
Warp. 

White Jute. 

Sacking 
Warp. 

Weft and 
Cuttings. 

Tossa. 

Sacking 
Warp. 

A 

Weft and 
Cuttings. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
3s 60 20 20 
4 40 40 20 90 10 
R W W W ro 

ill ~ 00 W W 
XLR No guarantee. 

Mills usually buy the two lowest grades LR and XLR as thes 
are quite suitable for the major 'portion of their manufacturing requirl 
ments. A small percentage of Rej is bought as an impro"\"ing mixtur 
for their batch or for special hessians, but we can take it as an estab 
lished f·act that at present, 80 per cent. of mills' purchases are of th 
two lowest grades. The LR, according to the guarantee, should yiel 
[Mr. A. 1. Alexander.] 
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40 per cent. sacking warp with 60 per cent. sacking weft and cuttings 
and the XL~ ~as no guarll;ntee. If all sellers strictly· adhered to these 
guarantees, It ~s doubtful If they would get more than 1/3 their total 
purchases to YIeld these two low grades. As mills invariably desire 
these two low grades, and sellers have to depend mainly on mills for the 
bulk of their sales, these two low grades are sold in quantity to mills 

. by sellers. When it comes to delivering these low grades, sufficiently 
low jute cannot be obtained to meet sales inade. We then find that 
sellers are obliged to put stuff with a higher yield than 40 per cent. weft 
and warp in the LR to complete their sales. The same applies to the 
XLR. This takes the yield of the LR to about 70 per cent. sacking 
warp and the XLR to about 40 per cent. sacking warp. Mills accord
ingly gain on the transaction. Should any seller strictly adhere to the 
contract and make a delivery of 40 per cent. sacking warp in theLR, a 
claim is made, and he either loses in the Chamber of Commerce arbitra
tion, or his jute is not bought again ~s being below the standard of others. 
What other alternative has this seller got but to raise his standard? 

Balers expect a higher standard of grading than is usually accepted 
by mills and are invariably inore difficult to please. They generally 
have to pay a bit more than mills to buy the same grade as they wanl; 
a better standard. When they buy, they expect kutcha bale standards 
to fit in with their pucca bale standards and habitually claim if this is 
not so. The unreasonableness of this attitude is felt by all kutcha 
balers but as they have no outlet for the better grades of their jute, they 
accept the situation though not without rancour. Balers do not like 
grey jute or heavy-rooted fibre and these types must be eliminated from 
the grading. Some balers do not like ·other classes of fibre and the 
idiosyncrasies of each and every baler must be studied and met, otherwise 
claims are made. 

Mills, though they are not so exacting as balers, are not unanimous 
among themselves as to what standards should be kept. It is a well
known fact that some mills expect higher standards of selection than 
others and as kutcha baling firms do not grade specially foJ;' any parti
cular mill, there are frequent claims and complaints which have 
the effect of raising standards as sellers do not want trouble with buyers. 

Q; 34.-Standards are frequently changed during the season and it 
has become the custom during the last few years to improve grades after 
3 to 4 months of the current season. (It should be noted that standards 
are not reduced but improved). As the season advances, grades con
tinue to improve till after 6 to 9 months after the commencement of the 
season the top mark has practically disappeared and its place has been 
taken by the subsequent grade. Sometimes the lowest grade ,is broken 
up into two and that which was the lowest grade improves considerably 
and becomes the penultimate grade. The XLR which was the lowest 
grade retains its name but is improved to the standard of an LR. The 
LR under its own name is raised to the standard of the Rej, the Rei is 
raised to the standard of the 4's, the 4is raised to the standard of the 3's 
and this top mark is eliminated. 

The result of all this may be imagined when jute packed in July is 
delivered in January. A claim is certain. To avoid this, sellers have 
been known to open out their July bales, re-grade according to the raised 
standards and re-pack at a loss. When the difference between grades is 
8 annas per maund as has been the case during the last 3 to 4 years the 
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result is not so disastrous, but when difierences between grades have been -
Re. 1-8 per maund, sellers have lost heavily by raising of 'Standards. 
Beparill and all types of sellers bring in their jute to find that owing 
to claims buyers have been obliged to raise their standards and the loss 
and trouble that occurs dislocate business for some time. Cultivators 
also suffer for the same reason, as they get the price of one grade lower 
than what their jute would have been ordinarily. . 

Q. 35.-Legislation is imperative to fix standards' as this will settle 
the matter finally. If any modifications are necessary after giving the 
standards a trial, this can be amended by law but final standards should 
be fixed by law. 

Q. 3B.-Standards should be fixed in terms of ordinary hessian, warp 
and weft, sacking warp and weft and cuttings. There should be five 
grades with the following guarantees and should pertain to balers as 
well as all mills. ' 

Hessian Sacking . Weft and 
Warp. Warp. Cuttings. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

White Jute-

"3" 70 15 15 
"4" 40 40 20 
"R" 15 60 25 
"LR " 55 45 
"XLR" 30 70 

Toss a-

"4" 90 10 
ecR" 75 25 
"LR" 60 40 
"XLR" 35 65 

The various classes and qualities of jute that obtain in recent years 
lend themselves easily to maintaining the above grades. 3's and 4's 
would prove very suitable for balers' high grades. R's would prove 
useful for 'balers' medium grades and mills' good grades, and LR and 
XLR are just what mills need for their ordinary require1J1ents. If the 
number of grades are increased to more than five, differences in quality 
between ,the grades shrink, make grading more difficult and give rise to 
claims. If on the other hand, the number of grades is reduced, the 
differences are enlarged and there is more elasticity, causing irregularity 
in the grades. 

Mills state that kutcha balers are responsible for raising standards in 
competition among themselves. It is the fear of claims and refusal to 
buy jute from sellers that are the incentives behind the raising of 
standards. The raiyat is ultimately the greatest sufferer. 

For the purposes of arbitration, men of experience and integrity 
should be appointed as arbitrators. Their salaries should be met by 
[Mr • .4.. 1 . .4.~ndcr.] 



Government. On no account should brokers or anyone attached to mills 
or balers be permitted to arbitrate. A select and neutral body of men 
should be appointed, men who will have nothing to apprehend from an 
honest and fair decision. 

Q. 37.-Mr. A. P. McDougall's note on proposed .Jute Control Cor';' 
poration, with some alterations and additions, should be taken as Q 

nucleus to work upon. The main principles are sound and when necessity 
arises alterations may be made. As the scheme progresses, beneficial 
methods suitable in the circumstances will be discovered and after a few 
years, a workable scheme will emerge from the experience gained. A 
bold policy carried out on an extensive and vigorous scale is likely to 
prove more successful than a lukeworm and wavering attempt dominated 
by extreme caution. 

A few poi~ts in Mr. McDougall's note that need elucidation and 
perhaps modification are to be considered. They are as follows:-

(1) Depari.-This individual, as outlined in the scheme, is respon
sible for delivery to the central depot from the local depot. 
What is his remuneration; is he responsible for handling, 
shortweight, transit costs, etc.? Is the jute to be insured in 
transit? . 

(2) If manufacturers or jute firms accept jute at one time to the full 
extent of their storage capacity, heavy insurance charges are 
incurred; also shortweight. 

(3) It would necessitate legislation to keep jute cultivation in con
trol. Something on the gania and opium principles should 
be suitable. 

(3) Agriculturists should be compelled to keep a certain portion of 
their fields for grazing purposes. . 

(4) Control, when about to be established, should also apply to 
merchants and traders who are holding unsold stocks. These 
stocks should be taken over by the Corporation at a trifle 
above the prevailing market rate. 

(5) The idea of licensing all dealers and traders. in jute, however 
small, seems quite sound. The revenue from this could be 
utilised for meeting some of the expenses of the scheme. 

Q. 38.-Onlyin some big centres is market information obtainable 
daily. Telegrams are sent from Calcutta every evening at the close of 
market quoting prices and the state of market to.Bome recognised agent, 
who in turn disseminates this information on slips of paper to members, 
for a consideration. These members pay a small subscription monthly 
and are generally aratdars, beparis and larias, but not growers. Mer
chants and traders also utilise this news agency but usually merchants 
obtain their information direct from their own agents in Calcutta. 
Growers cannot be said to get any information about market except what 
they can gather when they visit towns and marts. They get some idea 
also by the rates offered by beparis from time to time. Telegrams could 
be sent to important post offices and to every railway station giving 
market information. Villagers would soon get accustomed to visiting 
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t,hese places to get market information. Postal runners could also be 
utilised to convey copieR of these telegrams to villages en route. Loc~l 
hats, which are held on certain days, are usually the gathering places 
of cultivators and copies of telegrams could be read out to them and 
they in turn' would spread the news to their co-villagers. 

Q. 39.-Not immediately. Complaints regarding quality would have 
no connection with growers. Market information should be concerning 
the state of Home and Calcutta markets, both kutcha and pucca, prices 
ruling and the tendency, extent of arrivals, weather and river conditions 
when abnormal, and anything likely to affect the raiyat. . 

Q. 4o.-Vide Question No. 39 regarding information to grower.: 
Wireless' telegraphy is' not sufficiently understood to work efficiently. 
Atmospheric conditions in Rmgal are not conducive to good listening-in_ 
Continual breakdo:wns are certain, and repairs will entail heavy expenses 
and loss of time. As the suggestion is to have these sets at certain centres 
only, these same centres could be more efficiently and economically. 
reached by telegrams. The main problem is not communication with 
important centres, as dissemination of news from these centres to villages 
in the interior. '. 

. Q. 41.-Yes, by Government .. Private agencies would look to their 
own interests and even if they did not, they would be subject to adverse 
criticism and suspicion. If Government would not consider doing so 
themselves Government control would be necessary. It would certainly 
prove helpful if Government agreed to buy and stock jute at a minimum 
price, but this should only be considered if Government could control 
and regulate sowings the next jute season. These two factors working 
conjointly would result in better prices during the current and the 
following seasons. Without control and regulation, the result would be 
enormous sowings the next season and consequently lower prices. The 
whole object of the scheme would thus be defeated. The cost of the 
scheme would vary according to the price paid for the acquired jute; 
There would hardly be any necessity to acquire jute if the cultivator 
gets Rs. 5 and over, per maund. The scheme should operate at about 

. Rs. 4 per maund, but an additional Re. 1-8 per maund should be cal
culated as costs. If the crop outturn is approximately 7,500,000 bales, 
or roughly, 37,500,000 maunds, about 40 per cent. of the crop could be 
taken over at Rs. 5-8 per maund net. This would mean acquiring 
15,000,000 maunds at a cost of Rs. 8,25,00,000, or say Rs. 8,00,00,000. 
Government could float a loan for this purpose, and if the interest ~s a 
little higher than the market rate, the loan should prove attractive. 
If the jute is eventually sold at Rs. 2 per. maund profit, a sum of 
Rs. 3,00,00,000 is gained and this could b~ he~d as a fund for the furth~r
ance of this scheme at any time. The maID difficulty would be to prOVide 
storage for the 'acquired jute. Merchants, traders and manufacturers 
could be compelled to retain their stocks for a certain period and the costs 
of additional insurance, shortweight, etc., could be covered by an extra 2 
ann as per maund being paid to the sellers. This would account for cbout 
25 lakhs of bales (in terms of pttcca) being stored in Calcutta and 
upcountry. The balance would probably be in the hands of cultivators 
and would have to be restrained from being marketed. In that case, 
less finance would be required for the scheme. It would, however, be 
more advantageous for the working of the scheme if the jute held by 
cultivators come into direct :possession of Government. Storage godowns 
"Would be necessary and the Jute would have to be insured. 
Mr • .A • I. Alexander.] . 
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No. 82. 

Mr. W. H. Belchambers·, Lillooah' (Howrah). 

Dated the 8th April 1933. 

Preliminary.-These replies are confined to the scope of the informa .. 
ion of a mufassal Mana~er and do not cover- questions relating to pucca 
laling and to trade practice and conditions in Calcutta. 

Q. 1.-Yes, a system of regulation of production is necessary for a 
imited period. The term of this period should be made subject to the 
ldoption and faithful observance by consumers of simultaneously for
lIlulated regulations having for their objects' (a) a close adherence to 
Itandards of packing agreed upon and fixed at the beginning of each 
Jeason, (b) differences in price between the standards so fixed with the 
clear proviso that the di:fferences fixed are not to be varied during the 
season, and (c) an equitable distribution of the profits of the trade 
between consumers and suppliers. 

By "consumers" is meant particularly the Calcutta Jute Mills; by 
"suppliers" European and Indian balers in the mufassal, farias, beparis 
and cultivators. When the observance of these conditions is established 
in actual practice I do not think that the necessity for regulations 
affecting sowings and outturn will continue to exist. In other words the 
volume of supplies will automatically adjust itself to the scope of the 
demand and cultivators will have acquired a sufficient holding power 
to cope with the exigencies created by unforeseen contingencies. 
, Q. 2 (a) and (b).-I submit that the procedure outlined in my reply 
to question (1) deals adequately with these further questiolls. The mere 
imposition of regulations affecting production of the raw material will 
serve no useful purpose without adequate safeguards for the protection 
suppliers. 

Q. 3.-Adequate reasons have been furnished in the replies given 
above. 

Q. 4.-1 know of no such scheme. 
Q. 5.-In my considered opinion the factor which has contributed; 

principally to depress the value of jute has been the monopoly of th~': 
trade acquired by the Calcutta Jute Mills, who have for many years past 
taken by far the largest share of the crop and have been in the position 
of being able to dictate their own terms and who in the exercise of their 
commanding position have disregarded the interests of all classes of con
sumers. Subsidiary factors have been (a) the impoverishment of the 
soil, (b) a gradual but rapidly increasing deterioration in quality, which 
is due partly to the impoverishment of the soil and partly to less careful 
and thorough methods of preparation and to less intensive 'cultivation 
and also to a serious extent to the spread of the water-hyacinth. 

In the foregoing reply I have dealt with those causes only . which 
directly affect the question from the .mufassal standpoint and of which 
I have direct personal knowledge; but it appears to me that there are 
other factors which have also contributed materially to the deterioration 
in quality and depreciation in value with which we are concerned. The 
employment of improved mechanical devices which have in recent years 
enabled the mills to be independent of the higher grades and qualities 

.Formerly. Manager' of MesS;.s. George Henderson & Co.'s Jute Baling Agency, 
Chand pur. Tippera. 
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that -were at.one time essential for the manufacture of certain classes 
of goods has a di~ect bearing 011. the. questi~m .and there are othe?-" c,?nsi
derations, such as the spread of IndustrIahsm and the artifiCially 
improved standards of living adopted by the rural and labouring classes, 
which cannot b~ ignorp,d in a comprehensiv~ review of the causes and 
circumstances affecting the results with which this enquiry is concerned. 

Q. 6.-1 have heard of no efficient substitute for jute which can be 
produced at a parity in cost, or placed on the market in the same quantity 
or with the same regular periodic repetition. . 

Q. 7.~Yes, with properly organised and conduct~d propaganda and 
provided also that the cultivators could be assured that the safeguards 
which 1 have indicated as essential for the protection of their legitimate 
interests would be adopted simultaneously and would, if necessary be, 
enforced. 

Q. S.-Not with the maintenance of a department whose particular 
function would be to establish and preserve an effective liaison between 
producers and consumers. 

Q. 9.--1 have no definite views on the subject ot' compulsory regula
tion· j but having regard to the very wide area to be covered and the 
multiplicity of individual interests involved, I do not think that legisla
tion could be successfully employed, or would serve any useful purpose. 

'Q. 10.-1 do n~t believe that the employment of any of the agencies 
named would bring about the end in view. It has been my experience 
that the Local Boards as they are constituted and function in the 
mufassal are not in general actuated by disinterested motives, or that 
their paramount consideration is the welfare of the public. Similarly 
my experience-has been that the introduction of the Union Board system 
in Eastern Bengal has simply led to an increase in corruption and to a, 
misuse of the powers with which they are vested. In regard to the 
zemirulars, it should be borne in mind that they are for the most part 
absentee landlords, and it is by no means certain that th"ey will in any 
case take any active personal interest in the enforcement of compulsory 
regulations, and I apprehend that if their powers were delegated to their 
naibs and gomastas, such powers would be misused. As to co-operative 
societies as at present administered, the recent failure of the Jute Co
operative Societies should serve as an object lesson and as an effective 
warning to the Jute Inquiry Committee. It is no exaggeration to say 
that the accounts of these societies when they were wound-up disclosed 
that throughout their career there had been a marked absence of organisa
tion and supervision and that their funds had been grossly 
maladministered. 

Q. 11.-An efficiently organised Jute Marketing Board composed of 
businessmen and with provision for a safe European working majority 
could certainly function very usefully. I would also suggest in this 
connection that the employment of district or circle inspectors with a 
pra~tical knowledge of mufassal jute working and experience of the jute 
districts would be a potential factor in the success of such an 
undertaking. 

Q. n.-If with the approval of the Central Government a single 
Committee were appointed by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and 
were vested with powers which were not circumscribed by Provincial 
limits, it appears to me that the co-ordinate working of the scheme of 
[Mr. W. H. BelchQmber.t.] 
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regulation would be ensured in Bihar, Orissa and ABBaIll8S well as in 
Bengal. I do not know if there are any te~nical or legal objections to 
the adoption of this suggestion. . 

. Q. 13.-My experience of the high-land districts of MymensingIi and· 
North Tippera in East Bengal is too remote to enable me to speak with 
assurance of conditions in these tracts and of Northern Bengal I have no. 
experience. I believe, however, that cotton could be grown with advant
age in the high lands of Mymensingh and North Tippera in the event 
of a decrease in the area of jute. In the case of the low-lying tracts 
in South Tippera, Bikrampur·and Noakhali I can speak from personal 
experience and in my opinion no alternative crops could be grown in 
these areas with any prospect of success unless and urrtil the fields 
excluded from jute cultivation were allowed to lie fallow for at least two 
or three years after which they could be utilised for paddy cultivation. 
Chillies, tobacco and ground-nuts are already grown to advantage in 
these areas, but these are cold weather and (Jute) off-season crops. 

Q. 14.-1 cannot answer this question, as I have been absent from 
the jute districts for the past two years. . 

Q. 15 and Q. 16.-1 have no data available for reference and cannot 
therefore verify my replies to these questions; but speaking from recollec
tionof the various tests I made at Chandpur, I should say that the 
normal cost of cultivation and preparation is Rs. 7-8 per maund, (b) that 
15 to 20 maunds (the latter quantity with careful and intensive cultiva
tion) represents the normal yield per acre, and (c) Rs. 8 to Rs. 8-4 would 
be a fair price level for.jute in a mufassal market like Chandpur. 

Q. 17.-1 have recorded my opinion in my reply to Question No.5 .. 

Q. 18.-In my opinion the Department of Agriculture has done little 
or nothing to assist the raiyat. 

Q. 19.-The present system of compiling the jute forecast is by no 
means satisfactory, and the published figUres are seldom, if ever, even 
approximately correct. The reason for this is that the Director of Land 
Records and Agriculture is entirely dependent upon the Union Boards· 
for the information on the basis of which these figures are compiled. 
It is, I believe, the practice for the Union Boards to submit their returns 
through the Subdivisional and District Officers, but it is safe to say that· 
the returns as submitted are not officially revised. The Union Boards 
are for the most part composed of Shahas and Muhammadans, who are 
generally almost illiterate. Moreover, it is the rule rather than the 
exception for the Union Boards in South Tippera to consist of individuals 
who, as money-lenders and farias, have a direct interest in either 
exaggerating or underestimating the crop. There is added to these facts 
the circumstance that the village chaukidaN, who are subordinate to the 
Union Boards, are employed to collect the required information from 
the areas within their individual beats; and it is only necessary to add 
that the ·village chaukidars are, as a class, of the lowest type of the. 
rural population both in intelligence and in energy .. These facts are 
significant of the unreliability of the returns on which the annual jute 
forecasts are based. 

The remedy would be for the Marketing Board to collect reliable 
information through their own district inspectors and to compile and 
l>ublish the facts and figures based on these reports either independently 
~f or in collaboration with the Agricultural Department. .. 



Q. 20.-The methods of grading which were employed up'to 1931 (I 
have no later experience) were perfectly satisfactory; but ;.t should be 
clearly provided as a fixed' principle of the trade that standards of, 
packi.ng adopted at the beginning of each season are not to be arbitrarily 
varied at the behest of consumers during the season. It is of equal 
importance that'the differences between individual grade values should 
i'ot be altered from the start to the finish of each season and that in no 
circumstances should differences exceed Rs. 2 with a'minimum of Re. L' 

As to existing methods of marketing 1 can suggest no alteration and 
do not consider that any radical alteration: would be acceptable to sellers 
or helpful to cultivators. 1 would, however, strongly advocate the' 
introduction of legislation which would render the wetting of jute Ii 
penal offence. . 

Q. 21.-1 do not think that the establishment of organised markets 
would be feasible.' , ' . 

Q. 22.-N 0, 1 am definitely of opinion that the formation of village 
co-operative societies would serve no useful purpose. The people con
cerned are far too backward in some respects and· far too astute and 
individualistic in others, to adapt themselves to conditions ef\sential to 
the success of any co-operative scheme; and jute is not a commodity 
which can be brought easily within the scope of co-operative schemes. ' 

Q. 23.-The laria is the direct link between the katcha jute baler 
and the bepari. Under the advance system he was directly liable for 
the repayment of advances, whether he recovered such advances from 
the bepari or not. He settles prices with the buyer, and the general rule 
in Chandpur and throughout South Tippera and Noakhali used to l1e 
that, he served one buyer or firm only throughout the season and was 
under an obligation,' whether expressed or implied, to give all his supplies 
to the particular buyer whom he contracted to serve at the beginning of 
the season. He receives his remuneration from the bepari and this is 
nominally fixed at two annas per maund but varies according to circum
stances. The bepari at the headquarters of a district is the link between 
the /aria and either smaller beparis in the interior markets or the culti
vator in person. The remuneration earned by him is not fixed and can
not be easily determined. The margin between the price paid by the 
baler at headquarters and that realised by the cultivator is estimated in 
normal conditions to be eight annas per maund. . 

Q. 24.-Given normal conditions 1 do not think that the cultivator 
suffers unduly by the employment of middlemen, and with a commodity' 
like jute 1 do not think it would be possible to devise a metho~ of 
working having in its scope the elimination of the middlemen, or any of 
them, or that the condition of the cultivator in relation to the trade 
would be ameliorated thereby. 

Q. 25.-1 can recall no marketing customs in the mufassal directly 
detrimental to the raiyat and demanding reform; but 1 would suggest 
that the zemindari cess levied in certain markets on jute imported into 
them might well be utilised for the improvement in these markets of 
roads, marketing shelters and sanitary conditions and conveniences. At 
present cultivators and sellers pay these cesses without any quid l)ro q'Uo. 

Q. 26.-1£ a bepari has dealt for any consider~ble period with a raiyat 
i.t is not unusual for the bepari to pay the raiyat a small advance (biana) 
as earnest money for the purchase of his crop. Apart from this practice, 

{Mr. W. H. Belchamber8.] 
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I know of -rio system of pledging or selling jute before the crop is 
harvested, ' 

Q. 27 • ...-cultivators usuS:Uy borrow from professional money-lenders 
and the money-lending business is the monopoly of the Shahas by here
ditary and long established usage. I do not think that in general the . 
practice directly affects the price, or that the creditors are to.an appre
ciable extent the actual buyers of the crop in the first instance. The 
rates of interest are undoubtedly usurious, but this is to a considerable 
extent compensated for by the fact that the creditor rarely troubles to 
enforce payment of the principal and is mainly concerned with' the 
realisation of his interest and the regular renewal of the debtors' pro
missory notes. The real difficulty is that of recent years and as the 
result of a succession of bad seasons the cultivator has found it increas
ingly difficult to meet the interest due by him and this has crippled his 
borrowing powers. ' -

I cannot suggest any scheme that wouid afford the 'T"aiyat better 
credit facilities, and I do not think that any scheme of co-operative 
credit except under European control and supervision (which would be 
prohibitive by reason of its cost) would result in an actual improvement 
In the position. In this direction the . Marketing .Board through its 
mufassal inspectors could function usefully in an advisory capacity. 

Q. 28.-1 do not believe that any system of marketing the jute into 
the hands of a co-operative organisation could be worked satisfactorily 
unless the organisation was controlled and efficiently supervised by a 
European agency, or an agency with a safe working European majority 
in its directorate. I may be accused of reactionary tendencies; but it 
is my honest conviction that an Indian personnel would be particularly 
amenable to venal influences and that the praiseworthy end in ,view would 
be nullified. 

Q. 29.-1 am not competent to deal with this question and with items 
Nos. 30, 31, 32 and 33 of the questionnaire which refer to phases of the 
jute trade with which the mufassal manager is generally unfamiliar. 

Q. 34.-Yes, it was my experience during a long succession of years 
commencing, I think, in 1923, that standards were changed suddenly 
during the season and generally when the season was abaut midway 
through. It was also my experience that with these changes differences 
in price of the individual standards were widened or narrowed at-the 
convenience of the mills. These changes had the effect not merely of' 
causing a direct and serious loss to sellers but also of disorganising 
business at a time when reorganisation to meet the needs of the altered 

• conditions was invariably very difficult and sometimes impossible. The 
inequity of these changes must be obvious and 'have contributed very 
materially to the ruin of the mufassal jute trade; but apart from protests 
(which were for the most part half-hearted) the European jute balers, 
who were and have been the chief sufferers, did not combine effectively, 
or devise and give effect to any remedial measures. 

Q. 35 and Q. 36.-Yes, I submit that in fairness to all concerned 
standards for loose jute should be fixed and .that they should not be 
subject to any variation from the beginning to the end of each season. 
I am not in a position to determine whether legislation is necessary for 

'the observance of this principle in practice; but adequate safeguards 
should be employed to ensure its observanc~. I would also ~uggest t~at 
a reversion to the old system of guarantees In outturn of heSSian, sacking 
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warp, sacking 'weft and cuttings would ensure the stabilisation of . 
standards and that an efficient and independent Arbitration Board would 
be competent to deal with disputes and claims on the actual merits of 
tenders and should be the final arbiters. 

With reference to the concluding passage of Question No. 36, which 
reads "what authority do you think should supervise the working of the 
standards?," the intention and meaning of the question is not at all 
clear to me. I have already indicated that in my opinion a properly 
constituted Arbitration Board would be competent to deal with the 
setting of standards and with disputes in connection with tenders as 
tlompared with guarantees. This is one aspect of the question and a 
possibly correct interpretation. If, however, the "supervision" referred 
to- is the actual supervision of the packing, I submit that all the expe
rience of the jute trade justifies the opinion that guarantees are of little 
practical worth without the assurance that the packing covered by them 
has been effected under efficient European supervision. 

Q. 38 to Q. 40.-1 must confess that I cannot grasp the significance 
of the suggestions underlying these questions or their particular appli
cability to the conditions which are under review. It is, however, my 
definite and considered opinion that any elaborate methods of conveying 
market information to the l'aiyats will serve no useful purpose and that 
the adoption of these methods will not inspire confidence. We are deal
ing with a purely oriental rural population, who are to the ordinary 
'Vestern conception almost inconceivably backward in culture and as yet. 
steeped in superstition and who inhabit sparsely populated and water
logged 'tracts which are difficult of access for the greater part of the 
year. The introduction of loud-speakers and telephones would scarcely 
be found feasible in the first place and would not serve any useful 
purpose if they were introduced, or tend to produce an amelioration in 
trading conditions. It would be much more to the purpose if the 
Marketing Board employed the right type of men as their inspectors. 
kept these inspectors constantly on the move within the limits of their 
respective districts and found the means of keeping in close touch with 
them and of keeping them regularly informed of daily market conditions. 

Conclusion.-With the remainder of the Questionnaire I am not com
petent to deal, as it embraces questions on subjects with which I am 
unfamiliar, or of which I possess merely a superficial knowledge. 

No. 83 • 

. Rai Indu Bhusan Mallik Bahadur, Member, District Board, Nadia. 

Dated the 2nd April 193J. 

Q. 1.-My reply is in the affirmative. 
Q. 2 (a).-It is possible to regulate jute crop production and it has 

bE1come very urgent to do so with reference to the expected demands 
of the market to save the jute growers from the incalculable mischief 
which is now being done to them by the middlemen. . 

Q. 2 (b).-The main object of such regulation would 'be to steady 
if not to raise the prices of raw jute keeping a margin of profit of Rs. a 
to Re. 4 above the cost of production. 



Q. 3.-1 believe that it is possible and also feasiOle to regulate pro~ 
duction. If there may arise any difficulty that should any how be 
overcome to save the poor jute growers. 

Q. 4.-1 know of no such scheme. 

Q. ~It is very difficult for me to answer this question as I am not 
in touc~ wi~h jute trade l:)Ut it .seems to me that at .the present time ~he 
depression In Jute trade IS mamly due to world-Wide trade depresslOn 
owing to financial crisis and it is also due to over-production to a certain 
~~. ' 

Q. B.-To my mind if a jute regulation 'Scheme is adopted keeping in 
view the demand of jute for every year there would be no serious danger 
of competition from substitute crop. 

Q. 7~So far as I could understand from some jute growers with 
whom I had talk on the matter the major portion of the cultivators 
wOldd voluntarily come under the scheme. 

Q. 8.-1 do not believe in voluntary basis which would certainly 
f~. . 

Q. 9.-1 am strongly in favour of regulation made compulsory by 
legi!Olation. To save the cultivators from utter ruin.' to which they are 
running at a lightning speed, no over-production should be allowed, 
In accordance. with the demand of jute area of land to be required for 
cultivation of jute should be' ascertained and accordingly regulated. 
The cultivators should not be allowed to cultivate jute on more land than 
will be exactly required to cover the demand of the market, .For this 
purpose a certain percentage of cultivated land should be fixed fo.r jute 
cultivation only the production from which will be considered as suffi
cient to cover the demand of the market and no jute grower should be 
allowed to cultivate jute exceeding the percentage on penalty. 

Q. 10.-The compulsory regulation should be utilised through Union 
Doards, Co-operative Credit Societies, Co-operative Jute Sale Societies 
and Jute Marketing Board. I do not like that zeminda·f,1· should be 
entrusted as they have no reliable agency except the unscrupulous 
001nastall. 

Q. 11.-1 think a Jute Marketing Board should be established for 
the purpose. But if such Board requires financing like the Cotton 
Market of Central Provinces it must be seen that the procedure does not 
affect the price of the jute so that the cultivators are not to pay anything 
in the shape of brokerage, etc., and get something less than the. price 
of jute which they would otherwise have got. 

Q. 12.-'-1 am not competent to answer this question but as jute is 
also grown in: some portions of Bihar and ASBQm, co-operation of those 

. Governments win, I suppose, be helpfuL 

Q. 13.-Cultivation of paddy may be increased in low lands. Ilnd in 
low lands as well as in high lands sugarcane cultivation may supplement 
jute. I do not think that there will be any difficulty to induce the 
people to take to sugarcane cultivation. At present propaganda on the 
matter seems to me to be sufficient. 

Q. 14.-So far this part of the country is concerned the propaganda 
made by the Government and others during the last two sowing seSlsons 
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\Vas much effective in keeping down the aI:ea of jute cultivation and I 
think ,such propaganda may be continued. 

Q. 15.-So far' as 1 could ascertain from the cultivators the normal 
cost of cultivation per acre of jute is from Rs. 33 to Rs. 35 and the 
average yield per acre is about 10 maunds. I cannot say the cost of 
alternative crops'. 

Q. 16.--{)onsidering the present-day condition and also the risk of 
produce owing to climatic conditions, 1 think, the lowest price 'that can 
be offered to the cultivators, according to, quality of the jute, should in 
no way be leds than Rs. 6 to Rs. 8 per maund. 

Q. 17.-The world-wide economic distress and consequent deprecia
tion in all sorts of trade especially in jute coupled with over-production 
seems to me to be the chief factors of bringing down the price of jute. 

Q. 18.-My answer to this question about research and propaganda 
is in the affirmative hut 1 cannot suggest about other agencies. 

Q. 19.-The system of compiling and publishing jute forecast is 
certainly beneficial but it should be'made accurate. At present the 
forecasts sometimes become misleading. 

Q. 21.-A trial may be given by establishing such markets on co
operative Lasis. 1 cannot give approximate number. They may be 
advantageous to the cultivators if they are not to incur an 'additional 
cost. 

Q. 22.-1 have no experience but such means should be thought out. 

Q. 23.--1 cannot say, all 1 havp. n() experience. 

Q. 24.-Yes, the system of advance payments by middlemen and 
their so-called control over the price of jute, have much to do in lowering 
the price. 

Q. 26.-This is ordinarily done in advance system. The beparis or 
mahajans taking advantage of the poverty of the raiyats advance money 
before the jute crop is harvested on the pledge of the crop on condition 
that the raiyats will sell the crops to the bepal'i or mahajan at a certain 
fixed price which generally falls far below the bazar rate. At the pre
sent economic distress, except a very few, no bepari or 'malwjan is 
taking the risk of this system, the price having fallen too low. 

Q. 27.-Generally cultivators borrow from mahajans by pledging 
their land and not their crop. It is not correct to say at least in this 
part of the country that creditors are also buyers. This is not the case 
here. Co-operative Credit Societies are the best means to give credit 
facilities to the growers wi.th provisions to . safeguard the interest of 
societies. 

Q. 28.-1 was not a party in the working of the Co-operative Jute 
Sale Societies and so 1 cannot say in detail about the working of such 
societies. But so far as 1 understand from the principle which led 
Mr. J. M. Mitter to start such societies I think such societies should be 
I'e-started with the precaution that the administration should not. be 
made top heavy. 

1 do not think Ulyself competent to answer other questions and 
therefore 1 do not try them. 
[Rai Intiu BhUBan Mallick Bahadur,] 
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No. 84. 

labu Romes Chandra lom-, Chandpur, TipperL 

Dated the i8th ~Afarch 1933. 
Q.1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes, at least approximately. 
Q. 2 (b).-There will be no slump and the price will be at least 

steady. 
Q. 3.-1 believe it is possible to regulate production, though difficult. 
Q. 5.-0ver-production and combination of the millers or rather con-

sumers. The general financial position has got nothing to do with it. 
Q. 8~-No. 
Q. 7.-No, never. 
Q. 8.~Yes, and also for want of education our people have got no 

capacity to think of the country as a whole and everybody will try to 
meet his selfish ends, by this or that way. 

Q. 9.-Yes, that should be done. It is nqt possible within such a 
short time given to us to give the suggestions now. 

Q.10.-At present Union Boards should be utilised with the ultimate 
object of forming co-operative societies gradually, in all areas, 
exhaustively. 

Q. 11.-Control should be commenced from- sowing through Union 
Boards, and then, if so required. a Jute Marketing Board . may be 
established. 

Q •. 12.-Yes, it would be better. 
Q. 13.-1n high lands, pepper, chillies and varieties of dal and 

potatoes may be sown and in low lands sugarcane can be grown. People 
have already taken to these crops to some extent. It would be better 
if officers 9£ Agricultural Department freely move in the villages and 
advise the people 8S to which land is fit for which crop. Present 
demonstration is of no help to anyone. 

Q. 14.-No, not at all. No propagp.nda is required and no amount 
should be spent in the least for propaganda. 
. Q. 15.-1 have got no idea of other parts except that of East Bengal. 
Cost of production of jute is Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 .at present, but it would be 
more if the price of labour is increased. For other crops Re. 1 to 
Re. 1-8 at present. 

Q. 16.-:-At least Rs. 6 a maund.at present. 
Q. 17.-See answer to Question No.5. 
Q. 18.-Yes, but the system should be changed so as to be of prac

tical purpose. 
Q. 19.-It is not satisfactory nor beneficial for the growers in the 

least. It is beneficial to the mill-owners and the gamblers. No such 
forecast need be published at all. Even if the estimated corresponding 
demand be published, it would be of no help to the growers. Growers 
.are not educated nor have they got any combination, nor can there be 
any, so they will never be ina position to take any advantage of these 

-Director, Bengal Provincial Co-operative Bank: 



publications. On the other hand, the. market is -controlled by the mill
owners and the gamblers, who are educated and intelligent. Now pro
duction may be regulated on past records. 
, Q. 20 • .....:..Purchases are made sometimes on the basis of assOrtment 
according to quality and sometimes by estimation of quality. The 
second mode is liest for all concerned. The present grading is not 
satisfactory but marketing is not unsatisfactory so long as there is no 
control or regulation. 
. Q. 21.-Yes, I cannot give the numbers, but such markets would be 

able to do away with the middlemen and thus help the cultivators. 
Q. 22.-No. Many attempts were made in that connection, even 

offering something more for each maund when the Jute Sale and Supply 
- Societies were working, but all attempts failed. So at present there is 
no scope. But after controlling the production, it would be better if 
a co-operative society can be organised in each village. . 

Q. 23.-There is no fixed remuneration for lari(U or bepatis. Com
mission at 1 anna to 2 ann as per maund is sometimes given to some 
commission agents, but sometimes they also work as big beparis. Very 
few mills purchase jute even through their own agents. Farias go from 
house to house and purchase jute on lots (estimation). Then after mix
ing them all· up, they classify approximately according to the then 
system b.ut in doing so they put water cleverly in jute and sometimes 
sand even. These larias take the jute thus bundled by them to the 
nearest hat where the beparis, or under-brokers of jute firms, purchase 
it on estimation, then they take the jute to the nearest jute baling firms 
and deliver the jute to a firm through a broker of the same. These 
brokers of jute firms deduct brokerage from the jute firm and the beparis 
as well and take other tolls in the shape of britti, etc. Brokers generally 
take 1 anna per maund from the jute firm and 2 annas from the bepari 
besides brifti at least 1 anna per maund from the bepari. Except in the 
case of paid commission agents at a fixed remuneration as stated above, 
all other purchases are made on IIpeculation, of course, always keeping 
in view the price offered by the jute baling firm. Brokers are generally 
allowed some amount as advance by the jute baling firms, and they also 
advance some amount to beparis, every year. 

Q. 24.-Yes, to some extent. 
Q. 25.-As stated above, the same jute is sold several times in differ .... 

ent places, once in the house of. the grower, then in the house of the 
laria or at small hats and then by the bepari at the jute baling firm. 
In all other places the price is dietated by the seller but at the jute 
baling firm the bepari has got no voice. Generally he is bound to sell 
as he cannot hold it up. The price is settled by the firm. Because of 
the system prevalent, in the last place the growers practically suffer. 

Q. 26.-To some extent. It may be ignored. 

Q. 27.-No, generally the creditors are not buyers. Credit facilities 
may be given by organising co-operati~e credit socities. 

Q.28.-No. Not at present. I was connected with the Co-operative 
Jute Sale and Supply Society. It proved a failure and it would prove 
a failure because the members are not loyal nor co-operators in the 
proper sense. Members would not feel shy to cheat their own society 
even. For want of education, the members of co-operative BOcieties 

[Bahu Ramee Chandra Som.l 
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are eager for rights and liberties of a democratic institution but not the 
responsibilities in the least. 

Q.34.-Yes. 
Q. ~.-Yes, if possible. 
Q. 38.-Trained officers of Agricultural Department. 
Q. 37.-1 approve of this scheme. 
Q.38.-No. Even if the growers are given information, that will be 

()f very little value, in dealing with the matter. No information need 
be given to any. 

Q. 39.-Yes, no market information will be of any value to the 
growers. But Government is to regulate the production according to 
the expected demand. ' ' 

Q. 40.-For all information Union Boards are sufficient. Wireless 
is not required. 

Q. 41.-It would not be practicable. 
Q. 42.-No. 
Q.43.-Yes; 
Q. 44.-It will be simply an advisory committee to Government. 
Q.4S.-No. 
Q. S3.-Yes. As at present Agricultural Department is of no use; 

It should be reorganised and research should be undertaken under this 
department. 

No. 85. 

Calcutta dute Fabrics Shippers Association.

Dated the 12th April 1933. 

Q. 47.-In answer to this question the Association has the following 
submissions to make. With regard to the substitutes for jute which fire 
in commercial competition the Association, understands that the chief 
substitutes are coarse cotton, sisal, hemp, canamo fibre and kraft paper. 

That these substitutes have been able to make headway against jute 
is due to a variety of factors but this aspect is discussed in the answer 
to Question No. 48. . 

Owing to the diminished demand for cotton, the United States of 
America cotton interests have been endeavouring to foster the llse of 
-cotton bags in preference to jute bags and in view of the low price of 
cotton to-day combined with its comparative lightness, greater strength, 
-cleaner and whiter appearance they have to a large extent been success· 
fui. Should the price of cotton rise in the future it is expected that 
some of the ground lost would be regained by the reversion to the use 
-of the cheaper jute bags: it is nevertheless considered that some of the 
lost ground will never be regained. 

Reports from the Philippine Islands over the past two years go to 
show that it ill becoming increasingly difficult to meet the coinpetition 
of the local Philippine sack manufacturers; a more serious feature, 
however, is the proposal to assist the hemp industry in that country by 

-For oral evidence of representatives of the Association, vide page 482, d Beq. 
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the i~position 'of a heavy import tax on aU jute and jute fabrics and to 
this end a Bill was actually introduced ill the Philippines Legislatures 
last year. Further information relative to the Bill is lacking, but the 
possibility is that it is still under consideration. 

In Chile the Government has introduced regulations to restrict as far 
as possible t.he importation and use of jute fabrics particulars of which 
were published in the Indian Trade Journal of 24th November 1932. 
The Director-General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics in this 
connection forwarded a supplementary note on the subject to the Ben~ 
gal Chamber of Commerce on the 18th November 1932. From these 
it will be seen that a prohibitive duty on jute sacks and sacking has 
been introduced, except in certain specified cases such as for the bagging 
of nitrates which must necessarily continue dependent on the use or 
jute containers, and in other cases where it is essential to supplement 
national production. Eventually the Chileans hope to dispense with the 
jute article entirely, by the development of a local industry using
"canamo" fibre. In this connection it is understood that wooden con~ 
tainers are being extensively used in Chile with a view to assisting the 
local timber industry. . 

Quite apart from the restrictions in trade brought about by the great 
world crisis and the above sequelre it is a remarkable fact that Calcutta 
has lost an annual outlet for between thirty and thrity-five million 
nitrate bags by reason of the extraordinary shrinkage in the Chilean 
nitrate business. This state of affairs is supposed to be the result of 
the competition from the synthetically manufactured nitrates produced 
in Germany and in England. . 

.4u$tralia.-The bulk handling of wheat is growing in p<>pularity 
in Australia and the lates~ advices regarding the question seem to indi
cate that there will be a further reduction in importation of corn sacks 
this season. There seems to be little doubt· that this reduction in 
importations is the direct result of the construction of silos in Australia. 
It is anticipated that a further 38 silos will be erected in New South 
Wales. Last year, it is stated; New South Wales only took 20 per cent. 
of Australia's importations of corn sacks on account of the silos then 
functioning and their demand is likely, therefore, to be further reduced 
this year. Western Australia has not so far, for one reason or another; 
made much progress in bulk handling. The Association would point out 
that if the Calcutta mills lost the Australian corn sacks business they 
would lose one-sixth of the entire production of heavy goods in Calcutta 
at the present time. The Australian corn sacks trade represents annual 
shipments amounting to between· 230,000 and 290,000 bales .. The 
importance of this trade cannot be ignored. . 

Woolpacks.-This trade is mostly confined to Australia, New Zealand 
and South Africa. The only substitutes about which particulars are 
known which threaten the jute woolpack are sisal and flax. Particulars 
of a scheme to manufacture woolpacks out of the New Zealand flax have 
been received in Calcutta but unless a heavy duty is placed on jute ond 
jute goods entering New Zealand it is difficult t? s~e how. any su~cess ('.an 
be attained by the sponsors of the scheme. SImIlarly 1D South Afnca 
plans have been mooted for the manufactur~ of woolpacks from si~al 
but this scheme too does not appear to be practIcable unless South Afnca 
is prepared to impose a very hea~ duty on jute .and jute goods. H?w
ever, should it happen that a. satIsfactory substItute was found whIch 

[Oalcutta Jute Fabric8 Shipperll Association.] 
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('ould replace the jute woolpac'k the trade here would be liable fo 10il 
.90,000 bales of woolpacks per year. . ,.' 

The following extract from the "London Times" of 10th March 1933 
is of particular interest in this connection:-

"A discovery has been made by a Swedish research worker in the 
Textile Department of Leeds University which is expected to revolu,. 
tionize the packing of wool. 

At the present time the woollen industry loses thousands of"pounds 
a year by wool becoming contaminated during transit, and the problem 
of how to prevent this has existed, ever since Australia began to send 
raw wool to this country. Mr. K. P. Hellberg, the inventor of a new 
type of woolpack, is a Stockholm man. His interest in the imbjec1 
extends over more than a score of years, and during' the last few months 
he has been experimenting at Leeds. 

In the first place these woolpacks were made of hemp, but on account 
of its cheapness jute was later substituted, with, it was subsequentl~ 
found, harmful effects on the wool, into which vegetable fibres pene
trated. The University authorities state that Mr. Hellberg's new 
woolpack,which is based on a paper fabric and produces no vegetable 
contamination, should meet all the requirements of the wool shipper." 

Cement Bags.-Although it is well nigh impossible to gauge with 
accuracy the extent to which jute bags have been displaced in the cement 
industry through the use of paper bags, the Association would state thai 
at a conservative estimate, it must be in the neighbourhood of fifteen 
or twenty million cement bags annually. This has reference to ship-
ments to South Africa and to the United Kingdom. ' 

Only recently further business has been lost to Calcutta, probably £01 

all time, since the change over, a few months back, by the various South 
Africa Cement Companies from jute to paper bags, for the manufacture 
of which a factory has been erected in that country. 

"Sisalkraft!'-With regard to 72/1 hessian which is extensively used 
in the dried fruit industry to support the layers of fruit in the drying 
frames information has been received that a new competitive produci 
called "sisalkraft" has made its appearance. This product consists oj 
two sheets of kraft brown paper tarred and stuck together with a rein
forcement of sisal fibre between the sheets. A factory has started ill 
Sydney, to supply "sisalkraft." If the results of the tests of thie 
product are satisfactory there is a possibility of a lessened demand fOJ 
72/1 hessians this year. 

The Association cannot allow this question to pass without a refer· 
ence to the effect on the Calcutta mills of the d!,astic protectionist policl 
recently pursued by the Government of India. 

In the first 'place they would refer to the loss of the Australian whea 
trade with Indla by reason of the heavy import duty on wheat importe~ 
,into India. The duty is Rs. 2 per cwt. 

The immediately visible effect of this has' been the loss to the Calcutta 
jute mills of a certain amount of their corn sack trade-but what is oj 
more importancl1 is that the action of the Government of India hal 
alienated Australian opinion-the Australians are "wheat minded'l
consequently Australian opinion, which is now strongly re~entful t~wardl 
Calcutta mills goods, supports on every occasion, wherever priwt!cable 
schemes such as bulk handling which will tend to eliminate the use -0: 
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';Calcutta goods. Tb.is attitude has found. adequate expression through 
-the exigencieilof the world crisis which have forced Australia to curtail 
iller purc,hases of foreign manufactures. 

: -. Then .. again the recent imposition of a prohibitive duty on sugar 
impoI:ted into India has been responsible for the closing down of 80 sugar 
-factories i;Il Java:. This, in .turn, has involved the Calcutta jute manu~ 
-tabturers In a loss of trade In sugar bags. A few years ago the trade 
in Jav. sugar bags amounted to 100,000 bales annually. To-day it is 
estimated that Java's requirement!! for next season are not likely to 

-:exceed 15,000 bales. . 
Q. 48.-(a) In some instance~, -particularly in the case of flour bags, -

the use of cotton bags in America has received encouragement by rea SOli. 

--of the cleaner appearance of cotton bags and by their durability. The 
-Committee have seen a sample bag made from sisal. It had a fine shin-
ing and glossy texture with a bright platinum yellow colour. The bag 
was most attractive in appearance although it looked somewhat stiff 

;and clumsy. _ 
(b ) The cheapness of other fibres in these days of general low price~ 

"of commodities has considerably assisted their use for industrial purposes. 
(c) There is ~o question but that the stability in price of other 

fibres has proved a great help to such fibres. In this connection 
'Calcutta made jute goods have definitely suffered from the keen com
. petition of continental made jute goods solely by reason of the fact t~at 
-continental jute goods are kept tolerably free_ from sudden fluctuatIOn 
.in price. ... 

Q. 49 • ..,..-With prices at such competitive levels it is possible for sub
-stitutes to be in active competition with jute goods. At a later date the 
(lost of substitutes might easily move out of parity with jute prices and' 
therefore cease to compete. It is felt that much fibre such as sisal is 
being produced at distress prices and at a loss in which case diminished' 

'oSewings will tend to put up prices of tliese commodities if they are sale-
able at all. Nevertheless, with the continued progress of scientific 
research it seems reasonable to suppose that .substituteE. will be likely to 
-increase rather than to decrease. 

Q. SO.-This Association feels that the trade in Calcutta goods would 
be stimulated if the mills here adopted a more reasonable attitude in the 
matter of meeting claims affecting the qualit;y of their deliveries received 
:from the consuming centres. A case in pomt may well be cited here . 
. A shipper received a small claim for payment of Rs. 70 in respect of 
-resewing charges incurred by the consumer who had found a number of 
-the bags out of a consignment to be badly sewn. The cost of the con-
;signment was in the neighbourhood of Rs. 40,000. This claim was, in 
turn, forwarded bv the shipper to the mill who refused to meet it except -

after 'costly arbitration procedure. All the parties concerned were 
people of high standing. Thi! A&sociation feels that treatment of this 
sort by the mills in Calcutta creates a very strong prejudice against 
Calcutta made goods. Buyers are sensitive to slights and will often, 
out of pique, go elsewhere for their requirements e-v:en if it involves them 
in a slight increase in cost. 

As has been stated the instability of Calcutta prices proves a check 
to trading in Calcutta goods. If the gambling counters could be abo
lished more stable prices would be established. 

fCaZcut'a Jute Falwiu Shipper" Auocialion.] 
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A~though it may not com~ within the ;J?roviIl(le pf this Assoi::fation . 
mentlOn may be made of the Widespread feeling amongst both Clmsumers . 
in other countries and shippers here in Calcutta that; the industry as at 
present conducted is on a fundamentally wrong basis and -that pri.c9 
fluctuations are much too frequent and sharp. Particularly now that 
the manufacture of sacking and hessian has reached the competit~ve 
stage it has, it seems wrong that the world's markets should' be held:" 
to rans01l.l b~caus~ of .the .nocturnal. restlessness of a speculativt; op'erat~r 
whose mldnlght mspuatIons are hable. to let loose the combmed alit],. 
vities of a hundred manipulators bent only on securing a local paper 
profit. So long as such. conditions maintain and mills not only l~nd 
themselves to such practlces but actually encourage them it seems pro
bable that consumers will more ahd more tend to turn for their supplies 
to markets where some stability in values is obtainable. . 

A further suggestion that occurs to the Association is that the Cal
cutta mills should avoid shipping goods containing an undue proportion 
of moisture as frequent disputes arise through goods being found light 
in w:eight on arrival at destination. . 

.Q. 51.-This question could best be answered by a body of technical 
experts. It is recommended that the Indian Jute Mills Associatio~ 
should constitute such a body, say in the form of a technical advisory 
committee. It would probably be of advantage if this advisory 
committee co-opted a representative of the shippers to assist them. 

Q. 54.-Yes. 
Q. 55.-Propaganda should take the form of advertising the advant~ 

ages of jute. and jute goods. It is believed that at the last British 
Industries Fair a most successful exhibition of jute goods was held under 
the auspices of the Dundee Chamber of Commerce. The possibilities 
of arranging jute weeks or drives in consuming centres might be-. 
examined by the Enquiry Committee. 

Q. 56.-No; 
Q. 58.-Does not arise in view of answer to Question No. 56. 

No. 88. 

Maulvi Mustafizur Rahman Khan, Collector of NoakhaJi. 

Dated the 17th April 1933. 

Q. 1.-In my opinion the production of jute requir~s r~gulation. 
The supply will otherwise be more than the demand and It Wlll not be' 
possible to check over-production which is mainly responsible for the 
abnormal fall in the price of jute and consequent. loss to the producers. 
Restriction of jute cultivation will not be practicable by any other means. 
owing to the illiteracy of the cultivators in general. 

Q. 2 (a).-It is possible to regulate jute crop with reference to the 
expected demands of the market. This may be done through. the local 
jute associations working under the corporation with power to regulate 
the jute crop according to the demands of the market. . 

Q. 2 (b).-The main object of the regulation would be to steady ;the. 
prices of the raw fibre and its likely effect will be to remove uncertamty 
of price in the jute market. 

Q •. 3.-Does not arise. . 
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Q. 4.-The. opium and gania productions are regulated by Excise 
Department wlth success. Of course, the case of jute is not similar to 
that of gania or. opium in the sense that jute may be substituted by 
other materials such as hemp or paper. 

Q. 5.-0ver-production is primarily responsible for tue depression of 
the price of jute. Combination among the purchasers and economic 
-depression are also partly responsible for it. 

Q. B.-If a jute regulation scheme were adopted, it is likely that 
there would be competition from substitute crops but there is little 
chance of any such competition in the near future. The manufacturers 
may devise means to utilise cheaper substitutes with the rise in the 
price of jute fibre. It will not however seriously affect the jute industry 
in Bengal, if the price of jute is kept at a reasonable level. 

Q. 7.-1 do not consider that the cultivators would come under a 
scheme of regulation of the jute crop unless they are forced by legis
lation. 

Q. I.-There is every reason to believe that an attempt to regulate 
production on a voluntary ·basis would fail, as it. is likely that any 
success achieved in one year would tend towards inducing increased 
sowings in the following year. 

Q. 9.-It is essentially necessary to make regulation compulsory by 
legislation. The total area now under jute should be ascertained in 
respect of each village and thereafter the maximum area in which jute 
should be reasonably and profitably grown should be fixed in respect 
of each village and each cultivator will be allowed to sow jute in pro
portion to the land belonging to him, calculated on the basis of actual 
demand of the year. To control this limit special' jute restriction officers 
should be employed. 

Q. 10.-Union Boards may be utilised for the purpose of implement-
ing complllsory regulation. . 

Q. 11.-If the purchase of jute is concentrated in the Jute Marketing 
Board, it will be able to detect increase in the total yield and therefor~ 
in total acreage, in case there is wide-spread evasion of jute regulation. 

Q. n.-In the event of the regulation of jute cultivation being 
arranged, co-operation of Goverl!ments and organisations in Bihar and 
Assam will be necessary. . 

Q. 13.-ln the case of decrease in the area of jute crop, I would 
suggest paddy for low lands and rabi crops for high lands. The condi
tion of rabi crops being generally bad, the officers of Agricultural 
Department should show b:v actual demonstration how rabi crops such 
as potatoes, chillies and sugarcane, etc., can be best grown in this 
country. " 

Q. 14.-The jute restriction propaganda had some e:O'ect in keeping 
down the area under jute cultivation. But the propaganda may be made 
more effective only by legislation. 

Q. 15.-The normal cost of cultivation and yield per acre of j'ute are 
Rs. 30 and 10 maunds respectively on an average. The cost of cultiva
tion of alternative crops such as paddy, etc., and yield per acre are Rs. 10 
and 12 maunds respectively. 

Q. 16.-Rupees 6 per maund is considered a fair price level for jute 
which would bring a reasonable" return to cultivators growing it. 

[The OoUectOf' oJ Nookhali.] 
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" Q. 17.-.<?ver-productio~ and world-wide economic depression appear 
~ be the chief factors which have brought about the fall of prices of 
raw jute and of manufactured jute in Bengal. 

Q. 1S.-Agricultural research and propaganda are necessary to assist 
~he growers in .producing better jute. Propaganda should h made to 
Induce the cultivators to grow best kind of jub available. The Union 
Board~ and qo-operative Societies should help the Agricultural Depart
ment In making the propaganda more effective. 

Q. 19.-The present system of publishing the jute forecast is not at 
all beneficial to the growers but it is of immense benefit to the balers 
and m~-o~ners and also .of some help to the middlemen. The growers 
are too ilhterate to study the jute market. It will do some benefit to 
t~e growers if the forecast is published in Bengali vernacular and widely 
clrculated to the growers through the Union Boards together with notes 
as to its probable effect on its price. 

Q. 20.-The present forms and methods of grading and marketing 
jutes in the mufassal may be satisfactory from the point of view of balers 
and mill-owners, etc., but it is not at all satisfactory so far as growers 
are concerned. The growers are entirely at the mercy of the customers 
and others. 

" Q. 21.-It is considered feasible to establish organised markets for 
jute in this district similar to those for cotton in the Central Provinces 
and Berar by legislation. One such market may be established in each 
of the areas covered by a Union Board. 

Q. 22.-The jute growers can be brought more closely in touch with 
the jute balers by establishing village co-operative societies for dealing 
with jute business and making the sale of jute to outsiders penal by 
legislation. 

Q. 23.-The faruJI purchase jute from the growers direct by using 
higher weights at a comparatively lower price and sell them to the agents 
or beparis who place them with balers on receipt of commissions. The 
farial realise some profit from the beparil and the beparill get a fixed 
rate of commission from the balers. 

Q. 24.-There is no doubt that the cultivators get comparatively low 
price for their jute than what they would have got had not such middle-
men existed. " 

Q. 2S.-The marketing system sucp as the use of higher weights than 
the standard weights, aratdary, kaiali, etc., which are in vogue in 
several markets are detrimental to the interests" of the growers. They 
could be abolished by legislation by fixing a standard weight. 

Q. 26.~ome of the needy cultivators used to pledge or sell their 
crops before harvesting, when the prices of jute were high; but very few 
such cases prevail now in this district. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators generally "borrow money from the local 
money-lenders. In this district the creditors are not in the majority of 
cases the ultimate buyers of the crop, . but in some cases they are the 
ultimate buyers. It certainly affects the price which the cultivator is 
able to obtain on sale in the market. The formation of organised jute 
co-operative societies under the Jute Corporation to advance money to 
the needy cultivators will afford better credit facilities to the growers. 

Q. 2S.-The whole system of marketing jute by co-operative organi
sation on co-operative basis will be useful if the sale of jute to. outsiders 



be made penal by legislation. It may be financed" by Government 
through the Bengal Provincial Co-operative Bank, if possible. 

Q. 35.-Fixed standards for loose jute may be fixed by legislation. 
Q. 36 • ..,.....standard weight of 82 tolas is suggested. Co-operative 

officers should supervise it, if jute co-operative societies are establisht>d; 
otherwise by police officers. 

Q. 37.-Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme as published in the 
report of the Central Banking Enquiry Committee (Appendix C) appears 
to be quite feasible and I approve of the scheme. 

Q. 38.-The growers of jute receive no market information now. 
They are entirely at the mercy of the larias and beparis. If the market 
conditions are published both in English and vernacular through the 
medium of Government communiques and circulated widely, the growers, 
manufacturers, merchants and all concerned will get the information. 
Of course, the circulation of the communiques should be made in the 
villages very promptly through the Union Boards. 

Q. 39.-The same agency will not be able to supply informatIons 
regarding stocks, etc. Informations about the current price and demand 
of jute will be most useful to the growers. 

Q. 40.-Reliable informations can be made to reach the' gror-era 
rapidly if the informations are sent to the district headquarters by wire 
and contents of the Bame are promptly circulated through: Union Boards 
by means of duplicators. 

Q. 41.-Government can negotiate and fix the rate with the importers 
in Europe and America and can standardise the price. It can also make 
advance purchase in years of slump at a minimum rate giving a profit 
of 10 per cent. only on the cost rate after negotiations with the 
purchasers. . 

Q. 42.-1 do not approve of the suggestion of carrying out market 
surveys for jute and of appointing special marketing officers. This 
scheme will, in my opinion, be expensive without appreciable gain. 

Q. 43.-In my opinion it is necessary to create a Jute Committee for 
Bengal on the lines of the Central Jute Committee recommended by the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture. 

Q. 44.-The Jute Committee will safeguard the interest of the 
growers to a reasonable extent. Details of t.heir functions cannot be 
outlined. 

Q. 45.-The Committee should have co-operation of other neigh-
bouring jute growing provinces. . 

Q~ 46.-The Committee may be financed by a small tax on jute 
growers. 

No. 87. 

Rai Suresh Chandra Basu Bahadur, Collector of Faridpul~ 

Dated the 10th April 1933. 

"Q. 1.-1 think the production o"f jute does require regulation: rfha 
craze. for grow:ing !is much jute as possible without reference to actual 
requIrements IS rUInous to the peasantry of the country.· 
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Q. 2 (8).-1 think it should be possible to regulate the jute crop
with reference to the expected demand' of the actual market. Propa
ganda for the purpose of jute restriction is certainly eyed with s-qspicion. 
by the tenants but I have no doubt the lesson of the last two years will 
not be altogether lost on the growers. -

Q. 2 (b).-The main object of regulation would be to prevent 
speculation. The immediate effect would possibly be a rise in the· 
price of the raw fibre but the ultimate result will be the stabilisation. 
of prices of the raw fibre. . 

Q. 4.-1 admit that I do not know of any scheme of control of pro-
duction of raw material which has been successful in this or in any other
country. 

Q. 5.--Over-production seems to me to be the primary factor that. 
depresses' the price of jute. An· impression also prevails that mill 
owners sometimes depress the market by suddenly stopping purchase 
as they are aware of inability of the gro~rs to stock the produce in 
the expectation of better market. The present depression, however, is. 
due to 0. combination of several factori!, e.g., the world-wide trade 
depression, absence of demand for gunnies and hessians and high pur-· 
chasing power of money. I am not aware that prices have been poor 
only at times of financial or other crisis. To my experience and know
ledge prices soared high with increa.se..of demand, e.g., durip.g the Great 
War. 

Q. 6.-1f a judicious. scheme of regulation were adopted I do not 
think there would be any competition from substitute crops either 
here or in any other countries. I admit, however, that I am not aware:· 
0; any synthetic substitute for jute. . . 

Q. 7.-1 do not think that cultivators would voluntarily come under 
a scheme of regulation. 

Q. S.-In the present state of ignorance of the cultivators about 
the actual requirements of the market an attempt to regulate produc-· 
tion on a voluntary basis would be likely to fail on the ground that any 
success achieved in one year would induce increased sowings in the· 
following year. 

Q. 9.-It seems to me impossible to regulate production except by 
compulsory legislation. Local committees should be empowered to' 
restrict the area on whic}l each individual would be allowed to grow' 
jute in any particular year having regard to the average area grown 
in the past, the total size of his holding and such other relevant 
factors. 

Q • . 10.-1 would utilize Union Boards and Co-operative Societies' for 
the purpose of implementing compulsory regulation. 

Q. 11.-1 think widespread evasion of regulation would be checked" 
if the purchase of jute were concentrated in a Jute Marketing Board. 

Q. 12.-In the event of regulation of jute cultivation being arranged 
for the province of Bengal, it would be necessary to secure the' co-/
operation pf Governments and organisations in Bihar and A!!sam. 

Q. 13.-For low land the alternative crop to jute would be paddy r 
for high lands sugarcane, potatoes and other cash crops. Advances for
the purchase of setts, tubers and seeds may be given to encourag~ 
raiyats to grow such alternative crops. . _ 

Q. 14.-1 have no doubt that Gov~rnDient propag:anda d,!ring the
lnst two sowing seasons has had conSIderable effect m keepmg' dOWll 
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~he area under jute cultivation, In my OplD IOn , such propaganda 
.should be continued without relaxation through Union Boards and 
Government officers of all departments. 

Q. 15.-The normal cost of cultivation per acre of jute in this dis
trict is Rs. 45 and the yield is 17! maunds. The cost of cultivation 
;of an acre of sugarcane is about Rs. 100 and the out-turn allout 60 
maunds of gut'. 

Q. 16.--8hould present day conditions persist Rs. 4-8 per maund 
'Would bring a reasonable return to the cultivator growing jute. 

Q. 17.-The chief factors which have brought about the fall in the 
prices of raw jute are over-production, world-wide trade depression 
and absence of demand from foreign countries. 

Q. 18.-It is essential that the Department of Agriculture -should 
'Continue to assist the grower by research and propaganda to produce 
better jute and to lower th~ cost of production. 

Q. 19.-1 consider the present system of compiling and publishing 
ihe jute forecast as satisfactory as circumstances permit. It would be 
possible with a larger and better trained staff of agricultural demonstra
tors to obtain more accurate information of sowings and out-turn. 
When, however, the presidents of Union Boards acquire greater sense 
~f responsibility, the existing system should prove inadequate. 

Q. 20.-1 do not think the growers quite understand the methods of 
grading'. They are in this respect absolutely in the hands of middle
men. I do not think the position is satisfactory from the point of 
llalers and mill-owners or of the community generally. 

Q. 21.-1 do not know of any reason why the system of organised 
:markets should not be successful. There should be at least two such 
in each tho:na where jute is grown. I believe such markets would be 
advantageous to the cultivators. 

Q. 22.-The formation of village co-operative societies would be 
unnecessary if organised markets could be established. The formation 
.of co-operative societies would, however, bring the raiyat into the closer 
touch with the jute balers and eliminate the middleman's profits. 

Q. 23.-The line of -demarcation between a laria and a bipari is 
thin. Both are speculators. Th~ /arias purchase jute from the villages 
and sell to beparis who in their turn sell to bigger merchants or balers. 
The /ari.a4 generally buy on their own and the beparis within prices on 
which they take contracts from firms. The profit in each case varies 
between one and four annas per maund. 

Q. 24.-There is no doubt that there is some relation between the 
-price that the cultivator gets for his jute and the multiplicity of the 
middleman. On the other hand, the ordinary cultivator prefers to -sell 
to a middleman from his own house rather than take his jute to the 
market and bring it back unsold. 

Q. 25.-1 am not aware of any marketing customs which are detri
mental to the ra,iyats. 

Q. 26.-The system of pledging or selling the crop before harvest-
5.ng does not obtain in this district. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators borrow from village money-lenders. It 
would not be correct to say that the creditors are also the ultimate 
buyers of the crops. The only suggestion I have to offer regarding 

IT1Ie Oollector oj Poridp"".] 
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the better credit facilities to the grower is the formation of co-operative 
crt;dit societies: . 

Q. 28.-1 think it should be possible to bring the whole system of 
marketin~ jute into the hands of a co-operative organisation although 
the expenence of the jute sale and supply societies is discouraging. 

Q. 30.-1 believe there are 1ixed standards of quality on which busi
ness is done for export. The standard is I believe fixed by the European 
J ute Merchants Association. . 

Q. 38.-Whatever information the growers of jute at present receive· 
regarding the jute market is derived from beparis and larias whose 
interests are not identical with those of the growers. In my opinion, 
the position is 'not satisfactory. The Department of Agriculture should 
flupply information regarding market conditions to growers through.its 
own staff or through the District Officers. If, however, marketing 
boards are established they would be the proper agencies for the dis
semination of such information. 

Q. 39.--'-Marketing boards should be able to supply information 
regarding the stocks, etc. The.type of information which would be of 
most value to the grower is requirements of the year and an estimate 
of proper prices. . 

Q. 40.-Reliabie information can be made to reach the grower 
rapidly through marketing boards by telegraph. Until such boards
are established, such information may be communicated by telegraph 
to Sub divisional Officers. 

No. 88. 

Charnwgria and Madaripur European Mercantile Association,· district 
Faridpur. 

Dated the 21st March 1.933. 
Q.1.-No. 

-Q. 2 (a).-No. 
. Q. 2 (b).-To reduce production in accordance with the demand, so 

as to enable the cultivator to secure a better price for his jute. If it 
were possible to regulate the cultivation the effect would be to raise 
prices, and induce a heavy percentage of moisture. 

Q. 3.-It is not possible. Cultivators will be guided entirely by' 
the prices they obtain for the raw material, and weather conditions will 
playa large part both in acreage sown with jute,and the outturn per 
acre. Regulations will not be feasible under any circumstances. 

Q. 4.-Rubber and tea may be cited as examples, neither of whic~ 
gained any benefit. Jute is dissimilar as being a monopoly. It is the 
principal crop of Eastern Bengal, on which the cultivator depends for 
.recehdng ready money, which is an absolute necessity for him. 

Q. 5.-Qver-production, which at present has been aggravated by the 
'World's financial crisis. No. Prices have been low in years free .from 
any crisis, but not to the same extent as at present; owing to production 
exceeding demand. . 

Q. B.-There is the possibility. There have been attempts at subs:' 
titutes, though unsuccessful, when the price of jute has risen to high 

.20 
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levels.. If the price of jute should rise to a level above cotton or fla~ 
the industry would be adversely affected. It would have the effect of 
closing down a big percentage of the jute mills in India as well as 
abroad, and reduce the cultivators to penury. 

Q.7.---No. 
Q. 8.-Certainly. 
Q. 9.-It would be very difficult and costly, and would dO'IDore harm 

than benefit. If by curtailing sowings the price rose to a higher level. 
the Government would be· blamed for preventing the cultivator from 
sowing jute on which he would have gained a profit, and for'deIiberately 
causing loss to the cultivator, who would deliberately make use of this 
as an excuse not to pay taxes. The cost would not justify legislation. 
and in all probability it would lead to bribery and corruption. 

'Q. 10.-8trongly opposed to compulsory regulation, and do not 
consider (a), (b}, or (0) suitable bodies to enforce regulation. If there 
must be compulsory regulation it should be directed and enforced by 
a separate body, such as "The Jute Sowings Restriction Committee," 
formed of persons who have no interest whatsoever in any jute business: 
or concern, and who would have to be paid sufficiently well to put bribery 
out of the question. This would prove very expensive~ 

.. Q. 11.-No. Total yield will not be detected till the end of the 
season, when it is an accomplished fact, and how is such a Board to 
discover which of the million cultivators is responsible for the increase? 

Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-Low lands-with the exception of paddy there are no other 

alternative crops. High lands-sugarcane, chillies, thatching grass. 
bamboos. 

Q. 14.-No. -Any reduction has been entirely due to the low p1"ices 
of the raw fibre. No. . 

Q. 15.-About Rs. 50 per acre. About 16 to 17 maunds per acre. 
Paddy-about Rs. 20 per acre. About' 32 maunds per acre. I Sugar
cane-about Rs. 90 per acre. About 50 maunds gur per acre. 

Q. 16.-Rupees 4 per maund to the cultivator, or an average price 
of Rs. 5 in Calcutta. 

Q. 17.~Principally over-production, which has been further aggra-
vated by the world's financial crisis. . 

. Q. 18.-No. There is no advantage in producing better jute when 
there is no demand for the better qualities. The only way to lower cost 
of production is to increase yield per acre, which will tend towards 
over-production. 

Q~ 19.-(a) No. (b) No. (c) No. It is not satisfactory because
it is not accurate enough, and lends itself to too much gambling and' 
speculation in the trade. It would probably assist in making the 

. forecast more accurate if the Director of Agriculture received reports 
from the principal jute firms in the mufassal to supplement his District 
Officer's figures, when any discrepancy between the figures could ber 
looked into before the forecast is issued. 

Q. 20.-It is most unsatisfactory for (a) the growers, (0) the middle
men, and (d) the community in general, but advantageous for (b) the 
balers and mill owners, owing to there not being any definite standard 
for assortments, which leads to the standards varying throughout-the 

[Charmugna and Madaripur E"rop.an Mercantil. A,sociation . .] 
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season, and consequently giving buyers scope for claims, against which 
sellers have no reliable redress. :_ 

~ Q. 21'-:"N o. It would put the cultivator to endless trouble convev-
ing his jute long distances to these marketing centres, without havui'g 
anI facilities for transporting it. Under the present system of disposing 
of his jute at innumerable hats and jute buying centres there is never 
any posl!ibility of an excess of imports at anyone of them, w.hich tends 
to . .keep th~ prices higher for the (lultivator. The system of having 
marketing centres would prove very beneficial to mufassal traders but 
not to the cultivators . 

. Q. 22.:-N o. The cultivator is, under the present system, in close' 
touch will the baler, and can always dispose of his jute ~lirect to the 
mufassal baler, if he so desires, by selling direct to him at the hats, 
or to the numerous jute balers distributed all over the district. If there 
are jute marketing centres, buyers would concentrate on these centres, 
and hence be removed further from the majority of the cultiv·ators. 
. Q. 23.-Every laria and bepari is actually a cultivator himself at 

the outset. He has no special grant or remuneration, but buys jute 
either at the hats, or by going direct to the villagers, and re-sells it to 
the mufassal baler, relying on making a profit, but very often suffers 
a loss in the transaction. It is quite a common experience for bepwris 
to pay the cultivator a higher price for his dry jute than he can hope 
to ~'ec~ive from the baler, and to add l!loisture to r~coup .the difference. 
Thls IS the reason for the mufassal prICes' often beIRg hIgher than the 
corresponding price ill Calcutta. Brokers whose business it is to secure 
farias and beparis for the companies employing them are usually paid 
six pies per maund. 

'Q. 24.-No. The more the middlemen the greater the competiiioll. 
to secure the cultivators' jute which tends to keep prices up in . the 
1nufassal; and gives the cultivator a better price for his jute than he 
could hope for if he had to sell direct to the baler, who would pay 
according to the corresponding price in Calcutta. It is this and- the 
other reasons given in answers to Questions Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22 and 
23, which make it impossible for balers in the mufassar to work IS 
"hand to mouth" business of buying and selling at the same time. 
He has to take a view of either buying or selling forward, in hopes 'of 
a future rise or fall in the market. In other words, the whole business 
has become a huge speculation for the mufassal baler, which has 'been 
the cause of the debacle in which many mufassal ,balers have found 
themselves, by taking a wrong view of the market. If they have·.sold 
forward and the market goes against them they often have to pay higher 
than the market rate of the day to secure the jute to try- and cut their 
~~. -

Q. 25.-No. The present customs are all detrimental to the 
mufassal balers, who are "between the deep sea and the devil.." in 
their position between the cultivators on one hand, and the pucca 
balers and mill-owners on the other hand. 

Q. 26.-This has been .done occasionally, but is not a regular system, 
and has only been resorted to under extreme financial stress, as a 
security against loans. Money-lenders have often been let down ~nd 
-neither got the crop rior _ the money back and do not favour 10anIRg 
money on this pledge . 

. Q. 27.-Money-Ienders. No. No. The idea of giving the cultivator 
credit is distinctly detrimental for hini.He should be tutored to "cut 
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his coat according to his cloth," to aave ruinous interest, and he would 
in "- very short time be in a much healthier financial position . 

. Q.28.-Do not think this is feasible. If it was introduced the 
whole trade, both- for buying and selling, would have to be undertaken 
by the one society. This would remove all competition which would 
be bad for the trade, and would be of such magnitude as to make it 
impossible. In factl it would practically lead to a "corner" of t.he 
trade, and how is it to be financed? 

Q. 33.-N o. Both pucca balers and jute mills buy their jute 
through jute brokers in Oalcutta, acting on behalf of mufassal balers, 
who have their own representatives in Calcutta to instruct the brokers. 
There are no reliable systems of sta~dards. ' 

Q. 34.-Yes, to the detriment of the trade and the undoing of the 
mufassal baler, standards, are being continually changed throughout 
each season, and these balers have very often been compelled to 
re-assort, in the middle of a season, large stocks of bales packed 
earlier in the season, owing to the change in standards. 

Q. 35.-Yes. The only objection will be raised by balers and mills, 
who gain every advantage from the present system. 

Q. 36.-A guarantee of hessian, warp and weft. Through the 
Chamber of Commerce, who should appoint four whole time experts, 
who should be paid a substantial monthly salary. One chosen from a' 
pucca baler, ·one from a jute mill, one from a Calcutta broker's firm 
and one from a mufassal baling firm. Three of these experts should 
arbitrate on each occasion, the pucca baler expert when the claim is 
put forward by a pucca baler, and the jute mill expert when the claim 
IS put forward by a jute mill, the other two members attending all 
arbitrations. 

Q. 38.-The grower does not receive .any direct information. . He 
gauges his..market by the prices he is offered at the hats at which he 
sells his jute, viz., by the demand, and from merchants. The only way 
in, which he could be supplied with information, other than what he 
gets at present, is for all telegraph offices to be supplied with a market 
report every evening, which could be posted on.a notice board in the 
telegraph office. . 

Q. 39.--Though not quite sati~factory, information, regarding stocks, 
etc., could be included in the above information. Position of the 
market and the price for each grade of kutclta bale marks. 

Q. 40.-See answer to Question No. 3S-No. 

Q.41.-No. Thjs would simply be accumulation of stocks, of which 
the consumer would be aware, and which would have to be put on the 
market sooner or later. On the other hand, the cultivator being freed 
of his stocks would increase cultivation, and the scheme would do more 
harm than good. 

Q. 43 to Q. 46.-Do not consider such a committee necessary or that~-
any good will be derived by its information.' . 

[Oharmugria and Madaripur European Mercantile AS8ociation.] 
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No. 89. 

Moulvi Daliluddin Ahmed, President, Panchkhola Union Board and 
Chairman .. Panchkhola Agricultural ,Association, district Faridpur. 

, . 
Dated the 20th March 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes, I'not only think but I s:trongly recommend the regula
tion of the production of jute. 

Q. 2 (a).-Yes, the regulation should be made with reference to 
the expected demands provided such demands are known at least 1\ 

month before the sowing time. In case such demands are not known still 
it is necessary to regulate the production of jute (as well as other crops). 

Q. 2 (b).-The main object of such regulation would be to raise and 
at least to steady prices of the raw fibre. 

Q. 3.-This question does not arise. 
Q. 5.-In my humble opinion, the depression is due to,-

(a) over-production; 
(b) the supply of forecast on the part of" the Agricultural Depart

ment through the District Agricultural Officers or through 
Union Board agencies, without giving any idea whatsoever 
of the demands; 

(c) less demands of the foreign countries; 

(d) apathy of pur countrymen to find out ways and means to utilise 
the jute in any industrial materials; 

(e) w~nt of control of jute markets with a view to stop the fluctua
tions of the prices according to the sweet will of the mill-
owners of Calcutta; . 

(f) want of free exports of jute to foreign countries. 

Q. G.-There is no likelihood of any competition inasmuch as there 
is no other country where the jute is grown or can be grown. The 
demand for jute fibre will be increasing with the advancement of civili
sation and the growt~ of industry. 

Q.7.-No. 

Q. 8.-This question will not arise in case the regulation is made 
after considering all the points at issue. 

Q. 9.-Regulations should be made compulsory by legislations:, ~ 
beg to offer the following suggestions regarding the outline of such 
regulation, viz:-

(i) All the jute growing provinces of India should for the sake of 
. this regulation be constituted as one constituency under ,3 

suitable designation to be suggested by the heads of the 
districts concerned or by the Governments of the different 
provinces concerned. 

(ii) A Board of Directors should be constituted for drafting rules 
for the regulation. In case, it is not feasible on the parts 
of the different provincial Governments to form it a one 
constituency as suggested above, different Boards of Directors 
may be ~onstituted under different Governments. 
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This Board, or each of these Boords, " sho~ld consist of 12 to 
16 Directors, one-fourth of whom should be selected by the 
Provincial Council, one-fourth by the Provincial Government, 
one-fourth by the representatives of the various agricultural 
associ~tions and one-fourth by the mill-owners and bi.,. 
merchants. . 0 

An approximate estimate of all the culturable lands of "each 
of the jute growing provinces shall be kept by the Board 
of Directors through Union Boards which will keep a register 
Of all such lands and send a duplicate copy to the Board of 
Directors, each year, on or before the 31st of December of 
that year. 

This "regi~ter shall contain the following columns, 'viz:
(1) Serial· number. 
(2) Assessment list number. 
(3) Name in full. 
(4) Chaukidan Mohalla. 

(5) (a) Cultivable lands held as kaimi raiyat or iotedar. 

(b) Cultivable lands as occupancy raiyat. 

(c) Cultivable lands as bargadar. 

(d) Cuitivable land~ as otherwise. 

(e) Total amount (in acres) of cultivable lands. 

(6) (a) High lands where jute, sugarcane and other kinds of crops 
are likely to be grown. 

(b) Low lands, where no jute can be grown. 

(7) By whom the actual information is supplied. 

(8) Remarks of the President of the Board . 

.. (v) That no cultivator shall be allowed to grow jute in more than 
I, ! or i of his lands fit for cultivation of jute, as the case 
may be. 

(Vt) That some penal section should be made in case of infringe •. 
ment of rule No. (v). " 

The above 'are the bare outlines, details may be supplied by myself, 
if sufficient time is allowed for the purpose.· --

Q. 10.-1 propose to utilise the services of Union Boards alone: the 
Rural or Central Co-operative Societies have ao,quired a sad reputa
tion as far as my knowledge goes: most of the zemindo:rs have been 
set free by delivering the management of their" estates to Courts of 
Wards; there are some other agencies such as the Rural Sanitation 
Committee, Rural Defence Parties, Rural Improvement Committees and 
others of similar description but none excepting the Union Boards are 
in good working condition. I am, however, of opinion that if any 
means be adopted to amalgamate the Union Boards, the Rural Co
operative SOCIeties and the Rural Agricultural Associations, now 1ft 

[Maulvi DaZiluddin Ahmed.] 
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vogue, and if the}., worls inha.rmony, they may be ):Jest utilised' for 
,the purpose. ' 

Q. 11.-The question"does not arise in the face of my reply to 
Question No.9. 

Q.12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-This question does not arise, in case the regulation is 

adopted. 

_ Q. 14.-The less growing o£ jute during the last two seasons was 
partly due to Government propaganda through Union Boards and partly' 
through the rum9ur that the prices must fall. It is useless to continue 
the propaganda work inasmuch as the cultivators will pay very little 
heed to such propaganda in oase the price of jute be raised from Rs. 4 
to Rs. 8 per maund a little before or at the time of sowing season by 
the mill-owners or big merchants, such as Marwaris and Europeans. 

Q. 15.-1 am not aware of the actual growth of jute or any other 
crop in any part of any other districts save and except the whole of 
Faridpur and southern or northern, western or eastern parts of 'the 
districts of Dacca, Barisal, Tippera and J essore. The normal, cost of 
~rowing and harvesting jute per acre amounts to Rs. 25 to Rs. 35 
Including .the labour. The yield, per acre differs in different parts, the 
average yield may be taken from 10 to 15 maunds. " 

Q. 16.-The fair and equitable price should .be Rs. 6 to Rs. 7. 
Q. 17.-In my humble opinion, the chief factors which have brought 

about the fall in the price of (i) raw jute and of (ii) manufactured 
jute in Benga~ are the following:-

(1) Ratto lute.-(a) The supply of forecast through Government 
agencies such as Union Boards and the Agricultural Depart
ment without giving any idea of demands; 

(b) not controlling the growing of jute by means of ]'egulatio~ 
by legislation; , 

(c) by not opening the jute market to the foreigner without 
licence or e:x;port taxes; 

(d) apathy or want of actual sympathy of the Bengal Govern
ment for the cultivators; 

(e) not regulating the jute market in some such line as that
of the United States Cotton Standard Act of 1923 or the 
Central Provinces Act No. IX of 1932. 

(2) Manufactured iuete.-This is due to the apathy or want of 
research on the part of the thinking men of our country. 
It is a matter of extreme regret that we have to purchase 
the best jute seeds from Mr. Godden at NarayanganJ or some 
other European firm.. Our ignorance to utilise the. jute 

. fibre ·is the main cause. The students of so called SCIence 
taught in college labora~o~ies, are found to be emp~o;yed as 
executive and even JudIcIal Officers and law practItIoners. 
They ought to have drawn their attention to utilise the jute 
fibre for some work. 

Q. 18.-1 have got no clea:r idea. 
Q. 19.-The present system of compiling and publishing the jute 

forecast is .certainly harmful to 'the growers. It is on the other hand 
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beneficial to the. balers and mill-owners. The middlemen are not 
affected by the forecast. 

Q. 21 • ....,...Th~present system of forms. and methods of gro~ing are 
in no way satIsfactory to the growers, most of whom are Ignorant. 
They do not understand anythi?1g by the ~rtificial classification of 
jute. They are, however, benefiCIal to the mIll-owners. 

Q. 21.-Yes, as already stated. 
Q. 22.-Yes. 
Q. 23.-The terms /aria: and . bepari a:re almost synonymous ; the 

. small dealers are called lanas whIle the bIg dealers are called beparis. 
Both these classes purchase jute from the actual. growers, either from· 
their respective houses or from the village hats and sell them through 
dalals to the big merchants-both Marw~l.ris and Europeans. These 
two classes. of dealers are the middlemen through whom almost all the 
jute is sold to the merchants. They receive no commission or remunem
tion from the merchants but sometiJp.es get profit out of sale and some
times incur losses in accordance with the puctuation of the jute markets .. 

Q. 24.-Yes. There is relation between the low price of. jute which: 
the cultivators _get and the multiplicity of the middlemen: The actuar 
growers first sell their jute to the /arias or beparis who in their turn 
sell the same to the big merchants through dalals (who also may bit 
termed as a special class of middlemen). These merchants (both 
Marwaris and Europeans) sell through 'brokers (who may likewise be 
«lrmed as a class of middlemen) to the mill-owners, who in their turn' 
lIell the same (jute) in forms of bales to the jute dealers of Dundee in~ 
Scotland. Thus the larias or beparis, the dalals, the big merchants, 
the brokers and mill-owners are· the middlemen between the actual 
growers and the dealers of jute at Dundee. 

Q. 25.-1 am not aware of any such marketing customs. Futures 
markets are injurious, as forward sale is harmful. . 

Q. 26.--ln very I'are cases, the cultivators pledge or sell their CIOpS~ 
specially the jute, before it is harvested. At time of growing jute 
seeds and weeding the jute fields, sometimes the growers Bell the jute 
in anticipation at a very low price than what is expected. . 

Q •. 27.-The cultivato~s generally borrow from individual money
lenders. There are certain Rural Co-operative Societies-the members 
of the societies borrow from the Central Co-operative Banks, such as 
Yadaripur, Chandpur: Faridpur and all other Central Co-operative 
·Societies. 

1 think it would be partially correct to say that the majority of 
cultivators are the ultimate buyers of their crops especially of jute, 
hemp, mesta, sugarcane, mustard, onions, sesame, in the shape of 
.cloths, sugar, oil, at a much higher price than what they get at the 
time of selling the same. It certainly affects the price of jute and 
other crops. Had the cultivators been .taught the art of turning these 
raw materials into manufactured articles the case would have been 
otherwise. The system of eredit itself is bad, but for the sake of 
commodity it is of utmost need. The Government is the best authority 
to grant loans to the needy cultivators through Union Boards but not 
through the Co-operative Societies. -

Q. 28.-N o. 1 am entirely against such a system~ . It has '~een 
tried in establishing .under a high Bounding name of "The- MadarlpUl 

{Maul", Dali,uddi" Ahmed.] 
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Co-operative Jute Sale and Supply Sooiety," of whioh I was unanimously 
elected a member. This system WQS certainly thought to-be 'benefioial 
to the cultivators in theory but I myself and the then Subdivisional 
Officer of Madaripur, Mr. T. C, Roy, so far as I remember, vehemently 
objected to the manner of its-working. But the Registrar of Co-opera
tive Societies with his colleagues, specially the Assistant Registrar 
residing at Dacca, paid very little heed to my cogent arguments. I 
was ridiculed and over-argued and was compelled to resign my Director
"hip both from this high sounding society as well QS from the Director
ship of the Central Bank. I, however, continued to be the Chairman 
of a rural society. Our Subdivisional Officer, the said Mr. T. C. Roy .. 
also submitted his resignation finding it impossible to work in harmony 
with the formation of the Co-operative Jute- Sale and Supply Society. 
It is indeed very curious that the working committee of this society 
consisted of one big zemindar, viz., Chowdhury Golam Mawls, whQ had 
not a bit of land under actual cultivation, one Muktear, Jitenpra 
Nath Mukherjee, the son of the Rai Sahib A. K. Mukhet:jee and .o.ne 

_ big dalal, Habu Mukunda Chandra Saha. These two gentlemen 
had likewise not a bit -of land Under actual. cultivation. They' worked: 
!or two 'Years under, it is said, the direct supervision of the .!.ssistant 

'Registrar and the Co-operative Inspectors but the result is well known 
to oui' Government. It is rumoured that this society alone has incurrea 
a loss of about two lakhs within a course of two years. Most of, nay 
almost all, the money, as far as I am aware, was taken 'from the rural 
societies by way of· shares. I regret very much to say that Government 
has taken no steps to examine the accounts of this society,which it is. 
now. understood, is under-liquidation. 1 have 'also come to -know that 

. all the .Co-operative Jute Sale and Supply Societies have niet with the-
~me fate. . . 

Q. 3D.-There are no fix!ld st!lDd~rds of jute. . 
Q.32.-Yes. A systemor.~i~ndard should.at once bEi:-adopted o!!, 

the views of the American p«:>ttonStandards Act. Ql 1923.:' . ,; 
Q.34.-Yes. . . . ,:-:;~ 

Q. 35.-The fixed standard of loose jute should be fixed by legisla
tion. 

Q. 3G.-The standards should be checked by expert cultivators under 
the authority given by t-he Government. 

Q. 37.-This scheme may be adopted at present. I think it is 
unnecessary to suggest any other scheme at present. 

Q. 3B.-The cultivators do not know the a~tual marketing informa
tion in time. They know through fariruA. and beparis, but rather to~ 
late. Hence it happens that the cultivators sell at a low price while the
market rises and sometimes demand higher prices when the' market falls
down. This fact is well known to all kinds of dealers in jute. As the' 
cultivators live far away from the centre of daily info!;,mation, no
practical method can be suggested to inform them (actual growers} 
excepting a few living very close to any jute centre, in time. . 

. . '. "i ~ . ~ •. " .~ • 

Q. 39.-This question does not arise incase regul.~tion -is a.dopted.· 

Q. 4O.-The farias, the beparis, the dalals, the. big -merchants, are
'in fact, the enemies of the actual growers. NQ reliable information can 
be had from them or through any other agency. .t\.ny money spent for 
this purposellhall be spent for nothing. Thism»;tter. may be 'lef~ t~ 
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--the cultivators themselves .. Wireless and loud-speakers will have no 
-effect, if the larias and beparis do not purchase jute at higher rates 
.suggested by these speakers. Most of the actual growers are on the 
-verge of starvation. They must sell their jute and other crops to meet 
'with their own and other dependants' bare subsistence. These culti
-vators are never cared· for or looked after Of paid by Government or 
-any other private person or company. They have been left to their 
fate. 

Q. 41.-Yes. The jute can be purchased and held back from the 
-market for the time being, in case. the Government helps the actual 
'-needy cultivators by way of lending monev to meet their. bare 
-subsistence without interest. No private agency can undertake such 
·::work. Yes, if Government undertake to purchase jute at a lower rate 
'it will be helpful to the growers inasmuch as they will think over the 
'matter at the time of sowing jute-the cost, yield and the prices they 
-are expected to get, This will indirectly teach them economy of grow
ing the jute in large quantities but the adoption of such a system has 

.a great obstacle in its way, e.g. i.n case, the other kinds of dealers offer 
higher prices nobody wilr sell at a lower price to Government. But 

-on the whole this will be for the betterment of the growers. The Gov
.ernment can announce its intention to purchase jute at 2-2! or 3 accord
ing to qualifications. The fund should be met from the provincial 
.revenue. The Government authorities should not f-orget the following 
lines: -"The bold peasantry, the country's pride, once decayed can 
:never be supplied." . 

Q. 42.-1 entirely disagree with this system. It will entail an addi· 
-tional burden to the Government which will ultimately go from the 
:Jleasants' pockets. 

Q. 43.-No. I objected to the Royal Commission when it was 
~Buggested at Faridpur about 5 or 6 years ago. ;r object to it again 
.at present inasmuch as such a committee will be mere show and entail 
.additional expenditure. 

No. 90. 

Babu Daluram Coganmull, jute merchant, Faridpur. 

Dated the 16th March JrI3J. 
Q.1.-Yes. 
Q. 2.-Yes. To steady prices. 
Q. 5.-Factors depressing price due to world crisis. In some 

'measure over-production is responsible but over-production is really lack 
.of demand. 

Q.7.-No. 
Q. S.-Attempt to regulate voluntarily would probably fail for 

reason suggested .. 
Q. 9.-Some form of legislation. would be necessary to obviate 

likelihood of cultivators increasing area under cultivation following 
short crop and resultant higher' prices. The price factor is the most 
powerful influenceinl governing crop, short or otherwise. . 
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Q. 10.-UJmbination of all would be useful. 

Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. . 

Q. 13.-Alternative c.rops dependant upon price. 

Q. 14.--Government and other propaganda effects over-estimated. 
Price factor the most potent one but continuai;ion of propagand~_ 
desirable. 

Q.15.-Varies in different districts. But should be available to 
Government officials dealing with cultivators. Not more than Rs. 3 
in Faridpur district. 

Q. 17.-World depression principally but the absence of any effective 
control over jute,also responsible in no small measure. Trade as a 
whole lacks organisation which results in needless competition. 

Q. 19.-An accuracy of present season estilllate argues considerable 
!oom for. improvement in method of compiling figures and obtaining 
mformatIon. 

.. Q. 20.-Present methods· of grading unsatisfactory from all points 
of view, balers, cultivators, middlemen, due to frequent. variation of 
grading in busiest part of season. 

Q.24.-Yes.. 

Q. 2G.-Seldom, but in depression years this course has been resorted 
to on a small scale. . 

Q. 28.-Co-operative jute societies have notsliown themselves as of 
material use to trade in the light of recent years' working in . Bengal. 

Q.34.-Yes. 

Q. 35.-Some definite form of grade of standard absolutely neces
sary. At present balers entirely in the hands of Calcutta mills. 
Raising of the grade in the busiest part of the season has often resulted 
in very serious losses to merchants and balers. Balers Associations 
have proved themselves incapable of enforcing decision regarding grades 
or standards: 

Q. 41.--Government intervention in jute undesirable except in case 
of extreme necessity. Government purchasing jute for the purpose of 
withholding it from the markets during slump would result in wide 
spread speculation and, i!). jute, this is quite bad enaugh at the moment; 

Q. 47.--8ubstitutes for jute enter into question only when prices 
rise above a certain level. 

Q. 55 and Q. 56.-Yes. 

. Q. 58.-Statistical information would. not int~rfere with. shippers' 
;uorangements. Information or propaganda mIght. concelvab.ly be 
arranged through shippers but an independent source 18 more desll'Qble. 
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No. 91. 

Babu Indu Bhusan Sarkar, President, tshangopalpur Union Board, 
district Faridpur. 

Dated the 11th March 1933. 
Q. 1.--Yes. 
Q. 2 (~).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b).-To keep supply within demand and to steady the prices 

level. to the raw fibre. . 
Q. 3.~It is possible to regulate production. 
Q. 5.-The sUl?ply is greater t~an the demaI?-d and the cornerin~ o~ 

the market by mIddlemen and f~llure of turmng the raw fibre mto' 
finished froducts due to economic crisis. Financial crisis is the main 
cause· 0 the fall of the price of jute. Over-production is also au 
important faetor. The growers pin their faith upon jute. crop ta 
improve their financial position. -

Q. 6 and Q.7.-No. 
Q. S.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-Very slow and cautious attempts should be made to make 

regulation compulsory by legislation as people are likely to misunder
stand it as an infringement upon their personal rights and privatEl' 
property. ' 

'Q. 10.-Yes. (a) Union Board, (b) Co-operative Societies; (c) 
zemirukI.rs, (d) periodical meetings of the headmen of the growers; ann 
!e) propaganda W'ork by the Agriculture Department. 

Q. 11.-Yes, it could be checked by the Jute Marketing Board. 
Q.12.-Yes. . 

. Q. 13.-In low land appropriate paddy and in high land sugarcane, 
cotton, tobacco, tamarind, etc. . . 
, Q. 14 • .:......:No .. The 'Jlrop~ganda may be made more efiective by the 
agency of merchants, Union Boards and popular leaders. '. . ' 

Q. 15.-Normal cost of cultivation per acre of jute is Rs. 30 and 
the average yield varies from 12 to 18 maunds. N{)rmal cost of culti
vation per acre of sugarcane is Rs. 75 and the average yield varies' 
from 600 to 800 maunds which sells at the rate of annas 4 per maund. 

Q. 18.-Rupees 60r 7. 
Q. 17.-'Vide answer to Question No.5. 
Q. 18.-With a view to assist the grower in producing better j'lte 

and to lower his cost of production, agricultural research and propa
ganda are necessary. It should however be done not in a spirit of 
seclusion. 

Q. 19.-The system of forecast is really beneficial to 'all concerned. 
Attempts should however be made to get correct and reliable figures. 

Q. 20.-Fairly satisfactory. 
Q. 21.-Yes, organised market should be opened. Yes, it would be 

advantageous to the growers. The approximate nUIl!ber of . such 
markets in Bengal will be one hundred. 

Q. 22.-This is rather pOisible. 
Q. 23.-Farias and beparis generally take jute from villages and 

supply the big merchants who sjlnd the same both'direct to the mill as 
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well as to Calcutta markets. Some' agents generally get commission 
at 6 pies to 1 anna per maund. The beparill sometimes are gainers and 
sometimes losers according !q the fluctuation of the price in market. 

Q.24.-Yes. 

Q. 25.-Fariall and lJeparill trade upon the ignorance and poverty of 
the growers. Vide answer to Question No. 2l. 

Q. 26.-In this district there is no such custom as dadan. 

Q. 27.-They generally borrow from private money-lenders. who have 
no concern with the jute busUtess. They also borrow from co-operative 
societies. No. 

Q. 35.-Yes, there will be no loss to anyone. 

Q. 37.-Yes, Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme may be adopted . 

. Q: 38.-The growers generally do not get correct market informa
tion. It is necessary to circulate correct market information among 
growers through Circle Officers and Union Boards, muktabll and 
primary schools in time. The information should be weekly supplied 
by the Central Committee. 

Q. 39.-The Central Committee should have branches in each dis
trict and subdivision. and they would be able to supply correct infor
mation to abovementioned agencies regarding stock, etc. 

Q. 4D.-Yes, but the cost, I am afraid, will be a little prohibitive 
in distant out-of-the-city places, where Union Boards and other 
agencies will be of use. 

Q. 41.-No. 

Q. 42.-An attempt may be made to appoint temporary special 
marketing officers recommended by the Royal Commission on Agri
culture. Correct and reliable information as to present stock, quality 
and future demand may be had from them which will be of great help 
to all concerned. 

Q.43.-Yes. 

Q.45.-No. 

Q. 4a.-From Central Government. 

Q. 51.-Finished prodllcts. 

Q. 52.-Yes. 

Q. 53.~Yes, it should be financed by the Local Government. 
Q. S4.-Yes. 

Q. 55.-The Central Government should decrease the export duty 
on raw jute and propaganda work should also be made in foreign 
countries for its use in plenty. 

Q. SS.-Yes. 

Q. 57.-First of all Government should finance and if the scheme is 
successful, the Central Government may impose a tax just to meet the· 
necessary establishment cost to retain the same if thought necessary. 
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Ho. 82. 

Babus Shamlal Kundu and Rurrnull . Agarwala, representing large 
dealers, Baliu Hari Hath Handy, representing petty ~ealers and' 
Maulvi Haziruddin Ahmed, representing growers ~f jute, Pangsha.' 
bazar, Coalundo subdivision, district Faridpur~ , 

Dated the 7th Narch 1.933. 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Possible to a consider~ble extent. 
Q. 2 (b).-They restrict cultivation so as to prevent over-production' 

(viz., production in excess of the demand) which naturally tends to' 
lower the price and to steady the price at a reasonable figure.. ~ 

Q. 3.-Regulation seems under all circumstances to be feasible 
provided this does not adversely affect the growers under the existing. 
circumstances. 

Q.4.-No. 
Q. 5.-(i) Over-production, (ii) economic depression and (iii) com-, 

petition. -" . . 
Over-production is more responsible than financial crisisl fOI: low 

prices. . 
Q. S.-If regulation be effected and the prices be kept within 

moderate economic figure which is not generally done in monopoly 
business, there is hardly any immediate possibility of competition from 
substitute crop. ' 

Q. 7.-May not come quite vohuitarily and hence the necessity for 
compulsion through'legislation. 

Q. S.-Exactly so. . 
Q. 9.-Vide answers to Question , No.7. JJegislatioIi should aim at 

controlling production and regulating price. Details may be worked 
out by experts. 

Q. 10.-Co-operative societies. 
Q. 11.-Yes, exactly. ' 
Q. 12.-Co-operation essential. 
Q. 13.-8u&,arcane may be profitable substitute for high land and 

, paddy for low lands. Existing method of propaganda,. . 
Q. 14.-Yes, to a considerable extent. Yes. Distribution of 

leaflets from aeroplanes was fairly effective:-
Q. 15.-N ormal cost of cultivation per acre is Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 

approximately. Yield per acre is 18 maunds (60 iolas=l seer). 
Q. 16.-Rupees 4 to Rs. 5 at least per maund. 
Q. 17.-ride answer to Question No.5. 
Q. 1S.-Agricultural. r.esear~h and propagand!1 are really needed, if 

jute is to stand competItIon WIth cheaper substItutes. . 
Q. 19.-8atisfactory from all points of view. 
Q. 20.-There is nothing to complain against the existing forms, 
Q. 21.-Yes. Two su~h markets for each thana. andthe:app!oxi-

mate area. to be served WIll be about 100 square mIles. 'QllIte hkely 
to be adv·antageoul. 
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Q. 22.-Yes, of course. 
Q. 23.-There are twO"elasses of middlemen, (i) the independenlT 

bepari, wh.o purchase jute .. direct from the growers. and' sell it to. 
merchants on suitable profits; (ii) the petty merchants who act 'as com
mission agents. They get 1 anna per maund from the merchants. 

Q. 24.--Excepting a few instances where the multiplicity of beparis 
se1s up a competition for the commodity and thus enhances the price;; 

'multiplicity of middlemen gentlrally lowers the price in the following 
manner: bepa"';s purchase jute from the growers and sell it on a profit 
to petty merchants who in turn sell it to exporters on a profit. The 
hsult 18 that the growers, get comparatively Q smaller price than -thEh 

'merchants. Abolition of the middlemen would have thus brought at-, 
once the actual growers into the direct touch with the exporters anC£ 
thus ensued to them a more decent price than what they get at present~_ 

Q. 25.-We are not aware of any such custom. 

Q. 26.-N 0 such custom is in vogue here. 

Q. 27.--Creditors are sometimes buyers but not always. In such, 
'cases growers are not expected to get as much price as they would have 
got elsewhere. Organisations like Rural Co~operative Societies may.;
solve this question. 

Q. 28.-We have no such practical experience but the idea seems;: 
to be plausible one. 

Q. 29.-Terms are not known to us. 
Q. 3CJ.r-There are three' standards, namely, (i) Rejection, (2) L. R.,.. 

(3) Cross L. R. Standards are fixed by the Bengal Chamber of Com
merce. It varies from year to year. The Chamber of Commei'C&
arbitrates over dispute. There is nothing to say against home 
guarantee but nothing particular is known to us about the invoicing-
back clauses. -

Q. 31.-Feasible. To fix standards by legislative suggestion seemS"' 
to be quite workable. 

Q. 32.-We have no definite schemes to suggest ~ this connection ... 
Q. 33.-Existing system satisfactory. 
Q.34.-Yes. 
g. 35.-Yes, there is no objection to it. 
Q. 36.-The existing standards may continue to exist provided tliat· 

a body to inspect all consignments and to supervise the working of the-
standard be set up. , 

Q. 37.~No other scheme more sound than that orMr. MacDougalI' 
can be suggested. 

Q. 38.--Growers do' not get sufficient ,informatioit at present:. 
Suggestion of Question No. 40 may be of some help to them. 

Q.39.-Yes. 
Q. 4O.-Yes, wireless with loud-speakers will be of great assistance-

to the growers. 
Q. 41.-It is of course advisable to purchase and hold back' from the

market for the time being the surplus jute to prevent undue lowerin~
of price and this may be done through the Jute CorpOration assl1g'gested-: 
by Mr. McDougall. 
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Q. 42.-In absence of the detailed report of the Linlithgow Commis
Bion on Agriculture we are not in a position to give a satisfactory answer 
to this question. .. 

Q. 43 to Q. 46.-Cannot answer in absence of the abovementioned 
report. 

Q. 47 to Q. 58.-Sorry, we cannot give eatisfactory answer to these 
.questions. 

"No. 93. 

Maulvi Chaudhuri Afsar Ali, Subdivisional Officer, Madaripur, district. 
Faridpur. 

Dated the 27th Afa"chJ933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. But the regulation must be by gradual steps and not 
all on a sudden. ~he cultivators must be trained up to it so that they 
.can without hesitation take up a regulated system of production. 

Q. 2 (a).-If a well regulated forecast regarding the demands of 
jute for the year can be prepared, the production of jute may be 
regulated according to that forecast. But such regulation will mean 
great trouble and expenditure. But if a Jute MarketifigBoard (vide 
Question No. 11) be established, the over-production is expected to be 
-checked and the forecast need not be as regulated as it should be. 

Q. 2 (b).-Th9 eilect of such regulation will first mean rise in 
prices for some time but the ultimate result will be a stabilised price 
for which the economists are enxious. This stabilised price will mean 
:prosperity to the country. 

Q. 3.-Pleaserefer to answers to Questions Nos. 1 and 2. 
Q. C.-No attempt has heen made to control the production of any 

-crop. But the Regulating Board of coal as a mineral product has 
proved successful to a great extent in its competition with the African 
coal in the Peninsula and other places. In this competition the Coal 
Grading and Controlling Board was of immense benefit to the Indian 
1::oal producers. But the difference between jute and coal is that jute 
is the monopolised commodity for Bengal whereas coal received heavy 
.competition from Africa. Being a monopoly, the producers want to . 
"produce their utmost with the result that the prices run down, hence 
·the production of this commodity I'equires control. Being a monopoly 
-the production must fetch a paying price and controlled production 
will mean raised price and prosperity of the cultivators. The alloc8-
-tion can be based on the previous output of the raiyat and the experi
ence thereto. The difference between the (>stimated output and real 
()utput in such case will be practically negligible. Restriction is no 
hardship where land can be used for growing other crops. The control 
must be exercised by some Government board all.d must not be left for 
the cultivators to be exercised and that will mean speculation and the 
evils of speculation will in that' case outweigh the goods therein. 

Q. 5.-The main reason for the lower price of jute is the lower value 
()f the existing coins', i.e., their high purchasing power. Formerly the 
cost of production was high and the profit received by the cultivators 
was many times higher than the cost of production. lJut at present 
the cost of production has no doubt been much lowered but the amount 
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ofyrofit accrual has been lowered many times more than It was due
if lowered proportionately. 

1\""e catrnot but touch the questioJ;l. of over-production along wi;.h it. 
Demand has been much less for the last few years from the foreign 
countries but the acreage under cultivation has not been controlled 
accordingly as such over-production is taking place each year and hence 
the low price. . 

Q. G.-No. It will not have any substitute unless the price of jute 
exceeds the price of other superior fibres such as cotton. Paper is no 

. good substitute for jute. Nor is there any chance of jute being pro
duced ,in other countries to compete with the .Indian jute.. The experi~ 
ments in Germany and America have all proved failures~ But if "arry" 
fibre is produced which is cheaper and more durable than jute't'f- will 
certainly affect the~ute trade adversely. ' 

Q.7.-No . 
. Q. 8.-:-The. cultivators being mostly illiterate this is most likely 

unless !1 strong b?dy is. ~stab~ished to take all necessar;y steps for 
regulation. Pubhc OpInIOn In "favour of such regulatIOn must be 
created through some non-official agency which may be termed semi
official in helping the Government indirectly in the matter. 

Q. 9.-Compulsory legislation will be necessary to give effect to 
regulated production. This would mean certain' expenditure for the 
Government. But such legislation is called for in the interest of the 
cultivators who form 72 per cent. of population in India. But such 
legislation ,is likely to be resented in the first few yeats till the culti
vators have realized its benefit. 

Q. 10.-Union Boards, Co-operative Societies, and Purchasing 
Societies may be of great lise in this matter. As those societies will be 
regarded by the cultivators as their own and legislative measures 
promulgated through them will certainly be IQoked into with great 
regard. Raiffesein' tYPE! of co-operative society should be established. 

Q ..... 11.-Iri. such case a Jute Marketing Board will be of immense 
help as the cultivators will kno'W for certain that they will have pur~ 
chaser for their product under the regulated system and as such will 
Ill)t I'un into any risk. 

Q. 12.-Yes. In such a case the organizations-in Bihar and Assam 
should be made subordinate to the organization in Bengal. 

Q. 13.-For low lands which are in the majority in this, part of the 
province the only alternative crop is paddy. As theflQod water' comes 
upon these lands in early Ashar corresponding. to July no other crop 
is possible in these lands except paddy. But for the lands which remain 
above water-level till earlv SrabO/n sugarcane may be regarded .as an 
alternative crop. For all'high lands in general the alternative crops 
may be cotton, sugarcane, tobacco, chillies, and other vegetables. 

, The distribution of pamphlets may be of some use in this direction, 
But the main thing necessary is to create public opinion in the matter 
through the .Union Boards. For the cotton producers protection on 
cotton. will be a great impetus. 

,Q. 14~-The past year has been one of ,the worst within memory in 
low prices for jute and rice. ¥ortunately fo~ Beng.,al, q-overnment has 
engaged in propaganda to restrIct the area of Jute and thIS has succeeded 

21 
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to a certain extent. The best means tQ minimise the production of jute 
is the establishment of a Jute Marketing Board. . 

.Q. 15.-For every acre of ordinary land the cost of production of 
jute (including labour for the cutting of jute and the drying of jute) 
IS between Rs. 50 to Rs. 65 in normal years. The yield per acre is 
about IH maunds. If sufficient measure (e.g., ammonium sulphate, 
bone crush, etc.) be applied in these lands the cost of production may 
IIlcre in char lands at the, cost is greater by 8 maunds than ordinary 
rise to Rs. 75 and the yield may come up to 18 maunds. The yield per 
lands. The cost of production of rice is the lowest of all. But the cost 
of production of tobacco and sugarcane is higher than rice but lower 
than 'jute. The yield per acre of rice is much greater than jute; it is 
20 to 25 maunds. 

Q. 16.-Under the present condition Rs. 4-8 per maund is a fair 
price for the cultivator. _ 

Q. n.-The chief factors which have brought about the fall in the 
price of jute is principally over-production accentuated by the grave 
economic position the world over and the consequent lower demand 
from foreign countries for which the civil disobedience movement of 
India is partly responsible. The fall in the price of manufactured jute 
is uue to the want of research in the country. . 

Q. 18."'-The competition jute is receiving from paper, etc., will not 
be able to affect the price of 'jute if the present crisis is once over. 
Research may be made to utilise jute in a large quantity in different 
industries. But -no propaganda is necessary as when thin fibre will be 
nece,ssary for trade the cultiva{ors will learn themselves to produce 
jute of finer quality. 

Q. 19.-Being inaccurate the present system of compiling and pub
lishing of jute forer.ast is not satisfactory and beneficial for any of the 
three class~s mentioned. The forecast generally represents the situation 
in some big firms of the Calcutta market and takes no account of the 
mufassal market. These markets should be consulted. 

Q. 20.-Being ill-educated the present system of grading means 
speculation for the growers. They do not understand anything of 
classification and are guided by the balers and mill-owners through 
their middlemen the laria.~. The gradation list does oftentirne pur
suadesome ill-educated men to take up the position of the middlemen 
and to lead them to their ruin. Being unsatisfactory from the point 
of view of the cultivators and the middlemen this system cannot prove 
beneficial to the community in general. 

Q. 21.-Yes. Organised markets under the B9rar system will mean 
the curtailment of hardship which the cultivators receive at the hands 
of the mill-owners and Marwaris at the present day by regulatin~ the 
price according to their whims. In Bengal such markets ShOUld be 
established at big jute centres like Calcutta, Serajganj, Narayanganj, 
Madaripur, Khulna, Howrah, Tangail, Jamalpur and other Important 
places. These markets would no doubt be of immense advantage to 
the cultivators. 

Q. 22.-This question does not arise if organised markets be 
established. Otherwise, it is advantageous to form co-operative credit 
and purchasing societies in'some jute producing are~s in which: the 

[The SubditJiaionaZ O.lficer, Madaripur.] , 
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mill-owners and. the cultivators must be members and the society shall 
lend money to Its members and shall purchase the 'Produce made with 
the same money by its members -at a reasonable price. 

Q. 23.-The terms are almost of the same_ meaning. Botli 01 .11em 
are speculators. They purchase at less price from the cultivators to 
sell at a higher price to the mill-owners, thus pocketing a profit for 
their dealing. Sometimes theY'contract with the mills to supply them 
e. specified quantity of jute at a specified price at a certain commission 
and, on the other hand, contract with the cultivators to sell their output 
at a specified price at a certain commission thus having commissions 
from both the parties. 

Q.24.-No. 
Q. 25.-The advance system of purchase prevalent between the 

Marwaris and the European firms at mufassal areas is detrimental to 
the interest of the cultivators. They bind down the cultivators not to 
sell their output to any body else except the firm advancing but in the 
end purchase according to their sweet will oftentime leaving the cul
tivators with a surplus to add to their misfortunes. To put a stop to 
this the Marketing Board ought to be established. . 

Q. 26.-8ee answer to Question No. 25. 
Q. 27.-Formerly the cultivators used to borrow from the shaukars 

and .mahajans as well as banking and loan: corporations. But in the 
present days the banking concerns have closed loaning out money to 
others. As such the cultivators are to look to themahajans and the 
co-operative societies and also to the jute purchasing agencies for loan. 
In the present days the creditors are in the majority of cases the ulti
mate buyers and this means lower price for the output to the cultivators. 
Agricultural loans from the Government for a suitable amount to each 
grower is the best remedy to this. 

Q. 28.-Already discussed. Vide Question No. 22. 
Q. 29.-Not known. 
Q. 30.-There are certain fixed standards of quality for·export. The 

standard varies according to needs. The standard is selected by the 
European Jute Merchants Association. 

Q. 31r-Indian jutes oftentime receive a very low price at Dundee 
for being mixed with hemp, etc. If a standard is fixed by legislation 
for export and a Grading Board, like- the. Coal Grading Board, be 
established, it, would be of great benefit to the Indian cultivators: 

Q. 32.-Any scheme to standardise jute for export, according 10 the 
American Cotton Standard Act" will be received with joy by the culti
vators. The total output may be standardised according to the quality 
of the fibre and the values should accordingly vary. A Grading Board 
should be established to issue certificates, and an officer deputed by 
that Board is to certify the quality of the fibre according to the grada
tion list to be prepared by the Board. No jute, which is not presented 
with such a certificate, should be allowed to be exported. This sort of 
gradation will· enhance the faith of the Dundee merchants for the 
<lualit:v: of the exported jute and thus the price of jute will be stabilised 
by gradation. 
- 'Q. 33.---"No. The jute balers an~ mill-owners J?urchase jute ,,;t Ii 
higher weight than the standax:d weIght and oft.enhme leave the Jute 
to moisture and exposure to weIght more. The Jutes .of all- classes are 
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purchased together ~~dare sent t~. Oalcutta together (be~n~ 'mixed up) 
and as such the quahtyof the fibre IS changed from the OrIgInal. There 
is no fixed standard for internal trade. 

Q. 34.-Yes. 
Q. 35.-Yes, the only objection lllay co~e from the pucca balers' as 

in such a case they will have no advantages which they are receiving 
under the present system. ' 

Q. 3G.-Guarantee of hessain to be supervised by the Jute Grading 
Board. 

Q. 37.-The scheme of Mr. McDougall may be accepted with the 
single amendment that the beparis mentioned in his scheme should be 
certified by the Corporation. His scheme is almost the same as the 
establishment of a Marketing Board. 

Q. 38.-The main informants of the cultivators about the market 
conditions are the /arias and the beparis. These men generally make 
some money for themselves by misguiding the ill.educated, illiterate 
cultivators with wrong informations, according to their own conveni
~nce. The co-operative societies or the Marketing Board, if established, 
should be the suitable concerns to inform them about the real market 
.conditions through their officers. 

Q.39.-Yes. 
Q. 40.-Co-operative societies, a Marketing Board are the best: 

means. It is not practicable to place wireless telegraph machines and 
loud-speakers everywhere in such a big area through which jute is 
produced. 'Taking it for granted that such measure is possible it must 
be noted that this means much expenditure with little effect as the 
cultivators under the present system cannot sell to the merchants 
direct except through the /arias. Hence even in this case the 
Marketing Board or the co-operative societies should be established. 

Q. 41.-In the case of slump it is better to have a scheme of stocking 
jut.e by the Government than by the merchants. If the price is 
reasonable and fixed the people will be glad to sell their output to the 
Government. But if the' jute is allowed to be stocked in the hands of 
private firms the firms will·take advantage of this and will lower down 
the price.to the disadvantage of the cultivators. The fund for this may 
be taken froin the revenue accruin~ under stamps as almost the whole 
of it is profit to the Government or it may be provided from' the Excise 
head, conditions improving. 

Q. 42.-Yes, the marketing officers should survey the al·ea under' 
jute and should estimate the probable output so as to help the co
operative society or the Marketing Board to settle the price. They 
should also settle an'y market dispute that may arise. 

Q. 43.-Not necessary. 
Q; 44 to Q. 4G.~Do not arise. 

Q. 47.-It is not possible to give any statistics. So far as can be 
gathered jute receives competition from hemp and paper. The former 
costs several times more and is too expensive to enter into competition 
with the ordinary jute products. Paper, up to the present, is only in 
competition with jute for cement bags and the demand for jute will 
only be endan gered if monopoly powers were used to raise' the price 
ll,njustifiably beyond an economic figure. 
[The SubdiviBional Officer. Madaripur.] 
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Q~ 48.-80 far as hemp is concerned it has captured the trade to a. 
certain extent ',by reason of its better durability, and stability in 
prices. Paper on the other hand is used for its cheapness and stability 
in prices from year to year. • 
, Q. 49.--..It is not possible to give any schedule of comparative cost. 
Paper is under protection at present which will cease soon and as such 
the· advantage is not likely to be permanent. Competitive ability will 
increase with the growth of civilisation but with the advancement of 
knowledge and the improvement of the methods of researches the utility 
of jute will also certainly be enhanced than as at present. 

Q. so.-With the production of fine and durable fibres the competi
tion from hemp will die out as jute is cheaper than hemp. The attain
ment of the stability of price will also be an advantage for jut ... 

Q. S1.-Not possible~ , 
Q. S2.--Not possible, as this requires a visit to some of the Calcutta 

mills. It may be said, however, that the Calcutta mills are to a certain 
extt'nt supplying the .,necessities of the Indian daily life,. possible to be 
received from jute when manufactured (e.g" gunny-bags, ropes, etc.). 

Q. 53.-Yes, the .research work should be taken. up at the Calcutta 
and Dacca University Post Graduate Departments and at the Agricul
tural Research Institute. The cost of these researches should be met 
by the provincial Government. 

Q. S4.-N ot necessary. 
Q. SS.-Does not arise. 
Q. S6.-Not necessary, the statistics published by the Government 

and the newspapers are enough for such propaganda work .. 
Q. 57 and Q. 58.-Do not arise. 

No. 94. 

Mr. N. K. Sen, Collector of dessor&. 

Dated the 18th April 1933. 

Q. 1.-Y e6, if possible. 
Q. 2 (a).-No. Not under present conditions at any rate. 
Q. 2 (b).-The object would be to raise and steady prices, and if 

regulation was possible, it would have the likely effect of raising and 
steadying priCe6. 

Q. 3.--Regulation is not possible at present for the following 
reasons:-

(i) Jute growers are scattered over a very big area in the 3 
Provinces of Bengal, Assam and Bihar and Orissa, 

(ii) Communications in the interior aI:e difficult, 
(iii) Cultivators are scattered and disunited, and extre'mely. poor. 

These factors have the cumulative effect of making j,~ extremely 
difficult if not altogether impossible, to devise any scheme which could 
effectiv~ly make the growers act in concert· according to a pre-arranged 
plan. As they are scattered over a big area with difficult communica
tions it would be difficult to bring them effectively'under regulati()n. as 
they'are not educated, it would take time to convince them that such 
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regulation i~ in their own interests; as they are e~tremely poor, t~ey 
have n'o staymg-pow~r; and have not the means to walt for a better prIce, 

Until communications are vastly improved, cultj.vators are educated 
and their economic conditions bettered, no regulation is feasible . 

. Q. 4.-1 have no direct knowledge, but my informa'tion is that 
some scheme of control of production is sometimes put into operation 
ill the tea industry successfully. The case of jute is wholly dissimilar 
to that of tea. In the latter case the production is confined to restricted 
areas, the number of agencies of production small but highly trained 
and educated, and with good resources at their back. ' 

Q. S.-Over-production is a big, but not the sole, factor depressing 
the price of jute. Financial and industrial crises rather than' over
production, are probaBly responsi,ble for the present low prices. 

Q. 6.-The fact that there has not. been so far any competition from 
substitute crops, does not mean that such competition is not to be 
apprehended under altered conditions. There is, in my opinion, always 
a ri,sk of a substitute crop, and this must be borne in mind in involving 
a scheme of regulation of jute crop. . 

Q. 7.~No. 
Q. S.-Yes, undoubtedly. 
Q. 9.-Any regulation to be successful must be made compulsory by 

legislation, but for reasons noted against Question No.3, I doubt if such 
regrutl'tion can be effectively enforced. 

1 have no suggestion to offer regarding the outline of such iegisla-
tion. , 

Q. 10.-There exists at present no agency which can successfully 
implement compulsory legislation. Though not an ideal'one,the Union 
Board j8 the only agency that can be utilised for the purpose. 

'Zemindars would be of no use 'and co-operative societies worse than 
useless. 

Q. '11.-1 do 
successfully. 

". . . . 

n'ot think a Jute Marketing Board wpuld operate 

It would be difficult to get in rural areas such boards which would 
be both efficient and honest. . '-'-

,Q. 12.~ Yes,' 'without such co-operation the scheme IS bound' to fail. 
Q. 13.-The alternative crops would be paddy and rabi crops. 
Sllgarcane seem~d to be a profitable s~bstitute and propaganda and 

supply of seedlings in the begi,nning would encourage such cultivation. 
Q; 14.-Though not to the fullest extent propaganda during the last 

two sowing s~asons has had some effect in keeping down the area of 
jute under cultivation. 

The propaganda should be continued. , ' 
It may be supplemented by propaganda by, and in the name of; non

officilu bodies, .wherever possible. 
Q.1S"--:Normal cost of cultivation of jute per acre is about Rs. 30 and 

yield is 12 to 15 maunds. ' ' \: ' ' 
Q. i6.-The price shonld not be l~ss than Rs: ,5 per'maund. It 

would bring a fai,r return if.1heprice is Rs. 7 or Rs. Sper maund. 

[TAe Oo1l8elor'o/ Je8sore.] 
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Q. 17 • ....-Over-pro'duction in this country, and world factors offinan •. 
cial and industrjal. crises resulting in the decline of trade in general 
and consequent .fall in demand for gunny bags are the chief factors. 

Q. 18.....-Agricultural research and propaganda by the Department 
.of Agriculture should continue. The various chambers of commerce 
ill the Province might assist the Department of Agriculture. 

Q. 19.-Yes, but it is beneficial not so much to (a) as to (b) and 
(c), for the latter regulate their stock accordingly and thus save them
selves from any unprecedented loss. 

Q. 20.-It is neither satisfactory· nor scientific. It almost always 
depends on the sweet will of the middlemen who dictate their terms to 
the growers. 'J'he latte.r have often to yield as they are most disorganised 
and have got nothmg to fall backllpon. As a result the 
middlemen make substantial profit at the cost of actual .growers. The 
balers and mill-owners, in my opinion, do not make such profit out of the 
sale of raw material as their source of profit is the sale of the finished 
product. So, only a certain section of the community, nanlely, the chain 
of middlemen that lie between the actual grower and the mill-owner, 
shares the. bulk of profit from the sale of jute. As a result it is not 
beneficial ultimately to the community si,nce it tends to foster. in~ 
equality in the distribution of wealth, at the cost of the cultivator 
class which forms the bulk of the population in Bengal and other 
provinces .. 

The remedy lies in the organ'lsationof these actual growers into 
co-operative societies and bringing them into direct touch with the 
mill-owners. This will eliminate the undesimble middlemen and the 
growers will get sufficient remuneration for their hard labour. An 
organised market will thus be formed in the mufassaland grading will 
bE on a more scientific line. . . . . 

Q. 21.~1 have got no knowledge about such markets but I tpi,nk 
co-opemtive system, as suggested in Question No. 20, is more advanta
geous to the cultivators. But it seems to me that it would not be feasible 
tC' establish' organised markets for jute,the area to be dealt·witnbeing 
too unwieldy and there being no suitable agency available to ~~ that· 
market committee work efficiently. . 

Q. 22.-Yes, as·1 have suggested in Question No. 20. 
Q. 23.-1n the district there is only one class of middlemen called 

beparM. They are like merchants, buying jute direct from the growers 
and sending those to Calcutta for the mill-owners. They buy at a 
lower price and sell these at a higher price and thu~ make profit. 

Q. 24.-1es, the margin of profit being rather big a large numb~r 
of middlemen are tempted to join.· But this j,s a temporary phenomeno:Q: 
as the competition among these middlemen tends to raise the pric~ aud' 
their number is again adjusted to the normal level. 

Q. 25.-No, there is no such custom; want of organisation is the only 
cause of their sad plight. 

Q. 26.-Yes, there are many such instances within the district. 
This is at the time of sowing when the cultivators require capital, the. 
yillaO'e money-lender takes his opportunity and binds down the culti· 
vato; to sell 1he crop to him at a price fixed beforehand and thus clear 
off his debt. The tlystem is called dadan. The terms depend on ,t~e . 
·fondition of th~ jute market as is known to the money-Ienderll. . 
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Q. -27.-The cultivators, as I have said already, borrow money 
from the village mahajan and in most cases these rnahajans are the 
.ultimate buyers. It certainly affects the price which the cultivator is 
able to obtain because according to the contract between him and the 
mahajan he is left no option to seek for a better market. The best 
remedy is the co-operative banking system alIlong the cultivators which 
alone can provide better credit facilities to them. 

Q. 28.-1 have got no experience about the actual marketing 
system. But so far as I have gather.ed, I dare say that it is quite 
possible to bring the whole system of marketing jute into the hands. 
of a co-operative organisation if it be backed by the Government and 
placed under the supervision of an ·experienced Government officer. In 
my opinion the provision for such an organisation as also for its finance 
should be made by law. Every cultivator should be forced to join it 
and asked to contribute something (to be determined according to his 
financial circumstances) to a common fund which will be solely devoted 
to the financing .of such a society. Nothing short of legal compulsion 
can make the illiterate cultivator join such an organisation. He is 
too backward to understand his own i,nterests. 

Q ... 39.-I think so. Correct quotation of price is the most valuable 
.iniODllation needed . 

. Q. 40.-Yes, I think this is the best method of spreading the 
information. 

Q. 41.-Yes, I think it advisable but I do not consider it to be practi
cable through any private' agency. The Government alone can take 
the risk and I think that a mere announcement of Government's willing
ness to step into the market will have a beneficial effect on the price 
level. I am not iii. a position to suggest anything. about the funds neces
sary for the purpose. 

Q. 42.-1 am not in a position to answ.er this question as it is rather 
too technical. 

Q. 43.-1 do not think that a Central Jute Committee would be 
of more use. 

Q. 44 to Q. 46.-Do not arise. 

No. 95. 

Calcutta Baled .Jute Association.· 

Dated the 12th April 19:}3. 
Q. 1.-In the opinion of the Calcutta Baled Jute Association supply 

and demand automatically regulate the crop. 
Q. 2 (a).-cultivators are being kept posted about conditions affect

ing the supply of jute and Collectors and various Government officials 
have at times advised the cultivators to restrict sowings.' The difficulty 
of. estimating the demand eighteen months ahead should be carefully 
kept in mind. 
• . Q. 2(b).-The effect of. restricting supplies, it is considered, would 
naturally firm up prices but eventually the law of supply and demand 
and competition from other similar fibres would adjust prices in accord· 
anCH with ruling conditions. '. 

Q. 4.-Systems of control of production, pr export of raw ll).ateriul 
haTe been tried with many crops and in many countries: actions taken 
by the Egyptian Government and the American ;Farm Board in the 

. I .' 
.F:.or oral evideu~e of the Association's representative, vi;U pjl.ge 530 •. d I/Ilq." 
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casl~ of the cotton crops constitute the best analogy in connection 'with 
control of jute supplies. It is well known that neither the Egyptian 
Government nor the American Farm Board have been successful in 
brjngjng about stability of prices. 

Q. 5.-Supply and demand contx:ol the prices of jute. Unwarranted 
. fluctuations in the jute £Utures market due to, speculative raids have 
often contributed towards a lowering of. prices. Since the inception of the 
futu~es mar~~t. sales for export I?-re made below baling cost' owing to the 
hedgmg facilIties afforded by thIS market. We do not think that prices 
have been poor only at times of financial or other orisis, over-productio'n 
has certainly led to a lower level of prices in certain cases. 

It is assumed that the following years were 'periods of depression and 
crises, namely, 1904-1907; 1915; 1921; 1929; 1932. The position at 
about these periods may be examined. 

Taking 1904-1907, the position was that the average price of jute 
firsts in London had been £13 in 1903,-04, in 1904-05 it averaged at £16. 
in lUOo-06 it wa~ '£19, in 1906-07 it was £24, while in 1907·08 the price 
fell all low aA £13·10 but the average for the year, was £16-0-0. This 
cycle was f<.>l!llwed by two years of even lower prices,.na!llely £15 and 
£14 respecllvely. The year 1914-15 showed 8. slump In Ju~e from £;\0 
in .July 1914 to £14-15 in December 1914; in January 191ti price~had. 
come back to £20 nnd the average of the year was £21; 19] 5-1 (j prices 
averaged ont at £28. 

In 1!~:?0-~1 TJrices had dropped from £75 (the high level Ci~ the ]Jrevi. 
ous y£-Qr) t<f an average of £4L This ushered in a pe!'io-i of lower 
prices, for 1921-22 saw an average price £29-0-0. This scaling clnwn 
of prices was accompanied by an accompanying drop in the jute crop 
outturn. The figure for 1919-20 ,was 90 lakhs; for 1920-21, 77 lakhs; 
for 1921-22, 73 lakhs, and for 1922-23, 59i lakhs. 

From now onwards prices improved and the jute crop outturn follow~d 
suit; 1925-26 saw jute at the high 'peak average of £50, but values 
declined steadily and by 1930 prices were down ,to £20. As far as the 
crop is concerned during the last period it may be said that following 
a crop of 90 lakhs in 1925-26 when prices were high a bumper crop was 
turned out in 1925-26 when the figure was 121 lakhs. Prices started 
to fall away and in the subsequent years the jute ,crop dimini.shed in 
size being 112 lakhs in 1927-28, 106 lakhs in 1928-29, 105 lakhs in 
1929-30, 100f lakhs in 1930-31 while in 1931-32 it was only 65! lakhs. 

Apart from the present crisis it may be taken that as a general 
principle it is correct to state it js a fact that prices have been poor only 
at times of financial or other crises, rather than that low prices are 
due tn over-production. 

An examination of the jute statistics shows beyond any doubt that 
the consumption of jute has steadily been increasing year by year; it is 
only wi.thin the last two years that the demand for jute products ~as 
seriously diminishecl. The following figures in this connection are 
illuminating ;-

Total exports of jute to Europe 
" ., """ America 

Indian Mill consumption ' .• 

, Outtum of jute' 

1929-30. 
3,627,241 

594,608 
6,350,OPO 

i 
1O,471,8r9, 

lo,~~,oio . 

1931-32. 
2,497,917 
- 369,988 
4,700,090 

7,567,905 

~ 6,550,000 
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Q. 6.~1he- Association does not think that';1 regulation scheme 
should be applied. In reply to Questions Nos. 1 ana 2 the views of the 
Association regardi,ng this matter are outlined .. ' . 

In any event if the regulation scheme operated so as to maintain 
the price of jute above the critical level at which other fibres come. into 
competition with jute, it is obvious that a condition favourable to the 
establishment of substi,tute crops both in India and other countries 
would arise. The Association would point out that it would be diflicul.t 
to dislodge substitute crops once they were .established in other countries. 
It is the vogue inmost countries to.day to adopt tariff barriers to 
shield nascent industries and it is but natural to expect that foreign 
countries would do everything possible to establish and foster substitute 
crops should a favourable opportunity arise. The effect of such competi
tion if it arose would probably be cumulative; it would undoubtedly 
restrict the consumption of Bengal jute products; this in turn would 
mo!;t likely cause a fall in the price of jute dependant upon the degree 
to which the demand had fallen. 

Q. 7.-It is much doubted if cultivators would come in willingly 
under a regulation scheme. -

Q. S.-There is always a danger as hinted in the question. 
. Q. 9.-The Association is absolutely opposed to such a suggestion. 
It is in the highest degree undesirable that a cultivator should be sub
jected to the operation of a regulation scheme made compulsory by 
legislation. Such a syst.em would obviously be open to the gravest 
abuse and as th.e Association could- not support such legislation the 
question of its outline does not therefore arise. In any event the 
prohibitive cost of such a scheme would alone be suflici,ent reason for 
it$ not being adopted. 

Q. 10.-:-The Association is much opposed to any legislation or 
Gowrnment interference with trade. 

Q. 11.-A Jute Marketing Board is in the Association's opinion a 
quite impracticable proposition. 

In any case the Association does not consider that if widespread 
evasion of jute regulation procedure occurred it could be checked by 
concentrating the purchase of jute in a marketing board. 

There would always be a buyer of illicit jute at a price. The-Asso
ciation would strongly oppose any suggestion to concentrate the pur
chase of jute in a-Jute Marketi,ng Board and it has no hesitation in 
ccmdemning a scheme such as this which is so fraught with obvious 
dangers and which would lend itself to abuse in its administration and 
fOl' which there are no compensating advantages. 

Q. 12.-The only co-operation of local Governments that the Asso
ciation would advocate is that outlined in the replies to Questions Nos. 1 
.and 2. 

Q. 13.-Rice and sugarcane, also tobacco in some cases afford alter-
. native crops. Sugarcane offers the greater prospects as owing to the 
low prices of rice the latter yields at present a worse cash return to 
the cultivator than jute. Sugarcane oo~ be used for gul'; if it is 
required to be crushed and refined it will be necessary to have factori~s 
flear at hand as the sugarcane dries up ~f not utilised immediately. 
"fhe Director of Agriculture appears to be the most suitable person 
to encourage the 1'Oiyat to grow such alternative crops. 
rOalcutta Baled Jute A,880<iiati0fl.] 
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Q.14 • ...:..Yes. The<!}uestion has ~een recently discussed at a coa
ference' between t~ DIrector of AgrIculture BenO'al and the Bengal 
Chamber J ute FOl'ecas~ Joint ·Committee h~ld on <> the 25th Februarv 
1933 to which the Association would refer you. • 

Q. 15.-The cost of cultivation varies considerab]y according to the 
district from Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8 per maund of jute, but in some districts 
where cultivators do 110t hire any 1abour it is as low as Re. 1 per maund. 
The cost of cultivation seems to vary very much with the economic 
conditions prevailing at the time. When cultivators are doing well 
they engage outside .labour ~ut when they are poor they do their own 
"«'ork, thereby reducmg theIr production costs. 

Q. 16.--Rs. 4 per maund of 80 sicea. 

Q. 17.-The 'world depression, and large crops of various fibres 
throughout the world. The activities of speculators have also con
tributed to this for as soori as a revival of demand sets in speculators 
rush in and buy and push up prices to an unreasonl.ble extent, with 
the result that consumers of the fibre have to stop purchases caus;,ng 
an ineyitable reaction in the upward trend which destroys confidence. 
III this connection it is considered that the jute futures market op~rat
ing in Calcutta tends to exaggerate unduly any price movements -with 
the result that in times of bad trade the bearish effect of. the gambling 
markets is seen to be more severe in depressing prices than would 
otherwise be the case. 

Tht' Association knows of no facior in this connection which can 
be said t.o be confined to' Bengal. Until world trading conditIons are 
restored to normal there can be no improvement in. the demand for jute 
products unless there are discovered in the interim new uses ,to which 
jute can be put and which will create a demand for jute. 

Q. 18.-Yes the Association agrees. The Indian Jute Mills .A.ssti~ 
ciation, it is u~derstood, are giving this matter their special attention 
and a Committee has recently been formed to investigate matters in 
co-operation with the shippers of manufactured Calcutta goods. 

The Association is of the opi,nion that ag:r:icultural research and 
propaganda should be continued to assist the grower to proquce better 
jute and to lower his cost of production. Work of this kind is abso~ 
lutely essential alld is in the very best interests of the industry as a 
whole. It is considered that the Department of Agriculture should 
work in. consultation with a Technical Sub-Committee of the Indian 
Jute Mills Association. 

Q. 19.-The Jute Forecast is not considered to be satisfactory as 
at present compiled because of its inaccuracy which makes it .of little 
value to the trade and J>ecause of its method of production which 
encourages speculation and acts as a hindrance to genuine trade during: 
'the time prior to the publication of the forecast. It is suggested that' 
greater accuracy might be obtained if the trade were consulted to a 
greater extent than hitherto. The great secrecy and element of mystery 
surrounding the compilation of the figures and their publication all of 
It sudden act as a stimulus to uhdes;,rable speculation. The Association 
recommends. that consideration should be given to the possibility of 
nmplifying the weekly jute reports issued by th~ Department of Agricul
ture so as to furnish information of real value~to tht' trade and· to the 
growers.' If· this were done it is ('onsidered that the element of surprise 
ill t.he .actual forecast would be to a large extent mitigated. 
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The Bengal Chamber of Commerce Jute Forecast Joint Committee 
held a meeting on the 10th December 1932 with the Director of Agricul
ture when the question was discuss~d and to which the Jute j;nquiry 
Committee is referred. 

Q. 20.-Yes. The Association is of the opinioll that the present 
forms of gradin'g and mark.eting ju~e in the mufassal ~re quite satisfac
tory from the general POlllt of VIew. These methods represent the' 
results of many years of practical experience in the production and 
marketing of jute, and it is unlikely that they can be improved upon. 
The present system has enabled Bengal to produce jute economically 
while other countries with almost identical conditions so far as climate 
is coiIcerned have failed to grow jute in competiiion with Bengal. 

Q. 21.-N o. The existing markets for jute are all that is requiretl 
by all the parties mentioned. The cultivator needs a market at his door; 
thiH is now provided by the bepan:s. If organised markets were estab
lished to replace the bepm'i;s, the number required would be enormous 
and the cost out of all proportion to the worth of the markets. 

Q. 22.--Co-operative societies have existed but have not been a 
success and many of them have .been wound up. The ral;yat is 
encourag.ed to come into direct touch with the jute baler and when ha 
does not do so, it is because of certain financial reasons affecti.ng the 
rai,yat himself and not the baler who would be only too pleased to 
eliminate middlemen's profits. The middleman performs the essential 
function o~ collecting small quantities of jute for which 'reason his 
profit can never be entirely eliminated. . 

Q. 24.-J ute fluctuates so much in price due to !!peculation that 
the answer must be in the negative. 

Q. 25.-The 'raIVyat sells his jute on conditions peculiar to his own 
partwular district and these conditions may vary considerably in 
various districts. -The Association doubts whether the raityat would 
welcome any change jn his old established ways of selling his jute. 

Q. 27.-When the money-lender can be eliminated from India the 
raiya't may be able to arrange his finance on easier terms. Otherwise the 
jute cultivator can hardly be helped any more than the balance of the 
peasant class. 

Q.28.-This is quite impracticable. 
Q. 29.-Jute to Dundee is sold on the Jute Importers Association 

Contract and to London and the Continent and the United States of 
America on the London Jute Association contract. Copies of these 
contract forms can be supplied by the A.ssociation if necessary. 

Japan makes its own private term!l which vary according to sellers' 
arrangements with them. 

Q. 30.-The greater part of the export business is done in certain 
standard grades which have been fixed by' custom and - which are 
known and recognised by all who are engaged in the trade. These 
standards are fixed and do not. vary appreciably from year to year. 
The .arbitrations are usually held in Dundee on jute shipped to that 
port and in London on shipments to other ports, the arbitrators being 
appointed by the Dundee and London Juts Associations. In the 
opinion of thb. AssociaJion the present standards are very suitable to 
the ge.neral requirements of the trade, and ihe' present metbod/lof 
arbitration. are fair 1\0 ~I,l concerned. The overseas buyersl are ~utitled 
[OakutttJ Baled JU/4 Af8QJu"i!m.] 
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to obtain their'jute guaranteed up to standard on arrival, and any 
attempt.to make them accept any other method of arbitration could only 
cause great dissatisfaction and some lessening of the demand for jute. 
The Association S!"lS no objection to the invoicing back clause; because 
a buyer should be entitled to I:eject jute which is so much below standard 
as to be quite unsuitable for the purpose for which it was purchased. 
From the point of view of the trade as a whole everythj.ng should be 
dont' to help buyers to obtain the regularity of standard which they. 
require rather than to assist sellers to escape the consequences of faulty 
packing. 

In addition to the jute which is sold guaranteed equal ,to certain 
grades, a considerable business takes place in various private marks 
which are packed by indj·vidual balers to suit certain buyers. These 
marks are usually guaranteed equal to previous deliveries of the same 
mark. Any attempt to interfere with busin.ess in these private marks 

.. would have a bad effect on demand, because the ordinary public grad~s 
are not suitable for all buyers and all manufact1ITing purposes. 

Q. 31.-No suggestions occur to the Association with a view to 
improvj·ng the methods adopted, in the e:x;port tI:ade. 

It is considered to be undesirable as well as impracticable to fiX 
standards by legislation and to form a body to adjudicate on the quality 
of jute before it is exported. It is undesirable for the reasons given 
in the answer to the last question and impracticable for the following 
reasons:-

(a) It would involve consideI:able expense which the trade could ill 
afford to bear. ' ' 

(b) It is i~possible in ma.ny Cases (as every shipper knowa) to 
inspect jute satisfactory in. the docks pri!>r to shipments, 

'and if the jute were inspected in press-houses before despatch 
to the docks., a great risk of fraud would ari·se. It is diffi
cult to imagine any method of accomplishing the necessary, 
inspections in a satisfactory manner however elaborate and 
expensive. anorganisati6n may he established for the purpose. 

(c) Jute sometimes deteriorates in quality after it is shipped and 
for this reason an inspection of quality in Calcutta would 
not be as suitable from the buyer's point. of view as a.n 
inspection after ardval at destination. ' . 

Q. 32.-It is the considered opinion of this Association that the pre
Bent method of dealing in pucca bales is satisfactory to all concerned. 

'Pucca bales are usually made from jute which has already been roughly 
assorted in kutcha bales: in the majority of cases root ends are cut off, 
and the jute is then selected into a comparatively large number of 
different grades; in this way a degree of accuracy of assortment i.s 
obtained which far exceads the ,accuracy which is found in kutcha bale 
assortments, and for this reason. it has been pObsible to keep pucca bale 
standards constant over a long' periQd. A system of standards on the 
lines of the American Cotton Standards Act' would be -entirelvunneces
Bary, the present standards are generally suitable to the requirements' 
of buyers, and have been found satisfactory to all. concerned, and no 
nlid objection can be made to the trade in private marks which provides 
fo1' the special requirements of certain buyers. In jute theI'e is no 
diversity and confusion of standards such as gave rise to the necessity 
for the American CottOI) Standards Act. The Association would jnviti 
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the attention of the Enquiry Committee to the fact that the standards 
of pucca bales shipped to London are zealously watched by the London 
jute Association to see that they conform to the requirements of the 
London Group ,of marks. The London Jute Association has its Own 
panel of arbitrators and complaints from buyers receive careful con
sideration. A copy of the last London Group of marks is enclosed for 
reference . 

. Q. 33.-Y.es, other points have been repljed to in qu~stions preced· 
ing this. 

Q. 34.--Jute varies greatly in regard to length, colour, strength, 
type of fibre, cleanness of fibre, length and quality of root, and in many 
other ways; also the average quality and characteristics of the crop as a 
whol,e vary greatly in different districts, from season to season, and 
at different times during the same season. In some past seasons the 
more -careful balers, in order to avoid claims and complaj,nts about the 
quality of their jute due to this unavoidable irr,egularity, tended gra
duallly to raise the standard of their assortment;· moreover the mills 
wish to buy mostly the lowest grade available, thus causing a shortage 
of the lowest grade and an excess of the higher grade, and in conse
quence it is often convenient to the balers to m,;,x some of the higher 
grade in the lowest. For these reasons in the past the grades tended 
gradually to improve and in the course of a season it was sometimes 
fpund that the standards had improved by nearly a whole grade. There 
wa$ no sudden and arbitrary alteration of standards but a gradual 
tendency towards improvement for the reason explained above. 

In order to overcome difficulties of the situation as described, a 
System of wal'p and weft guarantees for each Dlark sold to the mills was 
introduced and the lowest grade of jute defined. 

This was done on the 21st May 1932, thus clearly defining all 
standards. • 

Q. 35.-It is in the Association's opiJlion quite impracticable to fii 
loose jute standards by legislation. No satisfactory permanent 
standards for the various districts could be obtained unless jute was 
divided up into a large number of grades, and the expenses of assorting 
the jute' into these grades would be very great and would not be 
warranted even by the greater efficiency obtained; moreover as the 
requirements of pucca balers are different to those of mills a second set 
of standards would be required to suit balers j a very complicated system 
would therefore have to be devised to which, apart from the question 
of. expense, it would be difficult to conform. 

Q. 37.-The Association considers this scheme to be quite lmpracti
cable and evidently drafted by one who had only a superficial knowledge 
of t-he jute trade. The cost of such a scheme is alone sufficient to 
condemn its use for practical purposes; moreover the scheme does Ilot 
provide for proper representation of the various interests involved in the 
proposed constitution of the Directorate. 

Apart from ~ts manifest unsuitability to Indian conditions the scheme 
would be extraordinarily costly to operate and its machinery would be 
cumbersome; it would imply the recruitment of an army of officials who 
would oust the existin~ larias anq beparis and do less well the work: 
already done with effiCIency by these classes of merchants. The, enor
mously wi,de powers which' Mr. McDougall suggests should be given 
[Oalcutta Baled Jute A88ociation.] 
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to the Jute Corporatio.n are such as to be open to' the greatest abuse. 
It would be, the AssocIation considers, a sorry day for the jute industry 
if a scheme of this kind were ever sanctioned. . 

The Association is firmly of the opinion that the only sound method 
of increasing the prosperity of the jute industry is by the taking of 
steps to increase the demand for jute products. There is no panacea to 
1e found in elaborate and costly experiments in the producing end of: 
the industry. There must be innumerable uses to which jute can be
put in modern industry. It is in finding these new uses and in advertis
ing the fibre that the best results can be expected. Outside the actual" 
jute industry very few indIviduals know what, the word gunny means 
nor does the general public know what jute is. Jute is an excellent 
packi.ng material. But there has never been any propaganda issued in 
foreign countries advertising the use to which jute can be put. In the 
"{;"nited. Kingdom the "Eat more fish" campaign was instituted by the 
trawler owners to educate the public as to the value and convenience of 
fi~b as an article of diet . 

. ,". After only seven months of advertising, the demand for fish: through
out the country had increased by 27,000 tons compared with the sales 
of the corresponding period jn the previous year. This Ineant an addi
tional turnover of £750,000 to the fishing industry of Britain. 

At present it is no one's business to advertise jute-it can be used for 
road construction but road makers have never been told of this througb 
advertisements. 

Jute cloth has been used successfully as a wall covering in place of 
wall paper but its use in this direction has never been boosted by the 
trade. 

Q. 38.--'1'he growers of jute are in receipt of very prompt market 
information, but much of it unfortunately emanates from the futures 
market, the Calcutta gambling counter. It is common knowledge that 
bull information travels like lightning while bearish news takes several 
days to filter through to the growers. 

What the growers require is informatjon of the prices at which. 
actual business is done with consumers and not merely a -record of" 
speculators' activities. . 

The Director of Agriculture, Bengal, could in consultation with. 
the trade supply the information required. This also applies to Ques
tion No. 39. 

Q • . 40.-Loud-speakers might be useful provided the proper marliet 
information is broadcast in them as explained in answer to. Question 
No. 38 and provided the necessary funds are available and that the cost 
of such installations shall not become a further impost on the trade_ 

Q. 41~uite impracticable. and examples of other countries such 
as Egypt and the United States of America who tried this, speak for
themselves. 

Q. 42.-No. If the raiyat is to get more for .his jute a number of 
officials will only. mean .increased expense and the .swaUowing .up of his. 
profit. 

Q. 43 to Q. 46.-The jute trade is in principle opposed to any form. 
of Government control or interference with its business. The trade also 
'::(Jnsiders the present moment an j.nopportune one to' embark into-
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f;chemes involving expenditure and further taxation of the trade in order 
~ 0 finance such a scheme. -

If the suggested Committee were to be used purely for research, work' 
under the existing Department of Agriculture in Bengal the trade' 
might be prepared to waive some of its objections, but the question of 
.expenditure would still have to be considered, and the Association is' 
.opposed to any extra taxes boeing imposed. 

Even if such a Committee were only started for research work it 
would be difficult to fix a line ,of demarcation between such work and " 
what the trade would com,ider as interference in other lines. Taken' 
as a whole the Association is unahle to lend its suppoct 10 such a measure 
as is contemplated by the questions. . " " 

Q. 47 to Q. 58.-Can best be replied to by the Indian Jute Mills 
Al'sociation and the Calcutta Jute Fabric Shippers Association. 

The feeling of 1he Calcutta Baled Jute Association is that jute does 
n9t command the same monopoly as it has done iu th~ past and that the 
Calcutta jute mills would do well to co-ordinate their enquiries in this 
direction with the Calcutta. shippers who have marketed their (Toods 
since their inception. '" 

No. 96. 

Calcutta dute Dealers Association.· 

Dated the 24th April 1933. 
Q. 1.-The Association is definitely of opin:on that production. of 

jute does not require regulation. ' ~ 

. Q. 2 (a).-The Association does not think it is possible to regulate 
the crop with reference to the expected demands of the market. 

Q.2 (b).-By regulating the crop prices would possibly be stabilised 
for a while but the law of supply and demand would eventually adjust 
prices according to market conditions. 

Q. 3.-The cultivator naturally sows the crop which brings him ill 
the most money. At present, the cultivator has only one alterna1;h'~ 
crop, namely rice, and as jute is still the better paying crop there has 
been no incentive to the cultivator to grow rice to any great extent., 
Unless therefore cultivators can be given a more lucrative crop to growe . 

it does not seem possible to rtlgulate the production of the jute crop. 
Q. 4.-Control of production or export has been tried in th,e, case 

clf Egyptian cot-ton, rubber and tea but as far as the Association is 
aware none of these schemes has been' successful in bringing about 
stability in prices . 

. Q. 5.-The chief factor which depI"esses the price of jute is over-
1l1'oduction. Owing to the poor demand from consuming centres for 
the manufactured article, mills are working only 40 hours per week 
with approximately 25 per cent. of their hessian looms sealed. Like all 
other commodities the price of jute is governed by supply and 
demand. , 

Q. 6.-The adoption of any regulations which had the effect of 
forcin'" the pric-e of jute ~lP to a comparati'vely high level would un
coubt;dly encourage competition fro111 substitutes. Once substitutes 

-For oral evidence of the Association's representatives, ",de psge 526, et seq. 
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hBll gained -a footing in the market it would be extremely difficult to 
lislodge them. This would naturally result in a further curtailment 
n the hours of work in mills or a closing down of further looms with 
~ consequent reduct jon in the amount of raw jute .required. 

Q. 7.-The Association doubts very much if cultivators would 
roluntarily come under a regulation scheme. -, 

Q. 8.-The Association believes that such would be the case. 
Q. 9 and Q. 10.-As indicated in· the answers to Questions Nos. 1 

md 2 the Association is opposed to the compulsory regulation of the jMe 
)rop. 

Q. 11.--The Association does not think that the format-ion of a Jute 
Marketing Board would assist in checking any widespread evasion of 
regulations. Any increase in total yield could not be ascertain,eduntil 
the end of the season and it would then be difficult to :find out which 
cultivators were responsible. 

Q. 12.--Should it be decided to regulate the cultivation of jute 'in 
Bengal the Association considers it would be necessary to secure the 
co-operation of Governments and organizations in Bihar - and -Assam. 

Q. 13.-Sugar and rice appear to be the most suitable crops but owing 
to, the low price of rice it is unlikely that the. cultivator will be induced 
to sow large areas' of rice. The officers attached to the Agricultural 
Department appear to be the most suitable persons to induce the culti
vator to grow alternative crops. 

Q. 14.-The Association considers that propaganda has had some 
little effect but until cultivators are given a more lucrative crop fo 
grow it is doubtful whether any propaganda will achieve the object 
aimed at. "' 

Q. 15.~As regards -jute, - approximately Rs. 50 per acre, yielding 
about 16 to 11 maunds per acre. The Assocj,ation' has no information 
in regard to aIt ~rnative crops. 

Q. 16.-Rupees 4 per maund to the cultivator or an aTerage of Rs. 5 
ill Calcutta. 

Q. 17.--Over-production, combined with the curtailment in the 
production of the manufactured article by Calcutta, Continental and 
Dundee mills. Until world trading conditions return to normal there 
can be little hope of any large improvement in the demand for jute 
products, unless, by means of research, new uses can be found for 
jute or jute products. 

Q. 18.--The Association agrees that agricultural research and 
propaganda. should be continued with a. view to assisting the cultivator 
to produce better jute and to lower his cost of production. There i_s 
a gIleat danger, however, that a. lowering of the cost of productidh. 
will encourage cultivator to sow larger areas of jute. The Association 
would therefore suggest that research be directed towards discovering' 
new uses for jute and to this end the Agricultural Department should 
work in conjunction with manufacturing interests possibly through a 

, special technical officer in consultation with a Technical Sub-
Committee of the Indian Jute Mills Association. 

Q. 19.-The present system of compiling and publishing" the jute 
forecast is, in the opinion of the Association, most unsatisfactory. 
A cerelul estimate of the acreage under jute should be prepared ,by 

22 
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the Director of Agriculture and he should then arrange Ii ~eetiDg 
with representatives {)f the principal . mUfilssa:1 baling concerns and 
aef-ertain what their ideas are and make any adjustment· necessary 
in his. oriO'inal figures. The acrea&,e figures should be, published 
aarl~ in Ju"iy and .the. final. forecast m September ~hould 00 :entirely 
abolIshed. When Issumg hIs acreage figures the DIrector ,should give 
his opinion as to the growth of the crop, estimated damage, etc. 
and leave the trade to form its {)wn opinion as to the outturn. Th~ 
present system of publishing the final forecast in SeptelIl.bEir is a 
m~nace to legitimate traders as it encourages speculation. 

Q. 20.-Speaking generally, the 'Association c~nsiders that the pre
sent forms and methods of grading and marketing jute in the mufassal 
are satisfactory. These- methods have been in force for many years 
and as they are the result of practical experience the Association 
would not advocate any change. It has happened in the past that 
standards have been raised from time to time during the season but 
this is due chiefly to competition amongst 'sellers. 

Q. 21.-Although the establishment of organized markets inight 
prove beneficial to buyers in the mufassal, such markets would not be 
advantageous to the cultivators as it would probably mean that many 
of them would have to convey their jute long distances to these market
ing centres. The existing markets for jute are all that is required. 

Q. 22.-Under present conditions the rQliyat can, if he so d~sires, 
get into dire~t touch with the representatives of jute balers and the 
formation of village co-operative societies is therefor~' not necessary. 
, Q. 23.--The usual procedure is for the {aria to go ,into small 
hats' in the interior and buy small lots of jute. The laria then takes 
these small lots of jute to the big river stations and sells to the bepar-i 
or direct. to the baler. In the small hats where the Ionia works there 
is a definite market based on the Calcutta prices for all classes of jute 
and the laria is ~tisfied if he makes a profit of 1 anna per maund on 
his transactions. Beparis carryon practically the same work as laria;t 
but on a larger scale and are often financed by European and Indian 
merchants. As a general rule a bepari works on a margin of approxi
mately 2 to 3 annas per maund which includes his expenses in bring
ing the jute into the big centres. This allows the bepari 1 anna profit 
on his transactions .• The bepari who is financed by merchants is' usually 
informed- of the price at which he should buy ·before he goes out and 
if the market falls in the meantime he is protected by the merchants. 

Q. 24.-The Association does not consider that the multiplicity 
of middlemen is responsible for the lQw price to the cultivator. Both 
larias and beparis are necessary for the marketing of jute and the more 

Jarias and bepans there are the greater the competition which tends 
in favour of the actual cultivator. 

Q. 25.-Speaking generally, the Association does not consider 
there are any marketing customs which are detrimental to the raiyat. 
The question of weights at the different districts does not-really affect 
the cultivator as supply and demand is what makes the market and 
alteration in weights only means alternation in prices. For example, 
Elashin buys in 90 wei~ht and in Dacca 84/10 but when giving limits 
to agents upcountry it IS customary to give the limit for buying in 80 
weight. .The u'pcountry agents then convert this rate into the local 

[Oalcutta Jute Dealers' Auociation.] 
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lJuying weight so that all the districts, although buying- in local 
weight, get a similar price in ~O weight. 
, Q. 26.-Some cultivators occasionally take advances frommoney~ 
lcnders and pay back the money after harvesting: In 'such cases the 
cultivator usually gives back half his crop in repayment of the loan. 
As a general rule, however, the cultjovator finances his own crop of 
jute. - , . 

q. 27.-As indicated i!l the answer, to the preceding question the 
cultlvator rarely pledges hIS crop before the harvest. If he does desire 
a loon he us~ally goes ~ a money-lender and. only in a very few cas,es 
are the credItors the ultImate buyers of the 'Jute. 

Q. 28.-The Association considers such a scheme not only impracti
cable but undesirable as it would eliminate all competj.tion and would 
no doubt result in the cultivatox: obtaining much lower prices for his 
jute than he obtains under present marketing conditions. The law 
of supply and demand governs the price of jute and in the opinion ot 
the Association a co-operatj.ve marketing organisation would not assist 
the cultivator in any ,way. ' , - , 

Q. 29 to Q. 32.-This Association is concerned with the marketing 
of jute for local consumption and therefore has no opinion to express 
in regard to these questions. ' , 

Q. 33.-Jute for local consumption is sold on a guarantee to yield 
so~uch percentage of warp and weft. In -the case of the lowest mar~ 
no guarantee is given; . ~hje guarantee system, which was introduced 
at the beginning of the present season, has worked fairly satisfactorily 
but it must be adm~tt~ that sellers have delivered verr much above 
the guarantees. This IS due to the keenness fo~ bUSIness amongst 
sellers. The supply of jute has been much greater than the demand 
and any demand has been for the low grade. If s'ellers had packed 
strictly to the guarantees laid down it would have meant that there 
would have been a large stock of the higher marks and sellers would" 
have been compelled to sell such marks at a big discount ox: at practi-
cally the same price as the lower marks. 

Q. 34.-8tandards have changed during the season ,but the change 
bas usually been a gradual one. The change in standards during the 
past season has, however, been more obvious by reason of the fact 
that mills, having 25 pel' cent. of their hessian looms sealed, have not 
purchased any large quantity of the highex: marks and, sellers hav,e 
been forced to pack jute of a better quality in the low marks. 

, Q. 35.-The Association 'is strongly averse to legislation to fix 
standards as it is considered that the fixing of standards should be lett 
t·) the trade. The standards fixed by this Association for this season; 
have proved satisfactory and workable but atl stated in the answer to 
the previous question the standards have automatically' gone up to 
enable sellers to get rid of the surplus stock of the high~r marks. 

Q. 36.-8ee reply to Question No. 35. 
Q. 37.-The Association considers that the scheme drawn up by 

, Mr. McDougall is impracticable. 
,": Q. 38.-The gx:owers of jute receive more information of Calcutta 

prices than they are generally given credit for. Ageftts ~p~oup.t?" of 
,Calcutta houses get daily letters and telegrams from theIr"'1'nncipals 
and the information given therein finds its way to cultivator. 
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the Director of Agriculture and he shou!ld then arrange a meetina' 
with representatives -of the principal. mlifassa:l baling concerns and 
aSf-ertain what- their ideas are and make .. any adjustment . necessary 
in his, oriO'inal figures. The acreage figures should be published 
aarly in Ju'ly ~nd the final forecast in September should be -entirely 
a~0Iish.e4. When: issuing his acreage figures the. Director should give 
hIS OpInIOn as to the growth of the crop, estimated damage, etc. 
and leave the trade to form its own opinion as to the outturn. Th~ 
present system. of publishing the final forecast in September is a 
menace to legitimate traders as it encourages speculation. 

Q. 20.-Speaking generally, the Association c~nsiders that the pre
sent forms and methods of grading and marketing jute in the mufassal, 
are satisfactory. . These- methods have been in force for many years 
and as they are the result of practical experience the ,Association 
would not advocate any change. It has happened in' the past that 
standards have been raised from time to time durina' the season but. 
this is due chiefly to competition amongst sellers. c. . 

Q. 21.-Although the establishment' of organized markets' inight 
prove beneficial to buyers in the mufassal, such markets would not be 
advantageous to the cultivators as it would probably mean that many 
of them would have to convey their jute long distances to these market
ing centres. The existing markets for jute are all that is required. 

Q. 22.-Under present conditions the rQliyat can, if he so desires, 
get into dire~t touch with the representatives of jute balers and the 
formation of village co-operative societies is therefore not necessary. 

Q. 23.-The usual procedure is for the (aria to go into small 
hats in the interior and buy small lots of jute. The Jatria then. takes 
these small lots of jute to the big river stations and sells to the bepari 
or direct, to the baler. In the small hats where the latria wor~s ther(~ 
is a definite market based on the Calcutta prices for all classes of jute 
and the /a1'ia is sa,tisfied if he makes a profit of 1 anila per maund on 
his transactions. Beparis carryon practically the same work as larias 
but on a larger scale and are often financed by European and Indian 
merchants. As a general rule a bepari works on a margin of approxi
mately 2 to 3 annas per maund which includes his expenses in bring. 
ing the jute into the big centres. This allows the bepa.ri 1 anna profit 
on his transactions .. The bepari who is financed by merchants is usually 
informed· of the price at which he should buy ·beforehe goes out and 
if the market falls in the meantime he is protected by the merchants. 

Q. 24.-The Association does not consider that the multiplicity 
of middlemen is responsible for the low price to the cultivator. Both 
larias and beparis are necessary for the marketing of jute and the more 

darias and beparis there are the greater the competition which tends 
in favour of the actual cultivator. 

Q. 25.-Speaking generally, the Association does not consider 
there are any marketing customs which are detrimental to the raiyat. 
The question of weights at the different districts does not-really affect 
the cultivator as supply and demand is what makes the market and 
alteration in weights only means alternation, jn prices. For exa~p~e, 
Elashin buys in 90 wei~ht and in Dacca 84/10 but when giving hmlts, 
to agents upcountry it IS customary to give the limit for buying in 80: 
weight. .The u'pcountry agents then convert this rate into the loc.al 

[Oalcutta Jute DealeTB' A88ociati~n.l 
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lIuying weight so that all the districts, although buying, il!- local 
weight, get a similar price in SO weight. 
, Q. 26.-Some cultivators occasionally take 'advances from money
lenders and pay back the money after harvesting: In such cases the 
cultivator usually gives back half his' crop in repayment of the loan. 
As a general rule, however, the culti·vator finances his own crop of 
jute. 

Q. 27.-As indicated in the answer to the preceding question the' 
cultivator rarely pledges his crop before the 'harvest. If he does desire 
a loan he us.ually goes ~ a money.l,ender and. only in a very few cas~~ 
are the credItors the ulhmate buyers of the 'Jute. , 

. Q. 28.-The Association considers such a scheme not only impracti
cable but undesirable as it would eliminate all competition and would 
no doubt result in the cultivator obtaining much lower prices forhiii 
jute than he obtains under present marketing conditions. The law 
of supply and demand governs the price of jute imd in the opinion of. 
the Association a co-operati·ve marketing organisation would not assisf 
the cultivator in any ,way." , ' 

Q. 29 to Q. 32.-This Association is concerned with the marketing 
of jute for local consumption and therefore has no opinion to express 
in regard to these questions. . , , 

Q. 33.--Jute for local consumption is sold on a guarantee to yIeld 
sO:QlUch percentage of warp and weft. In -the case of the lowest niar~ 
no guarantee is given; ,'l'hie guarantee system, which WaS introduced 
at the beginning of the present season, has worked fairly satisfactorily 
but it Inust be adm~tt~ that sellers have delivered verr much abov.e 
the guarantees. ThIS IS due to the keennessfo~ busm:ess amongst 
sellers. The supply of jute has been much greater than the demand 
and any demand has been for the low grade. If s'ellershad, packed 
strictly to the guarantees laid down it would have'meant that there 
would have been a large stock of the higher marks and sellers would" 
have been compelled to sell such marks at a big discount ot: at practi-' 
cally the same prjce as the lower marks. ' 

Q. 34.-Standards have changed during the season ,but the change 
has usually been a gradual one. The change in standards during the 
past season has, however, been more obvious by reason of the fact 
that mills, having 25 per cent. of their hessian looms /!~aled, have.not 
purchased any large quantity of the higher marks and ,sellers hav,e 
been forced to pack jute of a better quality in the low marks. 

Q. 35.-The Association 'is strongly averse to legislation to fix 
standards as it is considered that the fixing of, standards should be left 
t~) the trade. The standards fixed by this Association, for this Beason; 
have proved satisfactory and workable but ae stated in the answer to 
the previous question the standards have automatically' gone up to 
enable sellers to get rid of the surplus stock of the high~r marks. 

Q. 36.---8ee reply to Question No. 35. 
Q. 37.-The Association considers that the scheme drawn up by 

Mr. McDougall is impracticable . 
. ; Q. 38.-The gt:owers of jute receive more information of Calcutta. 
prices than they are generally given credit for. AgCBts up'f(ountry of 
Calcutta houses get daily letters and telegrams from theil"''Principals 
and the information given therein finds its way to cultivator. 
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Q. 39.-Growers aI:e usually well posted' as. to the stocks of jute 
held by Calcutta mills. The information of most value to .the growers 
would be the price at which actual transactions take place in Calcutta. 
All reference to prices ruling in the futures market should be avoided. 
. Q. 40.-As i~dicated in the reply to Question No. 38 the growers do 
receive reliable market information and this Associatj,on does not think 
that wireless telegraphy with loud-speakers would be of any assistance. 

Q. 41.-The Association is of opinion that such a scheme is impracti
cable. Similar schemes have been tried j,n other parts of the world but 
have not proved effective. -

Q. 42.-The Association does not consider that this is necessary. 
Q. 43 to Q. 46.-The Association doubts very much whether aJ ute 

Committee constituted on the lines recommended.by the Royal Commis-
sion on Agriculture would serve any useful purpose or be of any real 
benefit to the jute industry generally. In any case, the Association 
does not consider that expenditure on the formation of Ii Jute. Com-
mittee is justified under existing conditions. . - '. 

Q. 47 to Q. S8.-There is no doubt that substitutes for jute have 
made some headway but questions relating to this subject can best 
.be answered by the Indian Jute Mills Association and the Calcutta 
lute Fabric Shippers Association. 

The Association is in favour of a Research Department being 
instituh'd with the Primary object of finding new' uses for jute. A 
portion of the export duties on raw and manufactured jute should be 
earmarked for this purpose as the trade itself is not in a. position to 
finance any research scheme. In the event of research being success
ful Government will gain directly by an increase in the export duties 
on jute and also jJlldirectly by an increase in the receipts from income 
~ax and import duties Qn machinery, siores, etc. 

No. 97. 

Mr. Hubert Craharn, I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, dalpaiguri. 

Dated the 8th April 1933. 

My own opinion on the question of the regulation of the hte crop is 
that such regulation would be too big and too difficult a task to 
undertake. A- higher --general level of honesty is, in my opinion, 
requisite to the success of any regulation scheme, and also a system of 
justice which would come down faster and harder on evasion and dis
obedience of the laws and rules for regulation. 

No. 98. 

Babu Prasanna Kumar Roy, .lute Paikar, dalpaiguri. 

DaJed the .1rd April 1933. 

Q.1.-Yes. -
. Q. 2. '(a)""","":,,"Yes, .only if the Government take . the question up' 

otherwise not. . ' 



Q. 2 (b).-To bring !L fair price to the cultivators and oa steady 
market. . 0 • 

Q. 3.-In view of answer to Question No.2 (a) no reply is necessary, 
but if the Government do not take up the cause, the tillers of the soil, 
illiterate as they are, will in no way combine to put their heads together 
to try a solution of this problem. . 

Q.o 5.-Over-production. 

Q. B.-No substitute crop can compete with jute and there will be 
no competition. 

Q. 7.-No, they have no such education or training. 
Q.8.--Yes. 
Q. B.-This is a serious question. Before drawing an outline for 

legislation it would be necessary to have a survey of the jute-growing 
area under -the following heads (a) Season and soil-a part of Nadia,. 
Jessore and Faridpur produces jute which finds markets in September. 
(b) A part ot Jalpaiguri; Darjeeling, Purnea and Dinajpur produces jute 
early; after harvesting the jute, lands are prepared for winter paddy. 
(c) A part of Rangpur, Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri almost identical with (b). 
(d) Dacca, Mymensingh slight difference from J alpaiguri. Outlines ,of 
legislation-jute growers will be asked to cultivate jute in lands 10 to 
20 per cent. and Circle Officers and employees of the Agricultural Depart
ment will be authorised to check. Default to a fine up to Rs. 200. (a) 
Union Boards and (b) Co-operative Societies under strict Bupervision. 

Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 

Q. 13r-In high lands, sugarcane, tobacco mustard. In lowlands, 
rice ~lId cereals. The raiyats may be induced by the joteliars to look to 
this. . . 

Q. 14.-80 far as our information goes, the propaganda has an eviL 
effect. The peasants one and all have taken it, "everyone will decrease 
the area, what harm jf I have 2 acres more," with the~result, there has 
been over-production. 

Q. 15.-1ute Rs. 6 to Rs. 7; other crops Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 on an average. 

Q. 1B.-;-Rs. 5 a maund. 

Q. 17.-0ver-produCtion and general tradEl, depression. 

Q. 18.-80 far as our information goes the competition is not keen and 
nothing is called for. 

o Q. 19.-(a) No. (b) Yes. (c) No concerl}. There should be a 
change in the system and a strict check is necessary. 

Q. 20.-The mill-owners and 0 the balers control the ma~ket; no 
question of growers and middlemen therefore arises. 

Q. 21.~Yes .. At least 12. 0 Yes. The areas to be fixed according 
to communication advantages. 

Q. 22.-Want of education and general knowledge is at the root of 
hampering the idea~ 0 • 

Q. 23.-FOtrial and beparis earn a commission of 4 anna'; per hundred 
°maunds on an average. They go' from hat to hat, secure a 'ce~i~ 



quantity of jute ~or ~erchantsand. have a cbntrol ?ver the growers
sometimes advancmg money to them when they are m need. The poor 
cultivators sometimes fail to. payoff but they are never brought to Court.-

. Q. 24.-Yes, ~o a certain extent. 
Q. 25 and Q. 26.-The raiyats accept advances and are compelled' to 

dispose of the jute at a. low price:-this system cannot be abolished now. 
The raiyats accept advances on condition of supplying certain quantity 
of the jute at a fixed price generally lower than the market rate, They 

. aCcept advances in }[.arch' and April and in certain places in July too. 
Q.27.-From paifars and beparis. Yes. Yes. Yes, only if a 

control marketing board is established. . 
Q. 28.--:"Yes, but the system is to be thoroughly overhauled. There 

are educated young men sufficien.tly competent to take over this subject; 
,if they are afforded facilities to work in collaboration with Co-operative 
Department supported by Government, the venue wouldohallg·e. 

Q.29 • ..,...,Not known.. 
Q. 30.-Yes, the mill-owners and balers at the direction of the Home 

Board. 
Q. 31 and Q. 32.-'1 have no suggestion to offer. 
Q.33.-No. 
Q. 34.-Yes. 
Q. 35.-It is not possible. 
Q. 36.-Does not arise. 
Q. 37.--:"The scheme is a laudable one no doubt, but it is unworkable 

jll:Bengal~the' tillers have no knowledge. Smaller jute growing- areas 
should be established a~ unions and several unions will form a group who 
will be in touch with' the Central Board. Co-operative ganja cultiva-

. tion scheme would be feasible. 

Q. 38.-No. The only' information they receive is through pailwrs 
which is inaccurate. 

Q. 39.--Does not arise. 

Q. 40.-N 0 suggestion. This implies monetary questions. 

Q. 41.-Yes. By Government. Yes. (The time for reply IS s~ 
short that figures cann~t be compiled.) 

Q. 42.-Yes. In the first instance they should study the local con': 
dition and draw up a scheme, if those are not welcomed'by the growers 
there should be change in the personnel. The growers will realise 
their posi tioil.. ' 

Q. 43 to' Q. 58.-N 0 suggestion from a paikar. 
Ceneral.-Jute is the wealth of Bengal, but the growers are extreluely 

poor-the reason is not far to seek. So long no attempt has been made 
to study the position of the growers. The Co-operative .Jute Sale 
Society at Chandpur and N arayanganj having proved a failure, a panic 
·has been created amongst the community interested in the Jute Sale 
Society. If Government now look to the interest of the peasantry
launch a scheme by which the peasants will find a ready and steady 
mall,et-thetillers as well as Government, will be 1i>enefited. 
[BQb" P;a8anna Kumar Boy.] . 
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No. 99. 

Maulvi TamizuddinAhmed, President, Coralbari Union Board,-distrlct 
dalpaiguri. _ 

Dated the 1st Ap_ril 1933. 

Q. 1..--'!ftlif 1!l'f'0l '6!t~. lito{ </ifill 

Q. 2 (a)r-tt 1 

Q. 2 (b)..--~~ "ftiR 'ft1I ~tr~t~ Wnn f4'¢PlI-

Q. 3..--~1It-t~~ ~~- 'Oiolj ~lIt"f'S I!ll '6!t~"'-~~ 9' ~m 1(r;O{~fll 

Q. 4.-~~'1i5 if~ I 

Q. 5.-qq'iJf~ 9ft~m ifl </ifiT~h1 -'<fRet- ~filJ1 -lint -~lf - \!I~~ - ~ft</i 
",~-e ~ QQilJi5l!.nct 1 

Q. 6.-~trO( il11 

Q. 7 ..--~~ ~PI~ ill f~'¢I~ 1 

Q. 8.-~r;0I1" \Stllf8fJ iii ~~~ ~ I 
Q. 9r-~tlfJ~'\"I. ~Ol </i11 'I'lf~-1It0{ .fir.l.!jlln'f ~t'tifif .f~~0l'j iI~~ I 

Q. 1 O.-Dtij't 'I5{~0I~~ f.nr!lr~ ~f1lif c.<!-itt~ Coli"' ~ - ~ct,~ i!1 </itif I.!j<r~ ~~ 
~~'if ~.1. 9f~5tfi'ri5 ~Elil ~ 1{tO{ .(1" I 

- -

Q. 11.-orttl I 

Q.12.-:-"IttGl ~t~;r 'lif~t~ ~<fDlt~~ ~rn~ '6!t<r-rr.-lICOf'ffi!1 

Q.13.-"!tch ~~-~~t\i 1Il1fl1~: ~..-rUn 'f1" itf~i5 IltiIJ ~<t."I1I <!I<I~ ~l 
_f1lti5 'IflI~, ~~. ~taI ~rlf -1~"f""l7 - ~~"I:f U 1 f.~~. '"th"lfil~~ 
~i!J C</i1i( 1pJ"I ~'Elm ~~ ~~'1i5 iI~ I 

Q.14..--'I11I1i!J f~ ~mtc~ ~finll ~'WII 1!j~"1 t!\5ttll1" '6!t"~~i51 ~ 1 

~i!~f~\5I$'11</itU c.<!"fr lMifHI</i ~~~ ~Mi1 f.1'~flIl 

Q. 15.-~f'! 1!l</i1l ~fltr;,! 9f~ ~ct,9f:r .filt~ 80" ~t~ m 9ft'f 1 I!l ~"fnr 
~~ I.!j~ ~ )0/ 11"1 ~1J ~<t.9f:r ~lf 1 -

Q. 16.-~1i! ~~11 ~t~ 9f1th ~ I!l~ 1I'f IT" ~l~ )." ~1</i1 ~-ell ~fu'l 
lItil.fi I 

Q. 17 .-Jft1!ma ",{~\J -e _ ~~Jfll</i '''tlJ ~<t. "!t1f0i ~ 9fttt1l 1fl ltt'l1" 
~~ 'f ~fonll ~clltfn ~v 1 <5{<f"fJ f~If"ft ~lltr:lfif ~1 ift.,tr;"f1 <11 fill! Elftllttlfif c<fti! 
H;lI ~~l!~ Q/Tr.t~ "!ttl 1 

-. Q.18.-"Inri 'I~~ I 

Q. 19 and Q. 20.i-~. 'eto'I~~ Dfi!ti5t~ 1 CII1;;t~.nct ~~ ~ ~tot C'litOf 
~ mt'f "I~ Wit.9f:r .t1I <;!t~n~ ~m1" ~ "I~ lOti! '1tr:1J1I 11m fifll ~~tt1I 
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~~'i! ~t1l1 '1l'f'll~tl1 ?\~1Il5It"Itll' '(j~0{ ~lN~ ~~11'1 ':>11 0 / 'l~.'(;~tifil' "'f~ ':>/ 

11'1 <lMl1 f~fmrI IIll 'alt~t1l ~~ 9ft~ ~t~ll'lf \!l~Wi _if Plf~~:'ffn1 ~11-
'@litt~ f'fJi;'f ~.~ I \t!lm(e1f1l'lt1l1 ~Pll ~1l1 wt~ttlfl 5~~r Il.f~clS 9ftfu; 5t~t~ 

- )./ llet ~1I~t?\.¢/ 11'1 ~~ ~t1t11 ij~'11l/ 1lt'1jf ,\IIJ 1fI1fl'il "lif~1S I (~~ 
~~tn 9ft'Cfitifo;;~ \t!1ftt~jf ,""til' c~t·., ~'1f5t'il~'C"fi' Of ~~ f~~ t;~t~tD 011 (lfJ 

~~iI' iltf() I 

- .' Q. 21.-1l1lJ<!I'CIft"lSl ~tSl ~i( f~l ~ ~'1"3:" i(ft ~~l~ ~C!-~~ti 1I~ 
~"M .. 111 'aI'\1Itif 'It'Jf' "I~~~ I -

Q. 23.-,:>~:".~. i\~ Ifttm'C'f 'etm1 ~~l 'Sftm 9ft'(;lI111t~tq: I 

Q. 24,""'-"Itt~ I 

Q. 25·-"JfflS~i\"fi' ~~ 'altc~-~i( .. ~ ~~ ~~~t (lffilV\ ~ I 

Q. 26.-i!t1fi( ifll ~I~ lft~ "J:.t~ I q:tWi'\1 if~llltf'l"li ~ <!If~ /) C:~1I ~~ 

"'ft~ fif<ltif '6f1f')q:5t~ "li~ "Ill! I 

Q. 27 .-"I~~tCljf1 \t!1'fl1l ~~t~ ~'11 WI~q:tif ~iij ~1 ?\~11 ';!If!fi\11 W'lm~ 
lflifil <11 ~~ (lfJ I ~'EP ll~T~ill ~ lfJft"fJ ~~1 ~l! I ~~ ~'CIfi1' t;f~ ,\"'IJ 

"Il'(;li1sr '5I~1t'!!- <lt~ 1 . C"fi1-'5f"!1'CS1It~ <1m ~~t~ ~if1 ~"'I ~ "'ft"film ~1I1 
~lO\'1 '5flt~ I 

Q. 28.-~ ~"l'!! 9f~ ~ lIfiI~ il1 ~t1 ~C!- 1'111 ~~ ilt~ I 

Q. 34.-"Irs • f~~ot ~ 'ltIIJ lft1ll ~<I~C:!1ili11~~J 'It't'1 

Q. 35,-~tli( m1 "IttbSl '!Iii)' ~~'1 <f1l1 m~ 'aIl1ll1t ~ "I~ I ~t"! ~ 

~ ~ 'Pfil"fi1fl~, ~ ~tt~ 151t"l~ <l'f1N "'ftt1I I 

Q. 38.-9ft'G5t~' ~t"TI{~t~ ~~1 ~~<ltlf 15I<I'I~ ilt~ I '. 

Q. 40.-Cli C1'tiI'e ~"!1t11l:~" 5t~flf~t" ~~'Ilt<;fJ -~tll ~~'ltif ~~ ~tiltif 

15I1~"!J'I' lItil ~f1l I 

Q. 41.-C.'l'til'e P"tT f,.11 'lin<l1if ~iIJ "I11'l4 ~ 9f"hl'lf"( ~mi\1 'R1 ~~ I 
9fttT;jf lfif 'lirtm ('>ftG'I"fiI "'ftT; f.ffO\t~ ~ '1l1t11' ~0lT "f1'T; llrll' ~{\i jftf~ 

~cft'l~ "lit .. 'l'g~ ~~1 ~~Stil' 1ltiI ~fiI" I <!l~$"I~t'l' ~!'.cftll~ if~ fO{tt~<t~~ 
9ft~ f~fil1I'I1l~~ ~t~t"I i!~ l:'Il-.tifSl "!Clip ljt~1'l!J<!Iif ~"IIl1lltil ~i I. 

Q. 43.-' ~,T; ~f'l~ • ~"Io{ II"" lltol' "lift! I 

[The Pre8icle~; Goralbari- Union Board, Jalpaiquri.~ 



Babu M. L. Bose, President .. Shik~rpur UnionB~ard, district.da'lp~iguri. 

Dated the 31st March 1933. 

Q. i.-Yes. 

Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 

Q. 2 (b)~It may both. raise and st~ady the prices of raw fibre. 

Q. 3.--Does not arise. 

Q.4.-No. 

Q. 5.-Prices may be poor at times of financial or oiher crises .. but 
it is my conviction that low prices are due to over-production. ' 

Q. 6.-As far as my information goes, all attempts to grow jut~ 
in other countries have failed and further, up to this time lio substitute 
crop has been found out anywhere that can compete with jute. So, i 
do not think that there would be any .danger of competition if a scheme 
of jute regulation is adopted. ' 

Q.7.-No. 

Q. S.-Yes, my last fifteen years' experience is this, that when in 
, one year the cultivators get good prices, the next year the sowings 
increase. 

Q. 9.-I am in favour of making regulation compulsory. It is not 
possible to offer suggestions regarding such legislation, hastily. 

Q. 10.-Yes, (a) Union Boards and (b) Co-operative Societies. 

Q. 11.-Yes. But the Marketing Board should consist of a fairly 
large number of cultivators' representatives, elected by. the c'lltivatol's 
themselves, officials and non-officials who can command the confidence 
of the public an<i representatives.of balers and mill-owners. ' 

Q;12.-Yes. 

, Q. 13.-Paddy', cotton, sugarcane, pulses and potatoes. T.ha-
raiyat should be educated by intensive propaguanda and market for these 
crops found out. 

Q. 14.-Yes. Yes. 

Meetings should often be called here and tliere in the rural areas 
to educate the "aiyat and speeches delivered by public men and Govern,
ment officers. 

Q. 15.--Jute--Cost of cultivation about Rs. 18 per acre. 

Yield-15 maunds .. 

Sugarcane-cost of cultivationabo\lt Rs. 50 per acre" 
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Yield..,....75 maUlids. 

Potatoes-cost of c"ll;ltivation about Rs. )i6·per acre. 

Yield·-120maunds. 

Q. 16.'-At least Rs. 8 per maund. 

Q. 17.-(1) World economic crisis, (2) over-production and (3) trade 
monopoly. 

Q. 18.-Yes, agricultural research and propaganda shl)uld continue •. 

Q. 19.-Yes. The jute forecast is helpful to balers, mill-owners and 
middlemen no doubt but not to the ignorant and illiterate cultivators. 

Q. 20.-From the point of view of the growers and the comullwity 
generally, it is not at all satisfactory. ' 

Q. 21.-Yes. There should be one market at least at every thalia, 
in my opinion. Yes, these would be advantageous to. the cultivatol's. 

Q.22.-Yes. 

Q .• 23.-The .middlemen purchase jute from the growers, sometimes 
keepmg a margm of Re. 1 per maund for . their profit. H.~garding 
weIght, these people take at least 2 seers of Jute more ·per maund than 
what they give to the balers. Further, some of them get a cOUlmission 
of one anna per maund from the balers. . 

Q. 24.-Yes and the middlemen the~e must always be. 

Q. 25.-Yes. It could be abolished. if jute were not to be sold at 
JLats. 

Q. 26.-:-Yes, sometimes. A month or two before. ThE' eultivators 
take advances from dalals on condition that their jute will have to be 
sold to them and these dalals get one seer of jute per maund per rupee 
advanced, as interest. 

Q. 27~-From village malwians and in many cases from Marwari 
money-lenders. It is not correct to say that the creditors are the ultima.te 
buyers of the crops. Government ma;r grant loans to the cultivators if 
possible. 

Q. 28.-It is not possible to answer this question hastily. 

Q. 29 and Q. 30.-1 do not know. 

Q. 31.-1 am not in a position to answer this question. 

Q. 32.-No. 1 cannot say. 

Q. 33.-N o. The larias and beparis purchase jute from the cultiva
tors and the mill-owners and balers or their agents purchase the same 
from them. There are no fixed standards. 

Q. 34.-Yes, that is my information. 

Q. 35 and Q. 36.-1am not in a position to give any opinion on this. 

Q. 37.-This is a: sound and practical scheme in myopiilion. 

(The Pruident. Shikarpur Union Board. Jalpaiguri.] 
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Q. 3S.-N o. If any.,Marketing Board is established that Board may 
Jilake arrangements to supply correct market information to the p-rowers 
and others through the ag~ntll of the Government and the Union Boiuds. 

Q. 39.-Yes. I am n~t i~ a position to give this type of information. 

Q. 40.-Wireless telegraphy as suggested would be of assistance. 

Q. 41.-Yes.·By Government, not by private agency. If Govern-
ment announced its willingness to buy and stock jute a.t Ii minimnm 
fixed price, it would be helpful no doubt. I agree but I am. ·not com ... 
petent to give an estimate of the probable cost of working the scheme, 
.etc. 

Q. 42.-I am not in a position to give my opinion on this. 

Q. 43 to Q. 46.-I am not competent to answer these. 

Q. 47 to Q. 49.-I am not in a position to give opinion on this. 

Q. 50 and Q. 51.-No. 

Q.54.-Yes. 

Q. 55 and Q. 56.-It would be better if a com~ittee of experts 
eettled these. 

Q. 57.-Jute trade in general. 

Q. 5S.-The matter should be left to experts. 

No. 101. 

Babu Curudas Mukherjee, President, Shikarpur.Saldanga Union- Board, 
district dalpaiguri. 

Dated the 1st April 1933. 

Q.1.-Yes. 

Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 

Q. 2 (b).-By balancing demand and production, the market will be 
steady. 

Q. 3.-Does not arise. 

Q.4.-No. 

Q. 5.-0ver-production, financial cnSlS, speculation with ~w 
materials and finished goods (gun:nY and hessian). Ov~r-productlOn 
combined with financial crisis has helped to lower the prICe. 

Q. 6 and Q.-7.-No. 

?Q. S.-Yes. 



Q. 9.-Regul~tion made by legislatioll. will be successful.· 

Q. 10.--Union, Boords to be helped by local bodies specially formed, 
such as Agricultural Committees. (Circle Officer and Subdivisiona:l 
Officer will. supervise. the workings. . No,:, police.) 

Q. 11.-No. 

Q. 12.--,Yes. 

Q.13.-For low lands paddy and for high lands sugarcane. Govern
ment will encourage some cultivators of Q particular locality to produce 
the above crops with the help of the Agricultural Department of the 
district. The seeds for such experimental farms should be supplied by 
Gevernment free of cost. . . 

Q. 14.-N o. No. No use of continuing such propaganda: 

Q. 15.--Jute-Yield per acre about 3:2 bales (each bale of 400 lbs.) 
and normal cost about Rs. 60 per acre. 

Paddy,-Yield per acre about 25 maunds and normal cost Rs. 10 per 
acre. 

Sugarcane-Yield per acre about 90 maunds gu/' and normal cost 
Rs.60. 

Q. 16.-Rs. 678 per maund for average quality. 

Q. 17.-(a) Production more than demand, (b) speculation on'raw 
jute, (c) unregulated production and (d) ganeral trade depression all 
over the world. 

Q. 18.-Yes. The results of the researches should be made known 
to the cultivators by selecting a few plots of land in several Unions under 
a thana and opening temporary experimental farms with the help of the 
Presidents of those Unions, who may be induced to give their own lands 
for the experimental purposes. .. , 

Q. 19.-No. The present system of publishing forecasts only helps 
the speculators. It is a forecast of supply. I suggest that a similar 
forecast of demand of raw materials should be published every year on 
the eve of the sowing season and the figure should be circulated 
throughout the jute growing areas in vernacular through .the Union 
Boards where a regular list of cultivators is kept for forecast. Inthe 
literature published for such purposes, a comparative statement should 
be made and the agricultural people should be instructed to follow it. 

Q. 20.-No. It is beneficial to the manufacturing group only. It 
does not help any other party. 

Q. 21.-Yes. Such markets, if organised by legislation, will bring 
the oultivators into' direct touch with the consumers, thus eliminating 
the importance of the middlemen. 

Q. 22.-Yes. Special co-operative societies maybe organised for 
the purpose. 

[The ·Preaident. SMkarpur-Saldanga Union Board, Jalpaigtlri.] 



Q. 23.-I am not aware. 

Q. 24.-The multiplicity of . the middlemen under the present 
circumstances tends to som&e!'t~~t t<\' r~e of prices in..the muffassal, 
as they often. are at competition wIth each other. Until and 
unless the cultivators. are brought into direct touch with the consumers 
and until organised bodies take oharge of the. sale. of the raw pJ.'oducts, 
the middlemen should be allowed to continue. . 

Q. 25.-=-1 do not know. 

Q. 26.-Not. to my knowledge. 
" . 

Q.27.~From local money-lenders. Not always and not in. aU 
districts. If speoial co-operative societies are organised foJ,' dealing in 
jute, they may supply the cultivators with necessary funds. . 

Q. 28.":-Yes. I have no personal knowledge about the working of 
the Co-operative Jute Sale Societies. 

Q. 34..--Yes, according to the will of the mill-owners. The price 
is reduce~ thereby. 

Q.35.-Yes . 

. Q. 36.-A Committee, to be composed of members from the Jute Mills 
Association, Jute Balers Association, Loose Jute Association and Jute 
Growers Association. It will fix the standard. grade of loose jute and 
it will be.the body for arbitration if there be any dispute . 

. Q. 38..:--:No. The information supplied by the Jaria& and middlemen 
\lre not a\ways authentic. Government bulletins may be published. 

Q. 39':-Yes. The information of current prices in the market-, 
stock in Calcutta and elsewhere, probable demand and rise or fall in the 
prices in the near future, will be of us'e to the cultivators. 

Q.4o.-Yes. 

Q. 41.--Jute can be held back from the market or purchased in case 
otpossible slump by special societies formed for . that purpose. In 
extreme cases the Government also may announce a ~inimum' price 
with a view to regulating the market and making it steady. I cannot 
suggest anything about the costs or how funds can be raised. 

Q. 42.~No. 

Q.43.-Yes. 

Q. 44.c-To regulate the sowing, the prices, the grade and. the specu
lators (e.g. Jtdlca). 

. -
_ Q. 45.~No. Those Governmentg will also /lend their representatives, 

to the Committee. 

Q. 46.-Part of the jute export .. duty should be earmarked" for. 
financing such a Committee:· 



No. 102. 

Babu Surendra, Nath Banerjee, President, Dhakamara Unio~_,Board, 

district dalpaiguri. . 

Dated the 14th jf arch 1933. 
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No. 103. 

Maulvi M. A~ T. Alam, President, Chandanbari Union Board, C!istrict 
dalpaiguri. 

Dated the 16th March 1933. 
Q.1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b).-Benefit of the producer. It would steady the price. 

,Q. 3.-I believe t.hat regulation is -feasible under all circumstan,ces~ 
, Q. 4.-No. 

Q. 5.-Low prices are due to over-production . 
. - Q. 6.-Compe~itioh :n;tay be likely but it would affect the jute industry 
In Bengal very shghtly In the near future-. , ' 

Q. 7.-Yes. 
Q.8.-Likely. 
Q. 9.-Regulation should be made compulsory by legislation. 
Q. 10.-The compulsory regulation may be worked through the. 

Union Boards. A , 

Q. 11 and Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-Paddy for low lands, sugarcane, vegetables for high-jands. 
Q.14.-Yes. The propaganda may be continued till legislati!ln~ 

It should be more intensive through canvassers during sowing season. 
'Q. 15.--In North Bengal the average cost of oultivation per acre is 

Rs. 45 and the yield per acre of jute is 12 maunds. If vegetables such 
as ginger, onions, kochu, and turmeric be grown as an'alternative; th~ 
cost per acre, would be R's. 30 while the income would be Rs. 150. 

Q. 16.-Rs. 10, Rs. 8 and Rs. 6 would be the fair pril)elevels, for 
jute of first, second and third qualities respectively.' ' -

Q. 17.-Over-production and decrease in export and also because th/t 
jute market is absolutely controlled by the European merchants. 
, Q. 18.-Agricultural research and propaganda should continue un-
abated by the Department of Agriculture or Government. ' 

Q. 19.-The growers are very little benefited by ,the jute forel)ast. 
They are mostly illiterate; 80 the Marketing Board should take steps to' 
explain the forecast to them. ~' 

Mill-owners, dalals, paikarsand larias derive benefit' ,from the 
forecast. 

Q. 20.-Yes. , 
,Q. 21.--Feasible. A market is to be set up for an area orioo, squartr 

miles. It should be done by the Government. ': ' . ,., 
'Q. 22.-It is desirable that village co-operative societies be formed to 

bring the raiyats into doser touch, with the balers and eljminate the-: 
dalals and paikars, etc. _..'.. _ .

, Q. 23.-The larias buy from the cultivators and sell to the jiatkarl 
who in their turn sell to the merchants. Thus nearly i of the prIce goe& 
to the middlemen's pocket. .".... " -- , 

Q. 24.-The more the midlemen, the less the-price .the cUltivators 
get. ' " '.', I 

Q. 25.-Yes. J-'~.ey Beed not be abolished at present. 
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Q. 2G.;-The cultivators sold their 'crops in advance but the system 
has now disappeared. 

Q. 27.-Doe8 not arise. 
Q. -28.-Possiple. The organization may be financed by a small 

.duty on the jute handled. 
Q. 29 to Q. 31.-1 have not gone into the matter. 
Q. 32.-Details are not known to me. ' 
Q. 33.-:-1 do not know the system of the Calcutta market. 
Q. 34.-The standard sometimes changed in the middle of the season. 
Q. 35.-1 advocate that fixed standards for loose jute be Ih:ed . hy . 

legislation. ,< 

Q. 3G.-The standard should be supervised by the Marketing Board. 
Q. 37.-1 approve of Mr. McDougall's scheme. 
Q. 38.-The growers at present receive 'no market information. It 

should be spread by the Marketing Board. 
Q.39.-Yes. ' 

. Q. 40.-The Marketing Board may inform the Union Board by wire 
and the latter may bring the information through the choukidars to the 
growers. Wireless telegraphy may be of some assistance, but cannot be 
.afforded in these critical days. 

Q. 41.-1n cases of sudden fall in the market a large quantity of jute 
:3hould be purchased and held back from market for the time bemg. 
Government should take upon itself this burden. The cultivators will 
be benefited if Government purchase jute at an average price, Rs. 6 
per maund, when they are really earnest to dispose of it. .As regards 
-estimate for the probable cost for the working, experts may kindly be 
()onsulted. As regards funds 1 am quite ignorant of the question. 

Q. 42.-Yes. The marketing officers should be entrusted with 
watching over the average price of the quantity of jute sold every day 
-and coming in constant contact with them, cultivators will be acquaint
ed with probable prices of their goods. 

Q. 43.-Yes. 
Q. 44.-To be determined by experts. 
Q. '45.-No. The co-operation of those governments should be 

-achieved by taking in their representatives in the Central Jute Com~ 
,mittee. 

Q. 46.-The Committee may 'be fip.anced from the export duty on 
jute. 
, Q. 47.-Details are not available to me. 

Q.48 to Q. 52.-1 could not go into the subject seriously. 
Q.53.-Yes. The Department may be financed brthe Government. 
Q. 54.-1 think propaganda in other countries would produce DO 

;appreciable result. 
Q~ 55.-Does Dot arise. 
Q. SG.-No. 
Q. S7r-The Merchants' Board should finance this. 
Q. S8.-Representatives must be consulted with the Marketing 

Eoard and thus arrange selling to Calcutta shippers. 
, 1The P~eaident, Chandanbari Union Board, Jalpaiguri.] 
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'No. 104. 

The District Board,; Rangpur •• 
. .' 

Dated the 27th April 1933. 
Q. 1.-Yes, we do. . . 
0.2 (a).-Yes, if dhly there is some machinery by which forecasts of 

the probable demands of the market could be secured and we think 
this can easily be managed. 

Q. 2 (b).-With the regulation in the. production of jute crop, the 
prices of raw fibres would be steadier. ' . 

Q.4. No. 
Q. 5.-Over-production and decrease in demands. It is· reported 

that the jute already in stock 3s enough to meet the demands of the 
mills for two years more. Yes, financial and other crises are to a certain 
extent responsible for the depression in the price of jute and is Olie of 
the factors for the- prevailing low prices. . 

Q. G.-If the price of jute is kept within reaBOnable lim.it we !Io not 
think there is any possibility of competition from any Bubstitute crop .. 
Because cost of production of such substitute, we are afraid, will be much 
higher than that of jute. . 

Q.7.-No. 
, Q. B.-Yes: ' 

Q. 9.-The regulations must be made compulsoryby legislation . 
. Q. 10.-Union Boards and Co-operative Societies; as also Agricultural 

Departments could be best. utilised to implement compulsory regulations. 
Q. 11.-Yes, it will be well worth trying to experiment in this' 

matter by the establishment of a Jute Marketing Board. . 
Q. 12.-Yes, it would be desirable to secure theco-<>peration of Gov

ernments and organisations in Bihar and Assam. . 
Q. 13.-For the district of Rangpur, sugarcane and tobacco would 

be .the alternative crops. Already cultivation of sugarcane has been 
attractive to the raiyp,ts'in BOme parts of this district. If a supply of 
good sugarcane and their distribution and seeds or seedlings of· better 
kinds of tobacco and their distribution amongst the ten'ants can be 
arranged the r.aiyatlJ will be encouraged to grow these alternative crops. 

Q. 14.-Not much. The propaganda should certainly be.continued 
and attempt should be made to make- the same more effective by lec
tures, distribution of lea:Hets and also by systematic lectures in hats and 
bazars, describing the evil effects of unlimited ·cultivation of jute crop, 
and also by encouraging cultivation of alternative crops. . 

Q. 15.:-The normal cost of. cultivation of jute per maund in this 
district is about Rs. 3 and average yield per acre 12 to 15maunds. 
The. only alternative crop at present /n'own in this district is at places 
tobacco and at other places paddy. The paddy yields about 24 td' 28 
maunds per acre and is at present being sold at Re. 1-2 to Re. 1-4 per 
maund. The cost of cultivation of tobacco is about Rs. 15.to Rs~18 
per acre and th~ yield is about 7to 9 maunds per acre. Ofother.piuts 
of Beng-al we cannot Bay anything. . .... ... 

Q. 18.--A fair price level for jute at present .would be about Rs. 6 
per maund. . ". . 

Q. 17.--The chief factors which have, brought about the fa'll 
in:the price o~ jute are (i) over-production; (ii) .econ~mic . crisis -and 

.Chairm~, Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ch"tterjee.·, 

23 
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(iii) market control by larias and' beparis who generaliy make advanc~s 
to cultivators by means of an agreement called satta by which the culti
vators have to give such larias and beparis certain quantities of jute in 
exchange for the money advanced both for payment of principal and 
interest due on such sattas and within a specified time, and on failure 
very high rate of interest is charged. So, the growers of jute are prac~ 
tically at the mercy of these larias and beparis and.the cultivators can 
never control the markets. These larias and beparis again sell the 
jute to the Marwaris, either directly or' through other middlemen. 
Thus, there· is a good deal of difference between the J?rice at which the 
actual cultivators sell the jute and the prices for WhICh the mills pur
chase them. The .bulk of the' prices thus is swallowed up by farias, 
beparis, M arwaris and the middlemen. . 
. Q. 18.,-Yes, we agree. The Department of Agriculture can well 
be' assisted in this work by Union Boards. 

Q. 19.~No, the present system of compiling and publishing the 
jute forecasts is not at all satisfactory and beneficial from the point of 
view of the growers because of their illiteracy. They hardly come to 
know the details of such forecasts. Balers and mill-owners certainly 
profit by it as the forecast gives them an idea of the quantity of jute 
available and as such they easily can ascertain the actual demand for 
the same and therefore control the prices very successfully. The sanie 
with middlemen. We would suggest the elimination, if, possible, of 
these larias and middlemen and the formation of a Jute Marketing 
Board, which will control the sale of jute an~ also the prices. 

Q. 20.-No, not at all satisfactory, either to the growers or balers 
and mill-owners and necessarily not to the community generally. 

Q. 21~Yes, we consider it possible_ to establish organised markets 
for the sale of jute at important centres. That would be adv·antageous 
to the cultivators if the cultivators get facilities of direct transport to 
,the market themselves. 

Q. 22.-Yes, it is quite possible. 
Q • . 23.-Already included in. our answer to Question No. 17. 
Q •. 24.-Certainly. 
Q. 25.-Yes, different .. weights are in vogue in different parts of the 

district and is a great source of profiteering by the middlemen. A 
uniform standard of weight would be very beneficial to the growers. 

Q. 26r-Sometimes the cultivators sell their crops long before they 
are harvested. The terms on which they are obliged'to sell have already 
been stated above. ' 

Q. 27.-From Marwari and other middlemen and also from village 
mahajans and .co-operative societies. In' most cases mahajans are not 
direct buyers of the jute crops grown by the cultivators. 

Q. 28.-Yes, it is possible. 
Q. 33.-The various buyers of jute in these parts of the Province 

send their goods to Calcutta where they generally have an. agent ora 
broker, who goes about to the balers or mills in Calcutta and tries to 
sel'l their jutes to them. The system is not however, it seems to '\lS, 
quite satisfactory. 

Q. 34.-Yes, standards or grades are sometimes, changed in the 
middle of the season with great inconvenience to the balers. 
[The l)i8trict Board, Rangpur.] 
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- Q. 35.--Yes, a fixed standard for loose jute should be fixed-by legis
lation or by the Chamber of Commerce and a proper Arbitration Board 
should be formed to decide disputes. " 

Q. 38.-The standard. should be fixed by the Government, which 
should appoint certificated experts to supervise. the working of the 
standard . 

. Q. 38.-No. They get very meagre information. If they have any -
at all they have from the middlemen who generally, in their own 
interest, give them either incorrect or imperfect information. 

Q. 39.-It is difficult to suggest any-practical method by which the 
actual . growers co'!ld be informed of the market informations. This 
however could to certain extent be done through the agencies of the 
Union Doards, and other propaganda works by the Agricultural 
Departments. 

Q. 40.-Yes, wireless telegraphy with loud-speakers at certain 
important centres would be of some assistance. 

Q. 41.-If co-oPllrative jute societies could .be established, such 
societies could in the event of the possible slump in the market, pur
chase and hold back from the market for the· time being, but such 
societies would require much capital funds for -the purpose. The Gov
ernment can come to the help of the raiyats.in s11ch case-by purchasing 
jute at • minimum price, fixed by it. It is difficult to assumet.he 
probable cost. of working this last scheme. 

Q. S6.-The Trade Commissioner for India in England and Germany 
may be entrusted with this duty.. 

No;, 10S. 

The Pistrict Board~ Tippera.* 

Dated the 26th Apn"r 193.3. 

Q.1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b).-The main object of such regulation would be to maintain 

a price high enough to cover,· at least, the cost of production including 
a fair margin of profit. A steady price should also be the aim; for it 
would restore normal condition and sense of security in the jute trade. " 

Q~ 3.-We believe it is possible, though difficult, to regulate pro-
duction. . 

Q. 4.-Many of the German Cartellen regulate the price as "well as 
the output; besides, the Rale of the. product, both at home and abroad, 
is regulated by the cartels. These pools regulate theproductiotl and 
sale of manufactured goods .. Here regulation is rendered easy by the 
fac~ that production is concentrated in a few hands. The production 
of jute is, however, diffused all over the province; the number of .small 
cultivators is too great; consequently the problem of regulation is beset 
with great difficulty but this difficulty is not insurmountable. 

·Chairman. Khan Bahadur Maulvi Abidur Reza Chowdhury. " 



Q. 5.-Some of the main factors which have depressed prices are:
(a) Over-production and combination of the millers, or rather; 

consumers. 
(b) .W«?rld-wide trade depression which has reduced the ;volu.me of 

lmport and' export trade and a consequent reductIon In the 
demand for jute hags. 

(c) Bulk shipment in the grain-carrying trade which has also 
, reduqed the demand for jute bags. 
(d) Use of paper bags for packing cement. 

Q. 6.-Flax is a possible oompetitor. But :flax cannot be produced 
to any large extent in India as its production entails frequent importa
tion of fresh seeds from Europe at a considerable cost. Another diffi
culty is encountered with regard to rotting process which requires low 
temperature and an abundant supply of wa1er. The attempt in the 
Doorish Estate in Bihar failed mainly on these grounds. Flax produced 
:in European countries occupies a very important place in the commerCE 
of the world. But it is too costly to be used as a substitute for jute, 
On the other hand when the supply of :flax is for any reason cut oil 
the dem~l.lld for jute is sure .to increase. 

Another fibre which may be used as a substitute is the Bunn-hemp. 
This crop can only thrive' on permeable, well aerated Boils; water. 
logging is harmful for fibre purposes and still more so for seed prod1lc. 
tion. So its cultivation is .possible only in drier parts; but there is a 
danger.of shortage of water in tlie autumn for rotting. Further it i1 
too expensive to ~ able to compete wi.th jute. 
. If the price ~f jute is raised by regulation, it may be apprehended 

that foreign countries may try to produce jute locally. Many experi. 
ments, however, have been made in Cochin-China, Japan, Java, Eg--ypt 
Russia, the Southern States of North America and Brazil but nothing 
practical has resulted.' 

Paper used for cement bags may compete with jute if monopol~ 
advantage is used in unduly raising the price. Henequen or sisal heml 
has sprung as a rival to jute since 1880. It is used in making twine 
But it is mqre expensive than jute-. 

Manila hemp is another rival and it is used in making ropes oj 
great tenacity. 

China grass which is not injured by moisture is also well suited f()] 
making ropes. But the chief obstacle :to its use is its high price. 

'rhe abov.e facts show that jute is a monopoly product and its pro· 
duction can therefore be restricted by legislation without injuring it! 
demand. 

Q. 7.-No. Never. 
Q.' S.-Yes. It is generaliy admitted that when the price ~lse, 

in any season increased 8()wings are induced in the following year. Fo: 
want of education our people have g--ot no capacity to think of thl 
country as a whole and every body will try to meet his selfish ends b, 
this or that way.' " . ' • 

Q. 9.:-Yes, that should be done. Without legislation the suppl~ 
cannot be effectively regulated. . 

Q. 10.-At present Union Boards should be utilised with. the ulti, 
mate object of forming ,co-operative societies gradually, in all' area: 
[The Di8tric' Board, T\ppera.J 
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e"xhaustively. The amount to be produced by each member is to be 
fixed by the Union Board according to the requirements of th~ 
Central Corporation. 

Q. 11.-Control should be commenced from sowing through Union 
Boards. A Jute Marketing Board (or a Central Corporation), through 
which the entire output is to be marketed, will easily be able to detect any 
increase in the prescribed amount of production. 

Q. 12.-As Bengal produces only 84 per cent. of the total Indian
output, the co-operation of llihar and Assam must be sought. Besides 
the co-operation of the Government of the United Provinces is ·also 
necessary as "the cultivation of jute is making steady progress in -the
Ganjar District" (1') of that province. 

Q. 13.-In high lands, pepper, chillies and varietjes of dal and 
potatoes and tobacco may be sown and in low land sugarcane can be 
grown. People have already taken to these crops to some extent. It 
·would be better i£ officers of Agricultural Department freely move in: 
the villages and advise the people as t.9 which land is fit for which crop . 
. Present demonstration is of no help to anyone. 
. Q. 14.-No, not at all. No propaganda is required and no amount 
should be spent in the least for propaganda. 

Q. 15.-(a.) Yield per acre of jute in different parts of Bengal.
East Bengal (Dacca and Chittagong Divisions), 3·7 bales" per acre. 
North Bengal, 3·5 bales per acre. -
West Ben~al, 3·2 bales per acre. 
Cost per maund of jute, Ri!. 4. 
(b) Paddy (in Chittagong Division). 
Average yield per acre is about 20 maunds. 
Cost is about Re. 1 to Re. 1-8 per maund at present. 
(c) Sugarcane: yield per acre is 60 to 70 maunds. 
Cost is about Rs. 2 per maund. 
Q. 16..-In the existing circumstances Re. 7-8 per maund (minimum). 
Q. 17.-See answer to Question No.5. 
Q. 18.-Yes. Government sh_ould encourage and finance indepen

dent research carried on by a few ardent students of science. 
Q. 19.-It is not satisfactory nor beneficial for the growers in the 

least. It is beneficial to the mill-owners and the gamblers. No lIuch 
forecast need be published at all. Even if the estimated 'oorrespond
ing demand be published, it would be of no help to the growers. 
Growers are not educated nor have they got any combination, nor can 
there be any, so they will never be in a ROsition ~o take any advantage 
of these publications. On the other hand, the market is controlled by 
the mill-()wners and the gamblers, who are educated and intelligent. 
Now production may be regulated on past records. 

Q. 20.-The present method of grading is often arbit~ary. l.·~e 
middlemen who appraise the quality of the jute have an Interest In 
under-estimating it. Consequently the growers suffer a great loss. 
The middlemen have to under-estimate as they are not sure of the 
price which the baling firm will dictate. 

Sometimes a broker acts in a double capacity, he represents. the 
buyer and also the seller. But as his predilection is naturally for the 
bating firm, he does not safeguard the interest of the growen. 



~ad g~aaing encourage.s surrep'titioull mixture or jute' of inferi~r 
quahty wIth that ,of supenor quality. 

Another defect of' the present systam of marketing is the absence 
flf .regli.lati~n regardingstandarcJ we!ghts and me~8ure9. Moreover 
there is no mdependent agency for weIghment. So m every transac:. 
tion the grower IS to part with more than what he sells. This encour
ages another vice namely moistening of jute before it. is presented 
for sale. Sometimes large samples are taken away from the growers 
and they are not returned even when a sale is not effeoted. 

Q. 21.-Yes,· we think the number of such markets should not be 
less than one hundred an'd such markets would be able to do away 
with the middlemen and thus help the cultivators. 

Q~ 22.-No, mucha,tb~mpt was made in that connection, even 
offering something more for each maund when the Jute Sale and 
Supply Societies were working, but all attempts failed. So at pre

. ,sent there is no scope. But after controlling the production, it would 
be better if c()-operative societies can be organised, in each. village. 

Q. 23.-There is no-fiXed .remuneration for larias or .beparis. Oom
mission at 1 anna to2 annas -per maund is sometimes given to some 
commissio·n agents but sometimes . they also work as big beparis. 
Very few mills purchase jute even through their own agents. Fariq,s 
go from ho·useto house and purchase jute on lots (estimation). 
1.'hen after mixing them all up, they classify approximately accord
ing to the then system but in doing so they put water cleverly in the 
jute and sometimes even sand. These larias take the jute thus bundled 

. by them to the nearest hat where the beparis or under-brokers of 
jute firms deliver the jute to a firm through a broker of the same. 
These brokers of jute firms deduct brokerage from the jute firm and 
the beparis as well and take other tolls in the shape of liritti, etc. 
Brokers generally take one anna per maund from the jute firm and 
two annas from the bepari besides britti, etc., at least 1 anna per 
maund from the bepari. Except in the case of paid commission 
agents at a fixed remuneration as stated above

l 
all other purchases 

are made on speculation, of course, always keepmg in view the price 
offere!i by the jute baling firm. Brokers are generally allowed some 
amount as advance by jute baling firIIiS, and they also advance some' 
amount to beparis, every year. 

, Q. 24r-Yes. The price which the grower gets is generally lesEi by 
Rs. 2-8 than what the mill-owner pays. A considerable part of this 
money would have gone to the 'pockets of the grower if there were 
no middlemen. 

Q. 25.,-Some of the evil customs are:
(a) Bad grading. 
(b) High toll or rent to which the seller is subjected by the 

owner of the market. 
(c) The presence of the broker who acts in a double capacity. 
(d) Fraudulent weighing. . 

Some ,of these practices amount to stealinlif. These evils can be 
removed either by the establishment of orgamsed markets or by the 
adoption of Mr .. McDougall's scheme. As stated above, the same 
~uteis sold several times in different places, once in the bouse of the· 
[The District Bocwd; Tippera,] 
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grower, then in the house of the /aria or at small hatl and -then by 
the bepari at the jute baling firm. In all other places 'price IS 
ructated by the seller but generally he is bound to sell as. he cannot 
hold it up. . 

Q. 26.-On enquiry it i~ found that the system of pledging cropB 
does not prevail to any appreciable extent in this part of the country. 

Q. 27.-No, generally the creditOrs are not buyers. Credit faciH~ 
ties may be given by organising cOOperative credit societies. 

q. 28.-No. Not at present. Our Chairman was connected with: 
the Co-opera.tive Jute Sale and Supply Societies. It proved a. failure, 
and it would prove a. failure, because -the members are not loya.l nor 
co-operators in its proper sense. Members would not feel shy to cheat 
even their own society. For want of education, the members of co
operative societies are eager for the rights and libertiea of a democratic 
institution but not in the least the .responsibilities. 

Q.34.-Yes. 
Q. 35.-Yes, if possible. 
Q. 3G.-Trained officers of the Agricultural Department; 
Q. 37.-We are of opinion that if Mr. McDougall's scheme is 

adopted many of the problems of the jute market can be most effect
ively solved. 

Q. 38.-In the present circumstances the .growers do not get 'any 
authentio information. They are tt' rely wholly on the information 
supplied by the middlemen who would always try to force the price 
down. The p~ces ruling at the principal markets and at the ports 
and figures relating to the stocks held by the mills should befre.. 
quentIy published in sheets of paper and distributed among the 
growers through the Union Boards. For collection of figures the 
appointment of a Marketing Officer would be necessary. . 

Q. 39.-Yes, but no market info1'lI}ation will be of any value to 
the growers. Government is to regulate the production according to 
the expected demand. .. . 

Q. 4O.-For all information Union Boards are sufficient. Wire
les!! is not required. Jute Marketing Boards may be supplied with 
I'sdio. 

Q. 41.-It wou~d not be practicable. . 
Q. 42.-No. 1.'0 be entrusted with the Jute Marketing Board. 
Q.43.-No. The creation of a Jute Committee will be unnecessary 

if Mr. McDougall's scheme be adopted. . 
Q. 44.-If the creation of the Jute Committee be consideredneces

sary its functions may be defined in the following manner:-

(a) To watch over the interests of all the branches of the trad~ 
from the field to the factory. .. 

(b) To standardise weights and measures and ensure a regUlar 
inspection of them. 

(c) To estimate the demand of jute 'mills in India and foreign 
countries and t() regulate the supply accordingly. 

~ d) To . undertake scientific grading of jute and provide the 
Market Committees with .samples of the various grades. 
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Q. 45.-Such a' Committee is not likely to function successfully 
without the co-operation of the other. jute growing provinces. For 
this purpose representatives of the provincial Governments concerned 
should be included in the Committee. ' 
. Q.46':-The Committee m;1y be. financed partly. by the local Gov
"rnments .concerned and partly by the Market Committees out of th~ 
market revenues. 

Q. 47.-'-The jute tradeha.s not su:ff6lI'ed from s~bstitutes. There 
are report-s that paper bags are being used. We 'consider that the 
loss is negligible: The elevat~rsystem. being ,comparatively costly it 
should not be taken as a substItute for Jute, bags: 

. Q.53.-Yes. As at present, Agricultural Department is of no use.
~t . should be re-orgaliised and research· ahould be undertaken under this 
Department. . . 

Q. 56.--Separate Trade Commissioners ~hould be appointed for 
Germany, France, Italy, North America and Argentine not only for 
the sake of the jute trade but for India's foreign trade in general. 
These Commissioners should receive their preliminary training in the 
office of the London Trade Commissioner. 
. Q. 57.-In the existing circumstances the Government of India 
should finance the aQove scheme. .. 

Q.-Yes, it does. 

No. 106. 

Bengal Mahajan Sabha. *t 

Dated the 28th April 1933. 

Q. 2 (a).-Yes. , 
Q. 2 (b).-The main object of such regulation would be to keep 

the production and consumption at par and consequent steadiness in 
prices and demand. , 

Q. 3.-Regulation in cultivation and production is, in the opinion 
of the Sabha, the only way to improve jute trade irrespective of other 
considerations. 

Q. 4.-There have been attempts in recent years .to control the pro
duction and export with mixed success. The causes of failures are 
that the crops controlled are not monopolies of any particular land. 
But the case of jute is quite . different as it is practically a monopoly 
crop of three provinces of India-particularly of Bengal. It being a 
necessary. article of trade of the. whole world, re&"ulation of its yearly 
production according to the world's annual reqUIrements may compel 
the consuming markets to take keen interest in securing their requisite 
quantity. No other country can claim a monopoly of any agricultural 
production as Bengal can of jute. 

Q. Sr--Over-pr,oduction cpupled with the, present world's trade 
depression has depressed thp. price of jute to its present. low level 
of Rs. 3 to Rs. 4. Had the productIon been regulated Jute could 

·Secretarv, Mr. A. M. Poddar. - ., . 
tFor orai evidence of representative of the Sabha, vide page 497, III seq •. 
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m~intain itS medium pri~e' say an·average of. Rs, ·7 even to-day in 
spite of all outward CIrcumstances. The world's trade condition 
improving and regulation of jute cultivation being' given effect to 
j~te could '!etch ~.' 10 per maund 1m an average which may· be con= 
~ldered a hIgh pnce. . 
. Q. 6.-Since the year .~92Q-26 when the pri~s of jute rose up to 
Re. 25, the world was astir to discover some substitute for' jute . but 

. no other fibre ha~ yet been invented besides cotton and paper to. ~erve 
the purpose. of J,:ute. 9ot~on ca~not rep~ace jute after meeting the 
demand of world s textile mdustnes and It cannot stand against jute 
with respect to price and durability..... -

In the absence of any competitive substitute of jute there is no 
apprehension of jute industries suffering under re.'ltricted cultivation; 
they will rather thrive when they can sell their .gun.niesand hessians 
at demand. .' 

Q. 7.-The cultivators owing. to their want of education and in
telligence will not voluntarily (lccept' .the proposal at heart though 
they will verbally hail the idea. They must be put under some com
pulsion to effect regulation. . . 

Q. S.-Yes, it has been found that the increase in price in the 
previous year led to an increase in cultivation in t)J.e following year. 

Q. 9 and Q. 10.--Legislation is the only way to regulation. The 
legislators will first ascertain the yearly requirement of the world and 
to meet that requirement, what area would be sown with jute. The 
total area thus ascertained would be distributed "to Bengal) Assam. 
and Bihar and Orissa according to past 3 years' statistics of yield 
in Jute bales. The area thus allotted to a province will be divided 
to its different districts. The allocation to provinces and districts 
will be done by the Agriculture Department. The·n the matter will 
come to the District Magistrates who will distribute the work to sub
divisions. The Sub divisional Officer!! will work out the scheme through 
Circle Officers who on their part shall carry -it out. through Union 
Boarda and zemindars, who will directly deal with the cultivators. 

Any infringement of the,.legislation on the part of a cultivator has 
to be dealt with under penal law made for the purpose by way of fine. 

Q. 11.--In case of regulation by legislation I do not apprehend 
any widespread evasion.- ..Even if it be such it may be detected from 
the total export figure received from the shipping companies inland 
and foreign. If the export figure for one year is found in excess 01 
the figure expected under regulation then it must be concluded that 
the system of work has failed to, achieve the desired object and more 
~aution should be taken in future. 

A Jute Marketing Board, on the lines suggested by Mr; 'McDougall 
in h.is note on proposed . Jute Control Corporation, may be of practical 
selVlce to the trade. - . 

Q. 12.-Yes, as mentioned in answers to Questions Nos. 9 and 10 .. 
Q. 13.-To replace ju~ the low lands may ~ used in. sowing 

sugarcane (Khagri), paddy and fodder and the hIgh lands m sugar
cane (Bombay), grains (daE, mustard seed, etc.), paddy a~d. other 
eatables.'· - , . 

. Q. 14.-By propaganda the cultivators have to some extent, r~ise<l 
the situation' -but as ill luck would have it, everybody thinks himself 
wiser than others and each cultivator wants to take advantage ovet 
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his neighbour who may be induced to sow less. This wicked intelli
gence induces everybody to forget the lesson of propaganda and to 
fill up hill fields with jute. _ 

Certainly the sowing has been considerably reduced in the last two. 
seasons. That is due not to propaganda alone but more to straitened 
financial condition and low prices of jute. The question. of propa-
ganda is dealt with later on. ; .' 

. Q. 15.-The cost of jute cultivation per acre'is-Rs. 70-yielding 
18 maunds. The cost of paddy cultivation per acre is-Rs. 21-
yielding 25 maunds. 

The other alternative crops are also more profitable to the culti
vators at cheaper cost but as they do not fetch much ,ready money at 
n. time, the cultivators have a special charm for jute. 

Q. 1~.-Under ~he 1,l'l"esent trade .conditi.ons. of the world Rs. 6 may 
be conSIdered a faIr pnce level for Jute bnngmg a profit of Rs. 2 per 
maund to the cultivators or 50 per cent. profit on their cost and .labour. 
The price may he increased up to Rs. 8 or more according to the. 
changed world conditions. . 

Q. 17.-The world economic condition, abnormal trade depres'sion 
and unfltability of money markets, are mainly responsible for the fall 
in prices of jute. The world trade depression having reduced the 
demand. for jute, the normal production of. the crop has been turned 
into o·ver-p'I'Oductioll and this is no less a cause of fall in prices. 

Q. 18.--80 long as the price of jute remains at this low level~ 
say even. at less than Rs. 10 per maund-there is little apprehension 
of raw jut& and jute manufactures suffering from competition from 
paper and other substitute... The uses of hemp and paper are costly 
and limited to certain articles of trade. The use d eleva ton and bulk 
shipment in transit is also very limited in operation. They can never 
dispJace the use of jute bags which have a particular value in trade. 

In spite of strenuous attempts to substitute jute in different lands, 
the success achieved Up" to date is almost nil. The effect of compe~ 
titian at present faced by jute from other substitutes maybe counter
acted by the discovery of other uses of ~ute as yet unknown. The 
researches at present carried out by the Agricultural Department of 
Bengal are not well known and it is necessary that more organised 
research work should be undertaken and methods found out io·r the 
.production of better jute at less cost and also to invent other uses of 
jute hitherto unknown. Non-official experts should also be entrusted 
with the research work and they should be properly encouraged and 
pecuniarily helped by the Government to assist the Department. 

Q. 19.-The present system of compiling and publishing the fore
cast though beneficial to all concerned as it gives them an idea of 
production, province by province, district by district, so' that they 
may formulate their scheme ,of purchase and sale and vice-versa, all . 
attempts sho·uld be made to collect more accurate figures. The fore
casts as compiled by the Department should be circulated broadcast 
~ reach the growers in time and in the remote villages in the country
SIde. 

Q. 2O.-The system of grading made prevalent from th~ year 
1920-21 after the great cyclone had been ruinous to growers and 
middlemen. A very huge qua.ntity of jute was damaged by the 
[BengaZMahajafl Sabha.] 
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cyclone and the damaged jute had to be sold and packed as Rejections 
(R) and Low Rejections (L.R.), etc., all under rejection class. But 
unfortunately the matter did not end there. In subsequent. years the 
!ni1l~wners issued circulars eliminating the grades 2Ei, 3s, 4s and Rej., 
and naming them 4s, Rej., L.R. and XLR--the names in opposition to 
actuality. The grades of 2s, 3s,' .etc .. were determined by a fixed pel," 
cent. ,of hessian warp, weft and cutting but along with the low 
naming those guarantees were abolished and "'stapdard of the ma~k" 
was instituted for the re-named gradtls of. 4s, ReJ., etc. Such bemg 
the case no grower or middleman can satisfy the buyer with his 
standard as the latter can always show him a better standarli for the 
mark to gag. his mouth and to reduce his prices. , 

Efforts should be made to reinstate the, names of 2s, 3s, 4s, and 
Rej. with definite guarantees in respect of kutcha baling so that no one 
can play foul with allDther. . ' 

As to 'pucca bales, marks and guarantees have not undergone any 
change. . . 

Q. 21.-As a preliminary step'the regulation of production should 
be undertaken by legislature. If the project works satisfactorily
there is no reason to disturb the present system of marketin~ and 
undertake a more complicated and costly system .of establishing 
organised markets as provided in the Central Provinces Cotton Mar
ket Act of 1932. If, however, the regulation in production doe,s not 
prove successful, steps should be taken to establidh marketing organi
sations on the lines suggested by Mr. McDougall in his note, oJ:!. 
poposed Jute Control Corporation. ' . . 

The approximate number ·of selling associations for' Bengal haS 
been calculated at 2,500 and the average numoor of villages to be 
served by each aEisociat'ion is given as 20, by Mr. McDougall. Thill 
seems to be a fairly correct calculation. . 

Q. H.-No, that would be "playing Hamlet without the Prince 
of Denmark." There must be somebody to collect jute from raiyat', 
houses whether societies or individuals and reach them to mills and 
presses. 

Q. 23.-The farias and beparis collect jute from cultivators at 
'their houses after fixing prices and weighment with them and thus 
collecting some quantity, say 25, 50 or 100 malmds, they come to the 
jute markets like Narayanganj, (''handpur, Bhaira,b etc., and sell the 
quantity to the buyer at their option and risk. If the farias and· 
beparis did not undertake this work the cultivators had to come with 
their respective small quantities to the distant buyers at the cost of 
much labour, time, and trouble .. So tho farias and beparis far-from 
doing any harm to the cultivators help them much in disposing of 
their jute from their house without any cost and labour. 
. There is no fixed remuneration from the cultivators for the faria., 
and beparis or other middlemen . such "as balers, commission agents, 
etc. They all depend on their profit and loss accruing from their 
buying and selling. " 

Na.. 24r-N,o, examined under Question No. 23. 
Q.25.-No. ' 
Q. 28.-This is done in exceptional cases. 
Q. 27.-The cultivators borroiw mostly from 100al money-lenders: 

They are seldom buyers of jute. The borrowing has no e:fiect aD-·the 
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p;ices ~f jute; t~s only ex~rts some pressure o.n th~ raiyats to dispo~e 
of thelr PJ,;oductlOn speedIly. The money-lender IS the only credIt. 
agency for the 'culti-vato'r at the present time and there being little 
competition he charges a higher rate of interest. Steps should be 
taken to esta,blish better credit agen.cies, such as land mortgage banks, 

"':30int stock banks, co-operative societies etc., in the land. 
Q. 28.-No, I do not think so. 
The working of co-operative jute sale sociaties was found nothing. 

different from the working of kutcha balers (middlemen) whatever-
their ultimate <;>bject might have been. . 

Q. 29.-Jute is sold to outside ports under guarantee system of 
quality of different marks approved by buyers and sellers association 
in Calcutta ·and outside ports. . 

Q. 3O.-Yes. The standards fixed fr~mthe beginnin-g of jute 

export' are still in vogue, e.uch as, 

. triang~e 2, Q/Heart 4, etc. 

f\ T,;angle 3, >0< Double 

Q. 31 and Q. 3Z.-System of baling and exporting 'pucca bales 
having undergone no material change,.I do not consider any interfer-
ence is necessary. . 

Q. 33.-Yes. In. Oalcutta markets at Hatkhola and. Chitpur the 
mills and balers buy loose jute in half bales and drums by inspecting 
the quality in the aratdars' godowlis. This is an open system of buy
jng and selling quite reasonable and convenient tOo both sides, 

. There is no fixed standard for loose jute. This is bought and sold 
. according to quality on inspection at mutually settled prices in Cal-

cutta and in all mufassal centres. . 
Q. 34.-In case of kutcha bales the standard is changed frequently 

in course of one season a.ccording to option of the mills, the sellers 
have to submit to it ungrudgingly. This is ruinous to sellers. 

Please refer to Question No. 20. 
Q." 35.-Loose jute Cf.onnot have any fixed standard nor, is jt 

possible. 
Please refer to Question No. 33. 
Q. 36.-The word "standard" in case of jute is vague as each 

buyer and each seller insists on his own standard in the absence of 
any fixed guarantee. . 

Q; 37 • ..:....We generally approvo of the scheme formulated by 
Mr. McDougall. Please refer to our observations on Question No. 41. 

Q. 38.-The market information received daily from Home and 
Oalcutta throogh the bale bro,kers and loose jute aratdars is quite 
adequate for the guidan~e of all mufassal concerns including the 
growers. 

Q. 39.-Yes, they do. The Calcutta loose jute prices and kutcha 
bale market for each mark are quite enough for tha guidance of 'the 
growers as referred to in Question No. 38. 

Q. 40~Reliable information should be rapidly broadcast amongst 
the growers. Wireless telegraphy and loud-speakers may be of great 
[Bengal Mahaja" Sabha.] 
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help. Other methods also can be 'undertaken .but they would entail 
more cost and complication. 

Q. 41r---The scheme of Mr. McDougall in this connection seem! 
to be a. feasible one. The proper authority to undertake· such &, 

, scheme is the Provincial Government with the help and clJI-operation 
of the non-official experts and agencies. If the proposed. Board be 
established it can withhold OT: otherwise deal :with the crop according 
to the demand of the- . circumstances. The probable cost for such a 
scheme has alsQ been .estimated by Mr, ·McDouga;lland it seems to 
be approximately correct. As regards the funds, It should be at the. 
outllet. suv.Pli~ by the local Governments. '. The .jute tax, a portion 
of whlCh IS lIkely ~. be transferred to the ~o·vmce unde!the ?8W 
Reforms, may be utIlized for the purpose. If It be found ms~ffiC;-Ient 
the Centrnl Government should advance loans. The question of 
finance is the main obstacle in the way of this and all other schemes 
that may be formulated. If the, Government do not undertake the. 
financial responsibility in such matters-no .scheme however practi
cal, can materialise. A little bit of imagination, a more wideness of 
vision and a strong determination on the part. of the Government to
help the raiyat are the things essential in the present condition .of the 
country. In spite of the financial stringency of the Government it 
is its duty to supply the fund as it is supplying the money for normal 
administrative ~P9ses. 

In consideration of the seriousness of the problem no effort, or 
for the matter of that, no scheme should be considered too great and 
it should be put to practical operation inspite of administrative imd 
financial difficulties. All . hindrances can be surmounted if the autho
rities be sincere in their determination to ameliorate the condition of 
the vast agricultural popull\thn of the country. 

Q. 42.-We generally approve of the recommendations of the 
Royal Oommission on Agriculture regarding jute committees, market 
surveys for jute and the appointment of special marketing officers. 
These schemes depend on the extent of financia! assista.nce that may, 
be offered by the Government. Unless and until the Government be 
in a position to render financial help, there is no utility in formulat
ing schemes in theory. For these reasons we are more in favour of 
working on the lines of restricting cultivation and as the i,rst prac-
tical step to give it a fair trial. '.~. 

Q. 43 to Q~ 46.-Please refer to Questions N<?s. 42 and 41. ' 
Q. 47.-Pleaf>e refer to Question No. 18. 
Q. 48.-1 do not consider any &ubstitute has captured or can likely. 

capture t~~ tr~de o~ jute from a~y point.~s to durability, cheapness 
1lnd stability m pnces no substItute ever uivented .. can replace jute. 

Q. 49.~Time is not yet ripe to apprehend elimination of jute by 
ot~er subs~itutes. The main point of regulating jute cultivation 
.a~ses from Its apprehended replacement by the use of elevators, bulk 
-shipment and paper bags. 

Q. 5O.-The production of jute must be regulated ~ccotding to its 
-actual demand and cop.sumption,- making deductions fOor other substi
tutes. 

Q. 51 • .....I.Thoroughresearch should ~ undertaken by 3,he , well 
.equipped research associations, both official and· non-official, and .. n~w 
iUsesof jute should be discovered. '. . .-'.. . 
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Q. 52.-It depends upon the result of research work as noted un.det 
Question No. 51. ' . ~~ 

Q. 53.-The necessity of research wOTk is admitted by all and a: 
research department should be instituted without delay. The depart

, ment should be financed by the Gov'ernment. 
,Q. 54.-There is some necessity of propaganda in other consuming 

'Countries for the improvement of deman,d and the trade and this should 
be undertaken' by the jute trade with the help of the Government of 
India. 

Q. 55.-The propaganda. should be aimed at creating new markets 
in. foreign lands and increasing ~he demands in existing markets. 

Q. 56_Yes, they should be appointed without delay. 
Q~' 57.-This ~ork should be financed by the jute trade supple

mented by contributions from the Government. 
Q. 5S.-The Calcutta shippers will ultimately gain by this' pro

paganda I'8.D.d any interference with their present selling arrangement 
should be avoided. 

No. 107. 

Mr. d. C. Drummond, I.C.S., Commissioner of Rajshahi Division. 

Dated the 27th April 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes, but apart from measures to meet the present emer
gency, control of this and other products will have to be international 
if it is to be e:ffective. 

Q. 2 (a).-It is possible but very difficult. 
Q. 2 (b).-The main object would be to raise prices and to stabi~ 

lise them at that level which leaves a reasonable profit to the primary 
producer. 

Q. 3.-Requires no reply after what has been stated above. The 
present is a more favourable time for introducing restriction than a 
period of higher prices would be. 

Q. 5.-The troubla, is not over-production but under~onsumption 
, due to slackness of world trade. 

Q. 6.-1 do not think that the danger from such competition is 
likely to be serious unless prices are raised to an inordinate degree. 
If prices seemed prohibitive human ingenuity would devise cheaper 
substitutes or would succeed in growing jute where it cannot be 
commercially produced at present. Such competition would force 
down prices in Bengal and might lead to the extinction of the indus
try. . 

Q. 7~-Not to an e:ffective extent. 
Q. S.-Yes. 
Q. 9.-:-Regulation of jute ,growing by law would be very difficult 

and costly. Each jute grower would have to. be given his quota every 
year and to exceed his allowance would be made a punishable o:ffence. 
There would have to be small 19Cal committees to allot quotas with 
a strong' official backing and working und~r constant super~ision. 
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Q .. 10.-Union Boards under supervision. 
Q. 11.-Evasion wo~ld have to ~ checked locally. . A Central 

Board could only supel"Vlse generally; It could not take action agaiIUlt 
offenders.,- - - , 

Q. 12.-Highly desirable bU.t not essential. 
Q. 13.-Money ero!?s if }lQSsible. Sugarcane pari passu with th9 

spread of sugar factories. Fodder crops ana rabi, especially vege
tables, oilseeds and pulses. 

Q. 14.:-Only: parlly., But propaganda shou!ld be continued. I 
have no 'suggestions for making it more effective. 

Q. 16.-Five to six rupees. ' 
Q. 17.-Under-con&umption. See answer to Question NO: 5. , 
Q. 18.-Research should not be abandoned but a "go slow" policy 

might be adopted for the next year or two. 
Q. 24.-Not much, although some of the intermediaries are un

necessary and might be eliminated under an impro-yed system of 
marketing. . 

Q. 26.-Yes. The 'groWer borrows at the time of sowing and adds 
to the loan at later stages. 

Q. 27.-Cultivators sometimes borrow from money-lenders inter
ested in the jute trade but more generally from other money-lenders. 
It would not be correct to say that most of the creditors are the 
ultimate buyers of the crops. 

I have no suggestions aboU:t better credit facilities except that the 
formati~n of sound co-operative societies should be encouraged.' The 
cultivator's best course is not to borrow at all.· 

Q. 28.-N 0, except under compulsion. , 
Q. 37.-A very interesting and well thought out scheme. lean

not say how it would work at the distribution end. At the .produc
er's end the work of organization would be a huge and complicated 
task. More and ,closer supervision by salaried and responsible offi
cers of Government or agents of the Corporation than is con~inplated 
in the scheme would be necessat'.Y. 

Q. 38.-The grower gets information but it is not always accu~te 
or up-to-date. I can suggest no improved system except that given' 
in Question No. 40. 

Q. 4O.-Wireless telegraphy with loud-spea~rs would be of 
assista,nee. 

Q. 41.-No. Such a system would be helpful to the growers but 
it would be unfair to the general tax-payer if Government undertook 
to buy in the absenee of any international control of supply and 
demand. 

Q. 42.-Yes. The· duties of such an offieer have been roughly 
outlined in the report on the .Royal Commission on Agriculture· and 
:further details' can be defined after the survey. (Vide paragraphs 341 

. and 348, page 408 et ,eq.) " 

.' ,The preliminary bene~t will be that the .practica~ lines, on which. 
- markets could be orgamsed and regulated In the mterests .of the-

growers will have been indicated. ' 
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Q.43.-Yes. 
, Q. 44.-80. far as the cultivator is concerned,the Jute- Committee 

sh.ould keep, him informed of prices and should -advise him how much 
. to produce; it should be independent of Government but s~:uld keep 
in close touch With the Department _of Agriculture. --

Q.4S.-N o. The· Oommittee should be central and other Govern
ments with jute-growing areas should be represented on it. 

Q. 46.-By a cess on the consumer. 
Q. S1.-Jute is now being put to some Use in weavjng 'Jute carpets 

etc., as a home industry on -co-operative lines. There is scope for 
~xtension but the amount of jute used in this way is at, the Pest likely 
to be very small compared with the demand from power-mills. 

No. 108. 

Babu .. B. Roy. President. Binnaguri Ur.'ion Board,- district .Jalpaigurl. 

Dated the 24th April 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. 
Q. 2 (b).-It is my idea to both raise and steady the prices of raw 

_ fi"Qres. . 
Q. 3.-Does not arise. 
Q.4.-No. 
Q. 5.-Prices may be poor at times of financial or other crises but 

it is my conviction that low prices are .due to over-production. 
Q. G.-As far as my information goes all attempts to grow jute in 

1lther countries have failed and further,no substitute crops found out 
anYwhere that can compete with jute, up to this time. 80 I, do not. 
-think that there would be any danger of competition if a scheme of 

, jute regulation was adopted. ' 
Q.7.-No. 
Q. S.-Yes, my last 15 years' experience is this, that when in CIne 

year the cultivators get good prices, the next year the sowings increase. 
Q. 9.-1 am in favour of making regulation compulsory. It is not 

possible to offer suggestions regarding such legislation hastily. 
Q. 10.-Yes, (a) Union Boards, (b) Co-operative Societies. 
Q. 11.-Yes, but the, Marketing Board should cOlisist -of a fairly 

large number of cultivators' representatives elected by the cultivators 
-themselves, officials and non-officials who can comman.d the confidence 
of the public. 

Q.12.-Yes. 
Q. 13.-Paddy, cotton, sUg'arcane, pulses, potatoes. . The raiyat 

<should be educated by intensive propaganda and mar-,!:ets for these
-crops found 'out. 
. Q ... 14.--Yes, yes. Meetings should be called here and there in the 
rural areas to educate the raiyat and speeches delivered there bypublit' 
tnen and Government officers. ,-



Q. 15.-Jute· oult.ivation, coe.t about Rs. 18 per' acre-yield 15 
maunds. . 

Sugarcane, about R&'. 5~yield75 maunds. 
Potato, about Rs: 36;-,-yi.eld120 i1iaunds. 

Qi 11.-At least Rs. 8 per maund. 
Q. 17.-(1) World economic crisis. (2)- Over-production. (3) Trade 

mon.opoly. 
Q. 18.-Agricultural research and propaganda should continue . 

. Q. 19.-1 es, the jute forecast is helpful to the balers, mill-ownars 
and middlemen. no d.oubt, but it is not helpful to the ignorant 
cultivators. 

Q. 20.-From the point of view of the grower and· the c6mmuni~y 
generally it is not at all satisfactory. 

Q. 21.-Yes, there should be one. marke:!; at every tluuna in my 
opini.on. Yes, this would be advantageous to the cultivators. 

Q.22.-Yes. 
Q; 23.-The middlemen purchase jde from the growers, some: 

times keeping.a margin .of Re. 1 per maundfor their profit. Regard· 
ing weight, these people take at least 2 seers .of jute more per maund, 
than they give to the balers; further,some of them get a commission of 
1 anna per maund from the balers. . 

Q. 24.-Yes, and middlemen there must always be. 

Q.25.-Yes, it could be abolishad if jute were not sold a'J hat~. 

Q. 26.-Yes, sometimes a month or two before, thlJ cultivators take 
advances fr.om dalals who get one sef)r jJlJe per month per rupee 
advanced as interest. 

Q. 27.--From village mahajan and in ~dny cases from Marwaris. 
It is not correct to say that the creditors .ue the ultimate buyers of the 
crop. Government may grant loans to (he cultivators, if possible. 

Q. 28.-It is not possible to answer this question hastily. 

Q. 29 and Q. 30.-1 do not know. 

Q. 31.-1 am not in a position to answer this question. 

Q. 32.-No. 1 cannot say. 

Q. 33.-No. The faria., aild beparis purchase jute from the culti
vators, and the mill-owner&' and balers, or their agents, purchase the 
same from them. There are no fixed standards. -

Q. 34.-Yes, that is my information. 
Q~ 35 and Q. 36.~1 am riot in a position to give any opinion .on 

these. 
Q. 37.-This is a sound and Plactical scheme in my opinion. 
Q. 38.-N o. If any market board is established that board may 

make arrangement to supply correct market information to the growers 
and others through the agents of ·the Government and the Union 
Boards. 

Q. 39.-Yes, 1 am not in a position to·fix the type of inf.ormation.· 
24 
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~ Q. 40.-Wireless telegraphy as suggestf;!d. in the question .would b 
of assistance. . 

Q. 41.-Yes, by Government, not by private agency. If GoverIl 
ment announced its willingness to buy and stock jute at a minimUI 
fixed price it would be helpful no doubt~ 1 agree but 1 am IlOt COlI 

petent to give an estimate of the probable cost of working the' schemE 
etc. . 

Q. 42~1 am not in a position to give my opinion on this .. 
Q. 43 to Q. 46.-1 am- not competent· to answer these questions. 
Q. 47 to Q. 49.-1 am not in a position to give opiilion on these. 
Q. 50 and Q .. 51.-No. 
Q.54.-Yes. 
Q. 55 and Q. 56.-It would be better jf a committee of expert 

.settI!ld this. . 
Q. 57.---Jute tI'ade in general. 
Q. 58.-The matter should be left to the experts. 

No. 109. 

The Local Board, Serampol'e, district Hooghly. 

Dated the 4th May 1933. 

Q~ 1.-,-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes, but it requires elaborate arrangements. 
Q. 2-(b).-To get a'fair return. 
Q. 3.-Does not arise. 
Q.4.-No. 
Q. 5.-Both over-production as well as financial crlSlS. 
Q. 6 and Q. 7.-N o. 
Q. 8.-Yes.There is. 
Q. 9.-Weare in favour of regulation made compulsory by legis 

lation. The probable demand of the next crop should be made knowl 
to the Presidents of Union Boards'. The President of each Uniol 
Board will then ascertain the quantity of jute-producing land eac1 
cultivator possesses within his jurisdiction and the fact should be com 
municated to a committee formed in each district for the purpose, wh, 
after communication with those; of the other districts will . determin 
the proportion of land each cultivator will be allowed to use forculti 
vating jute. 

Q. 10.-Yes, the Union Boards and the committee formed by jutl 
cultivators. 

Q. 11.-Yes, to a certain extent. 
Q. 12.-Dertainly. It would. 
Q. 13.-AuS' paddy for low lands and sugarcane, hemp, vegetablel 

and rattle fodder for ~the high lands. 



'Q. 14.-.N()t appre~iably .. Yes. Yes, by starting night schools for 
cultivators In every village. 

Q. 1S..-cost of cultivation of j.ute about ns. 65, alternative crops, 
except sugarcane, Rs. 40, sugarcane, Rs. 150. 
. Yield-juta-I2 maunds, paddy-I6 maunds and straw. 

Gur from sugarcane, 60 maunds. 
Q. 16.-Rs. 10 per maund. 
Q. 17.-(i) Marketing ptllicyof the foreign jute traders. (ii) World-

wide trade depression and financial crisis. (iii) Over-production. 
Q. 18.-Yes, we do. Yes, by Union Boards. 
Q. 19.-(a) No. (b) Yes. (c) Yes. 
For (a) because the growers do not get any facilities of knowing the 

forecasts. These forecasts should be printed in 'Bengali and should be 
distributed among cultivators through the Union Boards as well as the 
night schools and other organized bodies. ' . 

Q.20.-No. 
'Q. 21.-Yes. It is feasible. 64 and 400 square miles. Yes, it 

would be advantageous . 
. ~ .Q. 22.-Yes. It is quite possible. 
, Q. 23.-In most of the cases .the /arias or bepOll"is advance money 
to the jute-growers and when the jute becomes ready for sale; the latter 
are compelled to sell their goods only to those from whom they accepted 
advance, at a rate lower than the prevailing market rate. These /arias 
or beparis stock the purchased goods at a market "and Sell through the 
aratdars (another kind of middlemen)' the latter getting certain: per 
cent. as commission on goods sold. After that the goods are sOld by 
aratdar~ to the merchants an~ order suppliers, the latter. to the mill
owners, balers, and shippers. 'l'hus so many middlemen come in: and 
make profits at the cost of the cultivators.-

Q. 24.-Yes, we think so. 
Q. 2S.-The marketing customs referr.'ld to in our answer '{n Ques

tion No. 23 are detrimental to the interest of·the growers of jute in this 
part of the country. 

Q: 26.-:-Yes, they do. Ab.out 2 or 3 months before they . are har-
vested. Vtde anSW.'lr to QuestIOn No. 23. . 

Q. 27.-From beparis and local money-lenders. Yes. Yes. Start-
ing co-operative sale and supply societietl in each Union Board. 

Q.28.-Yes. Like registered co-operative credit societies. 
Q. 29 and Q. 30.-Not known. 
Q. a1.-No, suggestions as to the methOds adopted at present are 

not known. Yes. --
Q. 32.-Yes. Appendix B will be suitab'le for Bengal. 

Q. 33.-N'ot at all. 

(a) The balers appoint commission agents to purchase their demand 
of loose jute from mufassal markets as well as from a daily market held 
at Shyambazar, Calcutta. . 

. (b ~ Themill-owners purchase .loose jute from their approved order-
8upphers as well as from small Jute merchants. No fixed standard. 



Q. 34.-Standards are changed very often. . . ' 
Q. 3S.-Fixedstandards for loose jute should be fixed by legislation. 

There will not be any objection from anybody. . ' 
Q. 36.-Not less than Rs. 10 per m~und at ~ufassal markets. By 

the Jute Committee formed in each diitrict as sugge"ted in answer to 
Question No.9. 

Q. -37.-0n the whole Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme is 
quite applicable with certain modifications. 

Q. 38.-No. The Government should publish daily leaflets with 
the necesasry information and distribute the same freely to the growers, 
merchants and manufacturers. 

Q. 39.-Yes. The market information regarding,. the different rates 
: for different qualities. 

Q. 40.-Yes. Wireless telegraphy with loud-speakers in different 
village organizations such as Union Boards, night schools and others 
will be very helpful in circulaj:ing the information amongst the 
cultivators. y 

Q. 41.-Yes. By Government. Yes. It is not possible to gino 
- any estimate. 

Q. 42.-We do not approve of the scheme. 
Q~ 43 to Q. 46.-As the facts are not fully known we cannot give 

any opinion. -
Q. 47.--Cannot give any particulars. 
Q. 48 and Q. 49.-Not known. 
Q. SO.~No. 
Q. 52.-Doe~ not arise'. 
Q. 53.~Research Department should be started and should be 

financed by the Government . 
. Q. 54.-Not at all necesary, as jute cannot be had from any other 

country. 
Q. 5S.-Does not arise. 
Q. S6.-No. 
Q. 57 and Q. S8.-Do not arise. 

No. 110. 

Calcutta Baled .Jute Shippus Association.· 

Q. 1.-No. 
Dated the 4th May 1933. 

Q. 2 (a).-No. 
Q. 2 (b):-Presumably the main object of regulation. would be to 

maintain prices of jute at levels which would give a satisfactory return 
to the grower. 

. It is impossible to say what effect regulation would have on prices 
but the tendency would probably be to cause wider al1-d more rapid 
fluctuations than have been experienced .without regulation in the past. 

*¥or oral evidence of the Association's representatives, vide page 507, III Beq. 
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Q. 3.-(i) ~he nUI!lber of altern~tive crops of value to the' grower 
from the pomt of VIew of producmg ready cash is very limited in 
Bengal. 

Jute, even under present depressed conditions, still gives the best 
return., • 

It would therefore be unreasonable to expect the grower to. co
operate in a!ly 8c~eme ~hich would interfere with his freedom ~o sow 
t~e crop whIch gIves hIm the best return. Without willing co-opera
bon on the part of the grower no scheme for regulation could sU<jceed. 

(ii) In no circumstances could production be controlled beyond 
the regulation of the area sown. 

(iii~ Product!on per unit area sown can vary very considerably 
accordI~g to <;hmahc and other conditions during the growing and 
harvesting perIOd over which control is impossible .. 

For these reasons alone regulation of production can in no 
circumstances be feasible. 

"Q. 4.-The recent experiences of the American 'and Egyptian Gov
ernments in connection witli their attempts to control the production 
and export of cotton should s~ffice to warn other governments of the 
grave danger which attends attempts to interfere with the natural [aWs 
of supply and demand. ' 

Q. 5.-There is only one real factor which depresses the price of 
jute, namely, excess of supply over demand. 

Prices are lower at times of financial difficulty th~n they would 
normally be since the tendency is for demand to decrease while, because 
jute contin~es to give ~he grower the best cash yield' per acre, produc
tion does not decrease proportionately. The violent fluctuations in the 
jute futures market have tended to exaggerate the effect of a falling off 
in the demand for jute so that when the market has a bearish tendency 
prices are unduly depressed.' Over a period of years it has .been noticed 
by careful obsernrs that ~he geJleral tendency of the Jute futures 
market has been consistently bearish with tha result that sales for export 
are made below baling cost owing to the facilities for hedging in the 
futures· market. I 

Q. 6.-Yes. The jute industry depends for its existence 011 the 
cheapness of its prod~ction. There. is no doubt that the comparatively 
high level of prices since 1914 has been the direct cause for the intro
duction of substitutes such as cotton and paper and Jor encouraging 
bulk handling of grains and other cO,mmodities hitherto transported 
in bags made from jute fabrics.· 

The result of any scheme for regulation of' production of any com
modity is to raise the price level of that commodity. Such a tendency 
in the case of jute products would be fatal to the existence of the 
industry. 

Q. 7.-No. See answer (i) to Question No.3. 
Q. S.-Yes. The increase in production in 1932-33 can be directly 

attributed to this cause. - _ 

Q. 9.-Inview of the peculiar circumstances in Bengal legislation 
would be definitely unfair and would be bound to cause widespread dis
content among the people of the province. The Associtaion could not 
support legislation on these lines. (S~e .answ,e~_ to Question XI). 3.) 



Q. 10.-In view of the answer to. Queiltion No. 9 this does n~t arise. 
Q. n.-Apart from the manifest undesirability of compulsory 

regulation the cost of enforcing it w01l;ld ~ J?rohibitive .. 
Q. 13.-Rice ,is the only alternative crop for low-land cultivation. 

but even rice could not be grown on' all the low-land trac~s which 
.normally carry jute. \ 

Alternative crops for cultivatiQn on highlands are considerable in 
'number but demand for them is not likely to increase ~ an· extent 
'which would justify increased production on any large scale. . 

The erection of refineries all over the highland tracts where sugar
l!ane could be grown would undoubtedly increase the value and encourage 
cultivation of sugarcane but statistics show that, if an area sufficient 
to produce the balance of India's requirements of t;ugar (i.e., the 
quantity at present imported) was utilised for sugar, it would not 
absorb an appreciable area of the land normally used for the cultivation 
of jute or have any appreciable effect on. the present production of jute. 
. Q. ·14.-Government and other propaganda undoubtedly had some 

effect in reducing sowings for 1931-32 but whenever such propaganda 
succeeds in raising prices its efficiency is immediately discounted by 
the natural desire on the part of the grower to take advantage of such 
improvement. For that reason the value of continued propaganda is. 
doubtful unless it can bejmplemented with sound suggestions which are' 
likely to appeal to the grower for the cultivation of an alternative crop. 

For reasons given (see answer to Question No. 13) such suggestions 
are difficult to put forward. . 

Q. 15 and Q. 16.-Assuming that general conditions prior to the 
War can be considered normal, and that under normal conditions the 
cultivator employs the mini~um of outside labour for his cultivation, 
the average cost of production of jute in Bengal does not exceed Rs. 2 
per maurld. 

The average yield of jute per acre in Bengal is 15 maunds a~d Rs. 6 
per maundwould bring a reasonable return to ~he .grower. 

Under present conditions of low living costs, a return of Us. 4 per 
maund appears not only to be causing no hardship, but to be propor
tionately better than Rs. 6 in normal times. The Association under
stands in this connection that Government rent collections have shown' 
a remarkable improvement during the pas~ year while an even better 

.return is expecte~ in the present year. 

Q. 17.-=-A. considerably more rapid decline in the demand for than 
in the supply of raw and manufactured jute. 

This began by the tendency to employ substitutes during tbpetiod 
when the price of jute was high "and has since been aggravated by the 
world depression. Owing to the activities <?f the speculators in Calcutta,' 
consuming markets have recently found it to their advantage to. ·buy in 
small quantities and from hand to mouth. This is largely due to 'the 
fact that as soon as consumers shewed the sli~htest interest the '1pecu~ 
lators rushed in and pushed up prices fo)ut of all proportion to demand 
in. sight. As could only be expected consumers stopped purchases and 
-prIces sagged away to even lower levels than they stood at -before- the 
mQvement commenced. . 
[Calcutta Baletl Jute ShippM'B AS8ociation.]'· 
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Q. 18.-Yes, but what is more important is the expansion of markets 
and finding new -usea for jute manufactures. 

A DepaJ;tment working in conjunction with the Agricultural Depart
ment for research and propaganda in this direction would be pf great 
value in furthering the excellent work-already done by the Agrlcultural 
Department in improving fibres, yield and lowering the grower's cost 
(If production. ' 

Q. 19.-Yes, 'and if accuracy could be guaranteed it would be bene
ficial to all concerned. Unfortunately .accuracy has been lacking in 
manr forecasts. 

It" is, however, doubtful whather (a) growerf>', and (c) middlemen 
are influenced to any real exten1,. in their selling and trading policies 
by such forecasts while (b~ balers and mill-owners are probably guided 
more by private estimates than bX Government figures. For these 
reasons it is questionable whether the expense of compiling forecasts 
by Government is justified especially if increased accuracy would mean 
added expense. 

Q.20.-Yes. 
Q. 21.-No. The system of multifarious hats within reach of th~ 

grower which already exists is adequate. ' 

•. Q. 22 to Q. 24.-(i) Owing to the very large numbers of farias and 
beparis who already work directly between the baler and the cultiyator, 
the cultivator is already in very close touch with the baler. 

(ii) Owing to the multiplicity of'middlemen and the keen compe· 
tition which exists between them middlemen's profits are not excessive 
and if f>uch middlemen wera abolished or eliminated the, raiyats' 
marketing costs would increase by at least the extent of such profits. 

Without going into the details required by Question No,' 23, it is 
sufficient to say that while farias and beparis, assisted by advancas they 
receive from arataars, are in a position to maintain: fleets of boats of 
large carrying capacity and, by reason of the large area over which 
they can work, are able to keep such flaets fully employed so that their 
overhead costs are low, the average, cultivator has no means -whereby 
he can transport his jute over long distances to the best markets and, if 
ha had, would not be in a position to employ them efficiently or. conti
nuously. 

For the same reason that it paVEl the baler to employ such organiza
tions as the Inland Steamer Companies for the transport ()f their jute, 
it pays the cultivator to employ middlemen. 

Q. 25.-No. The fact that marketing customs vary from district 
to district suggests that ~hey have been developed in such a way as to, 
suit the cultivators in each district best. 

Q. 29.-J ute is sold to the Dundee Market on C. 1. F. terms and the 
contract used is that issued by the Jute Importers Association, Ld., 
Dundee. This contract is revised from time to time when its terms 
are adjusted to meet the changing conditions of trade. 

The terms under which jute is sold to London, the Continent a-.o 
Japan are generally C. 1. F.(cost, insurance, freight) although in SOi'lt 

few cases to America fhe basis is C., & F. (cost and freight) and f.o.b, 
(frae on board). The contract used for shipments to London and the' 
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. Continent ilO that issued by the London Jute Association. This con
tract 111so is kept .attuned to the changing needs of the trade bv revision 
frDm time to time. ~ , 

A feature which deserves mention hera is the recent pntctice, deve
IDped within the last few years, gf shipping large quantities of jute to 
the Continent .on consignment terms. Such transactions are usuallv 
co-relative with transactiDns .on the Calcutta Futka Market aild ten'd 
to depress the price of jute. The foll.owing exampl~ illustrates this; 
A merchant purchases 5,000 bales of jute Fin,t!; at, say Rs. 25. He 
consio-ns this parcel to his Agent in, 'say Hamburg, and at the same 
time he sells an equal amDunt ~f jute on the Futka market for forward 
delivery. In due CDurse he offers his jute .on the CDntinent at a price 
slightly be10w the market and he eventually closes the business at a 
loss .of, say Rs. 2. But his transaction aided possibly by several .other 
similar transactions has depressed the market on the' Continent and in 
alllikelihoDd the Calcutta market becomes-weak in sympathy. So that 
he is able to buy 5,000 bales in the fatka market at a cheap rate 
which not only c.overs his loss .on the consignment of 5,000 bales but 
shows him a profit on balance. 

It is well known that the Jute fatka .market has a definite bearish 
tendency and this characteristic favours, as has been said, the CDn

signing of jute to the Continent for sale at a subsequent dat'. It will 
be realised that large parcels of unsold jute on a market have a pro~ 
fDund effect on its tone; they tend tD force prices to lower levels or at 
any nite tD keep bu~-els aloof. The Association doubts whether this is 
in the best interests .of the jute trade. 

Q. 30.-(i) There are numerDUS standards .of quality on which 
business is dDne for export and these standards have- been the outcome 
of the cumulativa experience of nearly a century. Spinners in the 
various consuming countries have found -that certain assortments packed 
by certain balers are best suited to the special needs of t.heir local 
manufacturing processes_ Balers' marks are either public -marks - or 
private marks. The public marks are printad ;\-early in the book of 
marks of the Calcutta Baled Jute Association. Private marks are not 
published. . 

Of the" public marks thDse which represent large· shipments to 
London and which have confDrmed to standard in the matter of quality 
and condition become eligible for inclusion in the London Group of 
marks. The London Jute AssociatiDn decides which marks shall be 
admitted to the LondDn Group of marks, and .of course marks are 
admitted strictly on their .own merits and on a history of at least tWD 
years of shipment tD London. Sales for export are generally done .on 
the basis .of marks in the "London GrDup" or on "substitute" marks 
and as has been stated cDntracts are entered intD on the understanding 
that the quality delivered will be equal to the average quality shipped 
at the cOlTespD'nding period .of the two previous seasons. . 

(ii) Standards are fixed b~r the sellers. Some balers adopt a very 
high standard of packing and sell their marks at a premium; other 
balers prefer not to pack specially high assortments and consequently 
they get a. lower price for their marks. 
'. (iii) Standards are generally kept fairly' constant by sellers. But 

it occasionally ha.ppens that a seller improves hi~ packing considerably 
[Calcutta Bakd Jute Shippers A8sociation.] 
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so 8S to command a premium or_to get his marks in~o the London 
groups. Sellers again have been known to allow the standards ot their 
marks to depreciate. 

(iv) Arbitrations on jl!!e sllipped to London and the Continent are' 
held in London .by arbitrators appointed by the London Jute Associa
tion; with regard to disputes in connection with jute shipped to 
Dundee these are settled by arbitration in Dundee the arbitrators being 
appointed by the Arbitration Tribunal of the Jute Importers Associa
~ion, Ltd., Dundee. 

Over a long period of years the existing arbitration arrangements 
have been giving general satisfaction and any attempt to interfere with 
a system which has given such good service to the trade would only 
destroy confidence and bring about a reduced demand for jute. 

The home guarantee represents an arrangement which has success
fully facilitated the shipment of jute. Without this device it would 
be almost impossible for all shipments to be inspected and passed during 
the busy season. The Association' is not aware of any hardship being 
caused to any section of the trade through the use of the letter of home 
guarantee, on the contrary it is a convenience to both baler and shipper: 

The iuyoicing back clauses in the shipment contracts are designed 
to discourage attempts at sending forward parcels in unstorable condi
tion due to excess moisture and to protect buyers when parcels are 
tendered so far below the standard of the mark as to constitute a breach 
of the contract. The clause does not it is believed confer on buyers 
any further rights than they already possess under the Sale of ,Goods 

,Act. The Association must say that they can see no objection to the 
inyoicing back clause. It is 'esseutial that buyers should feel that 
they will be rleliyered goods of the quality contracted for and that if 
~lef!lult is made they will ,have an effective remedy. Otherwise trade 
In Jute must suffer. 

Q. 31.-(i) This Association is unable'to suggest any imJlrovement8 
in the methods adopted in th~ export trade, If and 'when minor 
points come to light that show a need for improvement the trade itself 
is in an excellent position to make the necessary adjustments through 
the various Associations connected with the different sections of the 
trade. In the past the Calcutta Baled Jute Association,.the Jute Balers 
Association and this Association have adjusted matters when difficultie8 
which haye arisen have been brought to their notice. 

(it) It is not feasible to fix .standards by legislll:tion. As has been 
stated loose jute presents many div'ergent types, there are many factors 
which affect the quality and appearance of the various types and these 
again are subject to change as the jute season progresselY-it will be 
appreciated therefore how impracticable it is to suggest that standards 
should be fixed by legislation, It is surely obvious that if arbitrary 
standards were fe'aaible they would have been fixed long ago by the
trade itself. '1'he Association is unable to imagine how a suitable 
range of samples could be obtained and if obtained how it could bEl' 
kept up to date so as to follow the change in quality of the fibre harvest
ed at different times. 

'(iiz) So far as pucca bales are concerned 'here again i,t woul~ not bEl' 
feasible to fix arbitrary standards as consumers draw theIr reqUIrements 
from lIuch a larue range of marks both public and private. " 

After· all in'" business it is customary to study the buyers' WIshes 
and it is uniikely that buyers would e,oer consent to any inted~rence in 
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the present'lI1:0de of doing business. on. the old. established methods' 
which have gamed the confid~nce of the Jute buymg. world. 

(iv) The suggestion regarding the formation of a forum to adjudi~-' 
-eate finally on the quality of jute hefore it is exPorted does 'not com,:' 
mend itself to this AssocIation. It is entirely novel and the Associa
tion has never heard of such a suggestion in cOl!nection with the sale 
of any other commodity. , 

The Association doubts if it would be possible to find a single buyer' 
.anywhere who would consent to do business under such conditions. ' . 

The objections to such a scheme are innumerable and to anyone 
familiar with the baled jute trade they will require no recapitulation .. 
It is sufficient to ,say that it is difficult to imagine any satisfactory 
method of accomplishing the requisite inspections in a proper manner 
no matter how elaborate and costly an organisation might be set up. 

For these reasons the Association considers that it WQuid be most 
undesirable for any steps to be taken in the direction of setting up a 
body of recognised standing to inspect consignments of jute and grant 
certificates which would be final in regard to the jute inspected. 

Q. :J2.-The Association can suggest no scheme for improvements in 
the present methods of dealing in jute. As has been explained the 
Association is of the opinion that the existing methods are entirely 
satisfactory to _all concerned. 

A system of standards adopted on the lines of the American Cotton 
Standards Act of 1923 would not be suitable nor would it be feasible 
for pucca bales in Bengal. This aspect has been di"cussed in the 
Association's answer to Question No. 31. 

Q. 33.-Yes, jute balers 'purchase {he bulk of their neads of loose 
jute from the Calcutta market. As they require a different and higher 
standard of assortment from the standard purchased by the mills they 
pay a premium over the ordinary "mill standard" jute. The jute sold 
to balers is usually described as "baler's quality." , Long experience in , 
the trade enable" the loose jute merchants to pack "baler's quality" 
suitable for the requirements of the variou~ "pucca balers" ; the various 
balers it should be explained have their own particular needs to be 
studied and sellers offer accordingly. 

Q. 34.-Jute varies greatly in regard to length, colour, strength, type 
of fibre, cleanness of fibre, length and quality of root and in other ways. 
Great variation in each of these characteristics is found in different 
districts, from seaMln to season and at different periods during anyone 
particular season. So' many factors exercise their influence on the 
eharacter of the jute fibre that to maintain, with any degree of regulaI'
ity constant standards it would be essential to provide a very large 
number of grades. The Association disoounts the suggestions that there 
i., a sudden and arbitrarI alteration of standards. There is 1l0wever a 
gradual tendency on a falling market for the sellers to implement their 
contracts by improved deliveries. A system of warp and weft 
for each mal'k sold to the mills was, it is understood, introduced on 
21st May 1932 when clear definitions of standards ,vere adopted. 

Q. 35.-The Association has considerable difficulty in understanding 
why there should be any necessity for the establishment of definite 
fixed standards of jute either by' legislation or ()therwise. : Loose jute 
is a highly variable factor and cannot be defined in terms of a fixed 
10alcutta Baled Jute Shipper8 :A88ociation.] 
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formula. To anyone with the slightest knowledge of the growing and 
marketing of jute· it is clear that the present system hardly leaves any 
room for improvement so far as grading jut.e is concerned. . The Asso
ciation considers that jf fixed legal standards were to be introduced 
trade would merely be restricted and that speculation in loose jute 
futures would be made possible with the result that merchants and 
growers would be left at the mercy of the speculators. Indeed it is 
(Jnly the speculators who would gain any advantage from fixed standardfl 
and this feature probably explains the persistent agitation for fixed 
loose jute standards which has been gaining ground during the last few 
years and wnich appears inter alia under the guise of helping the poor 
cultivator. The Association trusts that the Jute Enquiry Committee 
will not be deceived by any specious arguIl!.ents into believing that by 
recommending the fixing of standards they will be helping the culti
vators. They will assist in extending the range of speculative opera
tions to loose jute and so further the interests of the speculator class 
whose consistent bearish activities have contributed so much to the 
present economic debacle. 

Q. 36.-Does not arise in view of answer to Question No. 35. 
Q. 37.-The Association has carefully examined the scheme which 

Mr. McDougall has outlined for the establishment of a Jute Purchasing 
Corporation so as to· secure a form of control which would ensure a 
stabilised price to the grower. 

In reply to this question the Association would explain that recent 
experience in connection with the various projects and curell- for other 
industries such as cotton over which both the American and Egyptian 
Governments have come to grief makes the Association extremely 
sceptical as to the merits of Mr. McDougall's effort to save the jute 
industry. Businessmen are becoming somewhat tirecl of the nostrums 
which the political economists and kindred experts have been pre~ 
scrfbing as elixirs to restore trade. Frankly they own that such 
schemes are generally very costly and almost invariably a .baa barg~in. 

The present scheme is not conside.red tQ be sound and in any event 
the existing financial position of Bengal should alone be sufficient to 
make. it impossible for such a scheme to be proceeded with, even if 
modified considerably. . 

. Q. 43 to Q. 46.-The Association is not in favour of tlie creation of 
a Statutory Jute Committee. It would not however object to the 
appointment of a Research Committee whose funCtions would 1:e restrict
ed to research under the Director of Agriculture, Bengal. 

No. III. 

Indian .Jute Mills Association.-

Dated the 8th May 1933. 

Q. 1.-The term "regulation" implies control which would obviate 
the possibility of an excessive crop but which would ensure an adequate 
supply of jutc at an economic price. The Association does not consider 
this to be possible, except in so. far as the extent of the crop is regulated 

-For oral eviden(,8 of the Association'8 representatives, vide page 551, et Beq. 
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"by supply aIul demand, and it is strongly opposed to any artificial 
control by Go"\"e~nment or other agency. 

Q. 2 (a).-To determine the expected demand of the market for 
jute would, in the opinion of the Association, be an undertaking 
impossible of it~el£. The fact that local mills have agreed to regulate 
manufacture facilitates an estimation of their requirements for the 
ensuing" year, but the present conditions in this respect may not always 
exist, and ovarsea&" demand could not be estimated without the pos
sibility of seriolls error. Any unwarranted restriction of the crop, and 
any unforeseen climatic occurrences affecting it, would react on the 
price of Jute with ruinous effect on a trade which depends primarily 
upon it-; cheapness. Moreover, the efficient regulation of the acreage 
under culti"\"ationwould require a vast organisation at a <cost not in 
keeping with the economic value of the fibre. 

Q. 2 (b).-The effect of regulation in the manner contemplated 
would, as far as it is possible to say, be to raise the price of the fibre. 
The Association does not consider that regulation would eliminate 
fluctuations in prices, as these are largely governed by the varying 
f!tmsonal demand for the manufactured article as well as for raw jute, 
and also by the speculative. acti"\"ities of the bazar. 

Q. 3.-As has been indicated abo"\"e, the Association regards it as 
impossible successfully to regulate the production of jute. AmonD" the 
reasons for this view are (a) the nriations which" take place i~ thE 
acreage under cultivation, (b) the impossibility of controlling a nst 

"number of culti"\"ators with small holdings,and (c) weather conditions. 
Instruction or advice to restrict sowings, if carried out by one cultiva
tor will be disregarded by another; and if successful on the whole in 
anyone yeal' will be followed by an excessive crop in the next succeed
ing year. In the Dpinion of the Association anY attempt to regulate 
prQduction must for the present take the form of propaganda among 
the cultivators. 

Q. 4.-'l'lle most prominent of the many schemes of control of pro
duction, or export of raw materials which have been experimented with 
in a numbE'r of countries, in regard to a variety of crops-and which 
are most analogous to the control of jute supplies-are those under
taken by t11'~ Egyptian Go"\"ernment and the American Farm'Board with 
reference to the cotton crops. It is a well-known fact, however, thai 
in neitht:'r of t}le~e cases has the working of the scheme resulted in a 
stabilisati'ln of prices. 

Q. 5.-Among the principal factors are general trade depression, 
against which no artificial scheme of control will be effecti~e; over· 
production; aull the violent fluctuations caused by the activities of the 
speculative element of the market. Tha Association beliHes it to be 
the case that financial and other crises ha"\"e been primarily responsible 
for the low le"\"el of price to a gr.'!ater extent than the factor of over
production. In this connection it is of vital importance that the 
Government of India should be represented at the forthcoming World 
Economic COllference as it is only through a world trade improvement 
that the jute manufacturing industry, being essentially concerned with 
t.he packing and transport of the chief articles of commerce, ca.n look 
for un illlpl'onoment in prices. 

Q. 6.--If production were unduly restricted in terms of the "'orId's 
reqmremfllis and prices were consequently forced up to an uneconomic 
[Indian JI~te liIil18 AS8ociation.j 
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level, competition and substitution would undoubtedly follow. This 
would result in idle machineIY in Bengal, and by reducing the demand 
for jute ""odd lower the price to the cultivator. The Association 
believes that ill the present circumstances artificial regulation of the 
crop woult! result in a temporary rise in prices which would increase 
the c()mpetitloll from cotton and paper. The jute industry depends 
hr its exir,;tence on the cheapness' of its manufactures . 

. Q. 7.-No; the Association considers this to be most unlikely; ana 
even if support were nominally secured, the suCcess of the scheme would 
be extremely doubtful for- reasons which have been indicated above. 
It would, for instance, be difficult to convince a raiyat in Northern 
Bengal that. restriction was being adhered to in Eastern Bengal. The 
cultivator will always be influenced in his sowings by weather' condi
tions, current prices and the prices he obtained during the preceding 
sea&"On; and he realises that at the prasent time no other CfOp will pay 
him so well ae jute. 

Q. B.-As has been indicated above, the Association believes {his 
tc? be the case. 

Q. 9.-The Association is very strongly of opinion that regulation 
by means of legislation is neither practicable nor desirable, and that 
it should not be considered. As has been stated, the productioIi. of 
jute regulates itself according to the demand, and the Association feels 
that any outside interference would be unwarranted and detrimental 
to the interests of the growers and to the trade generally. 

Q. 10.-The replies given to the preceding questions make an answer 
to this one unnecessary. None of the 3 agencies referred to would, in 
the Association's opinion, be effective. 

Q. 11,,-The Association considers a Jute Marketing Board to be 
not only unnecessary but completely impracticable. The total yield of 
the crop can only be determined at the end of the season and the 
Associatio:l therefore fails to see how the knowledge could be used to 
check wide~I'read evasion of the jute regulation procedure at a time 
when the regulation could be effective, namely, at the beginning of 
the S~!lson. And unless the Jute Marketing Board had means of trac
ing the evasion to a particular individual, knowledge of the extent of 
the crop wouln be of no use in checking evasiQn in the succeeding 
seaSOll. . 

Q. 12.-Yes; but as has been stated, the Association does not 
approve of the principle involved . 

. Q. 13.-The Department of Agriculture appears to be the most 
suitable agency through which to work in encouraging the raiyat to 
grow alternati\e crops, and the Association understands that the 
Department is already devoting considerable attention to this matter. 
Rice and -sugarcane are the alternative crops which most readily sug
gedt themselves, the former for low lands, though its cultivation on 
jute land is not always feasible; and the latter for high or wall-drained 
land. Bllt owing to the low prices which it at present commands, rice 
is at a disadva'ltage, while in the case of sugar a first necessity would 
be impIO~emer.t ,of transport facilities and the establishment of fac
tories thoughout the producing areas. For high lands, tobacco also 
presents possibilities as an alternative crop to jute. 

If the Department of Agriculture, or the Imperial Council of Agri
cultural Research, could establish a suitable and equally lucrative 
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alterr:ative crop, propaganda in favour of its adoption supported- by 
-demollstration among the cultivators would help to simplify the matter 
-of restricting the jute crop. 

Q. 14.-1£ results are measured by the outturns of the past' two 
-season::!, the propaganda carried out by Government and others has been 
of considerable' assistance. But the results attained cannot be attribut
ed solely t{) propaganda because the low level of prices lind reduced 

-demand must han had their effect on sowings. - The Association is of 
opinion that for the present the _propaganda should be continued. A 
!;uggestion which was recently made to the Director of Agriculture 
was that, information.as to the .amount of raw materials held by tha 
mills shoulil l:e passed on to the various Collectors and SubdivisionaI 
Officers and c(lmmunicated by them to the cultivators .. 

Q. 15.-Both the cost of cultivation and the yield per acre vary 
with the district, and the former will also be dependent to 8{)me extent 
on whet1er the cultivator himself does the work or employs outside 
labour to do it. Rupees 2-8 to Rs. 3 per maund appears to be a fair 
average_ for the present cost of cultivation; and the normal yield may 
be taken as 15/16 maunds per acre. . - -

For rice the cost of cultivation is understood to be approximately 
Rs. 12 pci' acre and the yield about 30. maunds per acre. The Associa
tion has no information with regard to sugarcane or tobacco. 

Q. 1G.-Rupees 3-8 to Re. 4 per maund to the cultivator. 
Q. 17.-See reply to Question No.5. The chief factors are the 

world-wide trade depression' and the existence of tariff barriers; over
production; competition from substituhs; and r.peculative activities on 
the market. . 

Q. 18.-The Association is emphatically of opinion that rese~rch 
and propaganda on the lines suggested should be continued by the 
Department of Agriculture and it is hoped that the existing cooOpera
tion betwl'en the Department and the trade in this respect will not be 
allowell to lapse. How far it is possible, however, to reduce the cost 
of production to the cultivator is questionable, as the opinion has been 
expresse] that a point has been reached where economy is beingreHected 
in the quality of the jute produced. The Association feels that an 
improveIDeut in the quality of jute should be aimed at more than an 
increase in the yield; and that to this end there. should be closer co
operation between field and factory experiments.' What is achieved 
in the field should be fully tested and reported on in the factory. 

Q. 19~From the point of view of mill-owners, as indeed from the 
point of view of the trade generally, the one essential is accuracy and 
in this respect recent forecasts cannot be said to have been satisfactory. 
\Vhen-as occurred last year-the off!cial forecast figures differ 
materially from the trade's estimate of the crop the result is violent 
Huctuation and speculation on the market which, in the opinion of the 
Association, could be checked by closer co-operation on the part of the 
Department of Agriculture with such sections of the trade as are ina 
position to judge the likely arreage and yield. The publication of 
district figures immediately they are available and the amplification 
of the weekly report!! would furnish information of --real value to the 
trad£ •. 

Q. 20.-From the point of view ?f mill-owners theY.,are satisfactory. 
[Indian Jute Mills Association.] 
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Q. 21.-N"0; the present methods are regarded aa satisfactory, ana 
in the Assoc·iation's opinion the establishment 'of organised markets as 
propo~~d would not materially assist the cultivator. The quantity the 
individudl cultivator generally has for disposal is so small that- he .looks 
for a ready market for it and he finds this in the fafia and bepari. To 
be of any practical utility to the cultivator organised markets would 
requin· to bo'J so conveniently situated, and co.nsequently so numerous, 
that the expense of maintaining them would absorb any advantage 
which might accrue from the. elimination of the middleman who now .... 
acts as the collecting agent for the baler. 

Q. 22.-Tbe Association understands that the success of co-opera~ 
tive societies in the direction indicated is open to question and in the 
present circumstances does not consider it feasible to eliminate the 
middlemail who fulfils the essential function of collecting smaH 
quantities of jute and providing a means, convenient to the grower, of 
disposill6' of his jute. 

Q. 25.-If it can be considered as a "marketing custom," the purely 
speculative market-which has undoubtedly a direct effect on the bona 
fide market for jute-is one factor which iEi detrimental to the interest· 
of the raiyat, who is in daily receipt of tha speculative market quota~ 
tions and i~ consequently misled as to the price of the raw material in 

, Calcutta in terms of supply and demand. 
Q. 28.-Please see the reply to Question No. 22. In the opinion of 

the Association it -is not possible to bring the whole system of jute 
marketing into the hands of a co-operativa organisation. The present 
marketin~ systern as between the cultivator and the baler is simple and 
inexpensive and in any case a co-operative organisation could not dis
pense with collecting agents . 

. Co-operation would not ensure a Detter price to the raiyat, and 
any attempt to stabilize prices by this means would be merely an 
endeavour to depart from tha natural law of supply and demand: The 
ultimate result would be to increase the price of jute and facilitate the 
competition of substitutes. " 

Q. 32- to Q. 36.-In the opiriion of the Association the present 
methoch of marl,eting jute in Calcutta are satisfactory. The jute mills 
ordiilsril,\' elIect their purchases through brokers, in the case of loose 
jute lin principal contracts, for the fulfilment of which the brokers are 
entirely responsible; and in the case of jute in pucca balas, by ordinary 
c<:ntract a~ between the buyer and the seller. The trade itself has laid 
down 8tal\Jard~ from time to time, but in actual p.ractice it has been 
founa impossible to adhere to these for a variety of reasons. 

From season to season, and at different times in any particular 
season, the characteristics of jute vary considerably; length, strength, 
colour and the type of fibre are dissimilar in different districts. The 
present standords-so far as the qualities which interest mills are con
cernt'd-<arc 70 per cent. sacking warp in the "rejection," 40 per cent. 
sacking warp in the "low rejection" and no guarantee in the "gross 
low rejection." These guarantees, however, are purely nominal as 
actual dt'liveries have given a higher return; the seller who baled to 
the c-riginal guaranteed standard would not have been "able to tr!lde in 
competition with those who baled a higher standard, and thus lt hap
pens that competition among sellers may bring about changes in 
standards as between seasons and during Ii particular season. The 
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alteration is not an ar1;>itrary one but represents merely a, gradual 
tendency towards improvement in the &tandard. The· system at 
present in vogue works satisfactorily because it adjusts itself to 
supply and demand j and the Association would be strongly opposed 
to any attempt at the fixation of standards by legislation because to 
do so' would il~ the Association's opinion be impracticable and would 
in any case constitute an unwarranted interference in a matter which 
the trade alone should determine. 

The mills' requirements in jute are restricted for the most part 
to the medium and lower qualities. Under prevailing conditions these 
gralles automatically resolve themselves into three divisions and so far 
as the Calcuttro mills are concerned the object should be to determine 
three broad grades of quality, "Tops," "Middles" and "Bottoms," 
thll~ avoiding' the present confusion in marks. ' , , 

.Q. 37.--In the opinion of the Association the scheme condemns it
self at the outset by reason of its impracticability and its complete 
unsuitability til uisting conditions. For instance, it involves the fix
ing of priceI'! iu advance by con~ultation between various sections of 
the trade whose interests are so ·divergent that agreement would be 
impossible of attainment. These are the raiyat, the baler, thE." min, 
the jute exi)orter, the gunny exporter and presumably the ultimate 
consumer; and the impossibility of co-relating the ideas of these 
interests is so apparent that it is unnecessary to examine it. The schemE 
appears tf' ha.e been drawn up without regard to the cost which would 
be involved in securing the object in view were such ·attainable. 

Q. 38.-The various districts are at present in daily telegraphic 
t:ommunication with Calcutta, principally through up-country jutE 
agencies who receive the information from their principals in Calcutta. 
Generall,y speaking, therefore, the grower .is kept in, prompt .and cl?se 
touch WIth the trend of the market, but· much of the mformatlon whlCh 
he receives relates to the speculative as against the bona fide market 
in Calcutta. 

Q.. 39.-This is covered by the Association's reply to Question 
'No. 14. 

Q. 41.-No; sucl!- a scheme would, in the opinion of the Association, 
he neiHJer advi&able nor practicable-as experience in other parts of 
the world has shown. It would encourage th.e growing of jute irres 
pective of demand and would merely serve to relieve the cultivator of 
the conseqnl'ncE.'S of his failure to act in accordance with the law of 
supply and demand. 

Q. 42.--The Association cannot see how the suggestion is likely to 
lJe of allY real assistance to the cultivator or to the market as a whole, 

. Q. 43.-The Association agrees' that a Jute Committee for Benga] 
t'n a st·rictly Ildvisory capacity might be of assista,nce to the rm']/ats and 
to the trade in &,eneral. When the recommendatlon of the Royal Com. 
mission 00. AgrIculture was under examination in 1929 and in 1931, 
the Association recorded its acquiescence in the proposal to establish a 
Central Jute Committee, subject to certain reservationI'!. 'l'hese reserTa 
tions apply equally in the case of the suggested Bengal Committee and 
thev are leferreil to below. . 

"Q. 44.-0ne of the stipulations which the Association made when 
the proposal was accepted in 1929 was that. there woul~ be no question 
{Indian JtiUMillB A88ociation,]" 
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~f )f1tElfefsnce b~~ the Jute C~mmittee with functions properly belong
Ing to th:~ tra~e Itself. The Government of Inaia recognised the need 
for care lR thIS respect when they stated in 1931 that "such questions 
811 jute growing! jute features and the like are primarily matters for 
thl! trade, and If the Cent rat Jute Committee considered that 'action 
in respect of them were needed in the interests of the jute growers, it 
would be fo.· them to convince the trade of its desirability." A 
6imilar reservation would be necessary in the case of the Bengal Jute 
Committee and the Association would press strongly for provision 
being made that no decision of the Committee with regard to the 
axerci&e of its functions should be effective unless the decision was 
supported b,Y, each of the commercial bodi<!s represented on it; only 
such a prOVls~on would give the needed protection against any attempt 
to interfere, through the Committee and without the COncurrence of 
trading interests generally, with the normal course of trading ,opera
tiol1l!. Failing unanimity in the trade itself, the Jute Committee
whi~h would require to be thoroughly representative of thetrade~ 
would bll of, a purely advisory nature. Subject to what has been 
writt<ln above, its primary functions would be similar to those suggested 
~or the Central Jute Committee, namely agricultural, technological and 
economic research, the improvement of crop forecasting and, statistics, 
the production, testing and distribution of improved seeds, and the 
dissfmination of information in the interests of the jute industry in' 
India. 

As has been indicated, 'the work of the Jute Committee would require 
to he curried out in dose co-operation with the Department of Agri
clllture, while thp. Committee itself would include representatives of 
nIl branches oi the trade. 

Q. 45.-In the opinion of the Association, the co-operation of 'the 
.!.ssam and Bihar and Orissa Governments is desirable. 

Q. 46.-A second stipulation which the Association made when the 
formation of a Central Jute Committee was under consideration in 
192f1 and 1931, was that no additional burden would be imposed upon 
the trade in respect of the provision of the necessary finance; In the 
Association's opinion, the finance, • which should be a charge against 
the central revenues, might be provided in the manner proposed in 
1931, namely, by the imposition of a ces!! on exports of raw and 
manufactured jute, accompanied by corresponding reductions in the 
e:s:istin~ export duties. . 

The interests represented by the Association wish to preface. 'their 
replies to the enquiries contained in the following section of the ques
tionnaire by stating that they regard this as the' most important 'aspect 
of the investigation which the Juta Enquiry Committee have been 
asked to undertake. They regret that ~he time which has been .. allowed 
for the submission of repliefi, has not been sufficient to permit of their 
examining the position as exhaustively as they would have wished" or 
of collecting detailed information on the various points which this 
section of the questionnaire covers. The' Association has arranged itself 
to devote further special attention to the quer.-tions of competition, 
research and the expansion of markets, and it is possible that before the 
Jute Enquiry Committee's investigation is completed, the Association 
may be in a position to add to the very brief statements made in reply 
to the questions. enumerated below.- . , 

-For fuller report see Volume I, ~ppendix. pages 55·122. 
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Q. 47.-As has heen stated, the information available to th~ 
Associatic,n on the points raised in this particular questiton is at pre
sent incomplete and it is only possible to indicate briefly the manner 
in which, and the extent to which, the jute industry has suffered, is 
suffering and i~ likely to suffer at the hands of its competitors. In 

. their approximate order of importance the principal competitors are 
the following: - . 

(1) Cotton.-A recent estimate states that cotton bags and bagging 
have displaced gunnies in America to the extent of anything up' to 10 

- per cent. Another estimate is that, whereas the consumption of bags 
in America was formerly 90 per cent. burlap and 10 per cent. cotton, 
the ratio to-day is nearer 70 per cent. burlap and 30 per cent. cotton; 
and the source of this information adds that even when conditions 
ret'lrn b normal, it is not expected that gunnies will regain more 
tha'l half of t~It.· trade now captured by' cotton in America. The cir
cumstances iu which this change has taken place, briefly, are that the 
diminished demand for cotton has otimulated American cotton interests 
to take active steps to foster the adoption of cotto.n bags and bagging 
in prefere,"'c to jute, both internally and in foreign markets. The 
low price of cotton during recent times, its lightness and the conse
quentsaving in freight, its greater strength and its more attractive 
appilarance have contributed to the success of the campaign carried 
out in its favour. Jute goods have to a large extent lost their form.er 
advantage of 'comparative cheapness. 

A point to which it is relevant to draw attention in this connection 
is the danger of the> introduction by the United States of America of 
a further duty OIl jute and jute fabrics in order to assist the cotton 
intel'e:.lts. As the Jute Enquiry Committee are aware, this matter was 
.recently the subject of further discussion in the United States House 
of Uepresentatives; and though the danger h.as for the present been 
removed, the re-introduction of the' question is only a matter of .time 
and the successful negotiation of a prohibitive tariff against jute and 
jute goon.s is a possibility which must not be overlooked. 

(2) Paper.-'l'he observations made above with regard to cotton 
apply in some measure also to the lfubstitution of paper for jute goods 
in America. The position is similar in this respect, that paper interests 
have durin~ recent years carried out an intensive campaign in favour 
of th<l adopti(11l of their gooas at the expense of jute. The Association 
is not, however, in a. position to say to what extent this substitution of 
paper has bcen responsible for the loss of trade in jute bags with 
Americu. 

The principal loss to the Calcutta mills has been in respect of the 
cement trall(·s of the United Kingdom and South Africa, 'which have 
almost entirely turned from jute to paper during the past three years. 
At fl conRervative estimate the loss to the jute industry involved in 
this change-over is anything between fifteen and twenty million 
cement bag, annually; and probably considerably more. The construc
tion recently of factories for the map,ufacture of paper bags in Sou:th 
Africa, and the disadvantage which jute goods suffer on account of 
their wider fluctuations in price, point to this loss of trade being 
permanent. One possible disadvantage. from the point of view of paper 
bags is th\t, so far as the cement trade at least is concerned, they 
cannot be used twice. But against this there are the considerll.t~(ms 

[Indian Jute Mil18 A"oeiation.] 
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('a) that the paper bag is cheaper, (b) that for short distances at least 
it. stands up quite as we,ll as .the)ute bag and (c) that its .use does away 
wlth the old syetem of dehvermg or forwarding the returnable jute 
bags which are frequently the subject of dispute between the buyer and 
the seller. 

It should be added that wide hessians have been displaced largely 
~~ . the dr~~d f~it an~ other industries by a product known as 

SI!;alkraft whlCh conslsts of two sheets of brown paper reinforced 
by Bisal Abre. 

A further zerent development is with regard to a waterproof paper 
bag which has been placed on the market presenting special advantao'es 
to the agricultural industry. '" 

Ihe nttention of the Bengal .Jute Enquiry Committee is invited in 
this (:onnection to the attached copy of an article which appeared in 
the Indian Textile Journal of 31st August 1932, describing generally 
the progress made during recent years by the paper sack industry.-

(3) Grain EllWatO'1's: Bulk handling.-Though information is avail
abltt showing the extent to which bulk handling is at present used and 
coriteruplated, it is a matter of considerable difficulty to say to what 
extent trade has been lost to the Calcutta mills on this account or how 
far the falling o:ll in the trade is attributable to the general depression. 
The facts, as they are known to the AssoCiation, are that elevators and, 
bulk handling of grain at centres in Canada, the United States, 
Argentine anti Australia have been in use for a considerable time; 
ancl--it appears--have proved satisfactory from the point of view of 
the cost to those making· use of the silos. The bulk handling system 
is said to reduce the farmers' costs by 2d. to 3d., per bushel of wheat, 
and agitation in favour of its adoption- is very insistent in the United 
Statts anJ more particularly in 4-ustralia. Silos are already in 
extenqil'e use in New South Wales and the further adoption of the 
system i~ likely. Bulk llandling has also been the subject of a recent 
investigatbn 1Il Vict-Oria by a Committee of experts who have recom
mended the construction of terminal silos at 160 Stations at a cost of 
£2,005,013, capable of dealing with 12,180,000 bushels of wheat. 
A scheme of the same type, it is understood, has been formulated for 
Western Australia but has failed for the time being to find the' support 
of that Government. Similarly, the Argentine Government is under
IItoOr} to have had under consideration a scheme, involving expenditure 
to the extent of £22 million, to provide within _five years a c~ain of 
grain elevators. These reports indicate the extent to which bulk 
handling iR likely to develop when funds are available for the construc
tion of the necessary plant, and the position cannot be ignored that the 
more general adoption of the system is certain as time goes on. 

(4.) Si8al.-During 1932, information was supplied to the AssO(!ia
tiOll with regar.l to an attempt being mrade to replace the .i~ports of 
jute bags into East Africa by the manufacture locally of slsalb!lgs. 
Enquiries made at the time showed that both East African and Mexi.can 
raw sisal were on a competitive basis :with raw j'll.te as.-regards prl<;e; 
but the infoTJration then available was insufficient to enable the AssOCIa
tion to arrive nt an opinion as to thei extent to- wh,ich :the wQviln 
material wa~ likely to be successful in competing with. jute manu
factures. Th" general .opinion at prese.nt is that ~n the ~xisti~g_-cir, 
cnmstances, sisal is lmlikely to be a serlouscompehtor agal_nst JutE!. on, 

.Vide page 376~ d seq. 
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account, of its higher cost of production and manufacture.,...-except in 
the form of "Sisalkraft" to which reference is made above, and in the. 
fOI'lll of a substitute for jute cuttings in the manufacture of cotton 
bagging in America. The possibilities of sisal should not, however
be under-estimated, as its freer use may affect Calcutta's trade i~ 
Lh'el'pool twills' to South Africa. In this connection. the following 
extract froDl the July 1932 number of "Cordage World" is of 
intert-st : - . . . 

"A most interesting demonstration took place recently at Wappin"; 
Wharf, whep a consignment of East African coffee carried in sisal 
sacks was seyerely tested with hooks. A similar test was carried out 
on a eonsignment of cot lee from Brazil which had been carried in jute 
gunny bags lUad€, in Calcutta. The sisal sacks stood the test satis
factorily j the gunny bags poorly. Apparently the use of sacks manu
factUl'e i from sisal grown in East Africa is likely to increase in favour 
for the carriage of coffee, and other forms of merchandise. Shortage 
in weight of coffee shipments has always been a serious problem in the 
trade, which has been largely brought about by hook, and other damage, 
durinlf transit, as the result of rough handling." . . 

(5) Hemp.-A racent report indicates that the manufacture of sacks 
from hemp is increasing in the Philippine Islands and a more serious 
feature of this movement is involved in the recent agitation for the 
imposition of a heavy tariff on jute and jute fabrics to assist the local 
hemp industry. 

(6) Fla,7-.-Particulars of a scheme for the manufacture of wool
'packs from New Zealand flax were received in Calcutta during 1932. 
'The intention of the promoters apparently is in the first place to 
endeavour to meet the requirements of New Zealand and thereafter to 
enter the Australian woolpack market in competition with jute goods. 
The succes~ of tlw scheme appears to be doubtful on the score of price, 
unless a prohibitive duty is imposed on jute goods entering New 
Zealand and Australia. 

Information has also recently been received to the effect that the 
Government of Poland are at present considering the imposition· of 
further I'estrictions on the import of raw jute into that country with 
the obje~t of developing the flax industry. During 1932 an import 
duty on jute was imposed, but spinners were allowed free of d-uty75 
per cent. of their 1931 requirements. This percentage is, however, 
liable to be decreased j but no definite information is ·yet available as 
to the extent of the fresh restrictions now under consideration. . 

(7) llhscellalleou,~ fibres.-Canamo in Chile, Kendyr, Kenaf and 
Ramie in Russia may be mentioned as fibres whose,development on a 
commercial scale may ultimately affect the market for jute goods. As 
far as can be ascertained, however, their production at the present time 
is so small that any competition experienced from them must be of a 
purely local nature.' ..' .. 

Q. 48.'-All three factors are to some extent responsible: 'that.'- of 
durability Oldy to a very small degree, in the cases of sisal and cattoll: 
Cheapnl:'ss and stability of price are the main factors, as is illustrated 
by the case (\f paper substitutes. All commodity priCles are governed 
by suppl.v and demand and unless prices for jute fabrics can be main~ 
tained at n· reasonably low level, competition,. from other, materials 
cannot. be avoided. The wide fluctuations_ i~ the p'rice of jute goods, 
[Indian Jute Milla A88ociation.] 
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due to a certain e1tent to speculative activities on the Calcutta. market 
are undoubtedly responsible in some measure for the preference of 
certain industries for other packing materials. Another factor of 
importance i'1 the desire of many countries to utilise their internal 
resources wherever possible to the elimination of jute goods. An. 
insrollce of this is afforded by the recent introduction by the Chilean 
Government of a l~w to replace .imported containers for tr~nsporting local 
products by con tamers of natIOnal manufacture. The mtroduction of 
this mea~llre is not unconnected with the possible development of a 
local sack-making industry from "canamo," to which reference has. 
been m'\de abow. 

Q. 49.-The Association has no·reliable information as to. the com
parative costs of substitutes except in the case of paper bags. Five-ply 
paper cement bags capable of carrying I· cwt. were available recently 
in Bombay at Rs. 16 per 100, while 4 and 3-ply bags, which are 
favoured by -some consumers, were srightly cheaper. Even to-day, it 
is only the light and cheap jute bag which is in a position to compete 
at that price. Scientific research is likely to improve the quality and 
suitability of substitutes, which will increase competition- unless 
countered by similar activities on the part of the jute industry. As 
has alreadt been stated, an increase in the use of bulk h&ndling of 
grain may be expected. ' 

- Q. 50.-Th~ Association believes that much could be done in this 
direction by a closer study of the »eeds of individual consumers. F'or 
instance, if the industry could bring out a non-returnable jute bag at 
a competitive price there might be a chance of re-capturing at least a 
portion of the trade lost -t.o paper substit.utes. 

Q. 51~:-Oenerally, it may be said that the Calcutta mills already 
enter all markeh on which there is a demand for jute goods on a large 
scale. Thl.' basis on which the jute trade--of Bengal is founded is the
cheapness of its product as a carrier of the world's produce, nntr the 
industry should therefore concentrate on developing and. fostering this 
market before branching out on what are essentially side-lines. 
Undoubtedly, Dundee manufacturers supply a demand for finer and 
specialise(l lines, but what Dundee has achieved in this respect repre
sents only a fraction 9f t.he output -of jute goods, and competition by 
the Bengal jute mills on these markets is unlikely either to be success
ful undl.'r present conditions, or if successful to be of substantial benefit 
to the industry here. With tarilr conditions as they are, it is diffic~lt 
to see how the Calcutta mills could capture the markets now supphed 
by Dun.Jee manufacturers in specialities such as linoleum hessian and 
carpet. The imnlediate aim should be to .secure the business in 

• standard goods which occasionally goes to the Continental mills. 
ExperimeJltihave been made involving the 'Use of cheap textiles in 

road surfacing. This is a potential field for jute cloth and ~ts pos
sibilities have recently been the subject of an experiment earned out 
by the Association with the assistance of the Chief Engineer to the 
Public Works Department, Bengal. Experiments on a larger scal~ are 
desirable and the results achieved should be carefully watched Wlth a 
view to developing the use of jute in road-making throughout· India 
and throughout the world. 

Q. 52.-Tne majority ?f the C!"lcll;tta mills !ire not equipped to 
manufacture linoleum hesslan and lntrlcately deslgned carpets, nor are 
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1;he ·operatives sufficiently skilled to do the work. But on all standard 
lines, th~ mills ill Bengal are thoroughly competent to compete: 

Q. 53 to Q.' 56.~As has been e~plained, the time allowed for the 
con~ideratinn of, this section of the questionnaire has been insufficient 
topetmit of the views of all mills being obtained on the points raised. 
In general, however, it may be said that the Association favours 
ref>earch to assist manufacturers in overcoming their difficulties and in 
improving their methods of manufacture so as to meet the particular 
requireme'lts of consuming markets. The-Association also agrees a.s to 
the desirability of propaganda, particularly in untapped markets. On 
established markets propaganda might be updertaken in the first 
instance through shippers with houses in the- countries concerned; 
possibly with the addition of speci:!l representatives in important 
centres. Tlie duties of ihese representatives would include the func
tions reftrred to in Question No. 56, namely,-the collection of statistics 
and the exploration of avenues for new business. They would keep 
in close touch with consuniers,· as&ist them in obtaining the article best 
~uited to their needs, investigate complaints, and generally would 
provide a link between the manufacturer and the consumer. 

The Association is at present engaged on a clOse investi,gation into 
the question of competition,research, propaganda, and the expansion 
of markets. At this stage it is only possible to indicate brie~y, as 
above, the lines on which the investigation is· proceeding. ~: 

.. Q. 57.-Jt· ~ould probably be necessary for the trade itself to pro
vide th~ requisite finance, aided by a Government grant out of the 
exp:>rt duties on raw jute and jute fabrics, in view of the fact that the 
work contemplated would be for the ultiIIl!3.te benefit of the jute trade 
8Il:d ipso facto would assist Government revenues. -

Q. SS.--Undue difficulty is not anticipated in this respect. 

APPE1'."'1JIX. 

'(Reproduced from the Indian T.e.xtile Journal, dated 31st August 1932.; 

A. New and Economical Means of Packing Cotton and other Piecegoods. 
'Paper Sacks and Special Waterproof Packing Papers. 

DuriLg the c(,urse of the last ten years many uses have been found 
for paper antl,in particular, Kraft paper. It was only six years ago 
that the Cement Industry in England began to take an interest in 8 

new form of packing' for cement. Till then cement was invariabl:y 
packed eitner in_.jute bags or in cotton bags, but iIi. January-June 
1926 experiments were carried out with paper sacks, and during those 
six months 7 per cent.· of the· cement manufactured in England was 
putint(}·paper sackil.During~the three months, from,July to Septem. 
ber 1930, 73 per cent. of the cement manufactured in England was 
packed in paper sacks, ,bot4 f.orj;ntern!ll_u~e 'and for exp0J:t _ purposes. 
Undiaft Jute Mill6A.8aociaiion.] . 
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!he3e figure3 ~lorte show the im~ense. stri~es made. in the Pa.per 
Sack Industry 1n England, as a sU1table. con tamer for cement. In other 
countries such as Amerira, Germany and Denmark similar strides have 
btlen made and, we believe, to-day no less than 80· per cent. of the 
cement manufactured in Denmark 18 packed in paper sacks; whereas in 
England no less than 85 per cent. is packed in similar containers, and in 
America. where cotton is so c\leap, 40 per cent. of cement is packed in 
papel &8cks, about 50 per cent. in cotton bags and the remainder in 
steel drums or wooden casks. These figures, therefore, tend to prove 
at least one fact and that is, that, regardless of price, the paper sack 
as a 8uitabl~ container for practically any type of material has at last 
come int') its own. Vast improvements have been made by all manu
facturers of paper sacks, and to-day it is possible to obtain what is 
known as a "Multi-Ply 'Vaterproof Kraft Paper Sack" consisting of 2, 
3, 4, 6, or 6 plys of paper, which will contain 1 cwt. or more of 
material, and will be· sufficiently strong to stand -up agQinst rough 
handling and long journeys. 

There are many forms of.multi-p'ly paper sacks on the market but, 
briefly, they can be divided into two classes, i.e., the -epen-mouthed 
sack Rnd the "alve-mouthed sack. These two types can again be. sub
divided into tw,) classifications: (a) paper sacks sewn at top a.nd bottom 

. with jute, hemp 01' cotton stitching, and (b) paper sacks folded all.d 
stitchE'd with wire and strengthened by special tropical glue. Of th~ 
above, the most suitable and the strongest form of paper sack is the 
'{"alve-mouthed type and the wire-stitched and glued type, Qnd when 
these two are embodied in one sack, the result is the best, strongest 
and most durable paper sack obtainable. . 

The difficulty in regard to the open-mouthed type paper sack is 
the closiug (.f the mouth after the commodity has been filled. This, 
of course; can either be done by folding the top and stitching by hand 
or with a mnchine, or by "roseing" the mouth and tying with a wire 
tie, but neitht!r is very satisfactory, and the valve-mouthed type -will 
be found infinitely superior and considerably stronger. As against this, 
when using the '{"alve-mouthed type of paper sack, it ill, of course, 
essential to have a special filling machine, either operated automatically 
o~ by hand, and this in itself may tend to retard the popularity which 
these sacks unclouotedly deserve until manufacturers realise the neces
sity of introduciuP.' automatic packing machines in their Works. There 
are II number of automatic packing machines on the market which are 
capable of parking practically any form of material, imdprices range 
fruID about Rs 800 for the smallest "type of hand-operated packing 
machine, to Us. 8,000 for the entirely automatic rotary form. of packing 
machine. 

It would now be interesting to compare the many obvious advantages 
offered bv using thE' paper sack as opposed to other forms of packing 
and thei may be briefly summarised as follows-(1) The paper. sack is 
neater anrl cleaner to handle. (2) Larger quantities can be handled 
by a chute with greater speed than when the jute bag is used. (3) It 
,can be emptied completely of all cement or other Ill;aterial as the!e ar.e 
no interstices to hold the cement or other matenal. (4) No time 1S 
wasted in opening as with jute bags, the 'paper being simply ripped 
.open with n knife. _ (5) It entirely eliminates all the trouble and 
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n:pende, of records' for. returned bags for purposes of credit. (6) The 
cement or other matenals are more perfectly stored because of the 
greater damp resisting qualities of paper as compared with the open 
tE-xtures of jute or cotton. 

On~ of the mest important points in favour of the paper sack is 
the fact that once the cement or other material has been filled into a 
valve-mouthed paper sack, it cannot under any circum&tances be 
tampered with or adulterated from the'time that it leaves the Work~ 
to tlle time th,at it is opened by the recipient, because the only way of 
opening stich !t saek is to cut it open with a: knire,-whereas the jute bag 
or cotton bag. min, and has b,een, carefully opened at the mouth and 
the contim,ts taken out. and adulterated and the bag re-tied and so done 
up that thoJ recipient is unaware that the contents have been tampered 

, .with. 
Aparl fn'm the ad1'l8litages enumerated above there is also a price 

advantage which cannot be overlooked by manu.facturers. Paper sacks 
manufa·Gtured ill England to-day to contain 1 cwt. of material,· size 
a3 x 19!", made of the finest quality long fibre Canadian and Finish 
Kraft Pulp in 5-ply paper, can be purchased in India at a price of 
Re. 17 per 100 bags, f.o.r. Port of Entry. As against this, the price . 
of & twill ore jute bag of similar size to hold ,1 cwt. of material has 
ne1'er rea('h~d 18 lower figure than Rs. 17-12-0 per 100 bags, f.o.r. 
Calcutta, and this may be considered as a. rockbottom price, and in 
fact is even lower than pre-war parity. With the jute market rising 
the pric.e for this type of bag will undoubtedly find its own level at 
about Rs. 25 to Rs .. 28 per 100 f.o.r. Calcutta, and at this figure the 
paper sack will show any manufacturer a' decided saving. An argu
ment in favour of jute bags may be that they can be used twice, but 
in order t" do this, as has already been pointed out, careful records 
ha1'e to be kept not only by the manufacturer, but also by the customer 
and credit notes have to ,be issued on the return of such bags to the 
manufe.ctmer and this entails added expense and extra staff and records. 
and nloreover on receipt. of such returned bags it is generally found 
that at least half the quantity is unuseable. By adopting paper sacks 
manufacturers can automatically eliminate the records which they have 
had t.) keep in the past and can economise in their clerical staff and 
be able to offer their commodities packed in paper sacks at a cheaper. 
price which would compensate the customer for any possible credit 
whiiliJ. he .mighthave obtained on the return of jute bags and would 
undoubtedly still show the manufacturer considerable saying in his 
p.acking charge~. ' 

There are other forms of paper sacks and other uses of Kraft paper_ 
There iii also tl:e single and double ply waterproof Crepe Kraft sack 
which also goes through a special process and is impregnated with 
paraffin w,ax from about 10 per cent. to as much as 60 per cent. This 
form ()f paper is used 'for lining jute and cotton bags to render them 
waterpro,lf anrl to protect the material from monsoon rains and. changes 
in climat.ic conditions. There is also a Crepe Kraft Waterproof Paper 
which is sold in rolls of 100 yards in various widths from :16" to 45'" 
and upwarJs, and this is used throughout the world for packing pur
poses, such· as pa(,king pieceg'oods and manufactured cotton goods, and. 
besides being economical is also absolutely waterproof and is guaranteed' 
to protect materials from ~nyclimatic conditionlt. . . 
[Indian Jtde Mil18 A88ociation.] 
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No. 112. 

Bengal "ational Chamber of Commerce.

Dated the 8th May 1933. 

Introduction. In submitting their replies to the various questions 
comprised jn the questionnaire issued by the Jute Enquiry Committee, 
the Committee of the Bengal Natjonal Chamber of Commerce consider 
jt necessary to. emphasis.e on certain principles which will help an 
appreciation of their attitud"e towards the entire jute problem in Bengal 
and indicate the underlying unity in the replies given separately to indi
vidual questions. 

The Committee of the Chamber presume that the task of the Jute 
Committee is to investigate the problems of the trade as a wnole. The 
problems are numerous and arise at various stages in the progress of the 

"fibre from the field to the factory. There is the problem of prices, of 
standards of quality, of marketing, of transport, of financing. There is 
also the problem of the Faria, of t.he Bepari, of the baler, of. the ship
per, and of those who finance the movement of crop between each of these 
groups. The problems of everyone ot these interests are intimately 
related to each other and affect not only their own profits, organisations 
and interests, but also the well-being of the trade as a whole of which 

: they are such important links. 
There is however, one problem that over-shadows all the other prQ

blems, 'Viz., the problem of the jute cultivator. It is not suggested that 
his problems or interests are necessarily inimical to those" of~thers, or 
that solicitude for his interests need in any way be detrimental to those 
of other sections of the organisation. Although there are times when 

. their interests appear to be conflicting, the Committee believe that the 
:prosperity of the whole jute trade is bound up with the well-being of the 
Jute cultivator. A trade which denies to the cultivator his legitimate 

. share of its prosperity as a whole is indeed built on flimsy foundations. 
The problem as it is viewed by the Committee is mainly one of the price 
which the cultivator is able to get to-day for the product of hrs toil. 
Fr.om the figures and tables submitted herewith, it would be evident that 
in years when prices have gone up the initial price realised by the culti
vator did not rise "proportionately; whereas in times when prices declin
ed the prices obtained by him have fallen at least proportionately; 
sometimes even more. This proves conclush:ely that, as far as the cul
tivator is concerned, the present organization of the trade is neither 
economically just nor adequately profitable. 

It is nece~sary therefore to make such changes in the existing organi
sation or re-organise it so thoroughly as to serve the interests of the cul
tivator more than it has done in the past. The primary pr&-requisi~e 
of any scheme aiming at the stabilisation of conditio:Q.s in any" trade is 
the control of production. The regulation of production and its co-rela
tion to probable demand is the only obvious remedy to save any trade 
from the evils of comparative over-production. The alternative is to 
go on producing in the hope of being able to sell, and if the hopes are 
not realised to carry the surylus over to the next !leason with all its 
attendant evils," depressed prIces, increasing expenses for interest and 
godown rents and ~emoralisation of trade., " 

-For oral evidence of the Chamber's representatives, vilk page 547. e& seq. 
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It may be suggested· that such .over-production will automatically 
right itself in the following season. It may be conceded that depresse,l 
prices and losses in one season may deter the cultivator from producing 
as much in the following season. But there are" three valid reasons why 
we should not leave .the matter entirely at the mercy of cruel correctin 
forces. 

1. In the first place, intelligent control of the economic affairs 
()f a province suggests that the suffering of even one season or one year 
should be avoided, if it be possible. It should be admitted that if we 
could have anticipated the demand and regulated our production accord
ingly, the losses sustained by the cultivators in one season at least might 
have been avoided. Translated in terms of money they would amount 
annually to crores of rupees. . To wait for the worst to happen and theI!. 
try to meet it is at best an amateurish method of sinning and repenting. 

2. If there is over-production- in one season, there js n() certaintv 
that the reducti'on in output would be' adequate in the next. If the
demand dropped again the same problem may have to be faced. 

3. Over-production in' one season may be _assum~d t() force curtail
ment of production in the next, but if jn the next season there was pro~ 
portionately greater demand there may be witnessed an undue rise in 
prices. Moreover, the cultivators would not be able to sell as much as 
they might have done if a helpful forecast were available to them at the 
beginning of the season. 

Control ,of production is therefore essential. But the ideal condi
'tion . would not_be established until the marketing of the production i:'l 
also similarly regulated. The Committee of the Chamber have had 
()ccasion recently to express their views on this question in e. Memoran
dum on the Economic Problems of Bengal submitted to the Government, 
to which they would draw the attention of the Jute Committee. The 
most effective result would be achieved, in their opinion, by entrusting 
the task of handling the entire jute crop to one organisatron, which 
would buy the crop from the cultivators and sell it at a fair price to the 
mills, balers and shippers. It may be argued that the monopolistic 
character of the institution proposed will be seriously prejudicial to the 
interests of the consumers, while its exclusive right of purchase and sale 
will facilitate earning of large profits only for itself even to the detri
ment of the cultivators. The probability of these dangers can, how. 
ever, be effectively avoided by making such provisions in the constitu- -
tion of the institution as will assure a fair deal to all the parties con
cerned. The object which the Committee have in view, i~. to have an 
organisation which will yield the advantage of monopoly to the culti
vators without unfairness to the other interests in the trade. The con
trol of jute marketing vested in the hands of one central organrsation 
will DlOt only stabilise conditions in trade, but smoothe down the fluc
tuations in prices which to-day are acting to the detriment of the poor, 
ignorant and disorganised cultivator. As things are to-day in the 
jute trade, the suale is cruelly weighted against the weak grower of 
the fibre. 

But at the same time, the Committee realise the tremendous obsta
des that stand in the way of achieving such an ideal organisation. The 
immense finances that would be necessary, the hu~e organisation and 
the tremendous administrative difficulties involved In buying and stor
~n"~_ ~1!-te in h~ndreds o.f di~~rent cent~es and selLing it at the most 
IBengal Nelliana' Chamber oJ Commerce.] 
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opportune moments and in accordance with effective demand, the devis
ing of methods to prevent evasion and secret sales, etc., may not 
encourage the hope of immediate realisation of these aims. ,There is 
also the whole body of middlemen to be considered. That they are per~ 
forming to-dav definite economic functions can hardly be denied. They 
form a very large class with wide'" interests and their immediate. dis
placement cannot be contemplated without seriously impairinO" the effi
ciency of the whole organisation. Any sudden or revolutionary change, 
it should be. reali,ed, wjU only help to disorganise conditions still 
further. Changes, therefore, will have. to be introduced slowly so that 
as large a number of them as possible .may be absorbed into the new 
organisation. At the same time it must be emphasized that it is an 
ideal towards' which all our efforts should be directed. The difficulties 
should not be allowed to be a permanent deterrent, neither should they 
be ~llowed to dis~uade .us from making efforts to perfect the qrganisation 
of Jute trade whIch WIll serve the whole Province. ' 

If the'immediate setting up of a perfect organisation is not found 
practicable our efforts should be directed in effecting such improvement 
in the present organisation as is possible; the Committee fully believe 
that a large field of profitable . endeavour is present. The alterations 
and imJlrovements that it is possible to effect in the existing organisa
ti,on will themselves confer immense benefits not only U'pon the cultiva
tors but also upon everyone connected with the trade. Keeping these 
in view, the Committee have suggested necessary legislation for the 
standardisation of the qualities of jute and the establishment of organis
ed markets for jute in Bengal like those which have been star.ted for 
cotton in Berar. The management of the markets should be "'Vested in 
Committees conr.tituted on the lines provided for in Section 5 ·of the 
Central Provinces Cotton Market Act, 1932, consisting of the represen
tativesof growers, traders and such local authorities as may' have juris
diction over the market area. The markets shall' have 'very ,intimate 
touch with and shall indeed be placed under the supervision and general 
control of the Central Jute Committee, the establishment of which is 
recommended in the 'detailed replies. It is proposed in the statement 
of its functions that the Central Jute Co~mittee should make arrange
ments to disseminate all necessary information regarding jute among 
the organised markets and through them among the' agriculturists. 
While these markets, being limited in number, would give partial effect 
'to the scheme of centralising the purchases and sales of jute, though by, 
individual parties, the cultivators would gain substantial benefit from 
their establishment in so far as the control proposed to be exercised 
o"\"er them would effectively remove· some defects now prevailing in the 
primary markets on account of manipulations of weight, lack of infor
mation regarding demand and the absence of specified standards of 
quality. And what is more significant, the institution of such organis
ed markets will encourage the establishment of licensed warehouses sU-ch 
as have been recommended by the Central Banking Enquiry Committee. 
Indeed,- with the introduction of these new circumstances, it will be 
possible even to find a solution of the problem relating to the handicap 
now suffered by the agriculturists on account of the absence 9f suitable 
financial,facilities necessary ~o enable them to hold on the crop by post
poning a forced sale under pressure of iDlmediate :demand, for, cash .. 
With the mark~t i!lformation. r:egularly supplied to ,tp.e 'orga:n!B!ld 
markets, standardIsatIon of quahtles, and prOVISlon of storage faCllItIes 
by licensed warehouses, money-lenders and banks 'will be, induced "to 
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come. to-the neld and undertake nnancing operations that will be con,
sidered safe and consistent with the principles of sound commercial 
banking. For, these latter will no longer find. it hazardous to lend, 01 
course, keeping 'a safe margin, against stock, the quaH.ty and market 
value of which will be ascertainable and for which necessary .storage 
facilities shall be provided. The lJrocess of lending will assume the 
form of making advances against receipts issued by the warehouses ill 
respect of stocks deposited with them by the holding cultivators. Thu~ 
the defects arising out of the ignorance and poverty of the growers will 
be considerably minimised and incidentally a channel will be opened fOJ 
the development of commercial banking in the muffassal area. Even· 
tually the proposed changes, if effectively carried out, will facilitatE 
the introduction of further improvements that may be considered desir: 
able to place the entire trade on a -satisfactory basis of organisation. 

Q. 1.-Yes. Regulation of production is necessary- because, 
(1,) there is at present no co-relation between supply and demanu 

and this is responsible for violent fluctua,tions in the priCE 
of jute, often to the prejudice of the cultivators. 

The degree of maladjustment is clearly borne out by the faci 
that a rise in pri<;.e in a particular season whatever it may bE 
due to, induces expansion of cultivation despite the fact thai 
there may be no real increase in demand. Naturally thE 
result in such circumstances is an excess supply in the nex1 
season leading to a fall in price. 

(ii) The cultivators, who are ignorant, scattered and ill-organised, 
• cannot adjust supply to demand. Indeed, being poor anu 

unable to hold on the crop they compete amongst themselve, 
to dispose of their respective holdings, thus tending to lowe] 
the price of jute. By a scheme of regulated produc.tioD 
alone can the cultivators be accustomed to and educat.ed ill 
the necessity of adjustin.g. supply to demand. 

(iii) The demand for jute is comparatively fixed, and the mills boH 
here and abroad regulate their production on the basis oj 
& pre-determined plan. It is, therefore, necessary to regu· 
late supply of the raw material to ensure sta.bilisationof its 
price .. 

It is true as will appear from the table appended hereto that aD 
excess supply in any particular year resulting in a set-back 
in the price of jute is usually followed by a curtailment 0:1 
production, but this does not dispense with the necessity oj 
regulation as the subsequent restriction of crop in such caSE 
does not prevent the full amount of injury being inflicted or 
the cultivators. .Besides, the carry-overs from the exces! 
supply of a particular season may seriously detract from thE 
effectiveness of such voluntary curtailment in the followin~ 
season in the matter of raising the price. What is needed 
is anticipatory regulation based on the estimates of probablt 
demand and not the natural check exercised by adverSE 
experience in, the past. 

Q. 2(a)..-Yes, it is possible to regulate production to' such effect 
within the range of small variations. There are some dis.tinct fafour

, able circumstances whi~h suggest the feasibility of such regulation. - In 
[Bengal Noo'OftGJ CAamber oJ Com-..] 
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the first place, the history and experience of the trade show that there 
is no wide fluctuation in demand for jute from year to year. This . will 
facilitate the preparation of the forecast of the probable demand. 

Secondly, the carry-overs of stock of the mills have now come to be 
more or less standardised and fixed, so that even the lack of a complete 
adjustment would not cause any loss or harm to them by distul'bing 
their normal operations. This lends justification toa scheme of regula
tion designed to correlate supply to demand, though the same may not . 
guarantee exact equilibrium between the two. . 

.. Thirdly, in regard to supply it is possible to regulate yield on the 
basis of acreage as the yield per acre. is, approximately speaking, 
constant. Below are given the amounts of yield per acre for ten years 
from 1922 to 1931: - ' 

1922 
'1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 

'-

1,2381bs, 
1,2331bs. 
1,2121bs. 
1,1811bs. 
1,2801bs .. 
1,2231bs. 
1,2721bs. 
1,2271bs. 
1,3021bs. 
1,2401bs. 

This invariability of output ·has been stressed by Mr. J. BOWIe iiI 
his highly tec4nical article published in the "Capital" dated the 17th 
March, 1927. Mr. Bowie has proved by elaborate mathematicalcalcu
lations that the yield per acre remains constant for a period of 16 years. 
The definite conclusion reached by .the author is "that the true JlroQ.a
bility of the cycle of yield per acre equals a constant of 45·123 bales per_ 
acre for each 16 years period." . 

In these circumstances, it is possible, in the opinion of the Com
mittee, to regulate the jute crop with reference to the expected demands 
of the market within the range of a variation of 5 t610 per cent. from 
the estimated demand. The :thargin of maladjustment is not, in their 
opinion, so serious as to detract from the ~dvisability of the initiation 
of a scheme of regulation. Even though a precise estimation of demand 
may not be possible, a reliable forecast of the same is welcome none-the
less as pro~iding the necessary guidance for production; for while it 
will greatly conduce to a rise in prices by bringing about ~n effective 
co-relation of .supply to demand, no disturbance would be caused by it 
'either to the industry,or the trade. 

Q. 2(b) • ......;.The object and effect of regulati'on would be (i) initially 
to, raise the price to a fair level and (ii) subsequently to stabilise the 
price when the fair level is attained. It is not, however, sought to 
achieve the imp~sible task of securing an inexorable stability to the 
price of jute against all world forces. The idea is to secure that rela
tive stability which wiH do away with the existing disparity in the move
ments c;.f price of jute and jute manufactures and make the former 
strictly conform {oand move m accordance with the latter. . 

. Q. 4--Regulation of production has' been attempted in recent years 
in respect of such agric.ultural staples as rubber, sugar, coffee and tea, 
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while control of saleable supply has been experimented in regard t~ 
wheat, 'cotton' and also coffee." The Stevenson Plan for rubber restric
tion, the Chadbourne Plan for control of sugar manufacture (which, 
however, is a manufa~tured product) as well as the Tea Restriction 
Scheme of 1930 may be mentioned as instances of experiments made to 
regulate produCtion. For illustrations of regulated supplY in' the 
market, the coffee valorisation scheme in Brazjl, the wheat,a"nd 'cotton 
control in the U.S.A. and Canada and the recent Tea Export Restric
tion Scheme that is being negotiated between the Governments of pro
ducing countries may be referred to. These schemes. have mostly 
failed but their failure does not offer justification for apprehending 
similar consequences in respect of an attempt to regulate the produc
tion of jute. There are some obvious" differences 'in the conditions of 
production of jute -and other agricultural staples mentioned before. 
Such differences reveal certain advantages possessed by jute over these 
agricultural commodities and the latter suggest the feasibility of suc
cess fully working out a scheme of regulated production. The commo
dities in respect of which the experiment failed had an international 
mM'ket drawing upon several sources of supply. The scheme of controI 
was, therefore, necessarily to be based on an agreement between the 
growing countries which were all anxious to dispose of their respective 
supplies. The accentuation of depression and the accumulation of 
stock seriously undermined the moral strength of the agreement support
ing the restriction schemes, and the latter ere long succumbed to the 
recrudescence ·of unrestrained competition. The same forces annihilat
ed the restriction schemes, designed for control of marketing particular 
articles. The possibility of such consequences in the case of jute is 
precluded by the monopoly conditions in which the fibre is grown, in 
the sense that its production is concentrated in a very limited area under 
the jurisdiction of practically one Government. It is true that in one 
respect the question of controlling production is rendered more difficult 
in the case of jute than in the case of commodities like tea or rubber in 

- so far as the production of the latter being organised on a. large scale 
capitalistic basis is more easily amenable to the acceptance of restrictioli 
schemes, while control of jute which is grown by unorganised individual 
cultivators on small plots of land may encounter greatllr practical 
impediments. But the latter circumstances do not in any way detract 
from the special advantages inherent in_ the nature of jute which assure 
success to the adoption of a regulation scheme, but only point to the 
necessity of having a highly efficient organisation and a well-devised 
scheme of control which should be worked in such a way as not to leave 
any loophole for evasion. Such a: scheme would in the case of jute be 
thoroughly sheltered from any external source of danger, so long as the 
price is kept at a reasonable level and consumers are not indl1ced to find 
cheaper substitutes. Further, there is the factor specially favourable 
to jute that so long as world trade subsists, even though seriously dimi
nished by the-effects of depression, there will continue to be a minimum 
demand for jute and jute manufactures for the bagging and packing of 
goods moved from place to place. 

For further details, the Committee of the iJhamber would draw the 
attention of the Jute Committee to the speech of Mr. N. R. Sarker, thtl 
President of tha Chamber, delivered at the conference of all parties 
interested in jute convened by the Chamber on the 17th October, 1930, 
in which he has pointed out with reference to the failure of restriction 
[Beng~l National Ohamber oj Oommere~,] 
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schemes adopted in conneetion with various agricultural staples, some 
special advantages enjoyed by jute that su.ggest the feasibility of achiev
ing success in adopting a similar scheme in th& case of jute. 

Q. 5.-,.The factors which depress the price of jute may be enumerat-
ed as follows:.-,-' , 

(l) A general faU in the price of commodities suct as is caused by 
, ,a slump in trade. 

(ii) A fall in the price of jute manufactures. 
(iii) A' shrinkage' In the demand for, or over-production of, jute

itself. 

While the price of jute is depressed as a matter of course by a slump 
in trade or decline in the price of jute manufactures, the fall in the
price of the fibre is more generally due to an expansion of production. 
Not that an expansion always denotes an excess of supply but the very 
fact of expansion is taken advantage of by the buyers and more especi
ally the mills, who have always a large stock at their disposal. The 
expansion of production has tended to lower the price of jute in normal 
"times, and even in such years as recorded an increase in consumption as 
compared with the previous years. Production has thus a more deter
minant effect on the prices of jute as will be noted from the following 
comparative statistics of the annual yield of jute and trend of prices of 
the fibre:~ 

Total 
consumption -

. Production. (mill Price Index (In Iakhs of consumption .1914=100. bales.) and export). 
, (In lakhs of 

bales.) . 
, 1920.21 .. .. 59 79 83 1921 

1921.22 .. .. 40 74 110 192~ 

1922·23 .. .. 54 76 90 ' 1923-

1923·24* .. .. 84 89 102 1924-. -
1924·25 .. .. 81 96 154 1-925 

1925-26 .. .. 89 91 120 1926-

1926-27 .. .. 121 100 93 1927 

1927-28 .. ' .. 102 107 100 1925. 

1928.29t .. .. 99 100 ,95 1929 

It should be noted that in years like 1922-23 Ilnd 1926-27 the price 
of jute declined inspite of a larger off-take of the fibre than in the pre
ceding years. It thus appears reasonable to believe that if the produc
tion of jute was brought under control its price would have been main
tained in these years even with the existing volume of production. The 

*Shows a rise in price in spite of the expansion of production; the event is mofl't 
influenoed by demand than supply.. . . ' 

tShows a fall in price in spite of the curtailment of production; the event IS d~! 
to the onset of depression in world trade. ' . ' 
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very fact of the existence of control would' have exercised a subduing 
influence on the bearish forces. 

The extent to which the price has been depressed by 'over-produc~ 
-tion in the years following. 1928-29 is amply borne Qut by the higher pro
centage .decline in the price of jute as compared with other agricultural 
Btaples, as well as the tangible results yielded by restriction propaganda 
in 1931-32. 

Q. 6.-N 0, because in urging the Deed for co~trol it is not contem
plated to raise the price so high as to lead to a displacement of jute by 
cheaper substitutes. Nor is there any substitute which can effecti~ely 
displace jute unless its price were forced up to a much higher level. The 
Committee of the Chamber would in this connection -like to point out that 
any. commodity that might replace jute should not only be cheaper than 
jute but should also serve the purpose for which jute is being utilised at 
present. It is significant that though there have been in the past many 
attempts to discover substitutes for jute, the efforts have not beensuc
cessful and the Committee believe that if the price of jute be maintained 
at a reasonable level, there should not be any fear on tp.is score. Besides, 
if there be .any danger of substitutes it really arises not from any rea
sonable rise in the price of raw jute, but from a disproportionate rise in 
the price of manufactured goods.. . . . 

Q. 7 and Q. B.-The Committee are of opinion that a scheme of 
regulation on a voluntary basis can at most lead to only a partial suc
cess and cannot at any rate be so effective as to avoid both under-pro
duction and over-production. B!lsides,.it must remain precarious to rely 
on voluntary action as a permanent measure for regulation of production 
owing to the potential risk suggested in Question No.8. 

Q. 9.-The moGJus operandi of the control may be thus briefly stated: 
At the outset an institution like the Central Jute Committee mentioned 
hereafter will prepare with the assistance of experts an estimate of the 
probable demand for jute for the season. The same ·institution or Com
mittee wiIlalso determine the supply that would be required to meet the 
demand and allot specific quantities to different blocks into which whole 
growing area in the Province shall have to be divided. The proportion 
{)f allotment to each of the blocks may be settled on the basis of the 
average yield of the crop in the particular area and the proportion of the. 
same to the total yield of the crop throughout .the Province. Within 
each 'block' the task of the distribution of ,the settled quota among 
individual cultivators will be entrusted to some local organisations 
truly representative of the interests of the agriculturist, according to 
rules laid down by the Central Jute Committee. To ensure adherence 
to' the scheme and to prevent evasion, necessary legislation shall have to 
be passed. 

The Committee attach special importance to the establishment of the 
local organisations as mentioned above, as these would serve the addi
tional purpose in future, (when the ideal scheme of centralised purchase 
and sale of jute through a single institution, is inaugurated), of func·· 
tionin~ as the necessary link between the said institution and the 'culti
vators . 

. Q. 10.-It is certainly desirable to enlist the .support of agencies like 
union boards, co-operative societies, and zemindars in the furtherance 
of the scheme. . 
- Q. 11.-Yes, the Committee admit. that ultimately it is the most 
efficacious plan for checking evasion. The Committee would howe~er 
IBengaf-NatiMIal Chamber oj Commeroe.] 
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point out that its operation is feasible only on the acceptance of· the 
barlic condition of the. establishment of a sole Marketing Board w-hich. 
presumes Ii radical alteration of circumstances in which the scheme of 
control is proposed to be experimental upon. The Committee 'would, 
however, refer, in this connection, to their introductory remarks point
ing to ceI'tain initial difficulties in the establishment of a Marketing· 
Board immediately. But they believe, that it is possible to deal with 
the ptoblem of evasion with partial success even by other suitable admin
istratiye measures such as have been suggested in reply to the previous 
questions.' 

Q. 12.-Yes. It should be possible to persuade the Governinent of 
the two adjacent provinces to embark on a ,concerted scheme, as they 
would all reap a common benefit out of it. 

Q. 13.~uitable 'substitutes for jute in high lands are date palms, 
cocoanut, sugarcane, ginger, turmeric·, etc., and thOse in low lands are 
paddy, wheat; etc. rhe best way of educating the agriculturist in 
these lines of cultivation is not to be found in opening agricultural 
8chools but in the utilisation of the services of agencies like union 
boards, co-operative societies, who come in close touch with raiyats. 

Q. 14.-Yes, the propaganda was successful jn the last two years to a 
certain degree; but as has been pointed out in reply to Questions Nos. 7 
and 8, a regulation scheme, based purely on propaganda', cannot be 
dapended upon for any measure of complete success. Ber,ides, the 
process of distributing hand-bills is not quite satisfactory for that does 
not reach the masses. Even if these we,l'e circulated more widely, the 
. result would be of little consequance, considering the illiteracy of the 
country folk and their apathy to move out of their own traditional 
practices of cultivation, 

It appears, nevertheless, necessary to continue the propaganda in 
the ensuing sowing season as the actual arrivals in Calcutta of the 
1932-33 crop are estimated to be far in excess of the amount forecast. 

Q. 15.-It is difficult to estimate the cost of production. The Bank
ing Enquiry Committee put it at below Rs. 6 per maund. But as in: 
the circumstances prevailing in Bengal the cultivators do ,all the fann
ing and harvesting of jute by themselves, the direct cost is to be assessed 
on the basis of labour put in as well as the price of seeds purchased and 
the depreciation of the cattle and other harvesting implements. 

Q.16.-Havingregardto the cqst of production estimated by the 
13anking Enquiry Committee, the cultivator can reasonably claim a pri~e 
covering profit of at least Re. 1 to Re. 1-8 per maund over the· -cost. 
The present day conditions are, however; abnormal; and should the 
not:mal economic condition of the Province be restored, the minimum 
price of jute which the cultivators may reasonably claim should be still 
higher than this.' _ 

Q. 17.-The present world depression is mainly resppnsible for the 
slump jn the prices of jute. Manufactured jute has notsufiered a set
back in price to the same extent as the raw stuff, due to the organised 
and regulated production and staying power of the ·industry itself. As 
a matter of fact, till recently the price of hessians had been fil1llly 
maintaining itself while jute prices were steadily declining, except for 
:a temporary recovery after tha publication of the forecast. 
0' Q. 1B.-The potential danger of competition from substitutes like 
paper and other packing ·materials is- Dften exaggerated. Such substi
tutes as may ,be found.}n use are still_ mostly ~n ~n experimental stage 
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-md cannot prove menacing, -if the price of jute is kept_within econoni.i~ 
Jimits. The Commit tee understand ihat the -Depaptment .of' Agriculture
are . distributing -better seeds for yielding larger crop and they are of 
opinion that this should be continued. Regarding-improvement of 

. quality, it is significant to note that in recent years the demand has been 
mostly for the jute. of the lower grades of quality. , 

Q. 19.--The manner in which the annual jute forecasts are at, pres ant 
compiled and published by the Agricultural Department has remained 
a fruitful source of grievance to th~ growers and also to the Indian sec
tion of the traders. To the. agriculturists, the forecasts mete out an· 
unfair deal, iii. so far as these offer the advantage of necessary informa,. 
tion regarding supply to the shippers and mills without conveying any 
idea regarding the demand side to the growers. The impression is 
widely prevalent amongst the Indian traders that in the matter of fore
casts, the Director of Agriculture is influenced considerably by the jute 
Forecasts Committee of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, consisting 
of interested traders whose opinion in the matter is naturally affected by 
their own anticipatory commitments. The present method of issuing 
forecasts of the crop by the Agricultural Department, whila -no doubt 
val~able in itself, makes the po&ition of the cultivators, vis-OrVis the 
manufacturers extremely unfavourable. What is necessary is to make 
available to the cultivators reliable information as to the probable total 
demand for jute, both here and abroad. together 'with the stocks held, 
not only by the local and foraign mills, but also held on consignment 
account at the various trade centres. In the opinion of the Committee. 
such information, together with the probable trend of world demand;. 
should prove very useful to the growers, by enabling them to adjust 
their output for the coming season accordingly. In the opinion of the 
Committee of the Chamber, the system of compilation should be 
thoroughly overhauled and they suggest that the task should be entrust
ed, pending the establishment of the Central Jute Committee, to aIll 
Advisory Board including the representatives of the various Chamber:!
of Commerce as well as some representatives of the jute growers. The 
Board should function as an adjunct to the Department of Agri~ulture_ ' 

Q. 20 and Q. 21.-The buying and selling of jute in the primary 
markets are hardly carried out on the basis of any settled grades and 
specifications, and the differentiations in respect of quality are made in 
a rough Rnd ready manner by the larias and' other purchasing agents. 
Undoubtedly the system works to the disadvantage of the poor cultivators: 
who are eager to sell, and the defect which reveals a sore point in the-· 
present organisation of the trade can be removed only by the establish
ment of organised jute markets in Bengal like those started for cotton: 
in Berar. The number and location of such markets are to be deter
mined by an extensiye survey of the Province. The facilities provide~ 
for in these markets will certainly be taken advantage of by the large 
producers and even the smaller producers who may not find it worth
while to move their petty stocks to the markets, where these may be 
situated at a distance from them, will gain by their establishment in 
so far as these markets will improve the general tone of the trade in the-. 
mufassal. . 

Q. 22.-The co-operative societies can function successfully and serVe-' 
the most useful purpose as a link between cultivators and the proposeili 
Institutj.on for centralised purc4ase of jute when ilia· latter ia establishedl 
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Q~ 23 and Q •. 24.-FariClS and beparis, conect jute from" tha raiyats and 
sell it to merchanb! of the mufassal centres. These merchants generally 
operate on thi!ir,'own accoupt and aispose of their .purchase&' . either by 
contract system; i.e!, .theymake forward contractswith~iHs and balers 
and deliver jute against these contracts-or by despatching 'Consignments 
to Calcutta market for ready sale. They also work as commission agents 
of balers and .mills when they get· a. fixed commission. The Committee 
believe that such difficulties as. may have to be experienced by the'culti~ 
"ators on account of the multiplici~y of middlemen would be removed to 
a great extent by the establishment of organised markets. 

,Q. 29 to Q. 32.-Jute is sold to buyers in Dundee under a contract 
form issued by the .Dundee Jute Association. There is a separate con
tract form issued by the London Jute Association in terms of which jute 
i~ sold not only to the members of the said AssoCiation but also to buyeri\! 
in Japan and the U.S.A., which have preferred to adopt the Londo1l" 
contract form instead of having one of their own. In all such cases 
arbitrations are arranged respectively by the Dundee and the LOndon 
Associations. '. 

Direct consignments are sometimes made to the continent of Europe 
and in such cases arbitration is lleld either in accordance with customs 
prevalent at·the port of destination or, where no such customs are pre
valent, according to such. agreements as may be entered into by the 
consignor and the consignee. 

There are fixed, standards 'of quality accep~d by long standing trade 
com~entions such as Firsts, Lightnings, Hearts, Daisee, Tossa,etc. 
The standards do not as a rule vary though bales of jute belonging to 
the same category but bearing th0 marks of different balers command 
slightly different prices according to their reputaj;ion in the importing 
markets. As previously mentioned, :>.i'bitrations are arranged in London 
and Dundee according to the rules framed by the Jute Associations 
operating in these centres. 

The system of "home guarantee," though much objectionable in 
itself, is of less consequence now than praviously as the number of 
exporters who act as qua shippers alone al'e steadily diminishing in 
number and yielding place to balers who are increasingly making 
direct shipments abroad. '. . 

The system of "invoicing back"is a standing proof- of how lhe'Jute 
trade of this coU.iltry is amenable to the. dominating control . of 
foreigners. It empowers a. consignee in Britain to refuse acceptance of 
delivery and charging the full value thereof to the Indian consignor by 
getting an award of non-fulfilment of the specific terms of contract from 
an Arbitration Board in which the . BritIshers alone are represented. 
The system is being persistently resent.ed ,by ,the Indian. traders and the 
Committee suggest that the centre of control thus exercised over the 
shipments of jute to Great Britain should be shifted to India where the 
function, now discharged by the foreign Arbitration Boards, may be 
entrusted to an' expert representative institution like the Coal Grading 
Board issuing certificates of quality and operating ·as the supreme arbi~ 
trating authority. It should not be difficult to induce foreign .jmporters 
to submit to the awards of such a body if representation is accorded to 
their local agents; Incidentally, it is significant to not.e that the func
tion of such. an institution would successfully reduce the number of. com~ 
plaints against irregular delivery and establish the reputation·of Jndian 
eXpOl'ters a~road. '. . 
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The Committee havtl no suggesti'on- to make regarding any further 
impmvemfmts in. the system of export trade, except those suggested 
above. 
. g. 33 to J!~ 36.-Th jute balers, generally sp.eakin~, pur~hase ~o:ose 
jute .after makmg' a rough asso_rtment of the stuff mto dIfferent qualItIes, 
and pay according to the quality of bales that may be made out of 
different assorted ·proportions of the law fibre. The mills contract pur
chases on the basis of recognised grades, such as, 4's, R's, LR, XLR, 
etc., distinguished according to yarying percentages of warp and weft>-
yarns that may be made out of the different qu.alities of jute. ., 

The exi"ting gradations are frequently manipulated by the mills 
and a persistent demand is being made for sometime for fixing the 
standards by legislation. It has been the most deplorable experience of 
the market that the. gradations are lowered deliberately by the buyers 
by continuous buying off of only one grade, practically the lowest, e.g., 
,xLR, till it is exhausted, so that the stuff which Was reckoned as the 
next superior quality, e.g., L.R. in the beginning of the season, is 
forced to be sold as XLR at the end of it. From the point of view of 
the middlemen, it sometimes involves extreme hardship for they do not 
know what standard is to be delivere,dagainst the "Standard of the 
Mark" as laid down in the contract f01-" sale. Often the system :worb 
to the serious detriment of the interest of th«t middlemen who are com
pelled to deliver jute of finer quality against contract for lower grada 
jute; the latter being interpreted to comprise the finer qualities with a 
view to yield an unfair gain to the buyers. Evidently, such manipul~ 
tion ultimately reacts on the interest of the growers of jute to a certain 
extent· ._ 

The Committee of the Chamber do not however suggest ilie introduc
t~on of any fresh standards of quality besides those which have been 
evolved by the customs of trade; but they insist that the. prevalent 
grades should be thoroughly specified by legislation and made unalter
able by any interested party concerned with the trade. The control 
and power of arbitration in this regard should be invested in the Central 
J ute Committee to which a reference it: made hereafter. 

Q. 37.-The Committee of the Chamber do not approve of the 
marketing scheme of Mr. McDougall. The arguments against this 
scheme may be summarised as under:-

The main object of creating a marketing organisation is to remove 
the existing handicaps suffered by the cultivators who being scattered 
all over the province and thoroughly unorganised have to compete 
against well-organised and vastly resourceful consuming interests 
represented by the local manufacturers and shippers. An organisation 
that might help th& cultivators should, in these circumstances, be such 
as would really compensate for the lack of strength in the bargaining 
powers of the cultivators and not to strengthen those of the consumers, 
as will evidently be the ultimate result of the working of the McDougall 
Schema. Mr. McDougall has provided for the representation in the 
J ute Control Corpo.ration, suggested by him, not only of the local mills, 
the shippers and balers, but also of overseas manufacturers; and evident. 
ly the decisions of the Corporation will be determined by a majority of 
votes. The Committee of the Chamber apprehend that in such circum
stances, the real interests of the cultivators, coming in direct conflict 
with those of the consumers, will suffer, and the object -of starting an 
Bengal "National Ohamber oj Oommerce.] 
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orga~isation will be frustrated. The Committee have taken note of thO' 
provision made by Mr. McDougall to the effect that. the Government; 
by holding the entire capital of the Corporation, will be able to safe" 
guard fully the interests of the producers, but there is 'no doubt that 
the further provision, made in the next paragraph, for the gradual 
diminution of the share of tlie Government in the capital of the Corpora
tion will result in the ultimate control of the Corporation being vested' 
in the hands of the consuming interests to a very large extent. 

There is a. further disadvantage in leaving the decision of the Cor
poration to be settled by a majority of votes. The natural tendency 
for each of the interests represented in the Corporation will be to con
trol the policy of the Corporation in such a .way as to bene:fit itself and 
it is extremely doubtful whether the management of the organisation 
of a trade involving crores of rupees and indeed affecting the entire 
economic structure of the Province should be left to the arbitrary deci«.:. 
sions of a medley of persons representing various interests. . 

The Committee of the Chamber arf' not at all sanguine as toihe 
feasibility of the scheme of requiring the manufacturers to notify the 
Corporation of their requirements at the beginning oi each season and 
to be bound to take the amount specified. . 

Considering that the overseas consumers are scattered all over the 
world, the Committee' think it to b~ extremely doubtful as to whether 
the requisite co-operation from all of them will be obtained, so far a's 
this aspect of the question is concerned. 

. Q: 38 to Q. 40.-80 far as the Committee of the Chamber are aware, 
the grower~ of jute do not at present receive any market information a~ 
least such as may help them. The information that i~ at present avail
abl~ to them is often misleading and. the cultivators are, on many occa
sions, actually misguided by .such false information. ~ 

As previously stated, the position is also extremely unsatisfactollY, 
so far as the prac'tice of issuing jute forecasts is concerned. The Com~ 
mittee have alr~ady dealt with this question in detail in answer to 
Question No. 19, and they have also indicated the lines in which 
improvement might ba sought. 

It will be evident that such information as is nec;essary when • .the 
cultivators are left to themselves to adjust their output will, all the same, 
prove valuable even to the Central Jute Committee on which wi'll 
devolve the task of deciding on the question of reguli)-ting output. 

In obtaining the necessary statistics, in so far as they relate t04 
foreign demand, the services of the Trade Commissioners and other 
representatives at various centres may, in the opinion of the Committee, 
be profitably utilised by the Government, who should ask them to secure 
in advance the estimates of the requirements of the respective cquntries. 

The Committee agre~ that broadcasting with the aid of wireless 
telegraphy with loud-flpeakers at important centres will be of assistance 
in circulating reliable information to the cultivators. . 

Q. 41.-No. If the suggestions of the Committee for the regulation 
of production were adopted,. there would be no necessity for such an 
Qrganisation. Even if it is contended that it is necessary, the Com
mittee consider it impracticable having regard to the administrative and 
business difllculties involved and huge amount of money that would be 
required for the purpo~e. In fact, jf the suggestion of the Com'mittee 
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'for the regulation of production were adopted there would be no neces-
lIity for such an organisation. -, 
. Q. 42.-Yes; the Committee approve of the suggestion for' marke't 
surveys under the direction of special marketing officers, as suggested by 
the Agricultural' Commission. The Committee agree with the Com
'mission that the collection and study of exact information regarding the 
'marketing operations and practice at different centres must necessarily 
precede the formulation of an effective policy for the improvement of 
marketing. The Committee do not PI'opose to set out here the specific 
functions which should be !lntrusted to the marketing officers, as these 
are fully dealt with in the Report of the Agricultural Commission 
'(pages 410-11), to which the attention of the Enquiry Committee is 
,drawn. 

Q. 43 to Q. 46.-Yes. The institution of a Central Jute Committee 
'is long overdue since its establishment was recommended in 1928 by the 
Roya:l Commission on Agriculture. The jute trade in Bengal is saddled 
with numerous defects, the removal of which awaits the cOlltinuou~ 
,vigilance and endeavour of an expert body with a mixture of some 
representative elements chosen partly by the Government and partly by 
the various jute interests. In the opinion of the Committee, the activi
ties of this institution should not ~ confined to mere agricultural 

. research, such as seems to have been suggested by the Agricultural 
'Commission, but should also extend to the fulfiJment of some ,other 
important tasks designed to improve' the condition of the whole trade. 
Such other tasks will comprise:-

(i) carrying on market inspections; 
(ii) looking after the management of organised markets when these 

will be established; 
(iii) compilation and dissemination of all statistical and other 

information regarding demand, supply, price, etc., of jute; 
(iv) carrying on propaganda. for expansion of existing markets and 

exploration of new ones for jute;', . 
(v) carryIng on research to find new uses for the fibre, etc., 

(vi) . fixing the standards of quality and arbitrating on disputes aris
ing in this connection. 

It should be evident from the enumeration ~f the functions of the 
J ute Committee that its establishment will prove beneficial to all sec
tions of trade and industry interested in jute. The Jute Grading 

'Board, previously suggested in connection with the control and main
tenance of jute r,tandards for purposes of export, may act as a filial 
institution to the Central Jute Committee or as a special sub-rommittee 
of the latter. The Central Jute Committee will also, as suggested in 
reply to Question No.9, control the production of jute, by allotting 
specific quantities to different blocks, and by framing rules for the 
allotment of quotas to the various local cultivators within each of these 
blocks. 

The co-operation of the Governments of Bihar and Orissa and Assam 
will be welcome in carrying on the functions of the Jute Committee, 
and it is hoped that the latter wiU be easily_persuaded in the interest of 
trade and agriculture in their own spheres to participate in the pro
posed scheme. Should these Governments express their willingness, to 
co-operate with the Government of Bengal in the matter, they, will 
[Bengai National Chamber oj Commerce,] 
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undoubtedly haT'e the right of nominatin!f Bome representative on ~he 
Jute Committee. 

The Committee may be financed by le~ying a small ces!! on jute. 
Q. 47 to Q. 5O.-Though the jute industry of India has not yet met 

with any formidable competition, the time has, however, anived. ~or 
. those who have the welfare of the industry at heart to take stock of the 
position and envisage the magnitude of the potential competition from 
the diverse substitutes that are slowly and steadily getting perfected. 
Already, it appears, that an appreciable amount of the trade in jute. 
manufactures has been hard hit by the use of elevators and bulk ship
ment in the grain carrying trade. iWhile it is next to impossible to 
estimate the present and potential loss, it cannot be gainsaid that the 
establishment of each grain elevator whether in Australia or Canada' or 
elsewhere means the loss of market for thousands of gunny bags. . 

Textile yarn made from wood-pulp and of 5 to 10 counts is offering 
a certain amount of competition to the jute textiles in the continental 
coun.tries... This yarn has elasticity and tensile. strength, sufficient 
enough at least to be woven into fabrIcs. Though the . paper ya.rns of 
th., U.S.A., Germany and other continental countries do not have the 
strength of jute, they seem to resist better the wear and tear, and have 
consequently replaced jute and packIng substances inside electric cables. 
Cement bags are also coming to be made of paper. 

As regards natural substitutes, jute has' not had so far any competi
tion worth serious attention. There are however certain fibres such as 
Bamma, Cokra, etc., of West Africa, Mehosome of tropical America 
,and hemp grown in Philippine Islands that .s.eem to have found. favour 
in certain quarters as the possible substitutes for the jute fibre": 

It must, however, ·be remembered in this connection that similar 
hopes were entertained in former years of other fibres and none of them 
have promised commercial success. In spite of all the defects that jute, 
may possess and inspite of all the merits that may be claimed for )ts 
:substitutes whether artificial or otherwise, it is certain that so long as 
the price of jute is kept within reasonable limits, there is absolutely no 
possibility of its being ousted by its substitutes-at least in the imme
~iiate future. It may be that cotton bags for instance may be iound. 
more suitable for certain purposes, but then its cost would he high 
enough to leave an advantage in favour of jute. The Committee of the 
Chamber would in this connection draw the attention of the Jute 
Enquiry Committee to the observationg- made in answer to Question 
No.6. The only way in which its totaleliniination in any importing. 
country may be"effected is by its being excluded in toto by the Govern.
mental authorities of that country. The Indian interests and the 
Government must be evar vigilant to see that no such steps are ever 
adopted by any country.. ' 

It is also not impossible to ~educe the cost of production of jute 
manufactures by improved mechanical contrivances and selection of 
superior varieties of seeds. This would help to regain some of the lost 
trade. 

It must be understood, however, that all that the jute trade has lost 
is not due to the use of substitutes. The' "Exchange- control" of 

. Germany and other continental countries account in a very large 
measure for the fall in the Indian jute export trade to those countries. 
TIuring his recent visit to the Chamber, the Indian Trade Commissioner 
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at Hambu~g suggested to the Committee ~a way out of this difficulty. 
He was of opinion that b:( a sistem of barter arranged between the 
Indian and German merchal1t/1:, a's. well as between the two respective 
Governments, not only a way out of the "Exchange control" could be 
found but that mutual trading between. the two countries could be 
facilitated with ,the result that jute exports to Germany would once 
again reach their former heights. The Committee of the Chamber hope 
that the Jute Enquiry Committee will give this suggestion a C'llreful 
consideration. 

Conclusion.-The Committee of the Chamber would summarise the 
proposal which they have placed before the Jute Enquiry Committee. 

1. The great ~fact that emergeS from the Committee's study of the 
problem of jute is the necessity for an organisation for the regulation. 
of production, representative of all interests. . 

2. The jute trade is also sufl'ering from the want of a central body 
which will prescribe standards of quality and weights, control market
ing and warehousing and collect and disseminate information relating 
to both internal and export trade. . 

3 .. The ideally perfect organisation of-jute trade and industry will 
only be achieved when the entire process of purchase of jute from the 
cultivators and its sale to balers, shippers and mills, will be concentrated 
in the hands of the same central organisation. . 

4. While the Committee do not believe that the danger of substi
tutes. is at present real or serious, efforts should be made to expand 
markets, . find out new uses for the fibre and keep prices down to the 
level necessary to give a reasonable remuneration to every branch of the 
trade. . 

Appendix. , 

(Vide reply tt) Question No. 1.) 

Consumption. ~'O g p. -;"'f cP Export of jute manufactures. 
-;:9 :5q:ac; (January to December.) 

,J:~a '" .Q 

.; +~ .. o ~.! !l ~ 
0 -j;3 """, ... 

SeasoD. :;3 4 
c,-. .. .!! :g-O> ~-g~ (July to " ~ i !~ g:.s = g.; ~ June.) "" ::: '" ~ 

QQ,)::so.s 
"' ... >. iii H 0 ~'t:.tI:D~~ ;~ g iii Eo< ~.c~ 

"1ii>' i!!_" 5"'d i 
.: 

~Ogl .. 
In lakbs of bales. . " -< III P< ?< 

1925-26 .. 89 55 36 91 -2 .. 15,033'99 5,153'35 1921> 

1926-27 .. 121 55 45 100 +21 57·5 15,051'33 4,987'91 1926 

1927-28 .. 102 58 49 107 -5 60 15,520'71 5,132'32 1927 

1928-29 .. 99 60 49 109 -10 68 15,912'27 5,856'61_ 1928-

1929-30 
.. 

lOS 64 45 109 -6 55· 16,786'94 5,937'44 1929 .. 
1930-31 .. 112 46 34 80 +32 30·2· 13,955'41 5,462'9~ 193G 

1931-32 .. 55 (a) 43 31 74 -19 33· 10,730'25 4,632'94 1,931 

(a) Provisional. ·Reglsters the effect, of the depreSSIon. 

{Bengal National Chamber oj Commerce.] 
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No. 113" 

.Jute Balers Association~ lrafcutta.· 

Dated the 12th J/ay 1933. 

Q. 1.-Yes, so long as the stocks of jute do not come down to halt 
year's- world consumption, the unorganised cultivator of Bengal will 
always thrust his supply upon his consumers, who, although they do nQt: 
want to reduce their stocks at this price of raw jute but will always 
pause to be an unwilling buyer only to take advantage of the helpless
ness, of the cultivators. At present the Calcutta mills ,are holding a 
&tock of over 12 months' and foreign consumers about', 6 months' con-
sumption. ' 

Q.. 2.-It is not possible to estimate the expected demand in sucn. 
abnormal times when there are so many shackles put round the neck 
of international trade. This year the' trade expected that the local 
mills would take only 3! million bales and the foreign consumers one
million less than the local mills. In spite of the acuteness of depression. 
this year we find the exports and 16cal mills purchases going ahead of 
past. years. 

(a) Regulation is needed only in abnormal times like the present. 
In regulating the crop the accumulated stocks and a few Ilast years" 
consumption should be the gUide. 

(b) The main object of 'such regulation woufd be ,to reduce the' 
st{)cks in the consumer's hand and,·it would inspire confidence iIi the' 
trade 'and ensure a steady demand for the crop frOom season .to season. 
and the cultivator will be assured of an economic price of his produce. 

Q. S-The principal factors that depress the price of juteare,
( a) the ignorance, indebtednt>ss and the disorganised pondi tion of the
peasantry, (b) accumulation of heavy stocks of raw jute in the con
suming centres, (c) the rigid nationalism a~d high tariff walls-in the' 
international trade culminating in the fall ~f general price level, and' 
(d) the marketing condition in Calcutta. 

In this regard we would invite the attention of the Committee to. 
the findings of our -Sub-Committee regarding the baneful effects of the' 
operatiOons in the so~ca1led Futures Market. A copy of the report of 
the' said Sub-Committ~ hM already beell sent to the Enquiry Com~ 
mitteeon the 25th February 1933. 

Q. 6.-The regulation of the crop does not mean that the price ot . 
jute will rise out of all proportioil&- with other. commodities'. More
oval", there has been no substitutes or nearest substitutes to jute. 
Whatever attempts have been made with paper bags and other fabricS" 
are due to the fever of nationalism lel).ding to high tariff walls. They 
are no permanent menace 'to tha jute industry provided the price of 
jute keeps on a reasonable level. 

Q. 7.-Several times the cultivators hav~ regulated the jute crop 
voluntarily and if a regularly organiE-ied propaganda be conducted by 
the Government and the people the cultivators will regulate their crop' 
voluntarily for their own benefit. 

o S.-There is no raason for such an'increase in the sowings follow
ing 1\ successful regulation in abnormal times. Because the surpluSl 

.For oral evidence of the Association's representatives, vide page 560, et seq. ' 
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, lands oi the cultivato;'s will be utilised in other crops and there is no 
Teason to believe that regulatism will push up the price of jute to an 
.abnormal level to induce the cultivators to increase their' .,sowings. 

Q. 9.-We are strongly opposed to compulsory regulation of the 
jute crop by legislation. The reasons are obvious .• The' cultivators 
'will run the risk of being harassed by iITesponsible officia:ls coming ill 
·direct contact with them. Various abuses and corruption"s will creep 
in as a matter of course. Moreover, it would not be prudent on the 
part of the Government to launch upon such a legislation in the times 
when every action of theirs is looked upcn by the people with suspicious 

'.eyes. 
Q. 10 • ..:-1n voluntary regulation the services of the Union Boards, 

'Co-operative Societies, zemindars and other agencies willing to help' 
may be requisitioned. 

Q. 11.-Impracticable and impossible. 
Q. 12.-Yes. 
Q •. 13.-It is for the Agriculture Department tQ find out the alter-

. :native crop suitable for the high and midlands. If this Department 
;undertake this work seriously and practically demonstrate the cultiva
tion of alternative crops with advantage we do not see any reason to 
:belie~e that the boundll of voluntary regula.tionwill be' exceeded. 

Q. 14.~Yes. Last two sowing seasons' propaganda was not regu
"larly organised and financed. With proper finance, propaganda 
-organised by the Government and the zemindars, district by district, 
.:and carried tliroughout the whole year can bring about voluntary 
.regulation of the jute crop. The financial burden to be borne by the 
-Government and the trada. 

Q. 15 and Q. 16~-The cost of cultivation is related with the cost of 
living which varies according to the price of foodsimffs, clothing, fod
-der, etc. It is difficult to name the cost of production by valuating the 
·cost irlcurred in the different processes 'of ploughing, sowing, weeding, 
.cutting, retting, washing, storing and marketing of jute by the culti
vators. We think Rs. 5 per maund is a fair price level for jute which 
'w()uldbring in a reasonable return to the cultivators. 

Q .. 17r-The world depression, the question of foreign exchange in 
the consuming coun\;ries and the loss incurred by the speculative holders 
:are the chief factors in lowering down the price of raw and manufac
tured jute in Bengal in addition to the factors discussed in answer to 
'Question' No.5. . . 

TneAssociation mills, in view of tha restricted demand of their 
-manufacture, had entered into an agreement for short working to cur
tail the stocks of manufactured goods to carry on the industry on a 
profitable basis but. later on, being unable to persuade the non-Associa
tion mills to join them in: .their agre~ment. revoked it and began work
ing longer hours and helped tho'stocb to. multiply.. This had! a baneful 
·effect on the speculative holders of the jute fabrics who lost. money in 
-their holdings and now the mills do not find such holders to take up 
-their manufactures of a season and have to come to the market for sell-
ing even odd and small lots. 

Q. 1&-The .. hsociation advocates the con~;nuance of the r~search 
work and the propaganda for producing better jute. 
. ' 

lJute·BalerB AS8ociation. Calcutta.] 
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Q. 19.-The Departments of Agriculture of the Governments or 
Dengal, Bihar and Orissa and Assam publi&h two forec"asts-'-preliiriin
ary, regarCfiilg the acreage sown in the first or second week of July and 
the final, regarding the outturn of the crop in bales of 400 Ibs:- eaeh-in 
the second' or third week of September every" year. The speculative 
element in the trade takes a keen interest in these publications and 
violent fluctuation in price, upwards or downwards, is caused at the 
time according to the ex.pectation or otherwise of the figures of those 
people. The following figures will convey an idea of inaccurapies of the>. 
Final Forecast since 1919-20 to 1932-33 (up to April, ]933):-

Final Trade 
Season. forecast statistics 

(in lakhs of (in lakhs of 
bales). bales). 

1919.20 84·75 88'33 

1920-21 .60·00 .76'62 

1921-22 40'00 72'07 . 

1922-23 42·00 57'37 

1923·24 70·00 85'86 

1924·25 80'CO 84'30 

1925-26' .. 79·00 89'50 

1926.27 109'00 121'97 

1927-28 102·25 112'21 

1928·29 99·00 106'20 

1929-30 97·75 104-54 

1930-31 112'33 100'75 

1931-32 55'60 64'08 

1932-33 58'44 73'00 

The publication of the forecasts has neither been satisfactory nor 
beneficial to the best int~rests of the bona fide trade. It would be 
better for the trade if the present mode of publishing the forecasts on 
appointc.d uate!! be changedt Cond the figures be .published as they are 
reccivp.n from the districts regarding 80wings .only -with general notes 
regarrling the progress or othmwise of the growth of the crop. It is 
generally believed that the outturn per acre as estimatecli by the Depart
ment of Agriculture for different di&tIicts requires revision. The crop 
grown with Government seeds turns heavier than the raiyats' own 
seeds and most of the growers are'nowsowing Government seeds. 
Yield of tossa is heavier than jute because of its length and its cultiva
tion has increased since the Agricult.ural . Department compiled their 
Imsis of outturn per acre for different Divisions. , 

Q. 20 and Q. 21.-The present forms and ~ethods of grading and 
marketing jute in the mufassal are generally not un~atisfactory to all 
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concerned. EXperiments can be made by establishing orgamSed 
markets at a few out-of-the-way centres. . .... 

Q. 22.""'-'-The a'rawback of the village co-operative societies have 
been demonstrated by their failures in Bengal. . Marketing is a knack 
to be found onl;y in real merchants who are concerned with profit and 
loss. The salarIed clerks lack such knacks. - • 

It-is' to the interest of the raiyat and the balers to meet each other 
jnrt the financial or other disabilities of the raiyat prevent him from 
doing RO. The bepari who gathers small quantities of jute f!'Om rai~ 
yats of different places cannot be eliminated from his avocation and 
denied his -profits. 

- Q. 24.-Multiplicity of middlemen represents the intensification of 
direct demand from the culthators and as such it helps his interest 
rather than lowering the price of jute. 

Q. 25.-Marketing customs are different in different districts of 
Bengal. Prominent ones which are detrimental to the interest of the 
trade are the difference in weights, which vary between (j0 to 120 .I·;ccas 
a seer, crude scales and the systems of charging dhalta, jalpani, 
britti, etc. Standardisation of weight of 80 siccas a seer and tested 
scales for weighing jute be made imperative by legislation and the other 
pernicious customs be made penal. 

Q. 26.-'1'he practice of dad.an has now become almost ohsolete. 
Q. 27.-'1'h6o culth'ators borrow money {wm the merchants to whom 

they are known and the village mahajans. It is not correct to say 
·that in a large majority of cases the creditors are the ultimate buyers. 

Q. 28.-lt is possible but would not be profitable in the long run. 
Q. 29.~ ute is sold to Dundee on the contract form prescribed by' 

t.he .Tute.Importers Association and to t.he Continent and other countries 
on th,e London Jute Association form of <,ontract. In selling jute 
to .Japan the buyer!i and sellers make their own private terms and 
arrangements for delivery and payment . 

. Q. 3Q.-The export trade is done in baled jute of standard grades 
fixed by custom. The standards do not vary from year to year. The 
arbitrations are held in London or in Dundee as prescribed in the 
contract form. The arbitrators are appointed by the Dundee and 
London Jute Associations. This Association had bean pressing on the 
Dundee and London Associations to revert to the old method of arbitra
tion by arbiters nominated by the buyers and sellers themselves as is 
done in Calcutta for business done through the Calcutta Baled Jute 
Association form of contract. But the Dundee and the Jjondon Jute 
Associations have not yet acceded to the fair and reasonable demand' of 
the baled jute' trade here. When the arbitrator is not known to the 
sellers they cannot get any suggestion from him as regards :racking. 
and quality of the parcel and the lines on which they can 
improve. Further, the arbitrations though now are held in London on 
the lines of Bengal Chamber of Commerce still they do not follow the
procedure of the Chamber in awarding costs to the losing party which 
is a grievance of the baled jute trade. 

The &ystem of granting Home Guarantee Letter by the balers. to 
the shippers for a parcel of jute sold is bad in principle. "InVOIce 
back" clause has been expunged from the Home Guarantee Letter .. 

[Jute Balera A8.9ociation, Oalcutta.] 
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It it; na"t.oflicially rli'cognised by thatrade but sellers· according to t£.e 
exigencies of business a-re said to make their private arrangements 'with 
their buyers as regards this clause. ' 

.Q. 3~.-':'We do not think it feasible to fix standards of baled jute by 
legIslation. Custom of thei' trade has done it and has been working 
smoothly. . 

Q. 32.--,-N o. ,,- ~~ 

Q. 33.-The various methods of marketing jute in Calcutta, in on;
opinion, are not satisfactory: Jute in kutch a bales of 4: maunds, 3t 
maunds and 1l maunds and in drums is imported into local marts from 
the districts by the sellers themselves or exported by the up-country 
sellers to the aratdars in Calcu~ta as commission agents. There are 
six such marts in Calcutta,. viz., Cossipore Road, Hatkhola, Fulbagan, 
Ultadingi, Shambazar and Baghbazar. The importers have their 
godowns at the last ·five places and the jute balers and the mills go 
there for ready purchase. At Cossipore Road the goods are landed in 
Railway godowns whera they are kept free of charge for a day- and -after 
that if the goods are not taken delivery of, a demulTage. of 3 pies per 
maund is charged for the next day and one anna. per maund for the 
extra days. The buyers go to those godowns where the brokers- sell 
on behalf of the sellers. In many cases jute is sent therefrom to the 
balers' presshousfl on price to fix. The importer at· Cossipore Road 
Station always tries to dispose of the jute on the very day of its_arrival 
so that he may not incur any demurrage. The repercussions of the 
fluctuations in /atka marke.t are evident in this marl which has becom& 
an auction mart for the jute where it would be sold to the best bidder. 
When the /atka quotations are high the buyers are many but ina fall
ing market they all retire and the keennes80f the sellers go to depress 
the price. Jute purchased at Cossipore Road is weighed at the buyers' 
presshouse and a dhalta allowance of one seer in 3t maunds, t seer· in 
Ii maunds and t seer in drums is ded'ucted by the buyers. The buyers 
also deduct cartage for the jute canied from the Cossipore Road to their 
respec#ve. presshouses from the sellers' bills. In case of purchases' 
made at other marts the weighment of jute is done in the sellers.' 
godown without any provi&ion for dhaUa or cartaga. The facilities 
afforded by the Cossipore Road mart have almost crippled the Hat
khola and Fulbagan marts. In recent years, a pernicious practice of 
importing wet jute has been taken recourse to b~ t:he Calcu.tta importers 
which has helped to a great extent the fall in price of raw jute at the 
wake of so-called depre&sion .. 

The balers have got their own contract fonns for forward purchase-
of jute. -' . 

Indian jute mills make their purchasas of kutcha bales in the pre, 
scribed contract form. of the Indian Jute Mill!! Association- and most of 
their purchases are made for forward deliveries on the basis- of varied 
standards which at present are known as Four's, Reiection's, L. R's 
X. L. R's. The specification of these standards had been entirely 
dependant upon the sweet will of the Indian Jute Mills Association in 
consultation with the Calcutta Jute Dealers Association. Both of the 
organisations are mainly of the European merchants. But since last 
year the specification of the' standards has been made in . tenns of the 
percentage of the warp, wefil and cuttings a particular standard to 
contain. Sucll specification has also dpne no. good to the sellers. Mills, 
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generally from the stint of the season to its end, buy only the lowest 
grade or a grade higher than that as if the jute has 80 deteriorated in 
quality that ,it no longer yields Four's and Rejection's. In spite (if the. 
specification of these standards the seller& perforce have to deliver jute 
of higher standard in ,a lower grade. This procedure ultimately tells 
upon the growers' interest. The mills are the principal consumers in. 
Calcutta. The balers buy jute but their functions are those of Ii seller 
to, foreign consumers directly or to the shippers here. Apparently the 
interests of the balers are to coincide with those of the loose jute 
sellers and the growers but the organisation of the market in Calcutta 
ha& made it to be otherwise. There ar~ about 61 jute mills' around 
Calcutta with 59,000 looms and .out of these mills only 6 are .awned .by:· 
the Indians with about 5,500. looms. The present consumption under 
the short time working agreement of the mills is about 45 lakhs bales: 
of 400 lbs .. each. They buy mainly kuf1cha bales. Except cuttings 
of superior quality baled jute, they caimot buy puccabales from the 
balers because the packing charges come to nearly Rs. 4 a bale of 
400 lbs. devoid of the roots. 

Stress must be laid 'here on the buying systems of the mills. With' 
'the exception of a very few European managed mills, no Indian broker 
is all()wed to calIon them. They buy mostly from the 7 or 8 European 
seller firms though the numbar of Indian sellers are more than a 
hundred. Although the under-brokers of the European' brokers are all 
Indians and they gather offers from the sellers, still the lion's share of 
the brokerage earned must go to the European brokers because it is
thmugh them the jute is to reach the mills. These European brokers 
enter into under-signed 'contracts with the mills and their sellers as' 
the mills wouldtlot like to enter into a direct contract with Indian 
sellers, though they are financially far stronger than the brokers. They 
charge It per cent. as brokerage while they pay to their Indian under
brokers t per cent. only. It is to be noted here that the brokerage is 
paid by the sellers. 

European mills always give prefere~ce to the European sellers even 
at comparatively high prices. The Indian merchants have to engage 
European and Anglo-Indian supervisors in th~ir agencies, in the dis
tricts at a considerable expenditure in order to facilitate their sales of 
lmtcha bales, t()i the European mills. 

n is stipulated in the contract form that the transit insurance for 
the jute sold to the millll is to ba effected.by the sellers with the buyers' 
agency i\nd the managing agents- of, most of the jute mills are also 
agents of ·insurance companies. Though the· jute, can. be deliverell in 
the mills, at a lesser cost in country boats but the difficulty in insuring 
the jute and unwillingness of the mills to take such delivery makes the 
sellers to export jute by railway or in combined services at a. higher 
rate of freight. . 

We think that if a jute federation of the representati~es of different 
interests be formed with statutory powers to make rules and bye-laws 
for the smooth conduct of. the trade many of the present,difficulties and 
<Jisabilities might be removed. 

Q.34 to Q. 36.-'-Yes.In the middle of a jute season the mills have 
changed the' quality of the stand'ards very often thu's raising them by 
one'standard and finding one lowest grade. rhis change invariably 

{Jute Balers A8sociation, Oalcutta.] 
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resulted in the fall of price and the sellers and~ the growers have suffereill 
as a consequence of it. The consumers being the best organised sec-. 
tion of the trade always dictated their terms to the other sections; so it 
is of paramount necessity that an absolut.e standard be fixed by legis-
lation of the different grades of jute for the benefit of the grOowers anit 

, the sellers and such fixation of the standard would nOot in any way be-
disadvantageous t() the consumers. , 

We suggest a Board consisting of Indian and European merchanfS:. 
con~ected with the jute trade be eBtablished~ who would claf;Bify and 
grant certificatee as regards quality which would be final and, binding~' 
on the buy-erEt and sellers. . . 

. Q. 37.-We do not think that Mr. McDougall's marketing scheme· 
is workable. • . 
, Q. 38 to Q. 40.-Thegrowers of jute at present practically do not 
get any reliable information about the market. They gather the infor-·· 
mation in the stations' from persons coming :from Calcutta. and generally
the quotations of the /atka market. The growers being concerned with_ 
loose jute the quotations for pucca bales for future delivery cannot be It, 
true guide to them as regard& the tendency of the market. They should, 
be supplied with the price for ready leose jute in Calcutta marts aJld, 
the business done with the mills. T~ Department of Agriculture· 
should supply this information to the growers. in the vernacular of the: 
province. ABregards the market cOJlditions abroad the' Trade Com
missioner may gather informati()ns and supply them to the traders. 

. through the financial and economic papers. The same agencies we
think would be able to supply information about the stocks, the com-· 
plaint from buy~rs regariling quality, etc~ .Yes, market information,,, 
night after night through wireless telegraphy with loud-speakers 'at: 
prominent centres, will prove to be of great assista.nce to the growers. 

Q. 41.-Without the means of restricting the crop it would not be
advisable or practicable' to work out any scheme. to hold back the sup-;-. 
plies of jute in the event of a slump. If the jute crop be regulated: 
then we think it would be helpful if the Government announced its will
ingness to buy and stock jute at a minimum price fixed by it. 

Q. 42.-Yes. 
Q. 43 to Q. 46.~It is necessary-to create a Jute Committee for 

Bengal on the lines of the Central Jute Committee recomIP-ended by the· 
Royal Commission on Agriculture. Tha fUJlctions of the Committee 
should be (a) to look after the interests o.f the jute groweTsby suppJy- ~ 
i~g them with the information regarding the jute tr~de,sto.cks .in the
.consun:lers' hands, probable demand, etc., and promotIng leg:IslatlOn for
their well-being, and (b) taking measures to iinprove the marketing 
conditions and research works. Viewed broadly the interests of -the-.. 
producer and ihe Indian manufacturer of jute goods seem to be identi
cal, The other departmants of Government including the Agriculture 
Department will assist the Committee as they would deal with a. part 
under their charge specially. It is possible for the Committee to, func-
tion without the co~operation of the Provincial Governments of Bihar 
and Orissa. and Assam. 'When the Depnrtrilent of Agriculture of ip.e 3-' 
provinces have been po-operating in the matter of the publication of th-e
pre:liminary and nnal forecasts of the jute crop why should they not 
c9-operate 'by:putting their Directors of Agriculture on the--<;entral Jute" 
Committee? The Committee shbuld be financed by levymg a small~ 
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(!ess.on jute exports'Wit~ a corresponding reduction inihe export duty 
.on jute. . 

Q. 47 to Q. SO.-The talks about substitutes generally originating 
in the consuming countries have come to the fore-front whenever the 
price of raw ,jute has moved upwards. It was once' believed that the 
Germans had found some workable substitute for jute during-ihe Great 
]~uropean War but time has shown that it was a false helief. We,nave 

JlO figures to show to.what.extent the trade has been lost t~ the jute 
'industry through competition fmm substitutes. But it is,: generally 

believed that Russia and South America have been utilising 1I0me fibres 
grown in their own countries instearl of jute. It is feared that if the 
manufacturing countries of the world be self-centred and the policy of 
high tai'iff walls to shut out.-imports from other countries be purs'Ued 
.and internationalism instead of rigid nationalism of the present day in 
trade be not favoured, then more or less the different fibres will com
Itete with jute. 

In the absence of statistics nothing definite can be said in this 
<'onnection. 

No. 114. 

M.I\, O. M. Martin, I.C.S., C~"ector of Rajshahi. 

Dated the 10th May 1933. 
Q. 1.-No great necessity. 
Q .. 2 (a)..-Yes, by compulsory restriction of the area sown. 
Q.2 (b)r-Object, to prevent over-production. 
By this means alone, prices could· be kept up, and although there 

'Wolild be fluctuation, it would not be so great as at present, unless grave 
mis-calculations were made by the .controlling authority. 

Q. 3.-It seems to me absurd to deny the possibility of regulating 
production. 

Q. 4.-Ganja and opium, in this country. Jute production could 
De controlled similarly although (i). it is grown in much larger quanti
ties and (ii) is not an excisable article. It has the advantage of being 
(}()nfined to the Bengal, Assam, and Bihar area by climatic condition!l~ 
This helps control. .' . 

Q. 5.-The main cause undoubtedly is world depression. If world 
trade revived generally, jute 'would boom. Demand for jute depends . 
.on volume of world trade. No permanent ()ver-px:oduction is to be 
-feared. 

Q. 7.-1 cannot think of any scheme which would be approved of 
by cultivators. . 

Q. B.-It is quite obvious that voluntary restriction is impossible. 
Q. 9.-My views are that compulsory cOIitrol of production (i) is 

-unnecessary, (ii) involves great hardship to individuals and (£ii) would 
lead to untold corruption . 

. Q. 10.-None of the agencies mentioned can be trusted. Nor could 
Government agency be trusted. The subordinate officials would all 
:m-ow fat onl!'raft. Temntation would be irresiRtihle .. 
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.. ~Q. 11 • .....,;No, 1M not'trust the.Jute f\larketin~Board, They would 
probably make .large and exp-ensive mIstakes. ' 

,Q. 12.-Yes, . ' 
Q. 13.-,No need to suggest them. The raiyathas his 'alternative 

crops and knows them . ~ell. . . 
Q. 14.--(ro\ternment propaganda; is' of little use. It is prices that 

speak. - . . I" 'I' . Q. !S.-Estimates qf normal cos~ of ell. tivatlO~ are entire y ~IS; 
leading.' -If you accept them, you wIll be led to beheve ~hat the ralyat· 
,is losinK moneY1>y growin,g jute and still .more br gr.owmg pll:ddy, but 
you wIll be .wrong. Estimates' of cost of cultIvatIon are made .. by 
jotedar& and big cultivators, who use hired labour.FQr llractical pur
po~es divide all such estimates by 4 and you will get a working. figure. 

Q. 16.-Rs. 5 to Rs.6 per maund according to quality. This is 
.quite enough for the small cultivator. Even now jute is more profit
able than paddy. 

Q. 17.-Vide Questions Nos. 2 and 5, 
'Q. 18.-Yes, there is no other or better agency.. Give the Depart

ment more>money and tell them to extend their activities. 
'Q. 19~ute forecast is not perfect but "it cannot be much improved. 
Q. 20.-N o. Standard grading would be useful. . 
Q. 21.-Feasible but unnecessary: How have the cotton marke.ts 

worked? 1 do not know; ,. . ' . . .. . • 
Q. 22.-The jute middleman isa useful and necessary man. . Co

operative societies have tried to do his job but have failed dismally. 
Q. 23 and Q. 24.-No. If middlemen .were fewer they would com

bine and the cultivators would get less.· (JQmpeti~ion keeps up prices. 
Q. 25.-Probably so, bilt it is not possible to abolish them, . 
Q. 26.-Replies given by others are mutually contradictory. The 

truth is, most cultivators would sell in advance' if they .could, at a 
decent price, but they cannot nowadays, . 

Q. 27.-Nobody nowadays will lend to the cultivators, and they are 
carrying on just the same. The small grower does not really require 
any credit.. All he needs is a decent price for his crop. 

Q.28 • .....;..Yes, but most undesirable. 
Q. 37.-:-The scheme is well worked out, but the ~hole principle of 

forcing up jute prices and creating a monopoly is unsound and in: the 
end would be the ruin of the trade. It would encourage the use of 
8ubsti~utes, especially under' present condition~, Danger from BullsH'-
tutes IS much under-estUnated. . 

No. 115~ 

Babu' Buresh Chandra Chakr~varty, President, ~Puthia East Union 
. . Board, district Rajshahi. 

Dated 'the 29th March·1933 . 

. Q~ 1.-1 think..l'egulation is 'necessary but .whether or not.itis poa-
. sible remains to be seen.. . 

Q. 2' and Q. a.-Hum'an nature b'lling what it 'is, an effort to regulate 
production of jute according to probable demand in the local and 

27 
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foreign markets cannot be thoroughly effective inasmuch as if and when 
prices are remunerative, the area under cultivation in the year following 
such. prices must go up in spite of propaganda or legislation to restrict 
cultivation of jute, thereby bringing down the prices even beyond the 
level 'at"which they can cover the cost of production. 

Q.4.--I am' aware that control of production and export of ganja 
has' been successfully effected in this country. The case of gania is 
however different as it is grown in a small and compact area in the 
Rajshahi District of Benga1 and is therefore easily amenable to control. 

Q~ S.':"-The price of jute like any other commodity of international 
~rade is affected by many factors namely production in excess of demand, 
want of transit facilities and high export and import duties. The case 
of jute however is .different- from other commodities in this respect that 
being. a monopoly of Bengal (jute production in Biha:t'_ and Assam be
ing very. small in quanhty may be left out of account) 
its prica is not liable to be affected by competition. 

Q. 6.-So far as I can see jute is not likel! to be ousted by any 
other commodity from the world's market as the purposes to which it 
is chiefly applied cannot be served by either hemp or paper or any other 
commodity. 

Q. 7.-1 do not think the raiyats would voluntarily come under any 
scheme of regulation because of their inability to understand their real 
interest and of theirdistru,st of any attempt at regulation being success
ful in view of the disastrous failure of the Co-operative Jute Sale 
Societies. 

Q. 8~---1 think so. 
Q. 9.-Depression in the price of jute has been the ruin of the Bengal 

raiyats. Regulation is certainly desirable. I am not sure if regula
tion can be made effective by legislation. However, considering that 
if effeotive it will save the Bengal raiyats from starvation, 1 would 
suggest that legislation maybe. had recourse to to Becure for the raiyats as 
much of the fruits of their labour in connection with production of jute 
as possible. 

In. my view the main purpose of legislation would be to standardise 
the price. of jute, to cut down the profits of laMS and other middlemen 
and with this object in view, to . .establish centres for distribution and 
sale of jute where the cultivators c;an bring their crop directly. 

Q. 1o.-In case of compulsory regulation, co-operative societies 
would be ,the ,best agency to enforce it, there being greater and more 
efficient supervie.ion of the work of this Department than'that of'the 
Union Boards. 1 do not see how the zemindars can come in, in a 
scheme of compulsory regulation of jute, save and except supplying 
information as may be called for from them. 

Q. n.-The idea of concentrating the purchases of jub is good; in 
fact such concentration is a. sine qua ncm of compulsory regulation ,of 
jute by legislation. Besides helping to find out evasion on the part 
of the raiyats it will help them to find a fair price for their commodity. 

Q. 12.---Certainly, if co-operation is possible. 
, Q. 13.-Sugarcane is a. good substitute for jute and already a hrgt> 
area in the Sadar Subdivision of this district has been brought under 
sugarcane cultivation. Cultivation of potato is also gaining ground 

[T~ PreBident, puthia Ea8t, UniG" Board, Raj8hahi.I 



where this crop can be raised with advantage. The raillat6 are being 
encouraged to grow sugarcane instead of: jute by the zemindait', people, 
Co-operative Department, Union BoardlJ and Jute A88ociation cf 
Calcutta which I think has had the desired effect ofenoouragingthe 
cultivation of s~garcane and other alternative crops. . . 

Q. 14.-Propaganda as mentioned above has somewhat kept flown 
the area under jute cultivation and furthar vigorous propaganda by 
the above agencies ma! furt~el:' restrict the area unde]:' jute cultivation. 

Q. 15.-The cost of cultivation per bigha of jute is Rfj. 15 or there
abouts 'and yield 5 maunds, that of sugarcane Rs. 25 including crush
ing and yield30maunds oll"aw molasses, that of J>otato Rs .. 20 and 
yield 50 maunds and that of turmeric Rs. 16 and YIeld 50 maunds of 
'raw turmeric.' The cost and the yield vary somewhat.~ in different 
districts, the above representing the normal in the Rajshahi district. 

Q. 16.-As matters stand in this district, RI). 8 per maund would be 
lair price for jute which would leave a decent margin of profit to the ~ 
grower. . 

Q. 17~-Fall in the price of jute is due to overproduction and dis
turbing condition of the world market, diminution of foreign consump
tion of jute consequent upon diminution of Indian consumption of 
foreign goods. 

Q. 18.-Foreign competition jIJ not likely ~o' make much head-way 
against the monopoly of jute in Bengal and 'paper or other commodities 
cannot be good substitutes; still, research and propaganda to assist 
the raiyats in producing better jute at a lower cost is certainly desirable. 

Q. 22.-Co-operative societies for bringing the raiyats in:. direct 
touch with the baler is necessary, but they should be so constitutedlfs 
to command the confidence of the raiyats and should be free from the 
defects which brought about the downfall of Jute Sale and Supply 
Societies started under· the auspices of the Co-operative Department of 
Bengal. 

Q. 23.-Yes, I know of niiddleme!i and /arias who take jute from 
the growers at easy prices for which they make advance before the jute 
is harvested and placed on the market. They sell up the jute to 
bepans d some profit, say 4 annasper maund and the beparis stock 
and supply the jute to the Calcutta mills through their agents. These 
latter class of people also make a decent profit which ·however is 
dependent on the 'prices remaining" steady. 

Q. 24.-The low price at which the grower has to part with his jute 
is certainly due to a large number of middlemen intervening between 
him and the consumer. - '. 

Q. 25.-The system, whereby jute pass<!s from the hand of the 
grower through laria and the bepari to the !lIills, can be done away 
with only if the grower can be made to come into direct contact w1th 
the consumer (millfj) by the establishment of Co-oparative Sale Societies 
controlIillgthe purchases of jute.. . . 

Q. 26.-The cultivators pledge their jute at I!- certain price 'after 
the sowing takes place, i.e., in the months of Baisak and Jai~tlza to pay 
their landlords and 'TTUlhajans, as al~o to keel> them up till jute and aus 
paddy are harvested. The price· is generally determined by the price 
,w.hich ~)lte fetched in the year preceding. ' . 
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. Q. 27.---The cultivators take advances from, people who carry on the 
jute trade in rural a!eas. In many cases, these people are t~e middle
'men ,through whom Ju~e passes olLto the consumer. It certainly lowers 
the price of jute which goes into the pocket of the growers.' An attempt 
is being made to provide the raiyatll with credit facilities by the co
operative village societies but attempt should also be made to multiply 
'the number of such societIes. 
, 'Q. 38.-As matt!lrs at pr!lsen:t :!ltand, the growers do not receive any 
market information worth the name. The beparis and mill agents are 
in possession of information regarding the market conditvms and rule 
,prices. I do not seehQW the growers -can be supplied with reliable 
market 'information ~~cepttfuough co-operative jute societies if and 
when established. Until the establishment of such societies an attempt 
may be made through the existing co-operatiye agencips to disseminate 
reliable information regarding the prices prevailing in the Calcutta and 
foreign markets. 

Q. 41.-In the event of slump in the'market it would be a great boou 
to the raiyats if their jute can be purchased at a ,fixed price which 
would leave ,8()me profit after meeting the cost ()fproduction. This 
can be done by Jute Sale Societies and Government can help such 
Societies financially 'and otherwise. . 

Q. 47.-1 am not aware that there has lieen any substitute for jute 
and that the demand for, 'jute has lessened on that account. To my 
mind there does not yet appear to be any danger of competition from 
any direction. Elevators and bulk shipment can.not materially affect 
the need for jute bags. 

. Q. 51.-Jute may ~e put to various other uses,- for instance, carp~ts 
may be made from 'Jute. In fact, carpets, Q,lfUJ/n,S, etc., arebemg 
manufactured at Noagaon at'a marketable price- and the articles are 
~~gr~~~. ' . 

The above replies were discussed with Babu Srish Chand:t;a Sidhimtn. 
l)resident, Puthia W est Union .Board. and he said that he was in full 
accord with, the opinion expressed therein. 

No. 116. 

Babu Kshetra Mohan M~ndal, Circle Officer, Sadar, Rajshahi. 

Dated the 21st March 1933. 

Q.1.-No. 
Q. 2 (a).-N o. 
Q. 2 (b).-Both to raise and 'to steady prices of the raw fibres by 

controlling production. ' , ' -- ., 
Q. 3.-Not possible to regulate production because the area and the 

people producing are very large! and extend eyen beyond the Province. 
,Compulsory 'restriction which' is also not possible to' impose would 
create widespread discontent amongst the agrarian people thro~ghout 
the Province. ' 

: Q. ·4.~I 'know the regulation \ of p~oduction~f ganja andopiuIn 
only i~ this country which ,is limit.ed to' a very small area and used 



" for only restricted consumption. The case of jute- is ,;dissimilar : both: 
in ,respect of the ar1!a growing it and the extent of consumption.' : 

Q. 5.-The prices have been poor only at times of finaricial or :other 
crisis rath"r thaI.! that low prices a~ dl,le to over-production. " 

Q. S.-The '~cheme of jute control would m.ak~ a' greater ar~a 
availabte for autumn rice and winter rice, o.y cultivation' of which th,a 
normal prices would be lowered not for competition but foJ;' a larger 
supply. 

Q.7.-No. 
Q. 8.-That would also be a ground for failure of the attempt to 

regulate on a voluntary basis. 
Q. B.-lam not in favour of regulation being mjlde compulsory 

by legislation on the ground stated in reply to Question No.' 3. 
Q. 10.-Does not arise. Implementing compulsory regulation 

through any agency would make it unpopular aIid be lookedl,lpon as a 
source of oppression. .",. 

Q. 11.-Concentration· of purchase in a Jute Marketing .;Board' 
would result in checking the progress of sale which is disliked both by 
the growers and dealers and it is doubtful if the ,volume of purchase 
which is bound to be very large can ba controlled by.the Jute Market.;: 
ing Board. It can, however be possible to obtain statistics ,of saM 
or purchase from the owner of the market who through his own officer 
or lease-holder realises some tax at fixed rate on the quantity-sold. 

Q. 12.-Yes, co-operation -of the Government and of organ.isations 
in Bihar and Orissa is necessary. ' 

Q. 13.-Variety of alternative crops wo~ld depend on the Iiatur~ 
of sale and the common level of the different crops of the district. IIi 
Rajshahi district alternative crops for high lands. are autumn rice alid 
sugarcane, and for low lands, winter rice. 

Q. 14.--Propaganda done during the last two sowing seasOI~S: ~a~ 
very effective in restricting jute cultivation. ,It. should 11e continued 
and it can be made more effective if it is made through an organisat~on. 
with representatives of growers, dealers and ,agricultural DepaJ;'tmimt .. 

Q. 15.-At present the normal-cOst of cultivatioll. per ac~e is RSr:,3~ 
induding cost of labour besides land rent of Rs. 5~ The. normal out
turn per acre is 16 maunds. For sugarcane, the cost per acre is Rs. ',50 
including cost of labour for harvesting, and for autumn rice, Rs .. 25. 
and winter rice, Rs. 22, per aUil, including, of course, the cost 'of 
labour for harvesting, ploughing" etc. The outturn for sugarcane 
per acre is 60 maunds and that of autumn and wiriter rice' is 21 
maunds and 22 maunds, respectively. 

Q. 1S.-In. the present day condition the fair price level for jute 
fibre "'ould be Re. 7 per maund. ' , , , 

Q. n.-Want of demand owing to trade depression. 

Q. 18.-To meet the competition from paper and other substitutes 
agricultural research and propaganda for growing a better kind of 
jute with larger outturn might be useful. I do not .think that Agri
cultural Department can be helped in-this work by any other agency. 

Q. ,19.-The present system of compiljng and publishing 'jute fore .. 
c_~sts is satisbctory and seems to ~ beneficial from the point of. :view; 



of all.concerned, specially for regulatingpriceso If at the same time 
it can. be' foreca&t what would be the demand of the mill-<Jwners and 
balers, etco, it can bring some check on the production of jute. . 
. Q. 20.-:-At present the grading dep~nds on coloUr, strength and 

fineness of fibres, ~nd this systen;l is satisfactory. _ '.' .. 

. Q. 21.-It .does not seem to be possible to establish organjsed 
Jparkets. Even if the market be .organised each district will require 
not les~ than 100 markets, each' serving an area of 30 square ·miles. 
At present the greater quantity of jute is sold by cultivators from their 
own houses to the beparis I3nd unless they get a better price it would 
be a loss to them to carry the .'produce to the market by incurring some 
expenditure for carrying. 

Q. 22.-It seems ~o be doubtful in view of the magnitude of cultiva
tion. 

Q. 23.-Farias make purchases both as COIIllIUSSlon· agents alid 
merchants from the culthoators in villages and hats ,and sell. their col
lection to thebeparis, the beparis sell the jute purchased by them to 
the merchants. Farias receive commission at fixed rate. per maund 
from the heparis and as merchants they get profit or sufier loss in selli.ng 
to the beparis. Thebeparis also do the same thing in correlation to 
the merchants. 

Q.,24.-No. 

Q. 25.-Realisation of dhalta from the seller ordinarily at the rate 
of 2 seers per maund sold, is a mar!reting custom, detrimental to the 
~nterest of the cultivators. nate to be paid to .the owner of the hat or 
to his lessee by tha cultivators for selling the jute is sometimes exhor
bit.ant. This custom cannot be abolished unless the markets are 
organised in the way suggested in the questionnaire. Private owners 
of .the hat may also do something to relieve the cultivators of this 
detrimental custom. 

Q. H.-Ordinarilv the culthoators do not pledge or' seU'theircrops 
before harvest but there are very poor cultivators who, sometimes, with
out being able to procure. loons in any other, way, do pledge their 
crops before harvest. . Loans are available on pledging the crops in this 
way, ordinarily from 3 months before harvest when the prospect of 
crop if!. almost sure. The term of the pledge is generally to. g"ive a 
particular quantity of jute for each rupee borrowed or to sell at a parti-
cular rate each ma.und of jute. . , 

Q. 27.-Cultivators borrow from .village money-lenders. It is 'not 
correct to say that in the large majority of cases the creditors are .the 
ultimate buyers of the crops. 

, Q. 28.-No. 
Q. 32.-The adoption of a system .of standards on' the lines of 

American Cotton Standards Act, would at least be beneficial. 
Q. 35.-Fixed &tandards for loose jute should be fixild by legisla-

tion. ..' . .', 

Q. 36.-The standards as current now may be' adopted' and, the 
authority supervising it will ,be either the Agricultural Department or 
[The Circle Olf/cer, Sadar, Raj8hahi.] 



enyother agency made' up of the representatives of the Agricultural 
])epartment, Jute Growers' Association, etc., and the representatives of 

. other similar aS8OCiations. 

Q. 37.-1 advocate the scheme formulated by Mr. McDougall but 
at the same time I am of opinion that the scheme is not possible to 
be worked owing to the magnitude of the work it has got to take up: 

Q. 38.~enerally, the market information is received through the 
dealers but it is also received through newspapers which ·is subscribed 
by some men in rural areas. Market information .can be better. ·sup .. 
plied to the growers if at every fluctuation of the market it is sent to 
the rural Union Board. offices or to th~ Jute Growers Co-operative 

Society, if formed, as sugge&tad in Mr. McDougall's note, by: Bengal 
. Jute Association or suggested' Jute Corporation. . - . 

Q. 39.-If the suggested Corporation be formed it can supply all 
infnrmationregarding. stocks, complaints from buyers reglll.rding. the. 
quality, etc. . 

I do not know the working .of the ~resent Bengal Jute Association' 
and consequently I am not in· a position to say ·if it can. supply all 
necessary informations. Market informations regarding th~ classifica
tions with description and the prices of different classes of jute and: the' 
clas3es having the greatest demand in the market and the trend of the 
market towards rise or fall wou!d. be of interest to the growers. . 

Q. 40.-Wireless telegraphy with loud..speaker would certainly be 
of assistance but in view of .the cost it is doubtful whether it isprac-
ticable, . 

Q. 41.-It may. be advisable to hold back jute from the market in 
the event of possible slump due to temporary causes but otherwise it 
is not advisable for it will give only later congestion causing further 
fall of the market. . 

A practical scheme to hold back the juta by making purchases 
through some organisation is almost impossible in view of financing it 
but if such a scheme' is formed it should be organised on co-operative 
basis, with shares from jute growers or their co-operative society, the 
funds being supplemented by loans from recognised Banks of Govern
ment. The probable cost of working would ba about half of the total 
value of the average output of a year. . 

Q •. 43.-A Jute Committee seems necessary. 
Q. 47.-1 cannot give any figures but the loss is iikely to be perma

nent. 
Q. 48.-By reason of cheapness if not on1y Dut mainly: 
Q. 53.-:-A Research Departmell.t should be instituted without delay 

for the purpose suggested in the question.. The Department may, for 
the present, be financed by Govarninent. 

Q. 54.-Yes. 
Q. 55.-Through a special bulletin fOr" jute. 
Q. H.-Not necessary. 

Q. 57.-If special representatives' be appointed in various ·countries 
~hey would be financed by all associations of jute dealers. " .. . 



-No. 117. 

'The District Board, 24.Parganas;. 

Dated the 13th May 19.'33: 
Q. 1.-Yes. 
Q. 2 (a).-Yes. . 
Q. 2 (b)~-It would go to help to steady prices ~fthe raw fibre and 

prevent fluctuation. ". 
Q. 3.-Does not arise. _; 
Q. 5.-Mainly due to· over-production and partly due to' general 

trade de:pression and subsequent financial cri~is. . . .. ' . 
Q. G.-There is littie danger of competition -anywhere as jute is 

the cheapeat raw material anfl a monopoly of Eastern India. It has been 
tried to produce jute in Java, Brazil and East Africa, but the attempt 
failed everywhere. The only substitute that has .been hitherto dis
covered is paper bags used only' for cement. 

Q. 7.-0ultivators would not voluntarily come under a scheme for 
regulation, but propaganda if intense and sustained ·would no douht 
achie've regulation. . 

Q. 8.-By this method there would bea likely increase in the 
sowings in the next year but if continued propaganda work, with mass 
.education, be adopted, there may bea successful result. . . 

Q~ 11.~ute Marketing Board may be made use· of as a check to 
evasion .of jute regulation. . . . 

Q. 12.-Yes. It requires legislation in Bihar· and Assam. 
Q.13.-Paddy ,vill grow on low lands, tobacco, linseed, cotton'may 

be tried on high lands, and also 0213- sugarcane. . . 
Q. 14.-Government and other propaganda did much useful work 

in keeping down the sowings in the last two years; otherwise the pro
duction would have been enormous. Therefore propaganda in every 
way is very useful. . 

Q. 15.-The cost of production of jute pel' acre is not less than 
R~. 30 and the quantity of' production of jute is about 15 maunds in 
the East and North Bengal and 12 maunds in the Western Bengal, 
per a(;re. . -

Q. 16.-According to districts the price should change from,gs. 7 
b Hs. 9, per maund. . _ .. ' . 

Q. 17.-The depression in the world tradE' and consequent less 
movement of goodi requirillg' jute bags and jute cloth. . 

Q.' 18.-:-Agricultural research should certainly not be discontinlied, 
but it might be controlled, so that the present position is not aggravated 
unless the results of -such research are certain to reduce considellably 
the cost of production.'" . -

Q. 19.-J ute forecast is gradually improving and more--accurate 
figures are necessary. . 

Q. 20.:-Present form of grading is quite satisfactory. If middle
men could be eliminated the actual cultivators ~ou'ld profit by -it.' 

Q 2S:-0ultivators are believed to' pledge their cropsbefoie' they 
are ltUl'vested in some cases, but the Board has no actual information. 
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-:, Q. 27.~tiva.to1'8;:1!orrow chiefly from 1nJihajans, but we under
stand :also:that :in some ,ca.ses they borrow '.from'landlords against the 
sale to them. of their,jute~ ,Have no suggestions to offer regarding 
better cradit facilities to growers, but something should be' done to 
improve facilities and t~ _ rElduce the rate of interest charged., .. 

Q. 2S.-Re~ommend.uuiiketing jute through co-operative 0rganisa-
tioue. . '. -

Q. 33.-Present system of marketing jute means loss- to the cultiva
tors. If loose ,jute i's purchased: by the balers -and mill-owners from 
mufassal centres, it. !ViII- bome to help the grow~r8_ c· 

Q.-34.-Standards and grades of jute- are not changed arbitrarily 
in the middle of' the season, but. standards change -naturally; and 
gradually throughout a season according to the' age- and groWth of the 
jut\} 1\s tlie season prOgresses. •. 

Q. 40.-Wireless telegraphY'with loud-speakers at· appointed centres 
might be tried for dissemination of market information. 

Q. 41.-Marketing by the Government in periods of slump does not 
seem .advisable nor practicable. _ _. 

Q. 42.-There may bt' necessity for appointment of special market-
ing officerslll.ccording as regulation is framed. -

Q. 44.-Suggestion on this as made in former answers. 

Q. 45.-Co-operation witn the Provincial Governments like those of 
Assam, and Bihar and Orissa, i!' nacessa-r:v though the amount' of- jute 
grown is small in comparison with Bengal. _. . 

Q. 48.-To be financed by Gove.rnment: 

Q. 53.-Qther sections of industries. financed by mill-owners, 
should take the lead . 

• Q.04 to Q. 58.-These matters could be considered ,vhe~' a research 
committee had been -appointed. It is unnecessary to consider these 
problems-cefore a committee is formed or ~ome such action is taken. 

Q.1.-Yes. 

Q.2 (a).-:Yes. 

No. 118. 

The' District Beard,' RajshaM. 

'Dated -the '~Oth Jf ay, 1933. 

Q. 2 (b).-To raise prices to a: 'reasonable standard and 'to keep them 
steady. . 

Q. 3.-poes not arise. 

Q:. 4.:-Ganja. has" been successfully brought' under controlbt, 
regulation. Jute is dissimilar to gal1ja in respect of its magnitude. 



Q. 5.-The factors which determine the price of jute- are; over
production, trade depression, want of transport .facilities, export and 
import duties 'and' want of any organisation of the growers. 

Q. 6._Possibly nQt. 

Q-. 7.-Not likely. By nature and ~ducation the growers are 
incnl'able of understanding any new scheme affecting the existing order 
of tltings. 

Q. S.-Past experience has' proved that in -the absence' of any 
regulation the growers will be. always tempted to increase their sow
ings, if the prices were favourable in the preceding year. 

Q. 9.-Legislation is necessary. The Ganja Co-operative Associa-. 
HOll _may serve as a model. 

Q. 10.-Co-operative societies would be preferable. 

Q.11.-Whether there is' eV<8.sion of jute regulation procedure or 
not, concentration of purchase and sale is a necessi~y. 

Q. 12.~Yes. 

Q. 13.--'-For low lands-paddy. For high lands-sugarcane, 
potatp and other vegetables. Cotton may also be tried. The Agricul
tural Department should undertake to demonstrate locally that these 
alternative crops are paying: 

Q. 14.~Propaganda work has done some good and should be con· 
tillued in the absence of a~y legislation restricting the cultivation. 

Q. 15.-Cost of cultivation per acre of 'jute is ~s. 60 ap.d yield 
about 15 maunds; sugarcane, Rs. 80 and about 20 maunds of raw 
molasEies; potatoes, Rs. 60 and 100 maunds. -

Q. 16.-Rupees 10. 

Q. n.-Fall in the price of jute is- due to over-production and dis
hubing condition of the world market, diminution of foreign consump
tion of juti! consequent upon diminution of Indian consumption - of 
foreign goods. - ". 

Q.18.-Research and propaganda are necessary. The Agricultural. 
Department should continue these functions with the assistance of the 
zemindar~ and the Union Boards. 

Q. 19.-The present forec.ast is largely a guess work. With the
intrc.duction of a body corporate regulating the cultivation of jute, a 
better' forecast will be possible. 

Q. 20.-The present methods of grading and marketing about which 
the growers have no idea are not sufficient.. . 

Q. 21.-Organised markets are expeCted to be helpful. 
Q. 22.-Yes, it should be the duty of the body corporate formed 

under the proposed legislation to eliminate middlemen. 
Q. 23.-The larilU take jute from the growers and sell it to the 

b6PaJri~ at some profit. In order to obtain jute at a. low price the 
bCllari.Q advance money to th-ecultivators through the larias. ' The 
growers gener!l-lly 19se a great deal by this transaction. 
{The Diatrid Board. Bajshaht.] 



Q. 24.-The multiplicity Ofllliddlemen is orie of the causes. 

Q. 25.-The sale of jute through farias, -.the want of ·standard 
weights as well as certain customs such as gadisalami, koyaZi and 
dharta, etc:, are all detrimental to the interest of the raiyat. These 
may be abolished by legislation. 

Q. 28.-In order to pay creditors and to keep themselves going, the 
'1'aiyat,s sometimes pledge the crops 3 or 4 months before they are 
harvested at a comparatively low. price. 

Q.- 27.-From mahajans and- jute merchants who are, in many cases, 
the ultimate buyers. Yes. The price is adversely affected. The Jute 
Corporation should make provision for bettar credit facilities. 

Q. 28.-Co-operative organisation for controlling the entire system 
of jute marketing is necessary but the details should be left in the hands 
of el.:perts.-

Q.35.-Yes. 

Q. 38.-A standard which it would be. possible to maintain by the' 
~arious localities growing jute, to be determined by experts. -

Q. 37.-Mr. McDougall's Eicheml!!, with better representation of the 
growers' interests in the Directorate, may be ·adopted: In place of 
restriction of area under jute cultivation by legislation a system of 
licensing may be introduced. 

Q. 38.-Not worth the name. If the marketing is concentrated' and 
the prices are _fi~ed, market information- is not much of .a necessity. 

Q. 39 an~ Q. 40.-Do not aris~. 

Q. 41.-It should be the duty of the Jute Corporation to stock jute 
in the event ~f a slump and Government should assist in this direction. 

Q.42.-No. 

Q. 43 to Q. 48.-The questions do not arise if the suggested Jute 
Corporation is established. . . . - ' 

Q. 47.-Jute does not stand in danger of being substituted -by paIfer 
bags; etc. 

Q. 48 to Q. SO.-Do not arise. 

. Q~ S1.-Jute may be utilised for making carpets, matS, etc., as it 
IS beIng done at N aogaon. Research should -also _be undertakenhy 
Government to find out other uses. . • 

Q. S2.-No; 

Q. 53.~No serious losses from competition are admitted hut research 
should be instituted for improving 1he present method, of manufacture; 
etc., . by Government in the I~dustries Department. ... _ '. . 

--.Q; 54 to Q. 56.;:"..,..The proposed Jute COrporation may -undertake· 
pl'opaganda in other. countries, details being settled by them. . 
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,No. 11'. 
Dr. p~ B. Meek, a.B.E., Director·Ceneral of Commercial Intelligence 

and Statistics, India~* 

Dated 30th May 1933; 

(Evidence tendered in personal capacity~')' 

Q. 1.-It will be seen from the figures given belo; that the t;end' 
of the price of raw jute ,has been rapidly downwards since 1928, in spite 
of the, fact that there has been nQ great increase in the acreage under 
jute or in the out tUrn during the period. ' 

Index Numbers 0/ Wholesale prices in Calcutta. 

1928 
1929 
1930 

'1931 
1932 .'. 

February 1929 
Do. '1930 
Do. 1931 
Do. 1932 
Do. 1933 

_, Acreage under jute. 

1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 

3,144,400 
3,415,000 
3,492,000 
1,862,000 
1,899,000 

100 
95 
63 ' 

,,' 49 
45 

108 
79 
44 
51 
36 

Outtu.m(in 
miili~n bales) . 

• ''iO.O 
9·8 

11·3 
, 5·6 " 

5·g 

. .' 
The propaganda for short crops started by the Congress in 1928' ~nd 

continued in 1929 produced little effect on the sowings. But Jhe 
'pressure:ofstocks which accumulated in 1930-31, owing" to the restrict
ed demands due to the world trade depression, and the low level of 
prices combined with the vigorous propaganda for the 1estriction of. the' 
jute acreage carried on both by official and non-official organisations, 
reduced the area of the year 1931" to about 50 per cent. of that under 
the crop in the previous year. The crop of 1932 also ~as nearly half . 
that of 1930. These reductions did not however help the price of jute 
which continued to fall, except for temporary spurts for special reasons 
such 8S the suspension of the gold standard by the .United Kingaom. 
The 1931 crop was the smallest recorded since 1923 but this short crop 
failed to create any price' impression on the markets "for jute, owing 
to the .d~pression in the jute manufacturing 4J.dustry,and the ,heavy 
stocks held in nearly all the 'consuming centres of the world which the 
world :was not prepared to absorb ~ven at a very lo,\\", price." " • .. . .' . (' . . ~. ..." .. 

·F9r oral evidence, vide page 471, el seq .. 
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At present prices the cultivator cari hardly rea,lise the cost of culti
vation and regulation of production -~uld undoubtedly improve the 
position of the trade. 

Q. 2 (a).-It would bedifficll.lt toestimaie ~recisely in advance the 
potential world demand for an article like jute but this difficulty is by 
no means insuperable and with theco-operation of the consumers it 
would' be possible to frame a fairly aC!lurate estimate of the require
menta of the following year. Any material~or in the estimate would 
not result in' large variatio~s of price if a' system of regulation of pro
duction were made effective. AnX over-production of one year would 
be carried by consumers in the full knowledge tha~ allQwance would be 
made for such stocks in the programme for regulation in the succeedi,ng 
years. ' , 

, Q. 2- (b).-The main object of regulating the production of jute 
would be to secure an aver~ge price which would give, the cultivator a 
satisfactory margin of profit. Regulation of production would (a) eli
minate large fluctuations in price anA (b) give the grower a fair return. 
At the same time the manufacturers 'of jute goods should be able to 
obtain their -supplies of raw jute at a reasonable price without the 
violent fluctuations which ordinarily rul~ the jute market. 

-Q. 3.-Owingto the ignorance of the cultivators and the scattered 
areas in which jute is grown it would be difficult ro. regulate 'produc
tion but it would not perhaps be correct tQ..say tQat it .is not possible to 
do RO. ,'The main objection to any system of controlling productioll 
would be (1) securing equallY,efficient control in, the different areas in 
which jute is grown arid (2) risk of corruption. These may be strong 
reasons for avoiding direct State control. as failure of the administra
tion under either of the above heads would cause serious d~r;content and 
expose Government to severe criticism. But collective action towards 
restriction would not be open to the same objection, and the result of 
the propaganda work done by the Department of Agriculture, Bengal, 
during the last two years shows that such. restriction would be possible. 
Collective action on the part of producers offers the best means of 
improving their financial position, but there must be co-operation in 
marketing as well as production. Government may, by .legislation if 
necessary, provide assistance to enable producers,' through collective 
action, to _control the production and marketing of their crops. They 
should first be helped to get organised so that they can act collectively 
and set up their own ClQ-operative organisations. These.. will- be the, 
,marketing agencies of the producers and not G~rnment agencies but 
, Government~ may 'assist the producers _ULbuilding these agencies, -make 
sure that they are soundly constructed and give guidance and if neces
,sary temporary financial aid in their operation. As these co-operative, 
,bodies ~ain financi;~J. strength they will become i1!-dependent of Govern
ment aId or supervIsIon; but so long as they are )ndebted to it Govern-
~ent must have a, voice in their policies. ,In addition to assistance, 
m ,th.e ,above directions' Government , could. continue.its propaganda. 
w~rk In collaboration with local organisations and other agencies to 
brIng home ·to the individual producer the importance of adjusting his. 
production to potential market requireme~ts. -

, Q. 4,-Attempts have been made in the past to control the produc
'tion and export otsugar, rubber and coffee.· These schemes have been 
'described and examined at some length by Mr. J. W. F. Rowe' in his 
"Studies in the Artificial Control of Raw Material Supplies," 'published 

• Vide page 433. et seg. 
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by.the. London ,and Cambridge Economic Service. The soundneas of 
th.e P.olicy' underlying these schemes haa been a subject of bitter COll

troversy and divergent opinions' have been expressed as to the success 
of. each of tliese schemes. .From a study of the history of these 
schemes .it . appears that none of them has been completely successful in 
achieving the, object for _which it was launched but'it slwuld be 
remembered in this connection that neither sligar, nor rubber, nor coffee 
.is .t.he monopoly of a particular. countr'y as jut~ is of In~ia. A scheme 
for th,e ; control of the production and marketmg of jute has a much 
better chance of success than any other article in respect of which such 
control has been attempted in the past . 

. Q.5r-The average price of jute in 1928 _wason the' pre-Wa;r leveL 
The drop in prices commenced in 1929. and since then the~ have been 
steadily .falling~ The crop .of 1929 -proved to be over-abundant for the 
restricted 'requirements of the world and the yiald of the 1930 crop was 
about a million bales more than the out-turn -of 1929. There was. no 
marfet for this increased supply owing to the severe depressian in the 
jute manufacturing industry and the heavy stocks held in nearly all 
the consuming' centres of the world. The main cause for this severe 
depression was the general depression prevalent all over the world. 
This,world depression was greater in the case of Rrimary products than 
in manufactured goods and this seriously affected the demand for jute 
manufactures which depends to a great extent on the movement of 
agricultural products in the world -markets.' Staple agricultural crops 
like. wheat, !,ice, cotton, oilseeds, etc., 'were produced in abundance but 
their. movement was very much restricted owing to lack of effective 
demand. The sugar industry was also in a state of severe depreSSIon. 
The demand for jute manufactures from ather industries was also 
restricted owing to the general depressio.l).. All these factors and the 
low level of prices in 1930-31 led to a piling up afe.tocks of raw jute. 
Productianwas restricted in 1931 and 1932 but the piled up stocks .of 
earlier years are still dominating th~ market and a condition of over
supply combined with the general- trade depression are keeping the 
price of raw jute at a'low level. From any study of jute prices it will 
readily be seen that it is not a fact that Bucn prices have been pOor only 
at times of financial and economic crisis. 

Q. 6.---If the regulation scheme, does not abuse the monopoly p~si
tion and raise the price-of jute to a level higher than the substitution 
prices of competing c;ops, the danger of ~ffective competition. fr!>m th~ 
latter would be neglIgIble. Jute holds Its present monopolIstlc POSI
tian because of its .cheapness and the ease with which it can be worked 
with'machinery, and it call maintain this 'Position only so long as it can 
·be placed on the market as the cheapest fibre in the warld from which 
'wrapping material for - agricultural and other products can -be 
manUfactured. ..' 
. , Q.7 • ......,Yes, in time; ~ut it w~uld require intensive .propaganda ~ 
make the eultivatorreahse the _._Importance· of regulatmg supply -m 
accordanre with the potential demand, and at first compuJsory restric-
tion would probably be necessary. . 

Q. 8.";"Any appreciable increase in the price of jute WOUld. n~tural
ly lead to increased Bowing i~ the absence of co~pulso!yrestn?tI0E- by 
Government .or .a well-organIsed body representIng dIfferent Interests 
with power to control 'proc]ucl,iori; . 

[Dr. D. B. Meek.] 
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. _ No. B.-As- indicated in the reply to QuestionN o. 3, control by a 
body composed -of the different interests involved would be preferable 
to direct Government. control. The main function of this body would 
be to establir;h equilibrium between supply and demand by enforcing 
regulation whi"ch would result in· consumers withdrawing any surplus 
supply from the market until it could be absorved in succeeding years; 
Or, as an alternative, this body could be given power to .acquire all 
existing stocks in India and to control output and export. It could 
also have power to :fix prices and to undertake the distribution and 
marketing of raw jute so t~at it mightb~able to e!iminate all .un~ec~
sary costs. As I, have r;ald, however, If regulatlOn of productIon IS
effective such powers for this body would be unnecessary.: This body 
and the local association of producers. which will also be necessary 
in order to facilitate collective and organised action, sho~ld all be bodies 
corporate and the central body. r;houldhave power to b9ITOW for tht> .' 
purpose of financing i~s operations. The Local Government. should' 
have power ~o suppress any of these bodies (central Or local) if in its 
opinion it is not competent .to perform the duties imposed on it. I All 
t~is will require legislative sanction and it may also be necessary to 
prer;cribe penalties for brea<:hes of regulations laid down by the central 
body with the sanction of ·Govern.ment. The success of -the scheme 
will, however, largely depend 'on the willingness of the' individual 
farmer to take advantage of it and the willin~ co-operation of the- other 
interests concerned. This co-operation will lie available only if the 
central body does not try to set aside the law of supply and demand by 
artificially raising prices to consumers to an unreasonable degree but 
confine its activitier; to trying to secure for the grower members prices 
in harmony with the actual value of the products based on the potential 
huying demand. . 

Q. 10.-Assistance of existing local bodies will be' useful but for the 
efficient operation of the scheme of cQ~_trolseparate-local bodies com
posed of producers, with a few. representatives of distributors and balers 
if necessary, will be req,uired. 

Q. 11~If a corporate body- with powers to. control production, dis
tribution, marketing and export of jute is created_as suggested in. the 
reply to Question No. 10, a separate Jute Marketing Board will not be 
necessary. 

Q. 12.-Without the co-operation of other ~rovinces in which' jute 
is grown any scheme f.or the control of prodnctlOn- of jute in Bengal is 
bound to be unpopular because 'growers in other provinces are: likely. to 
increase their production at the cost of the Bengal. grower. 

Q. 13.-Only agricultural experts can usefully' ans~er' this ques
tion; but sugar, paddy, rape, mustard, peas or khesari can probably be 
grown in place of jute without any serious. loss to the- cultivator. 
Loans 'for the purchase of seeds, instructions as regards the methods of 
growing alternative cro.1>s .and information as regards the cost of pro
duction of such crops and their prices as compared with,...thecost of pro
ductiQn and prices of jute would probably induce the raiyat to grow 
alternative crops in place of jute. He must be educated up' to the 
point of understanding that if the contrOlled price of jute is higher than 
that of other crops. it would not remain 80 with -the control and his 

. co-operation in making regulations effective. . . 
Q. 14.-The low level of prices- and the intensive propaganda of 

Govern~eJtl_ and other agencies for .. restricting production were th.e 
main factors .which reduced the . area under jute during the last two 
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years and th.e .pro1>agan~a sho.uld ~certainly be ~ntin:ue:dso""long as the 
present condItlons' prevaIl as mcreaseli· productlOn~ would ·-further lower 
the prices. Propaganda through local associations: of producers which 
will probably contain the more influential and intelligenLheadsamong 
the cultivators, is. likely to be .more effective~ than propaganda through 
men who have no direct interest in the crops. . . 

. Q. 15.-This also is a questi'on for agricultural experts to answer. 
As the cost of labour is not uniform :iii. the different places-in which jute 
is grown the" cost of cultivation varies flomplaee to place~' The outturn 
also varies with the conditions of the soil and the manuring. From 
informati'on it would appear that on an average Rs. 6 'Per maundas" the 
cost of cultivation and a yield of about 16 mautids per" . acre of un'
manured land and of about 20 maunds per acre "of Eanured land would 
probably by reasonableestiIriates. " . 

Q. 16.-If the above estimate ot cost of cultivation :is correct a fau' 
Calcutta: price level for jute under present day conditions would be 
Rs . .g per maund. Mr. McDougall calculates the cost of distribution 
at Rs. 2-8 per maund but this would be reduced ~f co-operative sales 
agencies are established. .. . 

Q. 17.-Please see answer to Question No.5. 
Q. 18.-The use of elevators and bulk shipments is likely to increase. 

Paper bags are now being largely used for packing cement and sugar. 
specially in the continental countries of Europe. In some countrie;, 
efforts are being made to promote the use of cloth and bags made from 
locally grown fibres for the packing of agricultural and industrial pro
ducts. There is also the risk of some' artiticial product cheaper than 
jute being discovered and placed on the market. It is essential there
,fore that every effort should be made to improve the .quality~ outturn 
and the 'relative cheapness of jute as compared with other fibres. Agri
cultural research and propaganda are very necessary for the above pur
poses and the present efforts in this d.irection should not only be main
tained but, also intensified as far as possible. 

Q. 19.~rop foreca~ts are important not only for traders and manu
facturers but also lor cultivators. Their usefulness however, depends 
upon their accuracy. Special care i's taken in the preparation of the 
jute forecasts. Estimates of area and out-turn are originally framed 
by Presidents of Village Panchayats and' thesa returns are checked by 
Circle Officers, Subdivisional Officers and officers of the Agricultural 
,Department at "headquarters. It will be seen from the attached state
ments I ,and II- that, so .far 'as the estimate of area under the jute crop 
is concerned, during the 10 years ·ending 1931, there WI!S practically no 
difference "between the. July (preliminary) and the September (final) 
estimates; but the figures had to be revised to some extent in the follow
ing year. These revised er.timates show an underestimation of about 5 
per cent. in the original estimates on the basis of the 10 years' average. 
This difference .is not of much practical importance and is probably 
.unavoidable owing to the inherent conservatism of the Village Panch a
yats in estimating crops. The difference between the original' and the 
revised official estimates of yield is however more marked (about 7 per 
cent. on the basis of the 10 years' average) and t~e differenl,<e between 
the original official estimate of yield and the estimate of actual crop 
based on trade statistics [i.e.; exports plus mill purckases plus extra
factory (local) consumption, th~ l~st being taken, at 500,000 bales per 

{Dr. D. B. Meek.] 
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year] i8 'lTeD greater tabout 13 per cent.) The trend of the markeb 
. depend8 to a large extenJ o~the ~8timateof yield and it may be possible 

to obtain a greater dl}g'fee--of accuracy in these estimates. 
Q. 2O.-Ther~ i8 no"treneral complaint a8 reg;t.rdsthe purity, grad

ing and packing of jute 'and it would appear that the purchasers get 
what they want. A8 regards marketing the present system may be 
satisfactory from. the point of view of balers, mill-owners and middle
men but it is d<i»:btful if it is so from the point of view of the growers . 
. The latter selt, -hi8 ju'te to the bepari pr laria who generally works on,.
commission for the mahajan and is restricted. in the matter of rates by . 
hi8 principal. The mahajan sells to the aratda:1' in Calcutta from whom 
the mill8 and the exporters get their requirements unless they have 
their own purchasing' agencies in the jute producing districts. There 
are 80 many intermediaries in the trade that it is doubtful if the grower 
gets a reasonable share of the total price. Organisation of sale.sOcie--' 
ties on a co-operative basis with accommodation for storage should 
enable the grower to get better prices for his jute. ' 

Q. 21.-Organised markets for jute would be advantageous f6r the 
cultivator in some respects but it would also mean to him 8()me loss oJ 
time and expense in carrying his produce to these markets which may 
in many cases be at a long distance from the producer's home. The 
abuses which necessitated the passing of the Central Provinces Cotton 
-Market Act, 1932, exist in the case of jute also to some extent; but theBe 
corrupt practices are due to the middlemen and not the producers_ The 
't{aiyat cannot water the jute as -his small bundle is carefully inspected 
by the laria who purchases either at the raiyat's house or at the neigh
'oouring village market. The watering and the mixing of sand are done 
'-by the middlemen and so long as business 'has to be done through, a 
number of small dealers or middlemen legislation on the lines of the 
'CentIal Provinces Act for jute would not probably be of much practical_ 
·use. 

Q.,22.-Please see the answers to Questions Nos. 3, anli 9. If a. 
Central Corporation for the control of production and marketing of 

- jute i8 created and this central body is helped by local associations of -
growers, the latter can collect the crop in their local areas and sell it 
t() the Central Corporation .without the intervention, of so many middle
m~n. In any case, the growers should organise thems'elves into' co
'operative selling .societies and these societies _should collect the ,crop 
in their respective areas and sell it, at opportune times .and on favour

.able terms, .to the, big commercial firms. This would' eliminate ·the 
bepari and the mahajan.' " . 

Q. 23.~I have ,no personal ,knowledge of, the work:and methods of 
the middlemen -but the tollowing .extracts from pages 192-193 ofuJ ute 
in Bengal" by Mr. N. C. Chaudhury and pages-137 8J;l.d 138 of ·Yol. IY 

'of the Evidence before the Royal Commission On Agriculture in Indi~ 
give the information req-qired: - ' 

Eztract from "lute in Bengal."-Thebusiness ·of selling and buy
ing is effected by some classes of middleinen. The first of them are' 
those who are "called beparis or .Iarias. They visit the cultivators· at 
their houses, settle the price, make weighment, and carry the fibre to 
the mahajan, a trader who advances money to ,the beparis, for purchase 
of jute. ' The bepari gets a commission of about 2 annas permaund: 
Some' beparis have their own small capitals. They are, for the most 
part, a class of illiterate men, who care little for honesty. By this class 
()f dealers, the cultivators are cheated in :weighments, the, fibres 'are 

28 
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-fraudulently watered..and Bold to the m~hajans,or··made over to the11\ 
if advances were, already made. for. the purc~ase .. Still their services 
are indispensable. The mahalan IS an IndIan trader of substantial 
means. He must have a godown of his own, where he stocks the loose 
jute purchas!ld. lie makes the loose jute into drums of liateha bales and 
sends. the jut~ either t9 an aratdan- in Calcutta for disposal, or sells it to 
a local agent of a baler or a shipper or a mill. An aratda'1' is an import
ant personage of the Indian trade. He must have big godowns. He 
sells goods sent to him by mahajOiTlS or beparis, on some occasions !!ot his' 
own. discretion if no other special agents are appointed' by the saIlers 
to look after their sales. For this work he gets a commission from the 
'sellers. He is to make from time to time advances to his constitutents 
on terms settled between the parties. Now appears a broker. ,With
out his l\ssistanceno business can be effected effectively. He must 

, thoroughly be conversant with the market. He should have a. perfect 
knowledge indifferent qualities.' He must be a. person of confidence. 
Both the sellers and the buyers rely on his honesty. The sale is entire-' 
ly operated by his co-operation between the sellers and the buyers. 

E:rtract from Evidence, Vol. IV-Royal Commission on Agricul
turf!. in India.-Jute.-The number and variety of middlemen is larger 
in the case of jute than in the case of other crops. This might be due 
to two reasons-either to. the high value of the crop which requires 
larger funds for its movement, and hence a larger number of middle
men to finance. or to the special process of baling which has given rise 
to a -special class of middlemen, viz., the baler and his agent. The 
number of intermediary agents who handle the jute is about five. The 
number of course varies with the nature of communications between the 
yillage and the mill. There is also a subsidiary class of beparis gener
ally known as paikars in' N orlhern Bengal and as farias in Eastern 
BengaL The bepari is a. local dealer who is sometimes, but by no 
means always, a money-lender. He buys direct from the cultivators 
tlither at the latter's house or at a village market. Between the baler 
and the bepari there is often the aratdar or the broker who is commonly 
known as dalal. The aratdAr is very often not the owner of the jute 
which passes .through his hands, but he charges a percentage from the 
beparis who make use of his arath or . warehouse for depositing their 
jute before selling it to the baler's agent. The baler's agent is a pai,l 
servant of tlie baler, and does not become the owner of the jute which 
he ouys, but as his salary is not fixed on the principle that it represents 
the whole of his remuneration, he is in a. sense another intermediary 
between the cultivator and the baler. Various tolls are levied on the 
·producers by middlemen. Dryage allowance known as dh(Jlta is. often 
deducted in calculating the weight of jute sold. Various other charges 
are levied also by baler's agent" such as mutti, kabari (staff allowance)' 
mutti. baset, birti or newaj. A baler makes great profit in the manipu
'lation of the scales by koyal or weighman which means a good sum 
extracted from the original producer and which swells the profits of the 
baler. On the'variations of the local weights, balers often make large 

'Frofits. For instance the local weight at Chandpur is 83 sicea. It ha" 
'been calculated that on 100 maunds of jute of 80 sieca weight the baler 
would get 20 seers of jute extra. , . 

Q. 24.-;-As suggested in the reply to Question No. 20 ~ha cultivator 
would probably get a greater share of the price at which jute is sold to 

'thf' conSllmer if there were not so many middlemen. 
,{Pr . .p, B.Meelq.] 
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'. Q. 25.-The grower labours under several disadvantages.' His inca-
pacity to wait for a favourable market due ttl his indebtedness, the 
difficulty of transport and the lack of knowledge of the market outside 
stand in his way, Co-operative organisations to finance the growers at 
the time of sowing and during the interval elapsing between the har
vest and· the actual marketing of the produce lind the establishment 
of sale societies to sell the produce at opportune times when they I:!an 
secure favourable teI'IllS seem to provide a possible 'solution. 

Q. 26~-There is a system of buying jute called dadan system or 
the system of advance. The cultivator at the time of sowing receive~ 
advances and undertakes to sell all his produce to the person who 
gives the advances generally much below the market rate and in addi':' 
tion agrees to pay him one or two seers of jute for each rupee received 
as advance. 

Q. 27.-Please see the reply to Question No. 26. I cannot say if in 
the large majority of cases, the creditors are also the buyers but when 
the cultjvator borrows from the 'TTUJ,hajan by mortgaging his crop, he 
binds himself hand and foot to the money-lender and there seems to 
be little doubt that in such cases he is unable to realise the full market 
value for his produce. The only solution that I can suggest to protect 
the cultivators from indebtedness is the vigorous expansion of the co-
operative credit system among them. . 

Q. 28.~Please see the reply to Quastion No.9. A single-seller 
scheme is likely to be more successful in the case of a commodity 
like jute which is the monopoly of one country than in other cases in 
which different countries are involved. ,The organisation for· market
ing jute should work on aco:operative basis and all the inter<lsts con~ 
cerned should. be represented on it. These interests are:-

(a) Producers. 
(b) Balers. 
(c) Manufacturers 'of jute goods in India and over$eaS. 
(tl) Shippers. 
(e) Dealers. 
(/) Bankers. 
(g) Government. 

(a) Producers should first organise themselves into local associations 
and representatives elected by groups of these associations wjll look 
after their interests on, the Central Corporation. ' , 

(b) Similarly the Jute Dealers Association should send a' represen-
tative to the Central Corporation to look after their interests. ' , 

(c) The Inaian Jute Mills Association represents about 95 per "cent. 
of, the looms at work and representatives of that Association can look 
after the interests of manufacturers in this' country. Asso!)iations of 
manufacturers in Europe and America may also be requested, to nomi
nate representatives who will look after their interests. There is bound 
to be some difficulty in securing the reprellentation' of .overseas manu
facturers but this difficulty may not be insurmountable. 

(d) A representative. of the Calcutta Jute Shippers Association Will 
probably adequately represent the interests of shippers. 

(e) Representatives from the Calcutta Bale'dJute Association, the 
Calcutta Jute DealersAssociation~ the, East India Jute Association, and 



the Bengal. Jute Dealers Association may look after the interest. of 
dealers. 

(I) The banking interests concerned may also be asked. to elect one 
or two representatives. . 

(g) Government should probably be represented by the Director of 
Agriculture and a financial and economic expert. , ' 

The Corporation should be financed by public loans or loans from 
the. banks or from Government. 

The Co-operative Jute Sales Societies did not prove a success owing 
to their faulty organisation and method of working, but there is no rea
son why an organisation more efficiently managed should not do better. 

Q. 29.-Shipments of the new crop from India start in quantity in 
-about September, and are heaviest in October; November, September 
,and December follow in order. - '.' 

The raw jute shipped £l-om Calcutta is of many qualities, but in 
commerce it is usually classed. under four general heads: Serajganj, 
produced in the Pabna and Mymensingh districts;. N arayanganj, from 
the Dacca district; Daisee (or Desi), mainly produced in the districts 
around Calcutta; Dowrah (or Deora), from Bakarganj and Faridpur • 
. Daisee is: used at Dundee principally for hessians, while Dowrah is used 
for cordage. U ttariya, which is generally classed as the finest variety 
of jute,. comes from the northern. portions of Serajganj and that 
neighbourhood, while Deswal, which is the next best variety, is also 
a Serajganjjute. Before pressing these different varieties are Borted 
and divided into three grades--fine, medium, and common. Each 
shipper has his registered trade marks for the different grades from 
different sections, and Dundee merchants and spinners buy on their 
knowledge of the standard guaranteed by the trade marks of the differ
ent shippers, making due allowance for the standing of the shipper. 

Freight rates for raw jute are quoted for five bales weighing 2,000 
Ibs. and occupying 50 cubic feet (cubic ton). For shipment to Boston, 
New York and Philadelphia, however, 40 cubic feet form a jute ton. 

'1'he overseas purchaser of jute places his order either direct on a 
. Calcutta shipper or on the home offi.ce of a Calcutta shipper. In the 
latter case there is usually an extra commission involved. There are 
also cases of purchasing agents stationed in Calcutta. These agents 
would ordinarily work on open orders. . . 

Quotations are given and bills made out in sterling. Business is 
occasionally done f.o~b., Calcutta, the overseas purchaser arranging 
freight and insurance, but the ordinary method is c.i.f., port of destina
tion. Usually bills are made out (documents on acceptance) on a 
Home firm or bank r.pecified by the purchaser, and are sold to a 
Calc~tta bank at the ruling rate of exchange. In the car,e of pur
chasers outsida the United Kingdom letters of credit are ordinarily 
necessary, opened through a bank in the purchasi~~ country with one 
of the exchange banks in Calcutta to whom the bills are sold. Firms 
. with large capitals and with Home offices sometimes pass their bills 
through a Calcutta bank for ordinary collection. -

Occasionally, jute is shipped by local firins on consignment· for com
'mission sale at the other end. The bill is made out c.i.f., . port of 
de!!tination, but the banks will ordinarily allow orily between 75 per 
cent. and 90 per cllnt. to be realised immediately ~n such' a bill. . 
[Dr~ D. B. M.d;.] 
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The do'cuments'which ordinarily accompany, the bill or draft aro 
the:-

1. Invoice.' 
2. Bill of Lading (or ship'. receipt). 
3. Insurance Policies. 

Q. 30.-Bales of jute for export contain fibr.es assorted according to 
definite marks of the balers who are the members of the Calcutta Baled 
Jute Association. ' 

Each specified: mark represents a particular quality and grade of 
j~te and every .mark is registered by th~ Calcutt~ Baled. Ju~' Associa
tIon. No pubhcmark that has been Included In the offiClalBook 
of Marks issued by the Calcutta Baled Jute Association on or before the 
Ist July in each year,' or in supplement or supplements thereof issued 
on or before August 1st of the same year, and lodged with the London 
and the Dundee Jute Association can be substituted under any grade. 
Jute shipped is in all cases, guaranteed by the exporters to be of 
average quality of the' mark or marks specified at the corresponding 
period of the two previous seasons (excluding parcels of any crops on 
which allowance has been made). ' 

Arbitrations in respect of jute shipped under the London Jute 
,Ar;sociation Contract are hald in London and those in respect of jute 
shillped under the Dundee Jute Importers Association Contract in 
Dundee. The arbitrators are appointed, in the former case, by. the 
Lon dOT. Jute Association from among London resident members of the 
Association, and in the latter case by the Arbitration Tribunal·of the 
Dundee Jute Importers Association from among the 'resident members 
of that Association. Shipments to America and the Continental 
c01:l:trie~ of Europe are generally made under the London Jute Associa
tion Contract form. 

It is not clear on what 'specific point or points in regard to "Home 
guarantee" and "invoicing back" claus as views are'requjred: Contract 
terms are 'matters for negotiation and settlement between the buyers 
and the sellers and the existiI;i.g invoicing back clauses in the LOndon 
'and Dundee contract forms are the reslllt of such negotiations. As 
far as I am awara thef'e clauses as they stand at .present are acceptable 
to the sellers on this side except .that in the cases of Firsts, Lightnings, 
Daiscil 2/3 or Tossa 2/30 they think that no risk should attach to sel
lers unless the jute was awarded a full grade down. 'Under the existing 
contI-act form the option to invoice back may be exercised by the buyer 
if the award is one-half of the difference .between the grade specified 
and the grade next below. This 50 per cent. difference is very na.rrow 
on t!,p existing price levels. and it wollld be fair to raise it to 100 per 
cent., at least temporarily. 

The H'I,-ue guarantee is given under clause 8 (c) of the Calcutta 
Baled Jute Association contract form. It· is not compulsory and when. 
the seller gives-the guarantee he does so presumably for a consideration, 
i.e., higher price. If 110 there appears to be nothing .objeqtionable in 
the' practice.. But it is. understood that many .sellers regard the Hom~ 
guarantee letter to be 'unfair and it is .not difficlllt to understand thii 
feeling if they a.recompelled t6 take the risk involved in the guarantee 
only to find a market for their goods.'·'· .: . 
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. Q. 31.-Oneof the standing complaints against jute shippedf1'9m 
India 'is that in a shipment of a ce~ain standard mark there is always . 
a certain number of. bales of a lower grade mark. An allowance. is 
made for the lower grade material, but if the buyer is unable to Use 
the latter and has to sell it and make additional purchases' of tne 
material he requires thi., allowance is not considered to be an adequate 
compensation. Cases of false-packed bales and of bales containing 
heart. damaged jute are also not infrequent. Watering of jute to. 
increase weight is also a common practice. Moistening of fibre that ·has 
once beeu dried causes it to lose both strength and colour rapidly and 
all efforts to stop this practice of fraudulent watering have so far proved 
futile. As a result of these malpractices claims 'for compensation are 
frequent. In the case of .First marks, if the allowance made by the 

,Arbitrators is 20 shillings or over per ton, the purchaser has the option 
of taking it at the allowance or of invoicing it back at the market price, 
I.'ncl shipments are not infrequently invoiced back in this way. 

Legislation to provide for the grading of jute and for the grant of 
certificates for lute intended for export would therefore appear to be 
expedient. Such legislation for the grading of agricultural and other 
prc,!1ucl' for export has been found necessary in other parts of the 
British Empire and also' in foreign, countries. In India; the Bombay 
Ad XIV of 1922 and the Coal Grading Board Act of 1925 are. examples 
of legi~lation of the nature referred to above. 

Q. 32.-Jute is now sold on the basis of the mark or ~arks specified 
in the contract which are supposed to represent particular qualities or 
grades of the commodity. This means that the quality of the jute to 
be tendered varies according to the standard set up by each individual 
seller to whom the mark belongs.' There are no samples or fixed grades 
of quality which would enable both the buyers and sellers to know what 
quality of goods they are going to get and give delivery of. Up to a 
few years back every contract contained an "yield guarantee" which 
meant that the jute tendered against a particular grade was guaranteed 
to yield on spinning a certain percentage of either hessian or sacking 
warp or weft. This gave a sort of definition for the different grades to ' 
be tendered. These definitions have been done away with and in the 
case of a dispute regarding the quality of a particular consignment 
there is no definite basis for' arbitration'. This is unsatisfactory from 
the point of view of both the buyer and the seller and the establish
ment of official standards for various grades, which would remove the 
present obscurity as regards the quality. of the goods purchased and 
sold, would be desirable. 

Power may be taken by legislation to fix by notification grades of' 
jute for mill consumption and foreign commerce and the ~rades so 
fixed should be in llse unh1 changed by anQther noti.fication. A Board 
couilistiflg' of r(>!presentnth'es of Government, buyers, sellers and brokers 
may 1,(, constituted and this Board may be· empowered to fix in the 
beginning of every season the type or samples of the quality which 
r;hould he considered as a fair' tender against each of the grades fixed 
by notification. ' 

Q. 33.:..-Theraw' jute market in Calcutta. is operated by brokers who 
sell either to the inills or to balers. Though a number.oQf ·grades are 
recognised, traders' marks playa very important pa~ii!. the businelS. 
[Dt-, D. B. Meek:] 
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- 'Tlle exact -description of the various grades,' under which all sales of 
jute are made to the mills is nowhere described and the description 
"Standard of the Mark," as it is written in the contracts, is-veryvague. 
The "yield guarantee," which formed part of the. contract a few years 
ago has now been discontinued and in the _ case of a dispute between 
buyer and seller regarding a particular lot being a fair tender or not. 
there is no definite standard by which the quality could be tested. 
Attempts have been made to get the yield guarantee re-inserted in all 
oontracts but without success so far. If official standards for the 
variou8 grades are established the position will be- considerably improved 
from the seller's point of view at least. 

Q. 34.-0rdinarily no public mark that has not been included in 
the Book of Marks issued by the Cal!e.utta Baled Jute Association on or 
before the 1st of August in each year and lodged with the London and 
Dundee Jute Associations can be substituted under any grada. Sales 
of jute to the mills are, however, made on the basis of various grades 
which are known as. l'~i_ 2's, 3's, -4's, R's,- T.R.'s, B.T.R's,H.J.R's, 
and soon. The quality of jute to be tendered against each grade is 
nowhere defined and is subject to constant fluctuations and interpreta
tions according to the whim and fancy of the buyers. The result is 
that the quality to be tendered against each grade varies not only ~n 
the different seasons but also in a particular season, and a good deal 
of confusion prevails in the trade owing to these ~onstant changes. It
is also alleged that the standards are manipulated to brin-g about a fall 
in the price of jute. The mills after buyin~ a little jute ~top all 
of a sudden buying the superior grades and in the absence of any busi
ness in these.grades the sellers are compelled to_ deliver as lower grade 
jute ~nd at a 10'Yer price all the jute that. they used to tender as of 
s.uperlOr grade. . ._ 

Q. 35.-Pleasesee the raply to Question No. 32. The same argu
ments apply in the case of loose jute and the fixation of standards 
would obviate to a large· extent the difficulties of sellers mentioned -in 
.the reply to Question No. 34 r<!gardingthe quality of jute to be 
tendered against a particular grade. There may be some practical 
difficulties in the re-arrangement of groups as the fibres of different 
markets are different. For example, a grade of jute of the Northern 
Division cannot. suitably be placed in any of the grades. of the 
N arayanganj Divir.ion as they are quite different in colour, strength, 
etc. But these difficulties are not insurmountable and the establish~ 
ment of fixed standards -will simplify the 'existing complications in the 
~~. .-

Q. 3G.-The standards will have to be fixed by experts representing 
the different interests concerned after examining carefully the relative 
merits of the different qualities of jute grown in different parts of the 
province. I am afraid it is not possible for me to suggest the standards. 
The working of the standards .should be supervised by a Board consist
ing. oj representatives of Government, buyers, sellers and brokers .. , 

Q. 37.-It will be seen from the reply to QueEttion No, 9 that I lUll. 
in favour of Mr. MeDougall's.marketing scheme- but in~ a-somewhat 
modified form. 

Q.38~"':"Local dealers keep themselVes' informed; as t~ the~current 
market rates .and the cultiv:itors, who are mostly illiterate, :,~et· their 
information regarding' 'market conditions-from the-local 4eal~rs.It is 
doubtful if this is of any practical use to them. The issJle .of bulletills 
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in vernaculars periodically giving news regarding market rates in Ca.l ... 
eutta. and .abroad, agricultural statistics and crop forecasts with notes 
regarding. the likely trend of the market in the future would go a. long 
way to make the culth'aWr realise the position. of the market. 
Merchants and manufacturers already keep themselv~s well informed 
as regards market rates but the bulletins would also be of assistance 
to them. The services of local associations and unions may usefully be 
utilised for' the purpose of communicating market _ information to. the:< 
growers. " - . 

Q.39.~The bulletin referred to in the reply to Question No. 38 
might give information regarding stocks, r.omplaints from' buyers 
regarding qua.lity, potential demand, estimates of crops and outturn, 
in addition to current and probable fut~Ie market rates. . ' 

These bulletins may be supplied to the cultivators, free of cost for 
some time at least through Post Offices and local associations and 
unIOns. 

Q. 40.-At present the cultivator, owing to his ignorance, takes 
little interest in anything outside his immediate environment. Peri
odical talks to him in simple language through the'means of wireless 
telephone and loud-speakers might create in him an interest in the 
outside world and would thus be of considerable assistance. 

Go, 41'.--This is answered by the replies to Questions Nos. 3 and 9. 
A,S jute 'is a monopoly of India, holding b.!lck st.ocks temporarily in a. 
slumping. market would certainly steady the prices. But these stocks 
could not be kept for an indefinite period, and they would be a weight 
On the market whenever they are relea&ed unless production can he 
effectively regulated and controlled while the surplus is being absorbed. 
Any, scheme for stockholding, unsupported by' a scheme for control of 
production, is therefore bO';md to fail in the long run. 

It is not possible to work out the probable cost of working any such 
Bcheme without an estimate of the stocks to be held back to establish 
an equilibrium between supply and demand; but probably something 
in the neighbourhood ot Rs. 20 crores would be sufficient !lllowin~for 
the turnover of the funds. The scheme could be financed either by 
Government or by loans raised by the statutory body created to work it. 

Q. 42.-Without the market suryey r~,<:o1lJmended by the Royal 
Commission on Agriculture it will be very difficult to frame any useful 
plans for the improvement of the jute trade and for the proper conduct 
of such survey expert guidance and supervision are necessary. I there
fore agree with the recommentiations of the Commission in paragraphs 
347 and 348 of their report and consider that the marketing officers 
should work on the lines suggested by the Commission. The main func:' 
tions of these officers will be to see' that the market surveys are con
ductedon proper lines and to study the results of such surveys with a 
view to suggesting improvements In the existing methods of agricul
ture, transportation and marketing. Th~y should also watch price 
movements and the effect of such movements on production, local con
sumption and export. They should also s~e 'if there are any gaps in 
the existing statistical and economip infor11!ation concerning the agri
cultural product. under consideration and if so, suggest means for the 
filling up of such gaps.' , . , 
, "Q.43.-...In view of 'the growing' ~mpetition .of substitutes, prevalent 
malpractices of the trade and the slump in prices a Centr~l\ Jute, Com
J.Ilit!eecan do ~U:ch ,useful work. A, committee, for Bengal only will 
{Dr~ :ll. B; M.el:.} 
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be handicapped without the co-operation of .the !lther jute, growing pro .. 
vincesbut such a committee can also do much-to improve the existing 
agricultural

i 
manufacturing and marketing methods and to remove. the 

existing mil. practices; . ' 
'Q. ".-The Committee, whether central or provincial, should work 

on the lines of the Indian Central Cotton Committee and· all blanches 
of the trade and the Agricultural and other departments of Government. 
interested in the production and marketing of jufe and jute goods should 
be represented on it. . 

. Q. 45.-The co-operation of other jute growing provinces i~ esaential 
if tp.e operatio~s of the Committee are to. be fully effective, and· the 
O~VlOUs course IS to .create a Central CommIttee on which the other pro-
VInces concerned wII~ also be represented. . 

Q. 48.-The Committee should be financed by annual grants from 
central revenues as suggested by the Royal Commission on Agriculture. 
The trade already pays large sums in the shape ot, export duties and 
export cess and it is in a bad plight. It should not therefore be asked 
to tax itself further to provide for an organisation to deal with_ its 
special problems. -.. . 
. Q. 47 __ The attached. statement III*shows the total quantities of 
raw jute, gunny bags and gunny cloth exported from India duting the 
ye!lrs 1913-14 to 1931-32. There i~ a marked decline in the exports in: 
the last two years and this is no doubt mainly due to the present econo
mic depression. As compared with 1913-14 on the average of the last 
three normal years (1926-21, 1921-28 and 1929-30)ther~ was an increase 
of 13 per cent. in the case of raw jute, of 45 per cent. in the case of 
gunny bags and 52 per cent. in the case of gunny cloth. It is difficult 
to estimate how far this increase is commensurate with the enormous 
increase in the production of agricultural, industrial and mineral pro
ducts for the packing of which jute manufa.ctutes are used and no 
reliable statistical data are available to show to what extent the jute 
trade has suffered through competition from . substitutes and by the use 
of elevators and the bulk handling of agricultural and mineral pro~ 
ducts. Some information on the latter point has been suppliad to the 
Committee by -the Indian Trade Commissioner, London, .and I have 
little to add to it. As the bulk handling of grain and other products 
reduces the cost to a minimum the use of elevators and of special carts' 
and railway wag.ons for the transport of agricultural products from the 
field to the ship is likely to increase. The loss on account.of displace
ment of jute bags by the use of elevators, etc .• is therefore permanent. 

As regards substitutes, the efforts made, from time to . time, to find a 
'suitable Bubstitute for jute have not .been very successful'so far 
owing to the cheapness of jute and the ea!!"e with which it can be work
ed with machinery. But paper bags are nQw being. largely used fot 
the packing of sugar and cement specially in the Continental countries 
of . Europe and it is understood that the Calthrope Paper Mills Limited 
of, Kent have recently placed on the market a· ~ew . waterproof 'paper 
sacking which is designed to meet the requiremeIj.'!~ the agricultural 
industries. It is said to cost between Id. ·and 2d.l asa'gainst, 3d. Or 4d. 
for even a second.hand sackin~ 01 the old t'ype.lleing waterproof the 
new sack can be used for green sfuff or potatoes!Wjithout risko! damage 
to . the con ten ts.These bags are . also 'good for ~ugar andcemen t. A 
new type of· wool pack based on a paper fibre:,;)tas also- l'eceJltly' been 

·Vide page 432. 
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~nventedby a Swedish research worker in the Textile Department of 
the Leeds University. Particula~8 regarding the qualities claimed for 
this new wool pack and its estimated cost are not yet available. These 
paper packi'ngs mav' not succeed in ousting jute bags altogether but 
they arl;\ replacing ,them to a certain extent and are a constant source of 
danger which will require careful watching. , 

With a' view to fostering their national industries, various govern
ments have in the last two or three years devoted considerable atten
tion to the question of replacing imported containers for transporting 
local pr04uce by containers of national manufacture. For example:-

(a) The Chilean Government has, it is understood, 'issued certain . 
regulations which require the use of wooden containers in place of jute 
bags. 

(b) The Egyptian .Government is conducting experiments with a 
view, to the substitution of cotton f,or jute as packing matarial. 

(c) Efforts are also being made' in Kenya to use local sisal for the 
manufacture of bags and hessian cloth. Kenya and Uganda ~ t present 
jmport six million jute bags annually, valued at over £200,000, also 
hessian cloth to the amount of £20,000. The promoters of the scheme 
are confident that they should be able to ~Q!!1pete against imports even 
on the basis of the present low prices for jute bags. But they have 
asked the Kenya Government to impo.~e an anti-dumping duty of 20 
per cent. They-also hope to capture the Soutli African market which 
imports 39 million bags annually. Both East African and Mexican 
sisal are on a competitive basis with jute as regards price. Sisal being 
a hard fibre it is difficult to spin but with prol'.er machinery a well 
made and strong bag may be made from it. The chance of such bags 
competing successfJ,llly with jute bags depends however largely on the 
price at which they can be produced and the fact that the promoters of 
the scheme have approached the local Government for a protective duty 
seems to show that they are not very hopeful of success without 
protection.-

(d) The present annual requirement of gunny bags in Formosa is 
estimated at ten million bags-six million for ..!!.YEar and four million 
for rice. These bags are of 150 kin (1 kin=l ~32 Ib&.) capacity {,nd 
cost 34 to 38 sen. per bag but have a'second-hand value of 14 to 18 sen. 
Under certain new regulations issued by the Japanese Government 
which came into force in July 1931, Formo&an rice must be packed in 
gunny bags or straw bags of 100 kin capacity and the packing of rice 
for export in second-hand gunny bags i~ prohibited. The net, cost of 
the 100 kin gunny bags has baen fixed 'at 26-1/2 sen. but their second~ 
hand value is uncertain. On the (lther hand the cost in Formosa of a 
100 kin straw bag of Japanese or Korean manufacture averages 
14 sen. but it has practically no second-hand value. There is an outcry 
for the use of straw bagS' for the packing cif ric.!!..' and straw bags may 
gradually displace gunny bags. . 

(e) It is understood that the Polish Government are also considering 
the question of imposin,g restrictions on the imports of jute bags and 
Backs in order to encourage the use (If bags and sacks made out of locally 
produced 1I.ax. ' 
, From the, ~J>ove it, will be seen that the competition from substi
tutes is growing and· jute can' retain· its present position asa packing 
,~atElrial only so long,as it maintains its relative cheapness ,as eompared 
[Dr. D. B. Meek.] 



'with ·other packing materials. The jlosition therefore demands con
stant watchfulness and every effort should be made to teduce the cost 
.of production and to improve - qua:lity, outturn and methoos of 
D,lan ufacture. . 

Q. 48 and Q. 49.-1 regret I have no information on the points 
raised in these questions beyond what is stated in the reply to Question 
No. 41. The competition from substitutes such as paper bags which 
have gained a footing as the packing material for certain products is 
likely to increase unless jute bags can oust them by their greater 
durability and cheapness, In most other·cases the substitutes depend 
mainly upon the movement in certain "countries in favour of the 
development of national industries and not on their own int:t'inr.ic 
merit and such substitutes may not live long .. 

Q. 5O.-lmprovements in the methods of cultivation of jute and 
manufacture -of jute goods'with a view to reducing cost of production 
Bnd improving quality, and propaganda. 

Q. 51.-It is understood that the Indian :fute Mills Association are 
carrying out exp~riments with jute cloth in connection with road mak;' 
ing.- I am unable to suggest any other uses to which jute can economic-
~~~, . . 

Q.52.-ln view of the reply to Question No. 51 this question does 
Dot arise. . 
, Q. 53.-Yes. The Research ,Department should ~ under the con~ 
trol of the JUte Committee the creation of which has been suggested in 
the repll to Question No. 43 and it should be maintained from the 
funds 0 that Committee. If a Jute Committee is not created, th~ 
Research Department should be nnanced either by the Local Govern:~ 
ment or by the Central Government which :takes the proceeds of. the. 
jute export tax. Ordinarily the trade concerned should provide the 
funds required for carrying out research on the product in which it is 
interested but as the jute industry already pays an export duty it 
8eems doubtful if this general principle should ,be applied to it. 
Attention is invited in this connection to paragraph 65 of the Report 
of the Royal Commission on .Agriculture in India. 

Q. 54 and Q. SS.-Propaganda will be useful in combating compe
tition from substitutes where such competitiQn exists and should be 
directed to this end. It is not likely to increase, to any appreciable 
extent, the ordinary consumption of jute and jute goods. 

Q. 58.-When the scheme for the appointment of Indian Trade 
Commissioners abroad is given full effect to these Officers may be \ised 
at least to. some extent, to obtain the necessary trade statistics and to 
explore avenues for new business and it is doubtful if permanent repre
sentatives in, different countries for the jute industry alone are neces
sary. A better and a cheaper plan would jlerhaps be to appoint a few 
representatives who would visit periodically the countries with which 
the export in jute and jute goods is important,. examine the conditions 
of the market in each country, do the necessary propaganda work and 
explore avenues for new business. 

Q. 57.-,.T\Us work 'should be financed by. the industry 'concerned, 
that is by the various associations interested in the industry. 
, ri. 58. .. , .... -If, the representatives Br~ under the control 'of bodies repre

senting the manufacturers and shippers there should be nO: difficulty, iit 
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~ecuring: the necessary:"Co-ordination. Th~,. wil~act according' to ,the 
InstructlOns of-the bodIes concerned and ,will adVlse the latter as to the 
possibilities of improving the trade in jut~ goods with other countriee. 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

1926 

1927 

1928 

1929 

1930 

HI31 

Average I, ,. 
I' 

, :1" 
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Statement I. 

JUTE FORECASTS. 

(A'rea Figurel). 

Area (in 1,000 acres). 
r~---~--' .A._""-_____ .... , 

As reported 
in the preli

minary fore-
cast in the 

year of report. 

1,457 

2,298 

2,691 

2,914 

3,605 

3,382 

3,166 

3,319 

3,507 

1,900 ' 

2,824 

-

As reported 
in the final ' 
forecast in 

the year of. 
report. 

1,456 

2,313 

2,733 

2,926 

3,630 

3,371 

3,131 

3,317 

3,486 

1,858 

2,822 

" 

Revised. 
As in the 

previous year's 
column of 

the next year's 
final forecast. 

1,800 

2,78S 

2,770 

3,115 

3,847 

3,374 

3,144 

3,415 

3,492 

1~862 

: ,2,001 
-. . 

" 
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1923 

1924 

1925 

J926 

1927 

1928 

1929 

1930 

1931 

Average 
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Statement II. 

JUTE FORECASTS. 
; 

(Yield Eltimatel) . 
... 

Yield (in lakhs of bales of 400 Ibs. each). 

As reported 
in the final 
forecast in 
the year of 

report. 

42·37 

69·96 

80·45 

78·51 

108·89 

102·30 

99:16 

97·67 

112·31 

55·60 

84·72 

As revised 
in the pre

vious year's 
column of the 
next year's 

final 
forecast. 

54·86 

84·73 

.. 
81·20 

90·00 

121·87 

102·38 

99·56 

103,8.5 

·55-66 

90-67 

1 

As arrived'll.t 
on the basis 
of exports, 

mill 
purchases 
and local 

consumption. 

64·36 

94·21 

91·65 

94·07 

124·07 

116·11 

110·97 

111·44 

103·20 

67·04 

97·71 

-. -.-.. -.. 
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. Statement .111. 

Ea:ports' olratc jut,e; gunny bag' and gunny cloth . . 
(In thousands of Tons.) , - A.. 

~ 
Raw jute. Gunny bags; Gunnyclo"'1.. 

1913-14 768 328 287 

1914-15 505 354 286 

1915-16 600 707 323 

1916-17 540 716 333 

1917-18 278 407 324 

1918-19 398 382 292 

1919-20 592 311 337 

1920~21 472 468 357 

1921"22 468 348 289 

1922-23 578 328 339 

1923-24 660 371 369 

1924-25 696 400 407 

1925-26 647 406 400 

1926-27 708 428 426 

1927"28 892 445 433 

1928-29 898 477 427 

1929-30 807 499 451 

1930-31 620 417 337 

1931-32 -,- 587 377 267 

Percentage increase in the average exports for the three years ending 
1929-30 over those ofl913-14:- ' . 

Raw jute 

Gunny bags 

Gunny cloth 

[Dr. D. B. Meek.] 
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Restriction schemes. 

(See answer to -Question No.4.) 

Restriction 0/ sugar in Cub(J;-1925-1930.-In 1925 the price of 
Cuban sugar was forced down to 2 cents. c. and f. New York owinoo 
to the endeavour of the Cuban producers to clear thei'r unsold stocks and 
when that had beeJl achieved, there was a considerable reaction. But. 
as the new C:;uban <:rop became available during the early s~ring of. 
1926, the pnce agaIn collapsed and would probably have gon~ well 
below 2 cents if Cuba had not artificially restricted her crop by H). per 
cent. Chiefly on this account, the New York c. and f. price averaged 
just over 2·5 cents during 1926, or exactly the same as in 1925 and at 
the end of the year had reached 3 :31 cents. The Cuban crop of 1926-27 
was restricted sti:ll more 'drastically to 4~5 million tons, and both on 
this account, and owing to bad weather in Europe and Java, the world's 
production was nearly 1 million tons less than in 1925-26. But con
sumption now came to an abrupt halt, and prices did not average quite 
3 cents. Though almost in despair, - Cuba decided .to intensify the 
policy of restriction rather than abandon it, and in 1927-28 the Cuban 
crop was restricted to 4 million tons, while an attempt' was' made to 
·ratIon the United States market in the hope of obtaining at least a part. 
of Cuba's tariff preference, the balance of the crop being marketed to 
other countries by an Export Corporation,established for the purpose . 
. But the attempt to raise the New York price more or less completely 
failed owing to a great increase that season of the United States duty
free supplies, and though the Export Corporation's sale to Europe were 
for a time relatively satisfactory, this failure of the United States 
market resulted in a steady decline in prices. By mi:dsummer opinion 
in Cuba was swinging against restriction, .and eventually matters were 
brought to a head by what amounted to an ultimatum on the part of the 
American sugar companies, who had never been wholly in favour of the' 
policy of restriction and were now actively opposed. All control of 
marketing was abandoned in August, and prices rapi:dly dropped to 'the 
2 cent level, and as the full unrestricted crop.of 1928-29 came to market, 
prices ster.dily declined to an average of 1·75 cents c. and f. New York 
for the month of June 1929. The Cuban mills and the Cuban Govern
ment were thoroughly -frightened, and the American interests seriously 
perturbed, by the effects of uncontrolled production and marketing, 
'While in addition there.was the still more alarming prospect of..a furthar 
increase in the United States sugar tariff now due for revision. Even
tually a .scheme for compulsory co-operative marketing of the whole 
crop was _ established. This had an almost instantaneous effect on 
prices, and from August to December 1929 the average was over 2 centll. 
But owing mainly to personal factors, the Single Seller Scheme :was 
handled by men with insufficient experience of world marketing,.while 
it eventually proved impossible to arrange the requisite finance. As the 
1930 crop became available, the Single Seller held out vainly for a 

·2 cent level, but inability to make sales at thi's price, and the conse-' 
quent financial difficulties of the mills resulted in internal disruption 
and termination early in April. The effects of the worl4, trade depres
sion on-consumption and the u?1willingness of. merchants andsp~culat.on 
to carry greater stocks, have since then steadlly forced downpnces to a 
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level of 1·25 cents c. and f. New York. The scheme was only a tem
porary success for' various. reasons, the principal of these being': ~ 

(i) the determination of tp.e consumers of the world or their Gov
ernments to develop· supplies under their own control, no 
matter wh'at the COllt; , . 

(ii) the in~fficiency and financial weakness of the Cuban-owned 
mills in whose inlerest the policy of restri'ctionwas largely 
adopted; and 

(iii) the actual handling of the control was bad and its termination 
premature. 

In this case the struggle was not only between Cuba and the rest' o~ 
the world but also between the low-cost American"owned'mills and the 
high-cost Cuban-owned mills with Cuban Government as an ally. In 
the circumstances from a purely economic point of view laissez-faire 
would probably have been the best policy but the policy of restriction 
had to be adopted in order to prevent the extinction of the Cuban-owned 
mills which would have resulted in complete domination of American 
capital and the disorganisation of the economic life of the country. 
,Restriction of production was probably also the right form of control, 
for the excess of actual and potential supplies was too large to be ,reme-
died by any scheme of stock-holding. ' 

Restriction on e.1:ports 01 "".bber.,-The Stev'emon Scheme.-In spite 
of a good dema,nd in 1918Jor rubber in America and other countries, 
falls in the local prices of rubber in the East occurred, owing to the 
scarcity of shipping, which was required for transporting troops and 
war material. Thus, whilst during 1917 and ]918 tp.e London prices 
'were from 2s. 6d. to 3s. a lb. local prices in the East were below Is. 
,:per lb. /With the~elease of sitipping aft~r. the Armistice, the sit'!lation 
llnproved, and dunng 1919 large quantltIes of rubber were-shIpped. 
The demand was encouraging and no one foresaw that in less than two 
years the plantation industry would be experiencing the worst slump 
it has had to face. The slump was partly due to general trade depres
sion in 1920, but was largely due to the improved manufacture of tyres. 
In the days of the old fabric tyre, five tyres a year were required for 
each car. By 1920 the new cord tyre was in use; only three per car 
,were required each year. Cord tyres contained mOle rubber than the 
old fabric tyres but were much more durable. In the middle of 1920, 
manufacturers found themselves with large forward commitments of 
crude rubber at prices ranging from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per lb. and with 

, stocks of manufacturers' goods largely in excess of the current demand. 
Manufacturing activity was drastically curtailed, the demand for crude 
rubber dropped, and the resulting fall in price was intensified by the 
re-sale of crude rubber by manufacturers. Owing to the multiplicity 
and diversity of the nationality of the producers, it was impossible to 
effect an immediate curtailment of shipments, and it proved impossible. 
for the same reasons, to get a sufficient amount of support for any effe~ 
iive voluntary scheme of restriction of output. ' 
, By 1921, stocks of raw rubber were heavy and relief seemed remote. 
The United Kingdom Government had during 1920 beenuked to regu
late shipmenta of rubber from Malaya and from Ceylon. State action 

"was at first refused. But, in 1921, alIairs in the Malaya States were 
approaching a general crisis. Rubber was selling below the cost of pro
duction and the tin market was depressed. Government 'revenues wer!! 
dwindling; large sections of the native population were fnced with 
{Dz:-.p. B. Meek.] , , 
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~nemployment and ruin i·1!states were reaching 'the .end of.their financial 
:resources. An American financial' combin!l, with a capital of 
£50,000,000, had been formed to buy estates at .knock-out prices a~ 
()pportuntiyoJiered. These dangers were averted by the introduction 
()f the Stevenson Scheme. 

The Stevenson Scheme. The Scheme' established a minimum rate 
()f export' duty, and at the same time provided that a duty rising to 
prohibitive rates should be imposed on total exports if they exceeded the 
amount fixed in accordance with the scheme. The scheme pivoted oh a 
London price of lB. 3d. a lb. for raw rubber, which permitted estates to 
be maintained in good order and a moderate 'profit to the plantation 
()wner. The Dutch refused to come into the Scheme, but the British 
~8tates in the .. Dutch East Indies representing 25 to 30 per cent. of the 
qutput of the Hutch East Indies voluntarily agreed to regulate their 
exports according to the scheme, if it were compulsorily applied in 
Malaya and Ceylon. Growers in Sarawak, Borneo and Southern India 
also agreed to a Scheme of voluntary restpcti;on·. Under the Stevenson 
Scheme the productive capacity of each estate was assessed by Com
mittees in the E!lst. This assessment, known as "standard production," 
gave originally a fair idea of the productive capacity of the e&tate on a 
moderately liberal system of tapping, and the assessments were annually 
revised, The percentage of' the "standard production" which each 
estate could export on payment of the minimum rate of export· duty 
during any quarter was to be regulated by the average price of 
"standard quality, smoked sheet," in the London market during the 
previous quarter. The initial percentage was fixed at 60, that is, fot: 
the first Ciuarter in which the Scheme was in operation, each estate was 
allowed.. tll:I export, at the minimum rate of duty,60 per cent. of its 
"standard production." It was laid down in the Scheme that if the 
average prir.e of rubber were Is. 3d. a lb. or over durinK.any quarter, 
the percentage that could be exported at the minimum rate in the 
following quarter would be increased by 5. If the price were 18. 6d. 

·()r over,. the percentage would be increased by 10. If the percentage 
was over 65 and the price was under Is. 3d. but over Is. the percentage 
in the following quarter would drop by 5 until it got down to 60 per 
.cent., but the percentage would not fall.below 60 unless the price fell 
to less than Is. a .lb. But if the price fell below Is., no matter what 
the percentage for that quarter was, the percentage for the following 
quarter dropped to 55. 'This particular .proviso 'never came into force. 
The percentage rose to 65 during the third quarter of the operation of 
the scheme, and then again fell to '60 ahd remained at that figure for a 

. year .. In the May-July quarter, 1924, however, the price was. below 
Is., the percentage was reduced to 55, and thereafter under the Scheme 
it could fall by 5 each quarter until the price got over Is, 3d. 

At the end of 1924 the percentage had fallen to ·50, including a 
severe shortage of rubber in 1925, when,as will. ~ explained b~low, .an 
unexpected increased demand for rubber materrahsed. A modlficatlOn 
()f the Scheme was introduced later whereby, whatever the pric!e,the 
minimum percentage for export was fixed at 60 per cent. standard· pro
duction. 

The Scheme met with veryadv~rse criticism in the United Sta~es, 
although American manufacturing interests h,adbeen strongl.y. ui"gmg 
price sta.bility. Stability round about Is: 3d. ~ lb. co~ld posslbly \lave 
been achieved if they had regulated theIr buymg pohcy lli. acccrdanclt· 

29 
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with the provisions of the Scheme. Is. 3d. was a price that did not give 
very much profit to. t~e growers, but the manufacturers, who, two years. 
before, had been' WIllIng to pay 2s. 6d.and 3s. a lb. for long'forward 
contracts, decided, soon after the restriction Scheme, was imposed, t~ 
buy "from hand to mouth." Manufacturers espeeially in the Unite<i 
States, did not ~xpect that the Scheme would be adopted, and, when it 
was brought jnto force on the 1st November, 1922, they were short of 
rubber. This gave an opportunity to the speculator, and three months 
after the Scheme came into operation, the price was carried up to Is. 
7d. a lb. Thereafter the price fell and manufacturers generally neg
lected to cover their forward requirements even when the price was as 
low as Is. a lb. in the last half of 1924 resulting in the reduction of 
quota for the last quarter to 50 per cent. 

In 1925 came the new low-pressure tyre and the demand for th'ift. 
type of tyre increased rapidly. Manufacturers, in 1925, realised that 
this tyre would become immensely popular-as it is a better shock
absorber, and lengthens the life of the car-but it then required on the 
average 2 Ibs. more rubber for each tyre. The effect of the new demand 
"for low-pressure tyres was to increase the demand' for rubber without 
affecting the demand for tyres. In 1925 the price of rubber rose from 
Is. 6d. in January to 4s. 6d. in June, fell to about 3s. 6d. and then ros& 
to 4s. 8d. in December. From February 1926, to the end of that year 
exports at full standard production were permitted. 'From May, 1927, 
to November, )928, when the restriction Scheme was removed, the per
centage of standard production exported remained at 60. 

The violent price fluctuations in 1925 were not good for the indus-
. try. Producers did not want them. Tyre manufacturers put up prices; 
in greater proportion than the increase in the price of rubber, and 1925 
was one of the most 'prosperous years for them. But American, manu
facturers were convinced that a. shortage was coming. They were buy
ing forward into 1926 at prices round about 4s. a lb. Theprice,how
ever, dropped from 4s. 8d. in December, 1925, to Is. 9d. in June, 1926. 
That entailed enormous losses to the manufacturers. In the shortage
scare of 1925, many American purchasers had bought spare tyres, sO' 
that in addition, the demand for tyresin the first half of 1926 also. 
declined. Manufacturers ceased buying rubber and used their stocks, 
The price fell to 1s.9d. The Scheme was recast in April, 1926, ana 
the pivotal price raised to Is. 9d.-mainly to help the manufacturers; 
over a very bad time. But even then people' had the idea that the, 
slump was only temporary, and that prices would rise again to 2s. aml 
2s. 6d. a lb. That again proved to be wrong, owing to several factors., 
There was intense economy propaganda in the United States and cheap· 
tyres were turned out containing reclaimed rubber. Manufacturers: 
were successful in building a low-pressure tyre which did not contain. 
on the average any more crude rubber than the old high pressure tyre., 
Thus, instead of the expected increase in the absorption of rubber in 
1926, there was a decrease, which amounted to about 25,000 tons in the 
United States alone, where an increase of 25,000 tons had been expected. 

Th~ 'lower-grade tyres made in 1926 and 1927 did not stand up t~ 
the wear required, and in 1928 and 1929, the manufacturing industry 
benefited from the increased replacement demand. During the opera
tion of the Scheme production in the Dutch East Indies was largely 
increased, and the United Kingdom Government removed all control" 
over exports with effect from the 1st November, 1928, in which month. 
{Dr. D. B. Mcelc.] 
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the price on the London market fell to 8·52 pence a lb. Thefollowing 
· table, based on figures published by the. Rubber Growers~ Association, 

shows·the exports of raw rubber from the producing countries from 1925 
to 1928. 
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1925. .. 210 189 46 10 6 9 6 ~ 480 28 10 88 518 

1926 ., 286 204 59 10 6 10 7 , 686 25 9 34 620 

1927 .. 242 229 55 11 7 11 8 , 567 28 10 38 60i 

1928 .. 296 225 58 11 7 11 II 4. 621 21 6 27 648 

. 
Brazilian Coffee Control.-The basic principle of valorisation as 

adopted in Brazi:l is the establishment of an artificial equilibrium 
between supply and the demand through the withdrawal of the surplus 
supply from the market. The technical. details. connected with the 

· valorisation Scheme are complicated, because of the difficulty of the 
problem of regulating supply in an industry like that of coffee ·cultiva
tion. The coffee. tree is. a perennial plant, 80 that the supply .cannot 
be controlled at the source by regulating' the year's addition to the 
acreage already under coffee. Another feature of the problem of con
trol is the liability of the crop to damage by changes in atmospheric 
conditions. This makes the task of estimatIng the season's crop in 

· advance an extremely difficult task. 
2. Almost all valorisaiion schemes originated in Sao Paulo, one of 

the states constituting the Brazilian Federation. 
3. The first of the valorisation projects of Brazil was inaugurated 

in 1870, but it proved a failure. The next project was started in 1905-
1906. ThiS" Scheme was the outcome of a desperate situation created 
by tlie collapse of coffee prices in the early years of the current century. 
New York quotation for Rio Coffee No.7 which stood at 19 cents Iler lb. 
in 1890 fell to 5 cents in 1903. In 1906 the Government of Sao Paulo 
decided to buy up the next coffee crop and to hold it for the planterB 
at a price which would keep the industry going. At that time Rio 
No.5 was selling in the market at 8 cents and the Government's pro
ject was to take over the coffee from the planters at about a cent over 
the current market rate. The details of the project were completed in 
1906 and the Government raised in the course of' the, next two years 
$30 million on its own account in foreign money markets for valoz:isa.
tipn purposes. At the same time the Government entered into a ,con
tract with a syndicate of coffee merchants in Europe and U.S.A. headed 
by Hermann Sieleken, under which the syndicate engaged themselves 
to advance 80 per c~nt. of the fund~ required to buy 2 million bags of 
coffee at a fixed prIce ,of 7 cents per lb. So long as the markelwas 
above 7 cents, the Government were fo withdraw from the market and 
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when it fell below 7 cents, the state authoritites were to make good the 
difference to the Syndicate by cable. Unfortunately for the Scheme, 
,however the next, crop was abnormally heavy. The Government pur
chased their quota of 2 'million bags and by the end of 1907 they were 
forced to ·take over about 7 million bags more. 'But the market still 
stood round about 6 cents. Before long the Government were faced 
with bankruptcy. The valorisation was consequently abandoned and u 
'new plan, known as the Si'eleken Plan, was adopted in 1908. Under 
this Scheme the .Government were authorised to raise a loan of $76 
million from a Syndicate of foreign bankers. Out of this, the loan 
of $30 million raised in 1906 was repaid. A national law was then 
passed putting heavy penalties on the planting of new coffee trees in, 
Brazil, and Government also guaranteed that not more than 9 milli'on 
'bags of the next crop and 10inilliciIi. bags of succeeding crops would be 
exported from Brazil in subsequent years. Certain amounts of the 
valorised'coffee were to be stored in New York and in Europe, in charge 
of a committee, as collateral security for this, loan. This committee 
were iluthorised to sell the stored coffee in the market in specified quan
tities' and at prices that could not disturb those of, other, coffees. The 
Government agreed 'to purchase 10 million bags on its own account and 
to hold them off the market until conditions improved. Total exporh 
-of unvalorised stocks from' Brazil were restricted for a number' of years, 
according to a definite schedule laid down in the Scheme. A surtax 
of 5 franc gold per bag (761- cents) was levied ()n exports for the recoup
mentof carrying- charges. 'The control of the Government's holdings 
,was vested in an International Committee with power to issue bonds. 

4. There was an advance of $10 a bag between 1904-1911, a fact 
which definitely demonstrates the success of the Scheme. The Plan. 
'however, fell into abeyance. in consequence of a steady increase in the 
demand for coffee and the rising trend in prices which followed. 

5. ,'Sub6equently, however, the Brazilian Government promoted two 
more valorisations in 1917 and 1921. The general principles of these 
were the same as those regulating the Scheme of 1908. But in 1921 
the Government advanced a step further by attempting to regulate 
entries into the exports point Of Santos. The main objective was to 
'epread over the whole year the distribution of coffee which ,normally 
covered four to five months of the year. Nine large warehouses were 
'Quilt in the interior by the Government. The whole coffee crop had 
to be stored in these warehouses 'from which the stocks could lJe released 
only against official orders. ' 

6. By 1924, the coffee situation had become distinctly easier, 
because consumption was steadily improving. As, however, valori'sa
tion had naturally encouraged plantation in other countries and as the 
Government of Brazil was dependent on coffee bills for the service of 
75'per cent. of its foreign obligations, the Sao Paulo Government adopt
ed in 1925 a comprehensive plan for the continued protection of coffee. 
The pivot of this Scheme is the Institute for the Permanent Defence of 
Coffee. The Institute is organised under the ordinary J'oint Stock 
Company laws. Its chief objective is to operate by withdrawing coffee 
frcimthe local market by purchase and by storing it in Government 
warehouses. The funds with which the whole Scheme is worked wera 
raised by foreign loans, the sanctioned amount of which was £10 
':million, but the subscribed amount of which amounted in 1926 to £8 
million only. A tax of 3 milreis. (i.e., Is. 4d.) on every bag leavinq-

IDt-. D. B. Med.] 
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the producing centres has been imposed, ·the proceeds of ~t being set. 
apart for the service o~ these debts. 

7. The Defence Institute was re-organised in 1927. Under the new 
Scheme the re-organised Institute regula.tes the distribution of coffee 
by placing maximum stocks at Santos, Rio de Janeiro and three minor 
coffee ports and the quota of new entries for any port in any month is 
determined by reference to quantities actually shipped during the pre
vious month.· Surplus stocks are retained in the warehouses in the 
interior and advances are made on them to growers through the Banco 
de Estado de Sao Paulo. . 

8. The soundness of the coffee defence policy has been a suhject of 
bitter controversy. The main defect of the Scheme is that it imposes 
an artificialrestricti'on on shipments and'thus encourages extension of 
cultivation in other countries. At the same time, to the. extent that i't 
succeeds in artificially raising prices, it encourages a' wasteful exten
sion of the local crop. The only advantage accruing from the Insti
tute's policy is that instead of putting Brazil's surplus stocks in foreign 
markets, i.e.; at the, control of foreign speculators, it gives to the 
Brazilian Government the power to prevent the whole year's crop from 
being thrown, on glutted markets. . 

9. It has been argued in defence. of the Institute that the defence 
programme has hrought to Brazil a fairly steady annual gold income. 
Exports of coffee are steadily increasing and the defence poli'cy has not 
led to injurious raising of the price of coffee to consumers. It has been 
quoted In support of this that the retail price of coffee at New York 
remained at 50 per lb. in January of each year from 1924 to 1928. The 
Institute has further taken up a. very intensive propaganda, the cost of 
which is raised by a tax of 200 reis per bag of coffee exported from each 
state. At present, however,there is an uncertain feeling on account fA 
the, coffee crisis of October, 1929, which was due .to the enormous crop 
in sight for the season ending June, 1930. But Sao Paulo has success
fully negotiated a new loan of ,100 million, and it has been announced 
that the State is "abandoning its former policy of restricting entries 
into the port of Santos in order to maintain the price and will liquidate 
gradually over a maximum period of ten years the accumulated stock 
of coffee and place future crops in the market currently." 
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III.-:-Evidence . of Executive Officers of the Agriculture" 
Department; Bengal, on the customs and methods of 
raiyats and middlemen. 

No. I. 

The District Agricultural Offlc&r, Murshidabad. 

Dated the 15th March 1933. 

Q. 23.-The larias go round the villages and offer their services,' 
to sell the fibre. The growers bring their produce at the hats where 
the' farias settle terms with the beparis and sell the fibre. The farias 
get a dece:o.t commission from the beparis as well as from the growers. 
The latter pay as they can readily dispose of the produce. The farias 
at times buy from the growers at rates chaaper than thOE;6 they get from 
the beparis. In buying they always take It to 2t seers extra weight 
per maund. 

Q. 24.-The multiplicity of the middlemen is responsible to some 
extent for the low price which the cultivators get . 

.... 
Q. 25.-The cultivators cannot afford as at present but to sell their 

produce to the farias. The establishment of sub-depots in suitable 
ce:o.tres of a. central organisation, such as CtH>perative sale society would 
enable cultivators to get better price. 

Q. 26 .,d Q. 27.-Yes. The erop is pledged at the time of taking 
loan either at sowing, weeding or harvesting "time. The entire crop 
or at times a part of the crop, is pledged for sale at rates lower by 8 
annas to' Re. 1. per maund. In places the mahajans land money or 
advance draught animalsJ seeds, etc., on, condition that (i) the entire 
crop would have to be sold to them at rates as stated above, (ii) the 
prQduce will have to be dalivered at the nearest railway station or 
depot free of charge, and (iii) the balance of the loan is paid bearing 
interest from 9 to 12 per cent. In the majority of the .cases the 
creditors ara also the ultimate buyers. Th .. growers have no other 
alternative but to .sell the crop to their creditors to repay the. loan. 
The cultivators always 'get a lower price besides rendering soma 
services free. The establishment of rural co-operative societies would 
it is expected afford some relief. 

Further detailS' on Q. 23 and Q. 25, submitted on 20th March. 1933 . 

. Q. 23.-Brokers known as beparis purchase jute from the cultiva.tors 
in the villages or mufassal hats and carry them to a big trading centre 
in the locality to stock them with some aratdar-farias (commission 
agents), who generally and at times. when necessary, advance money to 
the brokers to purchase jute. for them. These aratdars in turn sell 
the jute to the merchant purchasers and pay the brokers at the market 
rate minus two annas per maund as aratdarri. In cases where faria
aratdars advance money to the brokers for purchasing jute the former 
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realize i to i per cent. of the purchase money from the latter over 
~nd above the usu!!:l aratdfi:ri. The price at which 'the brokers purchase 
Jute from the cultivators IS generally far less than the price at which 
the merchants buy from the aratda·T's. ·These aratdars in disposing of 
jute t.o ~he merchant pur?hasers have to pay a charge of 1/8 par cent. 
a& .brzttt from the sale prIce. . ~his amount is deducted from the money 
paId to the brokers. An ~dditIonal charge of 9 pies per lot of weight 
IS charged by the lLratdarll as gosola britti. 

Q. 25.-The brokers purchase jute from the cultivators at a weight 
()f 82 tolas 10 annas per seer in addition to a dh,arta of t seer and 
kayrtli (weighman's remuneration) of about i seer per maund. The 
brokers then sell them at a weight of 80 tolas per sear to the merchants 
but pay dharta and kayali to the aratda.rs. . Thus it is seen that sub
st!l-ntial Jl!.oney goes to the pockets of the middlemen, which would other
~se have been the profits to the cultivators if they are in direct touch 
WIth the me~c~ant purchasers. The remedy lies in organising jute 
~rowers.associatIo~ and supply an~ sale society on co-operative principle 
l~ the Jute grpwmg centre. The cultivators can then be brought in 
dIrect touch WIth the jute balers thereby eliminating the middleman's 
profits. 

No.2. 

The District Agricultural Officer. Rajshahi. 

Dated the 23rd March 1933: 

Q. 23.-(1) The farias or beparis purchase jute from the cultivators 
in small lots sometimes for themselves and sometimes for the merchant.s 
too. 

(2) The /arias then bring the same to the aratdars or merchants who 
stock the same in their godown and have them made into bales of 3t 
maunds (standard weight) ultimately and despatch -the bales to Calcutta. 
The /arias engaged by the merchants- get a commission of. two annas 
per maund. A dharta of 2 seers is taken in every maund of jute pur
-chased by the beparisand merchants from the cultivators. 

Q. 24.-Yes, there is relation between the low price the cultivators 
get and the multiplicity of the middlemen to some extent. 

Q. 25r-Marketing custom is detrimental to the raiyats to some' 
extent. They will be best paid if they can sell .their jute to the mill
()wners direct. 

Q.. 26.-Sometimes the cultivators pledge or sell their crops 2 or 3 
months before they are harvested to the merchants. In case of pledge 
the interest is paid in kind of the crop which; is pledged at 5 seers for 
every rupee borrowed. In case of borrowing many raiyats. sell their 
jute in· advance to their money-lenders at a fixed price . lower by Rs. 2 
()r Rs. 3 than which is pravalent at the time of borrowing' money. 
Three-fourths of the valuation of the cro"ps are only advanced. 
. Q. 27.-The cultivators .borrow money from the money-lenders and 
merchants generally at an interest of 6 pies to 1 anna per rupee or the 
interest is paid in kind of the crop at 2 seers for eveI]' rupee borrowed • 
.As explained in answer to Question No. 26, the credItors are also the 
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ulti~ate buyers of the !TOp in large majority of cases and it affects the 
prica. To give credit facilities to the growers more co-operative 
societies should, be organised in every creek and corner. 

No.3. 

The District Agriculltural Officer, Noagaon (Rajshahi). 

Dated the 21st March 193.~. 

Q. 22.-Rural co-operative societies under the management of the 
Co-operative Department can briIig the raiyats more closely into touch 
with the jute balers. 

Q. 23.-The bepari., are "the direct agents of the local balers and pur
chase jute in the interior villages according to the direction of the balers 
regarding the price at which the jute is to be purchased. In some cases 
they purchase them salves direct from the raiyats and in some cases, 
specially when the bepari is a foreigner to the place, appoint local men 
as sub-a"ooents, who are called larias and purchase jute through them. The 
bepari stocks jute in a place, and when the stock is enough sends it to the 
local baler. Faria$ get a certain commission from beJ,wrill per maund 
()f jute and beparis get a certain profit per maund from the baler. 

By the present &ystem it is rather convenient for the raiyats to sell 
their jute to the larias or the beparis than to go direct to the local 
baler as they can sell jute to the former without incurring any extra. 
cost for cartage or bribes, etc., and the larias or bepari$ pay them, what 
is settled for price, to the pie, while in going to the latter the price they 
get becomes almost the same and even sometimes less including cartage 
and bribes to several agents of the baler, viz., gomastas, 'koyals, and 
dasturi, etc. ' 

Q. 24.-1 think there is no relation between the low price the 
cultivators get for their jute alid the multiplicity of the middlemen. 
Had there not betln so many middlemen, the cultivators would get 
almost the sarno low price from the local balers who control the local 
rate of jute, as they hhvc no means to sell their jute direct to any other 
higher source in Calcutta independently. 

Q. 25.--The raiyats could make profit only if eithar Government or 
Co-operative Department would utilise big capital for purchasing jute 
from them and sell them direct to the mill-owners in Calcutta; or the 
raiyats would have been very much benefited if Government could 
monopolise the jute market. ',I'hus the system of selling jute through 
iariaS' and beparis, which is detrimental to the interast of the raiyats~ 
might be aboli&hed. 

Q. 26 arid Q. 27.--It is a fact that some cultivators who are needy~ 
borrow money in advance from the middlemen, dealing with, jute or 



from the local balers on a contract of giving hil!l produ~e of jute at 
~ much concessio~ rate of _ P!ice or giving a certain quantity of jute 
In excess at the time. of sellmg the 'produce to them. They take the 
loan or advaJlce about 2 or 3 months before har-vest. 

Yes, in majority of cases buyers of the crops are creditors. This 
does not affect the price of jute in general so much but the borrowers 
are only to suffer as they are to pay heavy interest in shape of produc& 
or a concession rate only for a very short period of enjoying the loaJl. 
The borrowers may be relieved of this -only in Clise the Government 
or the C()roperative Department give them loan and realise it at the time 
of harvest with small iJlterest. 

No. 4. 

The District Agricultural Offlcer, Kishoreganl (Mymensigh) .. 

Da~ed the 22nd MOIrch 1933. 

Q. 22.-There is no means to form village co-operative societies, as 
the mass of the cultivators are illiterate and there is no leading man to 
guide them. . 

Q. 23.-The middlemen such as laria and bepari purchase jute
from the cultivators direct by weight of 88 tola.!'per seer and also get at 
least 10 seers or so iIi excess over one maund by weight: The culti
vators are unaware of the actual price of jute and as such they are to' sell 
their jute to the kind offer of the middleman. The middleman then 
sells the jute to' the marchant by weight of 80 wlas per seer, an.dalso 
with a profit in the price (say 4 to 8 annas per mauJid). The merchants 
generally get their supply through farias and 'beparis, aJld there is nO' 
custom to purchase jute direct from the cultivators. 

Q. 24.-The low price of jute is due to tlie multiplicity of middlemenr 

Q. 25.-The middlemen purchase jute from cultivators by weight 
of 88 tolas per seer and also cheat the cultivators in weight. This 
practice is considered detrimental to the raiyat, and this is only possible 
to abolish by legislature. 

Q. 26.-Yes. During the time of weeding, thinning and wa&hing
jute the wages of labourers go high, and scarcity of labour is felt every
where. The cultivators at that time borrow money from, the middlamen 
such as faria and bepOJri on condition to repay the money either by sell
ing their produce to them at fixed price as they will suggest at the time 
of loan, or on condition of returning a certain quantity of jute in kind. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators generally borrow money from the money
lender on interest. But, if the money is required at the time of culti~ 
vation of jute, they generally borrow it from the bepari as they 
can secure it at ease. In most cases the creditors are-the ultimate buyers 
of jute. It gre~tly affects the price Of jute whic~ the cultivators may 
obtain. The co.operative bank may help th~ cultl'yators who are grow
ing jute by lending money. 
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The, District Agricu.ltural Officer, Dinajpur. 

Dated the 10th March 1933. 

Q •. 22.-At present Ido not find out /lny practical means such as the 
:£ormation of village co-operative societies whereby the raiyats call be 
llirought more closely in touch with the jute baler.. - , 

The failure' of the spasmodic triais that were made on previous 
,occasions in that direction shows that there were some defects in the 
:root of the organisation. Until that is removed and unless the sub
ject is taken in its entirety and more widely, I do not think there is 
..any hope. . 

Q. 23.-There are middlemen such as /aria,bepari, both merchants· 
.()r commission agents. Their remuneration is very small in considera
:tion with that of Marwari merchants. Most of them are bona fide 
,-cultivators who. are deceived by the big merchants, in various ways. 
Indeed there are very few /arias or beparis who are not highly indebted 

,and are completely in the clutches of the Marwari merchants. These 
Marwari inercha)lts give some profit to these agents with one hand . 

. a)ld take it back with the other hand. They get 1 anna or 2 annas· 
~as profit per maund by fraudulent method in weighing and carrying 
rOn business. . 

Q. 25.-The marketing custom in this district is very defective. In 
,some places jute is sold at 64 tQlas weight. in some places 100 and other 
places 120 and iJl other places 128 and so on. The merchants take' 

:.a small quantity, i.e., 1 or 2! B.eers per maund, for dharta in addition 
·to actual weight. 

:t'he classification of jute made by the Marwari merchants is, 
:arbItrary. - .. ;., 

Q. 26.-Very few cultivators in this district sell their crops before 
·ltarvest. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators borrow their money from the local mahajan&a 
"The creditors are not in general the buyers of the crops in this district • 
. Land mortgage banks may be of some help but it requires to be tested.: 

No.6. 

The District Agricul,tural Officer, Chittagong. 

Dated the 17th March 1933. 

Q. 22.-Village co-operative societies can be formed through the 
Pre\1ident, Pa.nchayat, with the help of the Circle Officer. The Pre
-:sidentJ Panchayat, will take much interest and carryon the work if 
:f;ome sort of remuneration is fixed for the purpose, and then the raiya.ts 
will be able to come in close touch with the jute baler and by this the 

'middlemen's profit may be eliminated. _ 
Q. 23.-The /atrias who keep informations of the piace where jute is 

:ilold at higher rate than that of the interior places go direct to jute grow
.ere and purchase it :and. sell it to 'beparis or to the adjacent merchants 
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or com~ission 6~ents w~o deal witlt it. Sometimes the geparis also 
send theIr men dIrect to Jute growers to have it. Generally the beparis 
sell it to merchants or commission agents. Farias do this busines~ in
dependently or t~ke advance money.from bep~~r merchants for which 
they are to pay mterest, or to supply jute at a normal profit of 
1 or 2 annas per maund. If they take money in advance they try to 
purchase jute so as to maintain the interest and profit and thu3 the 
prevailing rate. 

Q. 24.-Yes .. the more the middlemen the less the raw for jute 
()btamed by the Jute growers. The first man purchases it at such a rate 
so that he may get a profit out of it by selling to the second middleman· 
and the second middleman to the third middleman and so on. The last 
Vliddleman purchases it at a rate lower than the bazOll' rate and thus 
tlO many profits bear on the jute growers who consequently get a much 
lower rate. 

Q. 25.-In some places the jute growers are to sell jute at 90 to' 100 
tolas a seer, or 1 maund 10 seers equal to 1 maund; or to give some jute 
to the actual man who weighs it. It may be abolished, if a centre from 
where jute will be supplied direct to the jute baler is made under each 
thana so that the jute growers may bell it at a considerably higher rate 
()r baza1' rate at a standard weight. 

Q. 26.-In this question I have no personal experience, about. the 
system practisad in Noakhali District and in Chittagong District. Jute 
cultivation is very little and it may be ignored as what they grow is 
grown for their household affairs. As far as I know the crops were pledg

. ad or sold before harvest when the rate of jute was higher which is no 
more nowadays owing to the fall of price of jute. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators' generally borrow money from the local 
money-lenders. In some cases it is correct that the creditors buy the 
jute from the debtors who are unable to pay exorbitant interest with 
principal and are bound to &:ell' it to the creditors at a considerably low 
rate out of their interest. It affects much in having more money ·had 
they been able to $t!ll it in the market. It may be remedied if the 
money is lent to the growers by the c().operative bank system at a lower 
interest, with the conditions that jute will have to be sold to the co
operative bank agents who will purchase it at the baza'l' rate .and return 
the money after realisation of their debts. 

No.7. 

The District Agricultural Officer, Rangpur. 

Dated the 17th March i933. 

Q. 22.-Yes,· if any "sale and supply society" can be opened and at. 
tached to every Union or lJOCal Board having the president.of each board 
as. secretary, the raiyat can be brought more closely into touch with the 
jute baler, eliminating middlemen's profit. 

Q. 23.-The farias generally purchase jute from the cultivators who 
bring in small quantities of jute in the local market foI' sale; From 
'the sale proceeds or such small' quantities of jute the cultivators, pur
ehase their' daily' necessary articles. The faria, pay a lower price to . 
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the needy cultivators than the beparis_ After purchasing from the local 
market the Im-ias sell their stock to the bepans at a little less than the 
current rate. The beparis purchase jute both froin the lanas as well 
as from the growers. 

~rhe beparis pay to growers more than the larias. The profit of the 
beparis is two-fold. They d3ceive the growers by taking an excess 
weight of 5 seers of jute for every maund which is locally termed as 
dhalta. Again, they mix water .with the jute at the rate of 5 to 10 
seers for every maund before delivering the same in the godown of jute 
merchants. The jute merchants, too, take a dhalta of 2 to 5 Mlers for 
every maund of jute from beparis. The merchants either purchase jute 
from the beparis after giving a commission at one anna per maund or 
at the current market rate. . 

Q. 24.-Yes, both the middlemen as well as the Marwari merchants 
are responsible for the lower price of jute the cultivators are getting 
than current rate, as the Marwari merchants and middlemen are'the 
dictators of rate and the cultivators in the interior are quite ignorant of 
the actual rate. ' , . 

Q. 25 and Q. 26.-N o. 
Q. 27.-The cultivators borrow from jotedars, mahajan,' and banks. 

The creditors are not always the ultimate buyers. 

No.8. 

The District Agricultural Officer, Mymensingh. 

Dated the 19th March 1933. 

Q •. 22.-1 think if there isfol'mation of rural .jute co-operative 
societies in the villages, the roiyat will be able to deal directly with the 
jute balers. These societies will facilitll.tepurchase and also disposal 
of the jute of the members of the societies. There should bea 
Central Jute Co-operativa Society in the district town which will control 
the rural societies in the villages and will do all sorts of transactions 
with the jute balers. The societies will have to be financed- .by the. 
raiyats who enlist themselves as members of the same. Thus the middle
men's profit will be eliminated to a great extent. 

Q. 23.-The following middlemen are found generally in' sadar sub· 
division :-

(1) Fariaw.-They work iu the interior of the district, directly handle 
the cultivators and purchase jute from them. They have not got any 
fixed rate or commission but their profit or loss depends on the demand 
of the market rate at the local hat by the bevaris. These larias general.:. 
ly market jute from the cultivators' doors at the local hat. They control 
practically the price of the jute of the cultivators. The larias do not 
stock jute, and readily dispose of their stock purchased. 

(2) Chataiwalla.-They are a class of larias. They generally pur
chase jute from the cultivators who sell jute at the local hat. They 
open shops in every hat and invite cultivators to sell their jute to them. 
They finally dispose of their stock to the bepar'!·s.-

(3) Beparis.-They are the connecting link between the larias and' 
o jute balers.. They sell jute to the jute firms in the important stations 



of the district. They sell jute by the contract system and even enter 
into forward sales with the firms. These 'beparis are· informed by autho
rities of the jute firms of the fluctuations of jute market at Calcutta.. 

(4) Comnnission Agents.-They are sort of middlemen apPQinted by 
the jute balers on the commission system for buyiJlg jute from the culti
vators, Jarias and bepOJT"is. Their usual commission is from 1 anna to 2 
annas per maund, which they receive from the jute finn. Usually they 
get one anna if they are appointed nearer to the jute firm. They get 
more up to the limit of 2 anJlas if the godown for stocking jute according 
to business is costlier or if they are appointed at distant places. 

Q. 24.-Yes. I think they get low prices for jute on account of 
multiplicity of the middlemen. . 

Q. 25.-The Jaria system is rather detrimental to the interest or" 
the cultivators. The system could be rectified by the following ways:-

(1) There should be a standard weight for selling jute in the interior 
.or toWJl alike, corresponding to Calcutta markets or abroad, i.e., every
where jute should be sold at 80 tolas per seer. 

(2) By co-operative system. 
(3) If they can sell direct to the firm they can avoid middlemen's 

profit. -
Q. 26.-.,.-lp the subdivisions the cultivators generally do not pledge 

or sell their crop before· harvest. . 
Q. 27.-They borrow money from local money-lenders, Kabuliwallas, 

co-operative societies, rural banks, loan offices, zemindarsor talulcdars. 
Money-lenders are not generally the buyers of the crop. 

·No. 9. 

The District Agricultural Officer, Jalpaiguri. 

Dated the 17th Ma.rch 1933. 
:-

Q. 22.-'l'he middlemen and their profits may be .eliminated to a 
certain extent by organisiJlg village co-operative so«;lieties and agricul
tural associations rtlrough the Union Board or forming jute growers 
associations in different centres of the district for controlling jute culti
vation and selling direct to th'e. jute balers. 

Q. 23.-The Jarias go to interior villages with the weighing balance 
and purchase from the growers at a. low rate as the ignorant cultivators 
do not get any information of prevailing market rate. Besides this 
the larias get 1 anna to 2 annas per maund from the bepari!l or balers. 
'l'he beparis in their turn get a certain percentage or commission from 
the balers whom they supply. 

Q. 24.-Yes, to a certain extent. The' more the multiplicity of the 
middlemen, the more the jute owners. get low prices. 
_ Q. 25.-Yes, it can be abolished if the jute is sold through Ithe 
organised associations direct to the balers. 

Q. 2&.-In some pl~ces ~ dad€!n systam is prevalent. "!"hereby the 
crop, when it is 4 feet In heIght, IS pledged on the condItIOn that the 
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jute must be sold to the investor and to non:e other at the fixed price 
when contract if) entered into. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators generally borrow money from the Marwaris, 
The creditors in most cases become the ultimate purchasers of the crop Oil 

the aforesaid dudan system at the lower rate. If the co-operative societie! 
and other organised associations lend money to the deserving cultivator! 
at nominal rate of interest, then the raiyats may be saved from selling 
jute at lower rate to their creditors. 

No. 10. 

The Deputy Director of Agricultu,re, Northern Circle, Rajshahi. 

Dated the ,11(h March 1933. " 

Q. 22.-It should be possible to organise a Jute~rowers and Dealers 
Corporation, having its central warehouse in Calcutta, with warehouses 
distributed in the countries under the control or connected with rural 
co-operative societies, affiliated to the above organisation to deal in 
jute. This would eliminate the middleman and his profits. But to be 
on sound lines, it ~hould be run on profit-sharing basis. 
. Q; 23.-These middlemen either do business on their own behalf 
or on behalf of others. In the former case, the profits depend upon 
market fluctuations; whereas in the latter case, they get a commissio:n 
from the firms for whom they make purchases up to a certain given 
figure. The remuneration figures are not at hand. 

Q. 24.-This is true to some extent; but the chief cause for low 
price is the paucity of demand by the mills or the balers. A ",Teater 
demand and a higher price will also bring better value to the cultivator. 

Q. 25.-There are several marketing customs that are detrimental 
to the interest of the raiyats. Firstly, there is no standard weight with 
which jute is weighed when purchased by the middlemen. The standard 
weight of 80-tola seer is not generally resorted to. Thakutcha seer 
(60 tolas) is generally prevalent in the country. In some districts, 
there are several weights based on seers of 60 to las to 120 tolas. In 
parts of Dinajpur (Setabganj) the maund is equal to 2 maunds of kutcha 
maund, i.e., twice 60 tolas make one seer. Secondly, some extra jute 
is always ,taken with each maund weighed, as compensation for loss 
on drying during storage and transit. This is done even if the jute 
purchased is dry. This is known as dasturt:. Thirdly, at the time (If pay
ment for the jute purchase, the middleman never makes the full pay
ment of the amount due. He deducts a percentaga for his own reli
gious endowments, which the grower may not himself like to make. 
Another percentage is deducted for gowshal.a, a.nd so on. Tha money 
being inrthe hands of the middlemen, the grower is helple1>S and must 
agree to such deductions. This is generally done by the Marwaris. 
These .,praetices could be put a stop to by disclaiming them as illegal. 

Q. 2$.~uJtivators are k)lown to pledge their crops, sell them before 
harvest. 'This is done with the mllhajans from whom they have borrow
ed, and the terms depend upon tlle amount borrowed or future possibili
ties of the value of the crop. " 

Q. 27.-The cultivators generally borrow from the village mahajan. 
The co-operative credit societies have not succeeded in imbibing a co
operative sense, as several societies, particularly in the Pabna Di&trict, 
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,that have gone under liquidation, have shown. They find that althouglP 
the rate of interer.t is less than what the mahajan demands, it is not so 
easy to get credit as from the latter. Consequently,tha cultivator falls> 
back upon the mahajan, although he also risks his very existence. It
is correct to say that these mahajanl are, in most of the cases, tlie ulti .. · 
mate purchasers of jute crop, which also means that the mahajan exer-' 
-eises his influence as a creditor to reduce the price of jute which, if left 
free to sell the cultivator would have got better by selling it) anyone-' 
he liked., 

As remedial measure, the cultivator may deliver his jute to the near
est co-operative warehouse of which he is a member! against which he-' 
may be advanced some money for his immediate reqUIrements but not to-' 
the full value of the. jute deposited. The balance of the value may be
paid up after final \flisposal of the jute and when profits and expenses;: 
have been ascertained. 

No. 11. 

The Deputy . Director of Agriculture, Eastern Circle,Dacca.. 

Dated the 13th March 1933 .. 

Q. 22.-Village co-operative societiee may be made in each UnioJl! 
Board. They will have to decide what area of jute is to be sown within 
their jurisdictions according to the market . requirements i~ each year' 
and regulate the cultivation accordingly. It means a net~w()rk of 
organisations with a vast capital and a staff for supervision 'and check.· 
ing of the area and yield of the growers. If the work is to be done 
properly the appointment of paid secretaries and subordinates may be
necessary. The elimination of' middleIIlJen's profit cannot, be fully!' 
avoided if the expenditure is to be recouped from the sale of jute., 
The vast quantity of jute produced in .Bengal is collected within it short: 
period of 3 months or so during the rainy Beason when big boats can' 
ply in the rivers, bheels and khals. The /a1'ias and beparis have to-' 
InCUr expenditure and do a great deal of personal labour in carrying,. 
loading, unloading, drying, weighing, etc., and also meet the loss'by-' 
wastage and drying during tran~it and before del}very' of the final, 
goods. They have to take the nsk of the fluctuatIon of the market. 

These iniddlemeJl have to incur losses in some years while they make
profit in the others. 

It is to be considered whether this heavy I'isk can be taken by the-
eo-operative societies. ' , . 

It is also to be considered' what profit they now make 'for doing 
all this work and wheH,t"r any other organisation' can i'epI:~bthem. t()F> 
minimise the cost of collection till delivery to th~ balers an<l .,: ~ 

Q. '23.-These middlemen may be cla..ssified as foIloi:-?- ~..;. ~., 
. (1) Kani /aria;~They makesmall.purchas,es from 'ha~s or houses or 

the growers and collect them. for dehv~ry ,to ,the beparts;They may
purchase up .to 50 maunds of Jute at a hme, often much less, 

Beparis ~n.d k'utcha ~alers adv~nce money~.() t~e ~aria8. for this pu~ •• 
pose after fixlng the prICe. But In Chandpur, dIstrICt "Tippera and l!k:-
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lfada.ripur. district Faridpur there are bi~ Ja~8 who take .money direct 
from the balers and supply a luge quantIty lIke the bepans. " 

(2) Beparis.-TheY purchase generally from the farias and hats, the 
maximum quantity taken by each may be 500 maunds or Ulore ut a time. 
They get the price fixed by the balers and take advances from the:qJ.. 

(3) J.lahajans.-They purchase from the beparis and Jarias and ex-
}Jort direct to Hatkhola, Calcutta, for sale to mills, etc., through 
brokers. 

(4) K'utcha balers.-They send the goods in 3t-4 maund bales direct 
to CaJcutta mills but they do not eliminate tops and bottoms of the 
jute" as in lJUccd bales. They also send to two mills ca.t Madras and one at 
Cawnpur. 

(5) Pucca balers.-They purchase either from beparis or kutcha 
balerE;. They eliminate 'top and bOttom and make" pucca bales of 5 
ma.unds for shipment either to the mills or foreign countries. They 
fix the i'ates with' the beparu for the supply. 

(6) Commission Agents.-Sometimes a firm employs these Agents on 
o("ertain remuneration vl!,rying from 1 anna to 2 annas par' maund for 
-profit; when they take adva;nce for the purchase, the remuneration is 
less; but if they finance, themselves it is more as stated above. The 
:system of commission agents is going down now-a-days. 
, Any bhadralok bepari is called a. Commission Agent now. An esti
mate of the profit by the above middlemen in normal years may be 
.stated as follows: '-

, K ani /aria.:....,4 "ann as to 8 annas per maund; but they have to incur 
loss if the market goes down before sale. 

Beparis.-They get payment on assortment of difl'erent grades. 
'The prese nt grades are as follows:-

(1). Fours (2) Rejections (3) I •. R. (4) X L. R. 
The rates are fix.ed by the merchants and balers according to the 
muket :fluctuations. 
They generally get a profit of 4 to 8 annas per maund. 

lllahajans.-They do not make assortment as above but make general 
estimate of the quality and decide rate. . 
'They make 4 to 8 a;nnas per maund profit. 

Kutcha balers.-They make a similar profit-.--4 to 8 annas. 
Pucca balers.-It is not known how much profit they make. 
Taking all the above rates it is quite probable that the profit varies 

-from Re. 1 to Rs. 2 per maund in good years but at present owing 
10 the very low rates it may be 4 to 8 annas per maund. Besideiil 
the above rates the incidental charges for transport to Calcutta from 
Dacca is about S to 10' annas. Thus the growers canp.ot expect to get 
'more tha;n Rs. 3 when the Calcutta price is Rs. 5 per maund. 

Q. 24,-It will thus been seen that the price of jute is affected by 
:Re. 1 to Re. 2 owing to the multiplicity of the middlemen; but' thes~ 
men are. necessary evils for collection and delivery to the balers or, 

: mills within a short period and have to incur expenditure for this pur-
pose. • 

Q. 25.'-Sometimes a rent of i allna to 1 anna. pl.'r maund is charged 
by landlord for jute sold in the hats. ·It is so in Pubile and Sabar in 
District Dacca, Atharabari, Nilganj, Iswarganj, etc., in district 
Mymensingh. , 
{The Deputy DirectoT 01 Agrirulture, EIl .• tel"n Circlf..] 
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Besides, the weights vary In different marbts. Some of them 
'e noted as follows:-

, 
Talas. Annas. 

Dacca and Narayanganj, the seer is 86 J.O- sikka weight. 

Mymensingh, 
" " " 

00 0 
" " 

Faridpur and Madaripur, 
" " 

82 10 
" " 

Chandpur and Tippera, 
" " " 82 10 " " 

I think the standard /leer should be introduced in all, districts so 
,at the illiterate growers might not be misled by the variations of the 
~ights as stated above. . 

Q. 26.-The system of pledgiJig h~s DOW gone down as money-lenders 
e not advancing money owing to the present economic. <iepression and 
mt of capital. 
. Formerly a neooy cultivator would sell off the jute as follows:-

(1) When the jute is growing 3 to 4 feet high an estimate is made' 
of the outturn and the whole plot sold at a lump-sul!l p#ce 
evidently at a cheaper rate. 

(2)' By advancing money at a fixed rate of price per maund on con-· 
dition that delivery will be given when the retting and dry~ 
ing are compl~ted. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators, borrow money from the local money-lep-ders. 
L a small number of cases the creditors are also the ultimate buyers; 
certainly affects the price as the money-lenders purchase at a much. 

wer rate subject to the market fluctuation: if the. price goes down he 
ay not make much profit or even may lose. . . 

Co-operativa societies ~aycome for help but,as I ha"e' already 
Ilted, it is to be con&idered whether such a net-work of societies can 
I formed on correct basis and a proper control and whether the cost 
volved in collection through the middlemen as now exists, ,will 
aterially be less. . 

No~, 12. 

The District Agricultural Officer, damalpl:lr (Mymensingh). 

Dated the 15th March 1933 . 

. Q. 22.-It may be feasible to establish 'such market committees as 
ltivators can always cash their jute. They will bring the cultivators' 
to closer touch with balers. Co-operative societies may follow' lhis.· 
lien the people are sufficiently trained. 

Q. 23.-:-At present in Mymensingh district cultivators sell jute to. 
ricu and beparis on cash terins at .current local marketriltes. The. 
rias' and beparis sell it at once to mahajan. on f.cash terms,' thereby: 
,rning one anna to two annas perma'U_lid~The 'miLhajans .stock' thIS' 

30 
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and sell it whenever it is favourable for them to do so, through their 
brokers in Calcutta. Up to this stage thete are no commission agents. 
The mahajans have had no remunerations for the last three years. 

Q. 24,-Yes, to a small extent though. And there is keen competi-
tion between middlemen. . 

Q. 25.-'l'here is "a difference in standards of weight in different 
markets besides other petiy charges are made on actual price of stock 
by the mahajans. These are however not at all important during the 
present slump period. . 

Q.26.-No. 
Q. 27.-Money.lenders in this part of the country do not usually 

deal ill jute. 

No. 13. 

The District Agricultural! Oflfcer, Far,idpur. 

Dated the 14th March 1933. 

Q. 22.-There is no means at. present in this district, in tne shape 
of village co-operative. societies, whereby the raiyat can be brought 
more closely into touch with the jute baler, thus eliminatillg the middle
men and middlemen's profits. The formation and success of such 
village societies seem to be fraught with many difficulties. One or tW() 
such societies may however he organised under efficient control in suit-

. able centres as a;o. experimental measure. 
Q. 23.~Faria and bepari. There appears to be no wide line of de

marcation between the functions of a laria and a bepari. A fa ria is the 
man who generally collects small quantities of jute in the villages from 
the actual growers. He also purchases it in small qua;o.tities from the 
cultivators at different hats. A'bepari is the man who generally gets. 
his supplies of jute from the farias. But in some cases the bepari col
lects jute. in larger quantities from the actual growers in the villages. 
and~the different hats. For practical .purposes a bepari is considered 
a man of more money and resources than a laria who- handles small 
quantities of jute with a small amount of money. A bepal'i generally 
deals with the merchants and local balers though in some cases laritM 
have also direct transactions with the merchants and balers. The re
muneration of the bepatris- and the farias is not fixed. The faria~. 
generally purchase jute on their own account at. a price settled by them 
with the cultivators and sell it to the beparis or the1merchants or balers 
at a price offered to them by the purchasing people aecording to the
quality of jute. They lose or gain in these transaction-s~ It may be 
noted that the larias are generally the men who make the weight of 
jute fibres heavy by sprinkling water over it with a view to make a profit. 
I have my own experience in this- matter. The bepar£s also deal with 
the merchants and balers on similar lines, i.e., they accept the price
offered by the merchants and balers according to the quality of jute: ;In 
some cases there are agents, called 'brokers, who work on commISSIOn 
basis. The merchants and balers in these cases offer a commission vary-

,: ing from one a;o.na to two annas per ma,und to tbem for supply of jute 
in large quantities but in th.ese cases also the agents have got . to' be 



satisfied with'the prices offered by the merchants and balers according 
to the quality of jute. These. agents also'lose or gain in'these trans
actions. The men (rbe;parill'or'/arias) who deal with the merchants and 
balers have to pay many other charges in addition to the cost of transit. 
They are principallJlf (1) gadi kharach which is one anna and, six pies 
p<!r maund, (2) dhalta which is i seer per maund and (3) "sampl~" 
which is 10 beers per 100 maunds. ' 

, Q. 24.-Apparently there seems to be a relation between the low price 
the cultivator is getting for his jute and the multiplicity of middlemen 
but the cultivatQrs prefer to deal in jute through farias and beparisfor 
many reasons, the chief of them being (1) they are shy of going direct 
to the merchants for the fear of being cheated more, (2) they pr<!fer 
to dispose of their stuff from their own places which saves time and 
labour, (3) they deal in small instalments according to theii' need and 
(4) in this they do not run the risk of bringing back unsold jute. 

Q. 25.-There are different marketing customs prevailing in different 
hatl. A tax is collected in every hat which varies from half anna tQ one 
anna per maund. in different hats. The cultivators do not mind paying 
it if they get a favourable price. These can only be abolished if the 
zemindarll agrea to their abolition. 

Q. 26.-The pledging or selling the crop before harvest is not iII 
vogue in this district at present. A system was in vogue for selling 
the crop to the mahajansat a. fixed price at the time of borrowing 
money. For example, if a cultivator borrowed Rs. 100 from a .maha
jan and the price of jute on the day of transactiQn was Rs. 4 per maund, 
he agreed to give to th'e mahajan25 Iriaunds of jute within a fixed period. 
In this case the cultivator or the mahajan may lose or gain according 
to the price of jute prevailing when the jute is supplied. ' 

Q. 27.-The cultivators generally borrow from the ma.hajans. The 
creditors are not the buyers of the crop. 

No. 14. 

The District Agricultural Officer, Bogra. 

Dated thtr 13th March 1933. 

Q. 22.-Yes, this can be done but should be done ~Ii. a more systema
tic and- organised way so that every grower becomes its member and 
does not sell the jute to any .other' purchaser. 

, Q. 23..-The faria is the immediate purch~r from the. gro,!,el'tl. 
He collects the jute from the houses of the culhvators and brI~gs It ~o 
the bepari who sells it to the balers. They generally work WIth theIr 
own capital and farias require small and beparis require a. large capital. 
Generally they make a profit an~ this ?epends upon the market. The. 
measuring weIght varies greatly lD varIOUS places. 84 tplall 10. annas 
make .one seer in many pla.c~s. Sometimes they take. m.or~ and some . 
times le&"8 but this is always hIgher than the normal weIght, 'I..e., 80-tola 



seer Thus they make profit in weights. Nowadays, all th~se middlemen 
can~ot make more profit in jute business and sometimes th2Y suffer loss . 
. Commission agents make profit from 1 anna to two annas per maund of 
jute. 

Q. 24.-Yes, it is to some extent true; but every cultivator individual
ly cannot· take his jute to a long distance to sell it to the balers. Thus, 
npwadays, these middlemen are necessary. 

Q. 25.-The purchasers do not' purchase jute by standard weight 
.but they pay the price for standard weight. Sometimes they do this 
because the pr~ducers are not Il:lso honest a~ they sell wet and bad stuff. 
Both. the practIces can be abolIshed by legIslation. 

. Q. 26.-In some places, sometimes this is done in their hard days 
and ·for taking loan. There is no,hard and fast rule for it. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators borrow from private money-lenders, co
operative or other banks and sometimes from mahajans, who ultimately 
become the buyers of the crop. In the latter case the price of jute is 
to some extent affected. I have no suggestion and idea regarding better 
credit facilities. 

No. 15. 

The District Agricultural Officer, Bakarganj. 

Dated the 20th March 1933. 

Q. 22.-Attempt may be made to form village co.;operative organisa
tions to stock the jute locally produced and advanre some money to the 
raiyatt for -their stuff at the time of stocking. The whole stuff may 
then b2' disposed of directly with jute balers and profit di8tributed 
afterwards. But the difficulty lies with the raiyats who in most cast's 
will not be willing to part with their: j-ute unless they get full payment 
at the time of sale. Any innovations will be taken by them with suspi
cion. If the co-operative societies now working simply on credit side 
take up this work amongst the members of the societies then gradually 
it will be introduced in other centres. , . 

Q. 23.-There is practically no !aM'a for jute in this district. . The 
beparis go direct to the cultivators in the villages or.meet them in the 
market and purchase the jute ·directly from them. These beparis supply 
big merchants at Madaripur or to their agents locally; sometimes it is 
stol)ked in different markets of the district by these beparis from where 
it is exported mostly to Madaripur. These beparis get about 6 annas to 
8 annas per maund over the price at which they purchase the stuff in 
this low market. In high market they get 12 annas to Re. 1 per maund: 
The aratdar where the 'bepaM:S stock their jute, get -about 2 annas. to 

.3 annas per maund for stocking. Sometimes these aratdars sell directly 
to the merchants who come from Madaripur and Chandpur and get 2 
annas to a. annas per maund as. their commission from both' sides. 
Sometimes the beparis get their capi~al from the local monied men or 



merchants on condition of gettingA.'certain share of the profit which 
varies from 4 annas to.6 annas·. . . 

Q. 24.-1 do not think there is any relation ,between the low price 
and the multiplicity' of the middlemen. ., : 

. Q. 25.-~.f the cultivatorgoes;to·sell·his jute in a market he is to 
pay to the zJaradar of the hat at the rate of 6 pies to 1 anna per rupee. 

Q. 2~.-No sale is done before harvest nor is there any pledge by 
the cultivators. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators generally borrow from the money-lender 
of the localit;v who are sometimes mer~hants of the local hat .. They 
are now gettIng money from co-operatIve banks where there is one. 
The creditors are nC?t generally the buyers of the ,crops. 

No. 1$. 

. 
The District Agricultural Officer, Midnapore. 

Dated the 13th-J,farch 1933. 

, Q. 23.-1 am unable to say anything definitely on this point with .. 
out making thorough enquire~ at the jute trade centres. . 

Q. 24.-1 am of opinion that the low price the cultivator is getting 
for his jute is to. a great extent due to the multiplicity of middlemen. 

Q. 25.-As marketing conditions are at present, there is no alterna
tive for the cultivator but to sell off his jute to middlemen for. ready 
cash to enable him to pay the land rent and other creditors. If atrange
ments could be made to o.rganise co-operative sale societies, which could 
advance to the cultivators at least 50 per cent. of the price of the jute 
delivered by them as soon .as the .jute i.s received by the society. so 
that the cultivators may have ready money to meet their obligations, 
then 1 think the present custom of jute sale may be abolished in course 
of "time. . 

Q. 26.-There are many instances where cultivators pledge their 
crops at the time of sowing or even after to mahajans or middlemen 
in consideration of monetary advances received from them. Regard
ing the terms on which the crop is pledged, 1 am unable to give any 
definite information without making enquiries. . 

Q. 27.-For jute cultivation, the cultivators generally borrow from 
village mahajans or touri)1g beparis. and in most cases the latter are 
the ultimate buyers of the crops. This procedure does affect the price 
which the cultivator is able to obtain, as due to the tahd for repay
ment of the loans, the cultivator il> obliged to sell off his jute to his 
creditors at a price dictated by them. 

Regarding provision of better credit facilities to the cul\ivators, I 
think co-<>perative credit and sale societies should be organised on a large-
scale th'roughout the jute growing centres. ' " 
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No. 17 • 

. ' . 
The District Agi'icultural Omcel'. Howrah. . . 

Dated the 14th March 1933 . 

. ' Q: 22.-The -existing -Union Boards may be utilised for the purpOSE 
'of forming village co-operative societies with the help of the Co-opera. 
tive Department, whereby the raiyat may be brought in close touch wit! 
the jute baler, thus eliminating the middlemen and middlemen's profits 

Q. 23.-Middlemen such as laria and bepari go from house to housE 
of the cultivators and purchase jute from them and sell the same tc 

'aratdars at a certain profit, approximately four annas per maund of jute, 

Q. 24.-Yes there is some relation between the low price the culti· 
vator is getting' for his jute and the multiplicity of middlemen. 

Q. 25.-There are no marketing 'customs which' are detrimental to 
the raiyat in this district. 

Q. 26. No, 

Q. 27.-Cultivators generally borrow from villaga mahajans or 
village creditors and sometimes they also borrow from a Kabuliwala. 
The creditors in this district are not the ultimate buyers of the crops. 
Qrga.nisation of a village co-operative credit society may give better 
credit facilities- to cultivators. . 

No. 18.· 

The District Agricultural, OmC8~. Na.dia. 

Dated the 15th March 1933, 

Q. 22.~This can be tried through the rural co-operative bimks' where 
B.uch banks exist., 

Q. 23.-In some villages larias generally go about the village en
,q,uiring from the cultivators if they require any money to meet cultiva
,tlOn c.harges specially of jute. The laria takes the cultivators in this 
way eIther to the bepari or to big jute merchants and provides them with 
money to some extent with an understanding that they will sell their 
'jute fibre with the help of the laria securing the money for them. In 
some cases the laria takes the cultivators with their fibre to beparis or 
'other jute dealers a.nd takes commiRsion from both the sides for the 
~bour., In some cases either the laria or the bepa,ri cheats the poor 
cultivators by wrong weighing. 

Q. 24.-Yes, partly . 

•. . ' .Q., 25.~In th,emajority of places there are limited buyers of jute 
·:to whom the cul!Ivators are forced to sell for any Juice dictated by them 
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as they are quite ignorant of Orther places where they can dispose of 
their produce for a. better price. In 8_ome caseB the fibres are left in arat6 
whf.'re the prices in most cases are settled by the owner of arats. The 
man gets' the price of jute after paying a certain amount to the owner 
of the aTilt for hiring charge of the godown. In some' cases the owner 
of arats also cheats the cultivators by paying less 'price than what he 
has actually, sold for. ' 

This can he abolished if selling can be arranged ihl'o~gb p:p~ilf 
organised and managed co-oparative sale societies. 

Q. 26 • ....:.Yea. Sometimes before weeding and sometimes before har-
vesting and in rare cases before sowing. - , . 

It is pledged with the condition that the fibre would be sold to the 
man advancing money with a less rate than what would be the then 
prevailing market I'ate or sometimes at a fixed rate as is dictated bY' 
the money-lender at the time of advancing, money. - -

Q. 27.-From private money"lenders, jute dealers, and banks. 

No. 

Yes; when the creditors are the buyers. 

Credit facilities may be given to growers through banks or through 
legislation by fixing the rate of interest for money lent for agricultural 
purposes. 

No. 19. 

The District Agricultural Officer, H Gop I,. 

lJated _the_19th Alarch 1933. 

Q. 22.--Co-operative societies Clln certainly play a very important 
part in the elimination of middlemen and their profits and brIng the 
jute grower in direct touch with jute balers. In fact a serious attempt 
was mada in this direction by the Department of Co-operative Societies 
by the formation of a large number of jute sale and supply societies. 
This attempt howeyer proved abortive and the societies were placed 
under liquidation, resulting in serious loss. The thing is that SQ IOllg 
us the jute market is controlled by outside agencies very little or no 
redress can ~e given to the raiyat. in this matter. • . 

Q. 23.-In the Hooghly district there is a class of itinerant small 
dealers, known as taTlall, who purchase loose jute from cultivators' 
houses and village markets at 84 to las weight. They pay price of 
jute to the growers after deducting t~e following charges: ........ 

(a) A charge of four annas to· aratilars for aratdari business (i.e., 
for storing jute and effecting sales of jute in arat). The charge is re· 
duced to 2 annas from 4: annas since the low price pf jute. 
_ (b) Cartage charges .from cultivator's house or ,village marke~ to 
the arat. at S~eoraphuh, Champadanga, Tarakeswar and Bonderbil. 
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-(c) ·Chargesfoi· weighment, unloading and assortment at aratsof 
'aratdaTs.· . 

(dl ]lis. profit for his labour which is usually twoannas per maund. 
The price of jute if; paid at the prevailing rate either on the data 

'the same is purch'ased from the c:ultivator or it is sold at the (J,rat by 
the aratdar to the buyers who call at the arats at Sheoraphuli, 
Champadanga, Bonderbil and Tarakeswar markets after the above • 
noteddeduotions. The farias send the jute to the' aratdars and the 
latter effect sales to the buyers who visit them from Calcutta. In 
this part of the business the farias have no' voice or right to dictate or 
take part in deciding the price of the jute with buyers. He is to abide 
vy the settlement arrived at between the aratdar and buyer. The result 
.IS that the faria or ultimately the grower may suffer. If the aratdar 
fail to sell the jute when. the price rules high (thinking or rather 
Iilpeculating that the price will still rise but unfortunately comes down) 
the faria suffers a loss; But as usually the farias pay the price of the 
jute, after the sale is effected by the. aTatdars, to the cultivator, the 
grower of ·jute is hit hard and not the fMia. 

Q.24.-Yes. 
Q. 25 • ...::...Explained in answer to Question Xo. 23 in detail. 
Q. 26.-Yes. Whan the seeds have grown into .plants on cultivator's 

field. . 
By co-ope,rative sale and supply societies of growers. 
On condition of selling the whole produce of their fields ai; the then 

local rate. 
Q. 27.-From aratdars (through farias) and village mahajans. 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Co-operative c~edit !;oc.ieties. 

. NO~ 20. 

The District Agricultural Officer, 24.Parganas. 

Dated the 23rd March 1933. 

Q. 23.-Faria and bepar·i, after jute has been ready for the market, 
visit cultivator's house and purcha8e the stock of jute from him and 
dispose ~he same to the aratdar at a certain profit, generally four annas 
per maund. In rare cases" cultivators themselves having extensive 
cultivation of jute, dispose of their stock of jute to the a1'atdar. ' 

Q. 24.-Yes, there is some relation between the low price the culti
vator is getting for his jute and the multiplicity of the middlemen. 

Q. 25.-No. - , c.' 

Q. 26.-Tn some cases cultivators ,sell their crops about a month 
before they'are harvested. Beparis settle tlleir terms with the cultiva
tors and advance . money to, them at an exorbitant ,rate of interest the 
rate 'of interest sometimes being- even two ann as pet rupee and the;'e is 
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an express condition that the cultivators :will dispo.se of their jute io. 
beparis who thus advanced money· to· them. 

Q. 27.--Cultivators generally borrow from the local maha1ans or 
cr.:!ditors, . beparis and Kabitliso.Alilbng the creditors. beparis only buy 
the crops and the price of jute is theFeby affected to: some extent. By 
the organisation of co-operative societies, better' credit facilities may be 

• given to the cultivators. 

No. 21. 

The District Agricultural Officer, Tippera. 

Dated the 12th Ap1'il 1933. 

Q. 23.~The work of the various middlemen in distributing the 
producers' stock of jute may be shown in the figure below :.-

The share of the laria is simply a commISSIon. The share of the 
bepari is whatever profit he can make on sale of his own purchase on 
his own responsibilities. The share of the aratdar is normallyaratdari
a certain amount per maund of jute transacted through his arat. 

. Q. 24.-The share of· the laria or the bepari and the (!ratdar l'epre
sents what increase ought to go to the grower in case of a direct deaL 
But the pref>ent low prices have nothing to do with these middlemen .. 

Q. 25.-High denomination weights used by the laria alld the bepari 
as against the standard seer of 80 tolas is on~ of the marketing customs 
detrimental to the interest of the grower. Though there may be a 
graded price for all years but there is no standard of grading' and in 
this matter the cultivator has no voice. ThIs is one of the mam causes 
why there is so much uncertainty about jute even in normal years. 

Q. 2B.-It is not pledged as far as can be gathe~ed ill this district. 

Q. 27.-The cultivators borrow from village 1rzahaians. It wou}Q 
not be correct to say that these mahaians are 1,llti1llate purchasers. 
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No. 22. 

The District Agricultural Omcer, Birbhum. 

Dated the 13th April 1933. 

Q .. 22.-According to the present practice the cultivators sell th 
jute through middlemen who sell them to the balers. The middlE 
men can be eliminated if co-operative societies of cultivators are 'forme I 
for the purposes and take up the work of middlemen such' as /aria ani 
bepari and sell them to the balers thus eliminating the profits of middle 
men. 

Q. 23.--'-Independently of commission earned by the beparis the: 
make considerable profiteering by employing various tricks such a 
false measures and extra weightage of jutes at the expense of thl 
<:nltivators. 
_ Q. 24.-Yes. there are chains of /arias. The greater the numbi!: 

the less the profit accruing to the cultivators. . 
Q. 25.-As they are badly in need of money during the sowin: 

~eason, the cultivators get loan advances on condition of selling the pro 
duce to the cultivators at a stipulated rate. This can be avoided i 
they get loan from co-operative societies or some other cheap source! 
The success· of village co-operative societies will depend on the manage 
ment. In every case I am afraid materials in detail will not be easil: 
available as to the reasons of any failure. 
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IV.-Oral evidence .of witnesses who appeared before the 
committee in Calcutta. 

No.1. 

Dr. M. M. Roy, European rep~ntative of the fum of. Ram Dutt 
Ramkisendas and Part-time Lecturer of the Calcutta University on 
Commerce.· 

(24th March 1933.) 

To the Chairman.-It is possible to get an accurate idea of stocks of 
jute, including holdings at"Hamburg and elsewhere, by which the 
quantity-of the crop required to be grown can be estimated. 

The jute cultivators in Faridpur (witness's native dir.trict) are 
cheated by the larias who use heavier weights for their purcl?:ases. . 

In his opinion the small raiyats would not profit by regulated 
markets. 

The mills do not sell their manufactured spun yarn cheaply enough 
to allow cottage or other weavers or carpet manufacturers using it' and 
competing in the markets. . 

To Dr. Sen Gupta.-While an abnormal state of affairs rElquires 
an abnormal remedy, planned production which means restriction i~ not 
wanted. 

Restriction of jute cultivation is not possible beyond what can be 
done by propaganda to enlighten the cultivators regarding the likely 
demands for the next season. 

Regulation is impossible in view of the temperament, want of 
education, etc., of the cultivators. 

He had not read Dr. Sen Gupta's Bill and was not in a position to 
express Bny opinion on the same, nor ha.d he studied any concrete scheme 
of jute regulation other than Mr. McDougal's scheme and agreed tha~ 
he could not speak from experience. He had been out of India for the 
last four years. . 

To !tlr. Huque.-The present economic price of jute obtaining in 
Faridpur is Rs. 5-8 per maund and not Rs. 7 to Rs. 8, the reason being 
that the cultivator is working himself and the low price obtaining is 
due to his not hiring any labour which he would do if the market were 
not in such a depressed condition. . . 

"For written evidence, . 'Vide. pages 7;3,84 .. 
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There should be restriction of speculation and of sowing., i.e., restric
tion of production according to demand. For this purpOlle the exillting. 
agenciell can be utilised, viz., co-operative organisations And Agriculture 
Department which ,are at present not "Properly utilized. No non-official 
agency is necessary. ':. 

To Mr. Sirc~r.~If it ~ere po&sibly con~istent with the point that 
there would ba no unnecessary restriction such as would .force the price 
up dispropo:ttionately, the witness. agreed that there can be no·objection 
to any effective organisation being set up. 

No.2. 

Mr. HarOldCraham, C.I.E., I.C~S., Commissioner of the Dacca 
Division. 

(28th March 1933.) 

The Chairman.-Do you think the production of jute requires regu~ 
lation by legislative action? A.-I hold the view that it would be 
both inexpedient and impossibly difficult to administer an Act to 
:fegulate the jute crop. 

Q.-Do you think it possible to obtain information to advise culti
vators regarding the area they should sow before sowing-s take place? 
A.-As Government publishes a forecast of the crop it should also give 

"information to cultivators regarding the 'World's markets and the stocks 
tteld of raw material and manufactured goods. The -raiyats will thus 
be in a better position to 'regulate their output with a knowledge of 
market prospects. It is possible by this information to a considerable 
extent to regulate the crop and avoid a flooding of the market; I mean 
by propaganda such as that carried on last year by District Officers 
through Circle Officers and by the Agricultural Department. It would· 
however be inadvisable and impractical to limit the crop by legislative. 
actioa. The administration, when it came to laydown the areas which 
villages or individual cultivators should put under jute, would break 
down. Nowhere in the. world has an administration attempted this. 
Jute is grown. by millions of very small cultivators-it is not a matter 
of regulating big scale agriculture. 

Dr. Sinha.-Are the present form and mathods of grading and 
marketing jute in the mufassal &·atisfactoryfrom the point of view of 
(a) growers, (b) balers and mill-owners, (c) middlemen, and (d) the 
community generally? A.-I think it is a great pity that grading is 
not 'based upon the spinning value of the various qualities of jute. At 
present ther.e are three qualities of jute and the top mark is priced only 
annas 8 more than the bottom one. Grading on other methods than the 
spinning value will ultimately adversely affect the trade and will 
prevent its expan&ion. Classification has drifted from the basis of the 
milling capacit.y of the fibre and become a matter of _ mere trade con
vention; the top marks h.t.ve been gradually done away with, -.and 
"rejections" become the first q1,lality. Buyers of loose jute have 
deserted the original standards, and by classing the best jute:. as 
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"rejection;" carried· ori. a process, of attempting to lower the pricr. 
paid; by assailing the quality of jllte offered by the"fi~ller. . 

Q.-Do you advocate that stait.d-a;ds, for loose 'jul~·should be fixed by 
legislation or otherwise? A.-I think it would bE! difficult for any 
Government to arrange this. The Indian Jute Mills Association and 
the various associations connected with the trade can.. do it, and I woul(! 
leave it to the tradl! in their own interests to work. Qn properly constituted. 
and agreed upon standards of qualit~. 

Q.-Can you give us your opinion regarding the various middlemen, 
such ar> the Jaria and the bepari? A.-As.a·District Officer Ihave seen 
a lot of the business of these middlemen:. I was once also President of 
a Co-op~rative Jute Sale Society at Alamdanga, district Nadia. ,There 
I came to know intimately the metn«;>d of dealing of these Jarias and 
beparis with the raiyat.. It was the ~usiness of the co-operative societies 
to deal direct with the growers. The societies, however, .failed through 
attempting speculative trading. The Jarias and beparis are fulfilling' 
a really important function in the jute trade. I disagree with Mr_ 
N. R. Sarkar's recent speech in respect to the paragraph where, although 
he was dealing with possible avenues of employment for the bhadralok 
of Bengal, he expressed himself in favour of eliminating the jute-trade
middlemen. It would be impossible to carryon the trade without the
Jarias and beparis coming between the big buyars and the. raiyats and 
paying cash for jute in the raiyats' own bari or in the neighbouring 
hat. In' my opinion, too, this is the best opening for. employment for: 
the Bengali bhadralok, i.e., in busilless as Jarias and beparis. 

Q.-Is there any other means, such as the formation of village" 
co-operative sociaties, whereby the ro:iyat. can be broug:ht more closely 
into touch with the jute baler, thus eliminating the middlemen and{ 
middlemen's profits? A.-The co-operative societies. had no hold ovelr
thel1'aiyats and they failed, by holding for a rise which never' came, 
instead of immediately marketing the raiyats' jute-their proper 
business. The beparis and Jarias .fill a necessary economic fUliction by 
.placing the value of his jute in tha hand of the ro:iyat who getr> his: 
money at his own bari. I disagree that the middlemen should be
eliminated and hold that bhadralok should take to this business for a. 
livelihood. . 

Q.-What views do you hold about the standardization of weights?' 
A.-I have very strong views on this matter and I think it one in which. 
Government can interfere and enforce legislation. In some 'places the' 
bazar weight is a 90-tola seer, or even as much. as 100 or 105, so that' 
the raiyat suffers considerable loss. Government can enforce a standard
weight everywhere. I do not think- Calcutta jute firms can and will 
object. Eighty tolas to the seer and 40 seers to the maund' should b~ 
the standard weight. 

Mr. Khaitan.-The mahaitins might i~8ist on a little extra. ,They
help the raiyats with 10dns and they get according to the cu&tomary 
weight in Mymensingh', which is alwaye more than 80 tolas to the
seer. A .-1 have not much objectior. to 84 ·10 tol'a weight save· 
that once you leave the standard of 80' tolas, abuser> will creep in. This> 
allowance is not really necessary to the trade. Uncertain weight

·standards advarsely affect thousands and thousands of raiyats. Action. 
by Government is possible. ,It would benefit every grower 'and, would: 
not do the slightest harm to the trade ·but would prevent cheating .. 
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, Q.-In addition to the diffe~ence in weigh~·do~s.not the dhf!lta affect 
the raiyats? A.-Well, that IS t~e same thmg. I would sImply ask 
for legislation tu the extent that. Jute should be sold on the standard 
basis of 80 tolas to the seer. I would not interfere to any other extent 
I think it is a mistake to interfere with trade except in respect to some
thing . which is universally accepted~' I deprecate Government 
interference on any other basis. 

Dr. Sinha.-Do you advocate that fixed standards for loose jute 
should be fixed by legislation 'or otherwise? Please explain any 
objections which thera may be to such a scheme. A,.-It is difficult 
tn fix standards. J. should not interfere by legislation. It is llot so 
,Pry difficult for the trade to fix standards according to the lUilling 
capacity or quality of the fibre.·. It is possible for the trade to come 
to an agreement 10 fix standards in consultation with all interests a1ld 
1(\ enklce these standards. Government should not interfere. I think
it would be inexpedient to do so. The trade should in its own iuteresti . 
grade on generally accepted milling standards and prevent the lr.arket 
abandoning these. . I oppose, how aver, any Government interferen~e 
with the trade except in the very last resort. I do not think that by 
such e:\.traneous interference .trade is benefited. 

Mr. Huque.-Than you do not advise Government interference in 
the matter of standardisation of jute? A.-I agree with Mr. Huque. 
The old standards of 2's, 3's, 4's represented something definite. 'These 
have been daserted. At present there is very little difference in price 
between the top and bottom marks, i.e., L.R. and X.L.R. Now 75 per 
cent. or more of the jute is classed as rejections. 

Q.-What do you mean by '''at present"?.- A.~I mean this season. 

The Chairman.-Would a system of standards adopted on the lines 
of the American Cotton Standards Act of 1923 be suitable? A.-It 
took 40 years to come to thosa fixed &tandards .. I think myself that 
this matter should be left to the trade itself. In course of time the 
trade will see the wisdom of established standards as tending~ to general 
fair-dealing. It would. be a pity if it is niade a case for Government 
interference. . . 

Mr. Huque.-It is a tandency of the trade to fly frem the' 
standards. A .-1 would simply recommend that the various interests 
engaged in the jute trade should fix standards which can be universally 
recognized: It is true that absolutely fixed grading is a difficult 
matter. Still the milling capacity of the fibre would be the basis, and 
I should leave it to trade morality to establish the standards and keep 
them. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Do you not think there should' be a recognized 
authority to see that the trade conforms to the standard? A.-No. In 
America it took 40 years to arrange the cotton &tandards j then why 
make an exception in the ca~e of jute, .and suddenly bring in legisla
tion P The proposition is a novel one .. The matter should be left to 
the trade itself. I think grading of 2's, 3's and 4's was on a sound 
basis and the trade' can easily insist on these standards. . 

Mr. Khaitan.-Do you not think that some sanction is necessary to 
enforce _ the standard? His Excellency the Governor interfered in the 
matter of the hours of working in mills. A.-I deprecate Government 
[Mr. Har~lcl Gr~1iam.J 
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interference except in the very last resort. I, consider it a novel' 
proposition that Government 'should fix standards. As to His< Excel"" 
]Imcy's iuterference, executive action'is not legislative action. Only 
in the last resort should Government interfare. I would leave it at this 
-that the trade should by agreement work on standards that are under
Btandable and generally acceptable. 

Mr.,Huque.-Do you not think that the time has come when a Com
mittee should be formed who would look to the interests of everybody 
and, supply information- to the growers, as well as, merchants and 
manufacturers? A.-There are certain matters in which a Committee 
might help, but all that is wanted is that some general information 
should be circulated, viz., what stock of jute the mills have and what 
is the }VorId's stock of man~factured articles? The propoEial for an· 
.Advisory Committae to circulate this information is not essentially 
necessary. The agencies used now by Government can easily do it. 

Jfr. Huque referred w Question No. 43 o/' the Questionnaire-(Do 
you think it necessary to'create a Juta Committee for' Bengal, etc.). 
A . ....:.....I think the existing af>sociations can give the necessary i:Q.forma-
-tion quite easily. . , 

The Chairman.-You think that by propaganda we can supply all 
that information? A.-I agree. 

Jfr. purn.-You speak about loose jute? A.-Yes. I am not deal., 
ing with baled jute. 

Q.-Is Government propaganda necessary? A.-Yes. I quite agree 
that Government information of the type I have outlined' is: essentiaL' 
The r(J;iyat hl\s now realised owing 'to the Circle Officer giving this sort 
of information and advocating voluntary crop control and telling him 
roughly how much jute or paddy should be grown j that Government' i;i , 
keen on his interests. Our propaganda is really touching everybody, 
We have been advocating "Grow enough paddy for your own needs," 
4'Don't grow so much jute until the market improves and then don't' 
swamp it." "Grow other crops such as sugarcane." 

Dr. Sen Gupta.-Is it expedient that Govern.ment should ,form 
'Some organisation to forecast the requirements of. jute on the basis, 
of what stocks there are and approximate demands and then organize 
l"estriction of jute growing laying down, village by village, how much, 
the raiyats shall grow? A.-It is impos&ible to arrange restriction of 
this type by Government ukas3 and administrative interference. It 
would need a tremendous organisation. Who will pay'for it? It would 
~e impossibly difficult to manage. It would require a staff like the cess· 
revaluation or settlement staff. It would be an interference wit}J. the 
'freedom of the individual which would be resented and would not be 
,economically sound. Th~ fixing of each village or raiyat's quota would 
give rise to trouble. Academically it sounds feasible but in practical 
working it would crash. Who will take the responsibility of ordering' 
-the raiyats to grow,. say, 50 per cant., or 75 per cent., of last year's. 
(!ropP Can a Government department do this? . Supposing as at the last 
,Pujas (1932), the price of jute went upa couple of rupees or more a 
:maund. Could Government face the agitation oithe ' disappointed' 
.,.aiyats who had been ordered not to grow more than',' say, 3bighas 

31 
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when they might have grown lq b.ighas? . Th~re &:re no constant .f~ctors 
to base legislation upon .. Even If It were poss!ble It would be :po~ltlCally 
inexpedient and econo~lllcally unsound to. dIctate to . the mIll~ons of 
raiyat~ their quota of Jute ~ grow .. In bIg scale .agriculture hke tea, 
and big scale manufacture hke ~eBslan and .gunnIes, where. t~ere II;re. 
limited producers, all of education and busmess acumen, It IS qUIte 
pOf)sible and might be expedient. But with the millions of raiyats I 
would leave it to voluntary restriction brougl].t about by the sp:r,;ead of 
education and information and helped by Government agencies publish
ing market news, as it does crop news. The ra.iyat too can grow other 
crops on jute lands. Within two months of the jute crop being reapfd 
in a district like Mymensingh the whole jute acreage is covered with 
aman paddy. One is not dealing with the sole crop of the country 
andaus can be grown instead of jute, or on higher land, sugarcane~ 
The raiyat can ring the changes. All he needs is information about. 
the conditions of the market, stocks, probable demands, and closing' 
prices. 

Q.-Do you think that it would be enough? A . .,-Yes. ' 

Q.-What is the difference in price of jute between Calcutta awl 
Mymensingh? A.-Rupee 1-8 per maund. 

Q.-Is it possible to anticipate the probable price? A.-It is very 
difficult to anticipate the jute market, otherwise the trade would never 
have suffered the setback it has, 

Q.-Supposing we make a village organisation whose task will be
to go round and ask each and every cultivator about the area of land 
he should use for jute growing. Do you think it possible? A . .:.....-I 
definitely say that it is !Jnpossible .for an ()rganisation to be set up by 
legislation to regulate the crop for the whole jute growing areas in 
Bengal. A visit to the Settlement Record-room of any district and an. 
~xamination of the number of raiyati interest affected-in a district. 
like Mymensingh, a million or so-will show that it is impossible. 

Q.-How could people get the necessary information? A.-We 
experience no difficulty in getting every information and passing it on to .. 
the raiyat. 

. Mr. Huque.-What is the actual price of jute now prevailing 
at Mymensingh? A.-Rupees 2-8 to Rs. 3-4 per maund. Jute is still 
a paying crop from the ra£yat's point of view as he counts nothing for 
his own labour in estimating the cost of production. Jute pays better 
than aus· paddy even now. The raiyat is growing jute without the help. 
of outside labour. At Bakarganj paddy is sold at annas 12 to Re. 1 per 
maund. Therefore people growing jute are doing a little better than: 
those growing only paddy. 

Mr. Khaitan.-What are the present wages of labour? A.-Annas-
3-6 to annas 4 each. The use of outside labourers has been practically 
stopped. 

Mr. Burn.-As regards standard weights legislation is required?' 
A.-Existing legislation rather should be. enforced in connection with 
jute sales. As regards other matters, e.g., crop restriction and grading-
standards, it is avery great mistake to interfere in trade. , 
iMr~ Harold Graham.] 
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Dr. Sinha.-·I think you are in favour of Government propaganda P 
A.-Yes, our propaganda was successful. Without it last year's crop 
might have been 100 lakhs of bales. ' 

Q.-Is there any difficulty in marketing jute? Are the present 
methods of marketing and grading satisfactory? A.-There is no 
difficulty in marketing jute. I have seen no such difficulty in the jute 
trade since I have been in Bengal. All we want is the education of 
the raiyat and the supplying of information as to &tocks and markets: 
The trade itself can fulfil all other requirements. It is a question of 
time. Government should interfere only in connection with weights. 

Mr. Burn.--Can the raiyats adapt themselves to changing condi
tions? A.-Yes. In Mymensingh they received 3t crores ona. conser
vative estimate less for the crop of 1337 B.S. compared with 1336 B.S. 
They have survived this and gradually worked up to paying off 75 per 
cent. to 80 per cent. of their rent. They are adapting themselves to 
the changed conditions to an astonishing degree. . 

No.3. 

Witnesses nominated by the Nikhil Banga Proja Samiti*

(1) Maulvi Nazir Ahmed Chowdhury; Editor "Musalman," 

(2) Babu Hasik Lal Biswas, Vice·Chairman,desSore District Board, 
and 

(3) Maulvi Hajibuddin .Tarafdar, Secretary, Bogra PrOia Samiti. 

(3rd March 1933.) 

In reply to th~ Chairman.-Legislation is necessary for regulation 
of jute crop as cultivators will not come voluntarily under any scheme 
of regulation. There should be legislation which should be administer
ed through Union Boards. We do not approve of any other 
agency. In our opinion a: suitable remllneration for the Prasident of 
a Union Board for the purpOeie would be Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 per month 
for two months in all during the year and a maximum of Rs. 50. 
There are about 6,000 Union Boards in BengaL 

The jute forecast figures published are based on wrong information 
supplied to the Department of Agriculture half-heartedly. ,If the Union 
Board presidents are given remuneration and made to supply correct 
statements and if there is some check, the information would be correct 
and useful. As it is at present published it is incorrect and does not 
benefit the growers. ' 

The price of jute is between Rs. 2-8 and Rs. 3 a maund, while that of 
paddy is Re. 1-4 to Re. 1-8 a maund; but at most placesev'aIi less than 
one rupee. The expenditure on jute cultivation is much more than 
that on paddy. Though not all, a large number of cultivat{)rs employ 
outside hired labour. 

To Mr. Huque.-The, average production of jute per bigha'is 4 
to 6 maunds. Production could only be controlled ·by' legislation. 
Either Government or a central agency should fix the quantity uf jute 

*For written evidence of the Ramiti, "ide page 156, et seq. 
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~o be produced after r.urv~ying the total amount of 19:nd producin~ jute 
and assessing the total YIeld, etc. Such an agency IS proposed In our 
writte'n reply to,Qu.esti.on No. ~8. . There should .be the Calcutt.a 
organization, the DIstrICt orgamzatIon and the Umon Board. It IS 
recognised that at present the Union Boards are such that they cannot 
be relied on, but if they work under the supervision of District Com~ 
lllittees, the work would be properly carried out. The cultivators would 
have to be controlled by the impor.ition of fines, or some'other manner 
of punishment, if they exceeded the area allotted to them. There 
must be determination on the part of Government or the central body 
to control production. Such control may be regarded at' first as 
tyranny but afterwards the cultivators would realize that 'it is for 
their benefit.' . 

There is difference between jute and paddy as. by holding back paddy 
the cultivator can get something but in the case of jute he can get 
nothing. 

For the past 10 years we have been against legislation because of 
probable tyranny and misuse 9f power. We have carried on propa
ganda, and we have changed our opinion and hold that the cultivators 
cannot be brought to limit their production through propaganda only. 
There was a great deal of discussion in our SO/fniti over this question 
and we were unanimous that legislation is necebsary with a view to 
allocate the share -of jute production in cultivation. No difficulty is 
apprehended that the Union Boards may not deal fairly wi.th the 
cultivators as the Nikhil Banga Proja Samiti and similar other growers' 
organizations would always look after the interests of the cultivators and 
supervise the work of the Union Boards . 

. Advice,of Government is often taken by the cultivators to be against 
their own interests because it is an alien Government and is believed 
to be on the side of the traders. What Government does is done in the 
interest of the traders. At present Government is looking to the interests 
of the consumer and not of the grower. 

Wi know from practical knowledge and examination that the cost 
perbigha of jute cultivation is not less than Rs. 50. The Director of 
Agriculture's estimate of Rs. 30 per bigha is incorrect. 

We think that Rs. 50 per year would be sufficient remuneration for 
the President of Union Board for his work in connection with the 
control of jute production. 

The larias and beparis can be avoided even though the cultivators' 
homes are a long way off from the dealers. If the cultivators can sell 
to the ultimate buyers they will get the remuneration that the beparis 
get. The reason why they do not get it at present is that the buyers do 
not go to the mufassal but purchase through agents or suppliers. In 
Bome cases it is advantageous on the part of the cultivator to sell in 
small quantities and as he requires cash he prefers to sell to the laria on 
the spot, but if he understands that on selling a larger quantity he may 
get more he will do so. That requires education but if the cultivators 
could be organized this difficulty would be overcome. 

In connection with. the marketing of jute, legislation can do much 
if it is done in the spirit of helping cultivators. Weights and measures 
should be standardized and local customary,extra demands should be 
made illegal. 

[M. Naz1·r A,hmed _ Chowdhury, Babu Raaik L. ,Biawa8 and .. M. Raiibuddin 
TaraJdar.] .. 
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. To Dr. Sinha.-The production' of jute this year is not less than 
what it was in 1930. In r.pite of possible difficulties we want legisla.
tion to control production. Simply by propaganda we sh!lll not be ible 
to restrict production. There should be a margin of 10 per cent. over 
lnd above the area to be cultivated in accordance -with the likely: 
~emand for unforeseen contingencies. 

The minimum price which Government should lay down is Rs. 5 
per maund at which Government should purchase the jute. Government 
will not have to purchase all the jute as merchants will come forward 
to purchase, otherwise they will have to purchase from Government at 
Il higher price. Jute iii a monopoly of Bengal and there can be no 
Imalogy with cott.()n, an attempt to control which by the Berar 
[}overnment may have failed by Government incurring· loss. If 
it be found that the jute mills can goonwithout purchashig jute for a 
vear Government should stop production or restrict it to 10 per cent. only 
next year. . . 

To the Chairman.-The cultivators being uneducated do not know 
conditions ot world market and unless production .is regulated jute 
~ultivationmay disappear altogether after a few years as an unprofit; 
able cultivation, as happened in the case of indigo. 

No.4. 

Dr. D. B,. Meek, O.B.E., Director·Ceneral of Commercial Inetlligence 
-and Statistics.· 

(20th April 1933.) 

J ute growing is a monopoly in this part of the world. Where t~ere 
is a monopoly generally one would expect to be able to contrQI the pnce. 
There can be no control of price until there is regulation .of supply to 
demand. 

There are larga variations in price of raw jute and that of jute 
manufacturer;. (A chart teas placed before the members showing these 
variations.) 

The general price index number of commodities does ~ot show such 
Large and frequent variations. 

It is reasonable to endeavour to keep .the jute prices within a reason- . 
able distance of the general agricultural price level and to eliminate 
the large variations as much as possible. 

The main object of any regulation would be .to e,liminate ~he la;rge 
variation in price as much as possib~e and also In. time t'? raIs~ prI~es 
up to say the general agricultural pnce level. ThIS stead~ness In prIce 
w,ould give the raiyat a larger percentage of the final price. 

The raiyat does not get his proportionate share of high prices. When 
the price is low he cannot hold the jute. He suffers more than the 
manufacturer. There are large variations in price of jute manufactures 

-For written evidence, widl! page 414., et .eq. 
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in foreign countries and those in: this country. These price variations 
encourage research for substitutes for jute. 

'The Chairman.-How would you effect regulation? A.-Through 
3 corporation. Tp.e. best thin~ is to st.art to or6'anize the. producer into 
5'ome kind of sOCietIes to whICh he Will sell hIS productIon, and these 
societies will seli through the least number of intermediaries as far as 
possible to large buyers. It will take a long time to develop these 
societies, but I think it is a movement in the right direction, and it 
should be started now. 

Q.-Do you mean co-operative societies? A.-Yes. Jute co-ope
rative societies. Compulsion may be necessary to get all growers to 
come under the co-operative societies. 

A central' body is necessary to lay down the quotat;' to be accepted 
voluntarily. It should be constituted with representatives of con
sumers in this country and foreign countries, producers in this- country 
and shippers, i.e., representatives of all interested. " 

If control of growing is effective there is no necessity to enter into 
purchasing and selling jute. Private people ,would do this. 

I would try persuasion first and not compulsion. I would not 
attempt to buy up the whole crop, which would need 18 crores of rupees, 
until the efforts at voluntary organization had failed. 

Q,-How would you get finance for supervision? A.-The only way 
I can suggest is a cess of say 2 annas per maund on export of raw and 
manufactured jute, which should be placed at the disposal of the central 
body; 

I would try to educate cultivators through these co-operative societies 
which would depend for finance on the central body. 

Q.-What kind of societies-village societies or any other kind? 
A .~ocieties of jute growers. 
, "Q.-Have you any idea of the necessary outlay for this organization? 
A.-That will depend on the rate of extension of the societies. 

Jlr. Khaitan.-Should the cultivators sell thrcugh these societies.? 
A.-Yes. This will eliminate the lower middlemen. ' 

The co-operative societies will have full information from the central 
body. It is impossible to upset the present organization completely all 
at once by bringing in some ideal. 

- Q.-Would the co-operative societies be expected to buy at a 
minimum rate? A.-If there was any legislation controlling the pro
duction, I would not recommen-d purchasing at a minimum rate. 

The raiyat could be educated and in time he will be able to control 
his own production and there would be no necessity to regulate minimum 
price. 

It is a choice between'two difficulties-(I) the application of legisla
tion and (2) persuading the producer to play the game. 

If we levy a cess of 2 annas per maund of raw jute and jute manu
factures, we would get 10 lakhs of rupees per annum and this would be 
Bufficient to organize a scheme at the beginning. 
{In. ·D. R. Meek.] 



, !Iff'. lJuf'n.-Dr. Meek, I take it that YOll do- not want suddenly t() 
.disturb all the existing organization considering the complicated nature 
cf financing and transport of the jute crop? A.-Yes. 

!lfr. Sarkar.-Your scheme is to start co-operative societies in ,';ach 
union and at the top a central body. What, will be the' duties? 
A.--Co-operative sopieties would get full information from the central 
body and advise the grower as to how much jute he should grow in the 
'following year. . 

The central organization would allot a quota to each district, and the 
(!o-operative societies will in time advance money against the' crop. 

The f'aiyat members would get I)' 'benefit, because in time these 
'societies will be able to compete with the other produ.cers so that the 
-raiyat who is a. member of such a society will get a batter price. 

Q.-What willoe the central organization? A.-I should make th~ 
-central organization to be constituted of representatives of all interests, 
producers, consumers in India, consumers abroad and shippers. 

_ Q.-Why consumers abroad? A.-They will be able to give much 
information such as stocks held abroad and as to possible substitutes. 

Q.-'-Have you read and considered Mr. McDougall's scheme? 
A.:.-Yes. There is too much compulsion about it. Production of .jute 
8hould be as voluntary as possible. . 

For the purpose of organization, it will be sufficient to. start with 10 
lakhs of rupees. 

There is difficulty in the way of makmg legislation e:8'ective. The 
main improvement is to get the raiyat educated who would get advice 
from the people. 

-The central organizationw;ould not buy jute. 

,Q.-Should the central body be a single buyer and sJingle seller? 
A.-That would be ideal but that would suddenly upset the whole 

present organization. 

Q.-What improvement would you suggest in the existing condition? 
A.-The main improvement is that the sale should be made through the 
crganization of the co-operative societies. 

Q.-Co-operative societies or Government agents? A.-I would 
rather that the raiyats did it by organizing .themselves than by 
.compulsion for the control of production. 

Q.-How did the propaganda work? A'.-The propaganda in 1931 
was not successful. 

In time the primary society would buy and sell and not merely 
-conduct propaganda for restriction. 

lIfr. Momin.-How will the central organization arrive at the quota 
for Ii primary unit? A._There are figures available and the Chairman 
will bear me out by which such quotas can be determined. 

Q.-So far as monopoly is concerned, does not jute stand in.the same 
condition as opium? A.-Opium was not a monopoly of IndIa. 
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. Q.-The proposed central organization is supposed to advise the 
village societies. How will they base their estimates? Will it be 
desirable for them, to call for tenders? A.-This is a technical detail 
aboiit which there would be no difficulty and it might well be left to the. 
technical staff of the organization. 

Q.-Do you think that the advice should come from the central 
organization long before the sowing season? A.-I think the central 
organization should bo able easily to indicate the quantity of jute which 
the society should ask to be planted in the beginning of the year. 

Q.-,-If the advice was wrong by more than 10 per cent. there would 
be a tendency of the price to be low. Will not that throw a great deal 
of responsibility on the organization? A.-No. If the control is 
successful such an error is of no- importance. 

Q.-Would it not be advanfag~ous if these societies purchased 
direct instead of through the larias? Would you not make it a duty 
of the central organization to deal with big buyers? A.-If they were 
trying to control, they would naturally buy throug~ these societies. 

Q.,-What are j-our views regarding opium control? A.-I under
stand that there was great difficulty and corruption among subordinates. 

Dr. Sinha.-Assuming that the central organization does not 
materialize; would you. recommend Government to take up this work?' 
A.-Yes. . 

Also apart from the central organization, there should be a researc~ 
organization. 

_ Q.,-But if there is any mistake, then the whole blame would be on 
the Government? A .-1 do -not think that there will be any greaii 
difficulty. • 

Q.-Can you give us information as to how changes in supply would 
affect? Is there any statistical method for arriving at the variations of 
prices of supply, assuming demand to be constant? 'Yould you eiltrust 
the work to the committee? A.-':"'Yes. If they have a proper technical 
staff. 

Q.-Your scheme is for the future control of jute. Have you any
thing to suggest with regard to the present conditions? You want the 
price of jute raised up? A .-There is only one solution for present 
conditions and that is that you have a corporation which will be given 

-PO'VI er to regulate production, purchase and sale of jute and that cor
poration has to be given power to raise finance. No corporation will g() 
into the market to raise the prica until it has the power to reduce 
produdion next year tlO a!' to realize better price. 

Q.-Do you think that would be practicable? A.-For the present 
abnormal conditions such a scheme is better and I think it is: 
pra.Jticable. 

Q.-Thim there must be control of production? A.-Yes, if yoU! 
wish to tackle the present abnormal conditions. . 

Q.-Has control been successful elsewhere? A.-Yes. The control 
of coffee in South America was very successful in spite of the fact that 
the monopoly character was not present. _ I have no personal experience 

[Dr. D. B. Meek.] 
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-of control in foreign countries but can give you summaries of some such 
controls, e.g., in sugar, coffee, tea, sisal, etc. 

Q.-Have Government lost money in Brazil? A.-The Brazil 
Government did not lo&e money. There were international loans and 
Brazil got the advantage from the price control. But this is no analogy 
for a jute control. 

Dr. Sen Gupta.-Th!l fundamental principle of your scheme is that 
control is j>Ossible for jutaowing to its monopoly condition' 
A.-Monopoly will not be of any use if you push the price up too high~ 
The price should be a suitable one, sufficiently -low, not to encourage" 
substitutes. " 

Q.-With regard to your idea of central organization, I take it that 
co-operative societies will develop and be controlled by means of financ
ing the societies. A.-Yes, wnen fully developed. 

Q.-Is it your idea that this money-lending society will also sell jute
or you would have other societjes? A.-I would have the_ same society,. 
and the raiyat should be a member of the societ.y. 

Q.-Would you advocate in the contract of loans given by the
societies, a clause to the effect that the debtors will be bound to selI 
direct t.o the societies? A.-In time you can, -if -the members depend 
on the societies for finance. 

Q.-Do vou not think that all the money will be war.ted without any 
control if ail the drawers do not come under the society? i:I..~n8imple
measures of voluntary persuasion are not found to be sufficient, the 
membership of the society should be compulsory. The "society will not 
immediately be able to control but in time it will. 

Q.-Would you advocate some means of compulsion, i.e., legislation? 
A.-Yes, if necessary. 

Q.-By legislation no one should be allowed to grow except unde:f" 
a licenm~? A .-That is a very large step. --

Q.-Otherwise how are you going to compel? If the scheme is ~ 
work, there must be some sort of compulsion? A.-:-Yes in time, when: 
that time comes. 

Q.-The central body will determine the quota for these socie~ies. 
\\-. ouM "ou leave it to the discretion of the central body, or should It b8' 
on a d;finite basis? A.-The amount of the -quota should be deter
mined by the general trend of production of each quota area together 
with probable demand in the year for which the quota is being fixed. 

Q.-Would you have a uniform rate? A.-Yes; a proportionate 
rate for each class of jute. 

Q . ....:....With regard to the central body, your suggestion is. practically 
on the lines of Mr. McDougall's scheme? A.-My scheme IS that sug
gested by the Royal Commission on Agriculture. 

Q.-Do you think it would be helpful if the body consists of con
sumers? A .-Consumers and growers should be -equally represented 
on that bodv. 
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Q.-Youronly objection to a scheme similar to the control of cultiva-
tion of opium is that there is a risk of certain amount o.f zoolum? A.-'
Yes. 

Q.-Suppose you exercise control through some bodies in which 
cultivators are represented would there be the same risk of- zoolum? 
A.~I do not kn'ow. 

Q.-What is the object of the scheme? A.-The object of the 
scheme would be to keep the price adequately high which would naturally 
vary from time to time with general price level. But you must keep 
your eye on possible competitors, such as paper. Without powers to 
control jute production completely it would be extremely difficult to 
raise the price. The main idea is that supplies of jute should be re
gulated which would enable the corporation to control price according 
to demand . 

. 9·-Wou~d you give us s,?me idea what is the price-index number 
of Jute relatIve to general prlCes? A.-For that I must look into the 
price index tables. . 

Q.-How much is it below the general level? A.-At present 39 as 
compared with 82-83 for the general price index.' . 

Q.-If t~e general price level is raised, what would happen to jute? 
A.-It would automatically go up under the scheme I have propose.d. 

, 
Q.-Comparing jute with general price level, is it a fact that the 

large variations in jute prices are brought about by monetary causes? 
A .-There are large variations in the case _ of jute for several causes of 
its own quite independent of the general monatary causes. (Ezplainl 
by reference to graph). 

I shall send you a graph showing prices of cotton, -paper, sisal, ~ 
(l()mpared with jute. '.' 

Mr. Huque.-What actually war; the cause of the sudden rise of 
jute in 1925? Apart from the general d~pression what was the speciul 
factor of this sudden rise? A.~It was due to a very low stock held in 
India as well as all over the world. . 

Q.-Did big fluctuation in stock affect the price? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Was there any over-production? A.-There is by definition no 
general over-production in a long' period of y~ars. . 

Q.-Why did the price drop? A.-That has been due to over; 
:production during the last five years and of course all the general and 
~ther causes auch as the movement to make each country self-dependent. 

Q.-At what price level of jute are substitutes likely to come in? 
A.-Very difficult to say. We know paper is definitely a substitute now. 

Q.-Has there been any systematic enquiry as to what substitute 
()f jute is commercially possible and feasible? A .-Only information 
collected from journals, e.g., regarding combines in America, the 
elevators and bulk transport contracts, .etc. 
{Dr. D. B. Meek.] 
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Mr. Momin.~What is the difference between the price which a 
grow~r gets and the. price ob~ainedby a e.'elIer? A.~I have no personal 
expenence. From Information I get from books It is 40 per cent of 
the Calcutta price. ,. 

The Chairman.-What do you think about the jute forecast? Ha'Ve 
you any changes to suggest? A.-The forecast is highly necessary. 

Q.-Do yoU consider it feasible to establish 9rganized jute markets 
on the lines of the regulated cotton markets. in the Central Provinces? 
A.~I have no actual experience. 

Q.-Would the trade be expected to fix its own standards? A.-The 
seller arId the purchaser would, fix the standard, which is absolutely 
necessary. I think legislative power is necessary. 

No.; 5. 

Mr. ,W. Cbalmers,Chai.nnan, .Jute Fabric Brokers Association, 
Calcutta. 

(24th .4.pril 1933.) 

Before answering 'any questions the witness requested the Chairman 
that it should be put on record ,that he was present at short notice, that 
lie was unprepared with answers as he did not know what questions 
'were going to be put to him, that he would answer all questions to th~ 
best of his ability, but that he would welcome an opportunity of sub.
mitting these questions and answers to his Committee in order that"they 
might approve of his replies before th"ese passed into the records of the 
J ute Enq~iry Committee. ' . 

In reply to a question by the Chairman as to whether the COI»mittee 
could be supplied with information as to what substitutes were being 
made use of in other countries for the purpose of competition with the 
jute industry, the witness said that much more exact information 
could be obtained from representatives of the Jute Fabric Shippers 
Association, as all the information which the Brokers Association had 
Wl\!I' <-.btained from the shippers. Being inYited nevertheless to give 
whatever information he had, the witness said that 'he believed that 
most of the cement trade of the world had been taken up by paper bags 
which came into use, in his opinion, during a period of high gunny 
prices and violent fluctuations .. "Questioned -on the subject of rain 
elavators in Australia, the witness said that while the deman for 
cornsacks had so far not dropped off appreciably, he had been 
informed by a shipping house that elevators had, during the past 
season, reduced demand for sacks to the extent of 50,000 to 60,000 
bales. That is to say, had there been no elevators, Au&tralian demand 
would have been increased by that amount. In spite of the 
elevators, ,however, demand during the past season had been 
above average. It was anticipated, however, that during the 
next five years, elevators might reduce the total Australian demand 
to 70,000 bales or so instead of the 200,000 bales which had hitherto 
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been regarded as normal. Questioned further, the, witnese; said 'that 
he was not prepared to state that the blame for this could be laid to the 
door of the Calcutta market. It was in his opinion an economio 
development which migh~ have taken place in any circumstances, but 
which may have received some stimulus during a period of high Calcutta 
prices. " , 

Mr. Wesbon.--<Areyou interested in the manufacture, of everything 
that has to do with gunnies? A .-Our business is concerned with al~ 
jute fabrics. 

Mr. Kha,£tan:-Can you inform the Committee as. to where arbitra~' 
tions 'are held in regard to the export of jute manufactures? Supposing 
there is a dispute, about the quality and it is .not amicably settled; 
where would arbitration be held? A .~If the buyer is not satisfied and 
the matter cannot be amicably settled between the buyer anu the 
seller, a portion of the consignment--two or three bales picked out at 
random-is returned to Calcutta for arbitration in accordance with 
the rules of the Tribunal of Arbitration of the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce. . 

In reply to a question oy Dr. J. C. Sinha as to where arbitration 
was held in the case of late shipment, Mr. Chalmers said that he believed 
such arbitrations were generally held in Calcutta. 

In reply to another question by Mr. Burn on the subject of arbitra· 
tions, Mr. Chalmers said that, generally speaking, brokers avoided 
becoming arbitrators. Arbitrators were generally chosen from thE 

shi,pping and manufacturing side3 of the trade. 

Dr. Sinha.-You are a go-between the shipper and mills. AI 
regards export trade for local markets do you come in there also! 
A.-We do. 

Q.-What is the usual brokerage charged? A.-Three-quarters pel 
cent. 

The following questions wure asked by Mr. Mornin.-

(a)' 1'1 ~'our Association interested in any other jute fabric excp.p 
gunny anli hessian? 

(b) Haying regard to the fact that substitutes are being found anI 
that woul.} necessarily reduce the quantity of jute required in the world 
has your Association done anything to find new uses for jute, e.g. 
m~ulUfaeture of 'carpets? 

(c) Have you got no organisation to foster 'a spirit of enterprise fo: 
new manufactures? 

The witness Teplied that his Association would probably be held 
t{) be stepping beyond the sphere of its legitimate duties; though, 0 

course. any_samples of foreign manufactures which reached broker 
were shown to mills in the hope that they might be able to compete. 

Questioned l1Y Mr~ Burn on the subject of local factors whicl 
influenced the trade, the witness said that' with preparation he coulc 

[Mr. W. Chaltr,'er •. ] 
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speak at so,me length And with considerable feeling rin the subject of 
latka, and that he was confident that the Co,mmitteeo,fhis Association 
would 'endorse what he said. Further remarks of the witness were to, 
the effect that, making due allowance fo,r general Wo,rld depression, 
inlf,ability 01 prices was the main cause of loss of business to Calcutta 
and this destructive instability was in his opinion brought abo,ut by 
·the existence of a {atka market which in its ·present form was simply 
an invitation to, aI, and sundry to co,me and bet on the price of 8/46. 
Rumour could be circulated and exploited without scruple in the latka 
hessian market, which as a consequence could lay no claim to being Ii 
barometer o,f supply and demand,' its fluctuations, having as a rule 
nothing to do with these factors but being dependent on, say, rumours 
o,f' war and consequent demand for sand bags, speculators being caught 
sho,rt, attempts at corners etc., etc. The evil consequences o,f these 
illo,gical fluctuations were felt in the pucca market inasmuch as insuffi
cient time was allowed to shippers to offer Calcutta goods abroad. 
The witness believed that offers fro,m continental markets and fa.ctories 
which, unlike Calcutta, were not subservient to a latka market often 
remained o,pen for three 'OT four days. The offerers having probably 
bought their raw material were working on a. margin of profit which 
they were prepared to accept from consumers irrespective of what 
speculators might do in the meantime. Offers made from Calcutta were 
generally given about 5 p.ni.and had to be accepted o,r refused by 
10 a.m. next JPo,rning as the overnight antics of the latka might easily 
and often did establish a new levt'l .of opening prices next ,mo,rning. 
It was easy to see from this the advantage given to, continental competi: 

, tors. The witness continued that manufacturers, 'brokers and" shippers 
all of whose business it was to' get 'goods froID' producer to consumer 
went in fear of· the latka,' and that both buying a.nd selling orders 
were liable to be withdrawn at very short no,tice because of its illogical 
fluctuations. 

Questioned by Mr. Momin as to the difference between latka gambl
ing and marginal shate gambling, the witness said that in his opinion 
speculation in shares was unlikely to do any harm except to the 
speculators themselves, whereas interference with a commodity by 
people not directly interested in getting that commodity through to 
the consumers of it must necessarily result in destruction. of confidence. 
Asked as to what percentage of the latka market was not interested 
in the forwarding of hessian, the witness replied that he had no exact 
figures but at a guess he would say that probably 75 per cent. of 
latka operators had no interest in the trade outside gambling in 8/40. 

In reply to, further questioning, the witness said "I have made no 
study of the science of economics, and am therefore prepared to defer 
to the opinion of any expert on this subject who may be present, and 
to accept correction from him, but I submit that an organis,ation wh(}se 
function is not to facilitate the passage of goods from producer. to 
consumer but to, frustrate. and hamper that process, andm so domg 
to snatch extra' and unnecessary profits from .the trade is co~m~rcially 
speaking a redundancy, and an offence agamst. the first, p.rl.nClple of 
Economics." He emphasised that he was makmg, no positive :state-' 
ment to the above effect but that he submitted it as an hypotheSIS and , .. .. . 
was prepared to hear expert opmlon. 

The witness asked that it should be made clear that no r~marks of 
his should.be interpreted as hostility to the legitimate bazar whICh w!ls at .. 
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times of material assistance to the market. Questioned upon this point 
he replied that he drew a distinctifln between men of substance who 
took a view of the market and aided the mills by carrying a proportion 
of their producti~n, and latka operators, whose methods he had already 
described. . . . 

Mr. Momin.-As regards business in hessian, goods are on the first 
side sold by mills, and by shippers on the last. If the mills sell at the 
rate of Rs. 8-12 and the shippers at the rate of Rs. 9 then the inter
inediate persons can make a profit. Therefore the tendency of inter
mediate dealers must be a raising of prices. A.-Naturally so. 

Mr. Weston.-All business does not go through .brokers? A.-By 
no means .. 

·Q.-You take no responsibility for the quality of goods? A.-'
None whatever. 

Questioned by Mr. Khaitan on the point of ~hether the heavY' goods 
market in which there was no latka, was proceeding particularly 
smoothly in comparison to the hessian market, the witness replied that 
although tqere was no latka, heavy goods were susceptible to latka 
:fluctuations albeit in a less degree than hessian. . 

In answer to questions on the price of Cuban sugar bags, the witness 
replied that the highest price in his experience was about Rs. 100 in 
1925:26 or thereabouts, and that the present price was about Rs. 29-8. 
Asked whether he attributed this fall in price entirely to the existence 
of a la~ka market, the witness replied in the negative. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Prices in the market generally depend on a large 
number of factors, e.g., general level of price, demand for a particular 
kind of goods, supply and demand, etc.? A .-Prices generally depend 
on the question of supply and demand. 

Q.-Prices really depend upon those factors except for some 
temporary aberration and that is possible on account of rumour? 
A .-Quite so. 

Q.-Brokers are needful for this reason, viz., a mill wants to sell a 
certain ~ind of goods; it is the broker's duty to find out who is a 
buyer for that particular kind of goods and bring about a transaction. 
if possible. Similarly some buyers may want a particular kind of 
goods-it is not that every mill is a seller at that particular moment 
and the broker has to find out which mill will sell that _ particular 
quality of goods. There are people in the bazar who hold delivery 
orders or who hold forward contracts and it is not simply the middle
men who may be sellers at a particular moment. There are hundreds 
of other people dealing in the bazar who may.also be sellers.. Shippers 
may be buyers; other people may be potentIal or 'prospectIve b~yers 
of certain classes of goods. Unless there were brokers would It be 
possible for a seller to know how and where buyers could be found for 
the particular classes of goods? A.-Without brokers it would be 
extremely difficult. 

IMr< lf~ ChalmerB.] 



Q.-You have told us that you are very strongly opposed to the
C(?ntinuance of the latka. A.-That is so. 

Q .-Are the mills equally strong against· the hessian latin, market?:" 
A .-1 .uggest that you put that question to the mills. 

Q.-l will probably do so. But have you heard mills complain or 
the latka market? A.-l have heard individual mill salesmen inveigh
ing against it. 

Q.-Has the Mills Association as such ever pronounced publicly· 
against the latka? A.-If so, 1 have not heard of. it. 

Q.-The bazar is a great help to the mills, as it increases the numbelr 
of buyers. Instead of ~aving 25 or 30 shipl?ers as P'?tential buyers ·t:!?ey 
get, say 100 IJ?ore as lIkely buyers. 'That IS what IS meant by saymg: 
that the bazar mcreases the field of buyers. A .:-There I have no quarrel ~ 
with you. In my experience, which includes a short pre-War period, .. 
there has always been a bazO/l". It is difficult to conceive of a marke~c 
without a speculative element. 

Q.-I myself do not see much distinction 'between the bazO/I" and: 
the latka market. A.-There I cannot agree with you. 

Q.-In England the bazar8 would be known as jobbers. 
suppose they would.' , . . 

A.-I: . 
Q.-It is well known that these b~O/I"s or jobbers, whatever you call. 

them, always hold a large quantity of delivery orders. If they have iu 
their possession either with themselves or with their banks, a larg~ 
number of delivery orders they help the mills by holding in the. form. 
of delivery orders until the shippers take them over and export them.. 
to other countries. A .-Quite so. 

Q.-It is only when the goods are actually exported that they leave
the godowns of the mills .• A.-Yes. 

Dr. Siriha.-You have just told Mr. Khaitan that the ope~tions of 
the hessian latka bazO/l" increase the number of buyers. I do llotquite
follow how these operations can increase the number of buyers of mill 
products. A.-O£ course it does not tend to increase the 'number or 
users of mill products. If it creates buyers it also creates sellers. I-
do not see how it can benefit the mills. ' 

In conclusion, and in reply to another question by the Chairman on' 
the subject of latka gambling, the witness said that in his own personal. 
view, whieh was always open to correction by expert opinion, latkar
gambling must tend to raise the price against the consumer without,· 
in any way benefiting the cultivator or the manufacturer, inasmu~h 
8S the latka was essentially unproductive, and consisted mainly of people
who hoped to snatch a profit from the trade without doing any work for 
it in -the way of. aiding the goods to their destination. The tendency
therefore must be to encourage th~e ~consumer to seek Bubstitutes. • 



NO.6. 

Messrs. A~ R. Ramsay and .J. P. Anastasiadi, representatives of the 
CalC?Utta .Jute Fabrics Shippers Association.· 

(26th ~1pril 1933.) 

In reply to ;;t. question by the. Chairman with regara 'to the sub
~titutes for jute whi~h are in commercial competition the witnesses 
~tated .that the .Co~mittee wou~d be furnished with a li~t of the places 
In whICh .substItutIon was takIng place as well as·, wherever possible 
a rough ~timate of. the actu~l ex~ent to, which subs.titution has takeri 
¢a~. ' . 

. Mr. lVeston.-With regard to Question No. 41 of the Questionnaire 
you have stated· "it is a remarkable· fact that Calcutta has lost an 
.annual outlet for :between ;30 and ;35 million nit~ate bags, by reason Of 
t1te extraordinary shrinkage in the Chil~n nitrate business." If the 
depression ·passes away quickly as Amerjca hopes it will, and· normal 
conditions are restored, say, in 1935, do you think you will recover a 
good deal of this nitrate trade? A.--:-Yes. It is not ·quite certain, that 
the whole of the loss in the bag trade due to shrinkage in the Chilean. 
nitrate business 'is permanent. ' . 

Q.-In am,wer to Question No. 50 of the Questionnaire you make 
n.ention of speculation. Is that noticeable' in hessian? A.-Yes in 
hessian. 

Q .-Can you tell us something . about this speculation business? 
A.-It is not the shippers who go into the market-they do not usually· 
:speculate in fatka but there are other speculators entirely unconnected· 
~ither with the manufacture of jute goods' or with the marketing or 
:shipping of jute goods who go into the market and buy goods in anti-) 
.cipation of demand from consuming centres -as a result of which prices 
:are put JlP artificially. By speculation, 'prices in Calcutta may be raised 
in anticipation of demand but recent experience has shown that sellers 
.on the Continent and Dundee have been able to step in and satisfy some 
of the demand at the lower level of prIces. This has resulted in 
<considera.ble [oss of business to Caleutta. 

Q.-Does that affect the· cultivators adversely? A.-We do not' 
. .know.. But the loss of business to Calcutta cannot help the cultivator. 

Q.-When there is a dispute about the quality of goods how is the 
-dispute 'settled? A.-All gunny arbitrations take place in Calcutta 
generally by the Tribunal of Arbitration of the Bengal Chamber of 
.commerce. This is not always to the advantage of the buyers in 
overseas countries as aHhough the arbihations are· conducted very fairly, 
a representative of shippers .and a representative of mill interests being. 
ordinarily appointed to act together as the arbitrators on -a. dispute, mills 
generally insist that intact bales shall be returned as evidence of the 
<complaint. Naturally the returning of intact bales is expensive and in· 
:many cases no intact }ales are a.vailable. . This is und,erstandable as 

*For the Association's written evidence, ,nde page 281~ e: Beq. 
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th.e parcel may be !rent. straight; ~nto the country districts from the ports 
wIthout any bales bemg exammed for faults. On faults being dis:' 
covered by the actual consumers it may well happen, as it often does, 
that all the balea are .opened. up before the agen~ in the port can obtain 
inta.rt bales. 

In reply to the question put by Dr. Sinha as to how this could 
be improved, .the witnesses said that there were big centres to which 
large quantitil!s of goods were sent and it .would . be easy to have 
Calcutta representatives in those centres for purposes of arbitration. 

Dr. Sen Guptll.-Do you suggest that any proportion of business 
of Calcutta. fabrics is going out of Calcutta owing to costly and unfair 
arbitrationPA.-Consumers abroad do not complain reg.Qlding the 
fairness of Calcutta arbitration. We have never heard it • suggested . 
that the Tribunal's awards were unfair. . : 

. Buyers complain firstly because of the expense involved in recon
signing bales to Calcutta for arbitration. If they lose, .tll~. arbitration 
expenses are very high. Secondly, if they have no intact bales available 
for inspection in Calcutta they have very little chance of obtaining a-i 
award in their favour. This is the chief ground for complaints 
especially for those which involve small amounts. Buyers often have 
genuine complaints"regarding minor details and find that when they put 
them forward· they are told to send back intact bales. This)s most 
unsatisfactory as the mills could often settIe bona· fide claims withau.t 
insisting on the return of bal~s . 

. Certain of the shippers are now selling from Calcutta on the. basis 
of arbitration in America in case of a dispute. Obviously the question 
of arbitration in Calcutta is a serious one from the point of. view of 
Calcutta mms and shippers. 

Q.-If there is a rise in the price of jute, what are the chances of 
competition so far as substitutes are concerned? A.-It would be 
rather difficult to answer the question. 

Q.-By the term "speculators" you are referring to speculators in 
fabrics? A.-:-Yes. 

In answer to the question by Mr. Weston, as to what was the most 
formidable competitor as a substitute for jute, the reply was "paper"; 
cotton was also mentioned as being a strong competitor. 

lIfr. J/omin.-Would you say that the attitude of tJdi mills is 
generally partial towards overseas buyers? A.-No. 

Q.-If·prices and other things are equal, does .the foreig~ <buyer 
prefer buying from mills in his own country because of the arbItratIon· 
trouble in Calcutta? A.-Yes. 

Q.-I. ihat feeling very considerable? A.-'-It means a. considerable 
loss to the .s~iPl>ers. 

Q.-·About gambling in hessian--does not ihis speculation tend" to 
put up the prices? A.-Yes.;~ 

Q.-If thi& is.~, is not that to the advantage of the actual grower? 
A.-Yes.' . . 

32 
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. Q.-The only .reason why you like to do .away with the speculators 
is to keep down the prices so that" you may compete with other products? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-Has your Association taken any steps to find out or investigate 
the possibilities of any other uses of jute than hessian? A .-It is more 
up to the mills than shippers. Shippets can only place new propositions 
before the mills. . . 

Q.~Has your Association made any attempt to find any othE!r uses? 
A.-Yes. ' ", . 

Mr. Huque.-Has the Jute Mills Association tried to find' out new 
,uses ·for jute? A.-The. J lJteMills Association have .made efforts to 
,find out ~,ew usesf9rjute but not toa very large extent. 

Q .----=Youknow there is 3: futures ma~ket' in cotton in N e~ y ork~ 
Liverpool and other countries. What is 'the 'difference between a 
futures market and the /atka. market? A.-Not much. There is, how
ever, no need fora futures market in Calcutta bec,ause jute is almost 
a monopoly commodity, while cotton is not. In speaking of -this 
futures market, .only hessian speculations are referred to. 

Q.-Reading 'between the lines of your evidence I take it there is 
no co-operation between the shippers and mills in the matter of develop
ment of trade as is the case in other countries? A.-There is a 

-.. gt;owing- desire for co-operation. It is absolutely essential in t.he 
intere'sts of the jute trade that there should be an organisation in which 
all concerned should be represented with a view not merely to study 
the market put also to find· out the possible requirements of the trade. 

Q.-I find from your evidence that you have given us considerable 
materials as regards the nature of the substitutes for jute. Circum
stanced as we are to-day, do you not think that this matter should be 

. very closely watched in the interests of the buyer? A.-Absolutely so. 

Q.-I find in your reply that disputes frequently arise owing to 
goods .containing an undue proportion of moisture. I take it there is a 
minimum moisture admissible? .-1.-'-'-There is no definite allowance 
fixed for moisture in shipments of jute fabrics. ' 

Q.-Considering the fact .that moisture is a necessary ,element in 
preparation, what should be the. allowance given for this element? You 
are perhaps aware that Egyptian.cotton was adver'sely affected ,in price 
owing to the 'fact that there was no definite data as to the necessary 
amount of moisture that must remain. Has t.here been a study in the 
matter? A.-It is peculiarly a question for the ·mills. . 

Q.-There is a prohibitive duty on jute fabrics in Chili. Has there 
been anycorrellPonding tariff on Chili goods? A.---":'We do not know. 

Dr. Sinha.-Do you think that in normal conditions a substantial 
portion of the present competition between jute bags and cotton bags 
will persist? A.-We cannot answer the question at" the present 
m9ment. 

Q:-In your reply to Question No. 50 of the Questionnaire you refer' 
to gambling in hessian. Do you think that the rise in prices is mainly 

[Messr8. A. R. RamBa1l and J. P. Anastasiadi.] 
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due to gambling in. the fatka market? A.-Mainly so-,-the hessian 
fakta market has got 90 per cent. bullish tendency. . 

Q.-Do you think that the mills take part in f~tkll! business?' A -
No. . . 

Q.-In ;your reply to another question of the Questionnaire you say 
that the mIlls encourage speculative deali'ngs., Will you explain this? 
A.-The mills welcome higher prices but t1;t.ey do not actively encourage 
speculation. . . . 

Q.-:-lf. the mills cal! pro'duce ,here linoleum hessian, do you think 
the shIppers would have export market for that? A .-It would depend 
entirely on the prices on which they can compete. . 

Q.-Are . theterins :o.f, .yOl).r Association different from the United' 
Kingdom JU,te Goods' AssociatioI).? A.-The terms of theUliited 
Kingdom Jute Goods Association Jl,re identical with ,the terms of the 
Calcutta Jute Fabrics Shippers Association. 

in answer to a question of Dr. Hector regarding "Canamo" fibre, 
the reply was that very little was known at present with regard to thi8 
particular fibre. . 

No.7. 

Babu Nirmal· ChandraChosh, representative of the Bengal dut. 
CrowersAssociaUon.* 

(27th .4pl'il 193.3.) 

The Chairman.-Can you give us an idea of your society as to its' 
membership, etc.? A.-'Ve have one central office in Calcutta with 
40 branches in the mufassal, each branch having several village 
committees . 

. (In reply to the question by Mr., Weston, 'I.,iz., whether the organi.~, 
tion was a voluntary one, the -answer was in the affirmative aildthe' 
annual subscription was stated 'to be annas .4; 

, . 
In answer to another question by Dr. Sinha enquiring about the 

number of members, the witness said it .was difficult to gi~ethe 
number.) , ' 

Q.-Could you give us some details in regard to any particular 
district, e.g., Faridpur-how man;y branches have you. got there? 
.4.-0ne at Faridpur, one at Madanpur, one at BaramganJ and one at 
Bhanga. " 

Q.-How would you wor~ the organisat~on sugg~sted to.be set upin 
connection with the regulatIOn of production r~ferred to Ill. answer ~o 

"Question No. 10 of th.e Questionnaire? Would It be an offiCIal organI
sation or a non-official one? A.-It would be a mixture of both-~n 

"For the Association's written evidence,lIide page 216, et seq. 
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independent body und.er Government supervision in· which at least 50 
per cent. of the members should be representatives of jute growers; in 
other words a body sanctioned 1.mder the Statute. In a memorandum 
iii> His Excellency the Governor of Bengal.our proposal was to levy a cess 
of -annas 2 per maund for this purpose, but now that it has been 
proposed that as Bengal is going to get a share of the jute expor( duty, 
we can set apart a portion from that duty. for the benefit of the culti
vators. If necessary,· we must utilise that fund for raising the price 
of jute whenever the prices. fall below a. certain fixed limit which 
may bring loss to the growers. . 

Q.-Do you think it can succeed? A.-Unless_ production is 
restricted it cannot succeed. 

Q.-Has it been successful anywhere? A.-When the British 
Empire produced 70 per cent. rubber, the Stevenson scheme was very 
sucoessful, but the scheme had to be abandoned when- the non-British 
producers increased the production heavily. 

Regarding jute it is entirely a different matter as it is a monopoly 
of this country. 

Q.-For your scheme do you want a lot of trustworthy paid men in 
the mufassal? A.-I think we have already a system of organisation
in the shape of Union Boards-we can utilise them. Supervisors will be 
required to watch over the Union Boardll. 
" .. 
. Q.-What should be the pay of such supervisors? A.-In the 

present depressed condition of the trade, Rs. 100 will be sufficient as 
well as fixed travelling allowance. For the present Circle Officers may 
bp entrusted by giving a small allowance in addition to their salary. 

Q.-1Vould you not have a·lot of corruption by paying only Rs. 100 
as salary? A .-1 do not think so. 

Q.-You say in your preliminary note that the jute cultivators are 
very badly off. Are they worse off than the cultivators, say, of other 
provinces or other countries, e.g., America? A.-I have no idea of 
American cultivators but have got some idea of our sister provinces. 
The condition of Bengal cultivators-was far better than that of the 
Bihar or the United Provinces cultivators, but 'at present it is worse 
owing to depression in the price of jute. Conditions have changed 
much· during the last one or two years in Saran and other places-I 
mean some of the sugar districts in Bihar. 

I 

Mr. Wuton.-Would you please ref~r to· page 3 (top) of your 
preliminary note where it is stated "it is impossible to effect any 
improvement in the price of jute unless the large stocks iii. the hands 
of the consumers are cut down to reasonable proportions." How are 
you going to deal with this problem? A.~If the supply is reduced, 
stocks will gradually decrease. 

Q.-Price has continued to be on the downward course in spite of 
curtailment of production-do you not think that it might happen in 
any case? A.-We do not believe in voluntary curtailmenhwe want 
it to be done by legislation. Our propaganda' in connection with 
voluntary curtailment is not successful because villagers are jealous of 

[Babu NirmaZ Chandra Gh08h.] 
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each other and conseq~ently the ~esult IS over-production .. Without 
legislation we cannot check that . 

. Q.-Supposi.ng you di~ che~k and on account of such great changes 
~s are n<?w takIng place In th~ market .the price ~f jute rises, all your 
Jute cultIvators who had restrIcted theIr productIon would blame the 
auth~rities for. restrictipg their income. A.-We :8hall always keep 
sufficIent margIn, e.g., In case of flood. If we antiCIpate a demand for 
50 lakhs of bales, in that case we will arrange for a production of 60 
lakhs of bales. • . " 

Jfr. Huque.-Where is your.',office? A.-At 137, Canning, Street. 
Q.-What are you doing in Calcutta? A.-I am in busines8--have 

got a business in the mufassal. 
Q.-What is the nature of Y0l.!r business? ,A.-pz:oduce busine,ss. 
Q.~Do you deal in jute? A.-I am a laria. I do not seH jute in 

Calcutta. In the mufassal I supply jute to dealers. 

Q.-How do you do that? -A.-I have got country boats and 
godowns. , . 

Q.-Who meets the expenses of your Assnciationfor the time being? 
A.-Our Association has practically got no expenses. When we carry 
on jute restriction propaganda, some of the merchants pay for it.. : 

Q.-Is there any connection between any of the Chambers of 
Cnmmerce here in Calcutta and your Association? A .-Yes.W e are 
affiliated tn the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce. 

• Q.-Thereis no fund at your.disposal-ho~ dn you meet expenaitu;e;: 
If any? A.-At present there IS no expendIture. 

Q.-Regarding the replies to the Questiollnaire submitted by your 
Association-are they your replies or you consulted some body? 
.4.-1 consulted my Committee. ' 

Q.-Who' is the Chairman? A.-Maulvi Abdul Kari~. 

Q.-Dn you know the working of the lat/,a market? A._Not very 
well. I know a little. ' 

Q.-There is a general impression in certain quarters ~hat the effect 
of this latka market is to completely unhalance and disturb the regular. 
market condition8--would you be able to contradict of. - support it? 
A .-There is no institution to stand in the' way of manipulating prices 
by mills and other buyers. It is only the latka market which stands 
in their way and I believe that the latlca market is doing good to the 
cultivators. My opinion is also supported by other jute merchants; 
both European and Indian, e.g .. , Mr; Luke's speech before the. jute 
futures market enquiry meeting in the Bengal Chamber of Commerce 
in which it was stated that it was owing .to the latka market that. they 
have got to pay higher prices in the mufassal. 

'. Q.-On thenther' hand we have got evidence in the mufassal that 
as a result of the operations of the latka market, the Calcutta merchants 
are being completely wiped away and there is no steady price for the 
cultivators. This o{'inion is shared by. a large sectio~of, merch.ants-. 
European and 'IndIan, both Marwarr. and Ben~a'h ,traders, In t~e 
mufassal. A.-In any case the effect IS not agaInst the groWer8--It 
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may be against the deaI7rs.- MI ;exp~rience is that as SDDn ~s: th~ 
growers get to. knD!, the Improvement In the latka market cDndItlOnf?, 
they put up the prices. , 

Q.-On the other hand take it from me that the trend of opinion 
throughDut the mufassal is that the cultivators have gDt nDthing to do 
with the raising' Df prices, it is Dnly the dealers who put up prices. 
As a matter of fact the dealers make their transactiDns on receipt Df 
advices from Calcutta. Do. YDU agree with me? A.-I am convinced 
that th-e latkais detrimental- to. the' interests Df the dealers but it is 
cDnducive to. the interests of the cultivatDnt. 

Q.-In the present eCDnDmy of jute organisatiDn, if that is so., 
liD you not think that these dealers are making gODd their IDsses frDm 
the cultivators? A.-During the last two. years at least they have nDt 
been able to. make' gDDd their IDsses from the cultivatDrs. Formerly 
they could. Farias are more or less cultivatDrs and you will be surprised 
to. learn the amount of intel'est taken by these men in the jute market 
reports published by me in the weekly "Muhammadi" which I do with 
the intention that the cultivators will get correct infDrmatiDn. This 
paper has got a very large circulation and every jute producing village 
has got one CDpy. If for SDme reaSDn Dr other the jute market report is 
not published, we get 40' or 50 letters for informatiDn. From this YDU 
can realise that the cultivators take a gODd deal of interest and besides 
they have got SDme amount of intelligence. 
_ (In reply to the question of the President whether the price was' nDt 

dictated by d~alers, the answer was "nDt at all times.") 
Q.-Do you feel that the growers are so infDrmed to-day that they 

know the market conditions so. much that there is no. victimisatiDn on 
them? A.-If the growers· get proper informatiDn frDm Calcutta, theIf 
they cannot be victimised. 

Q.-I am speaking of the latka market again--dD you mean to. say 
that. when you are sending infDrmatiDn now, ten days hence it will not 
be old and if it is, how can your information act in such a manner as 
to make the cultivator know the actu'al prices prevailing in the market? 
A.-What I mean to say is that the cultivators shDuld be supplied with 
the latest market reports. . 

Q.-I am now speaking of the muflissal markefr..:-there are the dealers 
and growers, in and between them are the larias and beparis. Has the 
grower to sell his, cDmmodity at the price dictated by the dealer? 
A.-Not necessarily. The movement of the market, i.e., rise and fall 
in prices, depends entirely upon the advices from Calcu~ta. 

Q.-Who makes that rise and, fall-is it the dealer or the grower? 
A.-Everybody. 

Q.-Your contention is that the grower has sDmething to. say abDut 
the prices? A . .>-Yes, if they know the latka market. 

Dr. SiTlha.-You just told the Khan Bahadur that the cultivatDr 
has a say in determining the price which is paid-how do you come to. 
the conclusion that it is always advantageous to the ra£yat? A.-'\Vhat 
I mean to say is that as matters stand to-day there is no distinction 
between Drganised buyers and disorganised buyers. It is the latka 
market which }~ trying to. manipulate the prices. Sometimes when 

[Bab" Nirmai OharnirG GM.Ii.] 
, . 
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:here i.B good news in the ~arket tfe .prices go up and conversely when 
;~ere IS .bad news, ~he prIces come down. So 'anybody who can keep 
nmself lD touch WIth the fatka market can deal with the situation 
luccessfully. • -

Mr. Momin.-What you feally mean is that the fatkamarket 
lerves as a. sort of competition against the organised huyers in and 
mtsicle India in raising prices? A.-The ,answer is in the affirmative. 

Q.-You 'have just now told the Khan Bahadur that the fatka 
narket generally raises the 'prices? A.-Yes. - -

Q.-Who are interested in the fatka market? 

In reply the witness referred to some criticism on_ the subject 
~ublished by him, which dealt -exhaustively with the point. 

Q.-'Vhat is your view of the existing co-operative societies? 
4. .-The co-operative societies are of little use unless the villagers are 
~ducated. 

Q.-If you cannot trust the co-operative societies, how can you 
trust the Union Boards better? A.-These co-operative societies were 
organised ll:bout 10 or 12 years ago ~he '."itness was correcte~-they 
were orgamsed about 30 years ago) and I lDspected 10 or 11 vIllages. 
I t was experienced that the villagers had more confidence in the Union 
Boards. Formerly any man having influence in the village could 
become president, but now there is regular election and generally 
really goo~ men are elected -as president. They take keen interest in 
the elections. The villagers are ordinarily ignorant and helpless to 
protect their own interests. ' 

Q.-You have already told the Khan Bahadll.r (Maulvi Azizll.l Huque) 
that the villagers are intelligent enough to protect their own interests but 
here in connection with the co-operative movement you say they are 
more or less backward-how do you reconcile these two contradictory 
statements? A.-My own experience is that the villagers have not 
been able to take up the co-operative movement in the proper spirit. 
Besides a higher amount of intelligence is- required to understand'the 
co-operative movement which includes banking matters. 

I admit my words have not been properly weighed and duly ~1it. 

Q.-'Vhat do you mean by general economic lev!!l?f prices~ 
I1.-The price should .not be forced too muc~. If the :prIce IS -lev~lled, 
say, at Rs. 7, there IS no danger of substItutes and It would gIve a. 
reasonable profit to the cultivator. 

Q.-In answer to Question No. 15 of the Questionnaire you have 
stated the rent of land to be Rs. 7-8 per acre, .do you not think it is 
too high? A.-No. 

Q.-According to your calculation the .existing pric~ of paddy is 
higher than jute, then why d~es the cultivator grow Jute? A.-In 
anticipation of future high prIces. , _ , 

_ Q.-What alternative crops would you ~uggest for juteP A'.~This 
should be referred to the Director of Agrlculture. )lersonalll _ spea~
ing I may say that under my encouragement a sugar factory nas been 



established at Gopalpur in the .district of Rajshahi, and another'·at 
Setabgunj in the district of Dinajpur'

l 

Dr. Sen Gupta.-Do you, not think that if the prjces are raised 
beyond the general level, they should not be ~ 'T3is~ as i:<l kill the 
trade? A.-No. . " ", 

Q.-With regard to the question of the buyer 'beillg .subjected to 
oppression, your scheme is simply that the Central Board' in Calcutta 
woulcj. ,dictate what proportion of the land oug~t to be cultivated 
each year? A.-Yes. 

Q.-h it not your experience that so far as the cultivators pf 
Eastern Bengal are concerned and who form the bulk of the jute 
growers, there has been a great advance in their capacity of corporate 
action in recent years? A.-In recent years they have made' much 
progress. 

, Q.-,\Vith regard to Union ,B~ards-you say that the interest of 
the villagers in their Union Boards has increased in recent times and 
they -are taking a more active interest in the elections? A.-That>ia; 
my idea. 

Q.-ViThen you say that the cultivators are not victimised by the 
trad'ers, you do not state that as a general or unh'ersal proposition. 
because there are cases in whi~h cultivators are victimised? A.-If 
the cultivators get to know the price~ it is difficult to victimise them. 

Q.-Theexistence of the futures market makes it impossible to 
have very high and sudden fluctuations-is that your idea? A.-The 
theory is so no doubt but my experience of the futures :market has 
taught me that there are high fluctuations. 

Q.-It has been said upon the comparison of the figures of tlie 
fatka mar~et .here that. there is always a tendency for high prices 
at the begInnmg of the season and as the season .goes on, the prices 
fall-is this view correct? A.-I think this is an extract from a 
treatise by Dr. M. N. Roy. The theory is good but actual experience 
does not supl;lort it. Having regard to the experience of the last 
3 or 4 years, It has been written, but the writer would perhaps like. to 
change his views since the price is now going up although this is the end 
of the season. Further in the beginning of the season the Government 
J ute Forecast is published. During the last few years the Director of 
Agriculture evidently with a view to safeguard the interests of the jute 
growers has been publishing a bullish forecast. Consequently the 
price goes up with the publication but gradually goes down with heavy 
arrivals as the season advances. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Is there a feeling amongst the villagers, that is, jute 
cultivators,that the price of jute has gone down too low? A.-Yes. 

Q.-And is there a feeiing amongst them that the Government or 
any other authority should do somet.hing whereby a reasonable price 
for jute can be assured to them? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Do agriculturists themselves feel it? A.-Yes. 

, Q.-Have the cultivators any ideas of their own as to what should 
be done, to improve the prIce of jute? A.-Wherever I .have 

[Babu Nirmal Ohandra Ghosh.] 
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addressed the masses regarding voluntary curtailment it was found 
that the general: idea was that the production of jute should be
restricted and- that there should be legislation for such curtailment, 
otherwise, as &treacly stated, the villagers or cultivators, being jealous 
of each other, ari. .unable to act according to their conviction. . 

Q.-Is it t~elr, own view and not any politician's or merchant's?' 
A .,.l'heir ,wn' view. . . . 

Q.-Ybu have talked in one place of the general level of ~ices. 
and' in another place of ensuring a fairly profitable price. -for the 
cultivators-:-clo you think that the price of jute must, to a certain 
extent, keep pace with the general level of prices? A.-Yes. 

. Q.-A'longside of that you think that. by proper cultivation or 
regulation whatever it may be, a reasonable price can be assured 
to the cultivator? A.--'Yes. 
. Q.-Am I correct in understanding you to mean like this, that 
IS, at the present moment when the prie!ehas been varying say 
from Rs. 24 to Rs. 25, even at this level of prices you could hav~ 
maint!iin~d a price, say, of Rs. 40 or Rs. 35 per bale by propel' 
orgamsatlon? A.-Yes. 

q.~But if you want to raise it to Rs. 60, then that can only 
be done if the general level of prices is raised? A.-Y:es. 

Q.-Do I understand you to mean that irrespective of the level 
of prices of other commodities, you can, by proper contr.ol and 
rE'A'ulation of the growth and' marketing of jute, maintain a reasQn
able level at least for jute? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Belo~ which it could not fall in spite of the fact' that _ the' 
J'rices of other commodities may fall? A.-Yes. The price of' jute 
cannot be afl'ected by the world trade depression because India enjoys 
a monopoly of jute. This may be illustrated by the following 
eXllmple: in Faridpur the culti~ators produce a certain kind of garlic 
which is conRumed by the people of Burma~it is on'ly produced in 
thn chur lands of Faridpur. You will be surprised to learn that in 
spite of the world trade depression, the price of Faridpur garlic is 
standing at a higher level-about 200 to 250 per cent.--owing to low 
production during the last two years. 

Q.-'Vhat is the level of the price of kerosine, as compared with 
twu years ago? A.-There is no fall. 

Q._ You have been asked more questions about the fatka market 
than vour answers to our questionnaire. Is it not to the interest of 
the ni'erehants to buy low in the mufassa'l and sell high in Calcutta?' 
A.--Yes. 

Q.-And if the merchants in Calcutta find that thereis a tend.ency 
for fall in the outside market, they will at once stop purchases and 
would wait till the tendency has had its effect? A.-Yes. 

Q.-On the other hand when there is a tendency for the market 
to rise, then they would at once get to the mufassal and buy as much 
as possible? A.-Yes . 

. Q.-Now so far as conc1;tions ~re concerned, the big merchants 
in Calcutta know whether there WIll be a futu!es Il}arket--:-also the 

. big' merchants in Ca'lcutta whether t~~y be shIppers or dealers. ~~ 
mills, would know all the 'World condltIons at once? A.-,-Yes. 
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, Q.-They do not int~d to convey: all that information to the 
mufassal? A.-No. 

Q:-'So far as the futures market is concerned~is it your 
experience that the jobbers get the news at the 'same time as or even 
quicker than the big merchants in Calc'Utta? A.-r think they get 
Dews earlier, throug'h Reuters' 'Agency. 

Q:-,-Are you quite sure that such inforII?-ation is ob~ained only 
throng-h., Reuters? A.-Some may have then own agencIes. . .. , 

: ',Q.-Are you not aware that in Bombay there are big jobbers who 
have got arrangements with the. Radio Co. so that they can get news 
from anywhere in the world in one minute? A,.-I do not know 
"that. 

Q.-So at a futures market the tendency of the world is at once 
reflected in the price and from the price prevailing at the futures 
market whoever is in touclJ. with the rise and faH iIi. prices would 
know at once which way the wind is blowing in ,the world, hut in 
1he absence cf-the futures market it is possible for the big merchants 
in Calcutta to conceal information which they get from the. world 
at large? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Were you present at the meeting at which a large numbel 
(jf Associations met to consider the operations of the futures market 1 
A.--I was present . 

. Q:-Did you hear a speech delivered by Mr. Luke? DId he sa~ 
that before the futures market existed. it was always possible fOl 
the Calcutta merchants to buy low in the mufassal and' sell high ir 
the Calcutta market and that the merchants always used to make- ~ 
profit? A.-Yes, I heard that. • 

Q.-Did he also say that since the establishment of the jut. 
. futares market. it has not been possible for the merchants to mak. 

profits? A.-Yes. ' -

Q.-And is it from this that you also infer that a futures marke 
is desirable from the point of view of the growers of the raw material' 
A.-On behalf of the growers I would prefer that the dealings shoul( 
be in kutcha bales and not pucca bales . 

. Dr. Hector.-You stated in your preliminary remarks that th 
average yield of jute is 16 maunds per acre and that of paddy 3 
maunds an acre-where have you got these figures from? A.-Froll 
my own district, viz., Faridpur. The official figure is 15 maunds pe 
acre. I think that the yield of paddy given by us as 30 maunds a: 
acre is not too high. , 

Mr. JIornin.-You recommend compulsory legislation for the re~ 
triction of jute if necessary-whether it is necessary or not? .4..

.Restriction is not necessary provided the cultivator can fetch a hig 
-price. 

Q.-I want you to be very clear 'about it. Do you want that theI 
1>hould be a Jute Board which would, after enquiry, fix the q.uan~it 
9f land in each loca1 area which should be put und~r culhvatlOI 
Will that be' permanent, or for 5 years, or decenmal? A.-Tb , 
{BOOu Nirmal Chandra Gho8h.] , 
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cultivator must be informed, that he wiil De allow~d to cultivate, so 
much area. 

Q.-Who is going to communicate it to the cultivatorP A.-The 
President of the ,Union Board. " 

Q.-Doyou not think that he will be in a' state of uncertainty if 
it is to be done every yearP A.-If the information is supplied at 
thE- f>roper time there is no chance of uncertainty. 

fJ..-:-Is it only over-production which aff~ts the price of ju~, or 
there are otber factorsP A.-:-There are other factors too, but· this is 
the main factor. 

Q.-Similarly betel-nut is an important product and is an 
important source of wealth in East Bengal and its price is also liable 
to fluctuations like jute. Would you recommend restriction in this 

,case a1"so P A .-1 do not know if it is a, monopoly product. If so, 1 
would advise restriction. 

Q.-What jute is to Eastern Bengal, paddy is to Western Bengal. 
'Vhat ·would you do in the case of paddy? A.-Paddy is not a 
monopoly, as far as 1 am aware. , 

Q. __ \s regards jute growing, is it not your experience that the 
maximuni amount of 'land which is fit for jute is under cultivation' 
and cannot be expanded? A.-My idea is that it ,can be expanded. 

Q.-The co-operative jute societies were started in Bengal some time 
ago. Have they been successfulP A.-No. 

Q.-What is the" reason for failureP A.-They were dealing in 
jute like ordinary merchants and as most of the merchants failed due 
to trade depression they also ,failed. ' 

No.8. 

Mr. N. Brodie, Superintendent, Covernment Test House, Alipore. 

(28th April: 19.'33.) 

'Vith reference to the question of standards for testing jute, the 
witness thought ordinary physical tests were not likely to prove practic
able in making standards, but if as the President had tentatively 
suggested the standards were laid down in terms of spinning values; 
it was a fit subject for experiment as to whether or not a model machine 
could be elaborated which wJuld give reliable tests for the spinning 
quality. Two extremes were instanced in the range of natural products, 
viz., coal on the one hand, to which physical tests could be applied so as 
to make neceil!!ary valuations, on the other hand the testing of tea could 
only be done by taste and in this case physical or chemical tests were 
entirely useless. Between these two extreme examples jute lay probably 
rather to the "tea" end of the range than to the "coal" end. 

Dr. Sinha.-Do you examine llamples of commodities where certain 
'standards of specifications are necessaryP A.-That 1s our work. (Not 
our whole work.) ., 

Q.-What commodities do you test generally-natural products, e.g., 
eott,onPA.-Coal and minerals amo~g natural products; not fibres. ' 
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. Q.-Has not the technIque 'Of-standardisation of fibre:g made much 
progress 'in the Uitrteq Kingdom in 'recent years? A.-I have nD 
personal experien~~ of that. 

Q.-I understand' that the purchasing departments of the Govern
ment sometimes lay down specifications fOT the guidance of coi!"tractors, 
Is there any 'su'ch specification for jute? A .-1 do not know l}lyself. 
I might be able '0 find that out for you if I can, - - . 

. M,,: Khaita.n.-So fat as moisture is concerned, I suppose tlief'i is· 
no difficulty in finding out what percentage of mois.ture there',is. in .a 
sample? A.-No. There are various ways. in which. it can be done. 

Q.-So far as length is concerned, of course there is no difficulty'? 
A.-I am not sure that one can say that. .' - , 

Q.-If one knows from where to where the thing should be measured,: 
~he~e. should be no difficulty? A .-There is no difficulty in measuring 
mdIvIdual fibres. To determme the average length of fibre in a sample 
is a different matter. '" 

Q.-Have you had any occasion to compare samples, e.g., of cotton 
on. the one hand and jute on the other? A.-Not specificallj. 

Q.-In the case of cotton yoU: know slight shades of' colour would 
make much difference, whereas in the case of jute slight difference .in 
shades ,does not matter? A.-I can well imagine th~t that is so. 

Q.-Do you think f01:; all practical purposes there can be any difficulty 
in finding out even in a scientific way, if it is desired, as to what 
standard a sample of jute should conform? A.-It is a matter for 
investigation. I do not think I can commit myself definitely. 

Mr. lVeston.-Do you keep ,standards in your laboratory? A.-No. 

Regarding weights the witness said he had recently received' an 
enquiry from the Chief Controller of Stores as to whether he could. 
keep copies of standard weights and measures in Calcutta. 

No.9. 

Mr. C. C. Tree, representative of Messrs. W. & T. Avery, Limited,; 
Calcutta .. 

(28th A.pl'il 1[).']3.) .... 
The Chail'man.-It has been represented to us that weights used, 

in the jute trade are possibly detrimental to the interests of the' 
growers. Could you suggest any remedial measure? A .. -There is a 

• JDaund which is known as the Imperial or Railway maund equivalent· 
to 82 8/71bs. There is also what is known as the Factory maund 
equivalent to 74 Ibs. approximate. If we go to the Indian States on, 
the Bombay side, the maund is found to be equivalent to 40 or 41 Iba. 
So there are varying conditions in different Provinces. The Govern
ment took up the matter about 60 years ago but the conditions w~re 
found to be varying to such. an extent in the different Provinces that 
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it was clear tliat the only thing to be done was 'Plovincial. control. 
You have some sort of unit standard for the BengaL Presidency. By.t 
to b& able to successfully dE!al .. ith the' question is. a very difficult arid 
expensive matter. You cannot send. out inspectors into the factories, 
shoplt,. :~c., who are not fully trained and. competent. Of course it is 
a very tall order. You would have to maintain a' department having 
(Itte-' Chief Inspector of Weights and Measures and under him Sub
lnljpe~n: The Inspectors would have almost autocratic powers and' 
theTlnust be meyot only of skill but of training and great honesty .. 

Mr. Welton.",:",1I:ow expensive would it be? A.-It wo~ld depend 
largely, I think, as .to whether you wanted it to apply to the whole of 
Bengal, to all 'districts, to all industries and to all shops. If you 
want to do that it would -entail the employment of a large number of 
inspectors and each inspector has to be equipped with tli:e standard. 
equipment. 

Q.-Would you make legislation as regards these weights? 
A.-You can if you like but it does not carry you far. . 

In reply to the question of Mr. Yomin whether any extra expen
diture would be necessary if the Police were vested with the powers to 
test these weights, the witness did not think in practice it .would be 
possible, as only trained men were requisite for this type of work. 

The Chairman.-Would you agree that it will be better to be 
content with half a loaf than to have nothing at all? A.-I do not 
think it will be any use whatever. Without qualified men it would be 
absolutely useless to do this testing work. 

Q.-As you know the weights vary. There is a good deal of evidence 
on the fact that these different weights are used to some extent to 
victimise the cultivator. The idea is that we should introduce some 
absolutely standard uniform weight, it would then simplify things so 
quickly that it would remove any suspicion. A.-I quite see the point. 
You would have standarda-you would want these to apply to the whole 
of Bengal. First of \lll you have got to keep. a set of standards well 
preserved say in a glass case. Then you have to have a number of sets 
of working standards which your inspectors would have- to carry with 
them. You would have to send men who are specially trained in testing 
weights. 

Q.-Do you not think that it would be a good thing to make a start, 
however imperfect the results may be at the beginning? A.-So far as 
that goes I agree. It is reasonable to make a beginning, but when you 
get all the facts and figures together, you will find it is not so small a 
matter. 

Mr. lI-Iomin.-Do you think that the introduction of standard 
weights in the Province is not practicable because of the money that 
would be necessary to employ inspectors' to test the thing? A.-You 
must have men of experience and training. 

Q.-At present what happens is that in various local areas they use 
various standards--this is not for cheating the public but certain stand
ards have come into vogue which they ·use and for newcomers it iit very 
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difficult to know.,whether the standard is 60 to las or 80 tolas per.s~er. 
Supposing Government .by legislation makes a rule that only a particular 
standard will be use~ in weight and if \his is not used the offender· will 
be liable to prosecution, will not that have some effect even without 
incurring .. extra expenditure? A .~I do not know whether it will be 
workable. I think this is largely a matter of education. In Bombay 
some years ago-about 1925, I think. they brought in "The Cotton 
Ginning and Pressing Factories Act." I should think it is rather a 
tall order to issue a.ruling for the whole of Bengal. It might be possible 
in one particular industry li~e jute. . 

Q~-What is desired is that the sellers aren~t in·any way cheatea. 
or do not lose by the d,ifference in weights used at the mills or -factories. 
In hats they use stones and they may be varying one or two seers a:: 
maund. Is there any simple method by which the present system can 
be improved ? A.-The simplest thing would be ·to use the .scale of the 
Imperial maund, becJj.use it is used on the Railways thl'o'l:!ghout India.' 
.Also. it is in general use in Calcutta.· •• 

. -
lIfr. Khaitan.-In the third paragraph of your' written statement 

you have said-"as far as we know the only recent Act which has been 
passed and is being enforced, is 'The Cotton Ginning 'and Pressing 
Factories Act, 1925', under section 13 of which the Government of 
Bombay have framed rules and regulations covering the use of Weights 
and Measures ......... "· This applies to the Cotton districts, I believe? 
A .-It. applies to aU various ginning factories throul';hout the Bombay 
Presidency. . 

Q.-Does it apply to i:Qterior villages? A.-It is only operative in 
the ginning factories-it is not employed in the villages. 

Q.-You have stated in the next paragraph-"In 1926 the United 
Provinces Government considered the enforcement of section 13 of the 
Cotton Ginning and Pressing Factories Act ....... ·-" Did they intend 
it to apply to villages or only to factories? A .-They have not reached 
the stage of formulating any rules. They simply made enquiries about 
equipment, expenditure, etc.. . 

Q.-In the next paragraph yourefE'rto the Bombay Weights and 
Measures Act. Is that applicable to villages .ortobig trading centres 
'and factories? A.~The Bombay Act is in abeyance awaiting allotment 
of funds. 

lIfr. Huqlle.-There are two aspects of the question under discussion 
--one is with reference to the instrument and the other to balance. 
Leaving the question of balance aside for the present, let us deal with 
the question of weights and measures. ·Would not the instrument help 
to some extent if the weights are standardised? A.-It is always better 
to have standard weights. In the case of a dispute between the seller. 
and the buyer of jute, the Licensed ME'asures can be called in. They· 
will bring their instrument along with them for. testing. . It. ·may 
appear a si~ple matter to test ,weig~t~ bu~ in re~lity .it·is not so. L 
should imaO'llle at least a year s trallllllg IS reqUIred to .make a man.· 
competent to test weights. 

The Chail'man.-Is it not a sound idea to apply the instrument to 
one trade to start with? A.-Yes, I should think .so j but it would be . 

[Mr. G. C. Tree.] 
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'Useless if there were no competent inspecting agency. The inspector 
w~uld not onl,.be ab.le to conde~ the weight if short or excessive but 
also correct, ,.e., adJust the we}ght to the correct standard. That is a 
means of revenue and a means of maintaining the staff. . 
: Q.-pid Y!lu say the inspector going round to test a weight finding 
It wanting eIther too much or too low, corrects it? A.-Yes. He 
~hould be able to adjust the :weight to the proper standard and stamp 
It so that there may be no dIspute afterwards. -

No. 10. 

Babu Aswin,,- Kumar Chosh, representative of the Bengal Mahajan 
Sabha.* 

(lst May 1933.) 

The witness at the outset stated that he had no technical knowledO'e 
personally of the jute trade, nor was -h~ persOnally employed in th~t 
business, but that the Bengal .Mcihajwn Sabha had discussed the 
questionnaire and he was prepared to answer questions as its spokes
man .to explai6 t~e reply -that the Sabha had alr@ady forwarded. So 
far as general knowledge was concerned he was acquainted with the 
con.litioll:l of things regarding jutepl'oduction and trade iit-N61'thern ,and 
J~115tern Bengal. - , ' 

The Chuirman.-Whatis the object of your Society? A.~It is an 
Association of aratdOll'S, i.e., chalani merchants who carryon the inland 
trade from ports· to mufassal towns and vice versa. Some of the
members of this ASSeciationbring goods to Calcutta 'from their arats" 
to sell them to shippers, and some of them are' shippers. 

Q.-What is the number 'of your membership? A.-292, i.e.~ 
about 300. ' 

JIr . . Afomin.-Since when" have the number' of your membership 
increased to 292? I find in the Government ieportthat your Associa
tion consists of thirty members. A.-At no time the number of our' 
membership has been so low as that. Even when it was founded in 
1905, the number of members was nearly 205. ", 

Q.-Your Association is the representative, mostly, of cluilimi' 
merchants as well as of some money-lenders, i.e., you deal mostly in 
finished products like piece-goods and things whic~ are importe.d? 
A.-That is so, but there are some firms who purchase Jute ,for tl'anslllp~: 
ment to Calcutta and from there it is shipped 'elsewhere abroad. 
, Q.-They are not export traders? A.-No. Generally they are~ 
iilland traders and deal only in loose jute, though there are some balers 
an(l exporters also. -
. Q.-Do you recommend .restriction? Wh~t are yourl?ra.cical sug

O'e!ltions? From your experIence would you lIke t~at. restrictiol'!- sh~uld 
t; given effect to? A.-I would recommend restnctlOn by legJslahon, 

*For the Sabhd'S written evidence vide page 346 III seq. -
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tOtherwise it would be impossible. Some propaganda has been' tried. 
auring the last one'or two years and that has had sonte' eife,ft. • 

Q.-You do hot. apprehend that- restriction by'leO'islation would 
lead to oppression? A .-1 do not-think oppression is apprehended. ' 

(J,-What agency would you apply? A.-If th6''Work'is to be taken 
cup at once, the best agency would be to work through the Union Boards 
'with,. the help of Circle Officers, because the local £e1nindars can be 
.emptoyed only when there is an organised system for '-utilizinO' their 
!help.' .••• 0 

# • ..'-

Q'"7'Are not most of the zemindotrs non-resident? A . __ 1 'mean their 
local officers can be utilized on. t!teir behalf. 

Q .-Co~sidering the present state of feelings between th~-landlord 
ant! the te.nant, do you think this arrangement would be appreciated by 
the tenants? A .-~ think it would be ·to the advantage ot .. both 1£ -jute 
,c:ln fetcL. better prIces, for otherwise both are sufferers. '_ 

Q.-If the zemindars' agents be employed, sh~uld they be given 
·powers fOf penalising offenders against restriction? A.-No. They 
..should be given powers for reporting cases of default. 

Q.-If restriction is by 'legislation, which should be the agency to 
,allot quotas of land to be cultivated? A.-The actual agency should, 
I think,. be the Union Boards, because these a.re statutory bodies and 
.zemindars are .more 'or .less scattered; but if they can be brought in any 
.organised system, then they can be entrusted with such powers. At 
present there is no ageJJ.cy in which they have statutory powers for 
~'ol'king in an organised ·way. 

Dr. Sinha.-Regarding the question of regulation, do you 'Want it 
-as a permanent measure or as a temporary one to meet the present 
.situationl.4.-For the present it must be a temporary measure, but if 
at the end' of 5 or 10 years, the results are found to be good then it 
can be made permanent. ' 

Q.-Would you 'prefer Co-operative Societies to Union Boards? 
,A .-In the present state of co-operative movement in Benlfal, I do not 
-think much progress can be made through these co-operabve agencies . 
.of course, the ideal should be co-operative' organisation but that is not' 
-feasible at present. 

Q.~Have you any idea of raw jute? How is this business actually 
.carried on in Calcutta? A.-By aratdarl. . 

Q.-There are complaints about standards. Both the dealers and 
..cultivators lose much money on account of this trouble. How would 
YOll lay down standards? A.-lam of opinion that the standards for 
:.aU jute loose and baled should be fixed by a statutory body and should 
not be changed in the c~urse o.f the ye~r in the case of all Indian pack~d 
'bales •. The standard dIffers m the CIty and the mufassal to the dis
,advantage of the grower. This should be made uniform. 

Mr. Khaitan.~In reply to Question No. 41 you consider Mr. Mc
~Dougall's scheme to be a feasible one .. Now,. according to that sche~e, 
.all jute must be bought from the agrIcultUTlsts by a central orgalllsa
tion and it is only from .that organisation that other dealers can buy. 

,BabtI.AM/I'niKII,!,Gf' 0110811.] 
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Do you conside, that' 10 be feasible? A ,---':'It all depends on the finances 
-if the scheme, be financed by Government, it is' fea&ible, ·otherwise not. 

Q.-:-In conne~tion .with the central orga~isatio~; ~ill they appoint 
lIubordmateoffiClals m the mufassal or wIll. eXIstm<>' firms act as 
agents? -A.-.P~id,permanent men would be better tha;;' agencies. 

• Q.-Now-a:J;ys'·what is the difference in price in connection with' 
the various kinds of jute? A.-The difference is not very greataJtthe 
present moment--Re. 1, Rs. 2 or Rs. 3. " 

, 9·-Regar~rng t~e ascertainment of quality, if one tried to appraise' 
a hIgher quat~ty of Jute. as lower, then the agriculturist would surely 
b~ affected, b~t., supposmg there is some arrangement between the 
agri<?ulturi~t ~Ild t~e subordinate official and he appraises the lower 
quahty otJute as hIgher, what would be the check? A.-Some check 
ma~ ,~e p:fovided thus: final fixing of the' standard should a'lways be 
subJest'to t~~ approval of the Central Board. 

Q.-Supposing, unless something is paid to the official, he would. 
not pass a particular quality, what would you do to provide against this? 
A.-The seller should have the right to prefer appeal. If the local 
officials llo not pass a certain quality as. of higher standard, that would' 
have to be sold to the local centre subject to protest and the dispute 
will be finally settled by the central organization. ' 

(~.-Do you think this can work smoothly? 'A.~lt is very difficult 
to gIve 8 definite opinion unless some experienc~ is"gained.' 

Q.-Something should be done to regulate production and get 'e. 
minimum price for the jute agriculturists? A.-Yes, certainly. 

Mr. Finlays01IJ."-You recommend legislation for restricting prod1,lc
tion-what powers woul!I you give to, officials ,for ,seeing that the 
legislation is carried out? A . ....;..If anybody cultivates jute within l).~s 
area without licance, he will be bro'!-ght to court and maM ~labie to 
pay fine. ' 

Q.-By civil courts? A.-No, criminal courts. 
Q.-Would you give licence to everybodY? A . .....:.;.That would be' 

determined by the Statutory Body. Allocation 'would be made by the 
Statutory body that a certain area is to be cultiwtedfor jUte in', a 
locality. This allocation should be comJp.unicated to the agric~lturists, 
by the Union Boards concerned. If anybody cultivates jute in excess 
of the fixed limit, he, will be fined. " 

Q.-Will not State interference be unfair to' individuals? A • .,..-,. 
In1erference of the State in private matters like these means consider" 
able inconvenience to individuals, ,but by the propaganda Carried on 
folr the last two years the people have got accustomed to the ide~ of 
restriction. So there will be no 'general' outcry. There may be 
individual ,murmurs of protest. .. '. 

Q .-Supposing a man has got land which is only Buitable £01'> jute 
('ultivation, would you restrict hiill' also? A.-It i~ a' very difficult 
question. Of course if it is to the interests of the whole' country that 
l'e~riction is necessary, he will have' to suffer for the sake of the public. 

Q .~Supposing there' is trade revival and t~e price of, jute goes up 
from Rs. 4 to Rs. 10, will not there be consIdembletrouble among 
cultivators? A.-In that particular year they will of course have-to
Bufi'e!" for not being able to reap a large profit, but the!&' will be the 

33 
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J\lte Bo.ard to' cop~ with the situation for the next crop so as to regulate 
productIon accordIng to demand. , 

~(On the question of ~'guarailtees" the witness could give no further 
infor~at~on heyon~ what was p~t down in the answers given by the 
ASSoOlatIOn, a~ .t~IS was a techmcal matter.and.he c5mldnot give an 
aCCUl'at& descrIption off-hand of what was Imphed):iy l'guarantees.',') 
. Q.-Howcan we fix the standardSQ that trouble'inay not recur? 

.A.-These various standards were brought about to meet ill. certain 
situation when a huge quantity of jute was rejected. The standard would 
ba fixed if the old uniform standard was adopted. . 

Q.-'-Has it not been restored and shipped since then? '·A.-Our 
information is that it has not been restored. 

No. 11. 

Babu Ram: Hath Bajoria, representative of the Marwari Association .• 

(1st May 1933.) 

The Ch.airman.---:Would you tell us what section of the trade your 
Association represents? What part of the jute trade your members 
carryon? A.-The ~emberB of our Association do all sorts of business. 

Q.-Are there members who have up-country agencies? A.-Yes. 
. .Q.~What is the number of your membership? A.--1 do-not 
remember exactly. ' . 

Mr. Huque.-Do you think that the jute market has fallen dowIl 
on account of speculation? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Would you recommend restriction in any form? -A.-Not by 
legislation, by voluntary propaganda. 

Q:-Are you not aware' that there h~s been intens,ive propaganda 
during the last two years an~ yet there IS over-productIOn? A.-No. 

Q.-Since this propaganda has begun, you know that the acreage 
has not decreased appreciably? A.-Yes, it has decreased considerably. 
From 30 lakhs of acres it has come down to 20 lakhs. 

Q.-But so far as actual product is concerned, it has increased? A.
No. .' Of course this time particularly the yield per acre is very good. 

Q.-What is your view about the Jute Marketing Board? . A.-] 
do not think the Jute Marketing Board will be successful. .-

" Q.-If cultivators organise co-operative societies for the sale oj 
jute, will the organisation be successful if it is helped by Governmentf 
4. .-1 do not think so. 

Q:..:.-Bu~ you are in favour of Balers' Association or Shippers' ASBo, 
cia~ion:-when the cultivators want to organise, you do not favour thE 

*For"'':.ritten evidence of the Association, "ide page 211, et Seq. 
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idea? A.-The cultivator should be Ilupplied with all the,inform!;'-
tion. . 

Q.-Havi' you any objection if Government take steps to co~solid8te. 
all jute centres into, one central organisation? A .-1 am in "favour of 
that. 

Q.~Ii the'ptese;n' ~ystem of forecasting accurate? -A.-If 'we can 
arrive ollt ~o~~ acc~racy of figures, then it may be very g.oqd. ! ,think 
aCl!l1racy IS lmposslble. . 

Q.-Supposing that a Committee be constituted by Government in 
which the· Departmellt of Agricultur&;" dealers and cultivators will all 
be represented with a view to know 'the nature of market demands as 
well as to give an approximate idea of the forecast, will you co-operate? 
,,1.-Yes, we would welcome that. 

Q-.-Are you in favour of the idea of taking steps' by Government 
or IlOme other organisation to broadcast the marketing conditions to all 
cultivators? A."/"That is a very good idea. 

Q.-Are you aware that the standard of jute is changed by the mills 
from time to time? A.-Yes, it is very bad, 

Q.-So in the interests of the trade you require standardisation of 
jute? .1.-1 would like standards to be fixed by leg~slation. 

Q.-Would you follow that standard in the case of cu~tivators? A.-
Why not? . . 

Q.~Are you in. favour of one common standard to be foUowedin 
the jute busIne,8s? A.-Yes. . 

Q.-You are in favour of standards by legislation? A.-Yes. 

Q.~ln that case are you prepared to withdraw your Iltatement with 
reference to Question No. 31 of the Questionnaire, 'Viz., '''The existing 
standards are 'working quite satisfactorily. To fix standards by legis., 
lation ill not feasible ......... "? A.-Yell. 

Mr. Jlomin.-You are opposed to restriction by legislation? .1.
Yes. 

Q.-And you think that voluntary propaganda. may be successful? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-Has not the past propaganda been a failure? A.-We think 
it has been successful during the last two years . 

. Q.-What is your objection- to restriction by legislation? A.-'-In 
that case the cultivator will have to remain confined within a certain 
limited area fixed by Government and if he cultivates a few acres more. 
say 5 or 10, then he will be put to difficulties by the Police officers. . 

Q.-Do you mean this. will lead to harassment of the raiyat? A.
. Yes. 

Q.-Do you think that the Agricultural Department underestimates 
in making jute forecasts? A.-Generally. .' . 

Q.-Is it your experience that owing to this underestimate" it has 
aft'ected the trade? A.-Yes, it has afiectedthe trade in up-cou~try . 
places specially the beparies and dealers. It also leads to SpeculatIOns 
here. 
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Q.-Butso far as the actual growers are concerned, over-estimate is 
more harmful than under-estimate? A.--Yes. 

Q.-Do you Bay that the formation of village co-operative soeieties 
is not to the interests of the 'I'aiyat. A.-Yes. 

Q.=--Why do you say so? A.-Because it will result...in fraud and 
corruption. Moreover, the elimination of middlemen win meaIi." that 
these people will be brought in direct touch with the balers who may 
prove more exa.cting than others. 

In answer to the question of MI'. Khaitan whether it would be to 
the advantage of the cultivator to sell jute in different grades, the 
witness stated that it would be in the interest of the cultivator not to 
sell in different grades but in one bulk. 

Mr. Khaitan.-If the cultivator brings a: parcel of jute to a co-opera
tive society; thay assort the jut.e and pay the agriculturist for the 
different grades and according to different rates. Do you mean 'to say 
that the agriculturist will suffer? A.-Yes, in my -opinion. All the 
employees are not hone&t as regards grading. 1 would prefer larias to 
this society. 

Q.-If the co-operative societies do their work honestly and effi
ciently, then the raiyat will be benefitedf' A.-Yes. 

Q.-From" where do you buy jute? A.-I have got agents in 
mufassal and buy both from larias and beparis. . 

Q.-As regards weights and measures why is there so much com
plaint among the agriculturists about the weights and measures that 
are used by larias and beparis? A.-This is because weights vary in 
different districts. 

Q.-Would you not the"refore recommend that in every district the 
standard of weight should be the same? A.-Yes .. 

Q.-For the la.rias also there should be the same method? A.-Yes. 

Q.-This can only be done by legislation? A.-Yes. 

Q.-You have said in your answers to the Questionnaire that the 
Jatka market operates in depressing the prices of jute, but are not the 
producers in this latka market a sort of competitors.? A.-The bull 
in the latka market will be losers-they have to pay a certain premium 
every month. Accordingly, the growers "Who are naturally bulls have 
to suffer. 

The Chairman.-Do you protect yourself by selling forward in the 
Calcutta Baled Jute Association contract? A.-Yes. . " 

Q.-Do the mills hedge in the East India Jute Association? A.
I do not think so. 

JIr. Khaitatn.-You have got particular marks under which you 
pack your ju~e-some Firsts, some Daisees, some Tossas, etc. Just as 
you Il:~e 'Packing the various qualities under your own marks, other 

[Bah" Ram Natll ~ajoria.] 
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bal~rs are, at the sa?'lle time, pa~king the different qualities, under 
theIr own mark~. Is It always poss~ble to get a shipper to buy all your 
bales on a par~lCular day? A.-It IS not always possible. 

Q.-You J;I1ay not get a shipper' buyer for 2 or 3 weeks for your 
marks? A.-::~or a day or two I may not get a shipper to buy. 

Q.-~ur!ng the season time is it always possible to get shipper 
b.uyer~ ,!lthln a day o~ two for all your marks? A.-During the season 
hme It IS always pOSSible to sell any grade of jute we like. 

Q.-In reply to .Question No. 21 of ~e Questionnaire you have 
suggested that orgamsed markets, on the lines of the Central Provinces 
and Berar cotton markets, are not suitable for Bengal. What is it 
that prevents the establishment of organised markets in Bengal? A.-It 
is not possible because the cultivator has got a few acres of land here 
and "a few acres there. In short, fragmentation is the reason. 

Q.-In reply to Question No. 25 it seems you support organised 
markets. If organised markets are possible in one case, this may be 
possible in another? A.-I do not generally support these markets but 
if they can stop the malpractices of the Government employees, then 
I can suppor\. ' 

Q.-In reply to Q~estion No. 30 you say that "the home guarantee 
and the invoicing back clauses operate as a hardship to exporters." 
By exporters do you include the balers also? A.-Yes. 

, Q.-The invoic.ing back clause is included in the contract between. 
the shipper ana the foreign buyer? A.-Yes. 

Q.-And the home guarantee is given by the baler to the. shipper 
so that under the home guarantee. clause whatever ill decided by the 
London arbitration has to be accepted by the jute baler? ~.-Yes. 

Q.-And that arbitration in. London is held under the auspi,ces, of 
the London Jute Association? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Balers cannot become members of the London Jute AssoCiation? 
"A.-No. 

Q.-Arbiters have got to be selected from amongst the members of . 
the London Jute Association? A.-Yes. 

Q.-So that there is no safeguard for the security of interests of the 
balers at these arbitrations? A.-No. 

Q.-Therefore you would prefer if some method could be devised by 
which it would not be necessary to give a home guarantee and depend 
upon arbitrations held in London-would the balers here prefer that 
change? A.-Yes, if the arbitration is held in Calcutta instead of 
London. 

Q.-At th~ present .moment how m!'-ny month.s generally. el~pse 
between the time of shipment and the time of receIpt of final lnVOlce? 
A.-4 months. 

Q.-So that the shipper and ihe baler here have got to wait 4 months 
before they can know finally what the result of that shipment has been? 
A.-Yes. 

(In reply to a question by Dr. Sinha enquiring since when the home 
guarantee clause has come into vogu'e, the answer was ~~20 years;") 
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(t.-In answer to ,Question No. 31 with reference to the idea of 
~setting up a body racognised by t.he trade to inspect consignments of 
jute and grant· c~rtificates which would be authot:itative and fip.al, 
.you say that foreIgn consumers cannot be. expected to agree to it for 
obvious reasons-so, far. as continental countries are concerned they 
would not raise any objection? A.-No. . 

. Q.-It is only Dundee and London buyers who will object? A.-
Yes. The London Association will object. . 

. Q.-If arbitrations are held in various countries, e.g., Japan, 
Germany, etc., what would be the position of the sellers? A.-The 
position would be miserable. -. 

Q.,-In answer to Questions Nos. 33 and 34 of the Questionnaire, 
you say "Mills mostly buy their jute by contracts. There are fixed 
standaTds, such as XLR, ~R, Rand 4's." Do not the mills buy jute 
from Inufassal markets? A.-Yes, they buy most of their jute b3 
contract. . They do not buy in the mufassal., ' 

Q.-Are there any dealings in R's at preseilt?A.-VeryJittle. 

Q.-LR is at the top? A.-Yes. 

Q._When B. T. R. became the largest rejection? ,A.-3 or 4 
years ago. 

Q.-XLR 'which used to be the worst standard is now the best 
standard? A.-Yes. ' 

Q.-In view of the pi-evailing uncertainty about the standards, 
would you like from the seller's point of view that there should be fixed 
standards which could not be altered? A.-Yes. 

Q;-W"ho would lay down the standard? 
should be set up to fix standards. 

A.-An· expert bod~ 

Q.-W"hat woultl be your classification in making the standard: 
'Would it be on a spinning basis? A.-We can fix a standard on what· 
ever basis they like . 

. Q.-In answer'to Question No. 41 of the Questionnaire; you sa~ 
"we consider it desirable to have a scheme by which in the event of'8 
possible slump in the market jute could be purchased and held bad 
from the market fOT the time being, but we fear it is not a practicable 
scheme." If there be any practicable scheme by which jute can bE 
held back from the market for a certain . time, do you think it wouIe 
be good to' the cultivators? A.-Yes. 

Mr. Finlayson.-With reg~rd to Questions Nos. 33 and 34 of th. 
Questionnaire regarding fixed standards, do you hold the mills res· 
possible for changing the standard? A .-The mills are solely responsibl. 
for this .. 

Q.:-Do you not think that it is the loose jute balers who are·8 
fault for selling their stuff according to the stal;ldards? A.-They arl 
fQrced to sell. If proper standard is ten de-red according to the contrac' 
terms, the mills get it allowanced as they like in the Bengal Chambel 
()f Commerce Tribunal. . .. . 

[Bab" Ram Natlf Bajoria.] 
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No. 12. 

Mr. R. Ellis, Superintendent of the Licensed Measurers Department of 
the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 

(2nd May 1933.) 

On the question of the measurement of jute the witness said that 
under "the constitution of the department with the Bengal Chamber 
of Commerce in 1883, it was laid down that all such measurement by 
the department was to be regarded as final. Measurements were taken 
invariably for freight calculation purposes and all jute for foreign 
export was measured. Should a baler make a general complaint regard
ing the measurements for bales exported from his press, it was the 
custom for the departmen to invite him to come himself, or to send a 
representative, to witness the measurement of several of his parcels. 
ShoUld the complaint be of a particular parcel, the remedy was Ii. more 
difficult one. The baler might have the parcel "broken 'out" from the 
steamer hold and re-measured in Calcutta-an expensive procedure-:
or he might have the consignment re-measured at the port of destina
tion. 

!tlr. Huque.-Supposing at the time of the contract a certain 
standard is in vogue? A.-I am now only dealing with the question 
of jute measurement. 

. Q.-In your experience have you noticed that due to climatic effect 
there is difference in weight? A.-I cannot tell you. At certain sea
sons of the year it may increase. 

Q.-Have you any knowledge as regards that aspect? A.-No .. 

Q.-When measurements are made, do you take climatic conditions 
into consideration? A.-'-No. 

Q. -As regards weight? I undersfand a considerable portiol!.of 
your work is in connectiol!. with weights and l!.ot measurements? A.-:
The weighmentS of· jute by the department resolve themselves into 
two bral!.ches--

(1) weighment of jute for steamer export, and 

(2) weighment of certain parcels, usually kutcha1>ales, at the mills, 
and weighments at press-houses. .. . ... 

The proportion of jute weighed for steamer export ie- about 85 per 
cent. of the total weighments of jute by the department; the balance 
of 15 per cent. being at mills and/or press.houses. . , 

!fa baler is dissatisfied or challenges the weights of his bales, he 
is admitted as having the right to attend to witness the weighment of 

. a parcel or parcels in which he may be interested. . . 
Mr. Weston.-In-the function which you exercise, is there anything 

that is likely to cause uncertainty in the price of jute or .depreciate 
the price of jute? A.-None whatever. 
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Q.-You are merely a registration authority? A.-Yes, for 
measurements and weighment;,. 

Q.-Your function' does not exercise any effect on the price of jute? 
A.-None whatever. 

lIlr. Hu.que.-SuPP06ing a baler from Narainganj 01' Sirajganj wants 
his jute to be weighed, is he to be notified? A .-N o. 

Q.:-As a matter of fact we get complaints that they had no oppor~ 
tunity to be present? A.---"Balers can ascertain as well as 1 when their 
jute is to be shipped: the time is always uncertain. -

Q.-.'-Have you any objection to send notice in case of dispute? A.
No, but the baler would probably not be" in a position to satisfactorily 
challenge the weight, since the parcel under dispute would by then be 
stowed away in .the steamer. . 

Q.-There may be some lurking suspicion in the mind of the baler 
that the weighment is not all right-is there any objection for the 
baler to be present at the time of re-weighment? A.-There is no ob
jection, but in the case of weighments for steamer export, jt would not 
be a practical proposition to notify the baler as to the time of weighment 
of a particular parcel: the shipment is carried gut under the orders of 
the steaJ;Il.er authorities: I do not know when jute is going to be shipped. 

Q.-If the baler is affected by the weighment, or if he feels that he 
is likely to be affected, is there any difficulty for the baler to be_present? 
A.-The difficulty is as to the time of shipment: I could not undertake 
to tell him in present conditions. 

Q.-Could you make any suggestions? A .-N o. 1 might possibly 
be able to assist him and to let him know the time approximately if 
I had sufficient staff to do this work; it would require a very larg~ 
staff to do so. 

The Cho..irman:-Do you know if the number of disputes is very 
large? A.-I receive very few complaints. 

Dr. Sinha.-What is the general practice in the case of mill weigh.
ments-is the seller's representative present at the time of weighment 
in cases of dispute? A .-The seller is always notified in the case of 
re-weighments .of jute at mills by the department. His representative 
"does not usually attend, perhaps once in every fifteen or twenty 
instances. 

Mr. Huque.:-In these disputed weights at the mills, or wherever it 
may be, is there anything in the nature ?f ~akin~ an !,-llowa~ce for 
climatic factor? A.-No; all that the welghmg officer ls,requlred to 
do is to weigh the bale and record the gr()ss weight thereof actually 
shewn by the scale. • 

[Mr. R. EUiB.] 
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Messrs. C. Euthymopulo and F. M. B. Lutyens, representatives of the 
Calcutta Baled .lute Shippers Assooiation.· 

(8th May 1.933.) 

The Chairman.-With reference to Question No. 13 of the Ques~ 
tionnaire, do you think it would be sound action on the part of 
Government to encourage establishment of sugar mills in suitable 
places? A.-'Ve can see no objection. 'We do not think we are very 
well qualified to express a definite opinion on this point. 

Q.-In answer to Question No .. 18 you suggest: "A department 
working in conjunction with the AgricultUTal Department for research 
and propaganda in this direction would be of great value ........ ." . 
What sort of department is meant-is it any organisation like the Jute 
Committee or is it any other department? A~-'Ve do not mean a 
Government department. 

Q.-Your answer to Question No. 29 comes to this: that the 
operations of the fatka market depress the price of balEld jute in 
Calcutta virtually it enables the consumer to obtain jute at a price 
which means loss to the cultivator? A.-Yes, that is our view. 

Q.-'Vith regard to Question No. 31 (i) in connection with improve
ments in the methods adopted in the export trade, you have stated, 
"If and when minor points come to light that show a need for 'improve
ment the trade itself is -in an excellent position to make the necessary 
adjustments through' the' various Associations connected with the' 
different sections of the trade. In the past the Calcutta Baled Jute 
Association, the Jute Balers Association and this Association have 
adjusted matters when difficulties which have arisen have been brought 
to their notice". There is nothing to prevent such action taking place 
in future? A.-No. 

Dr. Sinha.-In answer to Question No.5 you have suggested that 
the operations in the futures market have tended to depress price and 
you refer to hedging in the futures market. I take it that only one 
kind of hedging is possible? A.-There may be other ways of hedging 
also.' 

Q.-In connection with yoU:r answer to Question No. 30 you have 
suggested that the "invoicing back" clause is necessary for' the pro
tection of buyers. You are aware that there is .aninspec.tion service 
relating to Manilla hemp. Would that be practicable in the jute 
trade? A.-No, because we do not think Calcutta. arbitration and 
inspection will be a good thing for the trade. As regards the invoicing 
back clause, it is essential for the protection of foreign buyers, because, 
ordinarily, the shippers are allowed to inspect only 5 per cent. of 
the. parcel to be shipped. So far as this 5 per cent. i~ concerned, the 
bales may turn out quite good, but it does not necessarily follow that 
the other 95 per cent. will not possess undesirable features. So the 
invoicing back clause is equitable and protects the buyer. Besides, 

.For writren evidence of the As&ociation, vide page 358 e.! seq. 
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Home buyers 'will not be agreeable to this suggestion. We have tried 
to explain to you that tb,is will not be a good thing for the trade. 

Q.-Why should the foreign buyer object to inspectinc'r staff? A.
There are practical difficulties which are not easy to overc.;'me. Even in 
the case of manufactured articles, Calcutta arbitration is not workinQ' 
satisfactorily. Then why should you apply it in the case of the ra; 
article? 

Q.-Supposing your Calcutta illspection service is all right, I fail 
to see why, what is possible in Manilla, should not be possible in 
Calcutta? A.-Well, in this connection you have to bear in mind that 
India is seller and Europe is the buyer. The seller tries to satisfy 
the buyer and the buyer does not support your suggestion. -, 

Q.-If in the case of llanilla hemp foreign buyers are satisfied, why 
should it not be in the case of jute here ? A.-·W e have told yoU: 
definitely that the foreign buyers will not be satisfied. 

Mr. Huque.-Will you kindly refer to your answer to Question 
No. 3 (t) of the Questionnaire where it is stated: '.'Jute. even under 
present depressed conditions still gives the best return." What are 
your data for this statement? Are you aware that for years -past the 
price of cotton was much below the economic price of the cultivator? 
Do you mean to say that because this was so, therefore it gave the best 
return? What is the meaning of the term "the best Teturn"? A.-The 
best return under the present circumstances. One of the many things 
that strikes us is that unless it was profitable to the cultivator, he would 
stop growing jute. . 

Q . .-In answer to Quer.tion No.9 you have said: "In view of .the 
peculiar circumstances in Bengal legislation would be definitely unfair 
......... " May I know what are the peculiar circumstances? A.-We 
are not in favour of it and we have answered generally. One of the 
peculiar circumstances, however, is that in Bengal the possibility of 
substituting other crops is, -practically speaking, nil, and if you res
tricted the staple crop by legislation, it would be definitely unfair 
to the tiller of the soil. , 

Q.-May I !ake you to the answer to Question No. 16. where you 
say: "The Association understands in this connection that Govern
ment rent collections have shown a remarkable improvement during 
the past year, while an even better return is expected in the present 
year." 'Vhat is the source of your information on this point? A.
The Association was given to understand by several local officials that 
rent collections this year have been very much better than what waS 
expected. Next year they expect further improvement. 

[Mr. Huque asked the witnesses to take it from him that this year 
the cess collections were hopelessly bad and every district board in 
Bengal could not meet their legitimate expenditure. In t1i.is connec
tion he referred to his own district, viz., Nadia. 

To this the witnesses replied: "Our Association is not intimately 
connected with the rent collections and we do not wish to make a 
dogmatic statement.] 

Q.-With regard to answer to Question No,. 29-you admit that 
the market conditions are depressed all the world over. That. _b~~ng 

IMessr8. G. EU1h!lmopulo and F. M. B. Lutyens.] 
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so, if you want a business man to make good his loss in course of a 
transaction, it has been shewn that he can do it by having recourse 
to the fatka market, the result is that it is the raiyat who ultimately 
suffers. I can assure you, up till now the cultivator has not come into 
the picture, but if you do not give him justice, ultimately he will 
come in with vengeance? A.-We have always taken the point of 
view that the cultivator and the trade are going hand in hand. 

Q.-In answer to Question No. 18 you suggest research' and propa
ganda. Which do yOlJ want? A.-We do not think it very much 
matters. 

Q.-Do you want a Statutory Committee for the purpose of carrying 
on propaganda? A.-What kind of 'propaganda? 

Q.-The propaganda which you have suggested in answer to Question 
No. 18. Do you think there should be a Statutory Committee for that 
purpose? A.-No. ' 

Q.-Who will do it? A.-Whoever the party who does it, we do not 
want a Statutory Jute Committee. We ,are prepared to co-operate as 
much as we can with any scheme which would be under the Director, of 
Agriculture, Bengal. , 

Q.-Supposing it is decided that a Committee should be set up iIi 
nengal in which the balers and shippers would be represented, do you 
want a. Committee like that? A.-We are against the establishment of 
a Statutory Jute Committee. 
, Mr. Burn.-Regarding the question of arbitration. ,have you ever 
had personally any serious complaint about arbitration? A'.-No. 

Q.-You say no useful object would be served in having Calcutta: 
a;.rbitrationP A.-No. 

Mr. Finlayson.-Would the buyers agree to Calcutta "arbitration? 
A.-No. ' 

q.-Would you tell me if the invoicing back clause is necessary in 
the Interests of buyers at home? Il.-Absolutely necessary. ' 

[In answer to the question of Mr. Finlayson, if standards, were 
fixed in co-operation -between balers and shippers, the witnesses replied 
iu the affirmative.] , 

No. 14. 

Mr. R. E. Birtwistle, representative' of the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce. 

(2nd May 1933.) 

On arbitration. 

On being requested by the Chairman to give some idea regarding 
various kinds of arbitration, the witness said that he would first refer 
to the Tribunal of Arbitration of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce 
and he placed on the table a copy of the rules of this body.' 

Though primarily intende'd for' t.he use of members of the Bengal 
Chamber, non-members also frequently submitted disputes to the Bengal 
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Chamber for arbitration. A "panel of arbitrators was formed of specially 
qualified "men whose names were submitted annually by firms who were" 
members of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. i. 

These men were- recommended to act in disputes as under:
(1) Uunnies;-Gene~l trade questions excluding quality. 
(2) Jute....:.....General trade questions excluding quality. 
(3) Gunnies-Quality, etc. 
(4) Jut~Kutcha bales. Quality, etc. (European standard). 
(5) Jute-Kutcha bales. Quality (other than European standar~). 
(6) Jute-Pucca bales. Quality, etc. 
(1) Cuttings-Quality, etc. 

Each man whose name is submitted is recommended by his firm to 
be competent to act as an arbitrator under one or more of the above 
headings. 

A sub-committee then grades "the names so submitted according to the 
experience of each person, and ~t often happens that a -man's name may 
be included on the list, but he may have to wait 3 or 4 years before he 
is given an arbitration. 

The Registrar has thus a list of carefully selected names of arbitrators 
and can choose the most suitable men to act on any case submitted. " 

As an additional precaution, before arbitrators are appointed to act 
in Ii: particular arbitration, the Registrar submits the names of the 
persons he proposes to appoint to the arbitration sub-committee of the 
Chamber and asks if they have any comments to make regarding the 
proposed nominations. If no objections are raised," the Registrar then 
appoints the arbitrators. , 

The procedure in arbitrations concerning quality or moistur~ is as 
foUows:- _ 

Two arbitrators are appointed and they see the original contracts and 
correspondence which has plissetl. between the parties, and the case 
submitted by them. - _" - . 

The seller is then given an opportunity of going to the mill or preSs 
house, where he can choose a certain number of bales from the entire 
parcel, on which he places his seal. The buyer also chooses and seals 
a similar number and the sealed bales are brought down to examination 
room in the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 
" Before the arbitrators examine the jute each party is required to send 
a representative to identify the bales and &; certificate that this has 
been done is signed by each of the parties. 

The arbitrators then examine the bales and make their award. 
Besides references to the Tribunal of Arbitration of the Bengal 

Chamber of Commerce there were also private arbitrations conducted. 
In reply to a question by Mr. Burn as to whether the awards were 

enforceable in a Court of Law, the witness answered in the affirmative. 
" It was stated in answer to another question that the registration fee, 

when one of the parties was Q member of the Bengal Chamber, was 
Rs. 32; when both were non-members the fee was Rs. 200. -
[Mr.R. E. Birtwistle.] 
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In reply to questions put by Dr. Sinha regarding the composition 
of the panel of ar~itrators, the witness said that every possible care was 
taken to Bee th.t only most suitable people were appointed. 

Q.-I find in a baler's contract form that each party to the dispute 
shall appoint an arbiter. A.-That is so in the case of private 
arbitrations. 

Air. Huque.-Mai I ask your opinion generally in connection with 
_ arbitrations P Do you thinK there would be any difficulty if definite 
standards were laid down for the sale of loose jute P A .-As I am only 
representing the Bengal Chamber on the question of arbitrations, I 
cannot give their views on the question of loose jute standards, but in 
conducting an arbitration the arbiters have to take into consideration 
the terms under which the jute was sold. 

Mr. Khaitan.-It has been suggested to the Committee that physical 
tests are always needed in order that a judgment may be properly 
passed on a parcel of jute. Do you agree with this suggestion? .04..-1 
understand that by physical tests you mean laboratory tests or prac
tical spinning tests, and I consider such tests are unnecessary. 

Q.-If persons who are asked to examine a parcel of jute are properly 
qualified, then the kind of examination that is done by arbiters wouLd 
be quite satisfactory? A.-Yes. -

Q.-Now the custom as it prevails in Calcutta is that if there is a 
dispute, whether people have confidence or not, they must go to the 
Bengal Chamber of Commerce for a1"bitration-'-they cannot avoid it? 
A .-If the jute is sold on a contract which includes a clause stating 
that disputes will be submitted· to the Bengal Chamber for arbitration, 
then there is no alternative, unless the parties concerned agree to refer 
the matter in dispute to private arbitration. 

Q.-Under the contract as adopted by the Indian Jute Mills Asso
ciation, a seller or buyer has no other alternative except'to refer to the 
Bengal Chamber of Commerce for arbitration? A.-That is so, they 
are bound to submit to the Chamber, but as stated, they can jointly 
agree to refer the dispute to private arbitration. 

(!.-Therefore the question of confidence does not arise-there is 
no other alternative? A.-The parties concerned have confidence, as 
they use a contract in which the clause, you refer to, is incorporated. 
In some cases I believe some mills and balers have a' clause which 
provides for private arbitration. Actually: a .large number of, sellers 
and buyers outside the Bengal Chamber and the Jute Mills use the 
1ndian Jute Mills Association form of cop.tract. 

Q.-As regards the question of award---:as the award is enforceable 
hy the High Court, there is no question of complaint because. thA 
a,~arl is binding--whatever the award is-nobody can claim? A.
That is so. 

Q.-You say the registration fee for a member of the Bengal Chamber 
of Commerce is Rs. 32, whereas for a firm which is not a member of 
the Benga~ Ch,amber. the fee is Rs. 200? A .-Yes, but althoug~ the 
seller, for Instance, mIght not be a member In the case of an underSIgned 
contract, the broker may be a member. 
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Q.-In the case of arbitrations, in which the Managing Agent 
of a mill is not a member of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, .and 
so also the seller,_ Rs. 200 has got to be paid for arbitrat~n? 

A.-:yes. 
Q.-Do you consider this to be fair? A.-Such mills can, if they 

wish it, use a different arbitration clause. . 
Next the witness referred to the method of conducting private 

arbitrations and explained that there was often a disadvantage here, 
as, i~ one party was definitely trying to avoid his liabilities, he could. 
appomt an arbIter who could refuse or neglect to meet the other arbiter 
or fail to come to an agreement on the appointment of an umpire. 

In 'the case of the export trade, disputes were settled by private 
arbitrations as laid down in clause 17 of thfl Calcutta Baled Jute 
Association contract. 

Each party appoints his own arbiter who must be a member or 
employed by a member of the Calcutta Baled Jute Association·. 

Vexatious delays were avoided by rules,. viz., . that-

(l) If the arbiters failed to agree on the appointment of an umpire, 
within 7 days, the committee may appoint one,and 

(2) Arbiters are required to make their award within 40 days, 
failing which the umpire takes over the case. 

Either party, under a Calcutta Baled Jute Association contract, 
may appeal to the Committee against an award. 

No. 15. 

Mr. Balfour Smith, representative o,f the Bengal.chamber of Commerce. 

[On inland steamer and railway freights.] 

(.1rd Jlay 1933.) 

In reply to the Chairman the witness said that the rates of freight 
vary. In respect of river carriage the year is divided into two seasons, 
the slack season from January to June, and the busy season from 
July to December. From agreement stations, that is to say, from 
stations included in the Jute Mills Agreement, the slack season rate 
is Re. 0-7-3 per maund, and the busy season rate is Re. 0:"10-0 per 
maund. These rates are subject to discounts of 20 per cent., 22t per 
cent.; and 25 per cent., for baled jute of It or 3t maunds, 4 maunds 
and 5 maunds respectively. Quick discharge rebates varying from 
4 pies to 10 pies per maund may also be earned. 

After deducting these discounts and rebates and paying the cost of 
boating from flats to mills and the handling c~ar~es incidental there~o 
the net rate to the inland steamer compames m the busy season IS 
about Re. 0-4-6 per maund and in the slack season proportionately less. 
Out .of these net rates the steamer companies have to meet the co.st of 
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running their flotillas to and from the jute centres, establishment. 
maintenance of block, etc. 

Q.-Can ~e put it down that the competition between the railways, 
steamers and country boats, is responsible for all these' variations? 
A.-No. Where river competition is concerned however the existence 
of such competition has been adduced as a reason why,the inland steamer 
companies, parties to the Jute Mills Agreement, should reduce' their 
existing rates of freight. 

Mr. Huq'/le.-Compared with ~ther bulk goods how does this jute 
freight stand? A.-It stands very low for the class of traffic. -

Q.-What do you mean by saying that rice is first class goods? A.-:,
In the Indian Railways General Classification rice is scheduled as 
first class. J ute is sixth class. 

Q.-What is the distinction between the various classes? A . .,.-Tlle 
value or nature of the commodity may govern the classification. ,For 
example' piece goods come uI!der the eighth class. 

Q.-Supposing a commodity is in .great demand, 'how is it cla~sed? 
A.---It depends on the commodlty. If In great demand and the classlfica
tion is high, rates actually lower than the class rates would probably 
be charged. 

Q.-What is the freight of rice compared with jute? A.'-'-'-Jute 
freight should be higher. Jute is chargeable at sixth class. The, busy 
season Jute Agreement rate (gross) charged by the inland steamer com
panies is actually equivalent to third class, and with' discounts and 
rebates deducted, eQ"uivalent to second class. The slack season rate is 
equivalent W first class, and with discount and rebates deducted, less. 
than ,first class. / 

Q.-Are there any other goods upon which rebates are paid? .1.
We pay re~ates on coal and salt in- bulk for quantities. 

Q.-What is the- principle of rebates? W'hy do you not give smaller 
rebates? A.-For pressed jute the discount allowed varies according t() 
the weight and cubic capacity of the pressed bale. If you took a flat 
of 30,000 maunds dead weight capacity you would probably not be able 
to load 15,000 maunds of drum jute in it. Jute pressed into Ii, 3i, 4 
or 5 maund bales of certain defined measurements naturally takes up 
much less space than drummed jute and justifies the grantmg of dis
counts, to ensure the best use being made of the block available. You 
cannot carry the same maundage of jute ,il!- a vessel as of ric~. 

Q.-Is there any othet commodity-a bulk .commodity-near 
about it? A.-There is cotton in bags or bales. 

Q.-What is the difference in freight? What would be' the cheapest 
freight? A.-Cotton rates are probably higher 'than the .rates Jor 
jute, cotton being the bulkier article. . 

Q.-:-What about Railway frei~ht? A.-Whe~e. there is competitio.n 
with rlver transport, rates of frelght a.re competitive. Wher~ there IS, 
no competition the rail rates may be on a higher though a still reason
able basis. 

Dr. Sen G~pta.-Do T unoerstimd tha~ railway char~es or r~tes ~f 
freight are different for the same commodlty and for the same distance 
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where there is no competition with the steamers? A.-'Where there 
is no competition with the steamers the . railways charge 'in some 
instances on a hjgher basis than from competitive points. 

Q.-Is there any under-cutting? A.-There is no under-cutting. 

Mr. Huque.-,-Where there is no' railway communication, what' is 
your rate? A.-As all the principal.jute shipping stations are included 
in the Agreement, the agreement rates apply whether there is railway 
competition or not.. 

o Q.-Under the Mills' Agreement, is there no responsibility if the 
jute is lost by fire? A.-We have no responsibility. 

Dr. Sen Gupta.-Would it make any difference if it is insured' 
and if it is not insured? A.-Yes. Under the Agreement the mills 
undertake to insure against loss. 

Mr. Huque.~Is there anything to show that you accept certain 
freight where the jute is insured? A.-The Mills' Agreement provides 
for insurance being undertaken by' mills. We could not be expected 
to undertake such risks at the low rate of freight charged. 

Q.-Take the case of Aricha which ,is not connected by rail. Is 
freight affected there? A.-No. We charge the same rate of freight 
from Aricha as we do from Goalundo. Our aim is to promote traffic 
by charging reasonable rates of freight, without t'onsideration as to 
whether there is direct competition or not. 

No. 16. 

Babu Priya Nath Sen, Dacca.* 

(4th }.fay 1933.) 

Mr. Weston.-'\Vould you tell us exactly what authority you have 
in this matter-are you a student or connected in any way with jute? 
A.,...-I have studied the matter. 

Q.-Do you exercise any responsibility in the trade? A.-No, 
though I was the Secretary of the East India Jute Association at the 
time of its foundation. My interest is mos~ly as a grower. My country 
home is in one of the important markets in the Dacca district, viz., 
Baira, which occupies the third or fourth place among the jute markets 
of the district. It exports 6 to 8 lakhs maunds of jute a year in 
normal times. I have studied this question and have also written a 
book which is partly in print. 

Q.-When you say that you are interested as a grower of jute, have 
you taken any responsible part in the market as a grower or as a 
zemindar? A.-No-not in marketing as a grower, nor as a zemindar . 

• For written evidence vide page 229 ~t Beg. 
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Q.-Your interest merely is that jute is grown on your land? A.
I watch with interest what the prospects are at different times and 
how they can be bettered. 

Dr.Sinha..-You are in favour .o~ regulation of jute mainly through 
the co-()peratlve agency? A.-That IS the only way that seems fea~ible 
to me. 

Q.-You do not think it possible to regulate it through union 
boards" OT other official agencies? A.-There would be great difficulty 
in regulating it through the union boards or similar boards that may 
he set up. 

Q.-What difficulty do you apprehend? A.-The difficulty would 
arise in the administration of the scheme. 

Q.-Suppose the scheme is this-there is a central organisation 
which decides the total quantity of jute to be grown next year: This 
~uantity is distributed among the villages of each union board, accord
mg to the conditions prevailing in each village? ...t.-Up to that point 
there would be no difficulty. After that there would have to be ,a 
very elaborate .and expensive machinery to check whether the quota 
allotted to each villager has been adhered to. In some cases they will 
be tempted to brealt the rule and there will be no authority to check 
unless you have some machinery of the above nature in your mind. 

Q.-If we lay down penal clauses, the offenders will be punished,? 
A.-That may be done, but who is going to administer that law and 
who will give the information that so and, so has grown more 'than 
the quota which was assigned to him? 

Q.-Suppose we entrust the union boards? A.-There 'are 'only 6 
members and a few chaukidars. Great difficulties will arise in carry
ing out such a scheme. 

Q.-Suppose the quota is fixed and each cultivator has to grow 50 
per cent. of his area-what alternative crop can he grow in the remaining 
portion of the land? A.-The only alternative crop .is rice in the 
low lands, but in the high lands sugarcane may be grown, and in fact 
I know in the high lands sugarcane is being already Bubstituted for 
jute almost extensively in the Mymensingh district to some extent 
in Rangpur and Dacca disticts and in some portions of Faridpur also. 

Q.-With regard to paddy as an alternative-the price of rice. 
has come down very low .. 'What is the price in your part of the 
~untry? A.-It was selling at Re. 1-6 per maund in my village. 
Though it ill a large jute-producing tract, the rice has to be brought 
from bhati, i.e., from distriCts lower down, e.g., Brahmanbaria, 
Comilla and sometimes 'from the Bhawal side (Dacca district). 

Q.-Would rice be as profitable as jute? A.,-I am afraid not, 
since it is not a cash crop for the most part of our country. Gener
ally the I!Ultivators are much better off now with regard to foodstuff
they can get sufficient quantity of paddy and other foodstuffs for !airly 
low prices, but the difficul.ty is that, even that amount. o! c~sh IS not 
in their hands. Jute brmgs ready money, therefore It IS largely 
cultivated. 

Q.-With regard to the system of regulation, yo~ prefer co
()perative societies to union boards? A .-~ sugges~ thiS bec~use ~he 
money that is necessary to finance the cultIvators .1D; connectIon ":Ith 
the production of jute, would be lent by these' SOClehes. Necessarily, 

34 
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thev would be able to exercise their influence upon -the agriculturists 
wh~ would be their debtors. 

Q.-The difficulty that arises in my mind is that so far as the co
operative societies are concerned, they' touch only the fringe of th.e 
whole problem-to quote the official language-most of the agricultur
ists are not within the co-operative fold, so how would these societies 
be able to control the scheme of jute regulation? A .-Co-oyerative 
system has made considerable strides in the Dacca district, e.g.! in 
Nal'ainganj which is an important jute-growing tract. In some por
tions of this subdivision there is not a single village in which there is 
not a co-operative society. . 

Q.-But what proportion of the population comes under the co
operative societies? A.-I have no exact idea, but it will not take a. 
very long time to cover at least 80 per cent. of the jute-growing area. 
falling within on'ly 8 districts as I have shown in my written evidence, 
spreading thereby co-operative societies. 

Q.-Your idea is that co-operative societies will, be able to regulate, 
but it will take some time: What period do you suggest? A.-That 
depends upon the rapidity with which the co-operative societies can 
be spread. . 

Q.--'-Assuming the rapidity with which the co-operative societies 
have spread in the past, what do you expect? A .~Special measures 
will have to be taken to spread the societies. 
. Q.-Do you think it will be possible to bring these regulations aftef 
5 years? A .-1 think it is possible. Of course it would depend more 
upon propaganda and education at the early stages., I have seen the 
effect of propaganda not only in the last two years but also the effect 
of the propaganda which was carried on by late Mr. C. R. Das and 
latterly taken .up by the Congress.. It met with considerable success. 

(In reply to a question by Mr. Weston whElther anything more 
could be done 'by propaganda than what had already been~done, the 
answer was in the affirmative.) 

Q.-The object of restricting jute is to raise the prices-do you know 
of any case where a man having grown three-quarters of jute in com
parison with what he used to grow before, has got more money? A.
Yes. 

Q.-Suppose the yield of a cultivator is 50 maullds on 10 bigha.s of 
land, he sells at Rs. 3 per maund and gets Rs. 150. N ow the area is 
restricted to half and the yield therefore is 25 maunds-is' it your con
tention that he would be able to sell this quantity at more than Rs. 6 
per maund? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Have you given actual facts to show that? A.-I have given 
actual facts in page one of my written reply to the Questionnaire. 

Q.-Are you in favour of establishing organised markets for jute 
to check the malpractices of the middlemen? A.-Yes. . 

Q.-Do you suggest that jute should 'be stored before sale in the 
godowns of the purchasers? A .-1 want to avoid "that, because there 
the seller is placed in a very handicapped position. 

Q.-With reference to Question No. 31 of the Questionnaire would 
you like to establish an organised market in the town of Dacca? A.-In 

{Babu Priya Natll Sen.] 
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the town of Dacca the crop is bought by middlemen-that makes a 
difference. The idea in the Central Provinces Act for instance is 
that !he raiy'at can sell his jute i~ his own home at ~ profitable price, 
and If he lIkes, he can also brmg the commodity to an or!!'anised 
market. But in t~e case of over half of the Dacca district t> people 
have to use floatmg markets (bhashan hats). The low-lying jute 
areas all go down water during the busy jute season and consequently 
they have often to use floating or bhashan hats. 

Mr. Momin . .,....-Do you mean north-east of Brahmanbaria, east of 
Bhairab,. Netrakona,? A.-Yes, among others. 

Q.-Would you have a public market place where jute can be bought 
and sold? A.-This would be rather difficult in our part of the country, 
as there are no exactly· defined boundaries of hats. I would describe 
the conditions in my own village. Formerly, owing to the depth of 
water the jute houses were all placed towards the. east of our village. 
The river having since silted up, they have all been transferred further 
west. 

Mr. l17eston.-Is this floating condition likely to be a severe handi
cap to the establishment of a regular market? A.-Yes, specially· on 
the point of fixing the place of weighment as provided in the Central 
Provinces Act. ' 

Q.-You have just now told us you were the Foundation Secretary 
of the East India Jute Association. When was it started? A .-It was 
started in 1927. . . 

Q.-Who were the founders? A.-We had an organised body under 
the Companies Act. 

Q.-Who were the first Directors? A.-I do not exactly remember, 
except the names of Rai Bahadur D. N. Ballav, who resigned after a 
fortnight, N andalal Kasera, Hanuman P. Bagaria and two or three 
other Marwaris. 

Q.-How long did you act as Secretary? A.~About six months. 

Q.-Is the ·Association. defunct now?A.-,No, it is still going on. 

Q.--Can you give us an idea of its activity? A.-It was started 
as a Tegular futures market. There were also some other objectives 
for its establishment but these did not actually materialise. 

},fr. Momin.-You are in favour of . regulation by legislation? 
A .-1 am in favour of regulation by legislation through the co-opera-
tive societies, not through the union boards. . 

Q.-Till we can work through the co-operative societies, we should 
try to achieve the object through educating the cultivators by propa
ganda not by compulsion? A .-Yes, at once through propaganda but 
not through compulsion immediately. 

Q.-Although you think that the ide~l state will be compulsion .by 
legislation? A .-Yes, you might legIslate that the co-operatIve 
societies will direct the limit of area to be grown. 

Q.-What method would you suggest in the matter. of regulation? 
J .-Immediately, there should be, as muc~ as pOSSIble, a perfe~t 
organisation for acquainting the cultivators WIth all. the m"lrket condI:
tioDi. 
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Q.'-':'·Would you like to have a. central organisation whose duty it will be to collect facts and figures? A.-Yes. And the dissemination 
of necessary information out of that which should. be through official 
agencies. 
. Q . .-You educate the actual growers as to requirements of the 
future and the market conditions-would you not do anything else to 
compel them to restrict cultivation? A.-For the present I am not in 
favour of introducing compulsion by legislation. 'When the co-opera
.tive societies will be extended throughout the jute area, no penal clauses 
will be necessary to restrict the production. . 

Q.-Supposing you give me all the information and you advise me 
to restrict-I do not do this, there is no compulsion? A .-Our villagers 
are intelligent enough to understand their own interests, provided they 
get information from a. trustworthy source. 

Q.-Is it in your experience in the past that, if they got information 
.that in future by restricting cultivation, they would expect a better 
'price, more jute was grown in that case? . A.-Yes, in a number of 
cases. 

Q.-Then how could you say that without compulsion restriction 
would be feasible? A.-I am in favour of compulsion but through 
the co-operative societies. I do not think compulsion in any other 
way is practicable. 

Q.-You have said that the cultivators are intelligent enough to 
understand their own interests. From this statement one, of course, 
would naturally infer you do not think that compulsion should be 
necessary to restrict cultivation? A .-N o. I want compulsion to come 
through the co-operative societies but we cannot have that immediately. 
Before the co-operative societies are spread all over the jute area, 
regulation of jute cultivation is also essentially necessary, and that I 
want to be brought about by the education of cultivators through 
propaganda. . 

Q.-It comes to this-you want intensive propaganda to be done for 
educating the villagers? A.-Yes.' . 

Q.-'Vhen you have the co-operative societies started all over the 
jute ·area, then· you would introduce compulsion? A.-Yes. 

. Q.-What sort of compulsion? A.-The societies will lay down a 
definite condition that unless the area was restricted when necessary, 
no loan would be available and they would also fix. the quota for each 
cultivator. 

Q.-In that case they will have to take a sort of census every yearf 
A.-The cultivators will themselves give the information. 

Q.-What proportion should be restricted? A.-This will be fixed 
by the co-operative societies. 

Q.-Then the co-operative societies themselves must get a lead from 
8omewhere? A.-That they will get from the central organisation. 
Every year, before the sowing season, the central organisation will send 
information to every co-operative society that the quota of jute area 
should be so much, and they, in their turn, will c~mmunicate the 
information to 'the villagers. I also suggest that the prob!,bledemand 
of the current season should be published along with the Final Forecast, 
[Babu Prilla Nath Sen.]. 
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and in February or March, when the sowing begins, anotller estimate 
of demand for the next season· should be' 'publishe<;l. 

(,!.-Will you go further and make these coo-operative' societies· also 
check whether the advice has been accepted or not? A.-That they 
will easily understand. Cultivators will follow whatever advice is 
given, provided it is· in their interests. 

Q.-Supposing their advice has not been followed, what will 
societies do? A,-They will not give any loan. 

Q.-Does every cultivator borrow money? A.-Yes: 

The Chairman.-You have not the whole cou:ntryside filled with 
the people of the co-operative societies j do the ,agriculturists restrict 
the area of cultivation at present? A.-Yes, they act generally 01 their 
own accord. 

Q.-If they act of their own accord, it seems to me there is nO 
question of compulsion at all, because when it comes to restriction" you 
will have 90 per cent. in favour of it-the remaining 10 per cent. will 
be a small item? A.-Yes. ' 

Mr. Momin.-Whom would you restrict-there are several grades 
of tenants, e.g.,thikadar, adhia, bargadar, ete.? A."-The actual 
cultivator. 

Q.-If you restrict the actual cultivator, in the case of adhia barg~ 
dar you will only try to restrict those people? A .-Here I include the 
bargadar among the cultivators. . ' 

Q.-What is your objection to restriction by legislation? A.-Itwili 
be very difficult-I do not think it will be practicable,and it will bring 
greater trouble than benefit at present. 

Q.-You mean cultivators will be harassed? A . ...,..Yes. 

Q.-One very new thing which has been said in your written state
ment, is about perquisites of the annla ataff of the big buyers, which 
they derive from the sellers, like the Burro, Babu of a Jute firm? A.
I have seen that kind of realisation personally. ., 

Q.-You want to discontinue it? A.-Certainly. 

Q.-How would you do it? A.-,-Exactly in the same way 
in which exactions have been stopped in: other spheres., This 
has to be stopped by legislation, not by propaganda. 

Q.-What would you forbid by legislation? A.-Any realisati~n 
in· excess of the fixed price. 

, Q.,-There are, you say, about 100 more important hats and in most 
·of them there are agencies of big Calcutta firms. Is it your idea that 
the ·village co-operative societies should sell jute direct to the big firms 
wherever there are agencies and riot to bepanis P A .-Why not to 
beparis, if they come forward to pay.& higher price? 
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. Q.-Do yo~ rec!,mmend that the excess jute area should be put und~r 
sugarcane cultIvation? A.-It cannot be done everywhere, but that IS 
the most profitable thing. j 

(J.-Do y~u know the price of gur this year? A.-It has gone 
down very much. . 

, Q.-If it is' so, ~ould you still encourage extensive growing of 
sugarcane? Do you not apprehend in this case also the price will come 
down and bring lOllS to cultivators? A.-The point is not free from 
difficulty, but at the same time there are other factors to consider. If 
there is extensive cultivation of sugarcane, factories would spring up in 
many areas-already this has been the case in some parts of the Presi. 
dency Division as well as of the Dacca Division. 

Q.~Have you any experience of the futures market? A.-To some 
extent. '.' 

Q.-What is the effect of this market on the prices of jute? .4.
They vary at different times. Sometimes they depress, sometimes they 
raise the prices. 

Q.-In your opinion, therefore, you do not think that this futures 
market is an unmixed evil? A.-No, it allows a system of hedging. 

D!'. Sinha.-Who hedges in this ma!ket? A.-I cannot tell you 
defimtely. There are firms of good standmg, who would not go openly 
to the market, but do 'the hedging through their agents. 

Mr. Momin.-Do you think the bu&iness in the fubnes market is 
disreputable? A.-I could not say that it is a very reputable place, 

. because there are people who, knowing nothing about jute, go to the 
market for the sake of speculation-in other words it encourages 

\ gambling. 

Q.-Does not the same practice exist in the share market? A.
There it is openly done. 

Q.-Is it your experience in the mufassal also-do the growers 
suffer a good deal as a result of the operations o{ this market? A.
Yes, ,at times. 

Q.-Would you like standards of weights? :A.-Yes. 
(Here the witness mentioned some of the different standards that 

were in use.) 

Q.-To enforce standard weights what would you do? A.-Legislate. 
I should like to have uniform standards of weights throughout thE 
province. 

Q.-And to see this thing actually enforced, would you recommenc 
extra staff-say Inspectors? A.-No. One or two prosecutions in onE 
place will put matters quite right. 

Q.-Would you leave the enforcement of this law into the hands oj 
the police? A .-Yes, as in general markets. • 

Mr. Huque.-You recommend that the restriction scheme should 
he worked by the co-operative societies and not by' Union Boards~ 
A.-Yes. . • 

[Bab" Prilla NatA S~n.] 
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Q.-Now the union boards are worked by villagers just as much as 
the co-operative societies? A.-Yes, to some extent, -

Q.-What special feature is there in the co-operative sche~e that 
would make it successful? A.-It would be to the interest of the co
operative societies the!llselves to have this scheme made successful 
because their lending business -Would be properly done. The unio~ 
boards would have no such interest. If tlie co-operative societies give 
loan to a cultivator, it will be their chief concern that the loan is 
repaid and the second consideration will be that the man, who is taking 
the loan, is in a position to repay same. All these considerations would 
disappear in the case of the union board. 

Q.-Do you want these co-operative societies to take jute? A.-,Not 
exactly in their own godowns. 

Q.-Apart from restrictions, is it your idea that the co-operative 
societies will do the work of taking over jute in lieu of their money or 
will they simply put the restriction scheme into operation and not 
handle jute at all? A .-They will put the restriction scheme ~nto 
operation and in case of necessity will also handle jute. 

Q.-Are you aware, the greatest complaint against these co-opera
tive societies as a rule is that the panchayats take the largest share of 
the loan which is given to them and they give very little to the _people? 
A .-That would exactly be prevented if the co-operative societies work 
in a well-regulated and proper way. 

q.-How-it is not still quite clear?-Here the witness pointed 
ou.t In course of explaining the position that, it wail l,Ilore to the interest 
of the agriculturists to borrow money from the co-operative societies 
than from others, as in the former case no other security excepting 
jute would be required. 

Q.-In any case you must admit there is no particular charm in the 
co-operative societies- which would necessarilj: succe~~ and not the exist
ing union boards? A .-1 do not accept, that pOSItion. On the other 
hand, theTe is a much better chance-_of success in the case of co-operative 
societies than the union Doards as far as- restriction is concerned. 

Dr. Sen Gupta.-You want that the jute crop should- be regulated 
by legislation. You want rather that every jute-grower should be 
restricted to a particular area on which he may grow jute? A.--:-Yes, 
his PToduction should be regulated. 

Q.-Then you want that it should be done through the co-operative 
societies? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Your idea is that the co-opp-rative societies would -be_-able to 
regulate, because they would be lending money to the jute cultivators? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-But you recognise that it will not be possible, without some sort 
of compulsion, -to secure that every. jute-gr0'Y~r be._&. member ?f the 
(!()-Operative. society? A.-If the.re IS a prOVISIOn .lIke the one III ~he 
Punjab Agricultu-ralLoans Act. It would serve as a sort of ~ompu~sIOn 
on the cultivator, though indIrectly, to. come to the co-operatlve-soclety. 
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.. Q.-None shall grow jute unless he .i~ a member oi the co-operativ& 
societ.y? A .-Do we come to that posltlOn? 

Q.-1Vhy is it that the co-operative societies have not yet spread 
throughout the whole jute area in the province? A .-Because the co
operative societies are not big and numerous enough to do that. 

Q.-Do you 'know that one of th~ reasons, .at any rat.e, which has 
prevented the extension of co-operative societies is that, the cultivators 
are hopelessly indebted t{) mahajans ? Unless they can get out of the 
clutches ofmahajans they cannot go into the co-operative societies? A.
Of course, unless the assets are in excess of the liabilities,no co-operative 
society would register a member. -

Q.-So there is no likelihood of early extension of the co-operative 
societies? A.-Yes, unless there is another windfall from jute like 
that in 1925-26 which is not at all unlikely. 

Q.~And even assuming you have a law by which jute growing is 
restricted to the members of co-operative societies, would it not take at 
least 20 years to bring such a law into operation? A .-If we push on 
the work vigorously, the time may be shortened. . 

Q.-Then ~t comes to the question of finding money for the gTowers 
which is not a simple matter. That would mean wiping away the 
debts of cultivat<>rs? A.-It is possible to work out the scheme WIthout 
wiping away the whole debt-even one-third would be. quite sufficient_ 

Q.-Anyway the work will take a lot of time? A.-Yes.' 
Q.-The function of the co-operative societies would be to lend 

money and sell the produce of the members? A.-N ot in the manner in 
which sale societies did the work. 

Q.-Let us take, "for example, the case of Gosaba-as in the case 
of Gosaba there would be a system of co-operative societies which would 
be ready to finance as well as sell the produce? A .-In the present case 
the societies will sell the produce only as representatives of cultivators. 

Q.~Do you think in Gosaba the societies have been very successful? 
A.-I do not know full particulars of those soc~eties. 

Q .-The co-operative sale societies exiated for about 4 years? 
A.-,-Yes. 

Q.-And in 4 years they started from very small beginnings and 
rose to the position of the fourth biggest trader in jute in Bengal. 
That was too sudden a rise and they were not probably equipped for 
that j it might be different in our case if we started from the bottom? . 
A.-I have not thought about this matter and I cannot say lmything
about that. In any case, however, I think encroachment into the 
field of trade brought about the ruin of the co-operative sale societies. 

Q.-You would like the co-operative societies to restrict cultivation? 
A.-Yell. .. 

Q.-Do you not think it would be necessary for that purpose to keep 
a register of the jute lands of every member? A.-Yes, in the case of 
debtors that would. be automatically done. 

Q.-Whatis the idea abo~t the size of the co-operative s<?ciety
what would be its membershIp ? A .. -It would be somethmg of 

. rBabu Priya Nath Sen.] 
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manageable size, just as union boards modified according to circums-
tances. . 

, Q.-Would you like that there should be branch societies and they 
would be affiliated to the central society? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Is i~ your ideji. then that the ~entral society would lend money 
and at the time of lending money restrIct the area of cultivation? A.
Yes. 

Q.-Do you think that the "co-operative societies would be more effec
tive than the union boards in the matter of the restriction of jute area 
because it would be to the interests of the co-operative societies to see' 
that the money is repaid? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Do you recollect the fact that the co-operative societies consist 
of those members who are jute-growers themselves? It is as much to 
their interest that money (loan money) should come back alt that they 
should grow as much jute as possible provided they could get good 
prices? A .-If you say that, you strike at the root of the representative 
system altogether. . 

Q.-If you think that system workable, you have to admit that 
those people who are in the body would look more to the general interest 
than their personal interest. A.-Yes, though there may be avaricious
people breaking through it. In spite of that you have to stick to it. 

Q.-yOll have spoken of the corruption among the panchayats and 
co-operative societies? A .-1 did not say that· about the co-operative
societies. 

Q.-Do you suggest that as an effect of propaganda cultivation has 
been so far restricted that the price has risen during the last two years ? 
A.-As far as they could, considering all the attendant "circumstances. 

Q.-Is it not a fact that in spite of the restriction through propa
ganda, the quantity of produce has still beenfar in excess of what it 
should beP A.-Not very much; slightly excessive. 

Q.-Would you admit that restriction has been largely due to .very 
inadequate prices P A .-That is also a factor, but the propaganda has 
been very effective. 

Q.,You remember that in spite of the propaganda carried on by 
Congress, the cultivaiors did not restrict cultivation of jute when there 
was a huge rise in the prices-of course at the beginning of the prop a
ganda there was some restriction? A.~I know how much propaganda 
was carried on by the Congress. Only Rs. 10,000 was spent in the first 
year, next year not more t.han Rs. 3,000 was available arid y;ou can v~ry 
easily understand what kind of propaganda could be carrIed on wIth 
that amount! 

Q.-If the price rises to Rs. 15, no amount of propaganda could 
stop excessive production? A.-No. The remedy would then" ~ve 
to be provided in another way .8 I have suggested in my wntten 
evidence. 

Q.-In answer to Question No. 46 of the Questionnaire, you su~
gest " a tax of half anna should be levied on .every .maund of . jute I.n 
contracts in the futures market of Calcutta In whIch .no delIvery !s 
taken." 'Vhy do you exrlude "deliveries" P .4..-Because there IS 
already a tax on export. 

Q.':"-The East India Jute Association claim that every transaction 
ahould be made on a contract form-what is t~ere to prevent theta. 
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(!ontract forms being stamped? A .-N 0 objet;tion, i~ there is really 
a contract form. 

f.J.--In the second portion of your answer to Question No. 461 how 
<10 you jm.tify the imposition of a tax on the purchases of Indian mills 
cn the ground that they' are in a position of' advantage over the foreign 
buyers? A .-'-There is no duty.on raw or loose jute but there is duty on 
baled jute with which the foreign buyers are entirely concerned. The 
principal reason, however, is that because Indian mills use loose jute, 
they are saved preliminary operations of manufactures. This cuts 
down an appreciable amount from their production cost, which in 
normal times is only Rs. 200 per ton of cloth, as compared to £30 or 
<1ouble at Dundee. When jute arrives in the Dundee mills it arrives 
almost in the form ,of logs of wood and in reconverting this into proper 
condition, three processes have to be undertaken. The cost of these 
processes has not to be undertaken by the Indian mills. 

The Chai1'man.-Are you in favour of the futures market? A.-I 
was not in 1921 when I left it after about six months. It might have 
:since changed its character or work. 

Q.-Is it your experi~nce that its influence is bad? A.-It is not 
.always good-I can Bay this much at least. 

Q.-You have no definite views on the fatka market? A.- If it 
is allowed to continue, it should be put under strict regulations. I 
remember once a Bill was submitted to the Bengal Council for regulat
ing the futures market by Mr. Khaitan. 

Q.-Before you have any justification for doing that you have to 
point out. whether this oTganisation is defective. Is it a genuine 
futures market or is it not---if it is a genuine market, we cannot toucn 
HI' A.~That is the reason why it has been allowed to remain so long. 
It is very difficult to draw the line. 

Q.-You have no information to give which would indicate that the 
futures- market is .not a genuine organisation? A .-N 0 definite 
information. 

Q.-Would you say that a large proportion of the transactions made 
in the futures market are gambling transactions by people who have 
nothing to do with jute? A.-Yes. 

No. 17. 

Babu S. Roy Chowdhury, representative of the Belgachia Aratdars 
Association. 

(5th May 1!133.) 

Thel Cha·irman.-Could you tell us very briefly what is the work at 
your A~sociation? A .-It is an A1'atda,rs Association. . 

'Q.-What do ,the members of the Association do? A.-,.hey are 
commission agents. They grade jute, sell it .to buyers and get the 
~ommi8sion from their bepari6. 
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Q.-How do they work? A.-They obtain jute from the cultivator, 
.make it up into drums and despat<:h it to Calcutta where it is sold on 
commission by the members of the Aratdars Association. 

Q.-What is the rate of commission? A.-At pref!8nt it is "annas 4 
per maund including brokerage and other expenses . 

. Q.-Do the members of the Aratdars Association assort the jute i.nto 
dlfferent grades? A.-They do .not; but the b~onis after purchasinlr . 
from the cultivators assort and despatch it to Calcutta where they 
hold it in the aratdar's godown until a purchaser is found when it is' sold 
on commission. We advance money to the beparis up-country for the 
purchase of jute and this begins from April to May. 

Q.-Do the beparris advance money to the cultivators? A.--Some
times. 

Q.-Ia this done on a very large scale? A.-Yes. 
Q.-How much money does a firm advance? A.-In normal times 

as much as Rs. 20,000, but at present only Rs. 2,000 to Rs. 3,000 is 
usually advanced. . 

Q.-To whom does the aratdar sell jute? A.-The aratdar sells 
both to mills and export balers. 

Q.-Does the mill buyer come and see the jute in your godowns? 
A.-No. 

Q.-You sell through a broker? A.-Yes. 
Q.-And the broker inspects your jute? A.-Yes. 
Q.-Ia there any difference in the assortment required by the mills 

and the balerPA.-No. We sell same kind of jute to the mills as 
well as balers. 

Q.-What allowance does the bepar~ ¥et? Is he a comm~ssion agent 
or does he make as much money as posslble? A.'--He gets hls allowance. 
from the aratdar', firm. 

Q.~Is the bepari a merchant who buys from,- the cultivator and 
sells to balers and shippers? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Do ·you know anything about the Ionia? A .. -Yes.The Ionia 
is a small man-he purchases jute from the cultivator, sells it to the 
bepari and then we get it from the latter. _ 

Q.-What is the price of jute in Calcutta to-day? A.-To-daythe 
market is-dessi Rs. 4-8 to R8~ 4-12. . .' 

Q.-How much does the cultivator receive? A.-Rs. 3. 
Q.-There is no jute in the hands of the cultivator now? A.-No. 
Q.-D~ you trade in eastern and northern Bengal districts? A.-

Yes. Tossa comes from Rajshahi and we have bepal-ies in East Bengal. 
Q.-What is the name of your firm? A.-The name uf my firm 

is Kunja Bihari Roy Chowdhury. 
. Q . ...,-Roughly how many maunds do you deal with in course of a 
year? A.---.Generally we sell up to 1,25,000 maunds. At present we 
are doing no business at -all. 

Q.-Do y()u think standards of jute change a great deal during a 
season? A.-We sell our "jute overhead. 

Q.-Do you live in Calcutta? A.-Yes. 
(In reply to questions put by Mr. "Khaitan the witness said that th~ 

proportion of their business in eastern jute was small compared. to that 
of dessi jut.e.) 
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No. 18. 

Messrs. d. W. R~ Steven and A. C. Robertson,' representatives of the 
Calcutta .lute Dealers Association.· 

(8th May 1-?33.) 

[Mr. Steven alS'O represented the Narainuanj Chamber 0/ Commerce.tJ 
The Chai1"7lUJ.n.-Do you come in frequent contact with 'the culti

vators? A.-Yes. In some cases we actually advance money direct 
to the cultivators at sowing time and these cultivators give their jute 
to us when it is ready for marketing. 

Q.-You do not support the idea of regulation of the jute crop? 
A.-No~ We have given our reasons in our written reply. 

Q.-'With referen.ce to Question No.5 of the Questionnaire, do you 
consider overproduction is the only factor which depresses the price of 
jute? A .-It is a factor for the depTession of price. 

Q.-Would you look at Question No. 23 of the Questionnaire deal
ing with the middlemen-do you consider ,the bepari system BOund? 
A.-It is the only feasible way in which we can carryon our work. 

Q.-Regarding the question of weights-,is there any objection to 
introducing standard weights instead of the varying weights that are 
in existel!ce? A.-We have no objection at all. As a matter of fact 
we leave it entire'ly to the seller us to what weight he sells to us in. 

Q.-Inanswer to Question No.5 it is stated-"Mills are working 
only 40 hours per week with approximately 25 per cent., of their hessian 
looms sealed"-What is its effect on the .market? A.-This diminishes 
the demand for good quality jute. 

Q.-Question No. 21 deals with organised markets--you think there 
is no opening f,or a regulated maTket? A.-'We have no objection to 
establishing an experimental market in themufassal. The co-opera
tive societies were tried but as is well known these were not a success. 
From our point of view it is preferable ,to have one large market as it 
obviates the expense of keeping numerous staffs in small outstations. 
The more expense we incur in marketing the less the cllltivator gets 
for his jute. 

Q.-Do you regard the interests of cultivators as identical with your
selves? A.-Yes, usuaJ.ly. If the cultivator is making money the 
baler is also making and '!:ice versa. 

Q.-Are you in favour of a jute committee being etltablished? .11.-
No. ' 

Q.-Do you think any body of the kind would be of any use? A . .....:. 
This, in our opinion, is an unnecessary expense to be shouldered by 
Government. We say unnecessary, as the information suggested on 
the lines of the Royal Commission on Agriculture is such as large 
baling firms who have been in existence for over 50 years can give 
without the expense of the formation of a jute committee. ' 

Q.-What about the research? A:-We are very much in--favouz 
of research, provided new uses for jute can be found. 

*For written evidence of the Association. vide page 322 ell/eg. 
tFor written evidence of the Cham~. vide page 44 eI Beq. 
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Q.-Who would control this research-would it be a department of 
tne Government, as at present, or should there be a. Committee? A..
There should be a committee with the trade well represented-especially 
those with up country knowledge and under the control of' the Director 
of Agriculture. 

Dr. Sen Gupta.-Your opinion comes to this-that the whole of the 
jute business from the cultivation to the sale is so well ordered that 
It does not require any alteration at all? A. .-It is the unanimous 
opinion of those who have had long experience of up country working. 
'Ve are afraid we cannot suggest any change. 

Q.-Then we can Bum up by saying that nothing should be done? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-Do you think if the cultivator could regulate the. cultivation of 
jute that would be desirable but you do not think it practicable? A..
The whole matter is entirely a question of supply and demand and this 
alone influences the quantity of jute sown -from year to year. 

Q.-Supposing the cultivators agreed among themselves to grow 
jute accord.ing to possible demands, would it be good to them? A..
Yes, if they are certain of the demand .. We do not consider it desir
able unless the cultivators do 'it of their own accord. 

Q.-Do you think regulation would be desirable for the benefit of 
the cultivator as well as the trade? A..-We do not think it necessary. 

Q.-You say ·in one place the chief factor of depression' is over
production-if there is no overproduction, this would benefit the culti-
vator? A..-'Ve have already explained this. . . 

Q.-The manufacturers 'are regulating production according to ex
pected demands of the market, the cultivators are producing more jute 
than the demand-so it would have been better if the cultivator had not 
produced so much? A:-Well, the cultivator might have got better 
prices but this is problematical as it all depended on what prices mills 
were able to' pay and in relation to the price for the manufa,ctured 
article a fair price was paid for his produce. 

Q.-Your only objection to regulation is. that it is not practicable? 
A .-It is not practicable-we are definitely against it. 

Q.-If it were possible to have a practicable scheme for the regula~ 
tion of jute according to the demand of the market, your Association 
would not oppose it? A.-·We cannot say that. 

Q.-Supposing a practicable scheme were possible and placed before 
you, would you consider it desirable? A.-We would not answer that 
point, as it. is a hypothetical question. 
, Q.-If the jute mills are regulating their production according to 
the demand and it is to their advantage, so the same method wou~d als.o 
be advantageous to the cultivator? A.-We' doubt very much If thIS 
would turn out to be the case. . . 
_. Q.-1Vhat do you think to be the disadvantages which .the cultivator 
would suffer from if he had agreed to regulate· productIon? A.-He 
would have to. compete against other fabdcs. . . 

Q.-=Supposing the ~ultiv~tlli'. grows ~ess ju~? A:-Eyen to-day 
paper is seriously competing WIth Jute fabriCS and If less Jute IS produced 
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than is required by the trade the natural result would be a rise in- price. 
This would enable paper, etc., to capture more of the trade than they 
are doing at present. 

, Dr. Sinha.--'-In connection with the question of varying standard, 
what is the difficulty in allowing the seller's competition-to have a 
fair playas in the case of other commodities? A.-You cannot stop 
buyers buying something they want to buy. Supposing a standard was 
fixed but the seller was willing to give something better. How can 
you stop them buying what the seller has offered? After all the sellers 
are well organised-the only trouble we had this season was with 
regard, to the condition, i.e., moisture. 

(In answer to a question by Mr. H uque . as to the desirability of 
organised markets, the witnesses stated that the idea was not desirable 
and added tha't his -experience was that the cultivators got very fair 
dealings 'l1nder the existing conditions of the ma.rket.) 

Q.-In reply to Question No. 28 regarding the system of marketing 
jute through the agency of a co-operative organisation, you have stated 
that such a scheme is not only impracticable but undesirable as it 
would eliminate all competition and would no douht result in the 
cultivator obtaining much lower prices for his jute-how do you 
support this contention? A.-By the fact that co-operative societies 
have not been successful. 

Q.-Suppose the raiyat is a member of the I>ociety and sells his jute 
to the co-operative organisation, would there be_ still any danger of the 
raiyat getting lower price? A.-We are definitely against co-operative 
societies because we do not consider that they would be of any benefit 
to the cultivator. . , 

Q.-In reply to Question No. 38 you suggest that the raiyats are 
getting market information from the' agents upcountry of Calcutta 
houses. Is it to the interests of the buyers of jute to give correct 
information of the Calcutta price to the ra.iyat ?, A.-Yes. 

Q.~With regard to the jute committee you have suggested that the 
committee should do research work on the side of agriculture as also on 
the side of manufacture. Who is to control the committee? A.-Prefer
ably the Director of Agriculture. . 

Q.-Do you consider that as a result of the research carried on by the, 
Department of Agriculture, there has been any improvement in the 
quality of jute? A.-No, we should say it had deteriorated. 

Q.-In spite of this how would you entrust agricultural research to 
the Agriculture Department? A.-This can be very easily explained. 
The research operations have not ,been successful because there was at 
the time a shortage of jute and the trade insisted on having quantity at 
the expense 'of quality. This is the main cause of deterioration. . 

Mr. Huque.-Do you remember the time when the Controversy was 
raging as to whether ·the Agricultural Department should carry_ on 
research for better quality production or more quantity producti()n? 
A .~About 1925 or 1926.' 

[MuM'S. J. W. R. Steve" and ~. O. Ro~erlBon.] 
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Q.-:-And the trade was in favour of quantity production? A.-Yes. 

Q.-And the Agricultural Department went in for quantity produc
tion? A.-Yes. 

Q.-And you now find it is a mistake? A.-No. 

. Q.-Is it purely a dogmatic assertion on your part or is it your 
experience that if the growers combine together in 'a co-operative society 
with a view to sell their jute, that would not be beneficial to them?, 
A.,.....,If it is beneficial to the cultivator no one would object. . 

Q.-Supposing the cultivators start a co-operative organisation ot 
their own and bring all their jute to a particular market, say, Narain
ganj, do you not think it would be to the interests of the growers? 
A.-I have no objection to this, provided it is not going to be used for 
speculative purposes. 

Q.-In the higher development of trade everybody would expect a 
fixed price at a standard weight--is it not· pToper? A.~We have 
already expressed our views on this point. 

Q.-Why not have a definite standard and you fix the price accord
ingly? A.-Neither. the cultivator nor the consumers appear to want 
this. 

Q.-We are definitely assured that the cultivators d.Jwant standard 
, weight. A ~..,--In practice. we use any weight which is ·suitable to the 
cultivator. 'Ve have ~o objection to standard weight and ha.ve been 
trying to institute this in several districts with varying success. 

Q.-In spite of the ·fact that jute is selling at the rate of Rs. 3"per 
maund there is serious competition abroad. Supposing prices go up, 
say between Rs. 5 and Rs~ 6, the result will be more competition? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-Do you want the country to be satisfied with the present state'ot 
affairs? A.-We have to be. 

Q.-Do you agree that in every country, e.g., America, Japan,. 
Brazil, Egypt, etc., there has been slump in trade but they, have been 
making experiments, though unsuccessful, to revive trade!l Do you. 
want India to make no experiment? A.-No, we do not say so. Our 
point is that jute is a monopoly crop and is being marketed according 
to the wishes of the cultivator on the one side and the mills on the 
other. No official control would in our opinion help either the culti
vator or the manufactuTer. 

Q.-Suppose the raiyat's cost of cultivation is Rs. 50 per acre. 
Does it include his own cost of labour? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Now you are in favour of trade doing everything and G?vernment 
not interfering excepting the research. work to be earned on by 
Government? A . ....:...Yes. . 

Q.-If you in the,trade want to do ever.ything, .why should not.you. 
do the research work? A.-'-,-The past experlence gamed by the AgrlCul
tural Department of Bengal in jute research is too valuable to lose~ 

Jh. Burn.-Would you r,ay that the position of the. raiyat to-day is 
critical? A.-No. 



Q.--:Would you agree that the marketing of jute is already accom
plished by meth<;lds peculiarly suited to the vast area from which the 
.crop is produced, and the requirements of the innumerable small culti-
vators, who grow it? A.-Yes. • 

Q.-The question of transport is a most important item in the market
ing of j'ute-the average raiyat has no facility for bringing j"Q,te into 
. .a gentral· market? A.-The present method pi marketing seems to be 
"the most suited to conditions as at present prevailing. Until such time 
:.as,roads and waterways are . improved we do not consider it possible to 
.eliminate the Jaria or bepari who have a definite economic value in the 
.transport of jute from the cultivator to the baler. • 

Q.-About allowances which we have been told are de~and~d from 
·the ,·aiya.t by the middlemen-I refer to long established customs
'Would you be in favour of legislation to curtail these on the grounds 
-that they were detrimental to the trade? A.-We will not 'mind that, 
but :we do not consider the position is such that any legislation is neces
:sary. These are fixed trade customs dating back many years and in 
.our opinion it would be no benefit to the cultivator-,~ 

Q.-Is jute still a remunerative crop to grow? -A~_Definitely so. 

Q.-Has propaganda reduced the output?" A.-To a certain extent. 

Q.-Do you think that the curtailment of production by mills has 
.enabled them to pay better prices for jute? A.-Yes. Jute mills have 
.-directly;, benefited the grower. . 

Q;-Would the raiyat benefit by fixed standards? A.-No, we do not 
think so. They bring jute in bundles, unassorted. . ' .. 

Mr. IT' eston.-You say raiyats bring their jute in bundles. If 
,they knew the price of the various qualities according to definite 
:standards would they not be able to secure the best price for their 
jute? A .-The cultivator knows whether the jute 11e is selling is good, 
ilador indifferent and holds out for the best price obtainable. 

(In anS'l'£.er to a question whether in -representing the N araingaIlj 
:Chamber of Commerce, the witness Mr. Steven agreed with all the views 
.expressed by the Chamber in their written statement, the reply was that 
'it cou'ld not be said that he agreed with all their views.) 

No. 19. 

Hir. C. Euthymopulo, representative of the Calcutta Baled .lute 
r- Association •• ' 

(2nd May 1933.) 

The Chairman.-From the evidence do you not think that the 
l.roduction of jute requires regulation? A.-No -more regulation is 
-necessary than exists at present. -. 

Q.-'Vhat are the reasons on which this opinion is based? 'A.-I 
-think that the cultivators have got enough common sense to grow as 

*For the written evidence of the Association, vi£k page 314 et seg. 
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much jute as suits them and alst there is a great difficulty in the way 
of alternative crops. ' 

Q.-Do you admit that the main cause o~ the prices of jute being 
very low at present, is overproduction? A.-l,:think there are various 
faetors at play. There is a general crisis all over the world .;.nd Jute"-:; 
could not escape it. I do not think that the price of jute is tqwer than 
othp.r thing!)-,-()n the whole it has shared the fp,te of other commodities. 

Q.-In view of the fact that jute' is meeting with' competition ·from 
other substitutes and jute bags are also being displaced by the· use of 
elevators Bnd bulk shipment, do you consider that agricultural rese~ch 
and propaganda, which is nece,ssaa-y in order to assist the grower, should 
continue? A.-I think it would be a. very good thing. 

Q;~You· probably know that most big concerns in' the world have 
their own research departments? A.-Yes. . . 

Q.-If the "jute mills were to establish a research department of their 
own, they would only be following the example of many other big 
concerns in the world? A.-That is so. . . . 

Q.-Woul~.Y~u aqvocate the abolition of jute forecasts? A.-I 
would not go as far as a]Jolition of jute forecasts, but would like more 
accurate forecasts. ·.G,?vernment issue weekly reports about various 
crops-these reports mlght be made ~ore clear. 

Q.-Could you suggest a way in which more information could be 
conveyed to the trade in these weekly reports? A.-I sugg~stthat 
instead of merely reporting that the condition of crop is, for e~lUDple, 
"fair", the reports .might be made a little more precise. So far as 
actual figures are concerned, I realise there is great difficulty in get.tiag 
accurate figures from Collectors, etc. 'Ve had a discussion on this liomt , 
with the present Director of Agriculture and pointed out to him that 
there are certain districts in which the Collectors' figures, year. by year, 
were incorrect. Personally, I think that the forecast is necessary but 
there are others who think that· these forecasts are so misleading that 
they would be better off without them. This season we had a forecast 
which is very far off the mark. So far as the trade is concerned, they 
would only be too pleased to co-operate with the Dirp.ctor of Agriculture 
in this matter. 

Q.-You suggest that the Director should consult the trade-at what 
time should they be consulted? A .-A short time before the preliminary 
forecast, and also a short time before the final forecast. . .' 

Q.-Do you think that the Director should consult the firms,lndivi
dually? A.-They would be only too glad to supply i!lformatlon, but 
sometimes the Director has not given sufficient weight to their lnforma
tion. (In this connection names of certain firms were mentioned, e.g., 
Mes&rs. Landale and Clark, Ralli Bros., etc.) 

Q.-Would not there be divergence of opinion? A. __ I should not 
think so: 

Q.-With reference to Question No. 30 of the Questionnaire-do' 
you consider that these Home guarantees are necessary? A._Certainly 
If you do not have a Home guarantee, it would be veri prejudicial to 
the interests of overseas buyers,. who should be entitled to. claim lin 

35 
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allowance or reject jute if it'is unsuitable for the purpose for which 
it was purchased. 

Q.-Do you know in your experience if arbitrations have to be 
resorted to in a large number of cases ? A.-What happens is this: 
If ~he buyer finds that'J;he jute is below the guaranteed standard,' he 
claims arbitration. Owing to present low prices expenses connected with. 
arbitration are very heavy, and there has been a great effort made by 
the shippers for amicable settlement. In the case of an amicable settle
ment, first of all the reputation of the baler does not suffer and, secondly, 
arbitration fees and things like this can be avoided. If, however,- the 
baler does not give any allowance and no compromise can be reached A 

then arbitration is resorted to. 

Q.-With reference to Question No. 25 of the Questionnaire, would 
it be possible 'to abolish such marketing customs as you consider 
detrimental to the raiyat? A.-So far as loose jute is concerned, I do 
not think ,our Association is directly concerned. 

Mr. Finlayson.-Do you consider that both eXPQrt buyers and 
shippers as well as Calcutta balers are satisfied 'with the existing 
methods regarding arbitration? A .-1 think so. I have heard of no 
complaints. 

Q.-Do you think arbitration in Calcutta would be practicable? 
A .-In any ease the overseas buyers would not accept it. 

(In reply to the same question put by Mr. Burn, the answer was 
identical as above.) 

Mr. tHuque.-In connection with Question No. 15 of the Ques
tionnaire, where have you got the figures from, rega.rding cost of 
cultivMion? It is stated in your reply that "in some districts where 
culti'tators do not hire any labour it is as low as Re. 1 per maund." 
A .-This is our information and that from quite reliable sources. 
I am not myself a. cultivator. ._ 

Q.-In calculating the price of jute, do you think the labour charge 
should be calculated? A.-Yes, where such a charge has been incurred. 

Q.-Supposing you cultivate a certain crop in your garden yourself 
and by those people who help you and practically it does not involve any 
charge"-are you prepared to sell it for nothing? A.-No. No body 
sells anything fo! nothing. 

Q.-·What I want to know is-would you think Ii fair cost of culti
vation includes labour? A.-How can I say-we are not cultivators. I 
can only reply to questions generally . 

. Q.-In any case your i~formation' is to be .regarded as hearsay' 
eVldence2 A .-N o. The Jute firms have been In the trade all their 
lives and they take very very great care in collecting all necessary' 
information connected with the trade. 

Q.-Would it be possible for you to give us the figures as to how this 
(cost of cultivation) could be calculated? A.-In every district you get 
different figures. 

Q.-On the whole you know that in places like Serajganj, Narain
ganj, Dacca and Mymensingh, the cultivators have to pay labour 
charges? A.-I cannot answer the question off-hand. . . 
[Mr. G. EutAymop"Io.] 
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Q.-Would it be possible for you to send it later? A.-Possibly. 
We have no objection to that. 

(Incidentally the witness. observed that in reply to one of the questi~ns 
they found the rent collections had been better last. year than had 'hl$It 
the case for some years past. If the rent collections had been better 
then how could it be said that the cultivators had been worse off?) r 

. Q.--Suppos~ng. the prac.ticaldifficultie~ are got rid of in connection 
wIth the org~msa~lOn of a Jute growers' market, would you be in favour 
of an organIsed Jute marke.t? A.-I do not see the necessity of an 
organised jute market. . 

Q.-Do you think that the grower does not get a considerable part 
of. the monay which is his due? A.-A part of it lYY go to the 
mIddlemen. .' 

Q.-Why are the middlemen here? A.-Middlemen do business like 
everybody else and they ar~ not confined to the jute traae. 

Q.-History has shown in t,nany cou~ries producers have organised 
themselves. Would you be In favour of the producers orO'anisinO' 
themselves- in this country? A.-I do not think there is any j~te.co~
pany who would not be too pleased to deal in direct contact with the 
cultivator. / 

Q.-The Committee had gone to Narainganj, Mymensingh and 
other places and taken evidence of the best European firms. Would 
you be surprised to learn that some of their evidence was that i.t is not 

. possible for the cultivator to bring his own jute directly to the higher 
authorities, as there are men in the firms who have to be satisfied? 
A.-I certainly do not think so. I have been in the jute busines!·fol 
the last 20 years--our company certainly are not doing that. ~... . • 

Q.-Therefore, whenever you find there is in evidence something 
which does not agree with' your views, your attempt is to deny it? 
A.-I do not think 110. 

Q._I was supposing that the general nature of the evidence is that 
there is much which is due to the cultivator and from which he is being 
deprived. If this is correct, will you be in favour of a jute g.rowers' 
association? A.-I cannot reply to a hypothetical question. 

Q.-With reference to Question No.5 of the Questionnaire, how do 
you say that the speculative rates have contributed towards the lowering 
of prices? A .-After explaining the position in detail the witness 
remarked "We have found that the balers sell systematically below the 
baling cost and relfoup themselves by selling at a higher price in the 
futures market." 

Q.-What is its effect on the grower? A.-If a m~n sells his jute to 
the consumer below the necessary cost, presumably J:te will also pay the 
cultivator a lower price. 

Q.-Would you be in favour of an organisation in whi~h the grower, 
the baler the middleman and the shipper--everybody IS represented 
with a view to estimate the world's jute demand? A.-There is no 
necessity for a separate organisation. The trader and t~e ~row~r work 
hand in hand. It is not necessary to have such an organIsation In order 

. to gauge the world's demand for jute. 
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The ChairnuJ,n.-Do you agree that it IS due to the cultivator to 
give him all possible information in regard to likely demands so that 
he may adjust his sowings accordingly? A.-As a matter of fact we 
suggested that. Unfortunately the grower pays more attention to the 
fatka: market th~n is necessa:ry. 

Dr. Sinha.-What is the period of time which usually intervenes 
between the purchase of loose jute and its sale to the shippers? A.
Difficult to give definite reply, about two months. 

Q.-Do you require any hedging for. that-do you require any 
protection? A .-Some people require, some people do not. 

Q.-Do· you require hedging for the benefit of jute associations? 
A.-We are not against legitimate hedging operations, but are against 

- purely speculative operations in the fatka market. 

Q.-Have. you any system of forward delivery in your association? 
A . ..,-Yes, we have. . 

Q.-Is the rate of forward ~elivery lower in the Calcutta Baled Jute 
Association than the latka market? A.-Not necesarily.Depends on 
market conditions. 

Q.-Have you any system of fuiure delivery-do you require another 
association to help you in-this matter? A.-No. -

Q.-In you reply to Question No. 31 of the Questionnaire it is stated 
"J ute sometimes deteriorates in quality after it is shipped, etc." Does 
that partially apply to manufactured jute goods also? A.-We do, not 
deal in manufactured goods. This is not for our association to answer. 
. Q.-In answer to Question No. 34 of the Questionnaire you have 

given· several reasons as a result of which the grades of jute tended 
gradually to improve in the past. Is this still in force? A.-Yes, as 
far as I know. 

Q.-Questions No. 43-46 of the Questionnaire deal with the creation 
of a jute committee for Bengal. You are opposed to any form of 
control, but if it is in the interests of the jute trade, you would not 
o·ppose? A.-'Ve do not see any necessity for it. 

Q.-It seems you support the doctrine of laissez faire policy? 
A.-We are opposed to any form of Government control for two reasons 
--:-first, on pri~ciple and secondly, on the ground of expenditU'Ie. 

Q.-If it is financed by a portion of jute export duty that is due to 
be allotted to this province, then no addItional expenditure is involved. 
Have you any objection to that? A.-We have no objection to anything 
which is connected with the research 'work, but we cannot see the reason 
for the creation of a jute committee. 

Q.-I hope you are familiar with the working of the Indian Central 
Cotton Commit.tee. Would you like to have a committee like that? 
A.-No. 

Q.-In what respect does jute differ from cotton? A.-Jute is 
grown only in India, cotton is a, different thing. It is grown in many 
parts of the world. . 
. Q.-Because it is ~ monopoly, you inay sleep over the matter? 

.:1..:-1 would not go so far as to say that jute is .a monopoly. It is 

lMr. G. Euthllmopulo.J 
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chiefly grown in India. Cotton goes throughcertnin processes of 
ginning, etc., which are not necessary in the case of jute. There are 
various other points of dissimilarity between the jute and cotton trades. 
I would not like to go any further in order not to take up your time 
unnecessarily. 

In answer to the question by Mr. Khaitan enquiring as to the cost 
of production of jute, the witness stated that their association was not 
an association of cultivators and as such he was not in a position to 
supply the required information. . 

Mr. Khaitan.-Do you think the jute mills would be interested in 
the new .uses for jute? A .-1 can see no reason why they should not-
I think they are. 

Q.-Have they done anything so far? A.-.They have given consi
derable attention to the matter. 

Q.-When you told the Chairman that the Director of Agriculture 
should consult trading interests in formulating the jute forecasts, you 
mentioned the names of certain firms but there is not a single Indian 
name in that list. A.-I am sorry about this .. I am sure that any 
informaH')n from Indian firms who are in a position to give this infor
mation owing to up-country knowledge and organisation would he 
welcomed. 

Q.-You are aware that great importance is attached to these fore
casts in the market and prices are considerably affected at once? A.

. Yes, when they are accurate. 
Q.-People look forward to seeing the forecasts? A.~Yes, specially 

speculators. 
Q.-In view of the fact that the market is very much interested in 

the figure of forecasts,· do you· thiJ1k it is desirable that there should 
be a joint invitation to people to send their information and that there 
should be a conference between the Director of Agriculture and mer
chants as to what the actual figure should be? The firms may be at 
liberty to send their information to the Director of Agri«ulture who 
should form his views on the opinions received. A.-I have an open 
mind in regard to this . 

.. Q.-When a certain parcel is invoiced back, it remains as a rejected 
parcel? A.-Yes. . 

Q.-If a rejected parcel is kept in a godown in European countries, 
the expenses are very large? A.-Yes; but this also applies to all 
consigned goods. 

Q.-Those l'ei~cted parcels have goot to be disposed of very quickly 
on .account of storage expenditurol? Do you think that has a bad effect 
in regard to the trada? A .-1 cannot see any special difficulties in this 
connection. 

(On Mr. Khaitan putting certain questions in connection with the 
Jute Futures M ATket Committee of which the witness was II; member, 
the ChairmaD. agreed with the latter that in his private capacity he 
would be only too pleased to deal with the questions but 8S a repre
sentative of tle Calcutta Baled Jute Association who- had pronounced 
~mselves against the -Jute- Futures .Market, the Jlositionw8S" a-tittl~ 
awkward for him.) . 
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Mr. Weston.-In answer to Question No. 34 of the Questionnaire 
you have stated "For these reasons in the past the grades tended 
.gradually to improve and in the course of the season it was sometimes 
:found that the standards had improved by nearly a whole grade." 
'That is in favo;ur of the buyer and not seller? A.-Not necessarily. 
'This question can only be answered in connection· with the broader 
proposal of fixing standaTds by legislation. Even supposing you fix 
standards, how can you prevent people selling something better than 
the fixed standard when they w:ant .to do so? 

(In reply to another question bearing on standards, the witness said 
that when a mill got a bale of jute opened, it would get so much per
centage "of jute which was suitable for its warp and so much for its 
weft.) • 

Q.-Suitable in wha!respect-strength, colour? A.-Both strength 
and colour. . 

Q.-You are very emphatic against the fixation ot standards-could 
you give your reasons? A .-First, it would not· prevent anyone selling 
something better than the fixed standard and, secondly, it might be 
a source of constant dispute and will naturally involve the parties con
cerned in arbitration in Calcutta. The consensus of opinion is 
that if arbitrations are held in Calcutta this will not please buyers at 
Home and this will mean loss of business to Calcutta. 

Q.-Is it not much easier to fix standards for jute in Calcutta than 
it i~ to fix .standards for cotto,n in America? A .-It may be somewhat 
eaSIer but It ~oeB nO.t n~cessarlly follow that the propo~ition is a practic
able one. DIfficultIes III cotton may be greater but It does not follow 
that there are no difficulties in jute. I do not see any benefit both on 
the Bcore of expediency and benefit to trade. 

Q.-Standards are changed in the middle of the season. 'Would 
legislation be effective in this case? A . .:......Legislation will not stop that 
for the reasons given in my previous replies. 

JIr. Huque.-Tf there is a'standaTd in loose jute, will not that 
affect your export trade? A.-I do not think the question arises. 'We 
are not connected with' the loose jute trade. . 

No. 20. 

Mr. H. P. Bagaria, representative of the Indian Chamber of Commerce, 
Calcutta.-

Dated the 10th May 1933. 

Mr. Finlayson.-If we have any legislation restricting the produc
tion of jute, other countries will grow' this crop? A.-As regards the 
question of other countries growing jute I think many countries have 
tried to do so but so far no country has been able to grow jute on a 
llommercial Bcale. Unless the price is pushed up to an unreasonable 

• For written evidence of the Chamber tltde page 186, 8t.Mf .. 
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level, out of all proportion to the general economic conditions, there 
is no danger of other countries trying to grow jute. 

Q.-What is your idea of a "reasonable level"? A.-Rs. 6 pllr 
maund would be a. reasonable level under the present world conditions. 
Even at the present price of jute manufactures, there is room for 
improvement in the price of jute. 

(In this connection the witness added that as a matter of 'fact 
jute was the best paying industry in India and at the present prices 
of jute, the mills were making a very good profit, which found 
reflection in the price of jute shares.) 

Q.-Do you think there is no danger of substitutes from otlier 
cou~triesl' ..4:.-1 do not think there is. Now-a-days, it is not entirely 
a question of price. Some countries do not want to tuy goods froDl. 
other countries-as far as p<)ssible,:-they want ,to make their countries 
economically self-contained. If a country does not want to buy our 
goods, the question of price is immaterial. 

(In reply to a question by the Chairman, the witness said-"There 
is a movement ,in America to increase the consumption of cotton bags. 
Appeal is made to the patriotic sense of the people. In such matters 
the question of price is not very important. The high price paid for 
lhaddar cloth is an example thereof.) 

Q.-Would you recommend standardised weights? A.-<-Yes. 
Due to diversity in weights the ignorant agricu~turists are never in 
a position to know as to whether they are getting a fair price for 
their jute or not. The present system leads to a. lot of confusion. 
It is understood that the weight of one see,. varies from 55' tolas to 
llO t()las in the different parts of Bengal. 

Q.-From your experience' in the mufaesal, do you think that the 
cultivators would welcome a change? A.-There is no reason why 
they should object. On the contrary, they would welcoIJle a change 
as it would be in their interests. 

Q.-Are you in favour 'of regulated market.s? What is the position, 
say in Narainganj, in connection with the marketing of jute? A.
"Ihe cultintors do not bring any jute to Narainganj. It is only the 
beparis who bring down their jute for sale. I think the cultivators 
dispose of a considerable part of their crop in their own villages. 
They take a part of it to hats. The hats are irregular markets and 
we want regulated markets. An experiment has been made with 
cotton in Berar and it has been found ver:v successful. Why should 
it be otherwise in the case of jute? Since the establishment of 
regulated markets in Berar, more and more cotton is being brought 
into those markets for sale. Further, the establishment of a regulated 
market prevents the cultivator being at the merey of dealers. In 
Berar the sellers get the ~atest information about the Bombay market. 

Q.-It is very much the same in Bengal? A.-l do not think. 
In the absence of a regulated market, manipulation in prices is 
possible. In this connection I may tell the Committee that a 1Jertain 
gentleman is trying to disseminate information about prices in 
Calcutta and I understand that the Narainganj Chamber of Commerce 
is trying to· prevent that. ' 

(Chairman: Is this in Shitallakhya in Narainganj? A.-l.do Ilot 
b~) . ~ 

Q.-Are ;you in favour of co-operative societies? A.-We have 
stated our VIews in the written reply. Co-operative societies were 
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started in Bengal and I understand they lost a good deal of money 
and the experiment was a failure. Another reason why we are 
against these sOG-ieties is that at present the cultivator is so ignorant 
that he will be liable to pay illegal gratifications, because the money 
that will be distributed will have to pass through so many hands and 
it is very likely that the subordinatll officials wiU be, tempted to 
deII).and illegal gratifications. 

'(Reference was made t.o the story of malpractices related by 
Mr. Morgan in connection with taccavi loans.) . 

Q.-Referring to Questions Nos. 30, 31 and 32 of the Questionnaire 
what are your views regarding fixed qualities and the Home guarante; 
clause? A.-There. is much complaint about variations in the quality 
,of different standards and also a great deal of grievance about the 
Home guarantee. There are some shippers who sell their own private 
marks, the quality of which varies according to each mark. In the 
a-bsence of definite standards', when the market goes against the buyer 
he raises unnecessary objections regarding quality.. As regards the 
Home guarantee clause, shippers protect themselves by taking from 
balers a lett.er of guarantee whereby the sellers are bouund to pav all 
allowances and arbitration. expenses, and'we sell on the understandina
that in case of dispute arbitration 'will be held in London. Th~ 
charges of arbitration are very high there. On these grounds we are of 
opinion that qualities should be fixed and the Home guarantee clause 
shuuld be abolished; 

Q.-Why do they sell on these terms? A.-Owing to the superior 
organisation of the buyers, also because the buyers are so few in 
number and ·the sellers are so large. When I was in Manilla, I 
found there that the quality of every bale of hemp that Ileaves the 
Philippine islands, is certified by' the Grading Board and all business 
is done' on those t.erms and. on no other term,;. There ara no private 
marks. The terms on which jute is sold here. are not fair to the 
seller. . 

" The Chairman.-Is there a feeling amongst the buyers on the 
Continent or anywhere else against London arbitration? A.-No. 

Q.-Then why" not make Calcutta the arbitration centre? A.
Once the German spinners wanted to buy from Calcutta on the 
understanding that in 'case of dispute arbit.ration was to be held in 
Hamburg, but" owing to opposition from the London Association the 
Germans did not succeed. I may tell you in confidence that one of 
the firms here :who wanted to become a member of the London Jute 
Association, and whose application. was' refused, started selling to 
Hamburg on· terms other than the London Jute Association terms. 
Great .px:essure "waS" brought to bear 'on them and they had to dis
continue. Under existing conditions it is not possible for the seller 
to . know for six mon.ths if he stands to lose or gain in a particular 
transaction. . . . . 

(Questioned by Mr. Weston why should·the seller be doubtful if he 
had confidence in his goods, the witness stated that the sellers had "no 
representatives on the arbitration panel of the London Jute Association.) 

, Q~~Then why do yo~ "do' busi~ess ~~ such terms'?: ;1 . .,....-We h.ave 
to. There i~ no h~lp'. About three y!lurs ago. the Indian loose Jute 

lMr. H.P, Biigaria.] 
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dealers tried to get the Indiall jute mills to adopt warp and weft 
guarantees. They found that they could not succeed owing to lack 
of organisation amongst themselves. They at one time decided that 
they would not sell on the standard of the mark basis. But when 
the crop began to move sellers had to gi~e way because no mill would 
buy except on their own terms. Even the European balers also felt 
that the absence of definite standards was a very unsatisfactory state 
of affairs but they could not openly challenge the jute mills. Matters 
came to such a. pass that even they had eventually to come out and 
fight ,with the mills for permanent standards of quality. 

Q.-I still cannot see, Mr. Bagarja, if there is any desire in 
Calcutta and an equal desire elsewhere to a.void London Jute Ass()
ciation arbitration, why it should not be commenced in Calcutta 
to-morrow? A.-The desire is only in Calcutta. It is the sellers who 
want it, not the buyers. The representative of the Balers Association 
will be able to tell you all about it. 

Q.-But what is your own opinion? A.~It is due to the superior 
organisation of the buyers. 

Q.-Supposing a German spinner is willing to buy jute on ,terms 
which do not include I .. ondon arbitration? A.-In that case the 
Germans would like to buy -on their own terms, that is, they would 
like to have the arbitration held in Hamburg., 

Q.-Is there any other body who want arbitrations to -be held in 
. Calcutta? A.-The question is of importance to the sellers and not 
the buyers; so it is the sellers who have raised the question. In 
order to protect the interests of the sellers the American Government 
have introduced an Act known -as the Standards Act. 

Q.-How would you suggest that these Home guarantees should 
be abolished? .4..--.:..They can be abolished if there is an independent 
Tribunal of arbitration in Calcutta and if' the decision of the Tribunal 

. be made obligatory on all parties. In that case I do not think there 
is any reason why the foreign buyers should have' cause for dissatis
faction. Naturally, they would like to buy jute qn'their own terms, 
but if there be a really independent Tribunal, they would have no 
legitimate cause for complaint. 

Q.-If you have your Oalcutta arbitTation, or if yoU: have Calcutta 
inspection, the whole of the risk is put on to the buyer? A.-Follow
ing this line of' argument we may say that if we have London 
arbitration, the whole risk is put on the seller. . 

Q.-What are your views regarding -the creation of a -jute .com
mittee? A.-'Ve have made certain suggestions in our written reply. 
If those suggestions be not accepted, w~ are in favour of th,~ appoint
ment of a jute committee. 

Q.-What is your idea as to the effect 'on the jute industry. as a 
result of competitlOn from substitutes? A.-I have got a fair experience 
of the gunny export trade and I. can say there· is a .tendency .on t.he 
part of the foreign buyers to exaggerate this question of, substitutes. 
We have, therefJJre, suggested that an independent enquiry should 
be conducted in regard to this question and a representative of. the 
Benaal Government should be sent to some of the countries abroad to 
mak~ enquiries into the matter, because it is a ~ question of vital 
importance to this province. 
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Q.-You think more concrete evidence 1111 required about this 
question of substitutes? A.~Yes, because we have been hearing of 
these substitutes ever since the industry was started in Bengal. . I 
want an independent investigation'. 

Q.-Regardi'ng regUlation' of production-if the 1921 agreement 
had . not been signed, jute would never have reached the present 
position? A.-My idea is that the regulation of production is a sound 
principle. The striking result of regulation is that even to-day when 
we are passing through the worst form of depression, the jute mills 
are making money.' ' 

Q.-Do you recommend standardisation of jute bales? A.-Yes. 
In the absence of fixed 'standards there is always a feeling of uncertainty 
in the market. Supposing there are two standards prevalent in the 
maTket, viz., LR and XLR-I make a forward contract f01 delivery 
three months hence and sell to-day on the basis of the present quality 
of the standards LR's and XLR's but by the time the delivery is given 
the, quality of the two grades appreciates considerably with the result 
that I have to deliver jute of a quality sl!perior to what was originally 
intended to be delivered. I will be put to unnecessary loss. 

Q.'-What is the remedy? A.-For the [ast three or four years we 
have been carrying on a good deal of correspondence on this question 
and drawing attention to the serious loss to which sellers are being put. 
In our view all standaPds should be fixed by legislation. 

Q.-What are your views about a;bitration? A.-Indian sellers 
have got a good deal of dissatisfaction in this connection. The panel of 
arbitrators consists of representatives of the mills or the brokers. The 
brokers have to depend for their living on the favour of the mills. 
Consequently they cannot afford to dissatisfy the mills. The result is 
that the brokers do what the mills want them to do. ' 

The Chairman.-Do you think all the arbitrato'rs would be unfair? 
A.-No, 

(In connection with further discussion on the question of standards, 
the witness stated that there should be some sort of legislation on the 
lines of America, as a result of which anybody not conforming to the 
fixed standard, would be iJ.iable to punishment. The witness was defi
nitely against private standards.) 

Dr. Sinha.-In your opinion what is the effect of the futures or 
/atka market on the prices-does it raise, lower or steady the prices or 
does it lead to fluctuations? A .-The question of price is determined by 
so many factors that it is very difficult to say what factor is responsible 
to what degree for a rise or fall. It' is a very complex thing. 
Generally, whichever factor is powerful at a particular time that 
factor rules the market for that particular period. The advant~ge of 
the futures market is that it provides a continuous market. 

. Q.-In many commodities for which there is no futures market, 
what happens? A .-In such cases there are wild fluctuations.1'he 
futures market prevents violent fluctuations of l>rice for a particular 
period,: as business is possible at all prices at all hmes.. " 

Q.-Do yoU: mean to say that the effect of the futures market is to 
raise thf} price of jute? A .~If it raises: the price, you will have to 
admit that i~ also lowers the price sometimes. 

{Mr. H. P. Bagaria.] 
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In: reply to-further questions by Dr. Sinha on this subject, 
Mr. Khaitan summed up the reply of the witness as follows :-Suppose 
the jute season commences in August. A person goes to mufassal and 
buys 10 lakh maunds of jute but has not been able to find an actual 
consumer-the consumer being either the baler Qr the mill. If he 
cannot make a-sale against this quantity, he will have to throw.this 
iot on to the market. Business goes on continuously in spite o.f the 
course of prices-it is a thing which is not usually understood except 
by those who are actually in the trade-and in the present instance 
the man concerned would have to sell at a loss. If he could throw 
these 10 lakh maunds of jute on to the actual consumers, that would 
depress the market but, on the other hand, if there is a futures market 
where you have got speculative buyers, they furnish a BOrt of holdinE 
power between the seller and the actual bonsumer, viz., the baler 
and the mill. For the time being, these speculators take the bales 
off the hands of the seller and retain them until there is an' actual 
demand for these bales. (Dr. Sinha remarked that that would mean 
steadying of prices, not rise in prices. In reply, Mr. Khaitan said 
that the terms "steady prices" and "rise in prices" are ('.()mparative.) 
Supposing on the date when the purchase was made, the price was 
Rs. 30 per bale. If the man threw his bales on to the consumers, the 
price might have gone down to Rs. 26 per bale but on account of the 
speculative or hedge buyers in the futures market, the price would 
not go down from Rs. 30 to Rs. 26, but would remain either at Rs. 30 
or, say, between Rs. 29 and Rs. 30. So that, from one point of view, 
you could say the price has been raised from Rs. 26 to Rs. 29 and from 
another point it may also be said that the price has been steadied. 

Q.-If fatka prices in the futures market move up and down, will 
such fluctuations be to the advantage of the grower? A.-I do not 
understand this question. The fluctuations in the futures market are 
as advantageous or disadvantageous to the growers aElo the fluctuations 
in the price of jute in other markets are. 

Q.-Do the loose jute dealers hedge in your market? A.-Yes, 
they do. 

Q.-Why is it then that almost all the jute associations refuse to . 
co-operate with you? A.-That is a matter of prejudice. We have 
as members several balers and some balers are indirectly interested in 
the business of some of our members. 

Q.-Do the mills hedge in your: market? A.-No. 

Q.-Do the shippers hedge in your market? A.-Yes . 

. Q.-They make forward sales in London, against that they make 
for~ard purchases? A.-Yes. \ 

, Q.-With rega~ to the forward purchases, it. has ~een repr~~nted 
I to us that the rate In your market for forward dehvery IS always hIgher 
,than that of the Calcutta. Baled Jute Association? A.-Yes. But now 
our terms are practically the same. as those 'of the Calcutta Baled 
J ute Association. 
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(The witness continued on the 11th May.1933.) 

Dr. Sinha referred to the hedging facilities in the futures market 
discussed last evening and· asked':'- .. 

. ~ 

Q.-In view' of ' the fact that the rate for future .delivery in the 
East India Jute Association is higher than the rate for a correspond
ing delivery in the Calcutta Baled Jute Association, how is it possible 
for a shipper to make forward purchases in the East 'India Jute Asso
ciation against a future sale abroad? A .~According to the old by
laws of the East India Jute Association, there was considerable 
difference between the terms of the two contracts but \.hat should not 
present any difficulty in the way of a shipper hedging his sales to a 
foreign spinner. If for instance a shipper makes a forward sale of 
a certain grade of jute to a Continental spinner, say, to the extent of 
5,000 bales for a particular delivery and if for certain reasons he is 
not able to buy that particular grade or quality for that shipment and 
if in order to protect himself against an adverse fluctuation of the 
market he buys a. corresponding amount of jute on the contract of 
the East India Jute Association, his purpose of hedging is perfectly 
served; because when he is able to get the exact description of goods 
that he has sold he sells back the contract purchased in the East India 
Jute Association market and as the premium is always there, he is 
~a~. • 

Q.-Is there' a considerable amount .of hedging done by different 
merchants_in the East India Jute Association? A.-Yes; 

Q.-I am not still satisfied-I do not understand that point-it 
you are offering these facilities, why are a substantial number of other 
associations so averse to take ad'\"antage of your market? A .. -As I 
already told you yesterday one of the reasons is that there has been a 
certain amount of prejudice against the futures market, but I can tell 
you that at least a dozen of these big European firms, and ·practically. 
avery Indian baler, are actually dealing in our market. (In this 
connection reference was made'to a recent committee formed for the 
purpose of doing business with the futures market and the report 
prepared by them was" also unanimously signed. The Board could 
not be constituted as recommended as other associations declined to 
appoint representatives, but the East India Jute Association had 
already given effect to all the recommendations of the Committee so far 
as the terms of the contract were concerned. They were prepared to 
hand over the management to a representative body, as suggested by the 
Futures Market Committee, but they certainly could not compel others 
to serve on the Board of Management 'of the East Inaia Jute Association. 
Extracts were also read from the speech of !Ir . McLeod, who was' said 
to have observed "we are not opposed to the futures market"). During 
the six years that the East India Jute Association has been in exis
tence, not·a single constructive suggestion has ever been received . from 
any section of the trade. A large number of jute merchants desired a 
futures market but owing to the general preJudice_ they had not the 
courage to Bay so openly. Another reason is that the futures market 
is mistakenly supposed to be responsible for all rises or falls in the 
price of jute. It is forgotten. that the futures market merely registers 
what happens iIdhe jute trade.: Just as the thermometer only registers 
the heat of the b(\~y and is not reponsible for the .rise or fall of 

[Mr. H. P. Bagaria.] 
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temperatures, the future_s market by itself can never cause Ii, rise or fall. 
As I already told'you we are passing through a period of depression which 
is unprecedented in its character, and even the best intelJectual brains 
in the world have not been able to arrive, at a definite ,conclusion as to 
the actual cause or causes responsible for the present state of affairs. 
There is nothi~ to be surprised at, therefore, if people, ignorant of' 
world causes believe that the existence of a futures market is responsible 
for the present d!!pression. 

Q.-You have given us figure" :ior the last five years. Can you 
give us an idea of your transactions? A.-That is not possible. 

Q.-You will agree with me that it is, one of the essences of a 
satisfactory hedging market that all interests of the trade shoUld be 
properly represented?, A.-Yes. 

Q.-If the main associations refuse to send their representatives to 
"'our organisation, how can you say that the' futures market serve their 
interests? A.-We are doing what we can to the best of our abilities 
in the interests of the general trade. For our part, as already stated, 
we were prepared to alter our rules according to the suggestions' of the 
recently formed Committee. 

With reference to the question by Dr. Sinha in'respect of ,the wide 
divergence that prevailed between the old fatka rate and the rates for 

. contract in the Calcutta Baled Jute Association ,(as pointed out in the 
first quarterly report of the Association to which the witness belonged), 
the witness stated as follows :.:..-1 am glad that this question has been 
raised. The members of the old fatka. market used to carry on business 
fot: certain deliveries and on the due date, i.e., on the last day of the 
month for which transactions were entered into, certain memberS met 
together and arbitrarily decided the rate on the basis of 'which all 
outstanding transactions were closed. There is no such system in the 
East India Jute Association. According to its by-laws, against all 
sales or purchases outstanding on the due date the buyer' has the right 
to purchase goods on account of the defaulting seller, and the seller, 
if the buyer fails to take delivery of the goods, has got the right to sell 
the goods on account of the buyer. Now as regards the difference bet
ween the price of the Calcutta Baled Jute Association contract and the 
East India Jute Association contract, first of all, this difference is con
fined- to a certain limit. In the old fatka market this difference could go 
to an]' limit, because the settlement depended on the rate fixed by certain 
members. The difference between the Calcutta Baled Jute Association 
and the East India Jute Association contracts is due to the fact, that 
according to the terms of the East India Jute Association, the buyer 
has got the right to hold the goods that he purchases or rather make 
the seller hold the goods for him for a certain period, whilst according 
to the rules of the Calcutta Baled Jute Association if a purchase is made 
for a certain delivery, then on the last day of the month shipping ins
tructions must be sent to the seller whether the purchaser wants it or not. 
As the terms of the East India Jute Association contract include the 
right of holding goods, the seller would naturally include in his price 
the cha.rges for storing the jute, insuring it, loss in weight and such 
other incidental charges. 

Q.---':Is your system of deliveries a sufficient· safeguard against 
wa"'ery? A .-In this respect the East India, Jute Association is no 
wO~8e or no better than other organised futures markets in the worl;~L 
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Mr. lVeston.-·We have been told that the".operation·of the futures 
market is a very good thing with regard to giving a: higher price to 
the cultivator. Do you support that argument? A.-No speculator, 
however powerful he may be, can create one bale more than what has' 
been produced in the field of ·Bengal. . Speculations- in futures market 
can create an artificial demand. Speculators sometimes. purchase goods. 
and hold them off the market but they cannot augment supplies. . 

. Ifir. Momin.-Is it your view that the operations {}f the futures 
market tend to raise the price of jute as well as lower it? A.-It 
provides a hedging facility. . 

Qr-l,)o the buyin~ and selling in the futures market create more 
competition in the prIce of jute? A.-It brings in a greater number 
of buy!!rs. 

Q.-'-In any case you do not think that the futures market has the 
effect 6f decreasing the prices? A.-No. . 

The Chairman.-Could you give us a list of th~ members of vour 
association? A.-Yes. . • 

Q.-What is their business? A.-Some of them are balers, some 
are dealers; but majority of tlJ,e members are acting as brokers. 

Q.-We have been told so many times that the great majority of 
transactions carried on in the East India' Jute Association are not 
connected with .genuine transactions' but are really gambles. Is this 
chargtl true? A.-In that respec.t it is, as I have already remarbd, 
neither worse nor batter than other futures markets in the world. 

Q.-Could you suggest any remedy? A.-The International 
Chamber of Commerce has dealt with that question. In no futures 
markets in the world is there any restriction about dealings. 

Ifir. Khaitan.-Is it not of the essence of the success of a hedging 
market that there should be people dealing there, who are not actually 
connected with the traq.e? A.-Yes. No futures market can succeed 
without acting on this principle. It is of the. essence of the hedging
market that there should always be a number of buyers and sellers 
who are speculators. In the hedging operations some one must be 
prepared to assume the risk that the holder of ready goods wants to 
avoid. 

Q.-Unless that body of speculators or jobbers is present there, no 
hedging is possible? Supposing a baler comes out to sell 5,000 bales, 
somebody must be prepared to take charge of these bales till some 
shipper comes to make a hedge? A.-Yes. 

[By further questions Mr. Khaitan demonstrated that it was also of 
the essence of hedging transactions that actual deliveries did not take 
place till certain conditions were fulfilled.] 

Q.-Having regard to your experience both at Bombay and. in 
Calcutta, would it not practically be a wrong hedge if contracts were 
kept outstanding till the. due date? A.-Yes. 
[Mr. H. P. Bog<Jria.] 
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Q.-How many years'd:p~rience have you had of Bombay? A.-,,-
About 12 years'. " " " " 

Q.-You were dealing in cotton in Bombay when the Cotton""'Board 
was started? A.-Even before that. ' " " 

" Q.-When tlle East India Cotton Association was esta'\>lished? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-Up to what year were you in Bombay? A.-I do not remember 
exactly. " -

Q.-And since 1921 you have been in Calcutta, dealing ~n jute? 
A.-Yes. ,. 

Q.-Supposing a contract is made in the month of July for December 
delivery and in the meantime a higher quality of jute is expected to 
be delivered against 8. contract for an inferior grade-supposing the 
seller wanted to deliver jute on the basis of the quality which existed 
in the month of July, when the contract was entered mto-would the 
buyer expect the better quality in December or the quality as it stood 
in July? A.-If the buyer accepted the standard that was prevalent 
in July, there would be no difficulty and the seller would have nothing 
to complain. But, unfortunately, when the buyer makes a contract in 
July and the standard changes, say, in October, he expects the improved 
standard and so this leads to 8. lot of trouMa. In such cases the seller 
is put to heavy loss in the shape of payment of allowances. 

Q.-Would a seller of his own accord like to deliver jute of a higher 
grade unless he was forced to do so? A.-Unless a seller want@} to 
throwaway his money, why should he deliver a quality of jute sup~rior 
to what he contracts to deliver? 

Q.-Cannot legislation prevent the forcible delivery of" a higher 
quality of jute? A.-Certainly. As matters stand at present, it is 
possible to change the standards in the course of the season. There 
has been a great deal of confusion during the last 10 years in this con
nection. If we .can fix the grades by legislation, business would be 
done on the basis of such "grades as would be determined by law and then 
it will not be possible to change standards at one's own sweet will" 

Q.-Is it a great pleasure to sellers to give a Home guarantee? 
A.-There is a lot of complaint in this respect. 

Q.-Supposing a system was introduced that business can only be 
done on the basis of prescribed standards ..... that each parcel of jute 
before it leaves the shores of India was to be inspected by a proper" 
authority and certificates were given about the quality and that certi~ 
ficate was to be binding on all concerned," would not such a system be 
able to dispense wi~h ~he present Home guaran~ee clause and a~l the
complications that lt mtroduces? A.-There WIll be no necessIty of 
the Home guarantee at that time. " 

Q.-If all parties do not agree to the proposal? A.-;-No reform. 
has ever been introduced by common consent. All the parties can never 
agree. 

Q.-How would i~ be possible ~o ex !imine every bale of jute if 
standards and inspection were prescrIbed In Calcutta? A.-At present 
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not more than 10 per c-ent. of the bales are eXamined, e.g., out of 250 
bales only 3 or 4 bales are opened to ascertain the quality. 

Q.-What would be the difficulty if a similar practice were laid 
down in Calcutta for inspection? - A . ..:....:There would be no difficulty. 
The -arbitrator or the certifier Couldselei:!t at random any bale he-liked. 

The Chair1lUJ,n.~Is there a mark for the finer quality of jute? A.-
Yes.. ' 

Q.-If there is a mark for the finer quality of jute, why does not the 
seller sell it at the higher rate? A.-Because the buyer wants to buy 
only the lower quality. The European as .well as Indian sellers have 
all been sufferiIlg tm this' question. It seems to m,e that unless one is 
forced to do so, no' man would be prepared to deljver finer "quality into 
a lower quality contract. _ - -

Mr." Huque.-Would you agree that too much wild fluctuation IS 
bad for everybody concerned? A . .,-Yes. 

Q.-You would avoid the Home guarantee clause through-legisla
tion in India? Do you mean to say that simply because there will- be 
marks in India, the Home .or other Continental buyers will be satisfied? 
A.-There is no reason why they should not be. If an independent 
tribunal of arbitration is set up here, why shpuld not they have confi
dence? 

Q..,,:.--After all Germany is not pulling on well with England, then 
why is it that the German buyers are agreeable to the London arbitra
tion? A.-Most of the shippers here are connected with London and it 
is only natUral that they would like to support the London Association. 
They do not want that Germany should buy on Hamburg arbitration 
terms. Supposing arbitrations are held at different places-German 
buyers buying on the basis of German arbitration, Spanish buyers on 
the Spanish arbitration, _ Japanese buyers on the basis of Japanese 
arbitration and so on-in that case a s~ller would feel great incon
venience in Calcutta. 

Q.--;-Why not get spinners abroad to agree to Calcutta arbitration? 
A.-The trouble is there is no org~nisation here at present. 

Q.-The long and short of it is that Indian jute dealers have not 
been able to capture the Continental market. What is ;it you want
Calcutta arbitration or Calcutta certificate? A.~There is a great 
difference between "arbitration" and "certificate." In the case -of 
arbitration, the bales would have to be shipped back to Calcutta. In 
the case of certificate it is not necessary. The arbitration question can 
only arise when the buyer has an opportunity to see the bales, and only 
if he is not satisfied with the quality. Sometimes, simply to extract 
some money from the sellers, arbitration is claimed. " 
{Mr. H. ·P. Bag~rit;J.] 
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NO. 21. 

Messrs. Madhab Cobinda Roy, -Madan Mohari' larda ,and K. Lahiri, 
representatives of the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce.· 

(11th May 1933.) 

The Chairma.n.-Would you Tecommend regulation or control of 
production? A .--Our association does not support control. What we 
:recommend is the curtailment of the crop. ., 

Q.-Would you do it compulsorily? A.-'-If we try to take any steps 
ill this direction without convincing the people, there might be a'revo-
lution in the country;- . . 

Q.-Do you think regulation is possible in Bengal? A . ...;,.Yes. 
If the agriculturists are made, to understand that regulation of crop 
will be to their interests, there is no. likelihood of any trouble. 

Q.-In that case legislation is not necessary? A.--Of course, yes, 
oOtherwise there may be cases of evasion. 

Q.-What factors do you take into consideration in estimating the 
(lost of production? A.-We take every possible item into account, 
'Viz., rent, interest, depreciation, price of seeds, etc. 

Q.-Do you consider Rs. 6 to be_ ,the genuine cost of production? 
A.-Yes, we think the cost of production comes up to that figure per 
maund. Jute is never culthrated in Bengal on a commercial basis. 

Q.-At page 11 of YOUT written reply-in answer to Questions 
Nos. 29, 30, 31 and 3~you suggest-"the centre or coptrol thus 
.exercised over the shipments of jute to Great Britain should be shifted 
to India where the function, now discharged by the foreign Arbitration 
Boards, may be entrusted to an expert representative institution like 
'the Coal Grading Board"-I suppose there is nothing to prevent it? 
A.-Quite so. But the buyers have been so accustomed, to t1!e Home 
guarantee and the London Arbitration, that they would not individually 
like to come out of. the existing arrangements. 

Q.-If buyers are not willing to come out, does it indicate that 
'they are satisfied "with the present arrangements? A.-Buyers ~re 
.satisfied, but the sellers are not. 

Q . .....,..I am told there are half a dozen firms in Calcutta who have 
seldom any arbitration at all. If this is so, one may take it that the 
.existing arrangements -are not defective? A.-We do not think this 
,applies to each and every parcel they send out. 

Q.-Do you "Ant to resort to legislation on this point? A.-;-No. 
Since the committee is there and we can put all our grievances with 
them, we want "to see how far the committee can help us in this matter. 

Q.-:Dn page 13 o.f the printed re%lly to Q~estion~No~. 43 to 46 you 
have given a long hat of the functions which, you, thl,nk, should be 
attached to the Central Jute Committee .. This seems to me to be extra
ordinarily broad. Do you think that it will be better to increase the 

• For the written evidence of the Chamber vide page 379 it Beg. 
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stafi of Government or' that the proposed committee .should have a 
powe~ful. staff? A.-We feel inclined to the latter alternative. 

Q:-..:..As regards propaganda for expansion of ~arkets and research 
work., all this is certainly the function of a body like the proposed 
Central Jute CO,mmittee; it is a matter of most ~ital importance .and 
you should press for that beyond anything else? A.-We quite agree 
that it is 'very essential. 

Mr. Momin.-A8 regards the restriction of jute you suggest that. 
there ought to be legislation in order to compel the jute growers to, 
abide by the mandates issued by the central organisatioIi.? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Do you apprehend that this may, in its working, cause hardship' 
to the agriculturists? A.-There may be some difficulty in the working 
but it is so very essential t<>. the cultivator himseltthat the apprehended. 
hardship which he may be put to, will be much less than the com pen
~ating advantage which is likely to accrue, 

Q.-Knowing the way in which the wo~k ·wilL h'ave to be done, do> 
you not think there is very greaf likelihood of the cultivators being
oppress'ad in various ways--e.g., the central body will issue a mandate 
that certain vil~ages in PabllJl or certain local areas will only grow 
such and such. quantity, the uniouboard in their turn will settle which 
particular agriculturist will grow how much area-in doing this do
you not think there will be a lot of partiality? A.-That might happen~ 
But this contingency applies to every-other sphere of a similar nature~ 

. >Q •. ~In spite' of this would you recommend legislation? A.-.Yes,. 
because the compensating advantage which the cultivator will get, is. 
likely to be greater than the a'pprehended evil. 

In order to avoid hardship in .this connection the witnesses pointed! 
out that the central body should fix that so much percentage of the
land should be cultivated for jute. Then the union board will prepare· 
a. list of the cultivators and ascertain how many bighas of land each of 
them has, and after that they will simply see whether the agricul
turists have complied with the instructions issued in respect of restricted. 
cultivation. 

Q.-vVhat were they goi.ng to do with 'the remaining portion of the
land on which jute had not been cultivated? A .-The cultivators would. 
themselves ascertain how they were going to utilise the rest. 

, [In this connection witnesses averred that sometimes less cultivation' 
yielded more profit. Mr. vVeston asked if the witnesses had ever 
experienced that half the production brought double the price. The
reply was in the affirmative.] - . 

Q.-vVould you have that checked by an inspecting agency just to· 
see whether the ~andate has been properly carried out or not by each 
agriculturist? A.-'rhe union boards can do it. So far as our Chamber 
is concerned, we have not gone into details on this point. On the whole 
·we prefer regulation of crop by law. How this is to be carried out we.-
have not considered. . 

[Messrs. Madhab Gobinda Roy, Madan Mohan Sarda and K. LaMri.] 
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Q.-You have not considered the practical application? A,-We 
quite agree with you. How this is to be worked and to whom the work 
is to be left, we have not considered. . 

Q.-If the difficulties are found to be proportionately much more 
than the e.dvantage? A.-In thatoose we will change our Views. From' 
the cultivator's point of view, he .will be.auch more benefited if there 
is legislation and suitable arrangements are made for carrying out the 
administration of the law. . 

Dr. Sinha.-With regard to the question of regulation" there are 
two aspects, viz., whether it is desirable and whether it is . feasible. 
As far as I can judge from your, replies to other members, you consider 
it desirable. Now, I shall be glad 'to know whether you consider i,t 
feasible? A.-Yes, we consider it feasible,' . . ' 

Q.-But you have not given us any concrete scheme? A..--We 
we.nt it to be done thro~g4 the union boords. ' ' 

Q.-If the union"boards do not do their work properly? If there be 
abuses among the staff-what would you do? A~~Well, in the villages 
it is this body which collects taxes. lIt this connection how .do they 
ascertain that this man should pay so much tax and that man so muclt? 

Q.-Then. you do not apprehend any difficulty? A.-No. 

(In connection with a question regarding the margin of profit, the 
. witnesses were of opinion that the existing margin of profit though 
not quite desirable, was not altogether unsatisfactory, as other crops 
were less remunerative.) 

Q.-Is it not very difficult to esimate the world demand beforehand? 
By restriction the"cultivators produce less. Suppose the world demand 
exceeds the estimated quantity, what would then be their position? 
A.-If the world demand il:l more, the cultivaton will profit more. 

Q.-Do you not think information of the existing stock wo:uld be 
safer? Suppose the oolculation is all right but the actual demand is 
less. In that case do you not think the Jute Commitee will run the 
risk of being discredited? A.-After all, even if there be shortage of 
demand, it will not mean serious trouble to agriculturists. 

Mr. Huque.-Your point of view is that, leaving aside abnormal 
years for whiCh nobody can have any foresight, the estimate that is 
ordinarily made is Toughly accurate? A .--'-It is 80. 

- . 
Q.-One point that strikes me is that· the price of jute has fallen

has there been a corresponding fall in the price of hessians and sacks? 
A.~No. 

Q.-May I know what is the approximate jaIl in the price? A.~ 
Approximately, it is 30 per cent. '. . 

Q.-I want to know why there has been a fall of only 30 per: cent. 
in the oose of manufactured goods? A.-Because ·th~ productlO~ of 
jute goods is more properly regulated than the'production of raw Jute. 
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Q.-:-Do you mean- to say that the milla, by Tirtue of their oontrolling 
capacity, have lIustained a loss of only 30 per cent.? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Can you tell me to what extent the price of raw jute has fallen? 
A.-About 71? per cent. ' , ' 

,Q.-If the price of hessian and every other thing has fallen down 
'to a limit of 30 per cent., why should the price of raw jute go down 
to 15 per cell.t.? A.-Overproduction is one of the-factors. 

Q.-Have you got figures in your Chamber to let us know as to what 
tae total amount of capital has been invested in the various jute milli 
and the total amount of dividends which they get year after year anc 
also the total amount of expenditure which they pave incUrred! on 
overhead and other charges? A.-We think it is' possible to suppl~ 
the information regarding the total amount of expenditure', the amount 
,of dividends paid and the reserve fund for the last 10 years. 

Q.--Jute is the staple crop of production in only a few districts, e.g;, 
Tippera, Mymensingh, Dacca, Faridpur, Rangpur, Pabnaand one 01 

two other places; in other places only a few hundreds of aeres are culti· 
vated for jute. Do you want to restrict the former districts only? A.
No, we want restriction to be'"lnade general. 

Q.-If that is so, is it your view that in the district of Midnapore 
where only about one thousand acres of land are under jute cultivation: 
this restriction should be put into operation? A.-No, districts lik. 
Midnapore might produce more. 

Q.-In that case do you not apprehend any difficulty? The wholE 
idea is to make jute profitable for every body, but if there is no system 
in our policy no advantage in the scheme of restriction will be avail· 
able. A.-We cannot presuppose that question now-we shall deal 
with -the point when the occasion arises; 

Mr. Momin.-Would you agree .to the suggestion that in district 
where jute is not an important crop, the growing should be altogethe 
stopped? A.-No, it will mean hardship. 

Q.-You say that the overproduction of jute is responsible for th. 
fall in prices, but where is overproduction except in 1926 and 1927 
and in 1930 and 1931-in every other year the supply has been less thaI 
the demand? A.-You must take the question of stocks'S.nto oonsidera 
tion in this connection and also the fact that the figures for supply, a 
given in our memorandum, relate only to forecasts, which proved t. 
be considerably short of actual figures. 

Mr. Khaitan.-About the difference in fall between the price 0 

hessian and other jute manufactures and the price 'of raw jute itself 
would yOU expect that the fl111 in the price of jute manufactures-takinl 
everything else to be on ill. uniform level-will be to the same exten 
in percentage, as the price of, raw jute, having regard <to the fact tha 

[Mus,.. Madhab Gobindm Ruy, Madm" MOM" Sm,.dm mnd K. L~'"-] 
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standing charges continue to be the saine P A .-'-No. The mills have 
got an organisation to control their manufactured articles. 

Q.-Im!1gine fOT &. moment that there wasllo control in the output 
end the price of raw Jute fell, say, by 25 per cent., would you expect 
th~ price of hessi_an also to fall by 25 per' cent. P A .-The fall in the 
price o( manufactured goods would not be :tothe same extent as in the 
case of raw jute because of the fixity of standing charges. 

Q.-Similarly, other factors remaining the same, if there is a riSe in 
the price of raw jute, would you not expect that the rise in the price of 
manufactured products would be. less, standing' !lharges conti;nuing to 
be the' same? A.-Yes, proportIonately less because the mllls liave 
organised themselves and are always watchful that the supply may not 
be in excess of the demand.' Therefore the jute mills have benefited, 
whereas the agriculturists, on account of lack 'of organisation, are the 
'worst sufferers. . 

Q.-In these circumstances' do you not think that so~e' attempt 
should be made in the interests of. agriculturists ·for the regulation of 
their outputP A.-Yes. . .. . 

Q.-Ha:v~ng regard to the great complications in the world to-day, 
if & country is to prosper, it must have some kind of plan, must regulate 
its market, otherwise everybody will 8\'1'I1'er. Therefore, in the interests 
of the agriculturists and the general interests of the country, would 
you advise the Committee to devise some measure of regulating the 
market--as to what fQrm that regulation should take, it is more for 
(he Government to consider? A.-Yes. ; . 

Q.-Il the suggestiOns of the Committee are found to De faulty in 
any way, there is the Government, the Director of Agriculture, the 
Director of Industrie~my friend lIr . Weston-to give a bett~r 
Bcheme? A.-Yes. If unsuccessful, nobody should be blamed. 

Q.-Is it not desirable that there should be some kind of regulation 
whereby the interests of the agriculturists may be protected? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-Are you aware that in spite of the general trade depression, 
the price of kerosine oil has gone up? A.-Yes. This has been pos
sible by combination and regulation. 

No. 22. 

Messrs. S. Ie. Scott. W •. Walker and S. K. Bhat~er. representatives of 
." the Indian .lute Mills Association.· 

(12th J[ay 1933.)' 

The Cha:irman:-Are you against the regulatipn of the jute crop P 
A.-No. We are in favour of );egulation, but not by legislation. 

O.-Is it worthwhile to establish one regulated market for jute as 
an ~xperiment? A.-It might be tried as an experiment. 

Q.-Regarding the controversy about standard~would ;you li~e 
that a standing committee approved b;y the trade should go. mtothls 

. matter end see how far it is possible to lay down. standards? A.-Yes. 

-For the ~ociation'B wioittei>: evidence' .;we page '36S eI 8eq •.. 
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Q.-It should only.apply to people dealing with jute, and the· 
standards, which c~>uld be more or less adhered ro, should be laid down? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-It would take a long time to have this question settled by 
legislation? A.--!..Legislation should not be applied in this case; the 
various sections of the tmde can settle the matter among themselves. 

Q.-Question No. 43 of the Questionnaire deals with the creation 
of a jute committee. How would this committee be ·connected with the 
one mentioned in your answer to Questions Nos. 53 to 56? A.--Our 
proposed committee would be connected with the one referred to in 
our answer to "Question No. 43 on the technological side. 

Q.-Question No. 4:6 of the Questionnaire refers to competition from 
substitutes. Can you give a general idea. whether it pretends to be 
serious in future? A .:..-Competition from paper has potentialities which 
may be capable of taking away a very large percentage of the bag 
trade. 

9.-You attach most importance to the research? A.-Yes. 

Mr. Weston.-Would you agree that some definite organisation is 
necessary in order .to improve the efficiency of jute manufacture so as 
to expand its possibilities? A.-Yes. 

Q.-Are you aware that all the research or~niBQtions for the prin
cipal industries in Great Britain are financed by contribution from the 
industries plus contribution from the Government? Is that kind of 
thing you have in mind? A.-Our trade should have its own research 
department, the financing of which iBto be done by taking a portion 
of the jute export tax. 

Q.-If you take anything from the export tax which would be more 
or less a' contribution from Government-would you expect to have any 
representative of Government? A.-We would prefer not to. We are 
of the ~pinion t~at. this department should be conducted by the Indian 
Jute :Abns AssoClatIOn. . 

Mr. Sarkar.-Do you think control is not possible in the matter of 
jute regulation? A.-No. . 

Q.-Why? A.-The number of cultivators amounts to about. 3 
millions and they are widely scattered. The system, of communication 
is so bad that in the existing circumstances control would not be 
effective. . . 

Q.-Is communication very important in the matter of control? 
A.-Yes. It is very necessary to come into rouch with t.he people. 

Q.-If the union boards or co-operative organisations are put in 
charge of control? A.-We know nothing about the co-operative 
societies. . 

Q.-If there is local organisation in the village or iroup of villages? 
A.-Expenses would be too great. 

·Q.-If we start local organisations, I do not understand how they 
would be expensive? A.-Do you expect that these or~,"ailisations could 

[MuBf". S. K. Scott, W. Walker and S. K. Bhaller.] 



~ome in touch with a body of three· millions of peopl~ scattered over so -
many hundreds of miles? 

Q.-8uppose control is placed in, the hands of the union boards? 
A.-They would have to be paid. 

Q.-Are you opposed to control as a matter of principle or you do 
not think it feasible? Are you opposed to all control? A.-;We are not 
opposed to all control, but your proposals inter feTe with,,1;he freedom 
()f the individual. 

Q.-Why did you then approach the Government of Bengal when some 
()f the non-association mills did not accept your terms of working hour~? 
Why did you want Government to help you to compel the 'Unwilling -
mills to accept your terms? .4.-We do not think the suggestions are 
the Shme. We approached Government for assistance, not control. 

Q.-Assistance in what shape? Was it not the essence of your 
proposal that if the unwilling mills did not listen to your advice they 
must be compelled to accept it, and that by -legislation? A.-W~ were 
not present-necessarily we cannot answer that question. We do not 
think that the Jute Mills Association ever demanded that legislation 
should be· applied. In some· circumstances control of production is _ 
necessary. 

Q.-In the case of manufactured goods regulation is necessary but 
not in the case of raw jute-is that your idea? A.-Control is necessary 
to some extent in either case, but interference by Government is not 
required. . 

Q.-For a matter of compromise Governm~nt help is necessal'Y..? 

A.-We asked for their aid. 011 that occasion the industry was in 
jeopardy. 

Q.-After all what was the implication of your moving Governm~nt 
to give you aid? A.-We could not come to a compromise with our
selves and others were taking. undue advantage over the Associated Mills. 

(Khan Bahadur M. Azizul. Huque· read 'extracts from the 1932 
Report of the Indian Jute Mills Association and enquired, whether it 
was not a. fact that when Government came with the su~gestion of the 
Chamber all regards the Indian Factories Bill, the Indlap. Jute Mills 
Association opposed it? The reply was in the affirmative and that 
reasons for the Association were set out clearly in the Report. 

Havin'" read a few other extracts the Khan Bahadur asked whether 
the state~ents of the Report were correct, and the answer was "ye&'.") 

q.-So far as weather conditions go-have you experienced fluc-
tuations in tha yield per acre? A .. -No. _ 

Q -In answer to Question No. 16 you have stated Rs. 3-8 to Rs. 4 
per ~aund to be a reasonable return to the cultivator. May I know 
how you arrived oat tnatfigure? _A.~This is the information from our 
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,agents in the mufilssal. We have no other source of iilformation. We. 
have not the details with us. 

Then there was some discussion regardin,g. profits made by the mills. 
and Mr. Sarkar pointed out that these profits were made at the expense 
of the cultivator, who did not at all get a reasonable return at the
present rate' of Rs. 3-8 to. Rs. 4 per maund and the result. was the
condition of,~he j;Q.te agriculturist class was hopelessly miserable. 

This was denied and it was pointed out that in ratio to the priCIl' 
()btained for maunfactured goods the cultivator got a fair price for his 
fibre.'· - \ - • 

Mr. Khaitan."'-You are aware that for the agriculturists in BenO'aI 
jute is' a very important commodity as a money crop? A.-Yes. " ~ 

·Q.-Therefore I believe your Association would have'th" fullest 
Bympathy with the view that every effort .should be made to benefit the 
'f'aiyats by giving them as much profit as possible out of jute? A.-We' . 
are in sympathy with the view that the Taiyats should have a reasonable 
profit .. 

Q:--Would you like to see the Taiyat prosperous? A.-Yes. Their 
prosperity means our prosperity as well. 

Q.-'-The prosPerity of the manufacturer is identical with the pros
perity of the raiyat--would you differ from me there? A.-No. 

Q.-:-As you find there are so many'substitutes coming up, is it not 
desirable to find fresh u'ses for juleP A.-Yes. ) 

Q.-Would you kindly tell the Committee what the Jute Mills 
:Association has so far done to find new uses for jute? A.~The Associa
tion has appointed a sub-committee who ate considering the question. 
and are . now preparing a report for submission to their members. 

Q.-Would you kindly help \1S by giving such information as you 
have got? Along what lines your sub-committee is working or proposes 

. to work? A .-Reference to the last portion o£ our reply to Question 
No. 56 of the Questionnaire would supply the necessary information. 

Q.-I understand that you are doin,g something to find out as to what 
more things can .be manufactured on the same' lines, e.g., hessian. This 
I would not call "fresh uses for jute"? A.-Paragraph 2 of our answer 
to Question No. 51 of the Questionnaire gives the reply to your query_ 

Q.-Referring to top' of page· 12 (printed reply to the Questionn'aire) 
-has your Association done anything, or does the Association propose t() 
do anything, to find fresh uses for jute? Let us suppose it should be
possible to have dUTTies or carpets out of jute, or some material which. 

(Me.t8t'8. S. K. Sto". W. Walker and S. K. BhaUcr.] 
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. might turn jute into cloth out of whioh coats and other garments could 
be made. A.-All these quet!tions will form the basis of investigation by 
the sub-committee. 

Q.-Nothing has been· done so far? A.-We' are issuing interim 
reports next week and shall be pleased to send you B copy. 

Q.-Would Y2.u have any objection if Government or any other 
organisation-, e.g., the Chemist's Department of the University, came> 
-forward and rendered .Msistance, both to the Association.· and to the
public in finding out fresh uses for jute? A.-Any suggestions will 
be welcome: 

Q.-But you will not have thail'co-;operation? A.-Any co-operation 
is assistance-if they gave assistance, that would be co-operation. 

Q.~D~ you consider the present equipment of the jute mills is suit
able for manufacturing coating cloth? 'A.-.N ot in Calcutta. 

Q.-Have you got r.ny equipment for manufacturing .ca.rpe~t A.-;-:'" 
There is perhaps only one mill. 

(In this conneotion it was suggested that only three mills had ''gO:t 
'equipment for manufacturing just those carpets which. were like hessians: 
but not the pile type of carpets.) , 

Q.-Has any mill got equipment for fine carpets? A.-No. 
Q.-Ia it possible to 'Promote cottage industries for the spinning and' 

weaving of jute? A.-Hand spinning would be difficult but hand-
looms are possible. ., 

Q.'-Are you convinced that the research carried on by 'the Jute Mills 
Association would be suitable for adoption. by those w:ho have engage<l 
themselves In cottage industries or other small industries? A.'-No. 

Q.-In connection with the improvement of cottage industries, do> 
you not think it desirable that the Industries Department, or some
other department that may be set up, would be a useful thing for the 
public at large? A.-It is rather difficult to answer that question.· We 
have not considered the point. " 

Q.-It is understood from Mr. "reston that some cottage industries,. 
even at the present moment, are actually carrying on the manufacture
of jute goods. Would you have any objection if further endeavour ,be 
made by Government or by theiI.dustry or any other organisation to> 
help the agriculturists or the artisans--in other words, the masses--wh9' 
engage themselves in cottage industries? A.-No obj~ction. 

Q.-So that you will have no objection. in addition to your researcli 
work, to have luiy other organisation that may exist or be set up to carry 
on research work, provided your own research is notPl'evented or 
handicapped in any way? A.-That is so. 

Q.-There is a serious complaint ag-ainst standards on the part of 
sellers. SUPpo!,ing at the beginning of the season the standards were R's,. 
4R's and LR's--I am only assuming certain term~and in July these 
were the standards on which contracts for December were entered into. 
Now let us suppose that in, the intel'\'al, say, in September; people began 
to deliver what was known as 4R's in July under contracts for R's, and 
similarly in the case of LR-that is, one grade higher. If no fUTther 
change occurred, do you think that tbe buyers wO,uld exp_ect their goo~ 
one grade higher when the time came for fulfilment of tnat contraot 1U 
December? A.-No, that does not, generally happen. . 
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Q.-Would you have any objeetion, for ~he purpose of giving aj~l
'ang of security to every 'Person, if a law be passed that. under similar: 
-circumstances the' buyer cannot expect delivery, under a July contract 
qualities superior.to what was understood to be in July? A.-In ou; 
()pinion no legis~ation is necessary. 

Q.-Haveyou any objection to its being propeJily provided that 
'Contracts would b:e fulfilled according to the intention of the parties to . 
ihe contract at the time of making the contract? A.-There is no' 
necessity for legislation, as the Bengal Chamber of Commerce arbitration 
provides necessary facilities if there is -dispute in the matter. Even
tually there is the High Court. «-. 

Q.-We want YOUT views because this complamt has been seriously 
-made. We are trying to find· out some satisfactory· solution so that 
~here. may be a feeling of security. For several years past agitation 
-in this matter has been carried on, and there is an honest grievance 
'in the minds of a large number of peopb, and therefore they want 
~tha.t when this Committee is sitting, there should be a full investigaiion 
:into the matter and· an atmosphere of security created. If you do 
'notgive us any suggestions,-the Committee will be prepared to recom
mend such steps as thtly think propel' in this connection. A.-We 
:are of opinion that ·inierference in this respect cannot be made by 
:any· other body_ except . under arrangements between the buyer and the 
\Seller. There may be isolated cases of grievances but in the majority 
()f cases this has not been our experience. . 

(Mr. Finlayson enquired what percentage of daims are made in 
respect of Calcutta contracts.....:..the answer was "an infinitesimal per· 
centage.") 

Q.-What is your objet!tion to have some kind of safeguard that 
,mder a contract the qU'ality of goods should satisfy the buyer which 
"Was under contemplation of the parties at the time of the contract? 
A.-We dt} not think it can be done by law. 

Q.-But if it can be done by law, you should have 'no objection? 
~.-Yes we do object. We consider the present system is working 
.satisfact~rily . 

Q.-Grievances are addressed to the Jute lIills Association or the 
'halers? A.-To both. 

Q.-Why are grievances addressed to the Jute Mill; Association? 
No answer. 

Q.-I supposeMr; George Morgan is a responsible man? Whom is 
ne representing in the Legislative Assembly? A.-The Bengal 
~Chamber of Commerce. 

Q.-What was the business of :Mr. Morgan before he went into 
'the Assembly? A.-He was a jute broker. 

- Q.-Now, he cannot be a person who does not know jute? A.
No, he has been in the jute busines~ for the last 30 years. 
lMeBBrB. B. K. Bcott. W. Walke,. and B. K. Bhatte,..} " -
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Mr .. Khaitan then quoted extracts from Mr. Morgan's speech 
aupportmg Mr. Khaitan's point of .view iii this connection and said :' 
"I w,?uld again II:sk ~:>u, gentlemen, to give us assistance," to which 
the wItnesses rephed We have no suggestions to make. We consider 
the present system satisfactory." . 

Mr. Momin.-Tou said in reply to Mr. Sarkar's question tliat you 
are opposed to" any sort. ... of control of the cultivation of jute?" A.
Except by pro~aganda. 

Q.-You object "to control by legislation definitely? A.-Yes. 
Q.-What. is exactly the reason.~.t>f your objection-:-is it because 

you consider that that will dead to harassment of the agriculturists? 
A.-It is possible. 

Q.-Supposing control is made by propaganda as has been done 
before, would you have any objectionJ 4.-No objection. • • 

Q . .."...You do not object to voluntary restriction? A.-No .. 
Q.-Is it not necessary that the authority from whi~h. the pre

paganda. emanates, should' be well informed as to the future req1iire
ments of jute? A.-It is very ·difficu1t· to judge the future" 
requirements of jute. ~ .'" 

Q.-What sorb of propaganda should be aO~i!? A.-Any propa
ganda as regards. sfpcks-,.·raw material here and in othetoparts. of the 
world, how long the existing stocks will [ast, etc. 

Q.-What will be the proper Jlgency to make these enquiries and 
make them known to the cultivator? A.-Present organisations are 
quite suita.ble, viz., the Subdiyisional ~ Officers and C<»-lectors. 

Q.-I suggest to you whether it will not be better or· :;ldvisable to 
have a central organisation -which should. 'Q.Q'lle«t· all . this informati.on 
and disseminate it through Collectors? A",-We would prefer exist-
ing arrangements. '. '" . 

Q.-Overproduction, according to you, is an important cause of 
price depression? A.-Both overproduction and world depresswn....,....it 
is very difficult to de.tennine. which. 

Q.-Is it not a fact that the price of jute is alsolloverned by the 
general level of prices, as also by the price of manufactured products.
if the genera:l level of price be high, the price of hessian would be 
high, so the price of jute would also be high. and vice versa?' A.-
We agree. . 

Q.-W oul4 you agree with the suggestion that in recent years the 
low price of jute has been mainly due to overproduction? A.~'Ihe 
demand for manufactured goods has faUento such an e~tent that 
curtailing production to existing demand has on occasions been 
impossible. 

Q . ...,-About the ·attempts of your association for finding out new 
uses of jute, would you object to carrying on experiments suggested 
by any scientific authorities? A.-Not at all. 

Q.-If you are able to discover more uses for jute in this country, 
that ~ll teIl:d to increase the price of jute? A.-"!Jndoubtedly, 

Q.-Therefore it is very important that much greater attention 
should be paid to the discovery of newusel for· jute? A.-Yes. 
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Q.-Do you think if you reduce your dividend!, you will beabi~ 
to pay better, prices to jute growers? A.-Our profits are no~ 
excessIve. 

Q.-In answer to Question No. 19 of the Questionnaire you think 
that the jute forecasts, as now'prepared, are not of much value because 
they are not very accurate. Have you any suggestions to make as to 
how you can make them more ,accurate? A.-We 4 think that i~ the 
present authorities consult different sections of the trade, they will 
get more information and therefore the forecasts are, likely to be more 
accurate.' " . - ' 

(Dr. Sinha.-Does not the ' Director of Agriculture consult the trade 
at present? A.-We think so.) , 

Q.-Regarding dispute between the buyer and the seller as regards 
quality of jutEl-'6upposing you. had a body of arbitrators or some 
body who could certify, a€ th~·.time of making a contract, that the 
jute is of,' such and such standard-,-would not this arrangement be 
satisf~ctory? A.--"-We do ~ot tliink it"Will-be feasible. 

Q.-Do you' consider; ·~t - the, operations of the futures market 
exercise a bad effect on -t1le -tr8d~ P 'A.-Yes.. ' 

. Q.-Does this market~ ten:il·t().rai;e. price~~ p" ~ A,':N 0: 
._ ~. ~ ,. .~ r ..'... .. • ." 

Q.-You think· that co~oper~tive institutio~s win not be of any use 
t9 the raiyats in raising the prices of jute? A:-Yelf; they are likely to 
meet failure. " 

Mr. Khait~.-Supposing· til~, price of jute· rises by Rs. 2 per 
maund, then-the. price o£~hessian also JIlay rise by: Rs. 2 per maund; 
but if the price "'Of j~te llas· risen by;' say;, 40 'per, cent., the price of 
he!lsian would not rise by the, same perc,el\tag~-because of the fixity of 
standing charges? A.-Naturally·'so; . . 

Q.-Does not tliat llxplain to a certain. extent, that.the price of 
nlanufactured goods has fallen, by a smaller percentage than the,price 
of raw jute? A.-Yes: .. ........ ' 

Mr. J/omin.-Are you aware'thit: 'the present rate, 'Viz., Rs. 3 per 
maund., at which the cultivator to-day is selling, means loss to him? 
A.-No. 

Q.-Is it the information of the Indian Jute Mills Association 
that, at the present rate the cu:Itivator is making a profit? A.
To-day the price is Rs.4permaund. 

(There was eome discussion on the point and the witnesses main
tained· that the average price was not below Rs. 4.) 

Mr. Huque.-What fs the effect of the /a,tka market on the prices'-: 
does it raise prices or depress them? A.-The effect is fluctuations-in 
the long run it lowers prices. 

, l ' 

Q.~Throughout Bengal it is realis.ed that unless the, growers !Lr9 
organised with a view to restricting production, there is no solutIon 

[Me8M'8. 8. K. Seo". W. Walker mad 8. K. Bhalter.] 
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o.f the present impafl!le. ~f the growers organise, have you any objeo- -
tIon? A.-We consIder It would be a' waste of money, but OIl the 
whole we have no objection. . 

Q.-I understand that your obj~tion to restriction is on the score 
of .leg:islation. but if otperwise restri~tion is possible, you have no' 
obJection? A.-No. Answer to Question No. 14 of the Questionnaire 
covers our reply. -
. Q.-Do you s~p~ort· the idea that propaganda 'should be .carried. 
In favour of restnctl0n? A:-Yes. -

Q.-That being.sO, you feeJ it is necessary in th~ interests of. the 
countryPA.-At the JD.oment.' . . . 

9·,-:Hav.e y'o~, ever See!! any Government hesitating to pass 
legIslatIon If It IS to the mterests of the country? A.-We object 
to legislation, . 

. Q.-Do you not think that the elimip,ation. of iniddlemen would be 
.advantageOus to the raiyat? .A.-It would be very difficult to 
eliminate middlemen. '. I .;.. '. 

Q.-Would you not .Weko~e. direct ..contact '.blltween cu:l~t~atbr8 
and yourselves? A.-We say it is'impos'aible .. : .,. . 

Q.-Whethe~ it.is a,desirl\b1e.· featJl..l»"~· th~~~nomy otjU:te iife? 
A.-It may b~~deslrab1e", '. " _.' _. .' , 

Q .-And 1£ 'you fee' "'it' .eaira.ble;·' ·.a~·1011' .nean .to.' say that no' 
steps need be take)t to help it? A ';'-We· repeat;':i,Hs Jmpossible. 

Q.-Have you·any obJection \0 something. beihg introduced 'here? 
A.-No. .' :.,' " '. 

I '.. -,a . '. •• . • "'. . 

Q.-If you have no objection to'~t., would you. destr.-this Govern
ment to help making ·an ors-anisation-:-ajter ~n, GQvetDJnent exists 
for thepeople-do )'oi wa.ntthe Go'Verpmeh~.o' this country mal!;jng 
some. effort to improv6' :th~ .presllnt· {l0jiition.6£ ;the growers as tliey 
have been' doing in Clther.:~oU1.triea, not always with success b)lt at 
least making honest l11:temptsP •. A.-Our information is ,that such 
attempts have not Deen successful. -

, .... -..,. ~ .. . . 
[The fo'llowing edtatlt :1()f a statement ~ :regarding 'the American 

Farm Board Scheme IIlailEJ by.Seere~lY Hyde of the Unite. a States. of 
America, Department 'of Agrl,cmture was later on supplIed by the 
witnesses as, being informative ,':':'''By this time it is: evident, that 
supply and demand conditions cannot D~ set aside by legislation, that 
the dumping of surpluses abroad is "not feasible, that the indefinite 
storing of surpluses tends to prevent Tather than to cause,a rise of 
prices, that tariff duties are not effective on commodities produced 
largely for export, and subsidies would increase rather than restTain 
production. " ] 

Q.-Is it not ,a fact that in spite of ,failure they are trying? 
A.-Yes. 

Quoting from a letter the Khan Bahadur pointed out that in 1929 
the Indian ,Jute Mills Association fixed certain marks for all future 
transactions, whatever the grade or quaiity was, and tl;1en. asked~ 

Q.-Is 'ff a f'act that there haabeen a departure to-day, and if 
there has been a departure, has thiil been done' With the consent of 
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(lther mills 'concerned? A.-Yes. Instead of, 5 qualities we are 
working "to-day with, 3. qualities. 

Q.-In connection with the development of 'the .sugar trade' (vide 
answer w Question, No. 13), will you be in favour of Government 
starting sugar ~acwries as shaTeholders, guarantors, or security holders, 
with a view w development of this trade? A.-If Government have 
enough money to spend, why should people object? ' 

. / 

Dr. Sinha.-What approximate percentage does the cost of raw 
jute bear to the wtal oost"of sacks produced in a Calcutta establishment? 
A.-At present about half. . ' . 

Q.-What are the chief kinds o:(jute manufacture which you now 
use? A.-Hessian and sacks. 

Q.-What are the specia'l.difficulties-apart from the difficulty of 
unskilled labour-in producing finer quality articles in Calcutta, such 
as tarpaulins and linoleum hessian, etc.? A .-Tarpadlins ar& manu
factuTed in Calcutta. Linoleum hessians need to be woven from very 
even round yarns. They are wound round wooden centres and cannot 
be eX:{lorted in tightly packed bales. Freight costs are consequently 
excesslve. 

Q.-W~at,is ~he special.difficulty. in having ,fixed. standard.s-why 
do you not C9mbme and have definlte standards? A.-'-.-"The .dlfficulty 
has been waRt of unanimity. 

No. 23 • .. ' 
Babu Bansidhar.Jallan.representative of the .jute Balers A~sociation,* 

Calcutta: 

(13th Jlay 19J3.) 
The Chairman . ..-You deal in jute on a large scale in E8.'ltem 

Bengal and elsewhere?·A.-'-Yes; everywheTe ... iIi Chandptlr, Mymen
singh, Sarisabari and many other places. 

Mr. Khaitarw.-Would you kindly let me, know how many 
years you have yourself been in the jute trade? A.-For thirty years. 

Q.-Youare a member of the firm of Soorajmull NagR!mull? A.-
Yes. ' 

Q.-Your firm owns a jute mill called Hanum'an Jute Mills? 
.tl.;--Yes. 

Q.-You also buy jute in the mufassal and bring that jute to 
Calcutta? A.-Yes. 

Q.-You also buy loose jute in the Calcutta m~rketsP A.-Yes. 
Q.-As a part of your business you sell loose jute a.'lsq to the jut. 

mills? A.':"-'Yes. 
Q.-You are also an exporter of hemp? A.-Yes .• '-

-'>'( 

·For the Association's written evidex'"ce vide page 395 d 8eq. 
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Q.-In fact you -have a monop~ly of the ex.port of hemp in India?" 
A.-It was before but not now-a-days. _ 

Q.-You are ,alsct trying to start'twQ sugar, mills in Bengal? A.-
Yes. ' . 

Q.-As regards jute tradel as you have already said, 'you are per-
Bonally interested in all the different branches of the jute trade? A.~ 
Yes. . 

Q.-Theref-ore, you fJive your opinion in the general interest or 
trade, because you are Interested in every branch of the' trade, and 
whatever epinion you give, you give in the. general interest of the
trade because, it under the modern practice, you 'are' losing in one 
direction, you are gaining in another? A.-Yes, because we are Jute' 

• sellers, 'balers, shippers and manufacturers. . 
Q.--So the opinion 'that :you are expressing, may be taken to be-. 

uetachea'from any personal Interests, or in other words, 'your intereet: 
, is noteonfined to .~particular section of the trade, but to the trade iD" 
-general? A,-Yes. • 

. Q.-Would ;vou kindly iook at the answer that your association has> 
glven to QuestlOn No. 33. Turn to oottom of page 7·of your' 'answer 
where you deal with a system of.pwchases of jute made by the 
Indian Jute Mills Association. You have said at page 8, aoout the 
middle, "In spite of the specification of, these standards, etc." 
Would )"0'Il kindly explain this a little 'as to haw the seNers are forced' 
to «eli ~er jute- of ~igher standard in fulfilment of a contract for a lower-
~g~e"? -A.-Because the buyers are inclined to buy jute under con-

. ttacts for lOFer grade. J ute mills are the biggest buyers; therefore 
the sellers have to deliver jute of higher standard. The position is;: 
that if even ~ sellers deliver higher standard jute and then any
body delivers jute at the contract grade, then he is made to pay an' 
allow;ance. Therefore everybody has to deliver jute of highcT standard~ 
und~r A lower grade contract. . 

Q.-Yo1t lisve juat now said that they have to give anowan~es. 'Is:: 
it then a fact that arbitrators should also decide on the basis of opinion 
that higher grade of jute has 10 be delivered under a. contract for lower' 
grade? A.-Several arbitrators hold the opin.ion, that though the con~ 
tract mentions a 10weI" grade, a. higher grade quality must be delivered. 

'There are other arbitrators who ate of opinion that if the jute of the-
quality mentioned in the contract is dehvered, it fulfils the cOntract. 
Consequently, the- arbitratjon held by the Bengal Chambe~ of, Qpm-
meree, is not properly held. 

Q..-Is it a fact that on account of the circumstances that you have· 
just mentioned, there is, grievance in the minds of the sellers of loose
jute that they are ·not justly dealt with by the mills in the matter of-
standards and ~eliyeries? A;-Yes. .', 

Q.-Is it a fact that on account of this dissatisfaction, griev'ances. 
have been conveyed to the Indian Jute Mills Association? A . .,--Yes. 

Mr. Jlomin.-Is it because there is no proper organisation among-
the sellers? A.-Yes. There is organisation, but it is very weak. 
Recently the Bengal Jute Dealers Association h_as been set up, but it 
is very weak. 

'(J.-Wh.v.do they not combine. and hold up such an organisation?'
.4..-There are a. large number of loose jute sellers, about 200 to 300_ 
Smaller traders do not combine. So far as jute mills are concerned._ 



they are managed by 17 or 18 h~a.d~ .. a!ld there are about 200 to 300 
:Sellers. 

(J.---:Balera are .al~ buyers.pf lOOse juteP' A . .:....yes. 
(l.-Do notihe balers also take similar advantage fromt~ senera? 

A.--Certainly tl1ey do. . ' 

Mr. Khaitan.-Soine years ago, the Jute Mills Association fixed 
.certain standards beginning with 1 and .ending with rejecti<>ns, 1's, 
:2'B, 3's and 4~?"'A.-Yes. 
A;-Yes. ".'" 

Q.---:-rrhat ;as in which"year? A.-About 4m-ES'year~'-ago. i··· 

Q.-Fi;e years. ago rej~tions .were of a 100~'er' qU'a1ity" Witllout any 
gual'antee? .4.-Yes.. .. .•. -. . . .-

Q.--T~day what is the highest quality? .A.":::rfe-dap4~~"~·· the 
highe~t quality" but only one or two per ceri.t.tra~actiqns ant ilone 
in4's: . _ ... ~ .• 'M, 

. • ., .". 'a 
Q.-For practical purposes rejections> R's, are the highest quality 

in this season? A.-Yes. Talking at this moment, LR's have become 
the highest quality,' and as fa:t as the mills are concerned,.:.t1!.ey'. b)ly 
I..R's and XLR's. . " : .' ; .. , 

Q.---:What should you suggest to be<. done to remove this confusion? 
;t.--There are two ways: One is that just 8.9 .about 29 or 2u.:rem:sago 
there was a warp and weft guarantee fixed. When· gooda_wer8l.<reli. 
vered at the milis, the mills used to find out warp and weft peroenta~es. 
The quality used to be decided .on the results found ... rr smaller pet' . 
.eentage was found than the guarantee, then the 'allowu,nce was :fixed. 
The arbitrators also proceeded on that idea. Now t'h-e practice of test
ing has disappeared. Therefore .one·'-eolution. would b~ that, the con; 
truet should not mention the' names of stahaardsr Much as,R's; LR's 9] 
XLR's, but only mention the guaranteed percentage of hessian> wa.l'J: 
()l" sacking warp or hessian weft or sacking weft. _ The quality shoulci 
he docided on actual test made on that pasis. . . 

Q.~Who ·will. do the test? ~.-Mms will do thf' te~t, 
Q.-:-What would be the othep' solution? .1 ...... The'stand.ard shoulc 

be fixed for ever' and it should not be changed from time too. tim~ 
as,· has been happening for the last 8 or 10 years. If it is done theI 
the standards will be established, as, for ~xample~ firsts, lightings, 
.et~ Suca standards a.re established in the ovetseas-'tnarkets. '-, - .. ' 

Q.-Theri. you 'would not have any guarante~ of warp and weft? . A.
No. The solution is that there should not be any guaranteed percent. 
age of warp and weft, but that you shoulq; hav.e. standards fixed fOJ 
~~ . 

Mr; Burn.-Would you be prepared to grade jute into three classes: 
(1) tops, (2) middles and (3) bottoms? A.-Yes, that will do. " .J 

Q.-That will be like firsts, lightings and hearts for the oversea. 
markets P A .--That is so. " 

Q.-Supwsing this Committee recognises any of the solutions c: 
both of your solutions in the alternative, would you requir~Ulny furthe: 
precaution.80 that a similar confusion that had prevailed in the pas 

{Babu Banftdhar Jalan.] 
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may not recur in the futurei' ~A.-There should be a term in the 
contract that an ,ascertainment '~f. th'; quality should be on the basis 
of. the deliveries in the two previous season~ as actually prevails in 
s~p~en~ contracts. Each year .samples.ofdeliveries from important 
1118t:1cts sh,?uld be pr.eserved w1th ~me central authority so that 
arb1t!ators' may be g1!1ded by them. 

Q.~~ould you say some.thing abou1.standard of loose jute as you 
suggest in answer to QuestIon No. 3lP A .~I a~~hat standards 
stould not b~. fi.x!ld by legislation. I, want J;o s~ ~e- thing that the 
present cond*0Ji'. ·does not really benefit, the mills, but jhe cultivators 
and balers are've7:8dversely, hit. "-

q.-DIt"1lie 'cu'lti~a~r8 grade-their j~te? . A.-:-In some places the 
• cultIvators .gradethelr Jute when they bnng 1t to' the mQ,rket for sale. 

, "-- .. ~..,. 

Q".-Whep. yousay that you do not want standards fixed by legisla-
, . tioO', ~haJ is it that ~'Ou me.a~? D? you mean . that the qualities of 

standar4!f .shauld, not "be mentIQned in law but 1t should be fixed by 
trade, or do you mean that there should, be no legislation to remove 
the confusion? 'A.~If the jute mills and the jute dealers arrive at 
an 'agreement for .fixing' standards, then legislation is unnecessary, 
Other~, I think, legislatiQn should be made., Past experience tells 
.me that there could be no such ~biding agreement to put matters right, 
but aa~ Burn is the President of the, Jute Mills Association, if' he 
~ri8il~ QB_n}ay succeed; the di.fliculty, in my opinion, is not unsurmount
abl.e •.. f. •• ," • 

····)Fr. Mo~in~How would yQU fix the standards? A.-As I have 
said, standards fua.!, be" fixed in Qne of the two alternative ways :(1) to 
fix percentage Qf warp and weft i X~ to lay-dQwn standards and preserve 
t1!e • .'!&mples arid th~ tr!lde.will,:by inspectiQn,' get accustomed to and 
become ~a~iIiar with the .stand·ards laid dQwn. 

~ '. ~ 

Q.-ln making the contract would you leave it to the party Ql'wQuld 
you have an Qrganisation W):l0 will certify? (NQ answer.) 

The Chaw-man.--What "'Qu" think..i.a the main cause of this change 
in stanll.a·rds~ Even supposing these standards were .laid down, hoW' 

• wou1d it prevent people obtaining better standards? A~---It is impossible 
'to . prevent this, but,.if standards continue the same fQr ever, then no. 
sellet will deliv~I" A .a~ghel" quality jute unless he gets a special price 
fQr· it. . . . 

Mr. Bur.n.-You fix standards, 'then what about the private marks? 
A.---"-There are no. private.. marks in the kutohai bales, 'but there may 
be such marks. !f a' seller se~ up a private mark and delivers good 
jute at a better ·price then you would have nothing ·to complain of. 
Private marks are not general. Out <if 35 lakhsQf bales exported, 
only 4 Qr 5 lakhs of bales having private marks are despatched. 

Q.-Can it be prevented? 'If arrangements are. made between 
buyers and sellers? A.-It is difficult to prevent thIs ..•.• 

The Chairman.-Then you prefer,. or rathe:r, strongly; advocate; that 
these standards Qr qualities,.Qf which eomplaint is made, should, be 
made a matter of arrangement· between the sellers· and. the. buyers' 
A.-Yes. 

37 
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Q.-Supposing all the jute bought by mills are classified into four 
grades, 4's, R's, LR's XLR's, would you please state what will be the 
difference iIi. 'percentage of the .total quantity of the delivery to the 
mills of these four different grades? A .-So far as 4's are concerned 
balers buy .thatquality and not the mills. So far' as mills are con: 
cerned, they would buy 10 per cent.R's, about 40 per cent. LR's and 
about 50 per cent. XLR's. These percentages also approximately 
represent the percentages of the total jute arrivals from themufassal 
with this change; namely, that the highest grade, 4's, represent about 
one per c~ht. , 

Q.;..;..na.vin'g~ regard" to the confusion'that prevailed iii. the past, do 
you advise that a v.ery suitable safeguard should be provided, if neees-. 
gary by legislation, so that if proper quality of jute be delivered under 
a contract. being entered into, the seller should have no trouble from 
the buyer either by allowances being . awarded against him, o~ by the 
tender being rejected? A .-Certainly, if it be not · ... done by mu,tual 
agreement, it should then be done by . legislation,: '.' .' • 

Mr. Khaitan.r-You mean to say that at first m~'tull1..~reemenf 
should be tried, if it does not succeed, then legislation should. be 
passed? A.-Yes. ' 

Q.-Supposing to-day I make the agreement, then 'ifafter the 
agreement it is in the operation, then jou say that it succeeds!' . .,.1.-;
.By "succeed" I mean to say that. an agreement once made should 
continue to remain in operation. I do not call merely the making 
of an agreement a success. . '. 

Dr. Sinha~-Your Association is a Jute Balers A~oci~tian? That 
is, only of balers? A.-Yes, only of balers, but the balers are also 

. doing the business of .shippers . 

. Q.-When was this association started? A.-In the y~al" 1909. 

Q.--You understand the meaning of the word "hedging"? _ 
A.-Yes. . 

Q.-Do the balers effect hedge sales on the East India . {lIte- Asso-
_,·ciation? A.-Yes, mostly. , ... . 

«, • J 

Q.-The loose jute dealers also do the business in a smaller -pro-
portion? A.-Yes. . 

Q.-The shippers do not do much hedging purchases at the. ,East 
India Jute ASSOCIation but the shippers sell? A .-Because the IIhippers 
Clonsign unsold goods. - ~ . . 

Q.-What are the chief fatka' markets in Calc!ltta. apart' from the 
East India Jute Association? A.~There are iJne or two small markets. 
These are what are kll.own as gudree and katnee. 

Q.-Gudree deals in 25 bales and kat'nee in ......... ? A.~That I do 
not know. 

. . 
Q.-Are t.he' operations of the East India Jute Association detri

mental to the jute trade? A.-The market is not detrimental to the 
interests of the balers. The cultivl;\tors also are not hurt, but it is the 
general public. who are hurt. ' 
[Babu Banridhar Jalan.] 
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Jfr. lIfomin.-Is the effect of the fatka market to increase or reduce 
the rate of jute? A.-The effect of fatka market is to cause undue 
fluctuations. The effect of the fatka does not cause any harm ·to the 
cultivators, but it does some good. When the price rose to 40 per 
bale it was due .to fatka; When the rates fall, at that time the raiyats 
also lose.' . 

Q~-I put to you a straight question. Would you like th~ Committee 
to recommend the subject of the futures market? A.-After taking 
every section of the trade into consideration, I must .say that for the 
raiyats fatka is not harmful, but for the general public it is harmful. 

Q.-If some members of the Committee do no. reoommend the sub
,ject of the iutuTelt market, can you tell me how it is to be' stopped? 
~A.-It may be stopped bylaw.,.'.' 

Q.~Do you want to prevent by law the forward contracts? A.~ 
No, it is very di,flicult to stop forward contracts by law,because futures 
market i5";~rl' essence l}othing but a market for transaction of forward 
contracts. '; ..... :, . 
~ r.h8·qh~n.--Can you give me an idea of what percentage of 

conb:a:ctg .at" the East India Jute Association are between the people 
who are not jute merchants and what percentage of contracts are there 
in which jute merchants are interested? A.-There are about 70 per 
cent: contracts between non-merchants and 30 p'er cent. between 
·merchants. -

Q.-How can you improve the fatka market? A.-J3y making an 
Association of some of the members of the. Jute Association, jute ship
pers, jute. balers and jute dealers and also some of the broJrers. . It would 
be better if theinills also come in. . 

Q.--:-How would that affect the Central Jute Mills tral!saction? A.
By the introduction of m~thly' payments instead of weekly payments. 
The Moodies Association should give substantial security of the value of 
about rupees one lakh. . . 

Q.-Would you have same contracts? A.~There is still t1).e same 
contract in vogue as at the ~ast India Jute Association. 





Oral evidence 

Taken before the Touring Sub-Committee at 
(1) Narayanganj, 
.(2) Dacca, 
(3) 1t{ymenElingh; 
(4) Sirajgauj, and 
(5) Rangpur. 

J,f embera 01 the Sub-Committee: 

(1) The Chairman (Mr. R. S. Finlow, c.u:.), 
(2) Khan Bahadur M. Azizul Huque, Y.L.C., 

(3) Dr. J. C. Sinha, and 
(4) Dr. N. C. Sen Gupta, -y.L.C. 
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NARAYANGA.Nl-9TH APRIL, 1933. (FIRST DAY.) 

General witnesses. 

(1) Babu Copal K;ishna Cuha, President, Kasimpur Union board, 
and I. '.,. 

(2) M.aulvi Afsaruddin Ahmed," President, Cognagar Union Board. 

At present, average price of jute at Narayanganj is Rs. 3 per 
maund, but the cultivator actually gets about 4 annas less. The" 
average margin betweeq village price and N arayanganj price is about 
<1 annas but goes up to" -g annas when the price rises as high as Rs. 6; 
and when the price w~s 'll-s. 25 per maund, the difference was Re. 1 to 
Re.I-8. r "-

The local weight is 84 tolas 10 annas per seer. In mufassal areas 
varieties of weights prevail, but that does not matter because it cor
respondingly varies with the prices paid to the cultivators. 

In selling 1 maund of jute, the seller has to' give in addition:-

1 seer.a~ ~ext!ess'''' 
1/8 seer as "sample", 

1/5 seer as "kaban' ~, and 

1/5 seer as "bac" hat" . 

"Bach hat" means rejection" and "kaban," residue" not weighed. 

The Det profit of the middleman is about 4 annas or thereabout; and 
he adjusts his price in such a way that his part of profit does not decrease. 
The profit of the middleman does not include transit "charges. Ther~ 
are certain o~he!' methods which are followed by the middleman, viz., 
a.dding moisture and sand to jute; he also mixes up jute of various 
qualities and charges the highest price possible, to make a profit for 
himself. Ultimately it may affect the cultivators if the price is les8. 

Generally. there is only one middleman between the grower and the 
N arayanganj jute merchants. 

There is anotbl'r class of middlemen, viz., the eommission agents, 
They get jute froDI middlemen and sell on commission to jute balers. 
They do not usually buy jute from cultivators direct, but someti:Ql~ this 
is dOI1e. " 

The-cultivators do not get any advance against their crop, but the 
middlemen often get advances from, jute firms during "buying season 
in order to go out for purchasing jute on commission. The commission 
agent receives his advance in July or August. Middlemen sometimes 
purchase jute from growers on credit and 'pay them later. 

Cultivators do 1I0~ Iluffer any loss due to the existence of these middle-" 
men. 
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If a man cultivates a bigha of jute himself with the aid of additional 
labour, it will at least cost him about B.s. 20, but if he does not work 
himself and solely employs outside labourers, it will cost him about 
Rs.25. 

, Last year th~ average outturn was about 4 maunds per bigha. Dur
ing the past 5 years, the general average was 4; maunds to 5 maunds 
per bi[Jha. . ' , 

In calculating the cost ~f production as above, the current rate of 
wages was used. ' 

, Cultivators are suffering heavy loss by growing jute. There is no 
other alternative than growing jute as it is the only money crop~ 

Information regarding fatka market in Calcutta comes to Narayan
ganj regularly'and for the last two years it has had a depressing effect on 
the market prices; because, even if the price falls by one rupee, they 
get nervous and sell 0.:8' their stock for fear of a further fall. Correct in
formation is not available now and they would prefer correct informa
tion. Fatka information is often mistrusted and has a depressing effect 
on prices. 

Restriction of jute by legislation will not be taken amiss by the 
cultivators but, on the other hand, they would welcome it. Theywoul<l 
take the entire culturable area of the village and divide it amongst 
themselves proportionately. If the' cultivators do not obey, the law 
would intervene.' Cultivators would voluntarily come within such a 
restriction scheme, but without legislation it would be impossible to 
restrict cultivation even though intimation be' given to villagers showing 
the actual area they should cultivate. The villagers will not ,hear of 
it. Leaflets were issued last year asking to grow less jute; but what
ever the restriction was, it was mostly due to the fact that cultivators had 
no money to engage labourers and no vitality to work themselves. 

The averag'e rate of labour in Narayanganj is 4 annas and in the 
lllufassul 2 annas. 

To the Chairman.-They would not hesitate to t.ake such steps as are 
laid down by the law if cultivators do not obey the legislation. There 
will be no objection even if they be taken to court. There will be very 
few people who nill disobey the law. Even if the price of jute rises 
high, they will not increase their acreage under jute unless it is allowed 
by law. 

The cultivators are not getting even the cost price for the last 4 or 
5 years. Before that they had some money. The result of high price 
has not put money in the cultivators' pockets, but has resulted in 
increased litigation, rise in land valqe, price of cattle and cattle food, 
marriage, and other festival expenses~ building expenses-mostly by 
purchase of corrugated iron, and so on. At the same time, in anticipa
tion of the continuance of the same state of affairs debts to mohajans 
have increased. With the high price of jute the rate of interest also 
increased correspondingly. 

To. Dr. Sh'lha.-'l'he area under sugarcane is increasing. If they 
can sell the cane in the market they may get good retUrns; but the price 
of gur has gone down, and they cannot gain much by selling gttr. 
Generally, one cannot expect to grow sugarcane on more than 1/16 
of the totr1 ac~eage in <tillS part of the district. 

[Ae Nara!la~ani.l 
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Cultivator witneises . . { -
(1) Afazaddin Ahmed o! Hosseinpur, 

(2) HaJi Yasin Munshj of Kash'ipur, 

(3) Munshi Abdul Majid of Bhuigai-, 

(4) Munshi Amiruddin Miaof"Cognagar,-and 

(.j) Haji Afiraddin Sardar of Kash'jpur~ 

Witness No. (1) is B member of Union Board. He has 50 bighas of 
land, of which he had 20 to 25 bighas under jute last year. lIe BOWed 
Government seed. . 

No. (2) has-eo bi.9lias, of whioh he had 10 to 12 bighas under jute last 
;rear. He sowed Government seed. He is also a member of Union 
Board. . 

No. (3) hasJ5 to 16 bighas, of which he had 3 bighas under jute last 
year. He is also a member_of Union Board. . 

No. (4) has 50 to 52 bighas, of which he had 14 to 15 bt"ghas under 
jute last year. 

No. (5) has 30 bighal, of which he had 10 bighas un~et j~~ last year. 
They are all c.ultivators. 
The cost of production of jute per bigha, excluding cultivator's own 

labour, is Rs. 7 to Rs. 7-8. And the cost of cultivation per· bigha 
for those who do not cultivate themselves and engage hired labour is 
Rs. 10 to Re. 12 including cost of seed. 

All are of opinion that the average outturn· is 3! to 4 maunds per 
bigha. Last year they got about 3 maunds per bigha. During the 
last two years the height of the crop was 5 to 6 feet. . 

If they calculate their own labour, then the average cost of produc
tion will be between Rs. 4-8 and Rs. 5 per maund. 

The quality of the libre deteriorated in the past two or three years, 
which was due to flood water coming in earlier than before. They had 
about 7 to 8 feet of water lln low fields. At the same time, if jute is 
grown on the same land year after year, the crops deteriorate. They 
generally grow jute on the same plot'of land continually for two or three 
years and then substitute another crop in the fourth year. One of the 
reasons why, in spite of a bad price, the cultivators have been growing 
jute for the last few years, is that they have been in debt, 
and jute is the only revenue crop; there is also another reason, which is 
that the price of paddy is still lower. 

Sugarcane in certain places fetches better price than jute, but this 
grows only on high land; so they grow jute on low land. . 

It is quite possible that when there ·will be a rest;iction by legisla
tion, the villagers will be suspicious, but when they understand that it 
is 'for their interest only, they will reconcile themselves and accept the 
legislation. 

"If asked our opinion, we would say that there is no other alternative 
than ~o legislate restriction of jute cultivation." '. , 
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:I'o the Chairman.-They will grow paddy on land not utilized for jute 
cultivation. - .-

Cost of produCtion for paddy is less than that for jute-about Rs. 6 
to Rs. 7 per bigha. Paddy is selling at the rate of Re. 1-10 per maund. 
The margin of profit between jute and paddy is very slight. They grow 
jute only because they expect better price, This year there will be a 
smaller jute crop owing to lateness of rain. - • .-

To Dr. Sinha.-The -difference betwe:en Narayanganj price and the 
village price is, on an average, 4 to 8 annas _ in the present market. 
The difference between Calcutta price and village price is Re. 1-8 to Rs. 2 
in the present mar"ket. The people do n<?t generally know Calcutta 
prices, in villages. They do not get any correct information. At pre
sent the price is Us: 3 to Rs. 3-8 in N arayanganj and Rs. 2-12 to Rs. 3 
in villages. 

In a maund of jute we have to give 2 to 2~ seers more. 
Generally we are paid for' jute in cash. 
In a maund of jute, beparis have to give 4 seers- extra to European 

firms, and 4, seers to Indian firms~ _ 
Cultivators never mix water with their jute-the beparimay do it as 

he has to give 4 seers extra; also some part goes to his pocket as profit, 
It also sometimes happens that the middleman mixes inferior quality 
fibre with"good 4111ility. _ 

If cultivators get accurate information from the Calcutta market, it 
w.ould be advantageous to them. 
. At pr~ent the buye~~ have a monopoly at Narayanganj, and as such~ 
If the cultivators want to hold on for better prices, the general tendency 
of the buyers would be to refuse to buy at the higher- price. Most buyers 
purchase at uniform rates, and sellers have "either to accept the price 
offered by the buyers or not to sell at all. If it is possible for the 
Calcutta firms to offer a higher price of, say, 8 annas more per maund, 
the firms at Narayanganj -would ask their commission agents, or beparis 
to pay 4 annas more to the cultivators; but even then the beparis or com
mission agents would keep a certain share, and the result probably 
would be that the cultivators would get only 2 annas out of the rise in
price .. 

Dealer witness. 

Babu Beni Prasad, LOCIlI Manager of Messrs. dagannath dugal K'ishore, 
dute Merchants, Calcutta. 

I purchase jute on behalf of the above company in Narayanganj. 
'Ve supply jute to the mills and balers. We purchase loose jute. ·We 
have our own bepa.ris and advance them money generally in July. We 
generally take undertakings from beparis, before giving them advance, 
to the effect that they will only do business with us." 'Ve tell them that 
we will take jute from them at Narayanganj market rates,. and they are 
free to purchase at any lower rate,they choose, from which they have to 
make their profits. 

There is no commission systeni, 
The "advance" system is the practice here and it -not only ensures 

good business but the bepm'is also are not likely to work with other firms~ 
[AI Narayanganj.] 
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There is no limit, but in the present market we advance'up to RI!. 200 
to Rs. aoo to one bepa:ri at a ti.me. Formerly we advanced Rs. 1,000 to 
RI!. 2,000 to a single bepari.. 

Beparis purchase a certain amount of jute' on credit, but the bulk 
in cash., ' 

In N arayanganj alone there are about 2,000 bepa1'i& working through
out the year. In season time there may be al! many as 10,000. They 
may go up to Assam for purchase of jute. ' 
, Ordinarily; during the monsoons, there must be at least 6-per cent. or 
water in. jute, but we generally get aboutS per cent. of water. ;' 
, Formerly the practice in Narayanganj .was to get ,110 maunds in 

place of 100 maunds. ,The 10 per cent. weightage still goes on, but 
sellers are free to stick to SO tola rate, of course on lowerpnce. The 
market price is determined by 10 per cent. weightage. The extent of 
water in jute depends on market conditions. ' 

Fatka information received iIi Narayanganj everyday causes loss to 
the public and has,s depressing effect on the prices, partly because 95 
per cent. of the people in N arayanganj do not understand fatka transac
tions. One Jatindra Mitra pays Rs. 40 for getting fatka information. It 
may be profitable to a few who know the real fatkainfoltnation, but to the 
general public and even to the market it is a source. of Ipse. 

In my opinion the fall in price of jute is due to the'r"e being Ii bigger 
crop. Cultivators ought to grow less jute. 

Fatka information is 01\. price of pucca bal~ not on loose jute. 
Yet, when the telegraphic information comes; people think that'it con
cerns loose jute and carryon transactions accordingly. 

It is quite true that cultivators do not get correspondingly increa'sed 
prices when prices in Calcutta rise, and that is where the real business 
lietr. If' the Calcutta price rises by one rupee, we raise the price at 
Narayanganj by, say, 12annasj the cultivator probably gets alittle 
less. 

The mills change standards. It is not competition amongst the 
balers that changes tbe standard j it is the mills themselves, whO have 
got a monopoly and change the standards in the midst of the season. 

"I am not able to sell jute to the mills because every mill has got 
guaranteed brokers, and they will only purchase through guaranteed 
brokers." 

IJ1'oke1' and f"atria witnesses. 
\ 

(1) Munshi :~bdur Rahaman,dule Broker, Narayanganj, 

(2) Munshi 'Abdul Hamid, dum Broker, Nara~a,~ganj, 
(:3) Haji Dilba~, Faria, Kashipur, and 

(4) Munshorali Miah, Faria, Deobhog. 

If a company or' a firm has to purchase' jute, it will hav& to send' 
for the brokers and give them money in advance. The brokers will, 
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on their'behalf, engage beparis and will also give them advance. The' 
beparis will go to villages and purchase jute from, the growers. The' 
brokers will get a. brokerage of 6 to 9 pies per maund in the present 
market. Formerly, they used toget a brokerage of one anna per maund. 
The beparis will be told at what rate jute is sold in N arayanganj market; 
and they will profit by purchasing at a lower rate. 

The difference between . N arayanganj ma;ket and Calcutta ma~ket 
is Re. 1-4 or so. If the Calcutta price rises by one rupee, the tendency 
to raise the- price at N arayanganj will be only by .~ to 10 annas; and 
then, as people become aware of this, the tendency would be to level 
up the price. . On the other hand, when the N arayanganj price rises 
by 8 annas,the beparis raise it by 2 annas. Generally speaking, 
therefore, the rise in jute prices steadily goes up from the lowest point, 
even though the Calcutta price gets a sudden rise. ' 

Bepar1s purchase jute art the mte of 84-10 sicca'weight. They 
actually get 21 seers per maund extra from the villagers; but they have 
to give 'to the firms If seers extra, viz.- . 

Excess-l seer per maund. 

Sample-:-13 seers per 100 maunds. 

Bachhat-20 seers per 100 maunds. 

Kabari---,12 seers per 100 maunds. 

In addition, they have to pay a share of the cost on the barber, washer
man, weighman, ,sortei', and so on. And in addition, some times the 
weights that are-, used by these firms have more weight than they should, 
due to added lead. T,he scales also are not perfect. There are 
about 30 firma in Narayanganj, and almost in every firm this sort of 
weighment is pmctised. They feel the greatest difficulty about weight. 
They require uniform weight everywhere. 

NARAYANGANJ-I0th. APRIL, 1933. (SECO:ND DAY.) 

Baler wit'(lA!Sses. 

(1) Mr. d. Ordish of Messrs. M: David" Co., and 
(2) Mr. H. M. Shircor8. of Messrs. M. Sarkies a!,d,Sons., 

lIft-, Ordisk.-.:.AR re~ds "exceBS", it.is no concesSion from the 
bepari to the baler'. Formerly, it was the?ustom.for 103 maunds to be 
.delivered when 100 maunds was ordered, ,Jut asm England 13 loaves 
were delivered when a dozen was ordered, giving rise to the, ternl "a 
Baker's dozen." , 
·)1ow..;a-days, however, in making his calculations regarding price 
charged to the baler, the bepari takes account of the 3 extra maunds of 
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jute and, instead of charging us, for example, Rs. 5 a maund, he would 
charge Rs. 5-1 or Rs. 5-2 so as to compensate himself for the extra 3 
maunds of fibre deliv.ered. ' 

Thus, the. "excess" is no r.eal concession, and the baler pays for all 
the fibre recelved. . 

"Sample", "kabari" and "bachhat" are definite concessions on the 
part of the bepari to the baler. Their smallness is significant. 

Mr. Shircore agreed when the above was read over to him. 
In regard to the difference in. price between N arayanganj and Cal

cutta, this might be Re. 1 or Re. 1-4. The witnesses agreed to what 
was said by other witnesses in regard to this the previous day, and added 
that for a first .Class European firm with large overhead expenses 
the difference might be Re. 1 to Re. 1-4, and for a-Marwari baler,t~e 
difference will probably not exceed 14·annasto a rupee. Of this charge, 
the freight 'from Narayanganj to Calcutta accounts for 8 annas, so that 
all other items, such as handling, sorting" baling, and establishment 
charges plua interest and depreciation, have to be found out of. the 
balance. ' 

The difference between the price paid to the cultivator and· the price 
at N arayanganj is now about 4 annas. 

The Narayanganj bal~r buys at 84 tolas 10 annas weight. f;r.om the 
bepari, and he has nothing to do with the weights the' bepari may use 

.in, purchasing from the cultivator or from the /tJ,ria. 'The bepari buys 
from the laria. and the /aria from the cultivator either with his own 
money or on commiseion frem the.- bepari. 

The statement that all firms use talse weights and, inaccurate. scales. 
is untrue in regard to any firm of repute. Moreover, j;he.alIegation. is 
beside the point because the bepari bringing in jute knows exactly how 
much he has and its value including his transit and overltead charges. 
It is, therefore, impossible for the bepari to be deceived in regard to the 
weight of the jute he brings in. 

Mr. Ordish thinks no bonafide merchant would be affected by~the 
introduction of a standard weight: 

In their books no extra weight is shown as the extra weight has been 
paid for.' . 

If standardization of weight ill legislated, it wil~ be n~cessary to 
legislate against adulteration. '. 

The absence of standard weight does not affec( 'the" traders but it 
certainly does the growers .. There is no doubt 'that the grower is to 
a certain extent victimized by the absence of standard weight. 
(Mr. 8hircoredoes not agree)." -" - . ' 

J/r. Shirc01'.e.-There is a good deal of competition in, villages 
to purchase cultivator's jute, and the result is' that if, there is a rise in 
the market at Narayanganj by a rupee, thereis almost, the same rise in 
the village. This has been specially s~ for the last 2 'or 3 years. • 

The cultivator does not adulterate his jute. 
Both Mr. 'Shircore and Mr. Ordish think the eta tement made the previ

ous day that there are 10,000 beparis in Narayanganj, is an over
estimate. Mr. Ordish.thinksthere are about 2,000 ahd Mr. Shiroore,· 
about 1,000. . . 
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About 75 per cent. ot the average big firms buy jute from bepan"s 
financed by them. A certain .firm actually purchased about 10 Iakhs; 
maunds of jute in the year and' of this roughly aQout 2.lakhs was pur.
chased in local markets from beparis,· and of this 2 lakhs~ 75 per cent. 
was secured by financing beparis. Eight lakhs was purchased in out
stations. The rest was purchased in ,small stations through brokers, who 
might or might not be beparis. There is practically no appreciable pur
chase from the cultivators direct,--either in outlying stations or in 
N arayanganj. 

Yarwari firms probably buy at the same or at a higher rate than the 
European firms. 

As a matter of fact, if the Calcutta price rises by 8 annas, there is 
a corresponding rise in the N arayanganj market so far as the European 
firms are concer.ned. There, were occasions when they had even to 
purchase at higher rates than in Calcutta. This has been the case 
generally for the last 2 years, and a good number of European' firms are 
finding it difficult to carryon, bUl!iness after meeting their expenses. 
This has been mainly due to the operations ,in the fatlw market. Most 
of the jute supplied to mills in Calcutta is loose, and the Marwari dealer 
actually does business to the extent of one-third; wit.h the rest, two-thirds, 
he goes to the fatka market, which has no relation to the ready market 
condition; Suppose he purchases 10,000 pucca bales at Rs. 20 per bale 
in the Futures market and the market rises up to Rs. 22 per bale. He 
makes a profit of Rs. 20,000, and with that money he is in a position to 
'under-sell all his jute on the genuine trade, thereby depressing the 
genuine market in Calcutta. This,8s a matter of course, inevitably de
presses the markets in mufassal. As a matter of fact the most striking 
effect of the operations in the Futures n'larket is now visible in the, export 
trade. It is possible ,that in certain cases the cultivators may be bene
fited to some extent by a rise in the fatka market, but that is not com
mensurate at all with the total loss involved stl far as depression in 
the actual market is concerned. 

One of the main reasons why there are change!! of standard in loose 
jute 'is competition between dealers. One of the 'reasons' why standards 
are changed is to benefit the mills .. We are in favour of 
·standardization ill loose' jute. . Only about 10 years ago we were 
supplying, fine jute-2 lb. fine yarn'-from western districts (from 
southern Dacca up to Mymensingh). About 5 years ago we received 
complaints l'~garding coarseness of the fibre, and for theiast 4 years we 
had to discard the marks altogether and establish lower grades.' . 

. (Mr. Shirc(lre is of opinIon that thi~.is probably due to introduc-
tion of Govei'~m:mt. seeds. in these areas.) '": . 

:.Mr. Ordish thinks that the deterioI'6tioni~ probably d\le to l~w price 
. of jute. ' '. . 

Y;' Ordish saya an accUrate forecast is always. 'very: ltelpful to-the 
trade,' but not a.4·inacourateone. The average"private forecast con
ducted by the firms during.the last 10 years, excluding th~ present year, 
was about 60 per cent, accurate;,and the Government forecast about 50 
per cent. ln present ciroumstances he would rather prefer a. Forecasts 
Committee appointed by Government including ,representatives of the 
.trade . 
. rA, Narayanganj.] 
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DACCA-10TH APRIL, 1933. 

Grower witnesses. 

(1) "'aulvi Aftabuddin Ahmed, President, Hazratpur Union Board, 
(2) Hajj Mukshadali, President, K~ilgaon Union Board, and 
(3) Babu Madhusudan Das of Damrai Un'ion Board. 

The system of jute sale ill' nacca is th'at the growers sell i,t to the 
farias, farias to bep(Lris and beparis deliver the jute' to firms most of 
which are stationed in Dacca .. It is very difficult for, Us to know ordi
narily the rate which is prevalent in Q;1'ats at· Dacca; but aU that we 
know of is that the difference generally is about 12 ann as to, a rupee 
per maund. It covers an area within 30 'miles, or so. ThIS 12 annas 
to 1 rupee includes transit charges from, the village.~. The transit 
charges are generSllly between 2 annas and 2 annaS 6. pies and the rest 
goes as profit. ,Weare told that an additional expense of 2 to 3 annas 
is also incurred by beparis, 'e.g., to pay weighmen and others. At 
present the rate in village is Rs. 2-10 and at Dacca it is Rs. 3-8. . 

The seer weight varies from. 82 to 85 tolas. 

One of the reasons .why the cultivators cannot bring their jute direct 
to the firms here is that u~ess they can get help from some beparis 
they cannot sell it to the fir.ms direct. They cannot get, proper weight 
in case they com-a without the beiJaris. And the villager cannot come 
to Dacca over and over again for sale of his jute if it can be shown that 
it is a loss to him. '. ' 

Cultivators never aaulterate jute. There is no dadan system to 
growers. Most of the jute is either purchased cash by the bepari oJ:' 
partly on credit-mostly purchased for cash. In our view the main 
reason why there has been a fall in jute price is the large increase in 
jute cultivation. We are all of opinion that Government should, by 
legislation, not. only restrict the production but also compel the culti
vators not to' grow more jute than the requisite demand. With the 
help of Circle Officers, as also the Police, the .Union Boards should be 
required to distribute the requisite village quota. The Subdivisional 
Officer and the Circle Officer should settl~ the respective quota .~£ different 
Union Boards. . 

· 'In estimating the jute forecast, we' generally ask .the cultivaton 
· for Information and we ourselves verify it. At tl;J.e same time w~·veri£y 

the statement of one cultjvator' by asking anothe:L " 
. It will be~the duty or th~'Un'ion Board ·niembe~s.and·cM'ukid~;s 'to 

· inspect as to whether the requisite quota is followed by. individual 
cultivator.or.D-ot. ,There will be no·objectillfl. if any cultivator. is pro-

· secuted for transgression of the above quata. If there be a complaint, 
we will not leave it to the chaukidar. Iii will be the duty of the members 
of the Union .Board to inspect as t9' whether. the requisite, quota is 
fallowed onl.Ot. We think that there-wi.ll be no chance of victimization 
or fraud. It might be laid down that the matter may not .be left to 

-the Union Board officers, but it lJlay be open to_ the. Police and the
exerutiv!;, to carry on the inspection,' 
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Some of the memberS' are of opinion that this duty should be left to 0 

the Folice, but the power of inspection should bl! confined to the Circle 
Officers and Union Boards. 

We do not visualize that it wlII be necessary for the Circle Officer 
to inspect all the cases, but only suitable ones with a view to keep 
watch over the activities of the Union Boards in this respect. 

It is no use cultivating more jute because the cultivator does not 
get proper price of it; on the other hand, if he cultivates paddy, he has 
something to live on for maintenance and, in comparison with the cost 
of production, we apparently gain by paddy: All of us have cultiva
tion:-

Maulvi Afiabuddin Ahmed has °got 300..bighas. 

Hazi .Mukshadali has got 30 to a2 bighol. 

Babu Madhusudan Das has got 80 bighas. 

The cost of cultivation of jute by hired labour at the present rate of 
wages amounts to Rs. 30 to Re. 35 per acre. -

Formerly one of them had-l00 bighas under jute, but now only 20 
bighas. Even though it does not give them profit, they think they 
can get some ready money at once if they cultivate jute. . 

At th@" same time, we are often- deceived by the market conditions. 
Before the sowing season every year, for the last five or six years, the 
price of jute rises,and we anticipate that similar price will con
tinue, which will give us some profit; but unfortunately in the season 
that price always goes down and we have been practically victimized. 

This year is an exceptfonal year for jute cultivation. People could 
not cultivate their land for jute owing to want of rain. There has been 
very little sowing of jute this y~ar up till now. .. 

In successive years we voluntarily asked the cultivators to grow less 
jute. They agreed to accede to our request; but what actually happens 
is this: Cultivators go -back to their villages, they seem to think that 
there will be a less crop in the year because most of them will sow less 
jute; and in anticipation of a much bigger profit; they begin to grow 
jute; and the result is that there is a bigger crop and a lower price. 

One acre of land produces 10 to 12 maunds of jute. Formerly there 
were better yields of jute because we could pay for manures, but now it 
is impossible to afford manuring. 

An acre of paddy land produces 15 to 16 maunds of. paddy. This 
year paddy was selling at Re. 1 to Re. 1-4 per maund and the cost 
never exceeds Rs. 12 or Rs. 13 per acre. 0 

The Chairman.-Theseare very low estimates. 
Witnesses.-We are speaking of all low-lying tracts. We do not 

keep any account of expendjture. _ 
Last 'year one of the witnesses got 16 maunds of jute out of 20 

~~. 0_ 

What we are anxiously wanting is that we should be permitted to 
sell jute direct to the firms without the help of the beparis. We are 
practically compelled to sell to all these firms at Dacca through the 
beparis. So many difficuties are pv.t in our way if we venture to come
{Ae Dacca.] 
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and sell our jute direct to the firms that we feel-it better to sell to the 
beparis even though we know that the market -conditionS are-high in 
Calcutta. We are to sell it t~ the beparis at their rate because we h~ive 
absolutely no other place where we can sell; and the firms will not take 
directly from us. 

It is possible that we may get better prices if ihere are licensed go
downs organized by Government where we may be able to put our jute. 
Any organized market would be better than the present system. 

If we bring jute direct. to the firms, we .are first to make up the loss 
of weight, secondly, to pay a portion_~ the weighman, thedurwan, the 
llabus, and a portion as kabari_ 'l'h(l total of this is never less than 
10 seers per maund. If the growers bring their jutl\ directly to the 
firms they never get any oJlportu.ri.ityol' seeing the weight; and often 
additional weights are placed which, if . protested, woul,d result in 
bitterness for the man who brings in,jute. - - . 

It will be an immense gain to the people at large if there is compul"; 
eory standard weight in all the firms. . 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

CUltivatOT wit7l£sses. 

Md. Tamizuddin Sarkarof DhaIPUr,}. . 
Mel. Isafali Sarkar of Mura-'~ -and pohc~statlon. 

• - 0 ....... ' ._, Khllgaon .. 
Mel. Haiderali Bepari of .Manda.. - .. _ _ ' 

~ . 

No. (1) has 50 bighas of land, of which he had two~biglw8 under jute 
last year. . 

No. (2) has 14 bighOiS of land, of which he had about 2bightis u:~der 
jute last year. 

No. (3) has about 100 bighas, of which he had 7 QrB bighas under 
jute last year . 

. No. (1) obtained 6 or 7 maunds; No. (2); 7 maunds, and ;No. (3), 20 
maunds of jute. -- 0 • 

To cultivate 2 bighas of jute it cost Md. Tamizuddin Rs.20 to Rs. 22. 
Md. Haiderali's expenditure for jute was about Rs. 60ta Rs. 70 on 7 or 
8 bighas. .. 

'Ve are small growers. The firma at Dacca. would not accept such 
small quantities of jute from us and that is why we are compelled to 
sell jute through beparis in villages. ~ 

"The best outturn in the district is 4 maunds per bigho,. 
It is imposeible for us to say the difference of price between Dacca

and the village. Last year we obtained a price of Re. 3 to Rs. 3-8 per 
maund in villages in the season'. .. 

_Our main crops are paddy and jute, hut in some lll:nd. ive gr~w pulses 
(rabi). We have low lands. All our villages are withIn 3 miles from 

. Dacca town. 
We do not know the aeiual market rate. It would be better if W& 

knew the state of market thr~lUgh Government. 
': 1'0 Dr. Sinha-;-:.;.Paddy grows' at the rate of 3 or 4 maunds per· bigh!I" 

and the cost is only Rs. 3 or Rs. 4 per -bigha. We have all aman land; 
38 
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'Ve are now growing jute on about 1/5 of the land we used to 
grow 5 years ago. This year there has been no sowing' Qwing to want 
of rain. 

We think that the Farm seeds are better than local seeds. 
We do not know that there has been any propaganda for: sowing 

less jute. 'Ve have grown less because the price is low. 
One of the witnesses says that an aeroplane distribt,ted leaflets last 

year asking to grow less jute. 
We have to give 2! seers extra to the bepm'i for every maund of 

jute at 80 tolas, which is called dhalta. 
We will agree to regulation or restriction of jute if Gove"rnment 

gives a village quota and Union 'Boards distribute it respectively. - If 
there is any unfair distribution we will (lertainly,approach the Circle 
Oificer to rectify it. First of all it 'may be I*!en whether ihe cultivator 
grows less jute voluntarily. If 'be fails, then there should be legisla-
tion. . 

Formerly we obtained better yields of 'jute because we could manure 
the land, and now we cannot afford the manuring expenses owing to 
less price being obtained for jute. 'We formerly used chemicals as also 
.cowdung. 

Bepari witne.ss6s.. 

(1) M~. Mosl~ Sardal of Manda, and 
(2) Haji Basiruddin of datrabari. 

Farias purchase jute from villagers direct an'dseH it to us and we 
sell to the firms. We' might occasionally go to the villages, but 
generally the larias go. Farias also can go to the firms directly. The 
villagers cannot go to the firms "direct because they get underweight 
and have to give extra, which they have not to do in case they sell it to 
the larias. Farias take 2! seers extra per maundfrom villagers; we 
take extra 2! seers from the laria.¥, but we'have to supply an extra of 
about 3 seers to the firms. The difference of ! seer is covered by the 
difference in price. . 

The growers never adulterate their jute, but the larias may do it. 
Ordinarily, if a laria purchases jute from village at Rs. 3, he sells 

it at about Rs. 3-4 to the bepllris, and we sell it to the firms keeping 
a profit of 2, 3 or 4: annas per maund, the ma.rgin may even be nil in 
some cases. 

The firms take jute at 88 tolas per seer. 
In 100 maunds we have to give in addition 6! mattnds extra to the 

firms. . 
Weare all prepared to foHow the standard weight if the firms 

follow-the price will be corresponding. 
Last year ohe of us supplied 5,000 to 7 ,000 maund~ of jute 

and took dadan of only about Rs. 400 from the firm.- Farias also take 
correspondingly small amounts of advance. Some of them take, some 
do not. ' 

Price in the market hete is always determined by the firms pu.rchas
ing jl:te. They are aH united firms and all united in one pri~e. We 

[At Dacca.] . 
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are n~t allowed to know the Calcutta price, but· asked to purchase and 
sell at prices fixed by the firms. 

The witnesses al80 grew jute and one of them had 16 bighaa under 
jute last year, and he calculated that his production. was at 3! maunds 
per bigha. The other had received only 2! t03 maunds of jute per 
bigha. 'Ihe cost of production of jute is--

Rent (per biglaa) 
Seed 
Raking and ploughing 
First weeding 
. Second weeding •• , 

Thinning out 
Cutting 
Steeping, washing, etc. 

Tota.1 (per bigha) 

.. 

.. 

Rs. A. 

1 0 
1 0 
Ii 0 
1 14 
1 8 

I, 2 
1 8 
1 8 

14 8 

They have all low land. Mo~~ of the land in their part is low. 
We cultivate jute &iwply in expectation of a better price. Year after 

year we only hope that better price will come up. We might get some 
paddy out of our land, had it. nat been full of water-hyacinth. The 
maximum yield of paddy land is 3 to 4' maundsper bigha. 

. We have no objection if th~re be legislation tci rest~ict the jute 
crop 80 long as it gives us better prif)e," ' 

There will be hardly any room for corruption as we expect that in 
such a case everybody will get a reteable distribution.' ,. , 

We do not mind if we can get the Bame price in 10 maunds,instead 
of in 20 maunds. Jute is the only revenue crop and that enables Utf 
to meet -all our expenses. If the: water-hyacinth .can be removed from 
our land then the land' not required for jute cultivation can be used 
for paddy. " . 

Faria witness, 

"alfuker Bepar'i of. Maniknagar. 

The cultivators do not corne to the firms direct beCause if they do 
they have to give 80 much extra that they find it better to sell it to ,the 
I~aa. . ' 

I have to pay extra 3¥ seers per .maund. 'Last year r supplied jute 
to firms at Rs. 4 to Rs. 4-4, whereas I purchased in villages at Rs. 3-8 
to Rs. 3-12. 

The growers do not adulterate jute. Thebeparis may adulterate 
for more pro{it. 

Last season I got dadan of Rs. 500, but supplied 5,000 to 6,000 
maunds of jute~ I have also my own jute cultivation. Last year I had 
15 bi,qhfls under jute and obtained 30 maunds. All the lands are nat 
equally fertile. Some got flooded. On the whole I obtained 30 maunds 
of jute. Cost of production per bigha is Rs. 10 to Rs. .11 unless 
one devotes his own 'labour. If the cultivator works himself, it will 
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save expenditure correspondingly, in which case the cost may' be at 
least Rs. 5 to Rs. ~ per bigha. 

I go up to Ii distance of 25 to 30 miles for purchase of jute. When 
I prepare the rate for the firms, I calculate my profit at.6 to 8 annas 
per maund and then add the cost of transit and supply accordingly. 

All the firms ha~e uniform rate and we have no other alternative 
than to accept their rate. 

Dealer witnesses. ., 

(1) Babu Khagendra Lal Basak, Commission Agent, DaCca. 
I get a commission of 2 annas 6 pies per .maund from the firms. 

1'he firms specify the rate at which jute iEl to be purchased and 
I purchase it at a price keeping mv own profit. The village cultivator 
has to sell it at the rate we fix .• The cultivators have at present no 
strength to hold up jute and they ~a've to sell at the price dictated by 
the firms. . .. 

There are different customs of extras to be given to the firms. In 
some place it is 2! seers, and in another, 4 seers per maund. I take .one 
maund extra in 100 maunds from the cultivator, llUt I so manipulate the 
price that 1. do not suffer any loss in giving 103 maunds to the firm. 
When I purchase jute from the cultivator, I take it at ei~her 82 or 84 
,icca and get in additioIl, the extra one maund. 

(2). Babu Bhupati Mohan Chosh, "_ute-dealer, Faridabad. 
Cultivators generally hold jute. when the price goes up and rush 

up for selling when the pr:i!)e begins to come down. Generally speak
ing, though speculation maybe good to the people~ the result of the 
latka operations for the last two years has been bad foroth~ trade .. Fatka 
brings in undue ·fluctuations in price to suit the convenience of dealers, 
Inlt ultimately it does not. Fatkadealers purchase at a high rate in 
the market and sell at a cheaper rate in foreign markets because they 
are protected by the latka. '. _-

Ordinarily, the cost-of transitfrolD: -muf·assal stations to Calcutta 
is about 12 to 14 annas per maund including handling, baling and 
other charges- . . 

As. P. 

Freight .. - 8 0 
Loc_al baling, !ltc. . 6 
Local establishmeJl.t 1 0 
Godown rent . 1 0 
Caloutta brokerage 0 
Hessian tioket 1 0 
Transit insurance 0 6 
Fire insurance 0 6 
Short weight and claim 1 0 

15 6 

O:fi-season freight rate is 5 to 6 per cent. less . 
. This year the. average price is 1 rupee less than last year. It is 

better to sell on hessian warp guarantee. 
{At Dacca.] 
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. We are in favour of l~gislation for guaral;l.tee. That will improve 
the trade. The present mIlls are full of stock and there is competition 
amongst balers. . . 

We feel difficulty in that none of us know the world demand. 
The /atka speculation may be stopped. 

_ MYMENSINGH,-llTH APRIL, 1933. (FIRST DAY.) 

Bepari witnesses. 
(1) Mel. Abul HoSsain Talukdar', of Mojohardi, police-statio Ii 

Fulpur, . 
(2) Md.: .Jlif,arali Sar.kar of Sutiakhali, and 
(3) Md. Abed Ali Be"ari of Badekalpa, both of police-station 

Kotwali. . 

Ordinarily; we do not take any advance from the firms. We sell 
our jute to Mymensingh firms after purchasing from farias. Farifu 
purchase from growers. The rates at which jute is to be purchased 
from fbriil8 are decided by the firms; and Wlthi.n. that limit, after 
retaiuing our profits; we are fteet to purchase at such price as we 
choose. We also, in our turn, decide at which rate we should take 
jute from /Mias. We all purchase from farias, not froIl! growers. 
Ntither the growell's bring their jute to bep01ris~they sell it to _ the 
farills. - . _-

At present, in Mymensingh firms, the sale generally takes place on 
L. R. and X. I~. R. There are better t.ypes of jute than L. R's, but 
we do not get any price· on it. We have to sell- either on L. R. or 
X. I,. -R. At present tht!' firms- will_ take I.. R. at Rs.4 and 
X. L. R. at Rs. 3-8.per malmd. We retain a profit of 8 annas per maund 
and purchase ~ute accordingly from farias. In addition to the transit 
expenses, the-faTias retain a profit of 1 to 2 annasper maund; 

I .... a certain quantity of jute supplied we approximately' guess how 
much of it is L. R. and how much X. L. R. and-determine the price 
aceordingly. - . 

Jon • .roO 'maunds of j"ute supplied to the firms we have to give an 
excess of 12~ maund!!. Supposing the price of jute paid is at Rs. 3 on 
tlp-livery in the firm, we get Rs. 300 for actual delivery of 112; maunds. 
We do not get any extra for the 12! maund~. Througho1\t Mymen
~ingh this.is the prevalent practiee. 1he details of the 121 maunds, are 
as follow:-

Mds. Srs. 
Extra weight at 1 seer per maund 2 20 

"ExceB8 " 3 20 
Difference between 80 and 84 Iolas 5 25 
Kabari 0 10 

Coolies .. -0 10 

Defect in scales 0 15 
.~~-

Total 12 20 

III F:ddition, we are always to give an excess. We do not get any 
advantage of rise in market prices, but either by taking excess or for 
d.efect in we.ight, or in' so~e other form, the a~vantage is always on the 
SIde of the fitms and deprIve us of the extra prIce. - - -



We- do not get any com~~.ssion from ,th~. :6.rms. 
, In cases of temporary rise, we do not get any bellefit. Supposewe 

are asked to I!upply 300 maunds of jute at Rs. 3 per maund within a. week 
from a given date and, in the meantime, the market falls. It is theo~ 
retically correct that we are paid at Rs; 3 per maund, as contracted, but 
somehow or othel', through tactics likeoverweighment, etc., the result 
is that we receive payment at the falling rate: But, if the market rise, 
we ,have to supply at the rate contracted. We will neIVllr get any 
advantage. 

, We, purchase jute at 84, tolru 10 annas.So, ;virtually in place ~f 
~100 maunds we get 105 maunds 25 seers at 80 tolru per seer. At the 
same time, in order that we may not have to incur loss for giving extra 
weights to firms, we adjust the price ,accordingly. 

Farias purchase at 84 tolas 10 annas. As a matter of usual ,practice 
tha flJl'ia receives extra It seers to 2t seers per maund. 

'We can always recognise the nature of jute. It is true that there are
some farias who adulterate jut~. We can always detect it and pay 
accordingly. The growers never adulterate., ," 

We have our own cultivation of juttl., The prevalenr S'taildard 
'measurement of land .is "pura", which is 'alniosil ~quivalent to an acre. 

One of the wit.nesses (Md .. Abed Ali) has 20 to 22 puras of land, of 
w.hich la,~t year he hada.bout 2t puras under jute. Formerly he used 
to grow jute on 5 to 1 puras. There is no rain this year, so there has. 
been practically no sowing of jute up till now. 

Hacl there been timely rain, we would h-ave grown more jut.e this 
year- than last year j but, as thertl has been no rain th6lre will be Iless 
sowing. 

J.ast, year he (Md. Abed Ali) had got 22 maunds m.f-tute out of 21 
pwras. In normal years they never get more than 30 m«llnd,s out of this 
21 pm·as. The height of their jute is approximately 7 to 9 feet. Last 
year was on the whole a bad year. He got Rs. 66 as price of jute, but 
that just covered his expenses, or probably, he was in deficit of. Rs. 2 to 
R;J. 4. ' Tl1ey have to meet the liabilities of their debts, rent, purchase 
of clothes, etc." for which they require money and, in: addition, . they , 
require jute sticks for fuel. So they grow, jute. ," 

Mtl. Ja.llarali Sarkar obtained 30maunds of jute last vear out of 
3 llm'as . • His expen~eB -were abo~t Rs;' 100 and he got Rs. 90, 'His 
jute was 5 to 6 cubits long, Ordinarily, out of 3 puras' we may get'33 
maunds in a good year and 30 maunds averag-.sometimes a little less 
also. . 

'Ve have no objection if production of jute is restricted by legisla, 
tion. It is very difficult for us to say what remedy we might have in 
case' of extortion and victimization. 

Faria u,,:tnesses. 

(1) dahar Bepari of Chatrapur, } 
(2) Anamat Bepari of Kayotkhali, and Police-station Kotwali. 
(3) Rangu MI,mshi of Krishtapur. , 

Our prices are decided by the beparis to. ~'hom w~ sell our j~te, and, 
after retaining a profit, we purchase accord.ingly from the growers . . " .'. .. 
[At Mymen8ingh.] 



We keep a margin or about 8 annas blitween 'the prices olbeparris and 
the price paid to the cultivators. We supply jute to firms but through 
bepll1"i8. For every 1 maund of jute we have to ·supply 5 seerS. extra. 
We generaUy get an extra. of 2 to 2! seers from the" cultivators. We 
adjust the price in such a. way that the extra. weights which we give to 
the beplll1'i, are compensated by the price. We would cordially we!!. 
come legislation standardizing 80 sicca weight. 

J ahar Bepari obtained 30maunds of jute last year :out of 2! -to 3-
puras under jute. In a year of good crop we can get 12 to 14 maunds 
per-Ilcre. General height of the crop was 0 to 6 feet. 'Wekeep no 
account and it is very difficult to say the exact expenditure, but it seems 
we had to incur an expenditure of about Rs. 40 per acre. 

CulflivatOT witnesses. 

(1) Nizabat'Maulvi of Daribhabakhali, I . . . 
(2t Md. Faizuddin of Chatrapur, and t Police-station Kotwali. 
(3) Pachu Moral of .Digherkanda. J .' 

, t.i~·'" . 
IIBst year Niza"bM Maulvi had 5 p1traS under jute and got about 60 

maunels. The height of his crop was 9 to 10! feet. 
Roughly speaking, to grow jute on Qne acre of land, we, have to 

spend about Rs. 26. (All the witnesses are of the same opinion). 
Including rent, seeds, cultivator'!, own labour, feeding expenses of 
cattle, ploughings, and all the expenses the total cost at ·the . present 
rate of labour is ~. 5 per maund.. Th_is does not include anything to
.w:ards llUrchasel'·of:l~nd. 

W e ca!1JlOt~sm: jute directly to the :firms f?i either we have to give 
extra or we WIll have to sufl'er for not knowmg the market, l'ate; ·.and 
various other-factors come in which make it, in the long run, unprofit. 
able fo:!" .us to sell direct to the firms. It is not possible for all the 
'villagers to pool our jute for purpose of sale; and every.body does not 
:prepare jute at· the same tim~metimes -one requires to sell off his 
Jute immediately, sometimes one wishes to sell his crop later. We dQ 

. not know the market rate; and whatever price is paid to us we, are led 
to believe that that will be the maximum market price. In thesecir-

.cumstances we cannot afford to hold on. 

'We have to pay IIJl extra weight of 2! to 5 seers per maund; The 
prevalent weight, of course, is 84 tolas 10 annas. It would be a great 
boon to the cultivators if Government fix a I!tandard weight by . law ; 
and it would be better to have it at 80 tolas. It will be a great poon 
also to the people if Government restrict juteculiivation' by legisla. 
tion and empower .Union Boards with it. We expect that when the 
people will exercise their franchise in Union Board election, they win 
see that they must return the best men as their own interest is involved;-' 
and we expect that this consciousness is bound to come within 5 years. 
It will not do if there is a mere oreler from the Collector, there mlist be 
a specific law by GO\'ernment.· When people accept all punishment 
under law, we do not see-why they should object to the enforcement of 
such a law. 

There is a combination of the bepariS, and there is no. competition 
by virtue of that combination amongst them. This is being rigorously 
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_ followed now-a-days than fonuerly. It also happe_ns that these bepar18 
engage thieves to steal jute from the cultivators. Actually no theft takes 
. place but attempts are made, which. make the -cultivator sell his jute 
as quickly _ as poss!ble. _. .-

It would be preferable to h.ave a Government organized jute market. 

--
MYMENSINGH-12TH APRIL, 1933. (SECOND DAY.) 

. Baler witness. 

Mr. Bruce Smith(Messrs.R. Sim" Co.). 

As far as Messrs. R. Sim &_ Co. are concerned, there is _ only one 
bf_parri and no -faria.. The- bepari is an independant merchant, not 
financed by them .. In the early part of the season he purchases jute 
from -hats, for plenty of jute comes into hats then.. and, later, in 
November-December, he·goes into the vil1ages. to buy jute'from culti
,vators direct. 

As regards the price: The difference between .;pri"~e paid by the 
bepm": "to cultivators and the firm to the bepa-ri at the present season 
is about 6 -anna.\'!. Beparis bear transit charges. The price of jute is 
wntrolled by the price of hessians which themselves are controlled by 
the ('Onsuming markets abroad. At present the supply is so great that 
the're is compEltition amongst sellers to sell jute. _ -

Messrs. R. Sim & Co. buy at 80 sicca weight. They have a standard 
maund which is adjusted ~very year and the scale checked every 
m('lrning .. 

. 'l'h~ cost, including handling jute received from the seller; sorting 
and baling, and freight to Calcutta, is about Re. 1 per maund. . 

There' are three standatds-Rejection, IJ. R. and X. L.' R. Com
petition amongst sellers rauses changes in standards. (The witness is 
not ready to express any opinion as to whether there should be a Com
mittee including representatives of the trade, on the lines of the Central 
Cotton Committee). 

Mr. Smith thinks that th-ere need not be any real disadvantage to 
the tr!lde by biddin~ lo"\Ve~ price for. con~tant assortment rather than 
changIng the assortment of any partIcular grade. 

The action of the fatka market is to bring about undue fluctuations 
in Mymensingh market,. which ultimately reacts to the detriment of 
the price which the cultIvator gets. 

In times of depression the mills dictate the price. It is a question 
of imllply and demand. Mills will always buy at tl reasonable price 
if there is a demand for hessian. -

Everybody will 'welcome standard weights "at 80 tolas. -

Eleven maunds 35 seers is extra .which the d~aler .or seller has to give 
to a firm on selling 100 mds. . 
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Dealer witnes.ses, 

(1) Mr. Caspe~ of Messrs. M. Sarkies "Co. (J~ames Finlay" Co.) .. 

W ~ deal withbepa1is only. They get jute soinetimes from brokers,. 
who e;et it from th~ raiy,ats, sometimes ~hey get jute from farias, 'who> 
take It from the ralyats In hats. There IS no hard and fast rule: In a: 
difficult market it is'possible that the raiyat' may come' direct to -the
bepa,ris; but if prices tend to rise, he is inclined to hold till he gets better 
prices, in which case 'he is likely to deal in small quantities through 
farias. ' 

The'difference between' actual price paid. to the cultivator and ,~he. 
price paid to the beparis varies. according. ~. distance. The average
transport charges are 3 annas to 4 annas per maund. Beparis: 
work on their own. Profit and loss is theirs. ' . ' 

'11 the last 8 years jute is assorted by t.he balers' and the 1!epari ifl' 
paid Oil assortment, instea.d of, as in th,e past; purcha~e being on: an 
overhead basis. There are so many qualities now-a-days--culti
vawr:! do not take much care owing to low prices: 

Tho! left bank of the Brahmaputra is mainly a jute growing tract, 
The construction of the Assam-Bengal Railway bridge has impeded 
the flow by bottling up the river by placing two spans less than . the' 
original estimate; and the result to-day· is that there have been high 
floods in recentlears causing deterioration in quality of the jute. This 
has also affecte the height, of the crop and in most cases caused ten
dency to mid-bark. The result is. that the cultivator, by this alone, is 
losing a price of 8 annas to one rupee per maund; and. we in the trade arEl' 
getting" frequent complaints about the quality of the fibre.' This year 
we had hardly any 4's--not more than 4 or 5 per. cent. &0 TJ. R.'s and 
50 X. L. R's. Formerly we could-'have easily got 15 per cent. 4's. 

We buy· at 80 s!,cca weight. But, with the knowledge of the
b('Pari, in that same scale,an extra weight of 2 per cent. or 2! per cenL 
,over the weight is taken. Half per cent; goes off for assortment and If 
per cent. for short weight in bales. All excesses are paid for . 

. 1'here is no objection to standard weights b,eing introduced. 

'What used to be· 4'8, is now paid for as Rejection. As a matter of 
fact, when we supply to mills in Calcldta, they will not pay us at 4'g 
over the weight is taken. Half per cent. goes off for assortment, If per 
that they cannot afford to pay .for 4's and, therefore, buy the' 4'8 
at the next below rate. Marks have come down. Deterioration in jute: 
has llothing to do with the standards.. . 

I am of opinion that the standards should remain constant as they 
wer-,l in previous years. ,. 

I do not think that the change in standards has anything to 'do witf» 
the ru~li of sellers to sell because the mills are in such a strong position 
that the;\' always dictate. .. '. . 

The difference is 2 annas between European standard and Indian 
standard. 

I do not think that there can be an:r competition in selling as it is 
available anywhere. The quantity of jute which goes io Cossipur and 
Hatkhola in Calcutta is sent by far'ias and beparis, but there it is pur
chast'd by the· baler for the purPose of making pucca bales for being 
~];porteil' abroad. But what the mills purchase is practically wholly 
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-from mufassal from dealers 1ike us; and there is no change of quality 
am()ngst European' firms. . The standard is about the same all round 
-the }<~uropean firme. 'fh~ Indian standard is paid at a rate 2 annas 
le~s than. Eu~opea.n. standard because the quality. of this standard is 
:shghUy mferlor to th~ European standard. In these circumstances 
there is no justification tor the mills changing the standard so long as 
"We supply the I?ro~er st"p.:ff. Practically the entire supply of mills is 
from mufassal dlstr~cts. . 

Fatka market has rui:ped theo trade. The Marwari is the greatesl 
'Speculator of jute in 1;3enga!l. He raises the fatka market at will in 
Calcutta-there is. ~o ac.ti~, a,lmone;v transac~~on, everythin~ Oll. paper. 
1Vhen the fatka nses tll\!> ¥arwan buys on paper and sells when ·the 
-market. rises. . The ¥arwari here is the first to buy jute as soon as hE 
Tcceh·e~j inform:atio~ of the 'market rising by 8 annas .. The mills will 
not do that; they will wait three or four days and buy at 2 anna OJ 

~ annas less per mauIid when the market falls in Calcutta. This ma~ 
benefit the cultivator for that little while when the fatka market i~ 
risin? 'lnit this does not benefit him when the market faUs. So thi, 
ri~e and fall is detrim~ntal, to everybody in the mufassal. Mills arE 
the only body which can afford to sit and hold on and they profit by 
getting jute cheap. Fatka market is ruining the. real jute market. 
"lIillil gain owing to fluctuations in the markets. I must make it clea] 
-b is not that the mills desire that the fatka market should go on, on 
the other hand, they desire that the fatka markei be stopped beoo.use 

. :sometimes they are forced to ~uy when fatka market rises, and the fad 
fltands that the mills are getting the advantage of the fluctuation, 
Owing to results of these fatkr~ operations the Marwaris have practically 
-succeeded in wiping out the Bengali traders and those who are existing 
.are moribund indeed. 

-. .. - -. 
(2) Babu ditendra Chandra Bose of Messrs. Ralli Bros., 
(3) Babu Charll Chandra Cuha of Messrs,; Cuha " Co., and 
(4) Babu Sudhil' Chandra Roy of Messrs. Roy, Sen" Co. 

Witness No. 3.-The difference in price paid by the firms to bepari~ 
and by becparis to cultivators is quite insignifica1l't. Beparis do not 
profit in any case at the present ~te of market prices. ' 

It requires about 30 seers' of jutll for making 100 yards of hessian. 
'fhe mills always change th~ standard to suit their purposes. We 

cIo not actually lose lmless we make ~ former contract. For the change 
of standard on an average we lose abo\lt-4 annas per maund. I sold in 
the season guaranteed 4<1 per cent. warp and no guarantee for XLR. 
J .. ater on I got a. llrivate letter from 'OaJcutta that if I strictly follow 
this. i.e., 40 per cent. warp and no guarantee for XLR, which was the 
former contract, I will lose my f\lture business. Then we had to, keep 
up what they call stand.ard of the season, which is much higher than 
the con t1"a.ct , and thereby I lost at least 4 annas to 6 ann as a maund. 
In s)lite of our forward contract and guarantee we had to supply higher 
-standards; and there is no alternative unless there is legislation fixing 
.different standards. One effect of leg-islation in fixing standard marks 
will be that it will be possible for sellers' to organize themselves on the 
basis of these marks and they ",ill be able to openly defend these marks. 
Evel1 last. year all the merchants tried ,0 P]:ott)st against this change 

[At Mymensingh.] 
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in -standard and w~at we immediately requi.re is definite legislation on 
standards. _ TJ.Ie mIlls. themselves h~ve nothmg to grumble unless they 
have an ulterIor motIve. -

We, in our turn, would only weleome if there is one standard weight 
to be followed everywhere and no extra payment. -.' 

". e all agree that Government should immediately take steps ~ 
puhljsl, the estimated world demand and stocks in mills. . 

Habu Charu ChandI'Q GUM is nQt in favour of legisla.tion restricting 
production. . 

One of the general complaints of the Indian jute traders is the sliort. 
weight that the k1ltcha balers receiye from the mills. We have 
actually no hand in that. We supplied the jute in a very careful 
condition and we have never been_ able to find out as to why different 
milli! in the same season will charge different short weights. . When we 
protesi we are referred to licensed measurers, but the seller is absolute

-ly not allowed to see the weighment-whereas the buyer has the right, 
in whose godown- the jute [ies! There is no arbitration against short 
weight and we suffer in the lonlf run having no other alternative .. Both 
the Im;rer and the seller should be present at the time of re-weighment 
in ca:'le of, dispute. 

Babu Charu Chandra Guha thought that the fatka business should 
go on. In my opinion it gives a correct information of the market. 
Sometimes there is undue fluctuation, but it does more good than harm; 
Sometimes it keeps up the market. If the world demand and the daily 
market I'Qtes are published in villages then the fa,tka operation is not 
necessary. 

Genelf'al-;iitnesses. 

(1) Rai, Sasadhar Chosh Bahadur. 

B is impossible to control the jute 'area. The Rai,Bahadur:is not 
satisfied that the Union Board will be a suitable agency to control., On 
the whole it would be unfair to control the cultivation by legislation. 
What is necessary is organization -amongst the c;ultivators. 

Thirty seers of jute is neceseary to pr~duce hessian worth Rs. 8-8, and 
yet the cUltivators woula. probably be paId at Rs. 2-12 to Rs. 8. . 

'rhe Rai Bahadur thinks a combination of the people on co"operative 
basi!! rna" benefit the cultivators. 

lIe thinks that most of the pe~ple do not rely on the jute forecas~. 
'1'he firms have their own forecast, and the Government forecast IS 

always suspicious. They think that the foreeast is in the interest of the 
mills and balers. If that is not the case, then it would be prefer
able to have a forecast. The method by which the figures are obtajned 
cannot be reliable. 

An -information on the line as to how much jute will be required 
next year i.e., probable market demand, would be very useful. It 
would tak~ some time for the cultivator to appreciate the information. 
but wllen he understands that it does give him sound advice, he would 
certainly rely on it. 

The Rai Bahadur is of opinion that organized markets on· the lilies 
of the BernI' Regulated Cotton Markets would be very useful; but the 
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organiy,ation must be under the control of a responsible auth-ority~· He 
is ·of opinion that co-operative jute sale societies may be revived~and 
every 'member should- be made responsible for profit and loss. 

'fhe lowest price of jute should be fixed by legislation. Standar<i 
weight will no ,doubt benefit the grower. If the sellers are not.prose
cuted for not following the standard weight, but the purchasers are, 
then standard weight will be of benefit to the grower, but he is not sure 
of the administrative point. of view. (, 

There is enough scope for sugarcane cultivation in this distri·ct. 
He thinks it will do if the minimum price of jute is fixed at Rs. 4 

per maund.· . 

'He is of opiniofi that, as an alternative to the suggestion which he 
has made abo;ve, ·the· only' other feasible scheme would be for. Govern
ment to fix a minimum price of jute with the publication of the fore
cast. 

What is wanted is co-operation between growers, financiers l!nd 
merchants. . , 

Go'Vernment propaganda for restriction. of jute cultivation has not 
done much good to anyhody in this district. 

(2) Khan ~ahadur Maulvi Sharfuddin Ahmad, Chairman, Distric1 
Board, Mymensingh. 

The witness informed the Sub-Committee that the control of pro
duction by legislation will meet with opposition and it will be unpopular 
in this district. The difficulties about administration will also be great. 
He has no practical experience of the outturn of jute~ 

Cultivators cannot go further than the. village bazar; at the same 
time they cannot .bring their jute to Mymen!'ingh or Sarisa.bati as their 

. houses are at a distant place. 
It is not true to say that they do not want to sell it at 'one time. 

Thev can only sell i.t at one time if they get !mfficient price. They 
seil . hy small quantities only to meet urgent ~ernand. ' 

There would be difficuHies about regulating organized jute markets 
because of their number and, as he has already stated, the cultivator 
cannot bring his jute to the market from a g'reat distan(,e. 

Jute restriction propaganda should be carried on through Union 
Boards and zeminda.rs. Last year the l'estriction propaganda was to 
some extent effective. If the propaganda ('omes only through land· 
lords, it will be subject to 8u8picion. It would take some time for the 
cultivators to appreciate the propaganda. It may not be effective 
within the first two or three years, but in course of Hme it will. 

The Circle Officers cannot be depended on, and the Presidents of 
Union Boards are still less to be df·pended on. _ . . ' 

There will be difficulties about leO'islation so far as Mymensingh 
district is concerned. In regard to Union Boards and complaints that 
might be made, the llulllber would llrobably be considerable 'and <add 
t.., the already heavy number of complaints. in the ,distrjct .. 

[AI Mymenaingh.l 
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.. A3 regards the forecast-of course it is useful, but at present the 
figures are not correct because they are not properly supplied. The 
lIource of information ought to be Improved. Generally we find that 
Union Board .Presiden¥,and. chaukidars are asked to supply figures; 
these people BIt down m theIr houses and cannot give exa.ct fiQ"Ures. 
An accurate forecast is always desirable. In case the District Boards 
are asked to supply the figures, they would have to rely on Union 
.DoRId6. . . . 

[The Chairman (Mr .. Finlow), explained how the Director of- A.,.ri-' 
culture makes personal enquiries as regards forecasts.] " 

A forecast can only help the grower if he is aware of the world 
demand. 

(3), Mil. AbduJali Sarkar, President. Akua Union ,Board, 

,(4) Professor Aswini Kumar Lahiri, President,Usthi Union Board, 

(5). Babu SushiJ Kumar Bose, Vice·President, .Jamalpur ,Union 
Board,', '. 

(6) Babu Sudhendu Chandra Majumdar,' Secretary; Union 'Board 
Associat'ion. Kishoreganj, and 

(7) Babu S,ubodh LaJ ,Banerjee, Circle Officer, Sadar. 

Some of the witnesses have jute cultivation of their, own. The yield 
of jute is.15 to 20 maunds per acre and the cost of production, at the 
present' rate of' labour, Rs. 45 to Rs. 60. We have to manure all the 
land which gives an yield of 15 to 20 maunds per acre. If we cannot 
aifOl'd 10 apply manure it will not yield more than lOmaunds per acre., 
Our general manure is cowdung ,and ashes. . .' .- .. . 

.We;all like r,estricti.onof j~!e production by legi~lr..tion, sta.ndard of 
W~lgb,t, alS<! stan<lards mquahhes, and a standardmmlI~um prIce. 

'l'he mill owners are generally in the habit of increasing the price 
of jute when the -!lowing season begins: This takes place every year, 
and th1l effect is that cultivators grow more jute in the'hope.of getting 
Q higher price next ,season; and, as a result, the restriction propaganda 
failFi. , 

The jute forecast merely gives everybody an idea of the supply of 
jute, but nothing is known about the world demand; and the result is 
that the forecast is of no effect on the cultivator. 

The Circle Officer urges for officers from the, Agriculture Depart
ment,' #!.g., jute forecast clerks, to be ,appointed for forecast ca:lcula-
ti~ . 

The difference of price paid by the firms to beparis and that paid by 
be1Jari.9 u> cultivators is about 8 annas. ' 

Jute is even now more profitable than paddy, giving a profit of about· 
8 annas per maund. I,egislation will not create any oppression. 
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SJRAJGANJ-13TH APRIL, 1933. 

Europeam, merchant witnesses. 

(1) Mr •. D. ''Marr of Messrs. M. David & Co., 

(2) One representative of M,essrs. Ralli Bros., and 
(3) One representative of Messrs. Sinclair Murray & Co~ 

If it is near enough, the cultivator sells his jute himself to the 
firms. Otherwise, he sells, through fa,rias and bepatTis. A fOtTia. is a 
small bepari. Normally there are two intermediaries between the culti
vator and the firm. The cultivator sells his jute in hats. Where there 
is no hat the farias go round the villages for purchase. At the present 
market (before Christmas) about 8 annas was the difference. between 
the price here and that paid to cultivators at a distance of about 10 
miles or so-transit charges excluded. At this time'of the year a little 
more owing to difficult transport. If the cultivator could bring in his 
jute and sell it direct to the firms it might save him about 4 annas a 
~~~ -

Regarding establishment of organized markets, they would prefer it 
as it would etop adulteration. ..' 

The seer weighs 84 wlas 10 annas in Sirajganj. The weight varies 
in localities-at some places it is 60 sicca, at others, 84 tol(J)S 10 
annas. But they adjust price accordingly. It is not true that weights 
used in godowns are not accurate. They have their scales and weights 
teeted. 

There are three standards-R., L.R. .and X.L.R. 
Regarding changes in standards, it would be hetter to have a standard 

on guarantee. 
The fatka market affects the trade to a large extent. It determines 

the bazar here (Sirajganj). 
(Representative of RalliBros.)-All the sellers follow Jatka price 

and they (cultivators and beparis) are eometimes better informed than 
the merchants . . Beparis get telegrams communicating faa'aprices at 
4 o'clock each day. 

The publication' of faa'a itself is believed by large section, which 
affects the trade. From the point of view o! the· grower,sometimes 
fatka affects the grower, sometimes not-it is a gamble. 

His correct that the Calcutta mills gradually change the standard 
in the· midst of the season, though it is not very rapid; and some kind· 
of jute, which was formerly R., would be L. R. in the midst of the. 
Reason., 'Ve do not thinkthie change'affects the tradEibecatise it is done 
every year and /people are prepared for it. It starts by competition 
arilOngst sellers, then it is taken up by mills. As regards the nature of 

'the standard. it is the voice of the mills that is predominant-that is 
the same in any trade. 

Deshi seed is mainly used-70 per cent. capsu7aris and 30 per cent. 
olit01iu.,. 

In Sirajganj there is no extra collection in the shape of actual jute, 
but for all requirements, e.g.,brt"tti, etc., an amount of 12 ':annaSl is 
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charged for every 100 maund,s. This is what takes place in European.. 
godowns, they .never go to bazars and they do not know the practices. 
prevalent there. 

They would prefer a fixed weight. 
The middlemen may adulterate. jute. 
Organized markets with Jicensed wareliouse~ at every hat would be; 

preferable from trade point of view; on condition that the market ie 
well run and the officials are trustworthy. 

It would be very useful to have a Gov~rnment publication of esti
mated world demand along with the jute forecast. 

For publication of forecasts as well ·"8.S the world demand, it would. 
cel·tainly be better if there be collaboration between all interests. 

Regarding forecasts, they would pref~r -to go by their own forecastt; _ . 
, Of the two Government forecasts, the area forecast is more important 
and the final forecast might be hbolished. Of course it would- be a good 
thing if it could be guaranteed fairly accurate. Doth forecRsts are best 
if ace-urate. 

Voluntary propaganda ie always preferable in case restriction, is; 
desired. Two of them are of opinion that the restriction propaganda 
has done no good, while the third is of opinion that it has done some-
good. ' 

Mr. Marr-Propaganda by .Jute Growers Association 4as heel). 
effective. . 

They all agree that in the interests of .all.the production should .. be, 
reetricted, but they are not ·in favour of legil!llation. Intensivepropa-· 
ganda is all that is necessary; 

Q.-Do you remember if the market -goes up during sowing time? 
, They agreed to let the Sub-Committee.know·after seeingtheirr~cords~ 

Sometimes they purchase through commission agents. They all deal 
in It.1ttchabalee. 

General witneKses. 

(1) Maulvi A. M. Abdul Hamid, Chair:man, DistrictBoard,.Pabna.: 

Jute cultivation should be restricted by lPigislation. It shouldb~ 
regulat.ed under the Gania system. 

, Unless there is adequate supervieion there is serious'danger of abuslt' 
and victimization. There must be one central organization for stocks,. 
sale and everything. This should be financed by co-operative societies .. 
This requires very careful handling. It may, in reaeonable time, be
possible for cultivators to form co-operative societies for dealing with 
jute. 

The witness could not give definite answer as to whether that woullr 
be eheaper or better than private enterprise. 

Forecasts benefit the trader!:, and &hould benefit growers also. 
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If the cultivator goes to' a firm dlrect, every obstacle is' put in his. 
"'Way. . . ".,. 

He does not think that there is any scope for unemployed bhadraloks 
in middlemen's jobs at present. '., ,.-

Standard weight is desirable. There .hould be legislation about 
weights.. Also ·village org'anization is desirable., .. . 

Mr. Huque-In spite of the fact that there is likelihood of abuse, do 
you still like restriction by l~gislation? A.-Yes, certainly an experi
.D;lent may b~. started .. 

,(2) 

-{3) 
.(4) 

,(5) 

Rai Bahadur Pramatha Nath Choudhury; President, Union. 
Board, Natun Bharanga, 

Babu Sailaja I(:umar Sanyal, President, Union Board, Salap;' 
Maulvi· Khaliluddin. Ahmed, President, Un'ion Board, Kawa-

khola, and . 
Babu Suresh Chandra Das Cupta, President, Un,ion Board, 

Khokshabari. '. . . '.. . . 

It i" not possible in the present system for the cultivator. as well as 
,the /aria to know the market price, It is only the bepari who knows 
-the quotation at Sirajganj. He purchases keeping .his. own profit .. In 
the"long"run the margin between the Sirajganj price and the village 
price, after deducting transit charges, is roughly Re. 1-8 to Rs. 2 per' 
maund., . 
. tMaulvi Khaliluddin Ahmed is of opinion that the difference is only 

4 ann as to 8 annas. 
Babu Sailaja' Kumar Sanyal fays he is the.correspondent of the 

Associated Press and he has the opportunity of knowing. the details 
. ~f ,village rates aI;ld the: actual Sirajganj .rates. 

Average production is from 15 to 20 maund& per acr_20 mannd" 
if the production is best. The average cost of production is Rs. 4 
1:0 Rs. 5 per maund at present rate of labour. At present jute is selling 
.at Us. 3 to Rs. 4 per maund. In certain areas (Salap and N atun 
13haranga) it is selling at Rs. 2-4 to Rs. 2-8. There the jute also. is 
·inferior to Sirajganj quality. In spite of this low price cultivators are 
·"Still growing jute particularly becaube they do not calculate their own 
labour co~t and also they want some ready money. There is another 
-reason, and that is that they expect better price every year. 

The average coet of cultivation of. paddy is Rs. 2-8 to Rs. 3 per 
.bigha and the yield is 5 to 7 maunds per bi.qha. At present the price 
,cf paddy is Re. 1 to Re. 1-4 per maund. But some time back in the 
·-season, paddy sold ~t 8 annas per maund. One of .the main reasons why 
'-paddy is not sown is that there is no market for paddy as there is a 
-market for jute. Paddy is grown only for home consumption. Nor 
doeE' this district grow better. types of paddy which is imported from 

'Dinajpur and Assam. -
'There is no way of restricting cultivation by voluntary ineans. The 

()Illy alternative is legislation. . '.' , 
Maulvi Khaliluddin Ahmed was not in favour of legislation. 

;lAe Str~jganj.j 
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Babu Sailaja Kumar Sanyal says Government should fix Ill. price for 
jute and Government should buy jute as in case of cotton in America. 
The price must be raised by restriction. 

Uai Bahadur P. N. Choudhury-There is no other means except 
legislation, but at the same time it would be difficult to exercise 
legislation. 

Babu SureshCh. Dal> G'upta..-Information on world demand should 
be supplied. 

All were of opinion that there fhould be standard weight. 
Propagan(la did little or no \good. 

Grower and cultivator witnesses. 

(1) Dr. It. M. Basiruddin,Crow~rs' representative, 
(2) Rajab Ali Molla, Crowers' representative, 
(3) Syed Ali Shaikh, Cultivator, 
(4) Pagoo Shaikh, Cultivator, 
(5) .lalal Uddin Sarkar, Cultivator, 'and 
(6) Azim Uddin Sarkar, C~ltivator. 

Syed Ali has got 40 bi,ghas of land. He got about 40 In.aunds of 
jute out of 10 bighas last year. Sold at Us. 4 per maund. Cost' of 
production, Rs. 7 to Rs. 8 per bigha. ' 

Pagoo Shaikh has got 24 bighas. He had '6 bi.qhas under jute. 'The 
cultivation of 2 bighas was damaged and ,ultimately gotjute from only 4 
,bighas. Obtained 16 to 17 maunds of jute. Sold at Rs. 4 per maund. 
Cost of production, Rs. 6 to Rs. 7 per maund. 

Jabl Uddin Sarkar has got 7 bighas of land. He h~d 4bighas 
under jute last year. Obtained 4 maunds of jute per biglta.Diq. not 
sell his jute at all in expectation of better'price. His ,cost of production 
was Re. 6 to Us. 6-4 per maund. 

'rhey do not. keep any correct account, and the above is a mere gttess;: 
Azim Uddin Sarkar had 8 bigltas under jute. The c:ultivatioxiof 2 

hi,,,has was destroyed. Obtained 24 maunds of jute out of,6 ,bighas. 
Sold at Rs. 4 per maund. Cos,t of production, Rs. 24 to Rs. 25 per 
biglta. ' ' " 

'fo payoff our debts and rents there is no other alternative except 
through jute. 

We cannot get paddy it there iF: a drought or a -fI,ood. 
We get some jute even in case of damage. So we have 'to grow jute. 

Neither the soil can bear paddy cultivation year after year. ' 
'When lamas purchase from us they take an htm t seer or ! seer per 

maunel; but'if the weighment is by stone weights, no excess isgiven 'a!! 
the stone itself is an excass weight. 

We are 'all'in favour'of standard weights. , 
'Ve grow paddy and jute by rotation. . 
Dr. Bae'iruddin and' Maulvi Rajab Ali Molla are of opinion tlwt at 

the present market at least Re. 5 per maund is necessary 10 cover Hlp 
39 
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cost of production~ . Cooly wage is 2 annas a. day plus food. T~elve 
labourers are reql,liredfor ploughing one bigh,a of jute land and about 
30 labourers for weeding. 

They do not want restriction of jute by legislation. 

Broker witnessel!. 

(1) Babu Ratan Chand Sajer, 
(2) Babu dathman Anchalia, and 
(3) Babu Nikunja Behari Saha. 

They are all brokers and aratiUtrs. 
'fhe first two witnesses get brokerage at· 8 annas per Rs. 100. The 

third gets 2 annas per maund. 
- Formerly it was the practic'e of giving dhalta of t seer per maund, 

but now-a-days this bas oeased. , 
In the preEent market the beparis keep a margin, after excluding 

transit charges, of about 2 annas to 4 annas per maund. Beparis and 
Jarias are practically the same. 

Fatka has bad effect on the market. It merely raises price for no 
reason. It is purely a. verbal transaction; and it.brings about fluctuations 
very rapidly. and this affects our market. On seeing the /atl.·a price we 
are led to believe that the market prices are likely to rise ~nd we make 

"our purchases and find that the /atka price has gone down. Legislation 
is required to EtOp fatka. We think it is quite possible to stop it by 
legislation. There should be no transaction merely on verbal words. If 
it is converted into real Futures market, in which the man purchasing 
will have to take actual delivery of the jute, then these defects will go. 
It would be ~ossible to find out on check as to, whether. there, haE been 
actual delivery or not, by at least checking the figures of imports and 
exports. Ultimately the fatka affects the growers. 

By fatka operations it is only they who gain money, neither we nor 
the cultivators. It brings about undue fluctuationE, so it does not 
benefit the raiyat. 

The mills change standards in the midst of the season for their own 
advantage. 'What is R. this year is converted into IJ.R. next year and 
then they bring it into a common standard. 1Ve have no other alterna
tive than to accept these etandards., At the same time, simply because 
we are Indian firms we get lower price than the European {irms on the 
same quality supplied. We have to, accept the terms of the mills. It 
would be better for the trade and for all ooncerned if standard marks 
were fixed by law. . 

Of courg~ it would be advantageous to the middle dealers if different 
weights are followed but in the long run it doeE not affect us . 

.. In fixincr markets the mills dictate the price., When the '[J'!ICro bale 
,rises the m:rket immediately rises, so it is not the mills only who dictate 
price. 

At the same time, one of the great difficulties which the jute business 
is' suffering from in Sirajganj is high freight charges on jute, as also 
illcreased freight charges in season, in comparison with other goods such 

[At Sirajganj.] 
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as paddy. The freight 'for a kutcha bale, i.e., 3! maunds, is Re. 1-12-6 
in seaaon and Re. 1-4-8 off season, whereas the freighf for a maund of 
paddy is only 3 annas 6 pies, This freight is ultimately given at the 
cost of the growers. 

Faria and bepari witnesses. 

(1) Md. Esharat Khan, Faria, 

(2) Mil. Moqbul Hussain Bhuiya, Faria, 

(3) Saukatulla Haji, Bepari, 

(4) Mil. Samiruddin Talukdar, Bepal'i, and 

(5), MeL Chulam Hussain Mia, J!epari. 

We larias purchase jute direct from the culti'vaton. All of us are 
both larias and beparis. 'Ve supply jute to arats as well as to firms. 
When the price of jute is Rs. 3-8 in firms, we have to purchase at ,about 
Rs. 3-2. Sometimes w.e pay' less and sometimes we .pay more. The 
transit charge is ~ annas to 3 annas per maund. . 

Prices are determined by the firms. If the firme- fix the price at 
Rs. 3-8, we do not actually get Rs. 3-8 and at least about 12 annas is 
dedu«ted by the aratdar from our prices. Thie- is prevalent in reference 
to those dealers who take dadan from aratdars, and as such, even though 
in some places they might avoid these extra payments~ they cannot go to 
firms direct. Most of the lari~ have become indebted ·14 the aratdars 
owing to fall in price and owing to price not being known to thepJ.. On 
the whole, if the Calcutta market is daily 'known froni authenticated 
sources, say, through Government" then it would be advantageous to 
everybody. At present nothing is known to us. The greatest complaint 
on our part is that we are never informed of the actual market rates. If 
there is big accumulation of jute in the arats, we are told-rightly or 
wrongly we do not know-that the market has fallen. If we are aware 
of the actual market condition, they would ,not be able to mislead us. 

We would like fixation of standard weiight. 
'Ve have to give dhalta, of ! seer per maund to Marwari firms and 

! seer to European firms. We want correct weight. 

Chairman, Local Board, and Local Secretary, dute Crowers 
Assooiation, Sirajganj. 

The restriction propaganda was not successful as the area wae bigge! 
than anticipated. Nothing but legislation can improve the situation: 
I would suggest a Jute Board to purchase the crop. The Board might 
be financed by jute taxes. I am in favour of standardization of weightis, 
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Ceneral witness. 

Rai Bahadur S. C. Chatterjee, Chairman, District Board, Rangpur. 

The jute crop ought to be restricted by legislation. There would 
be difficulties in the beginning. It would be possible to utilize Union 
Boards in this respect. The administration of Union Boards is improv
ing day by day. There ought to he a considerable amount of supervision 
in Union Boards and also there is need of a supervising ag-ency. There 
might be objection to restriction till the cultivators realize its value. 
Propaganda is not so useful unless by legislation. The witness instanced 
the effect of Congress propaganda being successful for one year in Rang
pur district. That year the sowing was less and the price was higher. 
But the next year there was a larger crop. . 

The work of the middlemen is more' to the interest· of themselves 
than to the jute growers. The Marwaris and middlemen advance money 
to the jute growers even before they grow jute. The witness thinks 
that middlemen (jarias and beparis) in Rangpur district are mostly 
Marwaris. They generally advance money on what is called shatta. 
This system is widespread. Ae a general rule money is advanced to the 
cultivator often before the crop is sown and as a result the cultivator 
has to sell his crop, at a sacrificed rate, to the man who advanced 
money. 

If the price ie Rs. 4 per maund in Rangpur the cultivator cannot 
get more than Rs. 2. This is because of their terms according to the 
shatta. The witness thinks that there would be a difference of about 
Re. 1 between Calcutta price and that which the kutcha' baler in 
Rangpur pays to the beparis. 

Different • weights are used in different parts of. the district. 
Generally, seer weights at 60 tolas and 90 tolas are prevalent. But 
prices are adjusted accordingly. 

The witness has no views on latka. 
To !Ill". Hllque.-l have experience of the Rangpur district for the 

last 40 years, and I have been connected with the District Board for the 
last 38 years, and during this long period I have had opportunities to 
see agricultural condition of the district. Thirty-eight years ago jute 
was the main crop of the district. J ute and rice were the main crops of 
the district. So far as the total area is concerned, it is increasing year 
by year, as regards jute. At least 25 per cent. has increased in the last 
20 years. In a year of· depre8sion I think paddy is more 
profitable; and, in spite of this, I think they are cultivating 
jute only in expectation of a better market. Price of paddy is Re. 1 
to Re. 1-8 per maund. 

Price of tobacco went down in recent years and for that reason 
tobacco cultivation has become less. . 

If jute area is reduced by 50 per cent. and replaced by tobacco and: 
sugarcane, it would certainly improve the condition of the people. 

I do not think there would be objection to restriction by legislation. 
Union Boards have been in existence for the last 5 or 6 years. In 

some cases there is abuse of the Union Boards, but as a whole they are 
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working satisfactorily. It will be feasible to put restriction scheme 
into operation through Union Boards provided there is statutory power 
behind. If it is a people's organization I do not think there would be 
opposition. 

Bepari& take extra weight. Everybody tries to take "excess" as 
much as he can, it is impossible to say how much. The system 01 
adnnce is wide. The cultivation of tobacco is likely to extend if there 
is a factory for cheroot making. " 

It may be feasible to work it out if there is a Jute Board: on the top 
and a .Jute Bank financing Jute Societies, and if there are org~nized 
markets in every village. 'On the whole, what is required is some 
statutory organization" to give a shape, and there would be no dearth of 
public men to work out suoh a scheme. There will be numbers" of men 
to do such kind of honorary public work. 

To Dr. Sinha.-Regarding regulation of jute production through 
Union Boards, I do not.apprehend any abuse; there may be slight, but 
not wideRpread. If they act tactfully I do not think there would be 
trouble. The supervising agency will be Circle Officers aild Agricultural 
Officers. The present staff will not be enough to do the supervision. ,It 
must be increased at least at the first instance. 

One standard weight is desirable everywhere. 
To the Chairman.-I have no experience of other countries where 

attempts to regulate crops are made. 
Jute sowings have gone up much beyond last year's sowing. 

Dealer ulitnesses. 

(1) Representative of Messrs. Ashkaran Nathmal, 
(2) " Messrs. Nimc:hand Motichand, and 
(3) Babu N. N. Chanda. 

We are all firms purchasing jute locally. We prepare loose bales 
and forward to Calcutta; 4's, 3's, Rejections and T. R.'s-these are out 
four assortment.. T. R. is equivalent to X.L.R. At present business 
is carried on in L.R. and X.I.J.R. only. 

We know that standards are changed in the midst of the season, 
This is due not to competition amongst UE', but becau&e the mills demand 
it. 1Vhen we beJgin in the season we probably get business in R. and 
L.R., but in the midst of the season there is X.L.R. We are at the mercy 
of the mills, hence we have to accept these standards. "''ben we have 
got to deal with mills we assort jute on the guarantee of warp and weft, 
When we do businesii with balers we assort it at 3's, 4's, R'a, etc. 
Mills try to get better assortment in falling markets. Of course in 
rising market sometimes low assortment!; are accepted. It is not due 
to competition amongst us, but due to rise and fall in the market, and 
the mills attempt always to get better assortment in a falling market. 
It would be better in the present state of affairs if the standards were 
not changed. " 

There is one ~iddleman betwee'n us and the grower, who is called 
bepari or !ar£a. There is also another system of purchase, which iii 
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don:e through brokers, who get only a commission for the fupply of jute 
from cultivators. The major part of the business is, however, done 
through Jarias or beparis. . 

The present Rangpur market is at Rs. 34 to RI;. 3-8 per maund. 
The Ja.ria ordinarily keeps a profit of 3 annas to 4 annas per maund 

after meeting transit charge, which is 2 annas to 4 annas per maund. 
But what he does is to add a certain amount of moisture. This year 
there is a combination amongst the dealers not to purchase wet jute; 
and the system of wetting jute is stopped. 
. Beparis and Jarias are local men; ihere are also Marwari middlemen. 

It is generally the case that mills raise price about the sowing time, 
we think, to encourage sowings. amongst cultivatms. Sometimes the 
price rises even by Re. 1 to Rs. 2 per maund. This increase generally 
takes place about Falgun and Chaitra and sometimes in Baisa.kh. 

It would be better. if one standard weight is followed everywhere. 
We generally take 6 or 7 seers per maund on 80 sicca calculation. We 
use 93 sicca weight. Beparis also purchase at the .same weight. To 
counteract the adulteration by the beparis we also have to resort to the 
system of taking a little extra weight. But ·if the jute is absolutely 
dry then we do not use extra weight. The Calcutta firms also generally 
take extra weight of 5 seers per bale of3! inaunds (kutcha bale). We 
also in our turn sometimes water jute. 

Some 15 years ago there was no system of advancing money to the 
beparis by the firms in the district. It was introduced lately (say 
10 years ago)~ For the last three years, owing to this crisis, the system 
of dadan has been stopped and now the beparis are in debt to the firms. 
In some case. advances are also given to 'cultivators by the bepa:ris about 
sowing time, and this advance is on the shatta system, on the under
standing that the jute is to be given to· the beparis concerned at some 
contracted rate. This practice is dying out. About the harvest time 
Jarias and beparis giyesmall advances to get jute. But there is no 
contracted rate. 

Fatka has injured the business. It causes undue fluctuations and 
affects rates. It also affects the cultivators. Fatka rate is higher than 
actual market rate because it is mere speculation and there is no reality 
of· tranr.action and people always try to raise the market. The net 
result is that one set of people in Oalcutta always tries to raise the price 
and another set to lower the price according to their own requirements. 
This unsteadies price and we cannot take long views and find it 
extremely risky to enter into future contractr.., Suppose there is a man 
in the market who has purchased a lakh of bales in /atka. He knows 
that if the price falls he will have to lose and as such he tries every 
day by further speculation to keep up the price and to'raise it even 
higher. 'Ve are all of opinion that /atka must be stopped. This specula
tion is not only injurious to the general market,it also injures a large 
number of -people who do this operation themselves. 

We send our jute from Rangpur by· train. The railway freight :s 
Rs. 2-6-3 per kutcha bale of 3l maunds, or 12 annas a maund, ex-railway 
godown at Cossipore and Chitpore. It is the rate throughout the year. 
The railway freig·ht for paddy is 6 annas to 8 annas per maund·. In the 
interest of jute there ought to be a lower slaCk-season rate which was 
formerly the case. 
. The mills do .DOt accept any broker other than European brokers. 
tAt Rangpur.] 
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It requires about Rs. 5 to produce a maund of jute. The present 
production exceeds the world demand. Unless and until this cultiva-' 
tion is restricted to 50 per cent. of the present acreage there is no 
chance of improvement. The only way is 19 restrict the cultivation. 
The surplus land may De utilized for cultivation· of sugarcane, tobacoo, 
fodder, pulses, etc. The rest~iction must be t:nforced by law. 

Grower, cultivator and Iaria; witne!Jses. 

(1) Maulvi Abdui Mannan, President, Sa~gara Union Board, Kot· 
nl~ . 

(2) Dr. Cholam Cauch, Burirhat, Kotwali, Crower, 
(3) CamirDalal, BW'irhat, Kotwali, Cultivator, 
(4) Mel. Serajuddin, Paikan~ Satgara Union Board, Kotwali, 
(5) Mel. Sabanu"~ Cultivator, 
(6) doir Muhanvnad, Faria, and 
(7) Chandra Mohan, Faria. 

Generally, the outturn of jute is () maunds per bigha. Cost of pro
duction Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 per bigha. The average yield of, paddy 
is 5 maunds per bigha, cost of production, a.bout Re. 5 per bigha. We 
have grown less jute this year than last year. We grow jute because 
we can get reIWY money at one time. Unless there is restriction by 
legislation there is no other way of restricting the cultivation of jute. 
We will have no objection to restriction 'by legislation. The only way 
to restrict i& to utilize Union Board agency, and there is no likelihood 
of victimization or undue advantage io anybody. We would like 
standard weight and measurement. The market conditions in Calcutta 
are not known to the villagers. It would be greatly advantageous to 
the people if market conditions are known. to thevilla(gers. 

The'margin between the arat price and the village price is about. 
Re. 1 per maund including transit charges. 
. loir Aluhammad.-Formerly, when' the market price of jute was 

about Rs. 10 per maund, we could have made a profit of at least one 
rupee per maund, and that was because we adulterated jute. But 'now
a-days it is very difficult to keep any margin for profit. Weare 
incurring loss. . . 

Cultivators.-We find it better to deal with the lariasas we do not 
get any fair treatment in arats. It is quite possible to form' a jute 
growers' organization and pool the jute together for purpose of selling 
in Calcutta, provided we, cultivators, are assured .that ou.r stuff is safe. 
So it will be necessary to have Government societies, for .such operations . 

. We can organize ourselves for a common market. . -' 

Dealer 1citnesses ITlYTn Dinajpur. 

(1) Babu Hajari Lal Agarwala, and
(2) Babu Dipchand D'hariwal. 

We purchase jute from beparis al;' well as from larias.The fanias 
and beparis generally keep a net profit of about 4 annas per maund 
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after meeting transit charges. There is only one middleman between 
ourselves and the cultivators. 

In our part the seer' weight is at 120 sicca. There is no extra taken 
from the cultivatorE by the Jarias or beparis. -It will not be any loss 
to us if uniform' weight is introduced. The cultivator does not lose 
because we calculate the price at. 120 sicca we~ht. 

Somehow, owing to competition, the Calcutta market rate is known 
to beparis and fa.rias. The ra.iyats can always understand as to whether 
the condition bf the market iii' high or low; but ·he does not know the 
actual market rate. . . 

Fatka is very bad for business. As a matter of fact fatka rate 
wholly disposes the market here. 'fhe ready market does Dot change 
owing to rise or fall in the fatka market. As a result of l'ise in fatka, 
people gue~s that the market must rise and that creates a feeling in the 
country that the market must rise even though it has no connection with 
it. There may be a temporary rise in the price of jute, lind it benefits 
the cultivator only to that extent. 

Grower and cuZtiratffr witneJlses from Dinajpur. 

(1) Babu Aswini Kumar Chosh; .Union Board Pres1dent, 
(2) Maulvi Naimuddin Ahmed, Union Board President, 
(3) Aminul Islam, C'ultivator, and 

(4) Md. Fazar Ali Ahmed, Cult1vator. -

. Witness No. (3) has got 10 bighas of land, of which he had 7 bi,q/uu 
under jute last year. The outturn was 23 maunds of jute. Generally, 
[I maunds is the average outturn per bigha. Last year he had a had crop 
and obtained 23 maunds out of 7 bighas. It cost him about Rs. 15 per 
bi,qha. . 

He has 40 bighas of low land. Jute also grows on aman land. 
He grows jute on the same land year after year. He has to manure the 
land. He has 2 ploughs and 4 bullocks. 

!'Jo. (4) has 60 bighaJl of land, of which he had 6 big7ws under jute 
last year. He obtained 20 to 22 maunds of jute. The average outtUrI. 
is 4 to 5 maunds per bi.qha. if it is a good crop. The remainder of his 
land is utilized for paddy (transplanted) cultivation. The cost oi 
production of jute is Rs. 13 or Rs. 14 per bi,qha . 

. If there is restriction of jute cultivation by legislation it will open 
bribery am on gEt officials. . 

They grow jute only in anticipation of better prices. 
, .. 

Formerly, No. (3) had obtained 40 to 50 maunds of jute out of 
10 to 12 bighas of land. If it is really calculated. we get more profit 
[Ae Rangpur.] 
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in paddy than in jute, but we overlook it. We have to grow jute because
we would like to have ready money at one time. Paddy sells at Re. 1-2~6 
per maund at 80 talns. In other places, at 100 tola seer, it is Re. 1-4-
per maund. The out turn of paddy is 5 or 6 maurids per bi"lilJ, the cost 
H@. i or Rs. 8. . 

Union Board Presidents.-If the price of jute rises at least to double
the present price, then restriction by legislation may be feaeible. It 
may be possible for the Union Boards to make proportionate distribution. 
amongst individual cultivators if there is a restriction. We do not· 
think that the Union Boards win unfairly diEtribute.Maulvi Naim
uddin Ahmed is of opinion that the Union Boards may unfairly 
distribute amongst cultivators. 

All 01 them are of opinion that unifQrm weight will be advantageous 
to the cultivators. 

3/aulvi Nairn-uddin Ahm.ed.-For the last three years we have 
been carrying on jute resfriction propaganda, as a result of which the 
area has been reduced to some extent. Those who have obeyed us and 
actually restricted their crop are coming to us and demanding compen
sation as they have bet!n outdone by ot~ers not restricting. The cul
tivators must be told, therefore, along wIth the propag'\\nda, as to what 
sub8titute crops profitable to theT- can be grown. 

The witness has culiivation of about 90 to 100 bighas 
and has got 10 ploughs in khas cultivation and, in his opinion, there is 
no crop for the time being which' can give them real profit. He has 
tried sugarcane, both from Government cuttings and from country 
cutting!;, and he. has found that it gives sligb.tly .more profit than jute. 
But sugarcane, on the other hand, requires continuoils labour throughout 
the year; and suitable sugarcane land is not much in the .Dinajpur 
district. "If we look t{) the labour involved in sugarcane 
cultivation, in comparison with jute, and calculate its value, then we find 
that eugarcane is less profitable." Price of gur is at Re. 1 per maund 
at present. 

If the f'aiyat can be assured of a remunerative price for jute, he may 
listen to propaganda and restrict his area accordingly. . 

General witnes8~s from Dinajpur. 

(1) Maulvi Fazli Haque Sarkar, Union Board President, and 
(2) " Emaratulla Sa.rkar, " 

'Ve are in favour of restriction of jute production, and legislation 
is the only way to put this into effect. 'Ve can utilize our lands, not 
med for jute, for sugarcane, mustard, paddy, tobacco and ether crops. 
That will be more profitable. 

In our part jute yield is 4 to 5' maunds per bigha, and the! cost of 
-production, Rs. 25 to Rs.30. One bigha of land yields 8 to 9 maunds of 
paddy. It will ultimately lead to no oppression because people in 
general will understand their own interest. 

We welcome standard weights. 
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